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FOREWORD 


By direction of the President, pursuant to Article of War 50!, the 
Branch Office of The Judge Advocate General with the United States Army 
Forces in the British Isles was established on 22 May 1942; on 9 November 
1942, this office became the Branch Office of The Judge Advocate General 
with the European Theater of Operations. Concurrently with its estab
lishment, the Secretary of War by direction of the PresiQent vested in 
the theater commander confirming authority under Article of War 48 and 
the powers set forth in Articles of War 49 and 50. From its inception 
until 20 June 1943, Brigadier General Lawrence H. Hedrick, U. S. Army, 
was the Assistant Judge Advocate General in c,ha:rge, and since the latter 
date Brigadier General Edwin C. ~cNeil, U. S. Army, has been in charge. 
At fir5t there was one Board of Review, but this number was increased as 
the volume of work necessitated. 

The present collection contains (to the best of materials and 
information available at the time of pl,lblication) q.11 the opinions and 
holdings of these Boards of Review, together with the 1st Indorsement 
and an indication of the final disposition with GCMO reference. "Short 
holdings, 11 which find the record of trial legally sufficient to support 
the findings of guilty and the sentence, without any discussion of the 
facts or arguments, are not included. In the CONTENTS o~ each volume, 
there is indicated, opposite the original ETO number of each case, the 
CM number allocated to the case in the JAGO when the record of trial is 
received. 

In addition, Branch Offices of The Judge Advocate General were 
established to serve the Army forces in the Mediterranean Theater (form
erly North African Theater) of Operations, in the India-Burma (formerly 
China-Burma-India) Theater, and in the Southwest Pacific and Paciiic 
Ocean Areas. On 1 July 1945 the Branch Office in the Southwest Pacific 
Area was redesignated Branch Office in the Pacific, and the Pacific 
Ocean Areas office was inactivated. A similar collection of Board of 
Review materials will be made for each of them. An index and tables 
covering these materials will be added as soon as practicable. The 
volumes of materials from the foreign Boards of Review will constitute 
a companion series to the compilation of Holdings, Opinions and Reviews 
of the Boards of Review sitting in Washington, D. C. Together these 
will make conveniently accessible the most comprehensive source of 
research materials on military justice in the zone of the interior 
and in combat areas. 

1 August 1945 

... 

MYRON C. CRAMER 
Major General 
The Judge Advocate General 
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WAR DEPARTMENT 
In the Office of The Judge Advocate General 

for the (1) 
.European Theater of Operations 

APO 871 
SEP 24 1942

Board of Review. 

ETO 24. lST ARMORED DIVISION 

Trial. by G. c. M. convened at Cas
tlewellan, County Down, Northern 

UNITED STATES ) Ireland, August Jl, 1942. Dishon
: orable discharge, forfeiture of all 

v. : pay and allowances and confinement · 
: at hard labor for three (3) years, 

Private First Class DANA E. : Federal Reformatory, Chillicothe, 
WHITE (15013057), Company G, .. Ohio, is designated as the place of 
13th Armored Regiment. ) confinement. 

HOLDING by the BOARD OF REVIEW 

RITER, VAN BENSCHdTEN and IDE, Judge Advocates. 


1. The record of trial in the case of the soldier named above 
has been examined by the Board of Review. 

2. The accused was tried upon the following charge and specifi 

cation: 


CHARGE1 Violation of the 93rd Article of war. 

Specification: In that Private First Class Dana E. White, 
11Company 11 G , 13th Armored Regiment, did, at Washington 

Court House, Ohio, on or about April 7, 1942, commit 
the crime of sodomy, by feloniously and against the 
order of nature having carnal connection with Private 
First Class Melvin A. Hunton, Company "G", 13th Armored 
Regiment, in that he, the said Private First Class White, 
did insert into his own mouth the penis of the said Pri 
vate First Class Hunton, a ma.le human being. 

He p1E3aded not guilty to, and was found guilty of, tl').e charge and speci
·fication. No evidence of previous convictions was introduced. He was 
sentenced to dishoncr able discharge, forfeiture of all pay and allow
ances due or to become due, and confinement at hard labor fo¢three (3) 
years. The reviewing authority approved the sentence, designated the 
Federal Reformatory, Chillicothe, Ohio, as the place of confinement, 
and forwarded the record of trial for action under Article of Vlar .50-:\.

i\ L , . . ~ 
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3. The accused, at the time of the incident giving rise to the 
charge, was a member of Company 11 011 , 13th Armored Regiment (R 12). On 
or about April 7, 1942, this regiment was engaged in an overland move
ment from Fort Knox, Kentucky, to Fort Dix, New Jersey (R 6, 12). It 
moved by its own power. The first night's bivouac was near Washington 
Court House, Ohio (R 6, 7)• At the time camp was made, the accused and 
Private First Class Melvin A. Hunton, Company 11G11 , 13th Armored Regi
ment, became tent mates (R 12, 22). They pitched their pup tent to
gether, but.it was not a deliberately plannx~' nor previously ordered, 
companionship (R 24, 25).- Before the nightlf.his bivouac, the two sol
diers had not been tent mates (R 24, 25), and, ·subsequently, they did 
not sleep together under the same pup tent (R 24), although they had 
slept in the same squadroom or floor (R 10, ·24). Private Hunton had 
known the accused for about two years (R 8, 10). It was raining 'When 
the pup tents were pitched (R 12, 22). Hunton and the accused went to 
bed in the tent, dressed in their combat suits (R 15, 20). Hunton wore 
the old type of combat mit - 11 the kind that zip up the front 11 (R 15, 
20). The zipper on the suit was closed when Hunton went to bed that 
night (R 20). Hunton also wore runm1er undershirt and shorts (R 21). 
The two soldiers slept with their feet towards the tent opening (R ll:i., 
19). Accused on the left side of Hunton (R 26). The evidence estab
lishes the faregoing.fl.cts without conflict. 

Hff~t The prosecution's case is dependent upon the evidence of Pri 
vate/a.Wcl £Hat of Herman T. Mcwatters, Captain, 13th Armored Regiment. 
Hunton's testimony is direct and positive that, when he was ayrakened 
by the guard on the morning of April 8, 1942, at or about the hour of 
3:00 o•clock A.M., he discovered the accused lying across his stomach 
(R 7, 26); that accused was lying on the left side of Hunton with his 
right-arm on Hunton•s chest (R 8, 26); and that his (Hunton 1s) penis 
was erect and in the mouth of the accused (R 7, 25). He asserted that 
such situation was without his volition or desire (R 7). Hunton•s com
bat suit had been opened - "it had been zipped all the way down11 (R 21). 
Hunton had no blanket covering him, but had slept in his combat uniform 
on top of his bed roll (R 21). ~hen he discovered accused•s actions, 
Hunton shoved accused away and got out of the tent (R 8, 21). He did 
not report the incident to a superior officer until five hour's later 
(about 8:00 A.M.), then it was to an unidentified lieutencnt mo was on 
the convoy with Hunton ( R 9, 23, 21) • Hunton also made report to a 
non-connnissioned officer of his company when he reached Fort Dix (R 23). 

Captain McWatter• s testimony was to the effect that, in the 
last week of April, 1942, he questioned accused in connection with the 
alleged offense (R 16); that, at that time, he warned accused that any
thing he said could be used against him; that he did not lead accused 
to believe that, if he confessed, his punishment might be lighter; that 
he did not threaten accused (R 17); that he propounded to the accused 
the specific question: 11 Had he been guilty of an unnatural sexual act?11; 
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and that accused responded: "Yes, sir, he had been" (R 17). There
after, in the course of his t'3stimony in rebuttal, Capta.in Mcwatters 
was interrogated by a member of the court, and the following colloquoy 
ensuedt 

"Q. 	 What was specific question that resulted in that 
answer? 

A. 	 I told Private White he had been accused of the 
act of sodomy or of having unnatural relation
ship with another man. 

Q. 	 Is that the way you put it? 

A. 	 It is. 

Q. 	 And he said what? 

A. 	 He said it was true. 

Q. 	 Did he later in the same investigation change 
his answer or qualify it in any way? 

A. 	 Not at that time, sir. 

Q. 	 Did he change it at another time? 

A. 	 Yes, sir. It was after Private White was brought 
in to Northern Ireland. I asked him why the trial 
had been delayed or what disposition had been ma.de 
of the case before he left Fort Dix. In the con
versation it was brought out that he misunderstood 
the questions on which I based my charged. 

Q. 	 Did you ask him 'Whether he had put his mouth on 
the penis of Private Hunton? 

A. 	 I didn't ask hi.~ that. 

Q. 	 Did Private White seem to understand what you were 
talking about? 

A. 	 I thought he did understand what I meant, but he 
states to me since he arrived in Northern Irelani 
that he did not understand and that he did not 
have sexual relationship with Private Hunton. The 
charges which you have here in court now are as 
they were drawn in the last week of April, 1942, 
at Fort Dix, New Jersey". (R 17, 18.) 
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On rebuttal, the prosecution produced as a vlitness, Private 
John Blanton, Company 11G11 , 13th Annored Regirr..ent (R 27) and, after 
qualifyine the witness as to his acquaintanceship and contact with' 
accused, propounded to hi.~ the following question: 

11What was accused's general reputation by those who 
know him best as to any perversion or the like? 
Y~ba.t is accused• s general reputation by those who 
have known him best***" (R.28). 

The defense objected to the question, and thereupon the trial 
judge advocate declared: 11 The prosecution contends that the defense 
has introduced two character witnesses as to accused's good character 
or reputation, which is normally presumed to be good. The matter in 
issue is whether he is a pervert. The prosecution wishes to establish 
the-accused•s reputation as to perversity. The defense, in its intro
duction of the character of the accused in the case, immediately placed 
the accused•s reputation and character" (R 28). The president and law 
member of the court ruled: 11 The testimony of the witness will be lim
ited to such facts as he may lmow himself. Is that clear?" (R 28). 
The prosecution declined to question the vdtness further (R 28). There
upon, the court, of its o;m motion, proceeded to interrogate the witness, 
Blanton. Questions were propounded for the obvious purpose of e:ictract-· 
ing from the witness evidence of specific acts of perversion or immor
ality between the accused and witness, or between third persons and the 
accused (R 28-30). Pertinent examples of these questions and the re
sponses of the ~~tness thereto are: 

"Q· 	 Has he at any time asked you to have sexual re
lations with him? 

A. 	 Uo, sir. 11 (R 28). 

**.J,fi~-r.-~-* 

11 Q. 	 Has he ever made a grab for your privates? 

. A. 	 No, just laid his hand over it or something like 
that. 

Q. 	 Did I understand you to say that he laid his hand 
on your privates? 

A. 	 Yes, sir. 11 (R 28). 

* * 	* il· * -*· *· 
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"Q• 	 Did he lay his hand on your leg or your privates? 

A. On my privates, sir. 11 (R 29). 

******* 
"Q. 	 Did you ever see him do it to anybody else? 

A. No, sir. 

Q. Did you ever see him propositioning anybody else? 

A. No, sir. 11 (R 30). 

Following this examination of the witness by the court, the prosecution 
asked the witness the following question: 

"Private Blanton, in the organization of which you are 
a member, 1'hat is the accused•s general reputation anong 
those who lmow him best as to any perversion, sexual 
perversion?11 (R 30). 

The defense objected to the question (R 30)~ In the colloquoy between 
the. trial judge advocate, the defense counsel and president and law 
member of the court, which ensued, the president stated: 11 It is the 
opinion of the court than a:v evidence tending to establish the bad 
character of the accused should be presented in the testimony of per
sons who have personal knowledge of those facts. The present witness 
has testified as to his knowledge of the actions of accused (under
scoring supplied). If the prosecution desires to estab~ish that,. it 
should be introduced in the form of direct evidence" (R 30). There
upon, the president sustaiined the defense•s objection (R 31), and the 
prosecution rested its case • 

. 5. The accused appeared as a sworn witness in his own behalf, 
after being duly warned by.the .court as to his right, and that, if he 
elected to testif'y, he was 'subject to examination as any other witness 
(R ll, 12). His testimony corroborates that of Private Hunton as to 
all preliminary matters, (R 111 12). On direct examination, he made no 
specific denial of the offerise, but, upon asked: "Did you have any 
recollection of being close to Private Hunton?", he replied: 11 Not very 
well, sir. I don't remember. I don•t recall real clear, sir, because 
I was awakened by the rain and I had just moved and I went back to sleep 
again'~ (R 12). On cross-examination by the prosecution, the following 
colloquoy occurred: 

11Q. 	 At any time during the night had you fondled 
Private Hunton•s organ? 

A. If I had I did it in my sleep (underscoring supplied). 

24 
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"Q. . 	Had you his penis in your mouth? 

A. 	 Nb, sir. Not unless I did it in 1llY sleep (underscoring 
supplied)t1(R !L>). 

A member of the court interrogated accused and, in the course 
of the examination, the .following discussion developed: 

"Q. 	 What kind of conibat suit had he (Hunton) on - old 
style or new style? 

A. 	 I believe it was the new style. I don't know 
whe:b~er there are aey new types. 

Q. 	 Did it have a zipper on the f'ron~? 

A. 	 I think it did. 

Q. 	 Did it have a: zipper on the side? Did it have one 
on the side and one in the .front? . 

A. 	 I am not sure. 

Q. 	 Did it zip up or doVln? 

A. 	 As I remember, sir all of them zipped down. 

Q. 	 How do you know that? 

A. 	 I was kind of in a subconscious mind. That•s how 
I happened to know. Just realized it When I woke 
up and saw it was in that condit\on (underscoring 
supplied)" (R 15). 

The defense also produced two character witnesses (R 10, 11) 
who each testified, without objection, that, prior to April 7, 1942, 
the accused had never "propositioned" the witnesses and that they did 
not know of him "propositioning11 anyone else (R 11). 

6. The evidence thus shows without contradiction that the actt 
cused had access to Private Hunton at the time and place alleged in the 
specification under.circumstances that corroborates Runton's specific 
testimony as to the commission of the offense by accused. The testi 
monyof Private Hunton as to the act charged is direct and poeitive (R
7, 25-27), and it was not shaken by cross-examination of the defense , 
orby the examination of the court. The accused made no categorical or 
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positive denial of the criminal act; rather, his denials are qualified 
and evasive. They are in the· nature of- a confession and avoidance (R
14). He said if he fondled Private Hunton's organs, "! did it in my 
sleep", and if he had Private Hunton•s penis in his mouth, 11 I did it 
in my sleO}" (R 14). Such denials are unconvincing. The do not meet 
the test o honesty and frankness. They indicate an unwillingness on 
the part of accused to make a forthright denial. They are attempts to 
meet a direct charge by an explanation instead ofby a straight forward 
denial. They reveal a guilty conscience and not the clear conscience 
of a man falsely accused of a filthy crime. There is no element of 
indignation in them, such as would be naturally aroused in the breast 
of an innocent man. 

Further,corroboration or the testimony of Private Hunton is 
furnished by the accl4Sed himself when, interrogated by a member of the 
court (R 15) • He had been questioned as to the style of combat suit 
worn by Hunton on the night in question ( R 15) • He was then asked, 
"Did it zip up or down?". He answered, "As I remember, sir, all of 
them zip down". The court member then asked, 11How do you lmow that?11 • (R l5) 
Then came a most interesting answer, "I was kind of in a subsconscious 
mind. 'lhat•s how I happened to lmow. Just realized it Tdien I woke up 
and saw it in thit condition (R 15)" • Private HuntOn testified that 
his combat suit was closed when he went to bed that night (R 20) but, 
that upon his awakening, in the morning, it had been opened - "It had 
been zipped all the way down (R 21) 11 • It therefore appears that the 
accused himself agrees 'With Private Hunton that the latter's uniform 
had been opened during the night. The accused then unconsciously re
veals an equivocal mental process. He says that Private Hunton's uni
form had been "zipped down" because he happened to lmow it in !.is "sub
conscious mind" 1 and that he realized it when he woke up and "sa.w it 
was in that condition". His statement indicates a desire on his part 
to admit that Huntonrs uniform had been opened, but he connects such 
facts 'With his 11 subconscious mind", in order to evade an implication 
that he himself "zipped it down". Such testimony necessarily creates 
an unfavorable impression in the minds of the court as to the verity 
of his entire testimony. 

The court heard Private Hunton and the accused testify; ob
served their demeanor on the witness stand, and had the advmtage of 
personal contact with them. It was the court's duty to reconcile con
flicts in thar evidence; determine the prbative value of evidence ac
cepted by it; and discover the honesty and trustworthiness of the wit
nesses. · The so-called "character evidence" either for or against ac
cused is valueless, and its introduction served no good purpose except 
to excite legal questio113hereina!ter considered. 

The Board of Review is of the opinion that there is compel
ling evidence that accused committed the crime charged;that the prose
cution sustained its burden of prOVing, beyond a reasonable doubt, the 
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commission of the offense charged. 

7. The admission of testimony involving the so-called confession 
of accused requires but brief consideration. Excerpts from the record 
above abstracted clearly show that Captain Mcwatters, at the time of 
first interrogating accused (at Fort Dix), warned him that anything he 
said could be used against him; that he did not lead accused to believe 
that, if he confessed, his punishment might be lighter; and that he did 
not threaten accused in order to obtain the confession. On the occasion 
of the second interrogation of accused by Captan Mcwatters (in Ireland), 
the accused ma.de no confession, but, instead, a denial. The defense 
raised no objection to admission in evidence of the alleged confessicn. 
The accused first indicated the existence of the confession in its orig
inal cross-examination of Captain Mcwatters (R 9, 10), although the pro
secution, on direct examination, made no mention of it (R 9). Under 
these circumstances, the Board of Review is of the opinion that there 
was no error conunitted by the court in admitting, in evidence, Captain 
McW'atter 1s testiroony as to the accused's confession (MGM; Par. ll4, Page 
ll6). 

Captain McWatter's testimony (R 16-18) concerning his second 
interview with accused, affects only the probative value of the confes
sion. The accused, on the second interview, declared he did not under
stand the meaning and purport of the questions propounded to him by the 
Captain at the first interview, and specifically denied he had committed 
the crime vd;h which he is charged. This conflict in the statements of 
accused is not revelant, nor material, in considering the question of 
the admissibility of the McWatter 1s testimony covering the confession. 
It goes to the weight and sufficiency of the confession and that was 
matter exclusively for the court. 

8. The defense produced two 11 character11 witnesses (Lynch and Gar
land) (R ll), who, without objection from the prosecution, testified 
that accused had never 't>ropositioned11 either of theil, and that neither 
of them had ever known of accused's 't'ropositioning11 anyone else (R 11). 
This is not evidence of 11good reputation" or 11 good character" within the 
meaning of the rule permitting an accused to introduce evidence of his _ 
own good character (MCM, Par. 112, Page 112). This testimony should 
have been excluded by the court, had the prosecution objected. It was 
entirely immaterial to the issue before the court. It was of no value. 
The two witnesses might have been the only two persons out of two hun
dred individuals that the accused had not "propositioned11 • It was neg
ative evidence. 

Two of the principal rules concerning the inttoduction of evi
den::e of an accused's general reputation are declared as follows: 

-8
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"General character is the reputation one has made 
in the community in which he lives, the result of 
his general walk and conversation, and it cannot 
be shown by proof of particular acts of good con
duct or bad conduct, but only by proof of his gen
eral reputatio.H~ that is, what his neighbors say 
about him, orjliewis generally accepted, received 
or regarded by them11 • ('Mlarton• s Criminal Evi
dence, Vol. 1, Page 463-4; Sec. 331.) 

"* * * the state cannot offer evidence of bad char
acter of the accused except to rebut his evidence 
of good character, but when the defendant puts his 
character in issue, the prosecution may rebut such 
evidence by proof of bad reputation * i~ *". (Whar
ton1 s Criminal Evidence, Vol. 1, Page 456; Sec. 330.) 

The prosecution, on rebuttal, attempted to meet the so-called 
"character" evidence of the accused (R 27, 28). The trial judge advo
cate, apparently having mind the rules of evidence above stated, pro
pounded to the witness, Blanton (R 28), a question in substcn ce as 
follows: 

"Private Blanton, in the organization in which you 
are a member, what is the accused•s general reput
ation among those who know him best as to any per
version, sexual perversion (R 28, 30)"• 

The defense objected to the question and the court sustained 
the objection with the connnent: "The testimony of the witness will be 
limited to such facts as he may know himself. Is that clear? (R 28) 11 • 

The prosecution declined to question the witness further. It was then 
the court, of its own volition, asked the witnes;, Blanton, in substance, 
whether the accused solicited witness to have sexual relations with 
him; whether accused ever ma.de a 11 grab for his privates"; 'Whether wit
ness had ever seen accused do it to anyone else;and 'Whether witness ever 
saw accused 11 proposition11 anybody else (R 28-30). At the conclusion of 
the court•s examination, the prosecution renewed its question as to the 
general reputation of accused as to sexual perversion (R 30). Again 
the defense objected (R 30) and again the objection was sustained (R 31) 
with the observation that 11 The present witness has testif:ie d as to his 
knowledge of the actions of the accused (R 30) 11 • With this state of 
the record, the question arises as to whether the court, in its rulings, 
committed errors seriously affecting the substantial rights of the ac
cused. 

It is to be observed that the defense counsel, in the first . 
instance, misconceived the nature of 11 character11 evidence. His witnesses 
did not testify as to the general reputation of the accused for morality 
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and normal sexual conduct; rather, they gave only negative evidence. 
Their evidence was not even testimony as to specific acts of good 
conduct. On rebuttal., the trial judge advocate, in order to meet this 
evidence, asked the witness, ·Blanton, a question as to the general re
putation of the accused. The court refused to permit such question"'t:o 
be answered; made Private Blanton its own witness, and proceeded to 
secure from him evidence of solicitation or 11propositioning'of the wit
ness by the accused. 

The court was correct in sustaining the objection to the trial 
judge advocate 1 s interrogatory to the witness, Blanton, but not for the 
reason stated by it. As above indicated, the accused's interrogatories 
to his witnesses, Lynch and Garland, did not put in issue any question 
as to accused•s general character or reputation. They raised no issue, 
because they were entirely negative and without materialty to the issue 
before the court. Hence, the prosecution was not authorized to draw 
into issue the question of accused•s general character. The prosecution 
had no evidence of accused's good character to rebut. This is the true 
reason for the ruling. 

Ho-Never, when the court made the witness, Blanton, its ovm 
witness, and secured from him evidence of commission by accused of spe
cific acts of perversion not connected with the offense for vrhich ac
cused was on trial, a different question is presented. Was this evi
dence admissible? The accused had previously testified that if he had 
performed the acts of perversion on Private Hunton, he had done so in 
his sleep (R 14). Thereby, he introduced the element of accident, mis
hap or unintentional criminal conduct. Blanton•s responses to the 
court's questions negative such element and they were thereby both re
velant and material ani served to rebut the inferences of accused•s 
testimony. Op this basis, the evidence was admissible. 

"Evidence which shows, or tends to show, the commission 
of another cri:r.ie, is admissible when it shows the ab
sence of accident· ormistake in the commission of the 
act charged against.the accused". (Wharton's Criminal 
Evidence, Vol. 1, Sec. 354, page 536.) 

Although the record shows that the court and counsel did not properly 
appreciate the correct application of the rules of evidence hereinabove 
discussed, the Board of Review is of the opinion that the court, in its 
rulings on the ad.'1lissil:il.ity of evidence, did not commit any error sub
stantially affecting the rights of the accused. 

9. For the reasons stated, the Board of Review holds that the re

cord of trial i$ legally sufficient to support the findings of guilty of 

both the charge and specification and legally sufficient to support the 

sentence. The court was legally constituted. no error injuriously af
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fcctin::; the substantial ri:::;hts of the accused were committed during the 
t.:tial. 

The accused is t"lrenty-three (23) 7ears of age. Pursuant to 
paragrap!-i 5 ( d), Genortl Urder 37, I:TOUSA, 9 September 1942, the execut
ion ot a sentence of dishonorable disc:r..arc;e may be ordered executed when 
2.n accusec.l is sentenced to confinencnt for three (3) years or nore for 
c.n offense which renders his retention in the service undesirable. Ob
viously, sodomy is such·an offense. A 3enera1. prisoner may be returned 
to trc United States for service of sentence of tr.ree (3) years or more. 
The secret2.ry of ·:inr, by instructions dnted 26 Februar:r 1941 (LG 253 
( 2-6-41) r.), directed t:r.at prisoners in such cases under thirty-one (31) 
years of age and sentenced to not more th.:i.n ten (10) years, will be con
fined ir. th::. Federal Correctional Institutio:i or Reformatory, which is 
nearest the ;:'Ort of debarkation in the United States. The Federal. ne
forr,1atcry, Chillicothe, Chio, i~ the !:'ror place of confinement. 

~;filf,... JUdge Advocate. 

\ .. ~~~ -.Judge Advocate. 

---.---=t):....~~L-=-·~-.c:::::;~--.---Judge Advocate. 

1st Ind. 

YU\.R DIB. F•TL!El:T, Office of The Judt;e Advocate General, European Theater 

oi' Operations, PJ?O 871, U. S. Army,SE P 24 1942 / 

TO: Cor.nnanding General, 1st Armored Division, APO ;;1251, U. S. Arrny. 


1. · In the case of Private First Class Dana E. ','lhite, (15013057), 
CoP1pe.ny f1, 13th Armored Regil:lent, attention is invited to the foregoing 
holding of tho Dos.rd of RevieYr, thn:t the record of trial is legally 
sufficient to support the sentence, much holding is hereby npproved. 
nrnler tho provisiox of Article of War 50}, you now have authority to 
order th.;J execution of the sentence. 

2. r.rtten copes of the published order arc forwarded to ttis off
ice, they should be accompanied by the foregoing holding, and this in
dorserocmt. -Tho file nurr.ber of the record in this office is BTO 24. 
For convenience of reference, please place that ~umber in brackets at 
the end of the published order. 

(ETO 24) 
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WAR DEPARTMENT 
In the Office of The Judge Advocate General. 

(13)for the 

European Th&ater of Operations 


APO 871 


Board of Review. 
SEP 29 1942 

ETO 25. 

UNITED STATES ) HE/iWUARTERS, SERVICFS OF SUPPLY 
v. : 

Captain JOHN F. KENNEY, : 
(0-904840), 344th Engineer Reg- : 

Trial by G. c. M. convened at Chel
tenham, England, September 3 and 4, 

iment. ) 1942. Dismissal. 

OPINION of the BOARD OF REVIEW 
RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN anc!_ IDE, Judge Advocates• 

1. The record of trial in the case of the officer named above, 
having been referred by the Commanding General, European Theater ot 
operations, the .confirming authority, prior to his action thereon, and 
pursuant to the provisions of Article of War 46, to the Assistant Judge 
Advocate General in charge of the Office of The Judge Advocate General 
in the European Theater of Operations who, under the provisions of the 
last paragraph of Article of War 50--}, has, with respect to this case, 
like powers and duties as The Judge Advocate General, and, to the end 
that the accused should have an independent review of the record of 
trial by the Board of Review, in accord with the provisions and in keep
ing with the fP irit of Article of War 50-h having been referred by the 
Assistant Judge Advocate General to the Board of Review for examination 
arid review, has been e:r.amined by the Board of Review and the Board sub
mits this, its opinion and holding thereon, to the Assistant Judge Ad
vocate General. 

2. Accused was tried upon the fallowing Charges and ~ e ci!icat
ions: 

CHARGE I: Violation of the 95th Article of War. 

Specification 1: In that Captain John F. Kenney, Ccrps of En
gineers, did, at Gloucester, Gloucestershire, England, on 
or about July 28, 1942, wrongfully accost Kathleen 11ebb 
on a public street, and against her 1rl.ll, grasp her, force 
her into a vacant area and therehold her until aid summoned 
by her outcry forced him to release her. 

Specification 2: In that Captan John F. Kenney, Corps of En
gineers, did, at Gloucester, Gloucestershire, England, on 
or about July 28, 1942, in public in the vicinity of the 

_,_ 
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junction of OXford and Denmark Roads, wrongfully say 
to Lily Ellis, a resident of Gloucester, in the hear
ing of other such residents, "You English swine, you 
are all cowards, all of you11 , or words to that effect. 

CHARGE II: Violation of the 96th Article of War. 

Specification: In that Captain John F. Kenney, Caps ·or En
gineers, did, at Gloucester, Gloucestershire, England, 
on or about July 28, 1942, wrongfully strike Francis V. 
Egan on the face with his fists, · 

He pleaded not guilty to and was found guilty of the charges and fP eci
fications. No evidence of previous convictions was introduced. He was 
sentenced to be dismissed the service. The reviewing ai thority ~proved 
the sentence and for?ra.rded the record of trial for action under Article 
of War 48. 

3. As the facts are disputed, the testimony is. rather fully set 
out. The evidence shows, by accused• s own testimony, that he is a Cap
tain of Engineers, stationed at Ashchurch, and that, on the night of.· 
Ju1y 28, 1942, he· went to Gloucester (R 58) on a rotorcycle to find a 
11.A.A.F. with whom he had a date. Failing to find her or to accomplish 
a second attempted date with the first girl's chum, he made an engage
ment by telephone with the telephone operator who was trying to put 
through his calls (R ~8). By his testimony, he was to meet her for a 
moment at 8:30 that night, when she had a temporary rest period. He 
says he did so meet her (R 59) and made a date to meet her again at 
ll:OO P.M. in the alley on which the entrance to the telephone office 
was located. At eleven o•clock, after a social evening drinking with 
rome new-found friends (R .59), accused returned to the alley or lane 
and there encountered a sentry, who asked him if he was loold.ng for 
Kathleen Webb. He replied in the affirmative, and the sentry said she· 
had left word for an officer that might come thereJ that she had gone 
home, stating directions as to her route (R 60)~ Accused further 
stated that tnis girl came up to him, as he came out of the alley, and 
said that, as every place was closed, the only thing to do was to go on 
back home; that she got on the motorcycle with him and told him where 
to go. He claims they decided to stop a couple of blocks from her home 
and talk a while. They got off the motorcycle and, at his suggestion, 
went into the yard of a girl's school and stepped over to where it was 
dark, at which time she insisted she must go right home. Accused told 
her he didn't like that after waiting all evening for her (R 61) and 
"sat her down"• She screamed and tried to "scamper" when accused grab
bed her by the arm as she' was trying to pull away. A Mr. Egan appeared 
and asked what was going on. Some women also appeared on the scene. · 
Egan struck accused andduring the fight the girl broke away and disap
peared, an:i they all went outside the gate. Egan was taken to a house 
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across the street (R 62) and accused stood with his back to the gate 
to protect himself. He remembers saying at the time that they vrere 
all "pig-headed" and 11 snru.g11 , for he was not molesting the girl but 

just standing there holding her. "She was just jerking and pulling. 11 


Accused tried then to find his motorcycle, but missed it. The police, 
who had just arrived, in.formed him where it was and he, at his own 
suggestion, went to their headcµarters and made a written statement. 
Accused testified that, be.fore leaving the scene, Egan came out and 
shook hands w.ith him and everybody agreed Egan had been a little hasty 
(R 64). The test:iJnony of the accused covers nearly eighteen pages of 
the record and beginning with his schooling as a boy and outlining his 
educational and professional backeround. He insists that he held the 
girl only as proof that nothing wrong had happened and that he had not 
molested her (R 62). 

Kathleen Webb, a Gloucester telephone operator, the prosecut
ing witness, identified accused, and testified she first met him about 
11:05 the evening of July 28, 1942, (R 6), on Northgate Street, when he 
rode up on a motorbike, stopped aid offered to take her home and file 

~ 	 refus~d (R 7);then, later he again stopped her but she went on and tried 
to avoid him but again he intercepted her, and dragged her across the 
street (R 8). She fell down in a school gateway and tried to run when 
accused grabbed hold of her and tried to touch her under her clothing 
(R 21); she continued to struggle and then screaned for help and a man 
came and tried to release her and eventually she got loose aid ran home 
( R 10) • She did not make a date with accused ( R 10);did not ride on 
the motorcycle at any tine (R 24); but she was close enough to smell 
liquor on his breath (R 20, 23). 

H~r story is in part corroborated by witness Egan, who was 
badly bruised by accused in the fight to release the girl ar.d who denied 
that (R 26) he struck any blows after the girl was released or that at 
any time later he shook hands with accused (R 29); by witness White, who 
saw the motorbike as it stopped on Oxford Road (R 31) and, as he passed, 
saw a soldier and lady standing by it (R 32); that shortly thereafter, 
he heard screams and returned in time to see somebody being led or car
ried across the road from the gate, to oome houses on the other side 
and, going to the house, he recognized Egan (R 33). He (VIhite) called 
the police. He also heard the accused, a big man in uniform, directly 
across the road by the iron gate, call the people there abusive w"Ords. 
11 His exact words were, •English swine, you are yellow"', md he also 
said he was a German. Witness Lily Ellis, housewife livine directly 
across the road from the school yard gates, who, on the evening in ques
tion, wa.s a~ut to retire, when she heard repeated cries for help from 
across the road. With her daughter and next-door neighbor, 1rrs. Wil
kinson, crossed the street and saw two men struggling and a girl 'Who ran 
past them; one man was in khaki uniform with two bars on his mulder (R 
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39) and the other was a civilian., who asked ·her, ttFor God's sake., get 
some help and get this man away from me (R 38)tt. Theysucceeded in 
getting the civilian away and across the street into her home., the 
officer shouting., 11Where is he., let me at him"• "You interfering 
British swine" • He also said he was of German descent and proud of 
it (R 38). Accused was identified by witness Henry A. Ellis., who ar
rived as Egan was being taken across the street; the Captain (accused) 
was there and used very insulting remarks, calling them "interfering 
British swine", and among other things., 11yellowtt and 11 curs11 (R 46). 
He saw there N.rs. Willd.nson., his O'Wil 'Wife and two daughters and Mr. 
White. Witness Henry Freeman., was at this mother.ts house (R 48)., 'Where 
Miss Webb stayed., when Miss Webb arrived that night some time after 
11:30. She ran into the house in a very distressed condition., her legs 
from the knee down being covered with mud and blood. 

On the other harrl.., a vital part of the testimony of Kathleen 
Webb., and of the other witnesses., is seriously contradicted by two dis
interested 'Witnesses. The witness., Mrs. Nellie Willd.nson., testified 
that she resides immediately opposite the entrance to the school grounds., 
71 Denmark Road (R 42); that., at about 11:30 P.M. on July 28., 1942., she 
looked out of an upstairs window of her home arrl saw a gentleman in uni
form and a lady crossing the road toward the high school and heard the 
school gate open and close (R 42., 88); they were walking together quite 
casually., as an ordinary couple (R 44., 88). The couple walked rather 
quickly and Mrs. Wilkinson heard the woman• s high heel shoes clicking on 
the pavement (R 42., 88); and there was nothing unusual in their conduct 
noticed by the witness (R 88). 

The witness., Mr·. Sidney H. Yihite., at about 11:20 P.M. on July 
28, 1942, was proceedine on foot up OXford Road on the left-hand side
walk, and he observed a soldier and a lady standing alongside of a motor
bike on the opposite side of the street, in front of Mrs. Wilkinson•s 
house (R 32, 35, 36., 84)• The couple were embracing and there was no 
sign of a struggle; and the embracem.ent was mutual (R BJ., 84., 87). 

4. David Wagstaff., Pol:ke Inspector of Gloucester, as a witness 
for accused, testified (R 70) that he first saw accused about 8:30 P.M. 
the night ofJuly 28., 1942, leaving Bull Lane and walking across the 
road to the Woolworth shop, and aeain at the Gloucester police station 
at 12:40 A.M. that night when 'Witness had been informed of an assault 
which had occurred and accused voluntarily came to the station to give 
the details. He informed accused that he was not obliged to mate any · 
statement unless he wished to do so, but that whatever he did say would 
be taken down in writing and might be later given in evidence. Accused 
made a statement., which was produced in court but not placed in evideme. 
Five officers (R 74-77)., with whom accused had served for periods up to 
three months, also appeared as character v4tnesses for him, and testified 
as to his excellent qualifications and service. 
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5. The defense submitted to the Staff Judge Advocate, Headquar
ters, Services of Supply , Europea.."l Theater of Operations, a let.ter
brief on behalf of the accused, wherein it is asserted that the accused 
was denied substantial rights by not having been given an opportunity 
to examine the available witnesses at the time the charges were investi
gated under Article of War 70. 

Article of war 70 provides in pertinent part: 

11 ***At such investigation, f'ull.opportunity shall 
be given to the accused to cross-examine witnesses 
against him, if they are available, and .to present 
anything that be may desire in his own bhealf, whether 
in defense or mitigation, and the investigating offi
cer shall exa.rn:i..ne available ~d.tnesses requested by the 
accused (underscoring supplied) * * *''• 

11 The provisions of A. w. 70 with reference to investi
gating charges are mandatory and there must be a sub
stantial compliance therewith before charges can be 
legally referred to trial. A court-martial is with
out jurisdiction to try an accused upon charges re
f erred to it for trial without having first investi
gated in substantial compliance with the provisions 
of A. w. 70 and, in such a case, the court~martial 
proceedings are void ab initio. 11 · (Dig. Ops. JAG, 
1912-1940, Sec. 428 (1), page 292.) 

There is no authority for pa;ying mileage or witness fees in sich prelim
inary investieation (Dig. Ops. JAG, 1912-1940, Sec. 428 (4), page 293). 
The accused is entitled to cross-e.x.a.r.Une all available witnesses who 
testify at the trial (Dig. Ops. JAG, 1912-1940, Sec. 428 (3), page 293). 

The right of cross-examination, made mandatory by the statute, 
is dependent upon the a'\tilability of the witnesses at the investigation 
of the charges. If they are not available, ·the right of cross-examination 
does not exist. The record of trial in this case clearly sho-wsthat the 
prosecution's witnesses were civilians, living in Gloucester, 60 miles 
distant from the accused's station and the headquarters of the officer 
ordering the investigation. 

Statements of the witnesses were obtained by the Gloucester
shire Constabulary, and copies of the same were forwarded by the Chief 
Constable to the accused on August 4, 1942, being the day prior to the 
submission of the same to the Provost Marshal, Headquarters, oos. The 
t:ial (of the charges) comr:i.enced on August 26, 1942~ The accused and his 
counsel therefore had the time and opportunity to examine these witnesses, 
who would submit to examination, before the trial. The records show that 
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the accused did not object to proceeding to trial after arraignment, md 
did not raise this question after arraignment nor at any time during the 
course of the trial. 

The word "available" means acceable or capable of being used 
to accomplish a purpose (Corpus Juris Secundum No. 7, page 1301). There 
is no method provided whereby these witnesses could have been subpoenaed 
to appear before the investigating officer at the headquarters of the 
officer ordering the investigation, and there is no aithority for the 
payment of 'Witness fees and Jnileage of such witnesses. Under Btlch cir
cumstances, the Boa.rd of Review is clearly of the opinion that these wit
nesses were not "available" within the purview of A. w. 70; that the 
rights of the accused were £ully protected by the procedure followed, and 
that the court acquired end held jurisdiction to try the charges agaL nst 
the accused. 

6. Charge II and its specification alleges that the accused did, 
at Gloucester, England, on or about July 28, 1942, wrongf'ully strike Fran
cis v. Egan, on the face with his fists. The specification alleges an 
offense under A. w. 96 (MCM, Sec. 152 c, page 189). Thereby, the accused 
is charged lf:ith having committed an assailt and battery on the civilian 
Egan (MCM, Sec. lh9 1, page 176). The evidence establishes the commission 
of the offense beyon'd aJ.l peradventure. The accused•s testimony is suf
ficient in itself to sustain the finding of guilty, end, when read in 
connection with the prosecution•s evidence is so convincing that no de
tailed discussion of same is necessary. The only question that can arise 
in connection with this feature of the case is whether or not accused 
acted in self-defense. This point is vigorously urged by the defense 
counsel in their letter-brief and has been care£ul1y considered by .the 
Board of Review. 

A reconstruction of the scene is not difficult. Egan, believed 
a girl of tender years - a high school girl - was the subject of a bodily 
attack (R 28). UPon receiving Miss Webb's plea, 11Ma<:e him let me go", he 
reacted in a most natural manner. He attempted to free the girl from the 
accused• s hold by strild.ng accused in the face. Assisted by the women 
'Who had arrived on the scene, Egan continued his effort to secure the 
girl's freedom am, during aich progress, accused, frightened by the un
seemly and awkward predicament in which he found himself, also reacted 
naturally. He did mt lmow how seriously he was threatened. The blows 
he struck Egan while Egan and the women were wrestling with him to secure 
Miss Webb's freedom may, With all -propriety, be .considered as struck in 
self-defense. The fact, however, that accused continued his battery upon 
Egan, after Egan and the women had ceased their physical hold on him, en
tirely nullifies such plea. From the moment Egan withdrew his hands from 
accused's body and Miss Webb had been freed, the accused was IM)- longer 
in a position of peril. He renewed the .fight after hi$ opponent Egan had 
withdrawn. The accused is charged with the knowledge that the whole pur
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pose of the intervention of Egan and the women was to free the girl. 
?ro other interpretation can, with reason, be placed on the evidence. 
"It is not the defendant's mere notion that he is about to be attacked 
the.t justifies; but there must be circumstances leading the defendant, 
according to his rights to expect an a ttack(7lharton 1 s Criminal Law, 
Vol. 11 Sec. 226, page 1115) 11 • 

Treating Egan as the original aggressor, and admitting that 
the accused, during the scrimmage, having for its purpose the release 
of i.'.iss ~'Tebb, had the right to protect himself within reasonable limits 
against the trespass on his body committed by Egan, there came a point 
when this right of _self-defense ceased and, if accused continued to 
strike Egan, his attack bec~~e an original battery. 

"But if 11 A11 really and evidently withdraws from the 
11B11contest, and resorts to a place of security, and , 

his antagonist, knowing that he is no longer in danger 
11 A11frohi , nevertheless attacks "A", then "A's" rights 

in self-defense revive ('i7harton1 s Criminal Law, Vol. 
1, Sec. 616, page 832) 11 • 

The proof is clear that accused struck Egan several times 
~ Egan 1s trespass on accused 1 s body had ceased and ?11iss Webb had 
teen released. ~udging the situation from the position of accused at 
this time, it is a most reasonable conclusion that accused was not 
in peril, nor was his safety threatened. In the opinion of the Board 
of Review, the record is therefore legally sufficient to support the 
findine of guilty under Charge II and its Specification. Dismissal 
is authorized upon conviction of a violation of the 96th Article of 
;·i'ar. 

7. Specification 1 of Charge I alleges an offense under the 
95th Article of nar, and in the opinion of the Board of Review, the 
;;rosecution has sustained the burden of proving the co:r.:mission of the 
offPnse by accused. The evidence is convincing that the accused, at 
a tii:,e after llaOO P.r.r. on July 28, 1942, restrained !1:1.ss Webb in an 
unlighted school yard against her will, by use of force. He adrnits such 
conduct (n 61, 62), but the evidence of the prosecution, independent of 
accused 1 s judicial adrJissions, is more than sufficient to sustain the 
finding. 

There is a sharp conflict in the testimony as to whether ac
cused 11 wrongfully11 accosted !•!iss ·«iebb on a public street. Likewise, 
there is a substantial conflict in the evidence as to whether accused, 
by use of force and against her will, took her to the school grounds. 
;,:iss ~7ebb insists that she hall no !Jre-arrar.ged engagement with accused 
(R 10); that she never met him prior to the time he accosted her at the 
intersection of lJorthgate and '.'!estgate Streets (R 12); that immediately 
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thereafter, on three separate occasions, at three separate points, 'While 
she was v1alking towards her home, he accosted her (R 12, 13) and, fin
ally, he dragged her across Denmark Road into the school grounds (R 13, 
82). The accused specificaliy contradicts Miss Webb a;id swore that he 
met her on the same evening at 8:00 P.M. and arrcnged to meet her again 
at 11:00 p.M., when she quit work (R 59, 68); that he did meet her as 
she left her place of employment (R 60); that she voluntarily became a 
pillion rider on his motorcJ.U_e (R 60, 66); that he drove up Oxford Street 
in the direction of Denmark Road (R 60) ;that he parked his motorcyJ_e on 
Demnark Road and the girl and he walked into the school yard (R 61). He 
denies categorically that he dragged Miss Webb across the street into 
the yard (R 65); or that he-used any force whatsoever to procure her 
presence in the yard (R 65). 

Partial corroboration of accused's testimony is found in the 
testimony of L!rs. Nellie Willd.nson, a British civilian, who testified 
that she saw from one of her upstairs windows at a time after 11:00 P. 
E., on the night of July 28, 1942, a gentleman in uniform and a lady 
cross Denmark Road in a casual, orderly manner in the direction of the 
high school grounds, and that there was nothing unusual in their con
duct (R 44, 48). Further corroboration of accused's statement is fur
nished by Mr. Sidney H. White, a British civilian, who testified that, 
at about 11:20 P.lt.., on July ·28, 154 2, he was proceeding on foot up 
Oxford Road, when he observed a soldier and a lady standing alongside 
of a parked motorcycle in front of Mr. Willdnson• s house, and they were 
in mutual embracement with no sign of struggle (R 32, 35, Jq, 24, 87). 

Allowing the accu~ed the full benefit of this testimony of 
trrs. Wilkinson and Hr. White, and accepting it.as corroboration of ac
cused's contentio~ that Miss Webb accompanied~ to the high school 
grounds of her own volition, and free from compulsion on his part, the 
fact remains that there was created but a coriflict in the evidence and 
it was a duty and function of. the court to resolve ·this conflict. It 
had the witnesses before it, observed their demeanor on the stand, and 
had the benefit of per:D nal contact with the persons involved. While. 
in this case, the Board of Review is permitted to weigh the evidence as 
shown in the record, it does not believe it should substitute its con
clusion for that of the court. The story told by Miss Webb concerning 
the methods pursued by accused in escorting her to the school grounds, 
is not so inherently improbable or inaccurate as to justify the Board 
of Review in refusing to accept the findings of the court. The court 
elected to believe Miss hebb after undoubtedly considering all of the 
surrounding circumstances, including the testimony of Mrs. Willd.nson 
and ur. White, instead of the accused• s version of the affair. With 
this determination, the Board of Review can fin~ no fault. 

Assuming, however, that MissWebb did enter the school grounds 
with accused freely and voluntarily (and thereby concluding that the 
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prosecution failed to prove the allegations of Specification 1, that 
accused did "wrongfully accost Kathleen Webb on a public street, and 
against her will grasp her, force her into a vacant area11 ) the glaring 
fact remains that she desired to leave the grounds, and to depart for 
her home, and the accused, by his own admission, forcibly held her 
against her rJill, until, by her outcries, she attracted the presence 
of nearby householders who secured her release. (The remaining alle
gations of the specification: 11 and there held her until aid sununoned 
by her outcry forced him to release her11 being therefore proved with
o~t contradiction.) In addition, 1li"'"SSWebb asserts that a struggle 
ensued between her and accused while they were on the school grounds 
(n 9, 14) while she was endeavoring to force herself from accused•s 
hold. In the melee, she fell against the gates and struck the ground 
(R 14). The accused tacitly admits such occurrences (R 61). 

The facts of this affair admitted by accused and proved be
yond a reasonable doubt, are such as to constitute a violation of the 
95th Article of.War. The accused prowled about the public streets of 
an English town in the night seeking "dates" with any vroma.n who would 
accept his company. He finally arrived at a speaking acquaintanceship 
with a public telephone operator; and he escorted her (accepting his 
version as being true) to the dark obscurity of a public shool grounds. 
The facts may only 11 be opposed to good taste or propriety and not con
sonant with usage" but 'When they are considered with the undisputed fact 
that the woman was forcibly restrained by the accused from departing 
from the scene of their conflict (when probably she l!lpented her indis' 
cretion or became frightened at the portents of the situation), forces 
the Board of Review to conclude that such conduct 11was unbecoming an 
officer and a gentleman" within.the meaning of the 9.5th Article of War 
(Winthrop's Military Law and Precedents (2nd Ed.) page 7ll). 

8. Specification 2 of Charge 1 alleges that the accused did "in 
public * * * wrorg'ully say to Lilly Ellis, a resident of Gloucester,, in 
the presence and hearing of other such residents, 'You English swine,, 
you are all cowards, all of you, ' or words that effect11 • The ep ecifi 
cation alJe gas an offense under the 95th Article of War (Withrop's Mil
itary Law and Precedents (2nd Ed.) page 718. The evidence shows that 
after Kathleen Webb rad fled the scene of the disturbance and the alter
cation between accused and the witness, Egan,, had been stopped,, accused 
applied to the assembled householders (who had been attracted by l1iss 
VIebb 1s outcries) cpprobrious epithets. Mrs. Ellis was present at this 
time. Witnesses testified accused used the following expressions: 

S. 	H. White (R 3)) - "English swine, you are yel
low." 

Mrs. Lilly Ellis 	 - "You interfering British 
swine,, I am of German origin 
and proud Of' it•11 

-9
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Henry Alfred Ellis (R 46) - "Interfering British. 
swine.11 (He also 
said we were) 11 yel
low1. 

' 
The ac:msed admits he was angry and did apply epi;hets to M.rs. Ellis and 
her neighbors (R 62, 63), but insists that he said to them that 11 they 
were ~-headed and smug, and it seemed to me in all reasonableness a 
person could expect a little more consideration, a little bit more of 
an investigation before they go off half-cocked like everything had (R 
63, 66)". · He denied emphatically that -he said he was a German, explain
ing that he was of scotch-Irish descent (R 66). 

A most casual reading of the testimony is convincing that the · 
accused was angry and embarrassed by the turn of events. He considered 
that there had been an unreasonable interference by residents of the 
neighborhood. He was also probably apprehensive as to his own safety 
(R 62, 63). He admits he did criticize the assembled people f<rtheir 
conduct. The difference between the testimony of the prosecution•s 
witnesses and the accused•s statement of what ~e said is only one of 
degree, and, in any event, such conflict as there was in the evidence 
was a question of fact to be resolved by the court. It chose to believe 
1~essrs. Yihite and Ellis and Mrs. Vlilkinson. The Board of Review is un
w.i.lling to disturb ai ch determination. 

A consideration of the evidence pertinent to this specifica
tion is convincing that accused conducted himself towards the British 
civilians, on the occasion of this episode, in a manner for which there 
is neith~r condonation nor explanation. The behavior of the accused 
towards Miss Webb, viewed in the light most favorable to accused, is 
perfidious , but accused's language and actions wh€n he was forced by 
a group of irate British citizens to free Y.iss Webb fro::n his hold, is 
of such serious nature as to pass beyond the domain of propriety or 
tood manners. It involves the relationship of American military per
sonnel towards the civilians of an ally in who.se country a substantial 
American military force is stationed. Under these circumstances, the 
conduct of accusea assumes a more serious mien than if he were guilty 
of the same acts in the United States. In the opinion of the Board of 
Review, the prosecution sustained its burden of proving the guilt of the 
accused under Specification 2, Charge r. 

9. The accused is thirty-six (36) years old. The record shows 
that he was commissioned Captain, AUS, on May 10, 1942, and was assigned 
to the 344th Engineer Regiment. This was an original appointment cµid no 
prior service of accused is shown. 

10. The court was legally constituted. No errors injuriously af
fecting the substantial rights of the accused were connnitted during the 
trial. In the opinion of the Board of Review, the record of trial is 
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legally sufficient to support the findings of guilty and the sentence. 
Dismissal is mandatory upon a conviction of a violation of the 95th 
Article of War, and is .r~uthorized upon a con:vi.ction of a nolation of 
the 96th Article of war. 

ll. The accused testified at length concerning his civilian car
eer and activities and his military experience prior to acceptine his 
present connnission. The Board of Review has no reason to doubt his 
representations in this regard. It appears that he has had a broad 
experience as an engineer and also as a construction superintendent. 
Fellow officers, who have been intimate with him during his present, 
tourof duty, testified that his reputation has been unimpeachable; thav 
he was Uhusually interested in the welfare of his men; and that he bore 
a high reputation as an officer and a gentleman. The Board of Review 
believes that this officer is able to render valuable service in the 
prosecution of the war effort. In his training and t:ransportati:m to 
the British Isles, the Government has expended a cons;i.derable sum of 
money for which it is entitled to receive substantiai vaue. The of
fenses for the commission of which the accused has be~n convicted are 
most serious and arev.ieve:l with particular disfavor by the Board of Re
view. He has earned severe strictures and condenm1:l.t;i.on. However, the 
Board of Review, believing that the Government should have the oppor
tunity of availing itself of the services of accused at a time when ser
vices of the nature which the accused is capable of rendering cµ-e much 
needed, recom1uends that the seriance of dismissal of accused be confirmed 
but the execution thereof be suspended at the pleasl,U"~ -0f the Commanding 
General, European Theater of Operations. ·· 

~ ' , Judge Advocate. 

~·~ -~ Judge Adve>c.a:te. 

£) •~ • C}d2e.... . , .Judge Advocate. 
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1st Ind. 

J.A.G.O., ETOUSA, A.P.o. 871, 29 September 1942. - To the Commanding 
Gener~l, ETOUSA, A.P.O. 887. 

1. Herewith transmitted is tha record of trial, together with 
the opinion of the Board of Review, .in the case of Captain John F. 
Kenney (0-904840), 344th Engineer Regiment (AUS). 

2. Upon trial by general court-martial, this officer was found 
guilty of conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentJ.eman (two specifi"'.". 
cations), in violation of Article of War 95; and assault and battery, 
in violation of Article of War 96. He was sentenced to be dismissed 
the service., The reviewing authority approved the sentence and for
warded the record of trial to you, for your action, under Article of 
War 48. 

3. Prior to your action thereon, you referred the record to m(: 

under the proVisions of Article of War 46, and, in order to expedite 
final action in the case, and more especially to insure to the accused 
the independent and impartial examination of the record of trial by 
the Board of Review, in accord with the provisions and in .keeping with 
the spirit of Articles of War 48 and 5oi, under the provisions of the 
latter article and, before examination by me, I referred the record to 
the Board of ReView for its examination and opinion. Normally, pur
suant to instructions of The Judge Advocate General, action by the con
firming authority (other than the President) is required, under the 
provisions of the third paragraph of Article of War 50~, before the 
record is referred to the Board of Review and Assistant Judge Advocate 
General. However, your reference of the record to me, prior to your 
action thereon, under the provisions of Article of War 46, which ex
pressly authorizes such reference, since I, as Assistant Judge Advo
c~te General, have, under the provisions of the last paragraph of Ar
ticle of War 50-~, with respect to this case, like powers and duties as 
The Judge Advocate General, changes the normal situation indfu ated 
above. Under such circumstances, should I pass on: the record under 
Article of War 46, in lieu of and as your staff judge advocate, and 
return the record for your action prior to its examination by the Board 
of Review, it would then,be necessary, after your action, for the Board 
of Review and myself, as Assistant Judge Advocate General, to examine 
the record to determine its legal sufficiency. Such a procedure would 
deny the accused the independent review of the record by the Board of 
Review, provided by Article of War 50~, since the report of ray exami
nation and ray reconunendation under Article of War 46 would be a part 
of the file of the case when it reached the Board of Review. It would 
also place me in the anomalous position of acting as staff judge advo
cate under Article of War 46 before the review by the Board of Review 
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and as Assistant Judge Advocate General after such review under Arti 
cles of War 48 and 50!. In my opinion, to follow mch a procedure 
would deny the accused a substantial right given him by Articles of 
War 48 and Sol. On the other hand, by following the procedure I have 
adopted denies the accused nothing, but fully protects his rights. I 
am convinced this is the procerture The Judge Advocate General would 
follow on a reference to him, under Article of War 46, for the reason 
that, in such event, he would occupy the dual role of staff judge ad
vocate and The Judge Advocate General, as he does when the President 
is the confirming authority, and would follow the procedure prescribed 
for the latter class of cases. 

4. The Board of Rev:iew summarizes the evidence in the accompa
nying opinion and holds that the record is legaJ.ly sufficient to sup
port the findings and sentence and to warrant confirmation of the sen
tence. I have carefully examined the record and, while not concurring 
entirely with the views expressed by the Board, I do concur in the 
opinion that the record is legally sufficient to support the findings 
and sentence and to warrant confirmation of the sentence. 

· 5. a. As to Specification 1, Charge I, it is my view that the 
conflict between the testimony of accused and that of the prosecutrix 
can more consistently be resolved in favor of the version of the lat 
ter, as the court, by its findings, obviously did so resolve it. I am 
forced to this conclusion largely by the vein of evasiveness which runs 
through the testimony of the accused, by his apparent lack of frankness, 
and by the fact that important parts of his testimony are inconsistent 
in import, if, indeed, not actually contrary, each to the other. In my 
opinion the weight of the evidence established the guilt of accused 
beyond any rearonable doubt. 

b. As to Specification 2, Charge I, the evidence is even 
stronger. -True, the witnesses do not entirely agree as to the exact 
language, but they ar~ in substantial agreement and more cannot be asked. 
Under such circumstances; the memories of witnesses usually differ, an::l 
meticulous agreement would be ground for su::p icion. Certainly all heard 

the terms, "swine11 , ncowardsn, and 11yellowt1• Accl1Sed admits making some 
remarks in anger. According to the evidence, including his awn, it seems 
obvious that his condition as to sobriety was not such as to place cre
dence in his memory. His testimony that, instead of the terms mentioned 
by the other_ vritnesses, he used "pig-headed11 and 11 smug" has earmarks of 
-a forced explanation 'Which, to my mind, is neither convincing nor clever. 

The evidence fully supports the findings. 
c. As to Charge I, the acts charged in the' IJBCifications with

out question constitute conduct unbecoming ai officer and a gentleman. 
Guilt of the specifications having been established, guilt of the Charge 
follows as a matter of course. 

d. The testimony of accused alone sustains the findings as to 
the Specification of Charge II, and Charge II• I question the legal ac
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curacy or the Board• s opinion that the blows struck by accused be.f'ore · 
lliss Webb• s escape nma.y, with all propriety, be considered as struck 
in self~efense", since, in my view, the actions o.f' Egan throughout · · 
were legally justified, and self~efense excuses only the repulse of · 
a wrong, and "is only permissible against an unla1ff'ul. attack (Sect.ion 
128, Wharton• s Criminal Law)". However, since the Board and I agree 
on·the legal sufficiency of the record as a llhole to aupport the find
1nss1 further discussion of the difference o.f' opinion would be purely 
academic. 

6. The brief of the defense counsel has been considered. As to 
the investigation, there was a substantial compliance with Article of _ 
War 70 and paragraph 35 a, Manual for Courts-Martial, 1928. More is 
not required. Accused was permitted to read the available testimony,. 
was advised of his rights and stated that he did not desire to o.f'.f'er 
anything in defense or mitigation, or to make or submit a statement in 
any form at that time. Tre remainder of the brief is an attempt to 
show that the evidence fails to establish the guilt of the accused be
yond a reasonable doubt. It is purely argumentative and ·I am not im
pressed. 

7. While reconnnending confirmation of the sentence,, the Board 
of Review further recoJ1Dnends that the execution thereof be suspended at 
your pleasure. In this further recommendation I cannot concur. The 
reasom given by the Board are that it appears that the accused has had 
broad experience as an engineer and construction superintendentJ that 
fellow officers testified as to his good reputation and his interest in 
the welfare of his mWi ~t ...~~%""~ent has expended a considerable 
sum on his training/aria snmuanave·1-.ne opportunity of availing itself 
of his services at a time when such services are much needed. 

Such an argument,, it seems to me,, could be advanced in prac
tically every case of dismissal that may confront us. The Government 
also has spent a considerable sum on every officer in the theater. It 
is to be assumed, at least,, that all of these officers are qualified to 
render essential service. The need for such service is, of course,, ap
preciated and admitted. But, as necessary and desirable as their ser
vices may be, in the prosecution of any war the personal conduct of_· 
our o-fficers is also a vital factor. As well said by the staff judge .. 
advocate of the reviewl. ng ai thority in his review, - punishment has two 
purposes, - reformation and prevention,, the latter being the more impor
tant, particularly in this theater where our troops,, and especially 
our officers, are considered as representatives of our Goverrunent,, and 
their misconduct reflects directly on our Government and its military . 
leaders. It is highly essential for the conduct of our officers to be 
kept at a high standard. Unfortunately, casualties 1l"ill occur in this 

_ field as well as on the field of battle,, and it is as important to en
deavor to keep the conduct casualties to a mininrum as it is to keep bat
tle casualties to a minimum. 

I 
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Were we concerned solely with the punishm(mt and reforn;itj.cn 

of the accused,· I would be more inclined to follow the 1Joard 1 s recom

mendation. However, on this score I do not think a strong case for 

clemency is made out. This officer has been in the service only since 

May 10, 1942, most of the time, prior to enbarkinr; for this theater on 

July 1st, spent in training. This comparatively short period of obser

vation and association scarcely furnishes adequate opportunity accur-· 

ately to judge one 1s character. He had been in the theater but two 

weeks vrhen the affair which precipitated his trial took place. He is 

a married man. Even acceptin;; his o.-m version, his conduct Yd.th ~.::iss 


Webb was reprehensible, and, in the words of the Board of Review, his 

"lane;uage and actions when he was forced by a group of irate nritish 

citizens to free Miss Webb from his hold, i.s of such serious nature 

as to pass beyond the domain of propriety ~..nd c;ood m..,nners. · It in

volves the relationship of American military personnel towards the 

civilians of an· ally in whose country a substantial Jl.ffierican military 

force is stationed. Under these circur.istances, the conduct of· tl::e ac

cused assumes a more serious mien that if he were guilty of the o.::i..":l.e 

acts in the United States". 


Nor is·this the type of case where the misconduct occurs 

11 within the family", so to speak, vmere it is knmm only to our ovm 

military personnel. There, often reformation is the primary object of 


,punishment and suspension of the execution of a sentence of dismissal 
may well be justified. Here, however, the performance was staged in 
public, before a British audience, and was ~nvestigated by British 
authorities. This brings into full play the importance of punishment 
as a deterrent. To suspend the sentence under such circumstances well 
might give:. rise to an erroneous im~ression ·with many young officers 
unaccustomed to the Army and unaware of the standard of conO.uct expected 
of them; and to our allies such leniency would smack of temporizing. '· 
To them it would appear that the accused had escaped punish.."nent, and 
they could be expected to conclude that our 11 severe" punishments were 
merely camouflage set up to deceive them as to our real purpose. 

To place ourselves in this position is, to my mind, untenable, 
and could easily result in discrediting our forces., as well as our Gov
ernment, with the British nation. Hence, regrettable as ordering the 
execution of a sentence of dismissal may be, I am convinced that this 
is not a case for temporizing. Behg the first case of the kind in this 
theater, the action on this sentence will set a precedent, in that it 
will serve notice on the officers of this command as to ~i1at they may 
expect snould their condu~t materially fall below the standards desired 
and demanded of officers of the Army of the United States; ·and will fur
nish to the British public and the British authorities an illustration 
of our conception of standards of conduct and the ::tcanares taken by us ~ 

to insure·corapliance with and to punish violations of ruch standards. 
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I accordingly reconnnend that the sentence be confirmed and ordered 
executed; and I further recommend that, should you decide to suspend 
the execution of the sentence, this officer be not kept within the 
British Isles. 

8. Inclosed herewith is a form of action confirming the sen
tence and directing that it be carried into execution, and also a 
form of action confirming the sentence and suspending its execution. 

2 	Incls: 
Fonn.s of action. 

(sentence coni'inned and ordered executed. QC)I) l, ETO, 2 Oct 1942) 
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WAR DEPARTMEN.r 
In the Office of The Judge Advocate General. 

.~or the 
Europeai\ Th~at.er of Operations 

APO 871 

Board of Review 

ETO 29. 

U N I T E !> S T A T E S 	 Trial of G. c. M. convened at 
Victoria Darracks, Belfast, N.I. 
August 31, 1942. Dishonorable 
Discharge, forfeiture of all pay 

Private WILLIAM E. DAVIS, and allowances and confinement 
38042586, 518th Engineer at hard labor for eight (8) years, 
Company (WS) Federal Reformatory, Chillicothe, 

Ohio, designated as the place of 
confinement. 

HOLDING by the OOARD OF REVm'f 
RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN AND IDE, Judge Advocates. 

The record or trial in the case of the soldier named above 
has been examined and is held by the Board of Review to be legally 
sufficient to support the sentence. 

Accused was convicted of voluntary manslaughter under the 
93rd .Article of War. His age is 23 years. His length of military 
service is one (1) year, three (3) months. · The character of his 
service is excellent. He suffered one (1) previous conviction 
under the 96th .Article of War for breaking quarentine restrictions. 
Pursuant to the policy declared in G.O. 37, ETOUSA, 9 September 
1942, par. 5, c and ~ the return of the accused to the United 
States and the-execution of the sentencA ·to dishonorable discharge 
is authorized inasnru.ch as the accuse.3 "l'fet.S convicted of a crime 
(manslaughter) which makes it undesirable to retain him in the 
military service and his sentence is for more than three years, viz . 
8 years. Confinement in the Federal Reformatory, Chillicothe, 
,Ohio is authorized (See:· War Department Directive, 26 February 1941, 
AG (2-6-41) E.). 
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1st Ind.-· • r • r. "1(J Ci i u !::Jt..<., 
J.A.G.O., El'OUSA, A.P.O. 871 To the Corn:nanding General, 
V Army Corps (Reinf) A.P.O. 305, U. S. Army. 

1. In the case of Private William E. Davis, 38042586, 51Bth 
Engineer Company (WS), attention is invited to the foregoing holding 
of the Board of Review that the record of trial is legally sufficient 
to support the sentence, which holding is hereby approved. Under 
the'provisions of Article of War 5~, you now have authority to order 
the··execution· of the sentence. · ·. 

· · ' - · ' 2. When copies of the published order are forwarded to this 
office, they should be accompanied by the foregoing holding, and 
this indorsement. The file number of the record in this office is 
ETO 29. For convenience of reference, please place that number in 
brackets at the end of the published order. 

(ETO 29.) 

: : ~"'Brigadier General, J 
Jud&e Advocate General, 

European Theater of Operations •. 

·' •,, 

J " .. 

...... 

I . . ~~ . 

'235609 
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WAR DEPARTilENT (31)
In the Office of The ·Judge Advocate General 

for the 
European Theater of Operations. 

APO 871 

Doard of Review FIRST ARMORED DIVISION 

ETO 72 NOV 5 1942 

UNITED STATES ) 
Trial by G. C. M. convened at 
Castelwellan, County Down, 
Northern Ireland. October 9, 1942. 

v. DD. Ti.. and CHL for ten years . 
Federal. Reformatory, Chillicothe, 

Private 1-rnn.BERT G. JACOBS, Ohio. 
(17056622), Company H, 13th 
Armored Regiment, and 
Priyate KJBRA H. FARIEY; 
(37101923), Company: H, 13th 
Armored Regiment. ) 

OPilrION of THE BOARD OF :Ir.SVIE':I, 

RITER, VPJJ D~!SCHOTEN and IDE, Judge Advocat'iS, 


l. The Board of Review has examined the record of trial in the case 
of t~c soldiers named above and ·submits this, its opinion, to the Judge 
Advocate General, European Theater of Operations. 

2. Accused were tried upon the follO'd.n;:; Chart;e and Specification: 

CILA..HGE: Violation of the 92nd Article .._o..._f War. 
Specification: In that Privnte Embra H. Farley, Company H, 
13th Armored Regiment, and Private Herbert G. Jacobs, 
Company H, 13th Armored ReGi~cnt, acting jointly and in 
pursuance of a common intent, did at Aghalee, Northern 
Ireland, on or about 21st of Septe~ber, 1942, v:ith 
malice aforethought, wilfully, deliberately, feloniously, 
unlro7fully, and with premeditation, kill, Edvrard Clenaghan, 
a hu.~an being, by striking him on the head anJ body '.tl th 
their fists, a helCTet or some unlmown blunt instru.~ent. 

r.ach of the accused pleaded not guilty to the CharGe end Specification. 
Of the Specification each accused was found guilty, except the words 
11wi th malice aforethought", :1deliberately and with premeditation"; of 
the exeepted wordn, not guilty. Of the Charge, each accused was found not 
r;uilty, but guilty of the 93rd Article of \'iar. No evidence of' previous 

;';._ • ,,.. , • 'r~•· ~ 
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convictions of either of the accused was 'introduced. - Each was 
sentenced to dishonorable discharge, forfeiture of all pay and 
allowances, due or to become due, and confinement at hard labor 
for ten years. The reviewing authority approved the sentence, 
designated the Federal Reformatory, Chillicothe, Ohio, as the place 
of confinement and forwarded the record of trial for action pursuant 
to Article of War 50~. 

3. At Soldierstown, Aghalee, Northern Ireland, prior to and 
on 21 September, 1942, dwelt a :Lrs. Clenaghan and her fainily consisting 
of. her two sons, James Joseph and Edward, and her daughter Winefred 
(R.19, 20, 23, 25) •. !~rs. Clenaghan owned and operated a licensed 
public house (R.20, 23), located at the intersection of the main 
Aghalee-Hoira road with a cross road which also leads to Moira (R.48). 
The family dwelling quarters were in the rear of the tap-room (R.20, 24). 
Mrs. Clenaghan 1s children were adults !md un:narried (R. 20, 25). James 
Joseph was a fa.r.ner (R.23). E&vard, age 47 years, previously was a 
cripple on crutches (H.25), having been afflicted with hip-joint 
disease (R.27),- but had recovered sufficientl;y so that he could ride a 
bicycle (R. 27). He assisted in the operation of the public house (n. 25). 

The accused werA members of Company H, 13th Armored Regiment. On 
and prior to 21 September, 1942, a detach~ent of this Company was 
bivouacked in a field adjacent to the public road leading from the public 
ho·.ise to Aghalee (R. 7). Across the road from the bivouac was a cow 
barn, where on the evening of that date, the accused were billetted (R.5, 7). 

On the evening of 21 September, 1942, the accused and other members 
of Company H were visiting in the Clena.P,han public house (R.3, 20), and 
consumed a considerable amount of intoxicating liquor (R.20, 21). The 
bar was closed at 9 p.m. and the patrons of the public house were requested 
to leave (R. 23). With the exception of the accused all of them left in 
an orderly marmer (R.8, 23), and depart8d for their camp ::R.9, 23). The 
accused remained and demanded that they be served additional alcoholic 
beverages (R.8, 20, 23), but finally were prevailed upon to leave (R.8), 
and the public room was closed (R.20, 23). When accused left, they 
took with them some half-pint bottles of stout (R.21, Ex.A). The stout 
made the bottles appear black in color (H. 21) • . The accused were the 
last of the soldiers to leave the bar room (R.2o, 23), but re~ained in 
the road in front of the public house (R.9). 

At about 9.15 p.m. !{rs. Clenaghan, James Joseph, Edward and 
Vlindred were in the kitchen at the rear of the bar room (R. 20, 23) • 
Yney heard the sound of breaking glass (R.20, 23, 24), and of foot-steps 
of mAn running (R.24). James ~oseph investigated and found that one 
of the windows in the bar room had been broken (R.20, 24, 25, 44). 
Discovering no one in the bar (R.24), he went out on to the road and 
a short distance from the public house in the direction of Aghalee (R.24), _ 
he encountered accused (R.24). He remonstrated with them, but they 
de~c.nded more drink (R.24), and waved two beer bottles at him (R.24). 
Ja~es Joseph urged them to go up the road stating that they might be able 
to find drink elsewhere (R.24). He. returned to the hall door entering 
the bar- room and accused followed him part -way demaniin3 more drink. 
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'''.'!'.'":!1.ti.rnlly they vrent up the road, encl Ja11es Joseph rc:turr.c,-i to the 
f<i tch-2n, '.'. 24), v:hore he found that hi·s· brother T:~dvrard had left on 
!1is bicyclP. (:'\.21, 22, 21+), at abo,1t 9.1) or 9.20 p.·'1. to rc~)ort to 
the CO''l·;;andi:IC officer of the American C2..mp on ths road (i\. 20) . 

At ap~;roxi"l<i.tcly :-r.i:i-ni :•ht ( 21-22 Sspt8"'l.ber, 1942) :Schvarl Clena:;han 
•Has d.iscov.-:rcd l~'ing on th'" left h<·n:i .side of the road. leading to 
Af~htlee, e.bo11t thrce-tE'.'nths ( .3) >nile distant frorn the public house 
(H.27, 28, 29, 35). His head was in the ditch at the road side 
(0..25, 2?), end his legs P.nrl f2et projected on to the traveled part of 
th"' ro~d (;? 2r' 20) rm..P. ,,,..; tn''""" fTenAron /p 27) '"hO ,.,,r,rl<> th~• __. ,-._. \1~e .J, ; I• lll . .- '•-'- • -V:.;:)1_., l.l - """ - ' \•.'...• ' ••• !J.C ..:..A_.. '.J •V 

discover.~r, stop;Jed a passi:r.g motorist ci..nc1. requestsd thn.t he sununon the 
ccnstabu::iary (H..28). Constable ~:cl-i'arland O'.rrivt'ld, at about 12.25 a.m., 
22 September, 1942 (::i..25, 29). Edvre.rd Clena;:han was uncon3cious. r:e 
:-iad a lacerated woun::l over his left eye brov; t-,rn inches lone, his left 
eye was blue and he had a lacerated -.rnund on the lower side of h:.s chin 
C-t.29, 31). T!1e;y remoY'?.d him to the LurJan hospital in a motor lorry 
('l.29)~ where, witho"J.t rer-~aining consciousness, he died at 7.02 a.11., 
22 SRptffribcr, 1942, as a rcs:ilt of a basal fracture of the skull (H.32). 
Ti1e fracture co11ld. haye been caused by a bottle, blunt instru'!l::mt o:- t!le 
ed;:;e of a·sold.ier's helnet (R.Jl). 

There was found, scattered on the Aghalee ro;:.d ..,.,'i thin thr8e or four 
feet of the body of t)-).e deaeascd, pieces of bro1rnn ,~lc.ss from. mineral 
1·;ater or :::oft drink bottles (t-~.29; 30). About tm yards froY!l where 
'1.ece!lsed lay there was also found ?.. pint sized tumbler or water glass 
(1.29). This tu.rnbler was identified t'Y ':.:inefred Clena:~han as beinf', 
one belon;;;in6 to :-.nd us3d in her 'nOther' s licensed public ho»1se (:.~. 21, 22). 

4. The accused, Farley, on 17 ~'·epte:n.ber, 1942 was suffering fro:-:1 
a.'1. at tac}:: of pha.rfllgi tis, an infection of the throat mem1Jranes (rr.4-}. 
::iharyngi tis mc>v develope into laryngitis, an infla-n:nation of the 
larynx, which is indicated by hoarsness or huskiness of the voice (n.4). 

}3etwecn [~ p.n. and 8.JO p.;n., 21 Septe:11ber, 1942 Corp. Fred. C. 
R:.issell, Co. H., 13th Amored Regiment vrent to tne billet of accused and 
left verbal orders that they vmre to re1)0rt at mid-night to go on guard. 
Ti1ey failed to report on post (R.5, 6). Both of them left the billet 
at dusk on the evening of 21 September, 1942. i5y mid-niL;ht neither had 
returne:l, but accused Jacobs returned. to the bille:, and went to bed 
som8ti:no between mid.-night and 2 a.rn., 22 September, 191~2 (R. 7(). 
Acc11sed Farley 'lid not return to the billet (E. 7). 

Shortly after 9 p.m. on 21 Septe-rr,ber, 1942, two persons, taken by 
him to be American soldiers, sto1)ped at the ho::J.e of a :dr. Smylie, located 
on the Aghalce road about 100 yards in the direction of Aghalee fro~ 
Clenae;han 1s licensed p-.iblic house U-~.44), 91d c:.sl-:.:od for a drink of water. 
ne gave teem water and notGd that ono of them who was very hoarse wore 
an oil-skin coat (R.4h, 4S). 

The soLliers left Smylie at o.bo:it 9 .15 p •.1. and '.Vent up the road 
towards Aghalse • 
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George Henry Hendron, a civilian (R.47), at about 9.46 p.m. on the 

same evening encountered an American soldier, clad in a glazed water-proof 
coat at Aghalee, who enquired in a hoarse voice as to where he could be 
taken in for the night (R.48). · 

At about 10.10 or 10.15 p.m., the accused Farley was seen sitting 

on a stone wall at Aghalee village comer by Serr;eant Robert Stewart 

Smith who was in charge of the barracks of the R.U .C. at Aghalee (R.43). 

I~ is 2.2 miles from the R.U.C. Barracks to the Clenaghan public house 

(R.44, 48). Farley was under the influence of drink; his voice was 

"very, very bad"; and he had his helmet in his hand (R.43). He said 


'he had been on manoeuvers,-bat had.become lost from his party (R.43). 
- The constabulary sergeant su>sgested that Farley telephone from the 

barracks for transportation (R.43) which Farley did about l0.45 p.m. 
He appeared to have been drinking liquor but was not drunk. His voice 
was very hoarse, and he seemed to have a cold in his throat (R.19). 
Army transportation was provided (Ex. B) and he was taken to the camp 

. of the 8lst Reconnaissance where he remained for the night (R.17), 
being still very hoar~e the next morning (R.17). 

James E. Beckett; a ci•.rilian, at about 9.30 p.m., 21 September, 1942, 
encountered a-ri American soldier on the At;halee road about one-half mile 
from the Clenazhan public house in the direction of Aghalee. After 
enquiring where he could find a wine lodge the soldier struck Beclcett 
on the nose (R.15) with something hard, felling him into a hedge (R.46). 
Hendron, the ci•.rilian_witness before mentioned, prior to his ffi"!eting 
with the soldier v1earing a "glazed water-proof coat", encountered 
another American sold.i.er who had fallen over a bicycle. This soldier 
stD.ted he was drunk and he had to go about 30 miles. This encounter 
occurred betvreen 9.JO p.m. ::md 9.45 p.m. (R.47) 

At about 11.30 p.•:., 21 September, 1942, an A.'llericmi ·soldier called 
at the home of William R. HcKe°'m who was lock-keeper on the canal and a 
member of the special constabulary at Aghalee. He had been preceded in 
the ;>.:cKeown home by ~fathew Viilson, Sr. and Thomas Chapman (R..32, 38). 
The r1cKeoi'm house is near the canal which crosses the Aghalee road 
im.'Tiediately below Ar,halee and about 1.4 .miles from the Clenaghan public 
house (R..49). After drinking stout and tea the four men - the soldier, 
~-TcKeown, Yfilson and Chapman - left the McKeown house and walked to the 
Wilson house which is situate on the Ashalee road goine from the 
TA:ci(eown house in the direction of the Clenaghan public house (R.33, 3e). 
~!cKeo'.m. vralkcd with Chap~an and WiJ'.son walked with the soldier (R.33, 38). 
The latter pair walked under a horse walk arch under a canal brid~e. The 
former couple passed over the bridge on the road (-R.33, 34, 38). In 
the horse walk arch was a bicycle (R.33, 34, 38), wpich the soldier 
presented to Wilson (R.33, 34, 38, 40), who rode it to his home (R.33, 34, 
38). The four men entered the Wilson house (R.33, 34, 36, 38,. 4~), 
vrhere the soldier displayed ca.rd tricks to them and i;1rs. Wilson {R.33, 34 
38, 40). Chapman, Mathew Wils:On, Sr. and Hrs. Hilson, Sr. in their 
testimony positively identified accused, Jacobs, as the soldier involved 
in this trMsaction (R.34, 38, l-1-0), G.s did Hathew Wilson, Jr. (R.36). 
'l'he last named person arrived at the home of his father, Mathew 7Tilson, 
Sr. while the soldie~, Chapman and HcKeown were present with his 
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father rind mothe:..• (R.36, 40, 4L); and he informed them that 

F:dvn1rd Clenaehan hc.d been found "near dead" on the road (R.36, 40, 

J..i.l). The soldier, Jacobs, (as identified by Chapman, Wilson, Sr., 

:~rs. J'{ilson-, Sr., rmd Wilson, Jr.) asked "which wa:y, out towards 

Aghclee?" (~~.36, hl). Wilson, Jr. replied; 11 No, dovm there'', 

lJOinting towa~ds Clenq.ghan 1s pilblic house (R, 36, 39: lil). Wilson, Jr. 

identified, while on the vd tness stand at the trial, the bicycle which 
had pr::::viously bA.en adrni ttec1 in evidence (Ex. E) as the bicycle he 
found o.t hi.s .:t:'aker's ho:ne on the night in questiibn (R.37, 40) and 
which he advised his fe.ther to deliver to the constabulary (R.37). 
\'filson, Sr. e.lso identifie<.i the bicycle as the one given to him by 
Jacobs ~H.40). The soldier, Jae.obs, left the ,ii.Lson home about 
12.JO a.:11. 22 Septe:nber, 1942 (R.37, .39) accompanied by Wilson, Sr. 
vrho walked w.Lth him for a half mile up the road to the armored 
vehicle ol' the soldiers (R.39). Vfrti.le at the Wilson home, the soldier 
wore a heb1et (R.35, 41). 1,·Ts. Wilson testified there was a spot of 
blood on the hel:net (R.41) 2nd three or four dents in it (R.42) and 
t,'J.~,t th~re was also a spot o~ blood on the left sleeve of the over
alls worn by th~ solc:Iier (11.L>2). 'l'he soldier, Jacobs, infor:ned 
·.'.rs. ~"filson that he had been fir;htin::; ·with "one of my 01-m chaps and 
fi~htin:; with a man like r.iy husband" (R.42). 

The bicycle, introduced in evidence and identified as "Exhibit E 11 
, 

was delivered by Wilson, Sr. at 2 a.m. 22 September, 1942 to Special 
Constable Sa:rrnel :'.'.Icieovm at the R.U .C. barracks (R.18). After it 
was intro:iuced in evidence, it was positively identified as beint; the 
property of the deceased, Edward Clenaghan, ·by his sister, Winefred 
(R.21), .:-:nd his brother James Joseph ,(R.26). 

A sol,-~ie".' 's helmet v:-as also introduced in evidence .and was 
idPntified as 11 4YJ1ibi t C" (R.ll+). It was worn by the accused, Jacobs, 
at the ti..'Ile of his arrest '(R.14). There are four dents in the hel.'Ilet: 
onr.:> directly in the high front center, one ri~ht front, one almost 
directly on top and one in the left rear (R.15). 

6. The accused, Farley, was p!aced under arrest on .the morning 
of 22 Septe~ber, 1942 (R.11) at the location of the 8lst Recon.~aissance. 
At that ti:ne he was dressed in combat suit, wore his helmet~ and was 
Yery hoarse (R..17)·. He was under suspicion, not accusation and was 
duly warned concerning his rights to speak or remain silent (R.11). 
C)n 23 September, 1942, after receivinJ a like v.;arning (R.10, 11, 12, 13) 
h0 electsd to mo.ke a written state:nent (R.11, 12), which was introchced 
in evic..ence as ?.xhibi t A" (R.14). After Ci,ar,;es wore filed and the 
co.se w~s in p:::-ocess or in1rnstigation under A. 1:f. 70, accused Farley 
::aade ::. further state:nent on 3 October, 1942, havin:'~ previously 

1rc:ceL:e::l the warnin~ r0quired by par. 3.5 :. C. ~'.. (~.16). Tho 
011st!J.t'3!".cnt ·gas r ~daceJ. to ,Hritin~ and ad.mi tted in evidence as 111<-;mibi t 

i. ~~.10). 

Ti:10 accuse::l, Jacobs, w::..s 2.rrosted also on s1.tspicion ~1.10) separate 
md npart .fro:a accused,. Farley, at the ca."Tlp of his battalion (R.15) on 
22 Se1)tcJ.bcr, 1942 (I:.ll). On 24 Scpte:nber, 19h2, he was questioned by 
:.:ajor Joseph ~-i. I:Lfer, F.A., Lurgan, N.-~., in the presence of Ca1)t. Barry 
':i. Lcaz111=~, 13th Armored Re;irnei1t, z.nd S3t. Donald l'i. John, 205th Ililitar.r 
?oli..co Co:n~1any, 1'1r;an '!Jetachr,1ent, after bein~ first fully advised of his 
ri.sltts in miswerin.-; quest~ons ::n.10, ~3) ~. • 'l'h.~. exa:-aina.~i~~ las taken 
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stenographically; reduccc:). to wri tinG; sizned by <Tac obs c.'1d was 
E11ad'ni tt,ed in evidence as 11~ibi t (R.13). Theren.fter when the . 

case was -..mder investigation, -after filin;::; of char;;es, Jacobs, 
after being warned as to his rip;hts to tall'.: or remain silent, made 
the same declaration as did Farley but stated he could not remer:tber 
an.;f facts to mace a f'1rthcr statement (R.16). 

Bach of the accused before making his statement had been 
informed that Edward Clenaghan was dead and that they· were under 
suspicion of murderin:; him (R..12). Hajor Kifer, stated to each of 
the accused, prior to the ma.kin:; of their respective statements, that 
while they did not have to make a state'!lent it would ·ease their minds 
if they told what they knevr about the case U-:.10, 12, 13). IJo 
promise of leniency or threats were made to either of accused (n..10, 
12, 13). 

7. The battalion of which the accused Jacobs was a member vvas 
held in r211ks after breakfast on 22 September, 1942. I.:athew ~·Tilson, Sr. 
identified Jacobs as the soldier who vras with him the prcccdinz evening 
and v>ho gave him the bicycle (R.15, 39, 40). At 3 p.m. on 22 September, 
1942, an identification parade of .American soldiers was held. Both of 
the accused ·..-;ere identified by "'v'Iinefred Clenaghan (R.15), and James 
Joscph-Clenaghan (R.25) as beinz the men who were at the Clenagha11 
public· house the evening of 21 September, 191.i.2, and vrho;n James Joseph 
::ne?t on the road after the breakirr;; of the window.· 

At approxi;nately 12.JO p.m. 22 September, 1942, both of accused 
1-:ere carefully exa.'nined by ~-,~ajor Joseph A Ridgeway, I,~edical Corps, 
Special Troops, V Army Corps, and he founp no evidence of injuries 
(TI..17); The exa:nination of Farley was repeated by the same medical 
officer at 12.15 p.m., 23 September, 1942, and he e,eain found no 
evidence of injuries. A similar ex&"lination of Jacobs.was made bY 

.the same officer at 12.30 p.m., 24 Septc_nber, 1942 and no evidence of 
injuries vras found. 

8. Both of accused elected to remain silent at·the trial after 
again having their rights explained to them (H..4'.l). There iit. no 
direct evidence fro~n eye witnesses that the accused inflicted/':!njuries 
upon ·the deceased which caused his death. There can be no doubt that 
at about -9.15 p.m., 21 September, 1942, the accused and deceased met 
upon the public road a short distance from the Clenaghan public house. 
The peregrination of each accused from the time of such meeting to the 
ho11r of their respective apprehensions is traced vd th accurateness as 
to time, incident and place. , Each episode involving accused, happening 
as they progressed separately up the road t6wards Aghalee, after the 
time during whic~ the assault upon deceased !llU.St have occurred, cogently 
proves the ultimate fact that thf!y W".?re the persons vrho inflicted the 
fatal injuries upon ~he deceased. Farley's hoarse voice ann his oil
skin coat; the unprovoked assault upon the civilian, Hendron by an 
American soldi~r; Jacobs' possession of the deceased 1s bicycle and 
his gift of same to Wilson, Sr. together with his ovmership of a dented 
and blood-spotted helmet and blood-spot te'd uniform; the positive 
identification of eac~ accused by disinterested civilians, and the 

findin~ of the Clenaghan. ~~rn~l~;<Of ~l~~~:·at:~hf ·s:en~ 'fl.t·fight, 
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are facts beyond dispute~ Vlhen they are considered in connection 
with the time element and the movements of each accused during the 
night; they present a composite picture and lead to the conclusion 
that the accused not only encountered the deceased but also fatally 
assaulted him. X further detailed examination of the evidence on 
this point is unnecessary. Its recital is sufficient. 

9. The rulings of the Court ad.mitting in evidence Farley's 
two statements of 23 September, 1942, and 3 October, 1942, and the 
transcription of Jacobs' examination and interrogation of 24, September, 
1942, (P..14, 16, Exs. A. B. D), were free-from error or prejudlce to the 
accused. The prosecution laid the necessary foundation for the 
introduction of Farleys' stater.lcnts and Jacobs 1 answers to the oral 
interrogatories propounded to him (R.9 - 16). It is clear that each 
of the·accused received proper and timely warnings of their rights 
when·so questioned, and that no compulsion was used upon nor leniency 
was offered to either of them. Major Kifer~ 1 statements to them 
"that it would ease their minds if they tolci what they knew about the 
case" and "that it might be best for them to get it off their minds" 
(R.10) JlDlSt be considered in the light of circumstances under which 
they were made. In view of pre".'ious or simultaneous warnines tcythe. 
accused concerning their ~ights to remain silent, it is not possible 
to construe these statements of !.~ajor Kifer as cons ti tuting either 
threats or bribes. They were expressions to them of tje opinion of 
the officer that if the accused spoke honestly and frankly they would 
experience more tranquility of mind. They were but "casual remarks 
or indefinite expressions" and as such cannot "oe regarded as having 
inspired hope or fear" (H. C. 1,1. sec. 114a, pg. 116) • . 

"It is well settled thaL a confession will not be 
excluded because of a mere exhortation or 
adjuration to speak the truth. On the question 
whether an exhortation acco:npanied by an expression 
that it would be better for accused to speak: the 
truth is su.t:ficient to exclude a confession, the 
authorities are divided, some holding that it is, 
and others that it is not. The· real question is 
whether the lanJU.age used in regard to spe~(ing the 
truth, when taken in connection Yd th the attending 
circumstances and with other language spoken in the 
same or in some prior interview, shows that the 
confession was made under the influence of some 
threat or promise, the confession being inadmissible 
where it was made under such influence, a..."ld being 
ad.."!lissible where no threat or inducement mas made 
or offered."(16 C.J.~.1476, pg. 721). 
~ee also: 2 7lharton 1s Criminal Evidence, sec. 624, 
pg. 1046) . 

10. The evidence concerning the actions of each of the accused on 
the evening of 21 September, 1942, together \':i th proof of Edward 
Clenaghan 1s death are sufficient proof of the corpus·delieti to permit 
the use of the confessionr 
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death of the person alleged.to have been killed 
coupled with evidence of circu.11stances in~cating 
the probability that he wa,s unlawfully killed, 

/ will satisfy the rule and authorize consideration 
of the confession if otherwise admissible". 
(:l. C. I.:. sec: 114a, pg. 115). · 

11 It has been said that the corroboration of an 
extrajudiciaJ. confession is met if the 
additional evidence is sufficient to 
convince the jlll:'"'J that the crime charged is 
real, c::nd'not imaginary; and again, that it 
is sufflciont if the independent evidence 
establishes the corpus delicti to a probability. 
In the last analysis however, the· sufficiency' 
of the corroboration of a confessitm must .depend 
on the cirC1.L11stances of each case, always having 
in view that the essentials of the crime must be 
established beyond a reasonable doubt!' ( 2 Wharton 1s 
Criminal Evidence (11th Ed.) s'ec. 641, pg. 1073). 
(cf. Isaacs vs. United States, 159 U. S. 487; 
40 L. Ed. 229). 

11. Inasmuch as the confessions of the accused were leeally 
admitted in evidence ci.nd are. part of the prosecU.tion 1s case it is 
desirable to consider the effect of same in connection with other 
evidence in the case. Fn.rleys' confessions were admissible as 
a_eainst him hat not as against Jacobs. Jacobs' answers to the 
questions propounded to him, being in fact a confession, were admiss
ible as against him, but not as against Farley. (:.r. ·c. 1:1. sec. 114c, 
pg. 117; 2 Wharton's Criminal Evidence, sec. 714, pg. 1264). It 
should also be observed that the declaration or confession of one 
co-defendant that. he alone committed the offense with which both are 
charged is not admissible in favor of the other defendant. (16 Corpus 
Juris, sec. 1340, pg. 670; , 2 Vihar~on's Criminal Evidence, sec. 722, 
pg. 1215). The court was at liberty in applying each confession 
to the accused making it, to believe all or any part of it. It was 
its function to weir;h and evaluate it, and reconcile it with the 
other evidence in the case against the confessor· (excluding of course 
the c9nfession of the co-defendant). The dyterrnination of the 
r~liability of each accused in making his statement, and the truth or 
falsity of each confession were matters within the _exclusive province 
of the Court. While each of the accused elected to remain silent 
and did not 2.j)pear on the vii tness stand, their presence in the court 
room afforded the Court the opportunity of observing their demeanour 
and conduct <llld forminG an opinion as ·to their respective mentalities 
and moral statures. ( 2 Villar ton 1 s Criminal Evidence, sec~ 644, pg .1078). 

12. The pertinent details of the. fatal encounter, as nnrrated by 
J~cobs are as follows: 

"After we broke the glass, v;e went up and i:;ot a. 
drink of water, we. c;oes on up the road and meets 
this guy. He gets off his bicycle, we were . 
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there talking about something-- I am telling 
you the truth now I don't know just, what was 
said, but any how, the next thing I lmow me and 

· him, me and this guy, was over in the ditch and 
he was on top of me. He was on top of me and I 
kicked him off. I was laying with my head right 
on an angle of the ditch. He was on top of me 
and I kicked him off. When I got back off, he 
eraebed me around like this (both arms around the 
waist) and my heb1et flew off and I grabbed rrry 
helmet and hit him with that. After we quit 
fighting, I picked the man up IDi asked him if he 
could &et where he was going. I didn 1 t lmow the 
man.****"(pg. 1, Ex·., B) 

"Me and this man was laying in the ditch.*** Yes 
(the man was on top of me') and I kicked him off. 
I drawed rrry feet off and kicked him off. mien I 
got up and started to eet on the bank, he grabbed 
me around like this (both arms around the waist) 
and we went dovm again: I don't :mow hO\'t I got 
up then. Anyhow, I know my helmet came off and 
I hit him with rrry helmet. I didn 1t hit him no 
four or five times with that helmet". (pz. 2, Ex.B) 

1rl\'hen I hit him with tb.e helmet I was up on rrry 
knees and got back against the bank. I had this 
arm back against the bank when I hit him. It 
was kind of a little ditch and I was up on rrry knees 
when I hit him. I didn 1t hit him vecy hard and 
I didn't hit him but once with it." (pe.5, P.X.B). 

•The accused, Jacobs, in. his answers to the interrogatories, admits 
that :r~arley was present when the conversa ti.on with deceased commenced, 
but declares he never saw Farley strike deceased (pg.l, Ex.B); declares 
he did not hear Farley tell deceased he (Farley) would pay for the 
broken bar-room window (pg. 3, 6, F..x.B); declares that he has no 
memory that the cost of whisky was under discussion (pg. 6, Ex.B); 
declares he has no memory of deceased stating that the "Americans 
thought they ought to get everything for nothing" (pg. 7, Ex.B); 
denies that he (Jacobs) told deceased that he· (Jacobs) was man enough 
to whip the whole of Northern Irelmid (pg. 7, Ex.B), rulc}(j.eclarcs he 
did not remember deceased saying to Farley that he (deceased) "would 
cut his bloody throat" (pg. 7, Ex.B). 

• Farley's recital of the critical incidents of the fight is as 
follows: 

11 -:..YH~ this man said we had gone far enough and he 
put his hand in his pocket and said: "I w'ill cut 
your bloody throats 1 , and I hit him with my fist, 
and Jacobs started s1rin:;;ing at him with his steel 
helmet·and i heard the helmet Hitting something, 
end I turned and t~ok ~f~ ~p::t~eF .roa?.--..~.s ,µ'1~ ?' .,., ..-..,, i; , ~ 72 
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afraid he might have a gun and shoot. *** (Ex.A). 


11*>Hf- c:nd he said we had gone far enough and put his 
hand in his pocket an:l said 'I'll- cut your bloody 
·throats ' • He stepped towards us and· I ''shoved him 
back. He throwed up his left hand when I shoved 
him back. Jacobs anid: 'let me hav!'.3 him', and he 
struck him with his helmet but didn't knock him 
down. And ! told Jacobs 'to let him alone 1 and 
not have any trouble with him, to let's go. And I 
turned and started off and Jacobs told me 'to go 
on 1 and he 1d come en when he got ready. And I 
left an.d went up the road~ (Ex.D). 

In con.~ection with the confessions of. accused it is necessary to 
consider the testimony of Dr. Ja~es O'Connel, the House Physician of 
Lurgan and Portadown District Hospital, whQ attended deceased, and who 
was qualified to spea.l: as an expert. He des.cribed deceased' s injuries 
thus: 

"I found a lacerated wound over his left eye brow, one 
two inches long and blackened bruises of the upper left, 
the right pupil vras dilated an:l fixed, the left 
contracted, neither responded to light. Lacerated 
wound to the left side of the cr.d.n, there was dried 
blood around the nostrils due to -external wound. The 
cause of death was cerebral laceration following 
fracture of the skull. The patient was unconscious 
and diil not regain consciousness, his pulse was slow 

· and binding, and there were no internal signs of 
injury" ( R. 31) • · 

The doctor further tes·tified that the injuries were due to a blow 
ill.rect violence; that a fist might have caused it and any blunt instru
ment' could have caused it (R.31); that there were no scratches about 
the ·injury; that if the hellnet were used to strike a man its rough 
surface would probably leave scratches; ti1at the fracture could. have 

·been caused by a bottle; that the injuries could not have been caused 
by the crown of the helmet although the edge ::nay have; that the fact 
deceased wore a hat when str11ck would not have prevented the injury 
(R.31); that the location of the fracture was at the· base of ;tha 
skull "about the center of the ear but level with the eye" (R.32). 

Jacobs' heb1et (-SX.C) is the regulation (new s'bJle) army heL11et. 

It has been carefully inspected by the Board of Reviev1 and a. serious 

doubt ~as been raised in the minds of the members thereof that the 

heL11et was the means . or ·instrtunent by which deceased was killed. The
. 
dents in the helmet do not a::.:ipear to be such as would result from 
striking the human skull. Rather they appear to have been produced 
by strikine the heL11et ai;ainst a firm, hard, projecting object. Tests 
made by the Board indicate that a blow on the human skull sufficient to 
have made the dents woul:d have either seriously lacerated deceased's 
scalp or crushed the skull bone. However, it is recognized that it is 
within the realm of possibility for Jacobs to have struck the fatal blow 
with. the edge of th: heLm:t~ ~g ..~h~.t_ t~_er-;efor~ 14suc~ t~~r:{ ~h~~+~ "'not 
be discarded as an impossibib.t:r. · . -··. ~~:, C i' r~ ~ f·\ :l ~ -~ ~' i_ 12 
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Farley lL~doubtedly with his fist struck deceased a severe blow on 
the side of his head. Dr. 0 1Co!1!1el states that a fist blow might have 
caused the fracture. This expert opinion takEn vrith the fact that the 
frnct"Ure was on the side of the head above the ear and level with the 
eye arouses a strong conjecture that Farley's first blow caused the 
fracture. In any event such theory should be inclilded in any estimate 
of the situation. 

It therefore appears that it is within the range of reasonable 
possibility that either Farley or Jacobs, separately could have struck 
the fatal blow·. Further it lies within the realm of logical 
possibility that the fracture was the result of both Farley's and 
Jacobs' batteries. It is certain that either one or both of the 
accused actually inflicted the injury to deceased which caused his 
death. This homicide is clearly not murder; it is manslaughter 
beyond all peradventure. 

"Manslaughter is distinguished from r.rurder by the 
absence of deliberation and malice aforethought." 
( 1 'Wharton's Cri:m.nal Lro'V, sec, 423, pg. 640) • 

"Manslaue;hter is unlawful homicide without malice 
aforethought and is either voluntary or involuntary." 
U1i. C. 1.1. sec. 149; pg. 165). 

"If a sudden quarrel arises, the parties to which 
fight, upon fair terms either i."Il~ediately or at a 
place to which they immediately resort for that 
purpose, and one of them is killed, the person 
killinr; the other, provided he took no unfair 
advantage, is guilty of man-slaughter and not 
murder, vrhich' ever of them may have struck the 
first blow." (9 Halsbury's Laws of England 
(2nd Ed.) sec. 755, pg. 440; sec. 748,_pg. 436). 

11At common law a killing ensuing fr~m sudden 
transport of passion or heat of blood, if upon 
sudden combat, was also manslaughter, ancythe 
statutory definition of voluntary manslaughter 
has on some jurisdictions been made expressly 
to include a killing without malice in a sudden 
fray. However, a sudden combat is ordinarily 
considered upon the sa"!le footing as other 
provocations operating to create 1such passion as 
temporarily to unseat the judgment." (29 Corpus 
Juris, sec. 115, pg. 1128; sec •. 121, pg. 1138),. 

111.~anslaughter at common lrov was defined to be the 
unlawful and felonious killing of another without 
any malice, either express or implied.*>** iVhether 
there be what is termed express malice or only 
implied malice, the proof to show either is of the 
same nature, viz., the circu.~stances leading up to 
and surrounding the;' ~~il_~1,nr;__~ ,, ~~~- ~1-~ni~,~.?? ;~~°!. 11.rr,,'!""A it ,~ r. .72 
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the crime given by U.S. Rev. Statutes, sec •. 5341 

is substantially the same. The proof of homicide, 

as necessarily involvine '!'D.<tlice, nFlst show the ..facts 

under which the killing was effected, and from the 

whole facts Bnd circu.~stances surroundinG the killing 

th8 jur-J infers malic·::: or its absence. Halice in 

connection with the crime of killing is but another 

nane for a certain cond.i tion of a man's heart or 

mind, and as no ono can look into the heart or mind 

of c:nother, the only way to decide upon its condition 

at the time of a killing is to infer it from the 

surrounding facts and that inference is one of facts 

for the jury. ~he presence or absence·of this 

malice or mental· condition marks, the boundarJ which 

separates the two crimes of mu:"'der or manslaughter." 

(Stevenson v. United States, 162 U.S. 313, 320; 

40 L. Ed. 980, 983). (Cf: Jerry Wal.J.2.ce v. 1Jnited 

~tates, 162 U.S. 466, 40 L •. Ed. 1039; John Brmm v. 
Unites States, 159 U.S. 100, 40 ·L. Ed. 90). 

It was not necessary for the prosecution to prove specifically which· 
of the accused struck the Eatal blow. The evidence beyond a rea.sonable 
doubt excludes the possibility of any person or persons other than the 
accused participating in the fight with the deceased at the time and 
place fixed definitely by the evidence. Like'1vise any other cause or 
causes of death except blows inflicted by accused are excluded from 
cohsideration. Under circ1L~stances shown by the record in this case 
Fpi-ley and Jacobs were com.'!lon 2.n(,l. joint participants· in the ~.ssaul t and 
-battery upon deceased and are equally responsible for. his death. 

"All persons who are present when a cdme is 
com.11.i tted, and' who ta..1<:e part in the actual 
perpetration of it, or aid or abet thosQ who 
perpetrate it are called principals .. 11 

(9 HalsburJ's Laws of-Bngland, sec. 27, Pb• 28) 

"All persons who are actually or constructively 
present at the time and plac.e of a crime, whether 
it is a felony or merely a misdemeanor, and who 
either actually aid, abet, assist, or advise its 
com.':lission, or are there with that purpose in 
mind, ·to the knowledge of the party actually 
committine the cri.'Ile, are guilty -as principals 
in the second degree, although they did not 
themselves accomplish the purpose." (16 Corpus 
Juris, sec. 117, pg. 130). 

1r\lhere one. assailant strikes a blow which is not 
fatal, and a confederate follows it up with a 
fatal blow, both are principals in the homicide." 
(1 Wharton's Criminal Law, sec. 255, pg. 340) 

11 {!-:t-::"* if men join together to break the peace, 
if in the-course of the transaction a fatal blow 
is struck, in rrr;r opinion that is the' blow of all1 (:-.. 'j.

234999
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although the person be+ore you is not the man who 
actually struck the blow, he is equally guilty>'"Wi th 
the man who actually did it****" (Reg. v. Harrington,
5 Cox's Criminal Law Cases, pg. 231). 

The Board of .Review is therefore of the opinion that the record 

is legally sufficient to support the finding that both the accused, 

Farley and Jacobs, are guilty of.voluntary manslaughter. 


. ' 
13. The sentencES of the Court. Yfhich have been approved by 


the reviewin;; authority,- are legal. The accused, Jacobs, was 

22 years 6 months old and the accused Farley, 26 years 6 m9nths old 

at date of com.'Ilission of offense. Pursuant to G.O. 37, ETOUSA, 

?,September, 1942, pars. 5c and d, eX:ecution of sentence of 

dishonorable discharge will be ordered only when accused has been 

convicted of an offense which renders his retention in the service 

undesirable, .:mcl when he has also been sentenced to a term of not less 

than three years confinement. A general prisoner whose approved 

sentence to confinement is for three years or more may be returned to 


. the United States for the service of such sentence, without express 
.orders Hdqs. ETo:JS.l\. Voluntary manslaughter when commi.tted under 

the circumstances of this case is an offense which renders the 

retention of.accused in military serVice undesirable a,nd inasmuch 

as confinement is for ten years,·the execution of the sentence to 

dishonorable discharge, and the return of the accused to the United 

States for service of sentence are proper. 


Viar Department Directive, A.G. 253 (2 - 6 - 41) F.. 26 February, 1942, 
requires prisoners under 31 years of age and with sentences of not more 
than. ten years be confined in a Federal correctional institution or 
reformatory. The action of t.11e reviewing authority correctly fixes the 
Federal Reformatory, Chillicothe, Ohio, as the place of confina~en~·of 
both accused. · 

14. The Court was legally constituted and had jurisdiction of the 
persons and offense involved. No errors injuriously affecting the 
substantial rights of accused were cornmitted ·during the trial. The Board 
of Review is of the opinion that record of trial is legally sufficient 
to support the findings of guilty and the sentence. 

__rJJ_.-1--1-'_.C!:...__clt__...___Judge Advocate. 



(44) 1st Ind. 

WAR DEPARTi...!ENT, Office of The Judge Advocate General, European Theater 
of Operations, A.P.O. 871, U.S •. Army. NOV 5 1942 

To: Cominandine General, 1st Armored Division, A.P.O. 251, U.S. Army. 

1. In the case of Private Herbert G. Jacobs, (15056622), 
Col"lpany H, 13th Armored Regiment, and Private Embra H. Farley, 
(37101923), Company H, 13th Armored Regiment I concur in the 
foregoing holding of the Board of Review. You now have authority 
to order the execution of the sentence as thus approved. 

- I

2. When copies of· the published order are forwarded to this 

office, they should be accompanied by the .foregoing holding and this 
indorsement. The file number of the record in this office is ETO 72. 
For convenience or· reference, please place that nu_~ber in brackets at 
the end of the published order. ' 

(F.TO 72) 

- ..~~·~C ' "-. 
Brigadier General: 

Judge Advocate General, 
European Theater of Operations. 



WAR DEPARTMENT 
In the Office of The Judge Advocate General (45)

for the · 
European Theater of Operations 

APO 871. 

Board of Review. • 5TH INFANTRY DIVISION 
\ 

ETO 78 ~ 6 NOV 194~ 
UNITED STATES ) TRIAL by G. C. M. convened at 

Camp Curtis, Iceland, October 5, 
6 and 7, 1942. Dishonorable 

v. discharge, forfeiture of all pay and 
allowances due or to become due and 
confinement at hard labor for 

Private MONTANA WATTS, (7041515), 
Battery C, 46th F .A. Bn. 

30 years, United States Penitentiary, 
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, is designate1 
as the place of confinement. 

HOLDmG of the BOARD OF BEVIBW 

RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN and IDE, Judge Advocates. 


1. The record of trial in the case of the soldier named above has · 
been exa!!lined by the Board of Review. 

2. The accused was tried upon the following Charge and Specifications: 

CHARGE: Violation of the 93rd Article or War. 

Specification 1: In that Private MONTANA WATTS, Battery C, 
46th Field Artillery Battalion did, at Smaravellir, 
Iceland, near Camp Hilton, on or about August 30, 1942, 
in the nighttime feloniously and burglario11sly break 
and enter the dwelling house of George Vilhajlnsson, 
with intent to commit the felonies, viz: rape, robbery 
and murder therein. 

Specification 2: In that Private MONTANA WATTS, Battery c, 
46th Field Artillery Battalion did, at Smaravellir, 
Iceland, near Camp Hilton, on or about August 30, 1942, 
with intent to commit a felony, viz: rape, conunit an 
assault upon Klara Sigurdardottir by wilfully and 
feloniously attempting to have sexual intercourse with 
her forcibly and against her will• 

.', ' 
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Specification .3: In that Private I.IOlnANA WATTS, Battery c, 
46th Field Artillery Battalion did, at Smaravellir, 
Iceland, near Camp Hilton, on or about August JO, 1942, 
by force and violence and by putting her in fear, 
feloniously take, steal and carry away from the person 
of Klara Sigurdardottir, one ladies' wrist watch the 
property of Klara Sigurdardottir, value about twenty . 
dollars and forty cents ($20.40). 

Specification 4: In that Private i~:ONT.Z1.NA WATTS, Battery c, 
46th Field Artillery Battalion die;!, at Smaravellir, 
Iceland, near Camp Hilton,_on or about August JO, 1942, 
with intent to commit a felony, viz: murder, commit an 
assault upon Klara Sieurdardottir by wilftL11y and 
feloniously striking said Klara ~igurdardottir on the 
head with a dangerous instrument, to wit, a hatchet. 

He pleadea not guilty to, and was found guilty of, the charge and 
specifications. Evidence was introduced of one previous conviction. He was 
sentenced to.dishonorable discharee, forfeiture of all pay a..~d allowances due 
or to become due and confinement at hard labor for JO yee.rs. The reviewing 
authority approved the sentence, desienated the United States Penitentiary, 
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, as the place of confinement and forwarded the record 
of trial for action under Article of War 5~-. 

J. For convenience the names of civilian Icelandic witnesses are 

designated herein as follows: 


Nll.l11: OF WITNESS DESIGNATION 

!.!rs. Klara Sigurdardottir, Klara 

the victim. 


·ceore Vilhjalmsson, 
the owner of Srnaravellir; husband 
of l\:rs. Gudbjore I:.egvantsdottir 
(Gudbore) and father of Anna Georgsdottir 
(Anna II) and Hallfridur 
Georgsdottir (Halla). Georg. 

i.:rs. Gudbjore Hegvanstdottir. Gudbjorg. 

Lnna Gerdur Gunndottir, 

· dauehter of Gunnar Steffanson 


and Laure Jonsdottir. Anna. 


Hallfridur Georgsdottir 

daughter of Georg and Gudbjore. Halla. 


Anna Georgsdottir, 

a dauehter of Georg and Gudbjore. Anna II. 


Trausti Olafsson, 

neighbor of Georg and Gudbjorc . 

~d ~hief chemist of Universitltfa89 

HeykJavik. ... _;rl-, , ,. ;_ Trausti. 


t. ; ., i ;. ~ • . ", 
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(47)NAME OF WITNESS DESIGNATIOlJ 

InjgaldU.r Isaa.kson, 
neighbor of Georg and Gudbjorg Isaakswi 

Sverrir Sigurdsson, 
a jeweller. Sigurd 

Haukur Magnusson, 
a policeman. Haukur 

4. On 29 August 1942, Battery C, 46th Field Artillery was stationed 
at Camp Hilton, Iceland. (R.59, 92, 202)• On that date there were two 
details taken from that'battery for work on the coke pile (R.60, 92, 99, 
202). Corporal Monroe and Corporal Yat~s were in charge of the details 
(R. 59, 61, 92, 99) In Corporal Monroe 1 s detail we!"e th_e accused, and also 
Privates Kenneth W. Moore, Thomas, and others (R.59, 61, 96,- 99). The 
Monroe detail went to work at 9.45 p.m., that night and worked· until . 
11.45 p.m. (R.60, 67, 96, 100). At that hour the detail quit work to eat_ 
(R.60, 67, 96) the mid-night meal in the maintenance shop (R.60, 67, 97). 
The accused and Moore were present when food was served. II!l1!lediately 
thereafter Moore went to the coke pile (R.61, 67), and then he met accused 
nesr a cream colored house located about thirty yards from the Camp Hilton 
gate (R.61, 68, 202). With them were Seale, Morris, Hunt and Leffler. 
The men "monkeyed" around the first mentioned house for a time, and then 
accused and Moore saw a light issuing. from another house located about 
200 or 300 yards from th~ first house. The second house was Smaravellir, 
owned and occu~ied as a summer house by Georg and Gudbjorg and particularly 
described below,(R.61, 69, 202). The two soldiers had heard that the 
latter house was one of prostitution (R.61, 69, 202), and they w~nt over 
to it at about 2 a.m., 30 Aueust 1942. They went through the gate to the 
window on the bed-room side of the house (R.61, 69, 203, 206, 208). 

5. Smarav.ellir is the name of the summer home of Georg and Gudbjorg. 
It is in Fifilhvammi, Iceland (R.52). The house stands a distance'back 
from the street line and there is a pathway from the street to the front 
door. On one side of the pathway is a hedge (Prosecution's Ex.F). The 
pathway is covered with gravel. The house consists of three rooms 
(R.7, 47); a bed-room, kitchen and a parlor (R.7, 47). The bed-room 
adjoins the parlor and the door between the two·rooms consists of a 
curtain or drapery (R.24, 63). The kitchen also adjoins the parlor (R.46). 
Ingress and egress to the house.· is gained through an entrance .facing the 
street and which opens into an enclosed hall-way or ent~ance-way 
(Prosecution's El:.H; Defense Ex.C; R.7, 47). Upon entering the hall one 
turns and passes through a second door-way into the parlor (R.7, 47). 
These two apertures each possess doors which swing on hinges and are 
equipped ·with latches. The'bed-room hes a window facing south (R.50) and 
the parlor has a window next to the door and a window on the side (R.47). 
The bed-room has a window on the side facing the street (R.47; Prosecution's 
Ex.H). 

- 3 
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On the evening of 29 August 1942, Georg and Gudbjorg left their 

home at about 7 p.m. (R.52). Klara is a sister-in-law of Gudbjorg 
(R.20, 52). Klara was left in charge of the home and with the care of 
the three daughters of Georg and Gudbjorg, viz: Halla, age 11, (R.38), 
Anna II, age 9 (R.6) and an unnamed infant (R.6, 52). That evening 
Anna, age 11 (R.28), and a friend of Halla, was also present in the 
home (R.5, 28). Georg and Gudbjorg returned to their home at about 10 p.~. 
for a few minutes and then departed and did not return until approximately 
the hour of 3.30 a.m., 30 August 1942 (R.52~ 53). The three small girls 
and the infant were in bed by 11 p.m. (R.28J; Klara also retired about 
that hour (R.28, 38). The group slept in the bed-room (R.28, 38). At 
about 2 a.m., 30 AuGllst 1942, Klara was awakened by noise she heard outside 
the house (R.7, 29, 39). .A li{;ht had been kept burning in the bed-room 
(R.7, 13). She was then dressed in a yellow night-dress (R.7, 8) but she 
immediately clad herself in an ecru colored shirt and pants, negligee, a 
brown dress and brown jersey (R.7, 8,179). She also contirrued~o wear her 
night-dress (R.S, 179) and a watch on her arm (R.10)_. 

((The prosecution introduced the foregoing clothing in evidence as 
follows: Ex. A: Brown dress (R.27); Ex.B: Night-dress (R.27; Ex.C: Shirt 
(R.27); Ex.D: Pants (R.27). The jersey or sweater had been burned prior 
to trial (R.179)). She heard someone.approach the front door (R.6, 25). 
She first saw a man through the window.next to the door entering the 
hall-way (R.6, 22, 23,.25, 26) and she informed the children of such fact 
(R.6, 22, 24, 29). She then turned on the parlor light. The man was then 
standing in the door way (R.6, 23, 24, 29). Prior to the entrance of the 
man t~e doors had been closed and it was dark (R.10). The man was dressed 
in blue and held an axe or hatchet in his hand (R.6, 23, 29) and wore a 
white cloth over the lower pext of his face, le~ving his eyes exposed 
(R.18, 21, 29). He went into the bed-room and pulled Klara into the parlor 
(R.6, 20, 33, 39) and thra'lher to the floor (R.6, 11+1 18, 29), knelt over 
her and got on top of her (R.63, 74) and pounded her in the face with his 
fists (R.6, 18). He gagged her mouth with a rag (R.6, 14, 18) but she 
succeeded in removing the gag (R.9, 14). He held ner hands behind her 
(R.6) and while on the floor he felt with his hands up her pant's leg (R.9), 
and tore her pants (R.9) while holding her down (R.9). She wore a wrist 
watch on her left arm at the time of the assault (R.10). i1hen the man 
pulled Klara into the parlor and pushed her to the floor she screamed 
(R.24, 29, 34 39, 41) loRd enouch to be heard outside of t~e house 
(R.34, 39, 41~. The man after beatine Klara severely picked her up in 
his arms and carried her outside of the house (R.6, 14, 15) onto the 
pathway and threw her to the ground (R.6, 15, 19). At about this time 
Klara was struck on the head with an axe or hatchet and was rendered 
unconsciousness (R.6, 11, 16). She wore artificial teeth (R.11) which were 
found in a broken condition that night by Isaakson on the ground immediately 
outside of the exterior hall-way· door (R.57, 58). Upon recovering 
consciousness Klara returned to the house (R.11, 16) while Trausti was 
standing in the door way (R.11, 16), The girls, Anna and Halla, immediately 
after the man pulled Klara from the bed-room into the parlor escaped from 
the house by climbing through the bed-room window (R.29, 30, 40), and went 
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to Trausti's house (R.30, 40, 45). Trausti was a neighbor of Georg and 
Gudbjorg (R.30, 44) his house being distant about 100 meters. The girls 
awakened Trausti and gave the alarm (R.30, 45). Upon making their exit 
through the bed-room window, the two girls saw an American soldier, 
dressed in blue pants, blue blouse and blue hat, standing in front of the 
house (R.31, 32, 35, 36, 40, 41, 42). Trausti immediately went to 
Smaravellir and found the outer door open (R.45), and the rooms lighted 
(R.45). There was a large pool of blood about one meter from the 
threshold (R.45, 49), and drops of blood on other places on the floor 
(R.45). No one was in the parlor, but there was a little girl and baby in 
the bed-room (R.45). Trgusti returned to his house and consulted his 
wife (R.45), and then returned to Smaravellir and placed a coat on the 
little eirl and wrapped the infant in covers and carried it in his arms 
(R.45). As Trausti was leaving the house with the children he saw Klara 
approaching the door (R.46). Klara entered the house (R.11, 16, 46). 
Her hair was unkempt; her face and hair were covered with blood; her right 
eye and lower lip were swollen; and there was a wound and blue spot on her 
face (R.22, 46, 53, 57). She wore a dress (R.48), and was barefooted (R.46). 
Trausti bathed her head with fresh water to remove the blood (R.46, 49). 
He then went for aid (R.46, 50) and secured the presence of two neighbors,, 
one of whom was Isaakson (R.58). At· about 3.30 a.m., JO August 1942, "J 

Georg and Gudbjorg returned to their home (R.53). Klara was taken to the 
hospital by Haukar, end arrived at the accident ward at 5 a.m., JO August 
1942 (R.147). She was badly injured and was suffering from shock (R.135). 
There MD8 definite indications of a concussion of the brain, and fUrther 
exa.'!lination revealed that her skull was fractured (R.135). She had three 
deep wounds about the middle of the head (R.136); also a wound on her nose 
and lower lip (R.136), and four or five smaller wounds (R.136). There was 
no evidence of any unnatural condition of her vaeina nor signs of dirt, 
blood or scratches around her reproductive organs (R.136). 

6. The watch Klara wore at the time of the assault had been 
purchased on 7 August 1940,by her from Sigurd, the jeweler, whose place . 
of business was in Reykjavik, Iceland (R.80), for the price of 145 kronur 
(R.80). Sigurd testified that the replacement cost of the watch on 
29 August 1942, was 250 kronur (R.81). On 31August1942, while policing 
up the hut in which accused slept and lived, Sgt. Roy H. Mitchell, 
Battery C, 46th Field Artillery Battalion, discovered the watch in the 
crack between the wall and the floor of the hut at a place in the hut 
where accused's cot had been located (R.104, 105). He delivered it to 
Acting ls.t &gt. Colbert (R.105), who in turn delivered it to the Battery 
Commander (R.107, 108). The watch (Prosecution's Ex.E) was produced in 
Court and was positively identified by Klara as being the watch she wore 
on her arm at the time of the assault (R.10). It had a b~own leather 
band or strap (R.10) which was broken at the time it was identified by 
Klara on the witness stand (R.10). Klara stated. that the watch was on 
her arm when she was carried outside of the house and thrown on the 
ground by the man who assaulted her (R.10). 

7. Prosecution's Exhibit Fis a hatchet (R.36). It was identified 
by Gudbjorg as beine the property of Georg and herself which she had used 
about 6 p.m. on 29 AUi..,<7Ust 1942 to split wood or break coal. She left it 
in the back of her house (R.53, 54). The hatchet was also identified by 
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Anna as paving been seen by her in the rea:C of Smaravellir (R.29). It 
was discovered about 7 o'clock on the morninz of 30 August 1942, by 
Private Harold E. Arvin, 812th Military Police Company ~t a spot about. 
60 ~ to the right from the front of the house and in the corner of the 
fence to~ards the road (R.111, 123, 195). It was in high grass about 
four feet from the road (R.112, Defense Ex.C). There was what appeared 
to be woman's hair along the handle and around the blade (R.112, 196), 
and also strands of woman's hair on the barbed wire fence a few feet from 
where the hatchet lay (R.196). Both the accused and Pvt. Kenneth w. Moore 
agree that the hatchet, or axe, was found by them in the rear of the house 
on the night of the commission of the crimes charged (R.62, 75, 76, 203). 

8. Prosecution's Exhibit G is the accused's field jacket (R.115); 

Prosecution's Exhibit J is the accused's woollen underdrawers (R.114); 

Prose'Cmtion' s Exhibit K is accused 1 s O.D. Shirt (R.115); Prosecution 1 s 

Exhibit Lis accused's O.D pants (R.115). They were removed by accused 

from his body at 9 a.m. on 31 August 1942 and delivered to Capt. Richard 

D. Martin, M.C., 46th Field Artillery Bn. {R.113, 114, 115). ·At the time 
of removal accused inf'ormed Captain Hartin that he had been wearing those 
clothes, without removing them, since {the night of August 29, 1942 . 

<{R.114, 212, 	215). · Captain Martin delivered Exe. G, J, K, and L. to 
Captain Richard C. Taylor, I.I.C., 208th General Hospital, Camp Helgafell, 
Iceland, for examination • 

..•. 
Prosecution's Exhibit Mis accused's overalls {R.210, 238) which he 


wore on the night 29-30 August 1942 (R.210). They were delivered to 

Capt. Taylor, M.c., 208th General Hospital for examination (R.116; 24S). 


Prosecutor's Ex. N is Private Moore's fatigue clothes (R.121) which 
he wore on the night 29-30 August 1942 {R.122). They were delivered to 
Capt. Taylor, r.:.c., 208th General Hospital for examination (R.145). 

A laboratory analysis (208th Gene+al Hospital) was made for the 
purpose of determining whether or not there was human blood on accused's 
clothes and the type of blood (Prosecution's Exs. G,J,K,L,M). The method 
used is that prescribed in an Army text book and is acceptable (R.127). 
A satisfactory control was established whereby false results could be 
detected (R.128). It was the opinion of Capt. Taylor, who ran the tests, 
that there was human blood on accused's underwear (Prosecution's Ex. J) 

11 011(R.130). It was of type {R.128). Accused's field jacket (Prosecution's 
Ex. G) and accused's O.D. pants (Prosecution's Ex. L) were subjected to the 
Benzidine te~t for blood (but the blood was not typed) {R.129) and blood 
was found present (R.130). 

11 A11Accused's blood type was proved to be {Prosecution's Ex.O) 
(R.143). Klara's blood type was proved to be "zero" {R.136). The test of 
her blood was made while she was in the hospital suffering from injuries 
(R.136). The "zero" type of human blood in the classification used in 

11 011Landspitalin Hospital, Reykjavik, Iceland, is the same as the type 
used in the American ArmY' system inasmuch as both are the international 
system of blood typing (R.141, 142). 
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Several areas of Private I1loore' s fatigue clothes were subjected to 

the Benzidine test, but blood was not :found on any o:f them (R.129). 

9. Private Homer c. Tho~as, Battery c, 46th Field Artillery Bn. 
was in the ~;'.onroe detail workine; on the coke dump on the evening of 
29 August 1942 (R.92). This witness testified that at 2.15 a.m., 
JO Aur.:ust 191+2, he had a conversation with accused at the slde of a tl;"Uck 
in the rear of the maintenance shop near the coke dump (R.93, 246). 
Accused asked Thomas to look at his field jacket to see if witness could 
detect blood on it.. 'l'he witness conld see no blood as the jacket was wet, 
but asked. accused how he got the blood on it. Accused informed witness 
that he had killed two Icelandic men and struck a woman with a hatchet 
(R.9J, 245). Thomas asked accused where this happened and accused replied: 
"Over on the hillside", and being questioned as to who was with him 
replied: "Moore". Accused then said to witness that he didn't think he 
had hurt the woman bad, but had j11st struek her when accused hit at the 
second Icelandic man and that as accused started to leave th~ woman 
grabbed at him and during the scuffline he israbbed a watch; got hold of 
it somehow and brought it alone with him to prevent discover:r of fineer 
prints on it. Witness further stated there were two kids there that kept 
screaminc and hollerine; and that ~oore tried to keep them fron cetting in 
the way (R.9J, 94,.245, 246). Thomas further testified that accused took 
a watch from his pocket book and showed it to witness, and said: "This is 
the watch I took". i/itness said that Prosecution's Ex. E. resembled the 
watch he saw and the broken strap or wristband on the watch was seen by 
witness (R.94, 21..4, 246). Accused did not tell witness that he had bought. 
the watch fron Private Moore (R.245). 

The witness, Thomas, first fixed the hour of this interview with 
accused at 4 a.m. JO Aucust 1942 (R.92); then on re-direct examination 
stated the tiMe of the interview to be between J.15 a.m. and J.45 a.m. 
(R.98). On further cross-examination 'bJ the defense, the witness admitted 
that on investigation of the case he had fixed the time "as between 2 a.m. 
and 2. JO a.rn. or just before quarter to J 11 (R.151). Again on re-cross
examination he admitted his confusion and error as to time and stated that 
it was 3.15 a.m. - 11 some where between quarter after 2:00 and quarter to 
J:OO". Upon being recalled to the stand later in the trial he again 
changed the time of the conversation to the period from 2:15 a.rn. to 
3:15 a.m. (R.246). Thomas admitted he made no report of the accused's 

statement to him until the investigation because he did not believe 

accused's story (R.247). 


10. On the morning of JO Au(;Ust 1942 at about 4.JO a.rn. Corporal 
Norman E. Halprin and Private Harold E. Arvin of the 812th f;lilitary 
Police Company, Camp Haegi, were sent to Smaravelllr to investigate an 

,unusual. occurrence (R.112, 19J), and discovered on an investigation of the 
ground outside the house, a set of false teeth (R.193) and a bloody rag 
with woman's hair on it (R.19J). Later in the morninc at about 8:00 
o'clock, Col. Moore, Set. Dewey Stoner, C .I.1.P., Corporal Halprin, Private 
Arvin and a civilian police officer returned to the place (R.19lt, 195). 
The hatchet (Prosecution's Ex.F) was found at this time (R.194) and a 
foot-print in the flower bed m~ar the bed-room window was discovered 
{R.194). Also a piece of elastic was discovered about 10 ft. from the' . 
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hatchet (R.196). Foot-prints about 10 to 12 ft. from the fence and 
leading directly away from the hatchet (R.196) were also fou.'ld. Later 
in the day an old pair of hob-nailed shoes owned by Priimte Kenneth W. 
Moore was obtained. Two hob-nails were missing from l.he sole of the 

left shoe (R.197). The shoe fitte\1 the foot-print in the flower bed 

(R.197), and the print al~o indicated it was made by a shoe with such 

hob-nails missing (R.197, 198; Defense Exs. C,D,E,F). 

11. The accused elected to appear as a witness on his own behalf 
after his riehts as such were explained to him (R.201). The evidence is 
conclusive that the crimes were committed by either accused 9r Private 
Kenneth W. f1loore. Both Moore and the .accused agree t:'hat they arrived at 
Smaravellir at abo11t 2 a.m., 30 August 1942 (See para. 5 hereof). They 
also aeree that they wsnt to Smaravellir to determine whether or not it 
was a house of prostitution and that at that time they were seeking the 
company of prostitutes (R.69, 202, 225). 

12. The events wr.J.ch transpired at Smaravellir after the arrival 
of accused and Private Moore are related by the latter substantially as 
follows: 

Acc)lsed was dressed- in a rain hat turned up, field jacket, fatigue 
clothes, leggings and gloves. The trousers of his fatigue clothes were 
tucked in his _leggings (R.62, 66, 82, 85). Moore was dressed in a rain 
hat, I!lackinaw, one piece green fatigue suit, hob-nailed shoes, and gloves 
(R.82, 121) and wore his trousers outside of his leggings (R.64, 82). 

• Both 	of the men entered by the gate and went up to and looked in the 
bed-room window. There was a light in the bed-room when the men arrived 
at the house (R.62). :.fuen fl!ooru and the accused looked into the bed-room 
window the first time they sew a woman standing looking around the room 
and children in bed. She waf ~~ night clothes and had on a black coat 
or jacket over her night-eown. She wore a watch on her left arm (R.63, 70, 
71, 74). Moore said to accused: 11 I don 1 t believe this is a whore house 
because there are kids in there" (R.72). Accused then went to the front 
door of the house. Two or three minutes later Moore followed accused and 
both then went completely around the house, walking to the right (R.62, 70, 
72). I.loore stopped at the bed-room window and accused walked around to 
the front door (R.62, 72, 73). Moore remained a moment ~~npeered in the 
bed-room window for a second time and again saw the woma.RJI'n a night-gown 
and jacket. She suddenly looked through the curtain hung in the door way 
leading to the parlor (R.63, 70, 71, 72, 160). Moore then joined the 
accused at the front door where he saw that the front door was ajar and 
accused was holding a hatchet (R.62, 74). Moore testified on direct 
examination that when the two men walked around the house they found a 
hatchet at the rear of it (R.62) and that at that time accused said: 
11 It would be good for chopping kindling wood". (R.62, 87). Moore replied: 
nrt would".- On cross-examination he stated that the first time he saw the 
hatchet was when he joined accused at the front door and at that time the 
conversation regardine the hatchet occurred (R.75). Moore later stated 
that the conversation occurred at the corner of the house (R.88). For 
the third time Moore returned to the bed-room window (R.76, 82), and 
looked into the bed-room (R.76, 82), and saw the woman poke her head 
through the drapes of the door (R.76, 82). She spread them apart and 
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looked into the next room (R.76). She was dressed in a nieht-gown and 
jacket and had the watch on her arm (R.76, 82, 85, 159). Moore remained 
at the side of the house about two minutes, and hearing the woman scream 
he went around to the front door (R.77, 82, 160) and looked in the house 
and saw thw woman on the floor. Accused was on top of her beating her 
head and face with his fists and hands-(R.63, 65, 82, 83, 84, 160, 241). 
She was on her left side facing the back of the house. Accused straddled 
her and had his legs over her chest and was bent over her (R.83). There 
was a light in the room (R.63). She wore her watch.on her left arm as it 
lay on the floor by the side of her body (R.86). Accused hnd a white mask 
on his face; it looked like a handkerchief (R.63, 65, 85, 240). Moore 
saw accused's eloves on the floor and picked them up (R.63, 84) and then 
started to leave. Vlhen about ten yards from the door he said~ 11 ~7atts 

let's go11 (R.241). Accused replied: "Help me". (R.63, 84, 91). Accused 
said something, but Moore directed his steps toward the coke pole (R.241). 
He looked around and saw two children in white clothes out in the yard 
(R.63, 85). The next time L~oore saw accused was at the coke pile, and the 
two men walked together over to the garage to be rel:iered from duty (R.63). 
On the way to the garage Jvioore asked accused 11 if he got any". Accused 
answered: , but told Moore he had trouble and threw the hatchet at the11 No11 

Icelandic man and it hit the woman on the side of the head (R.64). After 
Moore and accused entered the garage, Moore noticed accused with his 
raincoat off, but wearing his field jacket. It was wet in front and ha.d 
blood on it. A few minutes later accused showed Moore a watch in his 
wallet (R.64, 240, 242). Accused said he found the watch down at the house 
(R.64). Being shown the watch (Prosecution's Ex.E) witness stated it 
looked like the watch accused had shown him and that, as far as he could 
remember it was the watch accused had in his wallet. (R.64). Moore also 
identified the hatchet (Prosecution's Ex.F) as the hatchet accused held in 
his hand while standing at the front door of Smaravellir (R.64, 65). 

13. The accused's version of the events transpiring at Smarvellir 
on the night of 29-30 August 1942 is as follows: 

Private 1Ioore, accused and several other soldiers were in the 
vicinity of the first named house for about half an hour. At about 2 a.m., 
30 August 1942, Private Moore saw a light over in a distant field and 
said: "That's a prostitute house over there. Let's go over there". 
Accused replied: 11 You sure that is a prostitute house?" Moore replied: 
11 I am positive that it is". Accused then said: "How do you know that it 
is a prostitute house?" r,;oore said that some boys told him it was, and 
continued: "We will eo over there. Do you want to go with rne'Z" Accused 
replied: 11 I don 1 t care if I do11 • (R.203). 

Accused and Moore went over to Smaravellir, 11Ioore leading the way. 
They was a light in the bed-roo~. The two men looked in the window, but 
accused saw no one (R.203, 208). They walked around the house a couple · 
of times. While in the rear of the house Moore picked up a hatchet he 
found in the grass. He said: "We will take this in and make a kindling axe 
out of it". Accused replied: 11 Yes, it would make a good kindling axe" 
(R.203). As the pair came up to a window in the .!:fill:!: of the house, l1loore 
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looked in the window and said: "I see a wonan in therH". Accused looked 
11 Iin the window and sa.w a wo!nan in the room. I1~oore then said: see one 

woman in there11 • Accused replied: 11 Yes, one woman is all I see in there". 
(R.203, 206). The two men then went around to the front of the house. 

·	;.~oore tried to open the window in front of the house next to the door, but 
could not do so. They then went to the door "and smashed dovm the door 
latch and the door came open". J.Ioore stepped inside of the house. Accused 
said to him "Don't you go in that house". (R.203, 218). r.:oore gave no 
answer. Accused then turned, and keepine the house on his left, started 
for the coke pile, and when about hal! way round the house he heard a 
woman's scream (R.203, 218, 219). He then ran back to the door, and as 
accused reached the door Moore knocked Klara out of the dooI'j~n to accused 
(R.203, 219~ 221). Accused thoueht Moore struck her with the axe a.t this 
time (R.225J. She fell on accused, who jumped out of the wa:y. She then 
sank to the eround, accused reached down and picked up her head. Moore 
asked: 11 Ia she killed?u Accused replied: "No, 1 don't think she -is". 
Accused laid Klara back on the ground and step~ed back eight or ten feet. 
Her head wa.s on the walk and she was eushing blood fror1 her head (R.234). 
Kl3.ra arose and started down the walk, reached the gate and tried to open it. 
Moore followed her. Accused said: "Don't you go dovm that walk. Come, 
let's go back and work". Moore went down the walk and as Iaara was trying 
to eet the gate open, he hit her on the rieht side of the head witi.1 the 
back of the axe. ·11ben Klara fell to the ground accused ran off (R.204, 
213, 221, 222, 224, 225, 228, 230, 237). .ffoore and a.ccused were at the 
house for about an hour (R.204, 205) • .Accused went back to the coke pile 
and then to the motor maintenance shop (R.205, 211, 216). He met Private 
Thomas and at the latter place engaged in the following conversation: 

Thomas: 1111bere have you been?" 

Accused: 11 .Me and Private r.~oore had been over to sone 


Icelander's house". 
Thomas: 11What was you doing over there?" 
Accused: 11 Pr~.vate Moore was over th~re in a fieht with some 

Icelanders. (R.205, 212, 21~). 

Accused wore a watch on his arm and showed it to Thomas and told him he 
(accused) had got it from ?11oore (R.205, 217). 

Accused testified that at the fire near the coke pile a short time 
after the incidents a.t Smaravellir, l1:oore was wearing a wrist watch (R.212.) 
Moore said: "You want to buy a good watch'1 11 l\.ccused: 11 What kind of a watch 
have you got?" Moore: 11 I got a small wrist watch here11 • Accused: 11fibat do 
you want for it?11 Moore showed accused a watch and again accused asked: 
"What do you want for it?" Mag.re: 11 I will take 200 kronur for it". Accused: 
11 0.K. r- will buy the watch off/you". (R.205, 212). Accused then bought 

the watch and put it on his wrist (R.205, 212, 222). He did not put it in 

his wallet and the strap was not broken (R.212, 217). 


Accused testified he wa.s wearing a field jacket (Prosecution's Ex.G) 

which he identified as his own (R.214) and did not know whether or not he 

got blood on it (R.213, 214); and that he did not wash it (R.213). He 

identified Prosecution's Ex.J - .underwear - as his own, but stated he did 

not know whether he got blood on it or not. Accused went to sleep in his 
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hut about 6.30 a.m. on 30 August 1942, but did not undress. He awakened 
at about 2.30 p.m., when an. investigation had been "9r.dered (R.214). He 
admitted taking off his clothes when ordered 'by Captain lliartin (R.215). He 
wore the watch on his wrist when he went to sleep, but when he was awakened 
by Corporal Monroe and was told there was to be a shake-down inspection. he 
took the watch off his wrist and placed it on his bunk intending to turn it 
in to the Battery Commander. Moore came into the hut about· 15 minutes after 
the Corporal and told him to throw the watch away as there was to be a 
shake-down (R.205, 206, 215, 228). Monroe and accused were alone at this 
time (R.205, 215, 216, 228). Accused denied that he put the watch down in 
the crack between the wall and the floor, and asserted it was on his bunk 
when he left the hut for the inspection (R.215). 

Accused, on cross-examination, stated he saw a little girl come to 
the front door after Moore had entered the house and was scuffling with the· 
woman, while he was standing on the walk looking through the bed-room window 
(R.209). He then stated he saw the little girl through the bed-room window 
(R.210). Then i'urther on in his cross-examination he declared the little _ 
seven or eight-year-old girl came to the first or storm door after Moore had 
pursued Klara to the front gate (R.219, 220, 223, 229) e.nd while he (accused) 
was standing eight or ten feet from the door (R.220, 223, 224). 

Accused declared that on this evening he wore fatigue clothes, blue 
denim trousers, field jacket, rain hat and leggings with the trousers on the 
inside of them (R.210). He denied he wore a mask or handkerchief over his 
face that night (R.220), and also denied there was any blood on his clothing 
(R.226, 227). 

14. Specification 1 charges accused with the crime of bur.glary. The 
elements of this offense are set forth in the Manual for Courts-Martial 
(sec. 149, pg. 168) as follows: 

"Burelary is the breaking and entering, in the night, of 
another's dwelling house, with intent to commit a felony 
therein. (Bishop.) · ·. 
The term 11 felony" ·includes, among other offenses so designated 
at common law, murder, manslaughter, arson, robbe1"1, rape, 
sodomy, mayhem, and larceny (Irrespective of value). It is 
immaterial whether the felony be committed or even attempted, 
and where a felony is actually intended it is no defense 
that its commission was impossible. 
To constitute burglary the house must be a dwelling house of 
another, the term "dwelling house" including outhouses within 
the curtilage or the col!lP.lon inclosure. (Clark & Marshall.) 

*** *** The house must· be in the status of being occupied at the 
time of the breaking and entering. It is not necessary to 
this status that anyone actually be in it; but if the house 
has never been occupied at all or has been left without any 
intention of returning to it this status does not exist.**** 
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"There must 	be a breaking, actual or constructive. Merely to 
enter through a hole left in the wall or roof or through an 
open window or door, even if left only slightly open and 
pushed farther open by the person entering, will not constitute 
a breaking; but where there is any removal of any part of the 
house desiened to prevent entry, other than the moving of a 
partly open door or window, it is sufficient. Thus opening 
a closed door or window or other similar fixture, or cutting 
out the glass of a window or the netting of the screen is a 
sufficient breakage. So also the breaking of. an inner door 
by one who has entered the house without breaking, or by a 
servant law.f'ully within the house, but who has no authority 
to enter the particular room, is a Sufficient breaking, but 
unless such a breaking is followed by an entry into the 
particular room with intent to commit a felony therein 
burglary is not committed. 

*** 	 *** An entry must be effected before the offense is complete, but 
the entry of any part of the body, even a finger, is sufficient; 
and an insertion into the house of an instrument except 
merely to facilitate :f'urther entrance is a sufficient entry. 

Both the breaking and eritry must be in the nighttime, 
which is the period between sunset and sunrise, when 
there is not sufficient daylight to discern a man's 
face, and both must be done with the intent to commit 
a felony in the house. If the available evidence 
appears to warrant such action, the actual cornmission 
of the felony alleged as intended in the burglary 
specification should be charged in a separate 
specification. " 

There is substantial evidence in the record establishing the following 
elements of the crime of burglary: 

(a) At the date of the alleged offense, Smaravellir was a dwelling house 
occupied as a summer home by Georg and Gudbjorg and their family. (R.7, 34, 
47, 52, 54, 55, 56); 

' 

(b) On the evening of 29 August 1942 it was inhabited by Klara, Halla, 
Anna II .and the infant child (R.5, 6, 28, 52,, 53); 

(c) Prior to the breaking, the front doors were closed (R.10); 

(d) The accused actually broke into the dwelling house; he 11 smashed down 
the door latch and the door came open" (R.62, 74, 203, 208); 

(e) The accused entered the dwelling house in the night time (R.6, 63 1
65, 67, 68, 82, 83, 84, 160, 241). 

The accused admitted the breaking (R.203) but denied he entered the 
dwelling house (R.203, 218). This presents a conflict between the evidence 
introduced by the prosecution and accused's testimony. The resolving of this 
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conflict was a matter exclusively within the province of the court. It was 
for the court to determine the probative sufficiency of the testimony and 
to judge of the credibility of the witnesses. The Board of Review is 
satisfied with the sufficiency of the evidence to support the finding in 
respect of the elements of the crime above mentioned. 

The Specification alleges that the accused entered Smaravellir with 
the intent to commit three felonies, (1) rape, (2) robbery and (3) nrurder 
therein. This form of pleading is not objectionable. 

11 An indict"'!eht for burt.:lary may lay the offense 
with sever1Jl intents, as with intent to steal 
and intent to murder or to rape, either by 
alleging the several intents conjunctively in the 
same count, or by alleging them in separate 
counts. (9 C.J. sec. 97, pg. 1054 ; State vs. Fox 
80·IOWA 312, 45 N.Vl. 874; State vs. Tytus, 58 N.C. 705, 
4 S.E. 29). 

"Where the breach and entry are with intent to commit 
distinct felonies, - as, rape, larceny, ana murder, 
there is but one burglary. On principle, therefore,. 
the indictment may, and for convenience it practically 
should charge the whole in one count. Hence, if 
the pleader doubts what felony was intended, he may 
lay in one count all the probable ones, and proof 
of any one will suffice. Still the common course 
seems to have been to put this matter into separate 
counts - a method not legally objectionahle. 11 

(3 Bishop's New Criminal Procedure (2nd Ed.) sec.150 
pg. 1329). 

The accepted rule concerning proof of intent is as follows: 

"The intent must be proved as laid'in the indictment. 
An allegation of breakine an~ entering with intent 
to co~t a particular felony is not sustained by 
proor;a breaking with intent to commit some other 
felony. It is not necessary, however, to prove the 
whole intent j_f enough is proved to make out the 
offense. Thus under an indictment alleging an 
intent to commit 'grand and petit larceny', an intent 
to commit either of which is sUfficient under the 
statute, on intent to co1m11it both need not be shown. 
People vs. Hall, 94 Cal. 595, .30 Pac•. 7. 11 (9 C.J. 
sec. 118, pg. 1063). 

"As the felonious intent alleged in the indictment 
is an essential element of the offense, it must be 
established affirmatively by the evidence beyond a 
reasonable doubt, unless there is a statute,allowing 
presumption of intent from the breaking and entry. 
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"The intent, however, may, and generally must, be 
proved by circumstantial evidence, for as a rule it 
is not susceptible of direct proof. And it has been 
held that the evidence of intent sufficient to 
support a conviction of burglary may be slight, in 
the absence of any evidence that the entry was made 
with any other intent. The existence, at the time 
of the breaking and entering, of an intent to conunit 
larceny, rape, murder, or other felony may be 
inferred as a fact from:i;roof that the felony was 
actually committed or attempted after the entry, and 
proof of the actual commission of a felony is the 
best evidence of the felonious intent~ And even 
where the felony was not actually committed, an 
intent to commit the same may be inferred from the 
time and manner at and in which the entry was made, 
or the conduct of the accused after the entry, or 
both. 

**** **** "An intent to rape may be inferred, in the absence of 
evidence to the contrary, from the fact that defendant 
broke and entered through the window of the sleeping 
room of a girl, put his hand on her person, and, on 
her awakening, left hurriedly without any explanation, 
or from other circumstances of a similar character. 

"An intent to rob rather than to commit a simple larceny, 
may be inferred from the fact that defendant broke 
and entered the house noisily.****" 
(9 c.J., sec. 138, pg. 1078). 

The attempt of accused to conceal his identity by masking his face 
(R.18, 21, 29, 63, 65, 85, 240); his possession of a hatchet (R.6, 20, 33, 39, 
62, 74) when he entered the house; the vicious and brutal assault he committed 
on Klara {R.6, 14, 18, 29)· the motive which prompted accused to visit 
Smaravellir {R.61, 69, 202) and the undoubted knowledge possessed by him 
when he entered the dwelling house that it was not a house of prostitution, 
and its inmates were not prostitutes (R.72), are facts indisputably 
established by the evidence. It is most reasonable and logical to conclude 
from them that accused entered the dwelling house with a lecherous, 
malignant and.evil intent to secure his own physical satisfaction and in 
furtherance of such purpose was prepared to use force and violence without 
limit. While the evidence of intent to commit robbery is not as strong as 
that supportine the finding of intents to coinI~it ra!>e and murder, it is not 
wholly lacking. However, the failure to prove an intent to commit robbery 
is not fatal, under the authorities above quoted, as proof of intent to 
commit either rape or murder will sustain the finding. 

In the opinion of the Bon.rd of Review the record is legally 

sufficient to su,port the finding of accused's guilt of burelary. 
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15. Specification 2 charees the accused with the crime of committing 
an assault upon Klara with intent to commit a felony, vh: rape. The lVJ.8.llual 
for Courts-Martial (sec. llt9, pe. 179) discusses the offense and the proof 
required to sustain a conviction therefor as follows: 

·"This (assault with intent to commit rape) is an 
attempt to commi'*ape in which the overt act amounts 
to an assault upon the wo!lllll1 intended to be ravished. 
Indecent advances, importunities however earnest; 
mere threats, end actual attempts to rape wherein the 
overt act is not e.n ~ssault do not amount to this 
offense. Thus, where a man, intending to rape a woman, 
steathily concealed himself in her room to await a 
favorable opportunity to execute his design but was 
discovered and fled, he was not guilty of an assault 
with intent to commit rape. 
No actual touching is necessary. Thus, when a man 
entered a woman's room and got in the bed where she was 
and within reach of her person for the purpose of 
rapincr her he committed the offense under discussion, 
although he did not touch the woman. 
The intent to have carnal knowledge of the woman 
assaulted by force and without her consent must exist 
and concur with the assault. In other words, the man 
must intend to overcome e:ny resistance by force, 
actual or constructive, and penetrate the woman's 
person. Any less intent will not suffice. 
Once rm assault with int.mt to commit rape is made, it 
L; r.o <lefense that the man voluntarily desisted." 

The acLused admits (and his admission in this respect is confirmed by 
the te;3tbcny of Private Kenneth w. Moore) that he and Moore went to 
Sffiaravellir on the night of 29 August 1942 seeking the company of prostitutes,. 
Either one or both of them had been informed that Smaravellir was a house of 
ill-fame (R.61, 69, 203 1 206, 208). This fact stands uncontradicted in the 
record, and is the true and only reason for the two men going to 
the house of Georg and Gudbjore that evening. Both of them were prompted by 
lustful and lecherous desires (R.225). . 

A comparison of the testimony of the two men as to events transpiring 
before the house was entered shows a striking and cogent difference which is 
highly important in considering the offense under Specification 2. They 
aeree that when they arrived at the house that they both saw Klara in the 
ho11se. Moore claims he also saw the children (R. 63) and then expressed to 
accused his doubt that the house was one of prostitution (R.72). Accused 
in his testimony is entirely silent as to the presence of children in the 
house (R.203, 208)., In fact he testified that he did not see the little eirls 
until after f;;oore went into the house (R.208, 209). Further he does not 
refer to ?.loore 1 s statement: 11 I don 1t believe this is a whore house because 
there are kids in there" (R.?2). It seems therefore but reasonable to 
believe that accused continued to carry in his mind his original purpose of 
seeking sexual intercourse. The failure of accused, in his testimony, to 
break this connection between his orieinal design and his ultimate actions, 
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anrl his positive statement that he did not see the little cirls until after 
I.:oore entered th~ house are ar.. unconscious exposure of accused's evil 
intentions whi=m he assaulted :Klara. Such conclusion is not only cons1stent 
with subseciuent events, but also is one that the Court in weizhinc and 
reconciling the evidence vms at liberty to draw. 

Klara testified that the men who assaulted her felt with his hands 
up her :pant lees and tore h~r pants (R.9). He committed a brutal battery 
upon her (R.6, 14, 18, 29). He gagged her with a rag (R.6, 14, 18) and as 
she lay prostrate on the floor he was straddle of her (R.63, 65, 82, 83, $4, 
160, 241). That the assault was ferocious is indicated by the large pool of 
blood and nUITlerous blood stains on the floor of the room discovered by 
Trausti (R.45, 49). 

Moore 1s testimony contains an illuminating bit of evidence ltS to 
cccused 1 s intentions in C0!'1!'1ittinc the assault upon !Clara. In relating the 
conversation betV1een him (Moore) and accused in the maintenance garaee after 
the events at Smaravellir, r.:oore states: 11 I asked him if he p;ot any ? He 
told me personally no. Then he told me he had trouble down there ***+:" (H.6L~). 
This colloquy betv1e8n h1oore and the accused can be interpreted only to mean 
that both men were conscious at all times of their purpose in visltin~ 
Smaravellir and that both men knew accneed ass8ulted laara for the purpose 
of obtaining sexne.l intercourse v:ith her. 

The Board of Review is of the oi)inion that there is 'sufficient 
evidence in the record, to sustain the finding that accused committed an 
assault upon Klara with intent to commit a felony, viz: rape. The weight 
and sufficiency of thA evidence was for the Court to determine, and having 
resolved it against accused no basis exists for disturbing the finding. 

16. Specification 3 charces robbery. The gravamen of the offense is 
that accused by force and violence and 'biJ putting Klara in fear did 
feloniously truce, steal, and. carr-<J away fror.1 her person a ladies wrist watch 
of the value of about $20.L,.O. · Robbery is defined b:,T the Lianu1l of Courts
I.:artia.l (sec. 148, pg. 170) as follows: 

"Robbery is the taking, with intent to steal, of the 
personal property·of another, from his person or in 
his presence,.against his will, by violence or 
intimidation. (Clark.) ****"· 

11The taking must be aeainst the owner's will by means 
of violence or intimidation. The violence or 
intimidation must precede or accompany the taking,. 

"The violence must be actual violence to the person, 
but the amount used is irruraterial. It is enough 
where it overcomes the actual resistance of the 
person robbed, or puts him in such a position that 
he makes no resistance, or suffices to overcome the 
resistance offAred by a chain or other fastening by 
which the article is atta..ched to the !_)erson."**H 
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The evidence estaolishes beyond doubt that Klara was the ovmer of 
a ladies' wrist watch (Prosecutions Ex.B) on the evening of 29 August 1942 
(R.80); that the watch possessed some definite value .on that date (R.79, 80); 
that she had it on her left arm at the time she was seen by Moore through the 
bed-room window (R.63, 70, 71, 74); that she had it on these.me arm as she lay 
prostrate on the floor of the parlor when accused was beating her (R.85, 86) 
and that she likewise wore it when accused carried her outside of the house 
and threw her on the ground (R.10). According to ?1loore the accused showed 
him in accused's wallet a ladies' wrist watch with a broken strap on it 
while r.~oore and accused were in the maintenance garage later in the evening 
(R.64t 240, 242). The accused stated he found the watch down at Smaravellir 
(R.64J. Private Thomas testified that he met accused the same evening in 
the maintenance garage and accused informed him that he (accused) had killed 
two Icelandic men and struck a woman with a hatchet; that Rs he started to 
leave the woman grabbed at him and d'ilrinc the scuffling accused grabbed a 
v•atch and got hold of it somehow and brought it along to keep anyone from 
finding finger-prints on it (R.93, 94, 245, 246), Thomas further testified 
that accused took a watch from his pocket-book and showed it to Thomas 
stating: "This is the watch I tock." Accused did not tell Thomas he had 
boueht watch from Moore (R.245). The watch had a broken wrist band or strap 
on it when seen by Thomas (R.94, 244, 246). The watch (Prosecution's Ex.E) 
we.s found on 31 August 1942 in th~ crack between the wall and floor of the 
hut~ in which accused slept, at a place where accused's cot had.been (R.104, 
105J. Klara identified Prosecution's Ex.E. in open court as being the watch 
she wore on her a.rm at the time of the assault (R,10). 

The Accused denied all of the foregoine and stated he purchased the 
watch from ?1:oore for 200 Kronur (R.204, 205, 212, 216, 217, 222). He claims 
he ohowed the watch to Thomas and informed h:im. he had boueht it from Moore 
(R.205, 217). 

There was thereby created a sharp conflict between the evidence 
for the prosecution and that of accused. It was ~he function of the Court 
to resc1lve this conflict. It was at Hberty to believe the evidence of the 
prosecution and disbelieve that of accused. By its finding it has indicated 
its acceptance of prosecution's evidence. In the opinion of the Board of 
Review there is legally sufficient evidence to support the Court's findings. 

There is but one possible question that can arise in connection with 
the leaality of the finding and that is whether or not accused took the watch 
from Klara's person. 
The applicable rule of law is stated as follows: 

11 Since robbery is an of.£ense against the person as 
vrell as against property, it is essential to the 
crime that there should be a taking from the 'person' 
of the victim. To satisfy this requirement, however, 
it is sufficient if the property be taken from his 
''presence". In other words, the property must be 
actually or constructively taken from the person, 
or as some authorities have phrased the rule, it 
must be taken from the 'person or presence', or from 
the 'person or possession' of the victim," 
(54 C,J,, sec,20, pg.1015). 

http:these.me
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11 1't conman l&w it is not necessary that t}].e property 

should be taken from the physical person'of the 
victim, the re~uirement that it be taken from his· 
'person' being satisfied if it is taken from his 
:tprP.sence'. 11 (54 C.J., sec.21, pg.1015) 

"An indictment or information chare;ing a taking from 
the 'person' may he supported by proof a talcing'from 
the 'presence', as such proof does not constitute a 
fatal variance." (54 C.J ., sec.136, pg.1052). : 

There is substantial evidence establishing the fact that Klara had 
the watch on her arm wh~n accused assaulted her with the axe or hatchet after 
he had carried her outside of the house (R.6, 11, 16). AdmittedJ.y there is 
no direct evidence that accused pulled the watch from Klara's arm nor is 
there any proof that· he picked it up from the ground if'it had slipped from 
hiar arm as she was thrown on the ground. However, the watch was on her arm 
when accused carried her out of doors. The fact that the leather strap or 
wrist band of the watch when shovm to Moore and Thomas by accused and when 
produced in court was broken creates a strong implication that accused 
pulled. it from her arm. However, it was not necessary for the prosecution 
to prove specifically that it was snapped from her arm by accused. The 
evidence is convincing that if accused did not take it from Klara's person 
he did take it from her presence. This is sufficient. Taking property 
from the presence of a person and under his direct physical personal control, 
as where the property is lyine beside the victim, is the equivalent of 
taking from his person. (Rice v. State, 204 Alabama 104, 85 South• 437; 
Douglass v State~ 98 Fla. 289, 107 South 791, 793; 54 C.J., sec.21, 
pg.1015, Ann. 39J. . 

Although the specification alleges it was taken from her person, 
there was no variance between the averment and proof. Evidence of taking 
from Klara's presence is,adequate. (54 C.J., sec.136, pg.1052). 

17. Specification 4 charges accused with assaulting Klara with a 
dangerous instrument, viz: a hatchet with intent to commit murder. The 
elements of the crime are declared by the Manual of Courts-h:artial (sec.149, 
pg.178) to be as follows: 

"Assault with intent to murder.-- This is an assault 
aggravated by the concurrence of a specific intent 
to murder; in other words, it is an attempt to murder. 
As in other attempts there must be an overt act, 
beyond mere preparation or threats,· or an attempt 
to make an attempt. To constitute an assault with 
intent to murder by firear~s it is not necessary 
that the weapon be discharged; and in no case is 
the actual infliction of injury necessary. Thus, 
where a man with intent to murder another deliberately 
assa.ults him b~r shooting at him, the fact that he 
misses does not alter the character of the offense. 
Where the intenJ.;; to murder exists, the fact that for 
some reason unknown the actual consumr.~ation of the 
murder is impossible by the means employed does not 
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"prevent 	the person using them fron being guilty of 

an assault with intent to commit murder where the 
means are apparently adapted to the end in view. 
Thus, where a soldier intending to murder another 
loads his rifle with what he believed to be a ball 
cartridge and aims and discharges his rifle at the 
other, it is no defense that he, by accident, got 
hold of a blank cartridge.****" 

A more specific analysis of the offense is stated thus: 

"An intentional attempt by violence with present 
ability, or in some jurisdictions, apparent ability, 
and without legal excuse or provocation, to do an 
injury to the person of another, acconpanied by 
facts and circumstances indicative of an intent to 
take life, constitutes the offense of assault with 
intent to murder.****11 (JO C.J., sec.158, pg.15). 

11 In addition to the requisite intent, in order to 
constitute an assault with intent to murder, there 
must be an attempt or an assault to carry out that 
intention. In other words, there must be an overt 
act in pursuance of the intent as distinguished 
from the mere intent itself, and also from mere 
threats, or mere preparations not goine far enough 
to constitute an attempt. There must be 
commencement of an act which if not prevented 
would produce a battery.**** (30 C.J., sec.159, pg.16). 

11 N:a.lice or malice aforethought is an essential 
ingredient of assault with intent to nmrder. As 
in the case of murder, malice may be either express 
or implied. While the expression 

I 

'malice aforethought' 
includes the element of premeditation, it is 
immaterial for how short a time the malice may have 
existed.****" (30 C.J., sec.16.3, pg.20). 

11 In General. The specific intent to take human life 
is an essential element of the offense of assault 
with intent to commit murder, and conversely where 
an unjustifiable assault is made by one capable 
of cool reflection and not in the heat of passion, 
with the intention of killing, it will constitute 
an assault with intent to kill where death does 
not result. The requisite intent, however, may be 
inferred from the attendant circumstances and may 
be formed upon the instant of the assault.****" 
(30 C.J., sec.164, pg.20). 
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11While a specific intent to kill is an 'essential 
ingredient of the offense of assault'with intent 
to commit murder, this requirement does not exact 
an intent 1 other than an intent which·· is inferrable 
from the circumstances. So while the intent cannot 
be implied as a matter of law, it may be inferred 
as a fact from the surrounding circumstances, such 
as the unlawful use of a deadly weapon,- provided 
it was used in such a manner as to indicate an 
intention to kill, or from an act of violence from · 
which, in the usual and ordinary course of things, 
death or great bodily harm may result. Other 
circumstances which may be considered as bearing 
upon the propriety of an inference of intent are: 
The character of the assault, the nature or extent 
of the wound or injury, the presence or absence 
of excusing and palliating facts or circumstances, 
and prior threats. The question of intent as 
dependent upon the physical circumstances and the 
impression made by them on the mind of deferidant 
must be determined by the facts as they were 
perceived or understood by defendant. Where the 
weapon used was manifestly not of a deadly 
character and there was nothing in the manner of 
its use to indicate an intention to take life, a 
conviction of assault with intent to murder cannot 
be sustained. The lethal character of the weapon 
used in making an assault may be inferred from the 
effect and nature of the wound inflicted." 
(JO C.J., sec.165, pg.21). 

Klara was positive that she was struck on the head by an axe or 
hatchet after she had been carried outside of the house by the man who had 
in the parlor previously beaten her. (R.6, 11, 16). The proof shows that 
she was suffering from concussion of the brain when she was taken to the 
hospital and that she sustained a fractured skull. She was in the hospital 
for five weeks (R.1.35). The skull fractui-e resulted 1'ro111 a hard blow on the 
top of the head (R.139, 140). Prosecution's Ex.F - a ha~ :het - was 
identified as being the property of Georg and Gudbjorg (R.5.3, 54) and it 
was discovered on .30 August 1942 near the scene of the alleged crime with 
woman's hair on it (R.112, 196). This hatchet was in the possession of 
accused preceding and at the time he entered the house (R.6,. 23, 29, 62, 
75, 87). Even the accused himself admits that he and Moore found the 
hatchet in the rear of the house (R.203). f..lara 1 s declaration that she 
was carried into the yard and there hit with an axe or hatchet receives 
corrnboration from Traustie 1s testimony as to Klara's return to the house 
(R.11; 16, 46) with unkempt hair; in a disheveled condition and bruised 
and with bloody (R.22, 46, 48, 53, 57) face and hee.d. There is a 
sufficiency of proof in the record to sustain the finding of the court 
that it was the accused who struck Klara with a hatchet, and in the opinio~ 
of the Board of Review the Court could not have found otherwise under the 
evidence. 
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The proof of (a) apparent ability of the accused to inflict the 

assault; (b) the absence of provocation, and (c) the ove~ act is so 
complete and obvious that further recital or analysis of the evidence 
is not required to demonstrate that the prosecution fully sustained its 
burden of proof in reeard to these elements of the crime. Is there 
sufficient proof of the intention of the accused to commit murder? 

As a matter of law a hatchet, when used to strike a human being, 
is a deadly weapon (People vs. Shaw, 1 Park Cr. (N.Y.) 327; State vs. 
Shields, 110 N.C. 497, 14 S.E. 779; Dains vs. State, 2 Hump. (Tenn.)
439). This fact when considered in connection with the seriousness of 
the injury inflicted on Klara; the time and place of the assault and the 
circur.istances that it followed upon accused's attempt to rape her; the 
total absence of any evidence of provocation; the theft of Klara's watch 
and the irnmediat~ departure of accused from the scene of his crimes- form 
a substantial and reliable body of evidence from which the Court could 
leeitimately and logically infer the specific intent upon the part of 
accused to kill Klara when·he struck her on the head with the hatchet. 

In the opinion of the Eoard of Review the record is legally 
sufficient to sustain the finding of guilty of assault with intent to 
commit murder. 

18. The accused's defense is a denial of the charges against 
him and an attempt on his part to fix on Moore the responsibility for . 
the crimes. Thus arose an issue of fact for the Court to determine, and 
it was solely within its province. An examination or accused's testimony 
reveals several unexplained inaccuracies and inconsistencies which 
undoubtedly influenced the Court in judging of its credibility. A 
reading of hi~ testimony as it appears in the record does not create 
belief in his veracity. There is a glibness about it that bespeaks 
falsity. It probably had the same affect upon the Court. On the other 
hand both Moore and Thomas do not appear as witnesses of unquestionable 
veracity. The accused presented evidence of contradictory statements 
made by both witnesses out of court, many of which remained unexplained, 
which weakened their testimony. However, in the main, their stories 
possess the quality of truth. 

Evidence connecting accused directly with the crimes is that of 
the laboratory analysis made of the blood on accuseq's clothing which he 
wore on the night of 29-.30 August 1942. While probably not of the degree 
of scientific accuracy that it is possible to produce, yet for practicable 
purposes it is highly convincing. Its fallibility was for the Court to 
judge. The fact that human blood was found on accused's underwear, field 
jacket and O.D. pants and that the blood on accused's underwear, under 

11 011the international system of blood-typing, was (or zero) and that 
Klara's blood is of the type 11 zero11 is evidence of cogent, relevant 
value that canno~ be disregarded. The accused offered the explanation of 
the presence of blood on his clothing (while disclaiming knowledge of such 
fact) that it got on him when Klara was thrown against him py Moore 
(R.20.3l 21S, 219, 221) or when he raised Klara's head from the eround 
(R.234J. It is difficult to believe this story in the face of the 
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testimony of Captain Taylor concerning amount of blood found on accused's 
underwear and O.D. trousers (R.127, 128, 129, 130). The admission by 
accused that he had possession of Klara's watch under the explanation that 
he purchased same from Moore and its discovery in the crack between wall 
and floor of accused's hut near at a point where accused's cot had been 
standing is :f'urther evidence pointing to accused as the actual perpetrator 
of the crimes. The description by Klara, Halla and Anna of the 11 blue 11 

clothing worn by the man who entered S~aravellir and the fact that Halla 
speaks of 11 brown11 shoes (R.39) worn by him possesses some probative value 
when it is considered that accused wore a fatigue uniform which is of a 
shade of blue and that his leggings (brown in color) (R.7~ WE;!re "outside" 
or 11 over11 his fatigue trousers - easily to be confused with brown shoes. 
The absence of blood on Moore's fatigue clothes (R.141, 142) is at least 
some corroborating evidence of his version of the affair~ 

Moore was not an accomplice of accused (Bird vs. United States, 
187 U.S. 118, 133; 47 L.Ed. 100, 106; 16 C.J., sec.1357, pg.674). However, 
if it be assumed that he was an accomplice, a conviction may be had on the 
uncorroborated testimony of an accomplice although such testimony is to be 
regarded with great caution (M.C.M., sec.124, pg.132). In this case, 
I.ioore 1 s evidence was corroborated in many ill'~ortant details, as had been 
shovm above. 

It is no duty of the Board of Review to weigh or evaluate the 
evidence in this case, nor to balance inconsistencies nor to reconcile 
conflicts therein. That is exclusively the function of the trial Court, 
which had the advantage of seeing and hearing the witnesses and judging 
of their conduct on the stand and the manner in which they eave their 
testimony. Questions concerning their credibility and honesty were 
exclusively for the Court to answer. The foregoing discussion of the 
evidence is intended to show that there is sufficient, creditable evidence 
in the record to sustain the finding of the Court that it was accused, who 
cor.unitted the cri~es charged and not Moore. 

19. In the record there appears the report of the Board of Officers 
appointed pursuant to paragraph 35(c) M.C.M., and under the provisions of 
AR 600-500. The conclusion of the Board is that there is no evidence that 
accused is insane or mentally defective. 

20. The sentence of the court, which has been approved by the 
reviewine authority, is legal. The accused, Watts, was 22 years old at 
the time of the commission of the offenses. Pursuant to General Order 37, 
ETOUSA., 9 September 1942, paragraphs 5(c) and (d), execution of sentence 
of dishonorable discharge will be ordered only when accused has been 
convicted of an offense which renders his retention in the service 
undesirable, and when he has also been sentenced to a term of not less 
than three years confinement. A general prisoner whose approved sentence 
to confinement is three years or more may be returned to the United States 
for service of such sentence, without the express orders of Hdqr. ETOUSA. 
The offenses of which the accused has been convicted renders his retention 
in the military service undesirable and inasmuch as confinement is for 
30 years, the execution of the sentence of dishonorable discharge, and the 
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return of the accused to the United States for service of sentence, are 
proper. War Department directive (AG 253 (2-6-1+1)~)26 February 1941, 
requires prisoners under 31 years of age and with S8nt8nces of not more 
than 10 years to be confined in a Federal Correctional Institution or 
Reformatory. Inasmuch as accused is senter.ced to confinement for 30 years 
thfl action of the reviev:ing authority correctly fixed the United States 
Penitentiary, Lewisbure, Pennsylvania, as the place of confinement of 
accused. 

21. The court was legally constituted and had jurisdiction of the· 
offenses involved. !lo error injuriously affecting the substantial rights· 
of the accused were cor.unitted durine the trial. The Board of Review is of 
the opinion that th~ record of trial is legally sufficient to support the 
findings of guilty and the sentence. ....,.,.,j ~ 

~:::;£~~~~~:!.::'.:?....~~~~- Judge Advocate 

2 8 NOV 1942
1st Ind. 

:IAh DZP.ART:,:ENT, Of:!'ice of The Judee Advocate General, European Theater · 

of Operations, APO 871, U.S.Army. 

TO: ColllJ'landine General, Fifth Infantry Division, APO 5, U.S. Army. 


1. In the case of Private MONTANA WATTS (7041515) BatterJ C, 
46th F.A.Bn., I concur in the foregoinG holdine of the Board of Review. 
You now have authority to order the execution of the sentence as thus 
approved. 

I 

2. ',,"hen copies of the published order are fori:mrded to this office 
thAy should be accompanied by the foregoinc holding and these indorsements. 
The file number of the record of this case in this office is ETO 78. For 
convenience of reference please place that number in brackets at the end of 
the published order as follows: (ETO 78). 

~I!~""'Bri:adier General, J 
Judce Advocate General, 

Euroi)E'ftn Theater of Operations. 
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In the Office of The Judge Advocate General 
(69)for the 

European Theater of Operations
APO 871 

Board of Review. 2 6 NOV 1942 

iTO S2. lsr ARMORED DIVISION 

Trial by G. C. M. convened at 
Castlewellan, County Down, Northern 

U N I T E D S T A T $ S ) Ireland, October 20, 1942. Dishon.• orable discharge, forfeiture of all 
v. pay and allowances and confinement · 

at hard labor for the term of his 
Tech. Firth Grade LAWRENCE H. : natural life. Federal Penitentiary, 
McKENZIE (39389670), Company 11 G11 , : Lewisburg,_Pennsylvania, is designated 
lat Armored Division. ) as the place of confinement. 

HOLDING by the BOARD OF REVIEW 
RITER, VAN BENSCH~TEN and IDE, Judge Advocates. 

1. The record of trial in the case of the soldier named above has 
been examined by the Board of Review. 

2. The accused was tried upon the following charge and specifications 

CHARGE: Violation of the 92nd Article of War. 

Specifications In that Technician Firth Grade, 
Lawrence H. McKenzie, Company 11 G11 First Armored 
Regiment, did, at Upper Camp Bal~ywillwill, Northern 
Ireland, 'on or about' October 4, 1942 with malice 
aforethought, willfully, deliberat~ly, feloniously, 
unlawfully, and with premeditation kill one Mary 
Jane Martin, a human being by strangulating her 
with his hands. 

He pleaded not guilty to, and was found guilty of, the 6harge and Specification 
No evidence of previous convictionll was introduced. He was sentenced to 
dishonorable discharge, forfeiture of all1 pay and allowances due or to 
become due, and confinement at hard labor for the term of his natural life. 
The reviewing authority approved the sentence, designated the Federai 
PeniteJJ.tiary, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, e.s the place of confinement and 
f orwarde.d the record of trial for action under AW ;ot. 
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3. The evidence in pertinent part shows: 

The accused on Sunday October 4, 1942, the date of the alleged 
crime, was a member of Company "G", lat Armored Division, stationed at 
Camp Ballywillwill, Northern Ireland, (R.4). At about 7100 p.m. on that 
date he was playing cards in his barracks with Privates George A. Redd, · 
Chester Sabinski and Edward Harris. Accused le~ them at abqut 7:30 p.m., 
and ~ivate Harris left about twenty minutes later (R.6). They had all 
been drinking·whiskey (R.31). The accused returned to his barracks at 
about 8130 p.m. but witness Redd doesn't know whether or not he retired at 
that time, but he saw him the following morning. Accused had a cut lip and 
stated that Private Harris had hit him. Private Harris had a skinned 
forehead and explained that he had had a fight with a civilian (R.7). A 
woman named Mary Jane Martin was living alone in a cottage approximately 
150 feet f'rom tllellut occupied by accused and others (R.101 Exh.A). She 
was a deaf-mute ~{~ years of age (R.14) and was seen alive on 
Sunday ~ernoon at about 41.30 o'clock at which time she was standing in 
her door and "appeared as usual" (R.12). At about ten o'clock on the 
morning of October 7, 1942, Sarah Riggen, a neighbor, noticing that no 
smoke was coming from her cottage, went to investigate and found Mary Jane 
Martin lying dead in her bed-room and notified the police (R.13, 14). 
James Ellis Reid. District Inspector, R.U.C.,. Newcastle, Northern Ireland,. .
arrived at the cottage of deceased at 11:05 a.m., on October 7, 1942, and 
found deceased lying on the floor with her face in a pool of blood. She 
was f'ul.ly dressed, except for her knickers which were lying on the bed. 
Her clothes were pulled up as far as her stomach. The iron support of the 
bed was broken and the bedclothes on the bed were in a disordered state. 
There was one window in the room {R.21) and the lower half of the window
frame consisting of eight panes of glass had been removed and was on the 
ground outside the window. A plant was growing on the window ledge inside. 
Its stem and leaves were pushed outwards indicating that some one had 
passed through the window from the inside. Deceased 1s upper denture was 
lying on the bed and had a spot of blood on it. Her lower denture was on 
the floor. Her clothing was rolled upwards at her back and neatly turned 
up underneath indicating that it was probably raised by herself. There 
was no blackout up at the windows (R.22). 

Dr. J. A. L. Johnson, physician and pathologist, of Londonderry, 
Northern Ireland, testified that he had made an examination of the body 
of the deceased on October 8, 1942, and that he found that most of the 
external injuries were on the neck. There were abrasions, lacerations and 
bruises on both sides of the neck in front of the sterno-mastoid muscles. 
There was also quite a deep scalp wound on the le~ side of the head. 
The face was somewhat congested in appearance and the lips were somewhat 
swollen - an indication of suffocation or. asphyxia (R.15). The scalp 
wound, in his opinion, was caused by a severe blow with a bottle or some 
blunt instrument but could have been caused from the weight of her body in 
falling "provided it hit something". There were no signs of rape present 
but bruises on the legs, thighs and shoulders indicated that a considerable 
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struggle had taken place. In his opinion the deceased had been dead 
between three and four days and death was caused by asphyxiation, 
caused by manual strangulation (R.16). 

(71) 


There were no ey&•witnesses of the crime - although there was 
considerable circumstantial evidence pointing to the accused's 
implication, the details of which we deem it unnecessary to recite in 
view of his confession, which was made voluntarily after being duly 
cautioned by Inspector Reid. The accused's statement was reduced to 
writing by Inspector Reid and signed by the accused and at the trial 
was read to the court~ received as an exhibit and incorporated in the 
record of trial (R.23J. 

The accused's signed statement is as follows 

Statement ot T.5 LAWRENCE McKENZIE, 11 G11 Company, 3rd Battalion, 
lat Armored Regiment, made to District Inspector J. E. Reid at Ballykinler, 
on the 17th October 1942 after being cautioned. 

11 I have been cautioned by District Inspector Reid in 
the presence of my- officer that anything I say will be 
taken down in writing and may be used in evidence 
against me afterwards. 
I am guilty of that crime the murdering of that Martin 
woman. On the Sunday night I saw her in the doorway 
of her home • It was then dark. I was trying to 
talk to her and then we w~nt to the bedroom. Before 
I went to the bedroom I wrote on a piece of paper 
something to the effect 11 Let us go iniD the bedroom". 
She agreed. I think I put down two florins. She had 
one in her hand and the other was on the shelf or some 
place. I went to the bedroom with her and got into 
bed with her. The bed post broke. There was no light 
on. Arter the bed post broke she started to make a 
noise or tried to make a noise. There was a struggle 
over the bed and in the room I choked her with both 
my hands.· I held her by the throat until she stopped 
moving. It was about dark at the time and I could see 
what I was d.oing. She was dead when I le.rt the room. 
The body was then half on the bed and half out of it. 
I took out through the back window. When I went out I 
found I had left one glove behind. I went back for the 
glove and I then thought of the note which I had written. 
My glove was under the bed and she was then on the floor 
and I do not think there was any life in her. I got 
the glove and the note and cleared. I le:rt this time 
by way of the front door. I was as drunk as could be 
when I went to the house first. When I discovered 
what I had done I came to my- senses. She did not resent 
me having intercourse with her and she took off her 
pants herself. She was quite willing for intercourse 
when she saw the money. I have destroyed my gloves as 
there was blood on them. I got rid of the boots I was 
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"wearing on the Monday after committing the crime. 
I am sorry that this has happened end it was caused 
by drink. This statement has been reaa· over by me 
and is all true. I understand it can be used in 
evidence against me for this crime. 

l..AWRENCE McKENZIE. · • · 

The defense offered the testimony of Lt. Col. Louis v. Hightor4!r1 
Commanding Officer, 3rd Battalion, lat Armored Regiment, who testified 
that accused had acted as Provost Sergeant since July 25, 1942 (R.26); 
that witness knew accused as well as he knew any soldier in the Battalion; 
that he was not an habitual drinker and that he had never had occasion to 
punish him for drinking; that. accused's performance of duty had always 
been of an excelle~t character and his attention to duty had.been superior. 
That if he were found guilty and needed punishment the witness would be 
glad to have him back in the. battalion after he had served that punishment. 
The accused then at his own request, after being .f'ull~vised of his rights 
by the President of the Court, was sworn as a witness and testified (R.27) 
that he went to Mary Martin's house that night for sexual intercourse. 
That.he killed Mary Jane Martin but not with malice aforethought or 
delib~rately but that he was drunk at the time. That the confession which 
he gave Inspector Reid was correct. That he at first "figured on making 
off and getting into Southern Ireland and maybe getting away from there 
some way. I changed my mind and came back and took it." He then appeared 
voluntarily to make his confession and turned his revolver over to 
Lt. Fitzgibbon (R.28). 

Upon cross-examination the accused testified as follows:

Q. 	 In your statement that you had given to Constable Reid--Inspector Reid-
on the 17th of October, you stated about the bed breaking. What took 
place at that time1 

A. 	 I don't quite understand your question. 

Q. 	 In your confession to Inspector Reid on the 17th of October, at Camp 
Ballykinler,--had you promised to appear there to aid him in the 
furtherance of this case1 Had there been an appointment for yoµ to 
be there? 

A. 	 There had. 

Q. 	 Now, when you appeared, in your statement you spoke of the bed being broken. 
What took place at that time1 

A. 	 We were on the bed at that time having sexual intercourse. 

Q. 	 And when the bed post broke 1 what happened? (R.28) 

A. 	 I got excited and didn't know what was going on. I was drunk. 
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Q. 	 You heard the testimony here in court relative to the bruises and scalp 


lacerations and the like? 

A. 	 I did. 
Q. 	 Relate to the court as to how they came upon the l::ody of the deceased. 
A. 	 I don't knoVI how those on the head came upon the body of the deceased, 


but those on the neck were probably made by me. 

Q. 	 You made the ones on the head? 
A. 	 I don't know. 
Q. 	 Did you? 
A. 	 I didn't that I know of. 
Q. 	 You spoke of gloves having blood on• How did your gloves get blood on? 
A. 	 That I don't know. I didn't notice it until just a couple of days ago. 
Q. 	 Did you have your gloves on at the time? 
A. 	 Not that I know of. I couldn't have or I wouldn't have gone back for 


the other one. 

Q. 	 What was your object in disposing of the shoes? 
A. 	 I really don't know. I didn't think that there was no foot prints at 


that time. 

Q. 	 The shoes in--Exhibit "D" here--which the witness testified you gave him-· 

were those the shoes you wore that evening? 
A. 	 If he said I give him the shoes, those were the ones. 
Q. 	 m1y did you give your shoes away if you didn't know there were any foot 


prints? 

A. 	 Personally I like that witness and I gave him the shoes for that reason. 
Q. 	 Why didn't you give him a shirt? 
A. 	 I didn't have a shirt to spare. 
Q. 	 Did you have shoes to spare? 
A. 	 I could always get some more. 
Defense: The defense objects to the line of que3tioning in that the witness 

has already stated why he gave the shoes to the foreman of the constructic 
gang. 

Law 	Member: Objection overruled. _ 
Q. 	 '•Then you went back to get your gloves, at what hour was this? 
A. 	 I couldn't say the exact hour. 
Q. 	 When you went in and the bed broke--nt what hour on Sunday was that? 
A. 	 It was about dark. 
Q. 	 Then how rauch later was it? What did you do after that--after you left bJ 

the window as you stated? (R.29). · 
.A. 	 I walked around for a while dovm below the trees south of the building am: 

around in back of the boiler room for I don't know how long, and I reachec 
in my pocket to get my glove and I notice one was gone and I thought I hac 
left it there and I went back a~er it. 

Q. ~hen you went back after it did you notice any heel prints around? 
· A. No, I didn't. I never thought of it. 

Q. 	 Ylhere was Private Harris? 
A. 	 I do not know. 
Q. 	 Had you a fight with Private Harris on October 4--Sunday? 
A. 	 I had that evening. It must have been nine or ten o'clock. 
Q. 	 After the death of Miss Mary r.:artin? 
A. 	 Yes. 
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Q. 	 Vlhat was the fieht about'l 
A. He thought I was son1e civilia:n. 
ri Where did the fight take place'l'f.• 

A. 	 Between the road going into camp and Barney McVey's store. 
Q. 	 Who put the cut on your lip'l 
A. 	 Harris, sir. 
Q. 	 Through all this violent struggle, indicated by the wounds on the deceased, 

and through the disorderly condition of the room, you received no injury 
whatsoever? 

A. 	 None whatsoever. 
Q. 	 Was the deceased a strong woman? 
A. 	 I don't know. 
Q. 	 What type of struegle went on that her teeth would be lying under the bed-

one set of them, and another portion on top of the bed--what type of 
struggle went on to bring that about'l 

A. 	 That I don't know. 
Q. 	 Do you know how she sustained the injury in the head? 
A. 	 No, I do not. (R.30). 

Private Georee J. Redd, Co. G, 1st Armored Regiment, testified 
that he had been playing cards vtith accused up to the hour of 7:30 p.m; 
they had been drinking whisky; the accused was "pretty tight - pretty full" 
when he left the barracks; he was able to walk and appeared to know what 
he was doing. Witness had seen accused in that condition only once before. 
(R.31, 32). 

Private Edward Harris, Co. G, 1st Armored Regiment, testified that 
upon completion of work the detachrlent went up to the barracks~ played 
cards for awhile and then went to the store to secure supper. Privates Redd, 
Sabinski, accused and the witness returned to the barracks at about 7:00 p.m., 
where they drank whisky. Witness left the barracks about 8:00 p.m. About 
6:00 n.'ll., witness and accused had a fight. Accused was "plunb drunk" 
(R.33). All of this group drank pretty heavily during .the afternoon (R.33,34). 

4. 	 J,'!urder is defined thus: 

"~~1urder is the uplawi\tl killing of a huma.n being with 
ma.lice aforethought. 1Unlawf'ul 1 means without legal 
justification or excuse****· Arnone the lesser offenses 
which may be included in a particular charge of murder 
are manslaughter, certain forms of assault and an attempt 
to comrrtit murder.****" (l,:.c.M., sec. 148, pg. 162). 

"Murder, as defined at common law, and by statutes simply 
declaratory thereof, consists in the unlawful killing of 
a hunan being with malice aforethought. 11 (29 C.J., 
sec. 59, pg. 10e3). 

11 r.:urder, at common law, is the unlawful killing, by a 
person of sound memory and dincretion, of any reasonable 
creature in being and under the peace of the State, with 
malice aforethought, either express or implied." 
(Hinthrops' !:iiHtary Law and Precedents (2nd Ed.) 
sec. 1041, pg. 672). 
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The important element of murder, to-wit "malice aforethought" has 
been analyzed by authorities as follows:

"The term malice, as ordinarily employed in criminal law, 
is a strictly legal term, meaning not personal spite or 
hostility but simply the wrongful intent essential to the 
commission of crime. When used, however, in connection 

·with the word 1 aforethought 1 or 1prepense 1 , in defining 
the particular crime of murder, it signifies the same 
evil intent, as the result of a determined purpose, 
premeditation, deliberation, or brooding, and therefore 
as indicating, in the view of the law, a malignant or 
depraved natur1', or, as the early writer, Foster1 has 
expressed it, 1 a heart regardless of social duty, and 
fatally bent upon mischief.' The deliberate purpose need 
not have been. long entertained; it is sufficient if it 
exist at the moment of the act. Malice aforethought is 
either 'express' or 'implied'; express, where the intent, 
- as manifested by previous enmity, threats, the absence 
of a.."ly or sufficient provocation, etc., - is to take the 
li:'e 0i' the particular person killed, or, since a 
specific purpose to kill is not essential to constitute 
m~rder, to inflict upon him some excessive bodily injury 
which may naturall~r result in death; implied, where the 
intent is to cofilmit a felonious or unlawful act but not 
t0 kill or injure-the particular person****; 11 (Winthrops 1 

IUlitary Law and Precedents (2nd Ed.) sec. 1041, pg.673). 

"Malice or malicE) aforethought is the element which 
distinzu_ishes~~er at common law and, commonly, under 
the statutes defining murder, from other grades of 
h"."'>ntcides.****11 (29 C.J., sec. 60, pg. 1084). 

11 In 1ts popular sen::;e, the term 1 malice 1 conveys the 
meaning of hatred, iJ..J -will, or hostility toward another. 
In its legal sense, however, as it is employed in the 
de3cription of murder> it. does not of necessity import 
ill-will towards the individual injured, but ·signifies 
rather a general' malie;:nant recklessness of th~ lives and 
safet-y of othe:.s, or a condition of the mind which shows 
a heart rt:gard::..ess ol.' .social duty and fatally bent on 
mischief; in othe~ woros, a malicious killing is where 
the act is done wi'thout leeal justification, excuse, or 
extenuation and malice has been frequently, substantially 
so defined as consisting of the intentional doing of a 
wrongful act towards another without legal justification 
ci•excuse.****11 (29 C.J., sec. 61, pg. 1085). 

11 Malice aforethought. or malice prepense, which are the 
terms usually applied to the malice requisite in murder, 
is malice existing before the killing and acting as a 
cause of the killing. The term 'malice aforethoueht 1 

imports premeditation. It has also been held. to involve 
deliberation, although as to this there is contrary 
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"authority, but it does not involve deliberation or 
premeditation in the sense that it is required to 
exist for a:ny appreciable length of time prior to 
the killine; it is sufficient that it exists before 
and at the time of the act. The courts frequently 
define malice aforethought in the same terms as are 
employed by other courts in definine malice, or use 
the terms inter-changeably, and some statutory 
definitions of murder entirely omit the expression.
****11 (29 C.J. sec. 62, pg. 1087). 

"**** Ma.lice aforethought may exist when the act is 
unpremeditated. It may mean anyone or more of thi 
following states of mind preceding or coexisting 
with the act or omission by which death is caused: 
An intention to cause the death of, or grievous 
bodily harm to, any person whether such person is 
the person actually killed or not (except when death 
is inflicted in the heat of sudden passion, caused 
ty adequate provocation); knowledge that the act 
which causes death will probably cause the death of, 
or grievous bodily harm to, any person, whether such 
pArson is the person actually killed or not, although 
such knowledge is accompanied by indifference whether 
death or grievous bodily harm is caused or not by a 
wish that it 1may not be caused; intent to co~mit 
any felony." (M.C.M., sec. 148, pg. 163). 

5. The. distinction between murder and voluntary manslaughter is 
stateri as follows: 

11 ivianslauehter is distinguished from nn.mler by the absence of 
deliberatlon and malice aforethought." (1 Wharton's 
Criminal L~w, SfC. 423, pg. 640). 

~Manslaughter is unlawful homicide without malice 
aforethought aT'td is either voluntary or involuntary." 
(M.C.M., sec. 149, pg. 165). 

"The passion which operates to reduce a killing to the 
grade of manslaughter is ordinarily created by rage 
or anger·, 1-,ut it may result from other conditions of 
the mind rGnd0riug it incapable of cool reflection, 
such as fright or terror. It is obvious that a 
killing due to terror or frieht may be closely akin 
to a killing in self-defense. 11 (29 C.J., sec. 111+, 
pg. 1127). 

' 11 .At common law a killing ensuing from sudden transport 
of passion or heat of blood, if upon sudden combat, 
wa~ also manslaughter, and the statutory d~finition 
of voluntary manslaughter has in some jurisdictions 
been made expres~ly to include a killing without 
malice in a sudden fray. However, a sudden combat is 82 
ordinarily considered upon the same footing as other 
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"provocations operating to create such passion as 
temporarily to unseat the judernent.11 (29 Corpus 
Juris, sec., 115, pg. 1128). , 

"Manslaughter at corrunon law was defined''to be the 
unlawful and felonious killing of another without 
any malice, either express or implied.**** Whether 
there be what is termed express malice or only 
implied malice, the proof to show either is of the 
same nature, viz., the circumstances leading up to 
and surrounding the killing. The definition of the 
crime given by U.S. Rev. Stat., sec. 5341 is 
substantially the same. The proof of homicide, as 
necessarily involving malice, must show the facts 
under which the killing was effected, and from the 
whole facts and circumstances surrounding the killing 
the jury infers malice or its absence. Malice in 
connection wLth the crime of killing is but another 
name for a certain condition of a man's heart or 
mind, and as no one can look into the heart or mind 
of another, the only way to decide upon its condition 

at the time of a killing is to infer it from the 
surrounding facts and that inference is one of fact 
for the jury. The presence or absence of this malice 
or mental condition marks the boundary which separates 
the two crimes of murder or manslaughter." (Stevenson 
v. United States, 162 U.S. 313, 320; 40 L. Ed. 980, 

983)(Cf: Jerry Wallace v. United States, 162 U.S. 

466, 40 L. Ed. 1039; John Brown v. United States, 

159 U.S. 100, 40 L. Ed. 90). 


6. The function of the Board of Review in examining the record of 
trial in this case is defined and limited as follows: 

tiin the exercise of its judicial power of appellate 
review, the Board of Review treats the findings 
below as presumptively correct, and examines the 
record of trial to determine whether they are 
supported in all essentials by substantial evidence. 
To constitut~ itself a trier of fact on appellate 
review, and to determine the probative sufficiency 
of the testimony in a record of trial by the trial 
court standard of proof beyond.a reasonable doubt 
would be a plain usurpation of power and frustrative 
of justice. C.M.192609, Rehearing (1930)." 
(Dig. Ops. J.A.G. 1912-40, sec. 407(2), pg. 259).' 

11 In a case in which the President is neither the 
reviewing nor the confirmine authority, the Board 
of Review may not legally weigh evidence to 
determine whether or not certain inferences sh~uld 
have been drawn therefrom. It is sufficient if ~be 
inferences drawn by the court could legally have 
been drawn from the evidence. C.M.161833 (1924) 11 8 ,... ! 
(Dig. Ops~ J.A.G. 1912-40, sec. 407(2), pg. 259). 
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7. "An unintended homicide, conrraitted by one who at the time is 

engaged in the commission of some other felony is murder both at common 
law and under the statutes,****". (29 C.J. sec. 70, pg. 1097; M.C.M., 
sec. 148, pg. 163)" "Fornication committed in private and not openly is 
not an offense, except where it is punishable as such by statute". 
(26 C.J., sec.3, pg.987). Fornication, under the United States Criminal 
Code is but a misdemeanor (U.S. Criminal Code, sec.318; 18 u.s.c., 518; 
U.S. Criminal Code, sec.335; 35 Stat. 1152; 18 u.s.c. 541). The accused, 
and deceased were guilty of fornication, i.e., sexual intercourse between 
'tvro unmarried persons. (2 Vlharton 1 s Cri11inal Law (12.th Ed.) sec~2104, 
pg.2413). It therefore follows that the killing of deceased by accused 
as an incident to the commission of the offence of fornication 
(a misdemeanor) does not for that reason become ~urder. 

Undoubtedly the Court in finding accused guilty of murder was 
greatly influenced by the fact that accused strangled deceased while they 
were enea.eed in sexual· intercourse. However, as has been demonstrated 
such fact can have no legal force in determining whether the homicide was 
murder. The ~ that they were engaged in such act when the homicide 
occurred is, however, relevant and material evidence. 

8. In order to sustain the finding of murder it is necessary that 
the evidence di.sclose, beyond a reasonable doubt, that accused acted with 
malice aforethought when he strangled deceased to death. Evidence must be 
discovered that accused's state of mind preceding or at the time of the 
killing was such as to show an intention to kill deceased or inflict 
grievous bodily harm upon her, or that he was conscious of the fact that 
his acts would cause deceased 1 s death or inflict grievous bodily harm upon 
her. 

There is no evidence th&t accused and deceased had ever met 
previously. They may have been strangers or possibly casual acquaintances. 
However, it may fairly be assumed that deceased's reputation as a 
prostitute was known to accused; otherwise he hardly would have approached 
her, in the manrier shown by the evidence, and bareained for her favors in 
exchange for two silver coins and a promise to pay ·the balance of the 
consideration in the future. They then retired to the bed room where 
deceased arranged her clothes in a manner convenient to the occasion, and 
the couple disposed themselves upon the bed and engaeed in embraces. There 
is not a scintilla of evidence, that accused at this ti~e harbored any 
design on the life of deceased. The lustful conduct of accused is not a 
correlative of malice ai'orethcught - a necessary element of the crime of 
murder. 

·The evidence establishes beyond dispute thRt accused was highly 
intoxicated when he went to deceased 1 s house. -;'lhile it is true that · 
voluntary intoxication is no defense, the fact that accused v;as in such 
condition.has a direct bearing and relevancy in determining his intention 
and purpose. 

,...., 
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"Evidence of intoxication of defendant is held 
admissible either as tending to cae~ some light 
on the circumstances of the crime; or on the 
issue of deliberation and premeditation, even 
though defendant voluntarily became drunk .for 
the purpose of nerving himself to commit the 
~oMicide; or on the issue of malice, or intent; 
or to .lower the grade of the crim~. Thus, such 
evidence is admissible to lessen the offense to 
murder in the second degree, or to manslaughter 
in some of its grades." (JO C.J., sec.454, pg.223). 

"It is a general rule of law that voluntary 
drunkenness, whether caused by liquors or drugs, 
is not an excuse for crime committed while in 
that condition; but it may be considered as 
affecting mental capacity' to entertain a specific 
intent, where such intent is a necessary element 
of.. the offence." (M.C.M., sec.126, pg.135) 
(Cf. 1 iiharton's Criminal Law, sec.407, pg.599h 

7hP. ar.cusod, in a hiehly intoxicated condition, and deceased 
engaged in sexual intercourse. They were prone upon a bed. An iron ·support 
attached to a leg at the foot of the bed, broke. One corner of the mattress 
fell to floor, ar.d·the bed covering slid diagonally in the direction of the 
floor (Ex.B). In the surprise and shock concomitant with ~he breeking of 
the support, the deceased comr.:.enced to struegle, and being deaf and dumb, 
uttered weird and unintellieible sounds. The immediate reaction or accused 
W£3 to attempt to silence dece&sed. Using both of his hands he grasped her 
by the tnroat. A further struv,gle between accused and deceased ensued. The 
distu:-be<l c0nditiou of the bed clothes is indicative of this fact. The 
deceased re~aiveu abrasions and bruises, and probably at this time there was 
j r.flicted u:pon her the principal h~ad injury - a de~p linear laceration on 
tl1e left side of her head. a10ut 011"' inch inside of the hair margin. It did 
not penetre.te thrcueh to the cricnium and was in fact due to the severity of 
the bruising at this particular area. (Ex. 6). 11 By itself it would not be 
likely to have directly caused death, but judging from the amount of 
con·t.usion present, etc., etc., there is no doubt that it would have stunning 
effect and by this effect could quite easily have had a distinct indirect 
e.ffect in causing dcat:h, as for inst:....."1.ce in bringing about a cessation of 
struggling, e"tc. 11 (Ex. 6). l.~cLsed held her until she cea.sed to breathe. 

There is no evidence of mal:'..ce on the part o.f accused in this 
situ3.tion. Rather the conclusion appears to be irrefutable that accused was 
seized with surprise and fright and lost all powers of deliberation and 
reason. His judement we.s unseated. He acted under the impulse of passion 
accentuated by his intoxication. Provocation existed, not in its usual 
formal design of an opponent tf>.reaten.tri.g bodily harm to 3ll accused but in 
a set of circumstances which operated as powerfully and directly upon 
deceassd 1 s mental processes as would have occurred had deceased seized a 
revolver and pressed it to accused's head. 
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"While the word 1 passion 1 usually refers to a 
state of the mind broubht about by anger, it 
properly speaking expresses that condition of 
the mind when it has lost its self-control and 
becomes the passive instrument of the actuating 
cause or feeling". (Hocker v. Col'Ullonwealth, 
33 Ky, Law 91.i4; 111 S.W. 676, 681). 

The reason the grade of homicide is reduced from nrurder to 
manslaughter is: 

"Not because the law supposes that this passion 
made him unconscious of what he was about to do, 
and stripped the act of killing of an intent to 
commit it - but because it presumes that passion 
disturbed the sway of reason, and made him 
regardless of her admonitions. It does not look 
upon him as temporarily deprived of intellect, 
and therefore not an accountable agent; but as 
one in whom the exercise of judement is impeded 
by the violence of excitement, and accountable 
therefore as an infirm human being."(State v. 
Hill, 20 N.C. 629, quoted in State v. Baldwin, 
152 N.C., 822, 829; 68 S.E. 148). 

I 

"It will not do to hold that reason should be 
entirely dethroned, or overpowered by passion, so 
as to destroy intelligent volition. Such a degree 
of mental disturbance would be equivalent to utter 
insanity, and, if the result of adequate provocation, 
would render the perpetrator morally innocent****• 
The principle involved in the question, and which 
we think clearly deducible from the majority of 
well-considered cases, would seem to sueeest, as 
the true generRl rule, that reason should, at the 
time of the ~ct, be disturbed or obscured by 
passion to an extent which might render ordinary 
men, of fair average disposition, liable to act 
rashly or without due deliberation or reflection, 
and from passion, rather than judement. 11 (Peo; v. 
Poole, 159 hiich. 350, 354, 123 N'ii 1093, 134 ArnSR 722). 

11 If a woman kills her newly born child, pursuant to 
a design formed with a sedate and deliberate mind, 
whether the desien was formed before or after its 
birth, the crime is murder in the first degree. 
But if the design to take its life was formed and 
executed when her mind, by res.son of physical or 
mental anguish, was incapable of cool reflection, 
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"and she was not sufficiently sel.t'-possessed 
to consider and contemplate the consequences, but 
yielded to sudden, rash impulse, it is murder in 
the second degree." Wallace v State, 7 Tex.A.570 
(29 C.J.~ sec.100, pg.1116). 

There are certain physiological. and psychological factors entering 
into the situation which cannot be ignored in considering the question as to 
whether accused acted with "malice aforethought" in straneling deceased. 
At the moment the bed broke, accused was immoderately sexually excited. The 
deaf and dumb woman partner, acting under the shock and surprise resultant 
upon the breaking of the bed support uttered inarticulate, meaningless 
sounds and struggled to free hersel.t' from accused's orgiastic embrace. 
The reaction upon accused's power or reasoning and judgment was in all 
probabilities-as powerf'ul. and drastic as any threat of immediate physical 
violence. There existed definite, and real provocation, which in its 
repercussion upon accused's mental processes produced temporary paralysis 
of their normal functioning. The death of the deceased "must have been the 
uilp'.':"emed5.t.ated result of the passion suddenly aroused to an uncontrollable 
degree." (1 Wharton's Criminal Law, sec.426, pg.656). 

9. If there is a reasonable doubt as to the guilt of an accused of 
a high=r or lesser crime the Court should convict him of the lesser. 
(30 O.J., sec.558, pg.312; 23 C.J.S., sec.925, pg.206). If the evidence 
is as consistent with the guilt of a lesser crime as it is with the guilt 
of a higher, the conviction should be of the lesser. (Eagan vs. State, 
128 Pac. (2nd) (Wyo.) 215, 225). Where, as in this case, malice must be · 
inf'erz-ed (if it exists at all) from all the circumstances of the homicide, 
;the 	adnd.ssion of the homicide by the accused must be considered in connection 
with ~ mitigating or exculpatory statements made by him in connection 
ther~~it:.-. (Wall vs. State, 5 Ga. App. 305, 63 S.E. 27, 28; Owens vs. 
St~te, 12: ~a. 296, 297, 4B S.E. 21, 23; Frazier v. Com. 114 S.W. (Ky.) 
268; Eagan vs. State, supra). 

It is the opinion of the Board of Review that in this case the 
proof not only fails to establish one of the important elements of murder 
to-wit ".malice aforethought", b'J.t conversely does affirmatively show that 
accused acted under such passivh a.~d emotion aroused by adequate provocation 
when he strangled deceased, as to dethrone his power of reason for the time 
being and prevent thought and reflection and the formation of a deliberate 
purpose. Under Stlch state of the record accused was guilty of voluntary 
manslaughter and not murder. The maximum sentence for manslaughter is 
dishonorable discharge from the.service, total forfeiture of all pay and 
allowances due or to become due and confinement at hard labor for 10 years. 
(M.C.M., sec.104, pg.99). 

_ 10. For the reasons stated the Board of Review holds that the record 
of trial is legally sufficient to support only so much of the findings of 
guilty of the Specification and of the Charge ~ ,Onvolves a finding of guilty 
of voluntary manslaughter in violation of Article of War 93, at the time and 
place and of the person alleged; and legally sufficient to support only 
so much of ~he sentence as involves dishonorable discharge, forfeiture 
of all pay and allowances due or to become due, and confinement 
at hard labor for 10 years. 
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legally constituted. No errors injuriously effectine the substantial 
rights of the accused were committed during the trial. 

11. The accused is thirty-five (.35) years of age. Pursuant t~ 
paraeraph 5 (d), General Order .37, ETOUSA, 9 September 1942, the execution 
of the sentence of dishonorable discharge may be ordered executed when 
the accused is sentenced to confinement for three (.3) years of more for 
an offense which renders his retention in the service undesirable. 
&:anslaughter, when committed under the conditions in this case is such 
an offense. A general prisoner may be returned to the United States for 
service of sentence of three (.3) years or more. The Secretary of Har, by 
instruction dated 26 February 1941 (AG 25.3 (2-6-41), directed that 
prisoners in such cases under thirty-one (31) years of age and sentenced to 
not more than ten (10) years, will be confined in the Federal Correctional 
Institution or Reformatory, which is nearest the port of debarkation in the 
United States. Conversely, a prisoner over thirty-one (.31) years of age 
~s ~u1ject to ~cr.fi~ement in the United States Penitentie.ry. The Federal 
Penitenitary at Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, is therefore the proper place of 

confinement of ttis prisoner./?; ~ .4
Judge Advocate. 

___Q_·:J-+-·-:T~k-.-----Judge Advocate. 

_ __.C~O-.N;.;;;C-.URR~-=IN..G;;._..;;O~P..;:;:IN=IO;;..;N;.;..____ Judge Advocate 
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In the Office of The Judge Advocate Gene1·al 

for the · 
European 	Theater of Operations 

APO 871 

Board of Review. 

ETO 82. 	 lST AFJWRED DIVISION 

U N I T E D S T A T E S ) 	 TRL\L by G., C. r.i. convened e.t · 
Castlewellan, County Dovm, Northern 

v. 	 Ireland, 20 October 1942. Dishonorable 
discharge, forfeiture of all pay and 


Tech. Fifth Grade LAWRENCE H. allowances and confinement at hard 

11 G11I.'.cKENZIE C.39.389670), Company , .. labor for life. Penitentiary• 


1st Armored Division. ) 


CONCUR.llmG OPINION by VAN BENSCHOTEU, Judge Advocate. 

1. Accused has been convicted of the murder of one, r.:a.~· Jane 

Martin, in violation of the 92nd Article of War. The court imposed the 

sentence of dishonorable discharge, forfeiture of all pay and allowances, 

and confinement at hard labor for life. The reviewing authority approved 

the sentence but the Board of Review holds the record leeally sufficient 

to support only so much of.the findine of guilty of the Specification as 

involves a finding of euilty of voluntary manslaughter under the 9.3rd 

Ar~icle of ~ar and legally sufficient to support only so much of the 

~e~+~nc~ as involves dishonorable discharge, forfeiture of pay and 

allowances due or to become due and confinement at hard labor for 10 years. 

I agree with the results nnd conclusions arrived at by my colleacues but 

not with their reasons therefor. 


2. The statement of facts set out in the opinion of the Board of 

Review is very sufficient and the legal citations leave little that can be 

added. However, I find it um1ecessary to speculate upon the surprise, 

shock or reactions of the parties because of the breakine of the bed post. 

·.::·:1ccc; may hav"! as :r.iany variations as there are existine people. 


J. l'he evicence herein establishes beyond dispute that accused 

was ni,shly intoxicated when he went to the home (?f.deceased. While it is 

true that voluntary intoxication is no defense, the fact th~t accused was 


1
in such condition has a direct bearing and relevancy in determinine his 
intention and purpose. 

"Evidence of intoxication of defennant is held. 
admissible either as tending to cast some lieht on 
the circumstances of the· crime; or on the issue of 
deliberation and premeditation, even though the 
defendant voluntarily became drunk for the purpose 
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11 of nervine himself to commit the homicide; or on 
the issue Qf malice, .2!: intent; Q!: td lower the 
grade .2.f the ~· Thus, such evidence is 
.admissible to lessen the offense to murder in the 
~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

second deeree, 2!: 12 manslaughter in some 2f ~ 
grades." (JO C.J., sec.454, pg.2231. lUnderscoring 
supplied). 

"It is a eeneral rule of law that voluntary drunkenness, 
whether caused by liquors or drugs, is not an excuse 
for crime committed while in that condition; but it 
may be considered as affecting mental capacity to 
entertain a specific intent, where such intent is a 
necessary element of the offense." (M.C.M., sec.126, 
pg.135) (Cf. 1 Wharton's Criminal Law, sec.407, 
pg.601). 

11 The common law, though it does not indict for mere 
drunkenness, views it as a wrongful act. As, observes 
Bishop, "the law deems it wrong for a man to cloud his 
mind, or excite it to evil action, by the use of 
intoxicatlnt; drinks." Crime therefore, when comrrl.tted 
by an individual who has previously placed himself 
under the influence of an intoxicant, is committed by 
one who is in the wrong ab initio; hence the 
established general principle of law that voluntary 
drunkenness furnishes per se no excuse or palliation 
for criminal acts committed during its continuance, 
and no immunity from the penal consequences of such acts. 
But the (mestion whether 2!: not the accused ~ drun.1<: 
at the ~ of the commission of the criminal act may
l'?. mc.teriA.l ~ .e_oin,;; to indicate what species ~ guality 
of offence ~ actuallv committed. Thus there are 
crimes, or inctances of crimes, which can be consummated 
only where a peculiar and distinctive intP,nt, or a 
conscious deliberation or preMeditation, has concurred 
with the act, which could not well be possessed or 
entertained by an intoxicated person. In such cases 
evidence of the drunken cond~tion of the party at the' 
time of his cornrdssion of the alleged crime is held 
admissible, not to excuse or extenuate the act as such, 
but to aid in determinini:; whether, in view of the state 
of his mind, such act amounted to the specific crime 
chareed, or which of two or more crimes, similar but 
distinguished in deeree, it really was in law •. So, 
upon 11][ .fill indictment !£!: murder, testimony Q& to the 
inebriation Qf .!:h!z accused at ~ time £f the killing 
msy crding_rilv Droperlv be admitted Q:?. indicatine ~ 
inentel excitement, confusion, Q!: uncon:::ciousrn~ss, 
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"incompatible under the circumstances fil: .!:,h2 .£™ with 
premeditation .Q!: ~ deliberate intent 12 ~~, 
~ ~ reducinc; ~~ to~ grade fil: manslaughter, 
or--where such an offence is created by the .State 
statute--of murder in the second (or other) degree." 
(Underscoring supplied). (Winthrop's failitary Law 
end Pr~cedents {2nd Ed.) pg.292-3). 

4. No motive, reason or purpose for the act or accused is disclosed 
by the record, directly or by ini'erence, but it does affirmatively indicate 
the accused to have been intoxicated to such a degree as to render him 
incapable, under the circu.mstances, of premeditation or of a d~liberate 
intent to taJ.ce life. Under such state of the record accused was guilty of 
voluntary manslaughter and not murder. 'lhe maximum sentence for manslaughter 
is dishonorable discharge from the service, total forreiture of all pay and 
allowances due or to become due and coni'inement at hard labor for 10 years 
(M.C.M., sec. 104, pg. 97). · 

Judge Advocate 
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WAR DEPARTMENT, Office of The Judge Advocate General, European Theater 

of Operations, APO 871, u. s. Army. 

TO: Commanding General, lst Armored Division, APO 2.51, U.S. Anny. 


l. In the case of Tech. Fifth Grade LAWRENCE H. McKENZIE (39389670) 
Co. G. 1st Ann.ored Regiment, I concur in the foregoing holding of the Board of 
Review for the reasons stated in both the majority and concurring Opinions. 

see no need to rely solely on the alcoholic intoxication. There was much 
more in this case, a most unusual combination of disturbing circumstances, 
which combined provided adequate provocation to produce an emotional upset so 
violent as, for the time being, sufficiently to dethrone the reason of 
accused to prevent thought and reflection on the formation of adeliberate 
purpose. In such a case it is the theory of the law that malice and passion 
or emotion of such degree cannot coexist in the mind at the same time, hence 
the homicide is not murder but voluntary manslaughter. 

l :J.~:or•uq;l7 :::ecommend that only so Im.lch of the findings of guilty of 
the specification and the charge be approved· as involves a finding of guilty 
of voluntary manslaughter in violation of Article of Ylar 93, at the time and 
place and of the person alleged, and that only so much of the sentence be 
approved as involves dishonorable discharge, forfeiture of all pay and 
allowances due or to become due, and confinement at hard labor for ten (10) 
years. Thereupon, you will have authority to order the execution of the 
sentence as modified. 

2. When copies of the published order in this case are forwarded 
to this office, together with the record of trial which is herewith returned, 
they should be accompanied by the foregoing holding and this indorsement. The 
fila munber cf the record of this case in this office is ETO 82. For conven
ience of reference, please place th~t nu:.nber in brackets at the end of the 
l)uh1ish~<l or::ler as follows: (ETO 82). 

HEDP..ICK, 
Brigadier General, 

JuJ.;;e Advocate General, 
E~opcl.·, rheater of Operations. 



(87)In the Office of The Judge Advocate General 
for the 

European Theater of Operations 
APO 871 

Board of Review. 

ETO 90. 2 7 NOV 1942 

UNITED STATES ) TRANSPORTATION CORPS 

v. TRIAL by G. C. M. , convened at 
Maghull, Lancashire County,

WESLEY EDMONDS (37076497), Private, England, 19-20 October 1942. 
11 C11Co. , J97th Port Battalion, Dishonorable discharge, forfeiture 

Transportation Corps. of all pay and allowances and 
confinement for life. Penitentiary:. 

HOLD IUG bJr the BOARD OF ru..""'VIEW 
RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN and IDE, Judge Advocates. 

l The record of trial in the case of the soldier named above has 
been ~x:sfu1ned by the Board of Review. 

T~ accused was tried upon the following Charge and Specification. 

CHARGE:. Violation of the 92nd Article of War. 

Spooeification: In that Private WESLEY EDMONDS, 
11 CCompany 11 , .397th Port Battalion, Transportation 

Corps, I\iaghull, Lancashire, England, did, at or 
near Ii!aghull, Lancashir'3, England, on or about 
October·S,1942, forcibly and feloniously against 
her will have carnal knowledge of Ellen Rigby. 

He pleaded not guiltJ' and was found guilty of the Charge end Specificution. 
!>ridence of one previous conYiction, for breach of restriction, was 
introduced. lie was sentenced to be dishonorably discharged the service, to 
forfeit all pey and allo~ances due or to become due, and to be confined at 
hard labor for the rest of his natural life. The reviewing authority approved 
the sentence and forwarded the record of trial for action under Article of 
ilar 5~. 

J. The evidenC<e shows that Ellen Rigby, a single womm1, about 34 years 
of age, lived wit'.-1 her mother. On the evening of 8 October 1942, at about 
7:JO p.m., nhe proceeded from ho~e to a store in the neighborhood to get some 
breBd. ~he accused was in the store at the time and he followed her ho~e 
attemntinc to engar-e her in conversation. Sl:ortly thereafter she left home 
on her bicycle to go to her cousi~s some little distance in another direction 
where she got some onions. ::>he passea·accused as she left home and he again 
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att8mpted to engage her attention but failed. As she was coming along the 

road on her return towards home nearly an hour late.r, accused suddenly 

appeared, she put on her brakes and he eot hold of the b}-cycle saddle and 

she had to f:""+. off. Accused started talking love to her and wanted her to 


· go a.L"ound tu a nc.;rstack which she refused to do but he forced her and the 
bicycle inside tne f!P.ld and wired U!1 the gate. Aeainst her protests, · 
accused star~ed ~utting his hand up her clothes and said he was goinG to 
love her and she was coine to love hi~. He put his coat on the ground and 
forced her on it and he sat on hAr stomach. She told hin1 she was 
Plenstruatine and ntru,:;gled with hin for nearly t\•;o ho11rs once almost 
gettinr, away before he caught a_Tld threatened to steh her in thf) back if she 
cried out or made any noise (R.50). He hit her on the face and bit her 
face and breast (R.11-12, 14-15). He also orfered her money which she 
refused. .ii.fter accomplishing his purpose, accused arose, lauehed and said 
"Nov: you may eo". She was afraid to cr.r out (R.22-23). She returned home 
in a disheveled condition, with clothes dirty, stained and torn. She told 
her mother what had happened and.they immediately called the police. The 
accused was picked up within a fe~ hours, wearing blood-stained underclothing 
and with a fork in his pocket (R.Jl. 44). He was identified by Miss Rigby 
as the man who assaulted her and accused adnitted she was the woman he had 
been out with (R.45, 50), and that the fork was his. He admitted having 
intercourse with IV,],ss Rigby but claimed it was with her entire co-risent 
(R.55-56). t'/ithin two or three hours after l!'.iss Rieby arrived home, she 
was examined by two doctors, one a police physician and the other an army 
officer (R.39-l~J). They fctmd her in a distressed condition, numbed and 
shocked. She had an increased pulse, re-acted very poorly to ~uestions. 
Her speech was rather slow and haltine. Her face and jaws had reddened 
e.ree.s which SUlj13ested bruises, as did also her neck and ankles. She had 
an abrasion on her chest and scratches on the posterior surface of both 
lees and body. Examination of the eenitals showed the hymen ring torn in 
three places. In the opinion of the doctors she had been a virgin, the 
lacerations were caused by a brutal entrJ and the intercourse was not 
normal nor with the woman's co-operation. They were made when the effort 
of penetration occurred and would not have been ~ultiple nor so deep if 
the act had been jointly accomplished. 

4. Rape is the unlawful carnal knowledee of a woman by force and 

without her consent (1;1.C.M., 1928, pg. 165). The act of intercourse .is 

Etdmitted by accused. That the act was accomplished by force is conclusively 

shovm by the undisputed testimony of th8 physical conditions found by both 

exa~ininc physicians. The appearance of the eirl when she arrived home, 

her imr.1ediate stOI"'J to her mother and the calline of the Police all tends 

to corroborate her story. · 


The facts amply support the conclusion of t~e court tb~t accused 

cor.tf'.litted the offense chareed. The sentence is Mandatory. 


, 
5. J1iiss Rigby of her own'volition at th~~ conclilsion of her testimony, 

ash"?n t.}iP, court to deal lenientlv with the accused. Ei.o-ht of the thirteen 
r.ienbers of the court recomnended cl!"'T'!<Jncy in a signsd statement attached 
to the .:-ecord. 
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6. The court was,leeally constituted and had jurisdiction of the 
person and offense involved. No errors injuriously affecting the 
substantial richts of the accused were con:nitted during the trial. The 
Board of Review is of the opinion that the record of trial is leeally 
sufficient to support the findincs of euilty and the sentence. 

7.4 Accused is 32 years of age. Pursuant to paragraph 5 (d), 
General Order 37, ETOUSA, 9 September 1942, the execution of a sentence 
of dishonorable discharge may be ordered executed ~hen the accused is 
sentenced to confinement of three years or more for an offense which 
renders his retentior. in the service undesirable. F.ape is such an offense. 
A general prisoner may be returned to the United States for serving 
sentence of three years or more. Confinement in a penitentia,ry is 
authorized for the offense of rape. The designation of the Federal · 
Penitentiary at Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, is correct. 

~~ If ~ Judee Advocate 

-~_,.,_,..;;_,..__.._~__..;;--'~~~.........;;....;.-~----...-..;-.... Judge Advocate 

([) ·1·~ Judge Advocate 

3 O N.CV 19421st Ind~ 

WAR DEPARTMENT, Office of The Judge Advocate General, 

European Theater of Operations, APO 871, U.S. Army. 

TO: Commanding General, Services of Supply, European Theater of 


Operations, U.S. Arr!r:f. 

1. I concur in the foregoin~ holding of thA Board of Review. You 
now have authority to order the execution of the sentence. 

2. 1/hen copies of the published order in this case are forwarded 
to this office, together with the record of trial which is herewith returned, 
they should be accompanied by the foregoing holding and this indorsement. 
The file number of the record of this case in this office is ErO 90. For 
convenience of reference please place that number in brackets at the end of 
the published order as follows: (ETO 90 • 

R CK, c1'
Brigadier General, 

Judge Advocate General, 
European Theater of Operations. 

r, n I"\.,. 
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CONF\Llti\; 1iJ. 

In the Office of The Judea Advocate General (91)
for the 

European Theater of Operations 
APO 87i 

Board of Review. 

ETO 105. 
l Dec 1942 

UNITED 

v. 

STATES 

T. C. FOWLER, (.38079537), Priva
Battery "A", 190th Field 
Artillery. 

te, 

) 

.. .. 
) 

l 90TH FIELD ARTILLERY 
TRIAL by G. C. M. convened at 
Lurean, Northern Ireland, . 
12 November 19.42. Dishonorable 
discharee, forfeiture of all pay 
and allowances and confinement 
for 5 years. Federal Reformatory. 

HOLDING by the BOAED Olt"' REVIEW 
RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN and IDE, Judee Advocates. 

1. The record of trial in the case of the soldier named above has 
been examined by the Board of Review. 

2. The accused vms tried upon the following Charge and Specification: 

CHAEGE: Violation of the 58th Article of War. 

Specification: In that Private T. C. FOWLER, Br.ttery A, 
190th Field Artillery Regiment, did, at Camp Kilmer, 
Hew Jersey, on or about 1300 hours, 30 August 1942, 
desert the service of the United States with intent to 
shirk important service, to-wit: Embarkation for duty 
beyond th':l continental liTllits of the United States, 
and did remain absent in desertion until he surrendered 
himself at Ce.mp Kilmer, New Jersey, on or about 
2 September 1942. 

He pleaded not guilty to the· Charee and Specification, but 
r;uilty of violation of the 61st Article of Viar. He was found guilty of the 
Charge and Specification. Evidence of two convictions by Summary Court
Martial": (1) absence without leave and bree.king restriction, and (2). 
absence without leave was introduced. He was sent.erred to be dishonorably 
dischar.ged tne service, to forfeit all pay and allowo.nces due or to become 
d~e, and to be confined at hnrd labor at such place as the reviewine 
authority may direct for five years. The reviewing authority approved the 
sentence and forwexded the record of trial for action under Article of '!ie..r 
50-~. 
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3. The evirlence s!1ows that on 27 Auvist 1942, accused, a member 

of Service Battery, 190th Field Artillery Regiment, was stationed at 
Camp Kilmer, i~eVl Jersey (H.9). That on that date 

11
an order was issued 

frorn Headt;.uarters, Camp Kil~er, confining all personnel of the Task Force 
to the post, excluaine visitors fro:'.1 the Camp and prohibiting the sendinc 
of teleeraphic and telephone messages by personnel of the Task Force to 
persons outside the Post, ~ma the desp2.tchinp, of personal mail until 
further orders (R.10-Exh. 11 A11 ). This order vms read to accused 1 s battery 
at retr~at on 27 August 1942 and published on the Bulletin board (n.11). 
It was read at the 1:00 o'clock drill forrr:ation of the Battery on 28 
iougust 1942, accused beins rresent at that time (R.19). The orcanization 
was usually paid on tb~ ll'lst d~y of the month but in view of the fact that 
t'.-!e organization wr,s movin13 out before Londay, 31 .Aucust 1942, it was 
paid on Sunday 30 Au~st 191+2. On JO Aueust 1942 at th0 pay for'lla.tion 
the battery meP.Jbers we!'e directed to pack their "'~" barrack bass and to 
clean and police U~) thP. barracks (R.15). The;:;- were directed to carry 
their 11 A11 barrack bags dovmstairs (fror.i the barracks) to await loading 
and entraining (H.16). 'i:embers of the battery were informed they were 
t;oin2 to s.r.. overseas destination (R.18) • .ficcused ws.s present at the pay 
·formation (R.16) and vras paid before 11: 00 o'clock. At 12: JO o'clock 

11A11efter the members of the batter;r hRd carried their bags to the foot 
of the stairs the accused's 11 .h. 11 bag was found on his bunk. He was not 
present at the boat drill which was held at 13:00 o'clock (R.17). An 
entry was r3ade in thG Batte:r7 morninr:; report on 30 Aucust 1942 carrying 
accused as Ar;o1. (R.16). J.ccused' s 'battery entrained between 6: 00 and 
7:00 o'clock on the evenine of JO .Aucust 19/~ (R.12); proceeded by rail 
on to a port, thence to P.n overseas destination. Accused was not present 
on this noveMent (R.1?) bi.it W8.S ri:::turned to the regiment after it arriv8d 
in northern Ire1Rnc1 (11..12). 

The accused after being fully advised of his rights elected 
to take th-:i stand in his own bnhalf and testified: 

Op JO August 1942 he had been drinkin~ since J:OO o'clock that 
morning, but 11 not so rmch11 • He 'Vas paid c.nd left Camp Kil!'ler about 10:45 
o'clock. He ad!!litted "going Ji..:1.0.111 but "didn't t::.1-nk mv.ch aboti_t it", 
but after he had "sobered up I seen what I had done so I came back again". 
He knew his outfit was about to move out but did not think much e.boi1t it 
and 11 didn 1 t know when the~r was goine". Ee volunt'.3.rily ret1lrned to Camp 
Kilmer when he sobered up a.no asked to be sent on the first boat overseas, 
after he found that his batt'=lr.{ had already Moved out (R.23). 

Upon cross-examination accused testified th.2.t he did not }::now 
they 'Vere eoinc oYerseas, but J.::ne':: the~· were eoing some\1here; that he had 
been in th8 Reeular Army four or fiv3 years; that it was un11.s:ial to be 
paid before the lei.st day of the month (It.23); that he nc.de no inquiry 
about the battery ·,7hile he was away but cai11e b::i.ck and turned hi!llself in 
after three days. He knew the battery was restricted to camp bnt did not 

11 :2 11remember hearing the order read (E.24). He knew that his ba~ was 
11A11cone, his ba.c was ready to go and that the battery was going sor:iewhere 

pretty soon but never hrerd anythin£ abol~t i;oinr; overseas. Hhile avmy :ie 
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was drinking until the morning he turned himse:l.f in. 

4. · The Specification, Charge I, alleges that the accused did, 
on or about 30 August 1942, desert the service of the United States with 
intent to shirk important service. 

Article of War 28 provides in pertinent part:

"Any person subject to military law who q1:11ts his 
organization or place of duty with intent to 
avoid hazardous cuty or shirk important service 
shall be deemed a deserter". 

"Hazardous duty" or "important service" may include such 
service as embarkation for f oreien duty or duty beyond the continental 
limits of the United States (M.C.!1~. 1928 - P.143). 

?1lere absence without leave tinder the circunstances indicated 
is not in all cases prima facie evidence before a court-martial of intent 
to desert (SPJGS. 251.2 17 June 1942) and evidence must be introduced 
from which the intent in desertion can be inferred (P.144 M.C.M. sec.130). 
The uccused by his. own ad~ission knew that his battery was leaving very . 

11 B11soon. His bag was already packed and he.d cone to the rail-head and 
his 11 A" bag was packed and on his bunk ready to ):le tD1rnn downstairs. He 
had helped police up the barracks and had received his pay a day in 
advance of the reeuJ_ar pay-day. He knew he was restricted to the post 
area. He admitted _absenting himself without leave - but "didn't think 
much about it11:', - althoue;h he was a soldier of four or five years of service 
and experience. There is no claim that accused.was intoxicated before 
leaving. Any testimony by accused that he did not intend to shirk 
hazardous duty is not compelling as the court may believe or reject such 
testimony in whole or in part. The accused exhibited a spirit of such· 
callous indifference to his oblieations and duties as a soldier that the 
court was justified in concludinc that his departure ano absence were 
intentional and deliberate. There was therefore sufficient evidence before 
the court from which it. could properly infer an intention to shirk 
hazardous duty. ·It is not the preroeative nor duty of the Board of Review 
to weigh the ~vidence ns such function beloncs to the Court. 

5. The court was legally constituted and had jurisdiction of the 
person and offense involved. No errors injuriously affectine the 
substantial rights of the accused were committed during the trial. The 
Board of Review 1~ of the opinion that the-record of trial is leeally 
sufficient to support the find~ncs of cuilty and the sent'3nce. 

6. The accused was 28 years old at time of co!l11!1ission of the 
offense. In view of ·11ar Department directive (AG 253 (2-6-41) E) the 
reviewine authority correctly desicnated the Federal ReformatoriJ, 
Chillicothe, Ohio, as the place o f .ent accused. 

1 

__()_._.,_·_;~------- Judee Advocate :1D5
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2 - DEC 19411st Ind. 

ViAR DEPARTMENT, Office of The Judge Advocate General, European Theater 
of Operations, APO 871, u.s. Army. 

TO: Cor.t~anding General, V Arny Corps (Reinf.) 
, APO 305, U.S•. Armt. 

1. I concur in the foregoing holding of the Board of.Review. You 
now have authority to order the execution of the sentence. 

2. Yhen copies of the published order in this case are forwarded 
to this office,they should be accompanied by the foregoing holding and 
this indorsement• The file nur.iber of the record of this case in this 
office is ETO 105. For convenience of reference pleas3 place that number 
in brackets at the end of the published order as follows: (ETO 105). 

"' 

Brigadier General!!M" 
Judge Advocate General 

European Theater of Operations. 
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(95)In the Ott.lJ~;~ ot The Judge Advocate General 
tor the 

European Theater or Operations 
APO 871 

Board ot Review. 
4 - DEC 1942

ETO 106. 

UNITED STATES 	 ) EIGHTH Am FORCE 

: 


v. : TRIAL 	by G. C.· M. convened at Jlembury 
: Berks, England, November 6, 1942. 

Private JOHN J. ORBON, (13026228), : Dishonorable discharge, forfeiture ot 
loth Troop Carrier Squadron, : all pay and allowances due or to 
6oth Troop Carrier Group, : become due and confinement at hard 
12th A.F. ) labor tor 10 years. Penitentiar,r. 

HOU>mG of the BOARD ot REVIEW 
RITER, VAN BENSCHCJrEN and IDE, Judge Advocates. 

1. The record of trial in the case of the soldier named above has 
-been examined by the Board of Review. 

2. The accused was tried upon the following Charges and 
Specifications: 

CHARGE.I: Violation or the ~th Article or War. 

Specification 1: In that Private JOHN J. ORBON, 
loth Troop Carrier Squadron, 60th Troop Carrier 
Group, XII Air Force, did, at Alderma.ston, England, 
on or about October 16, 19.42, draw a weapon, to-wit: 
a .45 Caliber automatic service pistol, against 
2d Lt. Robert A. Schneider, his superior officer, who 
was then in the execution or his office. 

Specification 2: In that Private JeHlf J. ORBON, 
10th Troop Carrier Squadron, 60th Troop Carrier 
Group, XII Air Force, having received a lawtul 
command from 1st Lt. F.dwin w. Barbee, his superior 
officer, to accompany him to the Orderly Room, did, 
at Alderma.ston, England, on or about October 16, 
194', wilrully disobey the same. 

:1,·)r
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CHARGE II: Violation or the 6.3rd Article of War. 

Specification: In that Private JOHN J. ORBON, 
10th Troop Carrier Squadron, 60th Troop Carrier 
Group, XII Air Force, did, at Aldermaston, England, 
on or about October 16, 1942, behave himself with 
disrespect toward his superior officer b.r carrying 
a loaded pistol about·the camp and threatening to 
shoot lat Lieutenant Edward w. Barbee on sight. 

He pleaded not guilty to, and was found guilty or, the Charges and 
Specifications. No evidence of' previous convictions was introduced. He 
was sentenced to be dishonorably discharged the service, forfeiture of all 
pay and allowances due or to become due, and confinement at hard labor for, 
the term of' 10 years. 

The reviewing authority approved the sentence, designated the 
Federal Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, as the place of' confinement, 
and forwarded the record of' trial f'or action under Article of' War 5at. 

3. The accused is a member of' 10th Troop Carrier Squadron, 60th 
Troop Carrier Group, 12th Air Force, stationed at Alderms.ston Airdrome, 
England. 

The prosecution's evidence·shows: 

That about 9:30 p.m., 16 October 1942, Sergeant Anthony F. Bianco, 
who was billeted elsewhere, was visiting Staff Sergeant Wilfred Buersmeyer 
in the latter's barracks at Aldermaston Airdrome. They were engaged in 
private conversation (R.11). The accused came into the barracks and ordered 
Bianco to leave and demanded that the lights be extinguished (R.ll). There 
was no rule requiring extingu.isbment or lights at that hour (R.ll). 
Buersmeyer and Bianco rei"used compliance with accused's demand (R.11), and 
accused became abusive, using profane and vulgar language (R.11, 12). He 
engaged in a scurne with Bianco who f'ell to the noor, and when he arose 
he left the barracks (R.12, 13). Accused went to bed (R.12). 

Staff Sergeant Lawrence W. McCormick was charge of' quarters on 
evening of' 16 October 1942 (R.7, 12, 17). Bianco appeared at the orderly 
room that evening and informed McCormick that he (Bianco) was having 
trouble with accused and wanted to see Captain Edwin W. Barbee, Air Corps, 
loth Troop Carrier Squadron, 60th Troop Carrier Group. Upon Bianco making 
complaint to Captain Barbee, the latter directed McCormick to accompany him 
(Barbee) to accused's barracks which he did (R.7, 16). Upon arrival at the 
barracks Captain Barbee ordered McCormick to go up to accused's bed while 
he awaited below (R.7). Upon arrival at accused's bedside McCormick 
ordered accused to get up, dress and accompany him. Accused ref'used (R.10) 
and McCormick returned and reported to Captain Barbee (R.7). Captain Barbee 
accompanied by McCormick, then went up to see accused, who was ordered by 
the Captain to get up and dress (R.7, 10, 12, 17). While accused was 
dressing Captain Barbee went to the rear of' the room and talked with 
Buersmeyer and other soldiers (R.7, 17). Accused took his gun from the 
holster, but upon being ordered by McCormick to put it back, he complied · 
with the order (R.7, 10). When accused completed dressing, Captain Barbee, 
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the accused and McCormick lert the barracks and went down to a waiting jeep. 
Captain Barbee ordered accused to get into the car (R.7, 9, 17). Accused 
refused and said "Iam not going to let you make a fool out of me. I want to see 
Captain Sherwood" (R.7, 10, 17). Accused went back to his barracks (R.7, 10). 
McCormick, upon orders from Captain Barbee followed accused back into the 
barracks (R.8, 17). He found accused with his gun in his hand. The gun was loaded 
(R.8, 12) •. McCormick heard him "pull it back" and "heard it click" as a cartridge 
went into the chamber (R.S, 12). McCormick tried to take the gun from accused, 
but the latter kept McCormick at a distance by brandishing the gun in front 
of him (R.8, 12). Accused finally left the barracks (R.8) and went to 
adjoining barracks occupied by Second Lieutenant Robert A. Schneider but 
McCormick remained at accused's barracks (R.19). Accused opened the door 
and shouted "Where's Sherwood" (R.19), referring to Major Sherwood, the 
commanding officer. He was informed bi Lieut. Schneider as to the location 
of Major Sherwood's barracks (R.19). Accused carried his.gun which was loaded 
and cocked (R.19), and started to point it as he reached the vestibule. 
Lieut. Schneider followed him and reached him in the vestibule of Major Sherwood's 
barracks..: He saw him take the cartridge .and clip out of his gun and put the 
bullet in the clip (R.19). Lieut. Schneider opened Major Sherwood's door and 
turned on the light (R.19). Major Sherwood was absent (R.19). The Lieutenant 
said to accused "Let's go back to the barracks and find out what the trouble 
is." (R.19). Accused kept complaining about "these shifts waking him up. 11 

Be had a gun in his hand, and refused to give it to Lieutenant Schneider (R.19). 
He said "No, as long as he was going to die he was going to take the rest of 
them with him. He wasn't going to die alone." (R.19). Accused and Lieutenant 
Schneider went to the former 1 s barracks (R.8, 12, 20). The Lieutenant 
proceeded to question some of the soldiers as to the cause of the disturbance, 
and while thus engaged, the accused turned to leave the barracks (R.20). He 
threatened.McCormick with his gun (R.8, 12, 20). He again refused to surrender 

· his gun to Lieutenant Schneider (R.S, 12); and held the gun on him and McCormick 
(R.12, 20). He also threatened to kill Captain Barbee (R.12). The Lieutenant 
and McCormick followed accused into the street. McCormick again demanded his 
gun (R.20), but the accused kept waving it in front of him and saying "Don't 
come 8Jl7 closer, Lieutenant, don't come arry closer" (R.91 20, 21). He pulled 
the slide back and cocked the gun (R.12, 201 21), and had the gun levelled at 
Lieutenant Schneider's stomach (R.21). Several times, both in the barracks 
and on the street accused said to Lieutenant Schneider that he (accused) 
intended "to get Barbee" (meaning Captain Barbee) (R.9, 20). Lieutenant Schneider 
desisted in his attempt to secure the gun and went to telephone Captain Barbee 
of accused's threats (R.17, 20). Accused disappeared around the corner ot the 
barracks (R.lJ, 17). He was not apprehended or confined until the next day 
(R.18) when he told McCormick that if he had not been there the night before 

he would have killed Captain Barbee (R.9). 


. The accused, af'ter having his rights explained to him, was sworn 

as a witness on his own behalf (R.21). His testimony is a disclaimer of all 

memory of the events of the evening of 16 October 1942 (R.23, 24). He stated 

he had been drinking all day on 15 October 1942 and had remained in a 

public house until 1 p.m., on that day. While returning to the Airdrome in 

a truck, which he was driving, he was forced off the road by another truck 

and struck his head on the roof of his truck. He was treated at a hospital 

(R.22, 23). Arter leaving the hospital accused and companion secure~ a 
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case of beer which they drank, f'inishing it at about 10:30 p.m. (R.2J). 
The next d&y', 16 October 1942, accused and· companion secured three cases 
of' beer which they consumed. Later, a sergeant who had five quarts of' 
whisky, invited accused to his quarters, and the drinking bout was 
continued. After that he.claimed he had no memory of' events (R.23, 27). 
Upon cross-examination accused made contradictory statements (R.25, 26, 27, 
28) but in the main the story concerning his consumption of' intoxicating 
liquor appears to be fairly well sustained. 

Private Adams, accused's companion testified that on the evening 
or 15 October 1942 he drank a few beers with accused (R.19). About 7:.30 p.m., 
16 October 1942 the witness and accused went to a public house.where accused 
consumed alcoholic liquor, including whisky. Accused drove a truck back 
to the barracks, and it left the side of' the road when it hit a: gutter 
(R.30). Accused struck his head on the roof' of the truck (R.30) and bis 
head commenced to bleed. Adams took accused to the hospital where the head 
was dressed. At about 9:30 p.m., the two soldiers went to the barracks 
(R.Jl). Accused wanted to go to bed, and stated to Bianco and Buersmeyer 
that it was time to put out the lights (R.Jl). Upon Bianco stating: 
"I don't have to. I am a sergeant" accused grabbed him and ejected him 
fr~m the ~racks (R.Jl). 

Captain William Davis, Medical Corps, 11th Troop Carrier Squadron, 
60th Troop Carrier Group, appeared as a witness for the defense. In his 
opinion it was possible f'or accused to have been suffering from amnesia as 
a result or the head injury (R.J7)and it was. possible accused was unaware 
of' his conduct on the evening of' 16 October 1942, either as a result of' 
amnesia or excessive use of' intoxicants (R~.35). . 

4. ,A prel.im1nary question arises in connection with pleading and 
practice. The charges originally dratted appeared thus: 

CHARGE I: Violation of' the 64.th Article of War. 

Specification 1: In that Private John J. Orbon, loth 
Troop Carrier Squadron, 60th Troop Carrier Group, 
XII Air Force, did, at Aldermaston, England, on 
date of October 16, 1942, draw a weapon, to-wit, 
a .45 caliber Service Automatic, against 2nd Lt. 
Robert A. Schneider, his superior o.f'ficer, who was 
then in the execution of his duty. 

Specification 2: In that Private John J. Orbon, loth 
Troop Carrier Squadron, 60th Troop Carrier Group, 
XII Air Force, did, at Aldermaston, England, on 
date of October 16, 1942, offer violence against 
let Lt. Edwin W. Barbee, his superior officer, who 
was then in the execution of his duty, in that he, 
the said Private John J. Orbon, did threaten to 
shoot 1st Lt. Edwin w. Barbee on sight. 
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Specification .31 In that Private John J. Orbon, 10th 

Troop Carrier Squadron, 60th Troop Carrier Group, 
XII ilr Foree, having received a la'dul command 
trom lat Lt•. F.dwin w. Barbee, his superior otf'icer, 
to accompaey him to the Orderly Room, did, at 
ildermaston, England, on October 16, 19421 wil..tuUJ' 
disobey the same. 

The oath to same was made b,- 1st Lieut. F.drin w. Barbee on 18 October 1942. 
The affidavit recites that the accuser •baa personal knowledge ot the 
matters set forth in specification .3 ot Charges Violation ot 64th .Article 
ot War and has investigated the matters set torth in speciticationa 1 and 
2 o.f Charge: Violation ot 64.th .Article ot War.• Thereatter the Charges 
were re-dratted so as to lay original Specifications l and 3 under the 
64th Article o.f War, and original Specification 2 was eliminated. A new 
charge tor Violation of the 6Jrd Article ot War and a new Specification 
were inserted•. However, no change either in the torm or date ot the 
affidavit was made. For purpose of easy visualization the following 
comparison is shown: 

Original Charge Ap!ende4 Charge 

Violation of 64th Article of War: Violation of' 6.3rd Article or 1far: 
Specification 2: In that Private John J. Specification: In that Private John J. 
Orbon *** did*** on date of October Orbon *** did *** on or about October 
16, 1942, offer violence against 1st Lt. 16, 1942, behave himself with 
Edwin W, Barbee, his superior off'icer, disrespect towards bis superior 
who was then in the execution of his duty, officer bx carrying a loaded pistol 
in that he, the said Private John J, a'bout the camp and threaten1pg to 
Orbon, did threaten to shoot lat Lt. shoot 1st Lieutenant Edward w. 
Edwin W, Barbee on sight. ·Barbee on sight. 

The accused, by motion timely made (R.5, 6) asked the Court to dismiss the 
charge under the 6Jrd Article of War against accused on the ground there is 
no sustaining oath to same. The Court closed tor consideration ot the motion 
and upon ~ing opened, the Law Member declared "*** the court has decided· 
that the charges as drawn will be acted upon, in that the matter ha8 been 
fairly included in charge 64, as well as charge 6.3." (R.6). While the action 
of the Court on accused 1 s motion is stated in inapt language, it was in et.feet 
a denial of the motion and will be so treated by the Board ot Review. 

The record shows that there was tu11 compliance with the 70th 
Article of War, based on the original Charge and Specifications. When the 
report of the investigating of'ficer together with the original charge sheet 
was referred to the Staff Judge Advocate of the Eighth Air Force, pursuant 
to said Article of War and M.C.M. 35 b, he re-drafted the charges in the 
manner indicated. There was no f'urther investigation made after the 
amendment of the Staff Judge Advocate. 
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The 70th Article or War in pertinent part directs: 

"Charges and specif'ications must be signed by' a 
person subject to military law, and under oath 
either that he has personal knowledge or, or has 
investigated, the matters set forth therein and 
that the same are true in tact, to the best or 
his knowledge and belief. **** Before directing 
the trial of any charge by' general court-martial 
the ~inting author!ty will refer it to his 
staf't judge advocate for consideration and 
advice. ****1 

The relevant provision or Sec. 35 b, M.C.M., is as follows: 

"*** No appointing authority shall direct the 
trial or arr:! charge by general court-martial until 
he has considered the advice or his start judge 
advocate based on all or the intormation relating 
to the case, including any report made under 35 c, 
which is reasonably available at the time trial is 
directed. The advice ot the staff judge advocate 
shall include a written and signed recommendation 
or the action to be taken by' the appointing 
authority. Such recommendation shall accompany 
the charge if referred for trial". 

Section 34 M.C.M. in part provides with reference to the officer 
exercising court-martial jurisdiction: 

1 *** Charges forwarded or referred for trial and 
accompanying papers should be free from dafect 
or .form or substance, but delays incident to the 
return or papers tor correction of' detects that 
are not substantial will be avoided. Obvious 

• 	 errors may be corrected and the charges may be 
re-dratted over the signatures thereon, provided 
the re-draf't does not involye any substantial 
change or inc].ude any person. offense, or ma.tter 
not fairl;r inclµded 1~ the charges as receiyed. 
Corrections and re-draf'ts shonld bf 1n1tia1ed 
by the officer making them.****"• Underscoring 
supplied). 

The gravamen of the offense under AW 64 is found in the clauses 
"Any person *** who, on any pretense whatsoever, strikes his superior officer 
or draws or lirts up arr:! weapon or offers any violence against him, being in 
the execution of his office****"· The M.C.M. (sec.134) declares that& 
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"The phrase 'offers any violence against him' 
comprises any form or battery or of mere 
assault not embraced in the preceding more 
specific terms 'strikes' and 'draws or lifts 
up'. But the violence where not executed 
must be physically attempted or menaced. 
A mere threatening in words would not be an 
offe i o o e ce n the sen e of t 
article. 11 underscoring supplied • 
(er: Winthrops Military Law and Precedents, 
sec. 880, pg. 570). 

The gist of the offense charged by the amended Charge and 
Speeification under AW 63 is found in these words: 

"Any person *** who behaves himself with disrespect 
towards his commanding officer shall be punished 
etc." (AW 63). 

The M.C.M. comments on this offense as follows: 

"The disrespect.f'ul. behavior contemplated by this 
article is such as detracts from the respect due 
to the authority and person of a superior officer. 
It may consist in acts or language, however 
expressed. It is not essential that the 
disrespect.f'ul. behavior be in the presence or the 
superior, but in general it is considered 
objectionable to hold one accountable under 
this article for what was said or done by him 
in a purely private conversation.**** Disrespect. 
b;y words may be conveyed by approbrious epithets 
or other contumelious or denunciatory language.
****" (M.C.M., sec.133, pg.146). (Cr: Winthrops 
Military Law and Precedents, sec.S75, pg.567). 

It is therefore apparent that the fundamental difference between 
an offense under Alf 63 and AW 64 is found in the.tact that under the former 
the accused can commit the offense out or the presence of the superior 
officer while under the latter the accused must commit the offense not only 
in the iresence or the superior officer but also there must be an act or acts 
of violence physically attempted towards the superior officer. 

The offense of behaving with disrespect towards a superior officer 
under AW 63 is a separate and distinct offenee from the offense of wil.f'ul.l 
disobedience denounced in AW 64, and the offense under the last mentioned 
article is not a lesser included offense under Alf 63 (C.M.218409 (1942) 
Bulletin, JAG - VOL.I, No.l, Jan-June 1942, pg.18). In the instant case 
the differentiation is more pronounced in that the accused was originally 
charged under AW 64 with ottering violence against Lieut. (Captain) Barbee 
in that he "did threaten to shoot" Lieut. Barbee. 
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The conclusion appears to be clearly deducible that there was 
introduced by the amendment of the charges a new offense "not fairly 
included in the charges" as received by the Starr Judge Advocate, and that 
such new Charge and its Specification is not supported by the oath of the 
accuser. l'as the action of the Court in denying the motion to dismiss 
Charge II and its Specification an error requiring the disapproval of the 
finding of' guilty? The amendment of' the charges was the direct result 
of the report of the investigating officer. The facts reported by him 
make it obvious that the prosecution could not have proved the offense 
under Specification 2 of the Original Charge, but the facts did reveal an 
offense under AW 6J. The Staff' Judge Advocate remedied this situation by 
eliminating the original Specification 2 and substituting Charge II and 
its Specification. In this respect he was acting clearly within the scope 
or his authority and duty. The question arises however, as to whether or 
not the Court obtained jurisdiction over the offense alleged in Charge II, 
when there was no ppecifig investigation of same after it was added to the 
Charge Sheet. 

The pertinent provision of' AW 70 readss 

"*** No charge will be referred for trial until after 
a thorough and impartial investigation thereof shall 
have been made. This investigation will include 
inquiries as to the truth of' the matter set forth in 
said charges, form of charges, and what disposition 
of the case should be made in the interest of justice 
and discipline.****" · 

The investigation required by AW 70 is jurisdictional and in its 
absence the Court acquires no jurisdiction and the proceedings are void 
ab initio (C.M. 161728 (1924), Dig. Op. JAG., 1912-40, sec.428(1), pg.292). 

1fhile the charges form the basis of' the investigation it is the 
transaction or event which gave rise to the charges which is the true 
subject of investigation. This conclusion is supported bys (a) The fact 
that "no appointing authority shall direct the trial of any charge by 
general court-martial until he has considered the advice of' his staff' judge 
advocate e on of th i o at on at to the ase" (Underscoring 
supplied) K.C.M., sec.J4 and b "The investigation will include inquiries 
as to the truth of' the matter set forth in said charges, form or charges, 
and what d s s tion of the as ho e th inte t or ust 
and discipline." Underscoring supplied AW 70 • The underscored words and 
clauses above quoted indicate clearly that the investigation envelopes the 
entire situation. It may be that the charges are .inappropriate to cover the 
offense or offenses revealed by the investigation. Hence, the convening 
authority is empowered to amend and adjust and should amend and adjust the 

· charges. to meet the facts, (M.C.M., sec.J4) before referring the charges for 
trial~ The only limitation on his authority in· this respect is that the 
"redraft does not include any substantial change or inclµde any person, 
offense, or tter ot air inc e th c rece ve .n 
(Underscoring supplied (M.C.M., sec.34). This limitation prevents the 
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insertion of a new charge which is alien to the situation revealed by the 
tacts disclosed by the investigation or preferring charges against persons 
not originally included, but it does not prevent the convening authority from 
~e-draf'ting or re-stating the charges so as to make them allege an offense 
or offenses supported by the tacts discovered and shown by the report of 
investigation. An opposite conclusion leads to the absurd situation of 
requiring a new investigation which would yield the exact state of facts as 
the first investigation. It would be a futile effort, which would delay the 
trial and not protect any rights of the accused. This cons~ruction of AW 70 
is supported in spirit by C.M.17911.2 (1928), C.M.182078 (1928), and JAG. 
220.26, Aug.30, 1932, digested in Dig.Ops. JAG. 1912-40, sec.428(1), pg.292. 
It is, therefore, the opinion or the Board of Review that there was no 
violation of AW 70, in the instant case, because a new and additional 
investigation was not made on Charge II and its Specification, and that the 
Court acquired jurisdiction to try the same. 

However, the accused was compelled to go to trial upon a Charge 
and Specification which were not supported by the oath of the accuser. It 
has been held that the quoted provision of AW 70, requiring that the charges 
be supported by the oath of the accuser is procedural, and not jurisdictional, 
is for the benefit or the accused and may be waived by accused either 
explicitly or by failure to object to the irregularity. (C.M. 197674 (19.32), 
sec.1267, Supp. VIII. Dig. Ops. JAG. 1912-30; C.M.210612 (1939), Ms,ddox; 
C.M.220625 (1942), Gentry). (er. eec.1267, Dig. Ops. JAG. 1912-30). In the 
case timely and proper objection was made. There was no waiver, either express 
or implied, or the irregularity. 

The supporting of charges by the oath of the accuser is not 
universally required. M.C.M. Jl particularly provides that the charges need 
not be sworn to it the accuser believes in the innocence or the accused. In 
criminal prosecutions, in the civil courts the absence or a verification to 
an information where one is required by statute, is ground tor quashing the 
in.formation, but it does not~nder the information void or deprive the court 
ot jurisdiction, and, after committing error in overruling a motion to quash 
on this ground, the court still holds jurisdiction (31 C.J., sec.166, pg.648). 
The record of trial in this case tails to show how accused was prejudiced in 
any respect by the co'Urts ruling which compelled him to stand trial on 
Charge II and Specification although it was not verified. Nothing appears in 
the record of trial that accused's rights were injuriously affected by this 
irregularity in pleading. He was neither surprised nor mislead as to the 
charges against him. The accused made no attempt to controvert the 
~rosecutions evidence which supports the conviction or violation of AW 63 
{Charge II and Specification). He denied all knowledge of his conduct 
because of being intoxicated. Under such circumstances the verification of 
Charge II and Specification would have added nothing to his defense, nor 
does its absence injure him. 

The Board of Review is clearly of the opinion that under the. 
provisions of AW YI the irregularity is no basis for disturbing the finding 
ot the Court with respect to Charge II and Specification. 
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5. Specification l or Charge I charges ucused with violation ot 64th 

Article or War in that he drew a .45 caliber automatic service pistol, against 
2nd Lieutenant Robert A. Schneider. The evidence clearly sustains all elements 
ot the offense - almost without contradiction. Lieutenant Schneider waa 
accused's superior officer. 

"The phrase 'draws or lifts up a:ny weapon against' covers 
any simple assault committed in the manner stated. The 
weapon chiefly had in view by the word 1draw1 is no doubt 
the sword; the term might,· however, apply to a bayonet in 
a sheath or to a pistol, and the drawing or either in an 
aggressive manner or the raising or brandishing of the 
same minaciously in the presence of.the superior and at 
him is the sort or act contemplated. The raising in a 
threatening manner of a firearm (whether loaded or not 
loaded) or of a club, or of any implement or thing by 
which a serious blow could be given, would be within the 
description 'lifts up•.• (M.C.M., sec.134, pg.147). 

It was a question or fact for the Court as to whether accused was 
aware that Lieutenant Schneider was his superior officer. Inasmuch as there 
is. substantial evidence (see paragraph 6 hereof, supra) that accused was sober 
and in a normal condition, in spite of evidence of his heavy consumption ot 
intoxicating llquor,_the Court's finding is conclusive. 

Lieutenant Schneider was engaged in maintaining discipline within 

his squadron and quelling a disorder. He was clearly in the execution of his 

office. 


"It may be taken in general that striking or using 
viol3nce against any superior officer by a person subject 
to military law, over whom it is at the time the duty 
of that superior officer to maintain discipline, would 
be striking or using violence against him in the 
execution of his office." (M.C.M., sec.134, pg.148). 

The Board of Review holds the record or trial legally sufficient 

to support the findings of guilty of Charge I and its Specification I. 


6. Specification 2 of Charge I charges the offense of wilfully 

disobeying the lawf'ul. command of a superior officer. Captain Barbee relates 

the circumstances of the giving or the order as follows: 


"I arrived in the barracks and forind Orbon asleep in his bunk. 
Sergeant Buersmeyer was there, and several of the other men 
that were living in the barracks were up and the lights were 
on. I asked what the trouble was, and if it was true that 

. there was a disturbance that night, and what it was all about. 
So Orbon being asleep, I decided that there wa.s something 
worth investigating, so I told the charge of quarters to go 
down and rouse him, and tell him to get up and get dressed 
and go to the orderly room, I wanted to see him. There was 
a little discussion on his part with the CQ about getting 
up at that time of night,, but I went down myself to the end :lOS 
of the room and told Orbon to get up and get dressed, which 
he did. He got up and cmne along, and I then went outside. 
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"He followed me out, as did Sergeant McCormick. I had a 
Jeep parked outside, and I got in the Jeep. Sergeant 
McCormick got in, and I told Orbon to get in, and said we 
were going over to the orderly room. Well, we had some 
words then. He asked me why we were going, and he wanted 
to 	see Captain Sherwood, the commanding officer of' his unit. 
I told him to come along and we would talk it over. During 
this period I wanted to--first off I wanted to be sure 
that he wasn't just plain ordinary drunk, or w:hat was the 
particular cause of this altercation, and I didn't-- I 
thought he was pref'ectl.y normal up to the time he started 
to 	get in the car, and he sort of' switched his mind on 
something else, and he turned around and I said "Orbon, are 
you going to get ·in this car", and he didn't say anything; 
I said '"You get in this car" • · 
Q. 	 It was an order you gave him to get in the car? 
A. 	Yes sir. So he immediately turns his back on me and 

walks a few steps into the barracks. Sergeant McCormick 
was sitting next to me, and I said "McCormick, you stay 
with him, and I want you to go in there and get that gun 
or his off the wall" • . 

Sergeant McCormick corroborates Captain Barbee's statement (R.7). The 
accused testified he had no memory of' this occurrence due to his intoxication (R.24). 

It is obvious that accused was informed that he.was being taken to the 
orderly room at the time Captain Barbee first "told him to enter the jeep." He 
refused and then the Captain and accused "had some words". It was at this point that 
the Captain directed accused to get into the car.Thia order was but a subordinate 
order. The principal order was to accompany the Captain to the orderly room. It is 
indisputable that accused refused to obey such order. As a consequence there is no 
variance between the allegations of the specification and the evidence. 

The evidence proves beyond contradiction that Captain Barbee was the 
superior officer of accused; that the order related to.military service; that is was 
an order which Captain Barbee was authorized to give accused under the circumstances; 
and that accused did not comply.with the order. 

The offense of wilfully disobeying the order of a superior officer requirei 
the proof ol a specific intent on the part of the accused to defy authority, deliber
ately and consciously. "A neglect to comply with an order through heedlessness, 
remissness or forgettulness is an offense chargeable under AW 96" (M.C.M.,sec.134, 
pg.148). Involved in the conscious refusal to obey the order is the ability or the 
accused to understand the order and to comprehend its nature and purpose and the 
formation of a mental design not to obey same. The accused must possess sufficient 
mental faculties to allow t~is process to come into play. Should accused's mental 
condition become paralyzed or is rendered }no~~!tive to the degree that the formatio1 
of a wilf'ull purpose not to obey or to omi~7au~ order, then it is impossible for 
him to possess the specific intent of disobedience which is the gravamen of the offen1 

"*** It is a general rule of law that voluntary drunkenness, 
whether caused by' liquor or drugs, is not an excuse f'or 
crime committed while in that condition; but it may be 
considered as affecting mental capacity to entertain a 
specific intent, where such intent is a necessary element 
of the offence.***" (M.C.M.,sec.126,pg.135). j_()~ 
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The evidence on behalf or the accused undoubtedly shows that he 

engaged in a severe drinking bout for approximately two days prior to the time 
of the alleged offense, and that during such period he consumed a considerable 
amount of intoxicating liquor. He also met with a head injury the day prior 
to the incident giving rise to the charge. There is professional evidence 
that the use of intoxicants and the blow on the head might have produced 
temporary amnesia or coma (R•.35, 36, 37) although there is no specific 
opinion or diagnosis that accused was suffering from amnesia or was in a coma 
when he f&iled to comply with Captain Barbee's orders. Accused claims entire 
lack of memoey of his conduct on this occasion (R.24). 

Opposed to this evidence is the statement of Sergeant McCormick 
that accused was not drunk on the evening of 16 October 1942, and that he 
(McCormick)did not see any difference in his condition the morning a.f'ter (R.9); 
Statf' Sergeant Buersmeyer's opinion that accused was not drunk (R.15); and 
Captain Barbee's testimony that accused's actions were not such as to lead 
him (Barbee) to believe accused was drunk and his declaration that accused 
was perfectly normal (R.18). 

It is thus apparent that there is a conflict in the evidence as to 
whether accused was drunk and as to the degree of his drunkenness at the time 
th0 order was given to him. It was the duty and function of the court to 
determine from this evidence whether accused possessed at tne time the order 
was given him the degree of sobriety as would permit him to understand the 
order and its nature and purpose and also whether he understood it was given 
to him by a ~perior officer. The Court was the sole judge or the credibility 
of the witnesses, and the weight and sufficiency of the evidence. Particularly 
was it its duty to resolve all conflicts in the evidence. 

The function or the Board of Review in reviewing this case is 
stated in an approved holding thus: · 

•The 	Board or Review, in scrutinizing proof and the 
bases ot inferences does not weigh evidence or usurp 
the tunctions ot courts and reviewing authorities in 
determining controverted questions or fact. In its 
capacit7 of an appellate body, it must, however, in 
eveey case determine whether there is evidence ot 
record legally 8Ufficient to support the findings 
or gullty (AW 50!-). If a:ny part or a finding of · 
guilty rests on an inference ot tact, it is the duty 
of the Board of Review to determine whether there is 
in the evidence a reasonable basis for the inference." 
(C.M.150828, Robles; C.M.150100, Bruch; C.M.150298, 
Johnson; C.M.151502, ~; C.14.152797, ~; C.M.154854, 
Wilson; C.M.156009, Green; C.M.206522, X2Y!!g; C.M.207591, 
~ et al). · 

The present case is clearly distinguishable from C.M.2233.36(1942), 
(Bul..J'AG. Vol.I, No.3, pg.159). In that case there was "no evidence in the 
record or trial from which an interence might properly be drawn that accused, 
at the time of hia acts, had mental capacity to understand the orders or that 
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he was capable or entertaining the specific intent willtull7 and intentional.l.J' 
to disobey them." In· the instant case there is the testimony or~ 
witnesses that accused did not appear drunk and that his appearance was normal. 
The Court elected to believe this test~ as against that of the defense, 
and its finding is binding on the Board or it.view. 

The Board of Review is of the opinion that the record is legally 
sut.ficient to support the :findings or gullt7 of Charge I and its Specification 2. 

7. Charge II and Specification charges accused with Tiolation ot AW 63 
in that he "did *** behave himself with disrespect towards his superior officer 
ey carrying a loaded pistol about the camp and threatening to shoot lat 
Lieutenant Edward w. Barbee on sight.• The evidence, without contradiction, 
discloses ~'le fact that accused, at the time and place alleged; went about the 
vicinit7 or his barracks threatening to shoot Lieutenant Barbee on sight and 
that he was arm!:d with a pistol which at times carried a live shell in its 
chamber. M.C.M., sec.133, pg.147 describes the element of the offense thus: 

0 The disrespectful behavior contemplated by this 
article is such as detracts from the respect due to 
the authority and pereon of a superior officer. It 
may consist in acts or language, however expressed.**** 
It is not essential that the disrespectf"l.11 behavior 
be in the presence of' the superior, but in general it 
is considered objectionable to hold one accountable 
under this article tor what was said or done by him 
in a purel7 private conversation.**** Disrespect by 
words ma7 be conveyed by approbious epithets or other 
contumelious or denunciatory language.****" 

There can be no question that the threats repeatedl7 expressed by' 
accused to shoot Captain Barbee on sight constitutes disrespectful behavior 
within the meaning or the article. It is difficult to imagine conduct or 
language more indicative of scorn and lack or respect. "It is also not 
essential that the disrespect be intentional: a failure to show a proper 
respect to the commander; through ignorance, carelessness, bad manners, or 
no manners, mcy", equal.]J with a deliberate act, constitute an offense under 
the article". (Winthrops Military' Law and Precedents, sec.875, pg.567). 
Inasmuch as it is not necessary to prove a specific- intent on the part or 
accused, his claimed drunkenness could not minimize his offense. 

It is the opinion ot the Board of Review that the record ot trial 
is lega117 sufficient to sustain the findings o.f guilt7 with respect to 
Charge II and Specification. 

. 
8. For the reasons stated the Board ot ReTiew holds that the record 

or trial is legall7 sufficient to support the findings of guilt7 and the 
senten~e. The court was legally constituted and had jurisdiction or the 
offenses involved. No error injuriously affecting the substantial rights or 
the accused were committed during the trial. 
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9. The sentence or the court, which has be~n approved by the 

reviewing authority, is legal. The accused, Orbon, was 33 years old at the 
time of the commission of the offenses. Pursuant to General Order 37, ETOUSA., 
9 September 1942, paragraphs 5(c) and (d), execution of the sentence or 
dishonorable discharge will be ordered only when accused has been convicted 
or an offense which renders his retention in the service undesirable, and when 
he has also been sentenced to a term of not less than three years confinement. 
A general prisoner whose approved sentence to confinement is three years or . 
more may be returned to the United States for serving of such sentence, 
without the express orders of Hdqrs. ETOUSA. The offences of which the 
accused has been convicted are peculiarly destructive of military discipline 
and morale and render his retention in the military service undesirable. 
Inasmuch as confinement is for 10 years, the execution of the sentence or 
dishonorable discharge, and the return or the accused to the United States 
for service of sentence are proper. 

War Department directive (AG 253 (2-6-41) E), 26 February 1941, 
requires prisoners under 31 years of age and with sentences of ~re · 
than 10 years to be confined in a Federal Correctional Institution or 
Reformatory. Inasmuch as the accused is 33 years old the reviewing authority 
correctly fixed the United states Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, as 
the place of confinement of ·accused • . 

~;;.;.p---~~~--_..__ Judge Advocate 

~~~~~::!::!:~~.ll.J:~~- Judge Advocate 

_ _...ffJ_·-1-1--·-c=r-_J-u Judge Advocate 

I . 
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1st Ind. 

WAR DEPARTMmT, 	 Office of The Judge Advocate General, European '!'heater 
of Operations, APO 871, U. s. Army. 

TO: Commanding General, Eighth Air Force, APO 633, U. S. Army. 
~. 

1. In the case of Private JOHN J. ORBON, (13026228), loth Troop 
Carrier Squadron, 60th Troop Carrier Group, 12th A.F., I concur in the 
foregoing holding of the Board or Review. You now have authority to 
order execution of the sentence as thus approved. 

2. When copies of the published order are forwarded to this 
office they should be accompanied by the foregoing holding and this 
indorsement. The" file number of the record of this case in this offic.~ 
is ETO 106. For convenience of reference, please place that number in 
brackets at the end of the published order as follows: (ETO 106). 

- 15 
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In the Office of The Judge Advocate General 

for tile 
European Theater of Operations 


Aro 871. 


Board of Review. 


ETO 108. 14 JAN1943 


UNITED STATES ) UNITED STATES ARMY FORCF.S 

IN ICEIAND. 


vs. ~ 

) Trial by G.c.11., convened at 

Private JOHN AmWis (13021047), ) Camp Curtis,· Iceland, 7 October, 
Compaey "B", 392nd. Port Battalion, ) 1942. Sentences Dishonorable 
Transportation Corps. discharge, forfeiture of' alll 


pay and allowances due or to 
become dlie, and confinement at 

) ha.rd labor for 3 years. U.S. 
) Disciplinary Barracks, Ft. 
) Leavenworth, Kansas. 

HOLDING by the BOARD OF REVIEW 
RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN and IDE, Judge Advocates. 

1. The record or trial in the case or Private John Abrams 
(13021047), Company "B", 392nd. Port Battalion, Transportation Corps, 
has been examined in the Office of the Judge Advocate General for the 
European Theater of Operations and tb.er~ound legally insufficient to 
support the findings and the sentence. The record has now been 
examined by the Board of Review, which submits this opinion to the 
Judge Advocate General for the European T~eater of Operations. 

2. The accused was tried upon the following Charge and 
Specifications 

CHARGE: Violation of the 64th Article of War. 

Specification: In that Private John Abrams, 
Company "B", 392nd. Prt. Bn, T Corps, 
APO 860, c/o Postmaster, New York, N.Y., 
having received a lawfUl command from 
Captain Clarence w. Archer, bis superior 
officer, to push a concrete roller to 
level off roadway, did at Camp Haggi, 
Iceland, on or about September 16, 1942, 
willfully disobey.the same. 

:108 
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He pleaded "Not guilty" to, and was .found guilty or, the Charge 
and Specification. · No evidence of previous convictions was 
introduced. He was sentenced to be dishonorably discharged the 
service, to forfeit all pay and allowances due, or to become due, 
and to be confined at hard labor for tlie term or five years. 

The reviewing authority approved the sentence, but 
suspended the execution of the dishonorable discharge until the 
release or accused from confinement, remitted two years of the 
confinement, and designated the United States Disciplinary Barracks, 
Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas, as the place or confinement. He directed 
that accused be confined in the u.s. Aney Forces Prison Stockade 
until further orders~ 

The result or the trial was promulgated.in General Court 
Martial Order No• .f?fl, Headquarters, u.s. Anrr:r Forces (in Iceland) 
A.P.O. 860, c/o Postmaster, New York City, N.Y., dated 30 October 
1942. 

3. The accused was on 16 September 1942, a member or 
Company "B1 , 392nd Port Battalion, Transportation Corps, which was 
stationed on that date at Camp Hagg!, Iceland~ Captain Clarence 
W. Archer was accused1 s company commander and Major Harold R. Low 
was Battalion Commander. Accused, and a certain Private Bartlett, 
tailed to stand reveille formation of the company on the morning 
of 16 September 1942. Accused at that time was under restrictions 
(R.17). Captain Archer directed Sergeant Clyde S. Bradley to 
order accused and Private Bartlett to push a concrete roller over 
the company area (R.181 23). The two soldiers refused to obey 
Bradley's order (R.18, 23), and the latter reported the refusal to 
Captain Archer (R.23), who summoned aooused and Bartlett to the 
orderly room (R.18). Accused, and Bartlett, were then ordered b;y 
Captain Archer "to push the roller" (R.18). In giving the order 
Captain Archer did not e~ain to accused his right to demand trial 
by court-martial (R.20, 26) nor his right or appeal to superior 
authority in event he believed the punishment unjust (R.20, 26). 

\ Accused admits he will:f'ully refused to obey this order 
(R.28). Soon therearter accused and Bartlett were transported to 
Halogoland, and were placed in solitaey confinement (R.26) for a 
period of f'our days (16 September 1942 to 20 September 1942) (R.30). 
The guard book at Camp Halogoland does.not show their confinement 
during that period (R.12, 1.3, 14) •. Accused escaped f'rom 
confinement on 20 September 1942 (R.12). The charges under which 
he was brought to trial were preferred two days later (22 September 
1942) but ho charge was included therein based on the escape from 
confinement. During the period accused was in solitary confinement 
he was carried on the company's morning report "for duty" (R.5). 
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4. This case is a companion of CM: ETO llO, Bartlett 
of even date, and the evidence in the two cases is complementary. 
Upon the authority of and for the reasons set forth in the 
Bartlett case, the Board of Review is of the opinion that the 
record of trial in the instant case is legally insufficient to 
support the findings and the sentence. 

5. As in the case of Bartlett, accused was placed in 
solitary confinement on a bread-and-water diet. After a period 
of four days this confinement was terminated by accused's escape. 
The remarks in the Bartlett case with reference to this illegal 
confinement are applicable to this case. 

:l08236446 
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1st Ind. 15 JAN 1943 

YfAR DEPARTMENT, Office of Judge Advocate General, European Theater of 
Operations, APO 871, U.S. Arny. 

. TO: Com."la.llding General, European Theater of Operations, 
APO 887, U.S. A:rrrry. 

1. 
War 50fa, as 

Herewith transmitted for your action under Article of 
a.tnended by the act of August 20, 1937 (Pub. No.325, 75th 

Cong.) ani as further amended by act of August 1, 1942, (Pub. Law 
No.693, 77th Cong.) is the record of trial in the case of Private 
John Abrams (13021047), Company B, 392nd Port Battalion, TransportatioP 
Corps:, together with the foregoing opinion of the Board of Review. 

2. For the reasons stated in my indorsement in the companion 
case, CK - ETO·llO, Bartlett, of even date I concur in said opinion of 
the Board of Review, and for the reasons atated therein recom.mend that 
the findings and sentence be vacated, and that all rights, privileges 
and property of which accused has been deprived by virtue of said 
sentence be restored~ 

3. Inclosed is a form of action designed to carry into 
effect the recommendation hereinabove made should it meet your 
approval. 

(ETO 108) 


3 	Incls: 
Incl. 1 - Record of Trial 
Incl. 2 - Opinion of Board of neview 
Incl. 3 - Form of Action 

(Findings and sentence vacated by order of the Theater Commander 
see letter Hq. ETO, 10 Feb 1943 (ref. AG 250.4 EJA)) 
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In the Office of The Judge Advocate General 
ror the (115) 

~uropean Theater of Operations 
APO S71 

Board of Review. 
, ff'\.~, .. 
~ . ; ~· ·•.:...•.'1ETO no. l • ~-..:: ... 't 

UNITED STATES ) UNITED STATF.S AruJY FORCES 
) IN ICELAND. 

vs. 

Private MORRIS L. BARTLETT Trial by G.c.M., convened at 
{6994476), Company B, Camp Curtis, Iceland, 9 October 
392nd Port Battalion, 19.42. Sentence& Dishonorable 
Transportation Corps. discharge, forfeiture or allI

) pay and allowances due or to 
) become due, and confinement at 
) hard labor tor 3 years. U.S. 
) Disciplinary Barracks, Fort 
) Leavenworth. Kansas. 

HOLDING by the BOARD OF REVJD 
RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN and mE, Judge Advocates 

· 1. The record or trial in the case of Private Morris L. Bartlett, 
{6994476), Compaey B, 392nd Port Battalion, Transportation Corps, bas been 
examined in the Off.ice of the Judge Advocate General for the European Theater 
or Operations and there found legally insufficient to support the findings 
and sentence. The record has now been examined by the Board of Review which 
submits this opinion, to the Judge Advocate General tor the European Theater 
ot Operations. 

2., The accuaed was tried upon the following Charge and Specification: 

CHARGE: Violation of the 64th Article of War. 

Specification: In that Private MORRIS L. BARTLETT, 
Company "B", 392nd Port Bn, T Corps A.P .o.s60, 
c/o Postmaster, New York, N.Y., having received 
a lawful command from Captain Clarence W. Archer, 
his superior ortic~r, to push a concrete roller 
to level oft roadwq, did at Camp Haggi, Iceland, 
on or about September 16, 1942, wil1tully disobey 
the same. 

He pleaded "Not guiltytt to, and was found guilty ot, the Charge 
and Specification. Evidence or three previous convictions was introduced. 
He was sentenced to be dishonorably discharged the service, to torteit all 
pq and allowances due, or to become due, and to be confined at hard labor 
ror the term or 10 7ears. 

tlO 
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The reviewing authority approved t~ sentence, but 
suspended the execution or the dishonorable discharge until release 
ot accused trom confinement, remitted seven yea:rs or the confinement 
and designated the United States Diacipl1nar,y Barracks, Ft. Leavenworth, 
Kansas, as the place or eonti~~t He directed. that accused be 
confined in the u.s. Arrtiy- Force1s7~Bckade until .f'urtber orders. 

The result or the trial was promulgated in General Court 
Martial Order No. 89, Headquarters, u.s. !rrq Forces (in Iceland), 
A.P.O. 860, c/o Postmaster, New York City, New York, dated 1 November 
1942. 

3. The accused 1t'8.S on 16 September 1942 a member or C~ "B1 , 

392nd. Port Battalion Transportation Corps, which was stationed on 
that date at Camp Hagg!, Iceland. Captain Cla:rence w. Archer was 
accused's company commander and Major Harold R. Low was the battalion 
commander. Accused was at that time under sentence of a special 
court-martial restricting him to the limits ot the Camp. He and a 
certain Private Abrams were late for reveille (R.29) and this tact 
was. repo:t"ted to Capt. Archer by the first sergeant. Capt. Archer 
instructed S/Sgt. Bradley to "have Privates Bartlett and Abrams push 
the roller". Bradley gave the order to accused and Abrams (R.2.3, 25). 
They failed to comply with it. Bradley went to their hut, and 
inquired as to whether they were going to comply with the order he 
had given them. Accused and companion informed Bradley "We're not 
re!'using anything but we are not going to push the roller" (R.2.3), 
Bradley reported this fact to Capt. Archer. Thereafter, accused and 
Abrams were ordered by Bradley toreport to Capt. Archer in the orderly 
room (R.24). At that time and place Capt. Archer gave a direct 
verbal order to accused and Abrams to push a certain concrete roller 
over the camp a:rea. Accuaed admits he willf'ull;y disobeyed this order. 
Within·a short time therea.tter accused and Abrams were moved to 
Halogoland and were placed in solitary confinement tor a period ot 
four dqs (September 16 to September 20) on a bread-and-water diet; 
which confinement 1t'8.S terminated only' when accused made his escape. 
The charges upon which accused was tried were preferred on 22 September 
1942, but did not include any charge for breaking confinement. During 
the period or confinement accused was shown on the company morning 
report ntor duty"• 

Relevant and material. evidence is hereinaf'ter set forth 
in connection with the discussion or the legal issues involved. 

4. At the appropriate opportunity upon the opening of the 
trial the accused entered a plea in bar as follows& 

"The accused enters a plea in ba:r of' trial in 
that he received punishment for this offense 
bef'ore, while in confinement, in an area to(o) 
small where he was placed on bread and water 
diet for a period of' a few days." (R.4). 
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The trial judge advocate responded: 

"It it please the court, the prosecution 
objects to any such questions that are 
brought before the court by the defense in 
that it has no bearing on the case to be 
tried." (R.4). 

The following colloquy then ensued: 

"Law Member: The defense has ottered a plea 
in bar or trial and that does have a definite 
bearing on the proceedings and a definite · 
place in it. Is the defense prepared to 
present actual evidence or stipulated 
evidence"/ 

Def'ensea I have a witness, sir. 

Lu Members Proceed. (R.4). 

Defenses I should like to call Lieutenant Zober.• 

Second Lieutenant Francis T. Zober was then sworn and 
~testified on direct examination in substance as .f'ollowas The accused 
was in confinement on bread and water in a place in Halogolsnd 
called the "dungeon" for four days; he was placed there because 
he refused to push a roller as ordered by his company commander; 
six other men have been confined in this inclosure at various times 
and they were placed there as punishment (R.5). 

Upon the prosecution ref'using to cross-examine the witness 
he was subjected to examination by members or the court and testified 
furthers that he did not see accused. in the dungeon, but knew accused. 
broke confinement on the fourth day; that he did not have personal 
knowledge that accused was fed only on bread and water; that he has 
never lmown a man to be in the "dungeon" except for punishment; that 
there is no other guard-house in Halogoland; that there is the u.s. 
Army stockade in Camp Hagg!, but these men were sent to the Halogoland 
stockade or "dungeon"; that he did not believe the "dungeon" was an 
authorized guard-house, but thought it was authorized by the battalion 
commander (R.6). 

At the conclusion of the examination of Lieut. Zober, 

there was the following discussion& 
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"Defense: Since there seems to be some doubt 
as to whether or not the accused was actually 
in this place as defined by the witness, the 
.accused himself is ready to take the stand and 
testify where he was during this period. He 
has been advised or his rights and is willing 
to take the stand under oath (R.6). 

"P:-esidenta The accused will be given his 
opportunity to testify regarding anything 
pertaining to this case at the conclusion of 
the ease· for the proseeytion, and un1ess there 
is some good reason why this testimony has to 
be giyen at this time. the Court feels that 
the proper time for the accused t{ te,tify is 
after the prosecution ~ rested R.6 • 
(underscoring supplied • 

"Defenses The defense knows or no better wa:y- to. 
demonstrate to the court exactly what treatment 
the accused received than to have the accused 
tell the court in his own words both the 
treatment and his reactions· to it (R.7). 

11 Law Member: Has the defense any further 
evidence to offer in support of this plea? 

11Def'enaea The defense has nothing further to 
offer in support of' this plea except to call 
judicial notice that the charges in this ease 
were preferred on September 22, 6 da:y-s a.rt.er 
the commission of' the alleged offense - 
6 days a.rt.er the accused was placed in this 
confinement which has been related in the 
testimony. The statement has been made to 
the court that the accused was punished for 
the offense now being considered (R.7). 

"Presidents Has the prosecution anything 
further to offer to refute the evidence 
presented by the defense? 

"frosecution: The prosecution has not. 

"President& The court will call as a witness in 
connection with this, the commanding officer 
who had the power to award punishment. 
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Thereupon Captain Clarence w. Archer, Compmiy "B", 
392Dd Port Battalion, Transportation Corps; was sworn as a witness 
for the court (R.7). His testimocy at this point in the t..~al was 
in substance that on 16 Sept 19.42 he was accused's compsn;r 
commander (R.7); s.ccuaed has not been e~elt: punish&d nor 
punish.ad at all for eny offense committed on September 16 l!l'ld.er 
tha ~.th Article of War; accused was placed in arrest at time ot 
alleged o.f.fanse and was sent over to llajor Low; he was kept in 
continsmant although witnesa did :not see him; he was at that 
time tlso undergoing punishment of three month.a restriction 
imposed by a special court; he we.a also reistricted to his own 
camp area as compa.iv punishment; he was confined outside of his 
own camp because he went AWOL and broke his restrictions; there 
is a prisoner stockade at Haggi but members of witness's command 
are not confined tMre; art.er court-martial proceedings they are 
sent to Iceland Base Command stockade e.nd all others are sent tc 
Camp lialogoland; Major Im' gave the witness instructions it he · 
considered accused incorrigible to send him over to Halogoland (R.8). 

Upon cross-e..'T1Ullination by the defense, Capt. Archer 
stated that other men had been sent to Halogoland. tor confinement 
by' ce111ng Major Low and asking him what he wanted to do about it, 
and then they were sent over; witness did not know there was a 
guard-house at Hal.ogoland until after he sent accused there (R.10); 
witness informed Major Low he was sending accused to him because 
he could not be lwldled in the company; .no one to the knowledge 
ot witness was ever esnt to Camp·Hal.ogolmid as a measure or 
punishment, but no charges were ever preferred against e:ny ot the 
men held in the Hal.o~oland dungeon, and in witness's mind this was 
not punishmsnt (R.10); during the period Septsmber 16 to 20, _ 
accused we.JJ m.'.rked on morning report "tor duty", tut he was not 
tor company duty; at the beginning or these tour days accueed had 
been sent to P..ajor Low and witness made no effort to find out 
where he was (R.10), or what disposition bad been made of' him; 
witness did not know Major Low placed men sent to him in the 
stockcl81 end denied he stated or knew the Halogoland place of' 
confinement ?.'as used "to instill religion into the soldier" (R.ll), 
and witness did not remember whether he had seen a Private Hinson 
in the dungeon (R.11). 

Private F.dward c. Ritter, Co.B, 392nd Port Bn., Trans. 
Corps, who was called as a witness by the defense testified that 
he knew a Private Hinson of Co. B., about September 15, and on 
said date witness and Hinson were in solitary confinement in the 
dungeon at Camp Halogoland; accused was con.tined after witness 
and Hinson; there were no visitors, except the battalion 
commander (Rel3). 
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It was stipulated that if Major Low were present and 
sworn as a witness he would testify that to the beat of his 
knowledge the punishment given accused at Halogoland between 
September 16 and 20, 1942 was not in connection with violation 
of the 64th Article of War and that subsequent to September 20 
orders were received from higher authority to prefer charges 
against accused for violation of AW 64 and such orders were 
passed to Capt. Archer (R.14). 

Upon the prosecution indicating it bad no further 
evidence to offer the Law Member ruleds 

"Subject to objection by any member of the 
court, the plea in bar of trial entered by 
the defense is refused,." (R.14). 

This ruling was made without hearing f'rom accused himself inasmuch 
as he bad been denied the right to take the witness stand in support 
of' the plea in bar. Such ruling was obviously premature, and was 
a. nullity. The accused then pleaded "not gullty" to the Charge 
and Specification and then the Court proceeded to hear evidence 
on the merits of the case. 

Later in the trial on the merits, when the prosecution 
had rested, accused was sworn as a witness on his own behalf and 
testified at .length concerning events connected with his confinement 
at Halogoland dungeon. At the conclusion of his testimony the 
detense asked the Court to re-consider the plea in bar of trial 
inasmuch as it had now heard accused's testimony (R.34). 

The accused by his plea asserted that he had received 
.former punishment for the af'tense .for which he stood charged before 
the Court, viz: that he had been confined in the 11 dungeon" at 
Halogoland for four ~s on a bread and water diet as punishment 
for his refusal to obey Capt. Archer's order to push the concrete 
roller (R.34). The Law Member then ruled.a "Subject to objection 
by azv member of the court the plea of the defense is retused." 
(R.34). 

The record o.f trial exhibits a lamentable lack of 
understanding on the part of the President, Law llember, Trial 
Judge Advocate and the Court itself', of the function and pm-pose 
of a plea in bar, and the proper practice in presentation ot 
evidence in support and negation thereof. The plea is not a 
dilatory- plea nor an obstacle in the process of militar,r justice. 
It is a legitimate and highly important procedure and must not be 
regarded lightly by arv court. Such a plea, properly sustained 
by evidence, should f'orthwith terminate the trial, subject to the 
.t'urther orders of the convening authority (M.C.M., sec.64, pg.50). 
That pleas in bar of trial are recognized by the Articles of War 
and Manual o.f Courts-Martial is clear .from the following quotationss 
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•Pleas 	in court-martial procedure include 
plea to the jurisdiction, plea in abatement, 
plea in bar or trial,, and pleas to the 
general issue. The .first three are known 
as speoial·pleas.• (Underscoring supplied) • ................. 


"Except y otherwise indicated in the 
disgusston of ;weial pleu. an accused n11 
not be a.sked or required to plead, further to 
a specification or ch&rge as long e.s the 
acti2n of the Court in SU§taining a specia1 
plea thereto staMs; but when all the special 
pleas entered to a given charge or specification 
are overruled, the accused should plead to 
the general issue.• ••••••• 

•Notwithstanding 	the action or the court on 
special pleas or other similar objections, 
the trial mq proceed in the usual course as 
long as one or more specifications and 
charges remain as to which a plea to the 
general issue mq be made or stands. For 
example, when pleas in bar are sustaJ,ned to 
all but one specification end charge, to which 
the plea is not guilty, the trial on that 
specification and charge may continue. But 
where, as a result of the action of the court 
on special pleas or other similar objections, 
the trial can not proceed further, the court 
adjourns and submits the record ot its 
proceedings as tar as had to the reviewing 
authority. *****" 

"A special plea should brietly and clearly set 
forth the nature and grounds or the objection 
which it is intended to raise. The substance 
or the plea and not the designation given to 
it will control; for instance, if an accused 
enters a· plea, which he calls a plea in 
abatement, but which in tact raises an 
objection to trial on jurisdictional grounds, 
the plea will be considered as a plea· to the 
jurisdiction. 
Except a.a otherwise indigated in the discussion 
or apecial pleas, the 'burden of supportipg a 
special plea b;y a prQponderapce of proof rest1 
on the aqcused. With the same exception, a 
plea to the general issue may be regarded as 
a waiver or any objection then known to the 
accused which is not asserted by a special 
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"plea. •••••••**· 
Any objection which might be asserted by 
a special plea may if' not asserted be 
bro:ught to the attention or the accused 
by.the court. 
Before passing on a contested specia1 plea 
the court will rln each side an Qpoortµpity 
to introduce evidence a.nd make an argument. 
A degision on a specia1 plea is a decision on 
an intertocµtory queetiop.n (M.C.M., sec.64, 
pg.50-51 • (Underscoring supplied). 

"Ptmishment under the 104th Article or War 
mey- be pleaded in bar or trial. Such 
punishment, however, does not bar trial for 
another crime or orrense growing out or the 
same act or omission. For instance, 
punishment under AW 104 for reckless driving 
would not bar trial for manslaughter where 
the reckless driving caused a death." 
(M.C.M., sec.69c, pg.54). 

The orderly and correct method or presenting such a plea 
is as f'ollows1 

(a) 	 The accused will present his evidence in 
support or the plea; 

(b) 	 The prosecution will present its evidence 
negativing or con.fessing and avoiding 
accused's evidence; 

(c) 	 The accused will present his evidence in 
rebuttal; 

(d) 	 The defense counsel will submit his argument; 
(e) 	 The prosecution will submit its argument;
(r) 	 The accused is entitled to the closing argument. 

Inasmuch as a decision on plea in bar is a 
decision on an interlocutory question, the Law 
Member will render the decision, subject to 
the objection or any member or the court. Upon 
f!Uch objection being made, the court will close 
and the issue will be decided by a vive voce 
majority vote (AW Jl). 

The above practice is simple and earry to follow, and will 
meet the ordinary situation. However, there are instances where a 
deviation is'permisaible, and in fact is necessary that the ends or 
justice be assured (M.C.M., sec.64, pg.50). In instances where the 
plea is over-ruled and in the subsequent trial on the merits, tacts 
are revealed which indicate that the ruling on the plea 1f88 erroneous 
and the plea should have been sustained, the court has authority to 
reconsider its termer ruling and may reverse itself'. Such reversal 
will forthwith end the hearing, subject to orders of the convening 
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author!ty. Likewise, should a plea be sustained as to a certain 
charge or specification, and continued on the merits as to other 
charges and specifications, the Court may before .conclusion of the 
trial reconsider its decision on the plea in bar and reverse itself 
if it deems such action proper (M.c.M., sec.64, pg.50). 

The burden of proving the plea by a preponderance of the 
evidence was upon the accused. (M.c.M., sec.64a, pg.51; 16 C.J., 
sec.769, pg • .425; 2 Bishops New Criminal Procedure, sec.816, pg.633; 
sec.1095, pg.941). Since the accused had the a!'firmative or the 
issue he bad the right to open and close the evidence and the 
argument on the issue of the special plea. (64 C.J., sec.71, pg.76). 
The accused, on his own request, was a .competent witness on his own 
behalf (16 C.J., sec.770, pg.427; M.C.M., sec.1201 pg.125). 

It was the President of the Court who denied accused the 
right to testify on the issue created by the plea in bar (R.6). 
In making this ruling he usurped authority. This request of the 
accused to take the stand involved an interlocutory question, 
(AW 31) and it was the right and duty· or the law Member to rule 
thereon. (AW 31). 

"The law member of a general court-martial, 
whenever present, will, instead of the 
president, rule in open court on all 
interlocutory questions other than challenges 
arising during the proceedings.• 
(M.C.M., par.5ld, pg.40). 

Although irregular the ruling of the President became 
the ruling of the Court because or absence of objection. 

The fact that accused was permitted to testify to .tacts 
in support of his plea in bar, after the prosecution had submitted 
itB evidence on the merits of the case, does not cure this error. 
It was the duty of the court to dispose of the plea before it 
proceeded with the trial on the merits. (16 C.J., sec.771, pg~.428; 
Thompson vs. United States 155 U.S. 271, '39, L.ED.146). The 
accused, having offered himself as a witness in support or his plea, 
was entitled to be heard on the issue created by the plea. He had 
the right to .assert the plea in bar of trial and submit his evidence 
in support thereof,'whether he was ultimately successtul, or not. 
At this stage or the trial the validity or the plea was not in 
question. It was his right to make the effort to bar trial on the 
merits, by submitting &l:l of his evidence in support of his plea 
and to secure .trom the court its decision thereon before being 
compelled to defend himsel.r on the merits. The procedure followed 
by the court forced accused to make his election as to defending 
the general issue on his plea or "not guilty" prior to the court• a 
determination of his plea in bar and thereby nullified one or the 
principal protect!ve purposes of the plea. Such action was hi~ 
injurious to accused. · ·· 
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The Board ot Review is of the opinion that prejudicial 

error waa·committed by the reflusal. to allow accused to testity at 
the stage or the trial when the issue on the plea in bar wu being 
tried, and that on this ground the record ia legally insutficient 
to sustain the f1nd1nga and the sentence. 

5. The prosecution tailed to prove the specific terms ot 
Capt. Archer's order to accused "to push the roller". Capt. Archer 
testified he ordered accuaed1 to push the roller" but he could· not 
remember ror how long a period he ordered accused to perf'orm this 
task (R.17). The evidence of Tretois simply confirms that of 
Capt. Archer (R.22, 2.3). Accused on the other hand def'initeq 
asserts that Capt. Archer issued him the tollowing verbal orders 
nI am giving you a direct order. You will push the roller trom 
7145 until 12100 o'clock noon. I will give you 15 minutes tor 
dinner at which time you will f'all out and push the roller until 
5100 o'clock. I will give you 15 minutes f'or supper and until 
9 s00 o'clock you will walk tull pack. 11 (R.29) • · 

. In view of the tact that accused's testimony of' the 
details or the order stands uncontradicted, the court und.ou~ 
f'ound that the order given was the one related by accused. The 
Board or Review, sitting in appellate review will accept such 
rinding. 

Capt. Archer declares that the order was not given tor 

company punishment (R.16); nor because accused broke restriction 

(R.19) and that he didn't remember whether accused was late tor 
reveille on September 16 (R.18). He f'urther asserts the order was 
given accused because he was on camp detail and that he was on 
camp detail because he was under restrictions as a result ot 
sentence or a special court-martial (R.18). Accused declares that 
the order was given as company punishment (R.29, JO, 31), but he 
also admits that he knew it was given to him by a superior officer 
and that he willfully disobeyed same .(R.30). 

The Manual for Courts-Martial expressly provides: 

"The order must relate to military duty 
and be one which the superior officer is 
authorized under the circumstances to give 
the accused. Disobedience of an order 
which has for its sole object the attainment 
or some private end, or which is given tor 
the sole purpose of increasing the penalty 
tor an offense which it is expected the 
accused may commit, is not punishable under 
this article. A person can not be convicted 
under this article if the order was illegal; 
but an order requiring the perf'ormance ot 
a military duty or act is disobeyed at the 
~ril or the subordinate.****" 
(M.C.Y., 1928, pg. l.48•149). 
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"An order given b,y a superior,ptticer tor 
the sole purpose ot subjecting accused to 
the M.ximum punishment imposable and with 
the expectation that he would diaobq it 
is unlawtul. under M.C.M. 1928, par.l34b 
and disobedience thereof is not punishable 
under AW 64.1 (C.11.219946(19.42); Bul. JAG. 
Vol.I, No.1, par•.422(6), pg.18). 

The exact modus operandi ot the giving ot the order to 
accused "to push the roller" is exhibited in the tollowing excerpts 
.trom testimoey: 

Capt, Archer: 
"Q. Will you describe to the court just exactly what 

happened?
A. 	 On the morning o.t September 16, I gave Bartlett 

Private Bartlett an order to push the roller. He 
did not, so I had Sergeant Przelocld get the Manual 
for Courts-Martial, and I read him the 64th Article 
of War. I gave him every opportunity in which to 
push the roller. 

Q. 	Did the accused sq aeything to you? 
A. At that .time he said he wouldn't pwth the roller. 
Q. 	 How long was the accused in the orderly room? 
A. 	Oh, I'd say 15 minutes. 
Q. 	'icy was Private Bartlett in the orderly room at 

this time? 
A. 	Why was he in? Because I wanted him to push the roller. 
Q. 	You mean you bad him summoned in the orderly room 

tor the purpose ot giving him an order to push the 
roller? 

A. 	That's ·right. 
Q. 	 Doesn't the First Sergeant take care or such details? 
A. 	 Sometimes he does and sometimes he does not. (R.15) • 

Q. 	 Why' in this particular case did you call a private-
soldier into the orderly room in order that you 
might give him a simple order to push·the roller? 

A. 	 In the past he had been in the habit or refusing 
to take orders .from non-coms. 

Q. 	Had he previously disobeyed an order on that date 
to push this roller? 

A. I don't remember if' he did or not. 
Q. 	Had you instructed any of your non-commissioned 

officers to tell Private Bartlett to push this roller? 
A. Yes, I 	believe I told Sergeant Bradley- I don1t 

know whether it was before or af'terwards. 
Q. 	Was anyone else in the orderly room at this time? 

tiO 
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"A. There was Sergeants Coughlin, Przevlocki, 
Bradley, Trefois and Private Abrams. 

Q. 	Why was Private Abrams in the orderly room 
at this time'l 

A~ Because he al:so refused to push the roller. 
Q. 	 Then Private Bartlett had al.ready refused to 

push the roller? 
A. I said Abrams, not Bartlett. 
Q. 	 In your statement you said that Private Abra.ms 

also had refused to push the roller. When you 
say 1also1 do you refer to another person Who 
had refused to push the roller? 

A. 	Well, on that particular morning I had about 
10 or 15 men that didn't want to take company 
punishment. 

Q. 	Was Private Bartlett one of these men? 
A. 	 No, he was not-he wasn't summoned in -to push 

the roller for company punishment. {R.16). 
**** 11 11 1111 II II 11 11101 It 

Q. 	 But you stated Private Bartlett wouldn't do the job? 
A. 	 He wouldn't take the order from the non-com. 
Q. 	Did you think that if you gave him an order he 

would enter into the spirit or the thing axry 
more than 1£ given by a non-com? 

A. 	About 50 percent of the time, he would. 
Q. 	Why was Private Bartlett on camp detail? 
A. 	Because hli was restricted. 
Q. 	 Did Private Bartlett miss reveille on September 16? 
A. 	 I don't remember whether he did or not. 
Q. 	 When you sent Sergeant Bradley out to instruct 

Private Bartlett to push the roller, did you tell 
him why Private Bartlett was to push the roller? 

A. I don't remember whether I did or not. 
Q. 	What did Sergeant Bradley say when he came back 

into the orderly room? 
A. I don't remember just ~xactly what he did say. 
Q. 	 Do you remember the text of what he said? 
A. 	 No, I don't. 
Q. 	 Why did he come up to the orderly room? 
A. 	Most likely to tell me that Bartlett wouldn't 

push the roller. 
Q. 	 And that was when you called Private Bartlett 

into the orderly room? 
A. 	 I don't remember whether it was before or af'ter. 
Q. 	 When you gave this order to Private Bartlett did 

you speak to him when he failed to carry it out? . 
A. 	Not necessarily. 
Q. 	 Didn't Sergeant Bradley tell you that he had 

already rei'uaed to push the roller? 
A. I 	don't remember whether it was before or after. 

I gave the man about 5 chances. {R.17). 
llllMllllllllllllMllllllllllll 
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•.Q. 	What is the nature of this' camp detail--is 
that a punishment detail? 

A. 	 No, sir, it isn't. 
Q. 	 I would like to ask you again, captain, was 


Private Bartlett la:te for reveille on September 16? 

A. 	I don•t remember. _ 
Q. 	If' he had been late for reveille what would you 


have done abo11t it? 

A. 	 It all depends on the circumstances.• (R.18) 

staf'r Sergee,nt Cl.Yde s. Brad1ey: 
"Q. Will you describe to the court just exactly 

what happened? · 
A. Well, 	on this morning of September 16, I was sent 


out to have Private Bartlett and Abrams push the 

roller by order or the compalV commander. I did 

so, I gave him the _order•. A few moments later I 

saw he wasn't pushing the roller so I went out 

and asked about it and was informed that he was 

i.1~ his hut. I went down to the hut and asked 

him if they refuaed 'I1l1 order. Private Abrams 

did the talking. Private Bartlett was sitting 

there. He said: "We 1re not refusing anything 

but we are not going to push the roller", and I 

reported the fact to the company commander. 


Q. 	Private Bartlett didn't sa:y aeything .f'urther? 
A. 	No, sir, Private Abrams did the talking. 
Q. 	Where did you go then? 
A. 	 I went to the orderly ·room. (R.23, 24) 

***ff IOI U IC J( IOI If IC 

Q. 	Were you in the orderly room with Private Bartlett 

at e:rry time? 


A. 	 No, sir, I wasn't in the orderly room with him. 
Q. 	Was Private Bartlett in the orderly room at 


any time? 

A. 	 I had him report to the compan;y commander. 
Q. 	 How did he get to the orderly room? 
A. I beg pardon. 
Q. 	 How did they get them--did you accompany them? 
A. I 	didn't go with them, no, sir; I went down and 


told the company commander. 

Q. 	When you told Private Bartlett to push the roller 


where was he? 

A. 	He was outsid-e the company orderly room. (R.24). 

llllllMllMICll)(******* 

Q. 	 I think you said in your statement at the time 

you arrived to the hut and talked to these two 

men--to the errect that you asked him it they 

were going to re.f'use the order. Did you mean by 

that that you had given them an order to run 

the roller? 
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•A. Yes, dir, I did• 
. Q. Was that sometime betoreT 
A. 	It was that morning, air.· ~R.25). 
Q. 	~rgeant, )'OU testified that you ordered Abrams 

and Bartlett to push this roller. llhat were the 
circumstances ot J'OU?' giving such an orderT 

A. 	Well; I was ordered to do so 'b1' the compaey 
commander, air, so I did. 

Q. 	Well, waa that as punishment? 
A. I don't know what the reason wu. 
Q. 	You have also testitied that these two Jl8ll 

retused to obq that orderT 
4. 	Yea, sir. 
Q. 	Had either ot these men previous~ retused to 

obey- a:q order you gave them? 
A. I can't remember, sir. (R.25)................... 


•Q.· llhat was that roller customarily used torT 
A. 	Well, tor paving the road around ce.mp and 

levelling the gravel. 
Q. 	Was that a punishment. detaUT 
A. Well, in some cases it was and some it wasn't. (R.25). 

•1t1tHMltltlt lltltltltM 

The accused's narration o:r events concerned with the giving 

ot the order is as follows: 


"A. Yes, sir, on the morning of September 15, 1942, 
there was a reveille f'ormation. I stood this 
formation. lq name was not cal.led out. I was 
on camp detail at that time and I figured I 
might be on camp detail that dq and I didn't 
have to atq in this f ormation--so the tirat 
sergeant was there at that time and on the S8Jle 
day we got this new first sergeant; and on the 
morning ot September 16, 1942, I missed this 
formation, and at that time Sergeant Simon had 
put rq name down on the list tor missing 
reveille tormation,.and. this list was sent in, 
and I was sent down to reoort to the company 
comman.der. I reported to him, saluted him. He 
asked me where I was for reveille. I told him 
the story, that I stood it the morning be.fore. 
and I didn't have to stand it because I was on 
camp detail. He told me I was supposed to stand 
it and then he told me to push the roller. He 
told me: •I am giving you a direct order". He 
said: •You will pash the roller .from 7:45 until 
12:00 o'clock noon. I rlll give you 15 minutes 
.for dinner at which time you will tall out and 
push the roller until 5:00 o'clock, I will 
give you 15 minutes for supper and until 9s00 
o'clock you will walk full field pack--" and I 
t~ around and I walked out. I never told tlOG;:Jc3447 
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"him I was refusing that order or anything. 
I went down to m:r hut and later on he sent 
Sergeant Bradley down to the hut. Sergeant 
Bradley asked us, "Are you going to push the 
roller?" and Private Abrams told him we 
weren't refusing to do it but we weren't 
going to push it. I figured about ten 
minutes later Sergeant Przevlocki was sent 
down. He told us to roll up our equipment, 
keep our bunks, get our mess kits out, and 
turn the rest of our equipment in, that we 
were going for a ride. ****" (R.29). 
(Underscoring supplied). 

There is no such conflict between prosecution's and 
defense's evidence that is not subject to reasonable reconciliation. 
The scene m~ be reconstructed without di.f'ficul ty. The accused and 
Private Abrams were late for reveille (R.29). Sergeant Simon, put 
their names "down on the list for missing reveille .formation", and it 
is logical to assume this fact was reported to Capt. Archer who 
instructed Sergt. Bradley to "have Privates Bartlett and Abrams push 
the roller" (R.23, 25). Bradley gave the order to accused and Abrams 
(R.23, 25) and they .failed to comply with it (R.23, 25). Bradley 
went to their hut and made inquiry as to whether the two soldiers 
were going to push the roller (R.23). Upon being in.formed. by them 
that they were "not going to push the roller", Bradley reported the 
fact to Capt, Archer (R.23, 24) • Thereafter accused and Abrams 
were ordered by Bradley to report to Capt. Archer iri. the orderly room 
(R.24). 

Capt. Archer's evidence on this aspect of the case is very 
vague, indistinct and unsatisfactory. He cannot remember ~ he 
instructed Bradley to order accused and Abrams to push the roller 
whether before or af'ter he personally gave the order to the two 
soldiers (R.16); he does not remember whether accused had disobeyed 
a previous order given on that date to push the roller (R.16); but 
he states that J.br&ma was in the orderly room "because he also 
ref'u.aed to push the roller" (R.16). Consequently Capt. Archer's 
evidence is without probative force, except insofar as ·it suggests 
he had given the previous instruction to Bradley. When accused 
appeared before the company commander (R.29), he received the 
personal order from him 11 to push the rollern (R.29). Accused returned 
to the hut and soon Bradley reappeared and again made inquiry of' 
accused and Abrams if' they were going to push the roller (R.29). 
About ten minutes later Sergeant Przevlocki appeared and g~ve orders 
for the tw:> solcliars (accused and Abrams) to prepare to go to 
Halogoland (R.29). 

The evidence very firmly.fixes the fact that prior to 
Capt. Archer's direct order to accused, Bradley, under Capt. Archer'.s 
instructions, had given accused an order "to push the roller" which 
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accused refused to obey. If the order was a legal order, this 

refusal consituted a violation or AW 65 - the willf"ul. disobedience 

of a lawful order or a non-commissioned afficer while in the 

execution of his office. Thereaf'ter, Capt. Archer summoned 

accused before him and issued him the direct verbal order 11 to push. 

the roller" which accused also refused to obey. If the order were 

valid, such disobedience constituted a violation of AW 64. 


The offense or refusing to obey the lawful order or a 

superior officer under AW 64 is a far more serious ofiense than 

will-f"ul. disobedience of a lawful order of a non-commissioned 

officer under AW 65. The death penalty is a permissible form of 

punishment for the former offense and not for the latter. 


A reasonable interpretation and analysis of the evidence 
leads to the inescapable conclusion that Capt. Archer, knew f"ul.l well 
when he summoned accused before him and personally ordered him 
"to push the roller" that accused had refused to obey the same order 
previously given him by the non-commissioned officer, Bradley, under 
instructions from the Captain, and that in view of accused's 
recalcitrance and incorrigibility - persistently asserted by 
Capt. Archer in his testimony (R.S, 9) there was every probability 
that he would refuse to obey his (Capt. Archer's) order. Under 
such circumstances it is a logical conclusion that Capt. Archer 
gave the order to accused for the.purpose or increasing the penalty 

· for an offense "which he expected the accused to comm!tn and 
therefore the order was unlawf"ul. and accused cannot be found guilty · 
of violating AW 64. On this ground the Boa.rd or Review is of the 
opinion that the record is legally insufficient to sustain the 
findings of guilty. 

The Board of Review does not now hold that ~ order 

given by an officer to a soldier attar a.like order has been given 

by a non-commissioned officer to the soldier (and the soldier has 

refused to obey the same) constitutes an order given with the 


. intention or increasing the penalty and is therefore void. On the 
contrary, the Board or Review recognizes the fact that probably in 
most instances such order or the superior officer would not be 
subject to the criticisms made or the order in the instant case. 
The facts and circumstances which.surround the giving of the order 
are of great importance in determining its purpose. The 
circumstances and condi1;ions Under which Capt. Archer gave the 
order involved in this case, ware such, in the opinion of the Board 
of Review, as to compel the conclusion that the order wa.s ·given 
with the deliberate purpose of increasing the punishment which 
might be imposed upon accused. This conclusion is strengthened by 
Capt. Archer's obscure and 'Wlcertain testimony concerning the terms 
of the order itself and of the incidents surrounding the episode. · 
The Board of Review considers it highly desirable that its instant 
opinion be read and considered with the limitation herein set forth•. 
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6. The order which the evidence indicates was actually 
given contains also an inherent vice. The exact form of the 
order is indicated by the testimony of accused (R.29) which being 
uncontra.dicted is accepted by the Board of Review as being the 
order given by Capt. Archer to accused in the company orderly 
room on the morning or September ~6, 1942. The same has been set 
forth above. · 

Capt. Archer's testimony relative to facts and 
circtllllstances surrounding the giving of the order heretofore has 
been adequately summarized. 

First Sergeant Lambert Trefois, Co. B, 392nd Port Bn, 
Transportation Corps, testified he was in the orderly room or the 
company on the morning of. 16 Sept 19.42 when Capt. Archer read the 
64th Article .or War to accused and "told him to go out and push 
the roller", and accused after receiving the order "turned around 
and walked out of the room" (R.22, 23~. 

The testimony of staff Sergeant Bradley has been set 
forth above. 

f

The evidence of the defense consisted of accused's sworn 
testimony. A pertinent excerpt has been inserted above, and in 
addition accused stated that Capt. '4rcher did not read him AW 64; 
accused failed to 'Push the roller because he figured the order was 
beyond company punishment;· accused has been in the military 
service for three years and eleven days; Capt. Archer's order 
"to push the roller" was directed to accused and Private Abrams; 
accused willfully disobeyed this order from a superior officer; 
"the roller was pushed to level roads"; a~cused "helped build those 
rollers and the wa:y he told me, they were built for company 
unishment; he said to me they were built for company punishment" 
R.30); accused would draw a distinction between orders to do a 

job as an every day affair and one for company punishment; this 
order was given as company punishment (R.31); accused has 
received company punishment previously, but does not know about 
AW 104 (R.32). 

The burden was on the prosecution to prove beyond a 
reasonable doubt every element of the offense. (M.C.M., sec.78, 
pg.62). The accused cannot ·be convicted of the offense of 
disobeying the order of a superior officer if the order was 
illegal. The validity or the order is the fotmdation of 
prosecution's case (M.C.M., sec.1348, pgs.148, 149), and failing 
on this issue the charge against accused must fail. 

The f'unction and authority of the Board of Review in 
considering the instant question involving the validity of the 
order is set forth in an approved holding as follows: 
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The Board of Review, in scrutinizing proof 
and the bases of inferences does not weigh 
evidence or usurp the !'unctions of courts 
and reviewing authorities in determining 
controverted questions of fact. In its 
capacity of an appellate body, it must, 
however, in every case determine whPther 

.there 	is evider.~e of record legally 
sufficient to support the findings of guilty 
(A.W. 20!~· If a."'ly part of a finding of 
guiltf7~n an inference of fact, it is the 
duty of the Board of Review to determine 
whether there is in the evidence a reasonable 
basis for the inference. (C.M.150823, Robles; 
C.M.150100, Bruch; C.M.150298, .Tohnson; 
C.M.151502, Gage; C.M.152797, Veins; C.M.154854, 
Wilson; C.M.156009, Green; C.M.206522, Young; 
C.M.207591, Nash et al). The following has 
been quot.ad, with approval, by the Board of 
Review (C.M.197403, ?,~cCrimon; C.M.206522, Young; 
C.M.207591, Nash et al): 
'lie nrust look alone to the evidence as we find · 

. it in the record, and applying to it the measure 
of the law, ascertain whether or not it fills 
that measure. It will not do to sustain 
convictions based upon suspicions or inadequate 
testimony. It would be a dangerous precedent 
to 1o so, and would render precarious the 
protection which the law seeks to throw around 
the lives and liberties of the citizens' 
(Buntain v. State, 15 Tex. !ppeals, 490) 11 • 

(C.M.212505, Tipton). 

The problem presented revolves about the opposing claims of 
Capt. Archer and the accused, which ha~~b8l?a set forth in d.etail 
above. If the determination of the iss\1R upon a resol'\"'ing o:' 
conflict in testirnon,y ill an entirely dif erent situation would 
exist than is actually presented by the record of trial. It was 
the duty of the court to weigh and evaluate the, evidence and such 
action is no part of the duty of the Board of Review sitting in 
appellate review. It is however, the duty and right of the Board 
or Review to determine whether or not there is in the reco:i;-cl, 
evidence either proving directly or forming a reasonable basis for 
the inference that the order was a valid one. 

An order, itself, is the best evidence of its nature and 
purpose, and it may well be that it speaks with such unqualified 
force and cogency that the testimony of the interested persons 
possesses no juridical value. The Board of Review believes that 
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such is the situation in this case. The intrinsic nature of the 
order proclaims that it was an order of punishment, and it is 
the order, itself, which entirely negatives Capt. Archer's 
testimony and renders it mere argumentative conclusions. The 
accused was required to push the roller from 7:45 a.m., to 
12 nc.on. He was then allowed 15 minutes for dinner. From 
12:15 p.m., to 5:00 p.m., he was to push the roller, when he was 
allowed 15 minutes for supper and then until 9:00 p.m.. he was 
to walk full pack. The underscored parts of the order bespeak 
punishment; they are not work detail requirements. The reduction 
in time for meals is punitive. Soldiers who are detailed for 
camp work are not penalized in that manner. The requirement to 
"to walk full pack" for 1 hour 45 minutes in the evening ai'ter the 
usual hours for policing duties are over, can have no possible 
connection with a camp detail. Such requirement is highly 
punitive.· 

Under this state of the evidence a finding that the 
order was given as a·matter of company or camp detail would be 
clearly against the overwhelming weight of the evidence - so 
overwhelming in fact that thefe is no evidence to support it. The 
Board of Review is therefore acting entirely within the scope of 
its powers in concluding that the accused was given an order of 
punishment and not of work detail. 

The order, being a punishment order, was given by 
Capt. Archer either under the authority of AW 104 or .it was an 
arbitrary assumption of authority by him. Under such situation 
the well known rule as to presumptions and inferences is applicable: 

"The presumption against illegality, and its 
equivalent expressions that there is no 
presumption against legality, or in favor 
of illegality, that there is a presumption 
in favor of legality, that facts consistent 
with legality are presumed to exist, or 
that where a situation is explainable on the 
basis of legality, it will be assumed that 
such is the true explanation, present a rule 
of administration that he who claims the 
existence of illegality must prove it.****" 
(22 Corpus Juris, sec.83, pg.147). 

11 The courts will not impute a guilty construction 
or inference to the facts when a construction 
or inference compatible with innocence arises 
therefrom with equal force and fairness. l!l 
fact, it is always the duty of a court to 
resolve the circumstances of evidence upon a 
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Accused had missed reville formation (R.29) that 
morning. This was a "minor offense" under AW 104. (14.C.M., 
sec.106, pg.104). Capt. Archer had reason, in spite or his 
protestation otherwise, to inf'lict disciplln.ar7 punishment 
upon accused. The type of punishment·- "to push the roller" 
was such as is permissible under AW 104. It was in·the nature 
ot extra fatigue duty and may be used as punishment under the 
Article (SPJGA. 220.69, Aug 19, 1942, Bul. JAG.-, Vol.I, No.3, 
pg.165). The application of the foregoing rule as to 
presumptions and inferences together with recognition of the 
circumstances under which the order was given make it logical 
and consistent with the tacts of the case to conclude that 
Capt. Archer gave the order as disciplinary punishment under 
AW 104. . 

By virtue of AW 104, accused's company commander 
was authorized for "minor offenses" to: 

"impose disciplinary punishments upon 
persons of his command without 
intervention of a court-martial, 
unless the accused demands trial by 
court-martial. **** (AW 104). 

"The commanding officer, after 
ascertaining to his satistaotion, by 
such investigation as he deems · 
necessary, that an offense cognizable 
by him under A.W. 104 has been 
committed by a member of his command, 
will notify such member or the nature 
or such offense as clearly and 
concisely as may be 1 and inform him 
that he proposes to impose punishment 
under A.W. 104 as to such offense unless 
trial by court-martial for the same is 
demanded." (M.C.M., 19281 par.107, pg.104). 
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"**** With reference to each offense as to 
which no demand for trial by court-martial 
is made, the commanding officer may proceed 
to impose punishment. The a~cused will be 
notified of the punishment imposed as soon 
as practicable and at the same time will be 
inform.ed of his right to appeal. ****" 
(M.c.M., 1928, par.107, pg.105). 

MMKKKlkKkkKKKKK4 

"A person punished under authority of this 
article who deems his punishment unjus~ or 
disproportionate to the offense may, through 
proper channels, appeal to the next superior 
authority, but m~ in the meantime be required 
to undergo the punishment adjudged. (A.W.104) 
An appeal not made within a reasonable time 
may be rejected lzythe 'next superior authority•. 
An appeal will be in writing through proper 
channels (see 107 as to appeal by indorsement), 
and will includb a brief signed statement of 
the reasons for regarding the punishment as 
unjust or disproportionate. The immediate 
commanding officer of the accused will when 
necessary include with the appeal a copy of 
the record (see 109) in the case.****" 
(M.C.M., 1928, par.108, pg.105). 

Captain Archer wholly failed to notify accused that 
disciplinary action under AW 104 was contemplated, before such 
action was taken. The evidence is clear that he ordered accused 
"to push the roller" for a specified period of time and also to 
"walk full pack" for an additional period. The order was explicit 
in this regard. Capt. Archer was also very carefUl.1 according to 
his testimony, to read AW 64 to accused, but remained silent as to 
the requirements of AW 104. Further, after having imposed the 
punishment on accused he failed to notify him of his right to appeal 
to superior authority if he believed the punishment was unjust. 
Accused was wholly ignorant of his rights under AW 104 (R.32) as 
his testimony clearly shows: 

"Questions by defense: 
Q. 	 While Captain Archer was talking to you, did he 

offer you the choice of a court-martial rather 
than accepting company punishment? 

A. 	He did not, sir, he said I would not get it. 
Q. 	 Did he sa:y anything about what you might do if' 

you thought the punishment he was giving you 
was unjust? 

A. 	 No, sir, he didn't•" 
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"Questions by law members 
Q. 	Do you know what to do in the case you think 

punishment is unjust? What is the procedure 
in case punishment is given to you that you 
believe unfair or unjust? 

A. 	Go ahead and do it and report it af'terwards, 
I believe, ·sir.a (R.32). 

The requirements of AW 104 as expounded by the Manual 
for Courts-Martial quoted above that the accused {a) be given the 
opportunity to demand trial by court-martial before imposition of 
punishment, and {b) be informed of his right to appeal to superior 
authority if he believes the punishment imposed is unjust, are 
mandatory, and the failure or the officer imposing the punishment to 
notify the accused of his rights nullifies the order or punishment 
and renders it ille~al. (JAG. 250.3 - Jan 6, 1926, Dig. Ops. JAG. 
1912-40, sec.462 (5), pg.370). The order "to push the roller" was 
therefore for this additional reason an illegal order and accused 
was under no duty to obey the same; and the Board of Review is or 
the opinion, on this further ground, that the record if legally 
insufficient to sustain the finding of guilty. 

7. In addition to the foregoing the record reveals a 
situation, which in the opinion or the Board of Review, deserves 
comment. The accused was subjected to confinement for a period or 
four days on a bread and water diet in the "dungeon" at Halogoland. 
It appeara that this incarceration was arranged and executed by 
Major Low and Capt. Archer. The period of confinement evidently 
was to be determined at the whim, caprice, or personal discretion or 
W..a.jor Low. Such punishment, for confinement of such nature ma.st be 
so considered, is not authorized under AW 104, and is in fact 
prohibited by the Articles of War. Even a court-martial C8llllot 
impose such a sentence after trial and a finding of guilty {AW 41; 
M.C.M., sec.102, pg.92). The only explanation offered for the 
imprisonment is that accused was "incorrigible", that is, 
11 incorrigible" in the opinion of Capt. Archer. {Capt. Archer's 
testimony is anything but frank; it is evasive and equivocal; it 
creates the strong impression that he was endeavouring to shield 
some one). 

During the period of this confinement accused was 
carried on the company morning report "for duty", although it is 
admitted he was not for duty. No mention of the restraint was 
shown on the charge sheet until after the trial, when the Adjutant 
inserted it as "pending investigation", a conclusion contrary to 
the evidence o:f record. The accused escaped from the confinement, 
and no charges were preferred against him for such escape, although 
the charges of the instant ease were preferred two days after the 
escape. The reason for such failure to mde mention of breaking 
confii:iement is obvious. This confinement was illegal. 
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In this connection it is interesting to note that the 
accused testified: 

"When I broke out it was one afternoon, I'd 
say at about quarter to 2:00 -- I believe 
that was on a Saturday afternoon, I went to 
Colonel Whitcomb and told him the story. He 
told me that was the best thing I could have 
done, to break out. He told me that Captain 
Archer had no authority to put a man. on bread 
and water unless with a signature or the 
commanding general,****• After that Colonel 
Whitcomb turned me over to Colonel Green, the 
provost marshal. I stayed down there f'rom 
10:30 that morning until 12 o'clock. Then 
Captain Archer called up and had us brought 
back to the company". (R.29) 

No attempt was made to contradict or explain this testimoey. In his 
review the staff judge advocate makes the following comment: 

"The accused testified that after his escape 
from confinement he reported his escape to 
Colonel Whitcomb and that this officer 
encouraged the ~ti1t~tfi<lnln his course or 
conduct. If' thisf1s true, Colonel Whitcomb 
is guilty of a serious indiscretion which 
will have rar reaching deleterious effect 
upon the discipline of the command of which 
the accused was a member". 

Apparently with the means available to determine the truth about 
this entire affair, the better practice would have been to have done 
so, so that criticism could be made where criticism was due. While 
it may be that Colonel Whitoomb could have handled the situation in 
a better maimer:, it is indicated that he took proper steps to place 
the accused where his discipline could be effected legally. So far 
as this record is concerned, if censure is due it would seem to be 
for the conduct of Major Low and Captain Archer. 

s. In view of the errors pointed out above the question as to 
whether the plea in bar should have been sustained is not heieconsidered, 
the Board or Review being of the opinion that it should reserve for 
future consideration in a proper case the determination as to whether 
illegal and tmauthorized punishment may be pleaded in bar of trial. 
Under the British law such a plea will bar trial regardless of the 
seriousness or the offense. (Manual of Military Law, 1929, sec.36, 
chap. IV, pp.40). The question does not appear to have been passed 
upon in our practice since the· enactment of AW 104. Prior to that 
time our practice appears to have been contrary to the British 
holdings. (Winthrop Military Law and Precedents {2d Ed. - reprint 
1920) sec.411, pg.274). Suffice it here to say that the imposition 
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or illegal punishment in 8II:f case seriously otf'ends American 
sense of justice and cannot help but be deleterious to proper 
discipline. 

9. For the reason stated above the Board or Review is of 
the opinion that the record or trial in this case is legally 
inau:f'ficient to support the findings and sentence. 

__ Judge Advocate 

'---++~--v ~l.A>-..,.,..........~ ~ge Advocate 
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WAR DEPARTLiENT, Office of the Judge Advocate General, European Theater of 

Operations, APO 871, U.S. Army. 


TO: Commanding General, European Theater of Operations, APO 887, 

U.S. Army. 

1. Herewith transmitted for your action under Article of ·war .50-~, 

as amended by the act of August 20, 1937 (Pub. No.32.5, 75th Cong.), and as 

further amended by act of August 1, 1942, (Pub. Law No.693, 77th Cong.) is 

the record of trial in the case of Private Morris L. Bartlett (6994476), 

Company B, 392nd Port Battalion, Transportation Corps, together with the 

foregoing opinion of the Board of Review. 


2. I concur in the opinion of the Board of Review that the record 

of trial in this case is legally insufficient to support the findings and 

sentence. In my opinion the record clearly shows that the oriGinal order 

to 11push the roller" given by a non-conunissloned officer, pursuant to in

structions of the company connuander, was for punishment, and the subsequent 

order of the company conunander, given after the refusal of accused to obey 

the non-commissioned officer, was of the same character and given for the 

sa~e purpose, therefore, tainted with the same illegality, since admittedly 

in neither case was there any attempt made to comply with AW 104. 


As to the illegality of the order on the ground that it was given 

for the purpose of increasing the punishment, there is, of course, no 

intention even to intimate that the mere fact that a commissioned officer 

repeats an order to a soldier, which order the soldier had previously 

refused to obey when given by a non-corrunissioned officer, is sufficient to 

establish such purpose. Obviously such is not the case in the great 

majority of instances. It is equally obvious that nhen such a purpose 

does exist the officer concerned rarely will admit it and thereby admit 

giving an illegal order. The purpose is determined by a sensible consid

eration of all the facts and circumstances disclosed by the evidence • 


. Importa.ri.t among these, the evasiveness, equivocation, and lack of frankness 
of the officer often are indicative of his real purpose. Such, in my 
opinion, is this case. 

The entire record reflects a rather deplorable example of maladmin

s tration of military discipline. I fully appreciate the need for a very 

high ste.ndard of discipline and of the difficulties of maintaining such a 

standard under existing conditions. I conceive it to be my duty to see to 

it that court-martial reviews in this theater be of such character ~s to 

furnish no interference with but to the contrary be helpful in the mainten

ance of a rigid but proper discipline. Beyond this we cannot and should 

not go. The rights of the individual, rights for which this war is being 

waged, must be considered, must be preserved. Discipline itself demands 

such actio~. That discipline is harsh is not the test. Often it must be, 

but that it is administered fairly, justly, legally is our concern. It 

should be the concern of ever-J officer. This case does not meet that test. 

Accordingly I recormuend that the findings and sentence be vacated, and· 
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that all rights, privileges and property of which accused has been 
de9rived by virtue of said sentence be restored. 

3. Inclosed is a .form of acti9n designed to carry into effect 
the recon'!lenc.lation hereinabove made should· it meet your approval. 
(BTO 110). 

J Incls~ 
Incl. 1 - Record of Trial 

Incl. 2 - Opinion of Board of Review ,

Incl. J - Form of hction 


(Findings and sentence vacated by order of the Theater Commander 
see letter H;i. ETO, 11 Mar 1943 (ref. AG 250.4 EJA)) 
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CONFlDENTIA~ 

(141)In the Office of The Judge Advocate General 
for the 

European Theater of Operations 
APO 871 

Board of Review. 


ETO 121. 24 OEG 1S42 


UNITED STATES ) IDHI'ED 	 STATES Aru.iY FORCES 
IN ICEIAND. .v. •.. 

Private 1st Class Francis L. Shoupe (13009087) : Trial by G.C.M. convened at Camp 

Private 1st Class John B. Ellis (13003928) : Curtis, Iceland, 25 September 1942. 

Private lat Class Joseph A.McDavitt (13007700) : Sentence: Vanderlip and Farlow, 

Private John Saroka, Jr. (13007687) : charges withdrawn before trial: 

Corporal Richard M. Thompson (14002335) : Burke, Hass,- Loddo, Gullett, Hinson 

Staff Sergeant John T. Burke ( 6057726) Barker and Wilson, acquitted: 

Staff Sergeant Harry B. Vanderlip (12003ll3) : Shoupe, Ellis, McDavitt, Saroka 

Private Charles Farlow (13026845) : and Thompson, to be each reduced 

Private Herman H. Hass (13026813) : to the grade of private, confined 

Private Joseph c. Loddo (13006155) : at hard labor for six months and 

(all of Co."A" 24lst Quartermaster Battalion) to forfeiture of so much of their 

Private 1st Class Cornelius Wilson ( 6132959~ : pay each month for a like period 

Private 1st Class Victor L. Barker ( 6985736) as is hereinafter set out. 

Private John T. Gullett (14000856) :;Prison Stockade. 

Private James A. Hinson (14030464) : 

(all of Co."B" 392nd Quartermaster Battalion). ) 


HOLDING by the BOARD OF REVIEW 
RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN and IDE, Judge Advocates. 

1. The record of trial in the case of the soldiers named above 
has been examined in the Office of the Judge Advocate General for the 
European Theater of Operations and there found legally insufficient to 
support the findings and sentence. The record has now been examined by 
the Board of Review, which submits this, its opinion, to the Judge Advocate 
General for the European Theater of Operations. 

2. The accused were tried upon the following Charge and Specification: 

CHARGE: Violation of the 94th Article of War. 

Specification: In that Staff Sergeant John T. Burke, Company A, 
24lst Quartermaster Battalion, Private First Class Francis 
L. Shoupe, Company A, 24lst Quartermaster Battalion and 

Vanderlip, Harry B.,Sergeant. Ellis John B., Private. 

Farlow, Charles, Private. Hass, Herman H., Private. 

Loddo, Joseph C, Private. McDavitt, Joseph A., Private 

Saroka, John, Jr., Private. Thompson, Richard 11., Private. 


All the above, ;!'g1~ffB Company A, 241st Quartermaster Battali~n~ 
~ l"r\f\! r'trl Cl\lil A I 	 j_21_ 
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Wilson, Cornelius, Private First Class. 

Barker, Victor L., Private. 

Gullett, John T., Private. 

Hinson, James A., Private. 


All the above, members of Comp~r B, 392nd QUartermaster Battalion. 

acting jointly and in conjunction with each other and in pursuance of a common 
cause and intent, did, at Reykjavik, Iceland, on or about April 27, 1942, while 
acting as agent and custodian for the Government of the United States, feloniously 
embezzle by fraudulently converting to their own use and benefit and to the use 
and benefit of each of them, 31 parkas value $11.99 each, total value ~371.69, 
the property of the United States furnished a.nd intended for the militar;r service 
thereof, intrusted to them and each of them by Colonel Matthew H. Jones, Base 
Quartermaster, U.S. Army. 

The trial judge advocate announced that by direction of Major General 
Bonesteel, the appointing authority, the prosecution withdrew the charge 
and specification against Sergeant Harry B. Vanderlip and Private Charles 
Farlow, and would not pursue the same further at the present trial (R.J). 
Each of the others above named pleaded not guilty to said charge and 
specifico.tion. Sta.ff Sergeant John T. Burke, Private Herman H. Hass, 
Private Joseph C. Loddo, Private First Class Cornelius Wilson, Private 
Victor L. Barker, Private John T. Gullett and Private James A. Hinson, 
were each acquitted of the charge and specification. Private First Class 
Francis L. Shoupe,.Private First Class John B. Ellis, Private First Class 
Joseph A. r.;cDevitt, Private John Saroka, Jr., and Corporal Richard M•. 
Thompson were found, of the specification and of the charge, guilty except 
the words "acting jointly and in conjunction with each other and in 
pursuance of a common cause ~'1.d intent" and "while actine as agent and 
custodian for the government of the United States, feloniously embezzle by 
fraudulently converting to their own use and benefit and to the use and 
benefit of each of them, 31 parkas" and tteach, total value $371.6911 and 
"intrusted to them and each of them by.C.olonel Matthew H. Jones, Base 
Quartermaster, u. s. Army," substitutine therefore, respectively, the 
words "knowingly and willfully apply to his own use and benefit" and 
11 one parka",· of the excepted words not guilty, of the substituted words 
guilty. Of the charge: Guilty. Each were sentenced as follows: 

Private First Class Francis L. Shoupe, to be reduced 
to the grade of private, confined at hard labor for 
six months and to forfeit 016.00 per month for a like 
period: 

Private First Class John B. Ellis, to be reduced to the 
grade of private, confined at hard labor for six months 
and to forfeit $29.00 per month for a like period: 

Private First Class Joseph A. f,·:cDevitt, to be reduced 
to the grade of private, confined at hB.rd labor for six 
months and to forfeit ~33.00 per month for a like period: 
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Private John Saroka, Jr., to be confined at hard labor for six 
months and to forfeit $17.00 per month for a like period: 

Corporal Richard M. Thompson, to be reduced to the grade of private, 
confined at hard labor for six months and to forfeit $16.00 per 
month for a like period. 

The reviewing authority approved the sentences and designated the U.S. Army 
Forces Prison Stockade as the place of confinement for each. 

The result of the trial was promulgated in General Court-Martial Orders No.91, 
Headquarter~, U. S. Army Forces, APO 860, c/o Postmaster, New York, N.Y., dated 
6 November 1942. 

3. The record fails to show that any investigation of ··the acts charged was 
at any time made. No statements of any persons purporting to have any knowledge 
of the facts alleged in the charge or any part thereof are found with the record 
of trial. The only attached papers a.re the report of the record of trial, of the 
officer appointed to investigate the charges herein, which discloses no testimony 
given by any witness, no witnesses required by the accused and that none of the 
accused made any statements but notwithste.nding, he recommended that each be tried 
by a general court, which recommendation was also made by the Staff Judge Advocate. 
Although not shown by legal evidence herein, it rather vaguely appears that some 
parkas with other merchandize were stolen during the unloading of a ship in the 
harbor of Reykjavik, Iceland, by soldiers detailed for that purpose by Colonel 
Matthew H. Jones, Base Quartermaster, U. s. Army, of which details accused may 
have been members although not so shown and who some time later were each found to 
be in possession of ~ parka. The record consists very largely of the testimony of 
First Lieutenant Benjamin F. Allen, 812th Military Comp~, Assistant Provost 
Marshall, Camp Haggi, Iceland, read from admittedly (R.29) incomplete notes of 
unknown origin of an apparent investigation by Lieutenant Colonel Jesse P. Green, 
Provost Marshall, Headquarters, u. s. Army Forces, of alleged thefts and which 
notes were not offered nor admitted in evidence. Lieut. Allen was not the 
investigating officer under AW 70. 

The evidence as to each of the accused found guilty is substantially 
as follows: 

John B. Ellis: Before questioni~g Ellis, Lieut. Allen stated that he "warned 
him of his rights under the 24th Article of War, warned him against 
perjury, and swore him" (R.20). Ellis, sworn as a witness, said, he 
had made a statement orally to Lieut. Allen; that Lieut. Allen 
mentioned 11 perjury or something in regard to my being allowed to be 
quiet, but he also stated that in the event that I could give him 
enough information that he desired, that General Bonesteel gave him 
permission to send anyone back to the States who gave him enough 
information. In other words in another case - he remarks - of a 
court-martial, when he was in a training corps in a southern post, he 
said that over a few packs of ciga:bettes how a certain party had got a 
considerable amount of time in years and said as far as he l~new right there, 
there probably wouldn't even be a trial. He said •Just tell me· 
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what. the story is and thats all there will be to it1 ." 

(R.23). Ellis ·never made an unsolicited statement (R.26). 
Lieut. Allen stated that the supply records (R.47, 106) 
showed Ellis haci not been issued a parka P'llt from other 
emircee the Lieutenant found Ellis had one and on the 
Lieutenant's order (R.47) Ellis turned it over to him. The 
Lieutenant identified a parka (Exhibit B) by the name he had 
written in the sleeve as the one taken by him from Ellis (R.45). 

Francis L. Shoupe: Lieut. Allen identified a parka (Exhibit D) by the 
n8Jlle he had written in the sleeve, as ·a parka taken from 
Shoupe (R.57). On page 58 of the record the objection by 
Defense Counsel to the admission of the statement made by 
Shoupe to Lieut. Allen because made with belief that there 
would be a reward for making such statement, was sustained by 
the Law Member of the Court but he later overruled an objection 
by the defense counsel to a similar question (R.61). Lieutenant 
Allen testified: 

Q. 	 - "Lieutenant Allen, will you state to the court 
what statements Private Shoupe made to you? I 
refer to page 12511 ? (Apparently refers to page 
of notes). 

A. 	 - He stated: "I went down to the docks on or about 
the middle of April. Ellis told me about a box of 

·parkas" 	--- (R.61). (Witness stopPed on objection 
to reference to BIIY of co-accused). 

Q. -	 "Where did he get this parka, Lieutenant Allen?" 
A. -	 "Dowri on the docks". 
Q. -	 "Where was the parka?" 
A. -	 "It was, he stated, it was in the box." 
Q. -	 "And where was this box?" 
A. 	 - "Well, they loaded it on the trucks down on the 

docks, sir. That's his statement." (R.63). 
Q. 	 - "The box was taken from the docks and loaded onto 

a truck?" 
A. -	 "According to this statement, yes." (Underscoring supplied). 
Q. -	 "And what was done with this box of parkas?" 
A. 	- "The box was taken off the truck and put in Private 

Shoupe's hut, and he stated the parkas were divided." 
Q. -	 "And what was done with the parkas?" 
A. 	 - "The parkas, he stated, were given to Ellis, Saroka, 

McDevitt" --- (Objection made and sustained to mention 
of names of other accused). 

Q. 	 - "Did Private Shoupe know that these parkas were 
go'V'ernment property?" 

A. 	 - "Well, he stated: "I don't kriow anything about other 
government property that was reported stolen because 
I was working in the suppll room at the time the 
parkas were stolen." (R.64). 

Q. 	 - "Lieutenant Allen, were there any other identification 
marks in these parkas other than the marks you stated 
you put in them? 11 
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A. -	 11 I don't believe there was." 
Q. 	 - 11 Lieutenant Allen, ~rou made testimony regarding 

statements made by Private Shoupe to you. At that 
time you were very indefinite as to whether or not 
any statements regarding leniency were made to 
Private Shoupe. I wish you would think that over 
and in the light of your former testimony state 
whether or not any statement was made to Private 
Shoupe which would hold out hope of leniency in 
his case?" 

A. 	 - "Well, I believe I did state to him that Colonel Green 
told me to tell him that if he would tell the whole 
story concerning the watches and parkas and all 
stuff that was stolen, then he would see to it that 
hicher authorities knew about it, he would bring it 
to their attention." (R.109). 

Joseph A. McDavitt: Lieut. Allen identified a parka (Exhibit C) by the 
name he had written in the sleeve, as a parka he had taken from McDevitt 
(R.49), and that on checking the supply records, he found that no parka had 
been issued to McDevitt. He told McDevitt to bring his parka to him. 

Q. 	 - 11 ilhat did you state to Private McDevitt when he 
turned this in to you?" 

A. 	 - "Well, he turned it in to me and made the statement 
to me that--- first I had him called in and 
explained his rights"--

Q. 	 - "Will you explain to the court what you mean that you 
stated to Private McDevitt that you explained his 
rights to him. 11 

A. 	 - "I told Private McDevitt nnder the 24th Article of Viar 
he was not compelled to answer any questions which 
tended to incriminate or degrade him; I warned ;him of 
perjury, explained perjury to him, and told him if he 
told the whole truth that Colonel Green would bring 
it to the attention of the proper authorities." (R.50). 

Q. 	 - "Did you make any statements to Private McDevitt other 
than those I have asked you prior to questioning him?" 

A. 	 - "Well, I don't know what I might have said to him at 
that time." (R.96). 

John Saroka, Jr: Lieut. Allen identified a parka (Exhibit F) by the name 
he had put in the sleeve as a parka brought in to him by Saroka (R.67). 
Lieutenant 0 1Callaghan, 24lst Quartermaster Battalion gave evidence that the 
supply records do not show that a parka was issued to Saroka (R.41). 

Q. 	 - "Prior to questioning Private Saroka, what statements 
did you (Lieutenant Allen) make to him?" 

A. 	 - "I explained his rights under the 24th Article of War, 
explained perjury and warned him against perjury." (R.67). 

Q. -	 "What statements did Private Saroka make to you?" 
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A. 	- "He stated& I got the parka that I had f'rom the docks 
when the &rlnqueen waa in. I got it out ot a box that 
was sitting on the east end o:f the Main Qwq. The box 
was broken open before I got rrr:I' parka. I don•t.know 
who.broke it open though. The box or par~ WU just 
sitting there SQ I took one. I know that they were 
government property. I saw Ellis and"---. 

Q. 	- "How did it happen that you asked Private Seroka to 
turn in the parka to yout" 

A. 	- 1t1fell, upon mentionin~ that he had 11.e parka, then I tol.d 
him to turn it in." (R.68). 

Richard M. Thompsons Lieut. Allen identified a. parka (Exhibit E) by' the name 
he had put in the sleeve as a parka taken trom Thompson (R.64). The C0mpall1' 

supply records (R.41) show no issue or a parka to Thompson. Lieut. Allen 
questioned Thompson when he took tbe parka from him: 

Q. 	 - "What did you state to him prior to the questioning? 
I refer you to page 16211 • 

A. 	 - "I explained his rights under the 24th Article ot War, 
explained perjury, and warned him against perjury." 

Q. -	 "Did you make any promises to him?" 
A. -	 "I did not. 11 

Q. -	 "Did you make any statements to him?" 
A. -	 "Well, I don't remember.n 
Q. -	 "Was tnere s:ny question in your mind that the 

statements which he made were voluntary?" 

A•. - "Yes, I think they were voluntary." 

Q. 	- "Did you give Private Thompson any hope ot benefit 

or reeling that he would be exempt from trial by 
court-martial?" 

A. -	 11 ! don't believe I did." (R.65).
Q. -	 "What statements did Private Thompson.make to you?" 
(Objection 	or defense counsel to the admission or such 
statements as not voluntarily made, was overruled.) 

A. 	 - "He stated: I haven't had a parka issued to me. The 
parka I have I got :from the Borirqueen, the second 
trip it made over here. A merchant marine gave it 
to me. He had three or them on the boat and there 
was about four or :five of us around there, and he 
gave the parkas to us. +fil_d not know that they 
w1:1re government property at that time• Sergeant 
Vanderlip got one of the parkas."*""H" 

Q. 	 - "Did he make a:rry other statements to you 

Lieutenant Allen?• 


A. 	- "Yes, he stated& I did not get a parka at Langholt 
Dump. I know nothing about this.n (R.66). 

The ohjections by" the defense counsel to the admission of the 
testimony o:f Lieut. Allen or-the purported statements of the various 
accused were frequent and timely and the trial judge.advocate stated in open 
court: 11The prosecution is quite frank to admit that the only evidence I ha~ 
and can o:f:fer in this case are the statements ma.de by these men to Lieutenant 
Allen" (R.51). When the law member sustained the objections of defense 
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comuiel·t:> ~e admission ot such teat~ the trial Judge advocat. Wed 
the court tor uaistanae ad requested a w.-ek1a adjournment (R.'56) after 
wp.ich the. law niellber onrruled new. objectiorus to. the admission ot. such . . . 
testimon;r and it. Was· admitted. lfhen asked why" he explained- the meaning of 
perjury when he examined accused, Lieut. Allen said.he ~lained it to 
8T8?"7 man brought before. hill to make a statement (R.101) • 

Q. ~ •can· a man perJ~ himselt when he 18 not under oe.thf1 . 

·A.--:- "Well, I don't J>el:ieve you could call it perJtJ17• 
Q. -	 •Were these men under· oath?" 
A. -	 1 They were. 11 

Q. -	 •All or t.bemT•; 
A. ~ 	"Yes. 
Q. 	 -·"Who swore them inT• 
A. -	 "I did.• 
Q. ·--	 "On what authorityf• . . 
A. -	 11 I was appointed investigating otticer.by' Colonel Green.• 
Q. -	 "WhenT• - · · · 
A. -	 "I don't recill the ·date•. 
Q. 	 - 111'hat sort or an order did Colonel Gi-een give you 

.was it oral or writtenT• ' 
A. -	 ".I believe it was oral.·11 (R.102). 
Q. -	 "Did he a.ppOint you an investigating otticer or did he 

_ tell you to investigate the case or the the.tta at the 
docks?" · 

A. 	- "He appointed me ail' investigating officer CJ! that cueJ 
as I was on detached service with the Colonel, he had 
the authority to appoint me.• 

Q. 	- "In what capacity did he have author!ty to appoint an . 
. investigating officer?" 

A. -	 n I don• t know other than he was '1111' commanding otticer 
· at 	that .time.• · · · 

Q. -	 "Do the men sign these statements!• 
A. 	 "".' 111fell, I don't see the men's signature on these 

statements.• (R.102). 
Q. 	- "Did I Understand you to 88:3' th.ere was a shake

down inspection?" · 
A. -	 "There was.• 
Q. - •At the time of this inspection were e:rxy· parkas toundT" , . 
A~ - I don't know whether there was ersy found or not.• (R.107).
Q. -	 "Were e:ny parkas.picked up"l" 
A~ - n I remember that other parkas were turned in the 

orderly room and then later sent back out. I don't 
know the circumstances ot that.• (R.107). 

Q. 	- "Lieutenant Allen, at the beginning ot the trial you.. 
made the statement which appears on the record, · 
that you made a promise to au·or these men that it 
they told the truth, Colonel Green would take it to 
the higher authorities; is that correct?• · 

A• 	 - "I believe I told him that Colonel Green would see 
to it that higher authorities would know about it. 
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Q. 	 - "Did you te:l that to all of the accused prior to 
making a statement?" 

A. -	 11 I believe I did." 
Q. -	 "To ~very one of them?" 
A. -	 "I believe so. 11 (R. lOS). 
Q. 	 - "Lieutenant Allen, did you not read excerpts from that 

book which stated that certain men being.__!;J..r~d from 
that investigation should be awakened e~'.t'YJ'hour? 11 

A. -	 ~I believe I did.11 (R.105). · . 

At the end of the trial the law member ruled: "It is the ruling of the law 
member that the testimony of Lieut. Allen as to the statements made to him 
hy the various accused are inadmissible" (R.117, 119). 

Prosecution's witness First Lieutenant William H. Glanz explained 
the procedure of unloading ships, stating, "Every soldier is an agent of the 
government" (R.16) "and have custody and control over the goods on the ships 
while unloading'' (R.13). Lieutenant-Colonel Jesse P. Green denied that 
investigating officers like Lieut. Allen·ar~ privileged to make any promises 
of leniency (R.111) and Sergeant Raymond N. Stofer, a clerk in the Base 
Quartermaster property office placed the' value of an Alpaca lined parka at 
$11.99 (R.110). · 

4. The five of the accused were convicted of having knowingly and 
willtully applied to their own use and benefit one parka, value $11.99, 
property of the United States, furnished and intended for the military use 
thereof, as a lesser included offense to that charged. 

The original charge was embezzlement which is the fraudulent 
appropriation of property by a person to whom it has been intrusted or into 
whose hands it has lawfully come (Moore v. u.s., 160 U.S. 268; 1928 r.1.c.M. 
pg.173). 

Ltl.sapplication is an appropriation not of the ownership of the 
property but of its use for the personal benefit of the offender (Winthrop, 
1920 Reprint, pg.708). 

article of War 70, among other things requires that 11 no charge 
will be referred to e. General Court-Martial for trial until after a 
thorough and impartial investiga.tion thereof shall have been made". The 
papers accompanying the record herein show the proper reference of the 
charge for investigation on 15 July 1942 to Major Joseph McNamee, Ordnance 
Department together with his report of 4 August 1942, stating: "there was 
no testimony given by any witness," "no witnesses were required by the 
accused" and the accused "stated that they did not desire to make any 
statements~" This was followed by the recommendation of Major UcNamee 
"that each be tried by a general court". Dated 21August1942 is a 
11 Summary of evidence and action of Staff Judge Advocate pursuant to AW 70 
and par. 35 C, Manual for Courts-Martial" signed by the Staff Judge 
Advocate and attached to the record of trial. After listing the names of 
accused it consists only of a paragraph stating: 
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"The indicated evidence shows that all of the accused acted 
jointly by aiding and abetting each other and that each of 
the accused removed from a case or box 31 parkas or were 
found to be in possession of one or more of said parkas; 
that each of the accused converted to their own use and 
benefit one or more of the parkas; that each of the accused 
were acting as agents and custodians for the parkas for the 
purpose of removal of said parkas, a part of the cargo of a 
ship, from one point to another in the course of their duty 
and employment"; 

and a.Paragraph stating the charge and specification to be appropriate and the 
indicated evidence sufficient to support a finding of guilty of each of accused 
and recommending that the charges be referred to a general court-martial for tria 

There ·is in this record however, no evidence of any actual investigation; 
no witnesses were questioned; none were called; no statements of anyone at any 
time were taken by the investigating officer. Although he states in his report 
that he has "investigated the enclosed charges", his further statement that 
there was no testimony given by any witness, no witnesses were required by the 
accused and accused made no statements, together with the entire absence from 
the record and attached papers of anything to indicate upon what facts or 
circumstances the charges originated or were based, negatives any presumption 
even of compliance with AN 70. 

"The provisions of AW 70 with reference to investigating 
charges are mandatory and there must be a substantial 
compliance therewith before charges can be legally referred 
for trial. A court-martial is without jurisdiction to try 
an accused upon charges referred to it for trial without . 
having been first investigated in substantial compliance 
with. the provisions of AW 70 and, in such a case, the court
martial proceedings are void ab initio11 • 

( C .M.161728. Dig.Op., JAG.1912-1940, pg.292). 

This record fails to show any substantial compliance with the 
requirements of AW 70 and the Board of Review is therefore of the opinion that 
there was no legal reference of the charge for trial, no jurisdiction obtained 
for trial and that the court-martial proceedings herein are void ab initio. 

5. Asswning however, that the reference of this charge for trial was 
properly made, it would still remain necessary to prove that (a) that the 
accused applied to their own use the parkas in question; (b) that these parkas 
were the property of the United States and that they were furnished or intended 
for use in the military-service thereof as alleged; (c) the value of the parkas 
in question and (d) the facts and circumstances indicating that the acts of the 
accused were will.fully, knowingly and (wrongfully) done. 

The evidence consisted principally of the reading by an 
assistant provost marshall of notes whose author and origin were not 
disclosed and which were not offered nor admitted in the trial as an 
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exhibit. The readings purported to be statements, admittedly incomplete 
and secured by the holding out of the hope of reward, admitted over the 
timely and repeated objections of defense counsel and ruled as inadmissible 
by the law member when the talcing of testimony had been completed (R.117,
119). 

A confession of guilt by accused is admissible ag8.inst him when, 
and only when, it was freely and voluntarily made without having been 
induced by the expectation of any promised benefit or by the fear of any 
threatened injury, or by the exertion of any improper influence (22 C.J.S. 
1425). Nor can an accused be convicted legally upon his unsupported 
confession. (1928 M.C.M. par.114, pg._ 114.J 

A confession must be voluntary and the onus to show that it was 
such is upon the prosecution in offering it (Winthrops Ydlitary Law & ~ 
Precedents, Reprint, pg.J28). 

Considering all the testimony however, it is not shown anywher~ 
that the parkas in question were the property of the United States, 
furnished and -intended for use in the military service thereof; it is not 
shown that any parkas a.re missing from the property of the United States. 
It may be admitted that the accused had parkas which were likely used by 
them, but it is not anywhere shown that their possession and use of the 
parkas (Exhibits) was wrongful. 

Failure to show that the property belonged to the government as 
alleged is fatal. (CM.192952, Scales; CM 207591, ~ et al; CM' 208895, 
~~). 

Sergeant Raynond B. Stofer placed the value of an ~lpaca lined 
parka at $11.99 each. There is no testimony that the parkas in question, 
exhibits or otherwise, were alpaca lined; in fact no attempt was made to 
describe them in an~r manner. 

\Th.rm the testimony of Lieut. Allen is removed, as it properly 
was, from consideration of the court, nothing remaiiis but the testimony 
that accused were not shown by the supply records, admittedly incomplete 
and in terrible condition, to have been issued· a parka. 

"Upon every criminal trial - military as well as 
civil - the burden is on the prosecution.to 
establish guilt, not· on the accused to establish 
his innocence. In the establishing of guilt, 
there are to be demonstrated three principal 
facts, viz: That the act charged as an offense 
was really committed; that the accused committed 
it; that he cormrdtted it with the requisite 
criminal intent. 11 (Vlinthrops Military Law and 
Precedents, Reprint, pg• .314; 1928 M.c.r\1. pg,62, 
par.78.) 
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11 When evidence is of .sufficient probative force, 
a crime may be established by circumstantial 
evidence, provided that there is positive proof 
of the facts from which the inference of e;uilt is 
to be drawn and that that inference is the only 
one which can reasonably be drawn from those facts. 11 

(People v. Raziziez, 99 N.E. 557; CM 216004, 
Roberts, Miller). . 

The record shows "the proceedings where the president consulted 
with the counsels for the accused and the trial judge advocate are 
withdrawn. The president stated in his remarks therein that it had 
nothing to do with the substance of·the testimony. The ~ubject of the 
discussion was MiscE1.rriage of Justice" (R.120). 

"Justice according to law, demands more than that 
accused be guilty - it demands that they be proved 
guilty." (CM 207591, Nash, Eorris). 

11We must look alone to the evidence as we find it in 
the record, and applying to it the measure of the 
law, ascertain whether or not it fills that measure. 
It will not do to sustain convictions based upon 
suspicions or inadequate testimony. It wo~d be 
a dangerous precedent to do so, and would render 
precarious the protection which the law seeks to 
throw around the lives and liberties of the citizens." 
(Buntain v State, 15 Tex. Appeals, 590) (Cf: CM 212505, 
Tipton.) 

"The Board of' Review in scrutinizing proof and the 
basis of' inference does not weigh' evidence or usurp 
the findings of courts and reviewing authorities in 
determining controverted questions of fact. In its 
capacity of _an appellate body, it Im.1st however, in 
every case determine whether there is evidence of 
record legally sufficient to support the findings of 
guilty on which the sentence is based. If any part 
of a finding of guilty rests on an inference of fact, 
it is the duty of the Board of Review to determine 
whether there is in the evidence a reasonable basis 
for that inference." (CM 2125.05, Tipton) • 

These minimum requirements are not even approached herein and the 
Board of Review is therefore of the opinion that the evidence of record in 
this case is not legally sufficient to support the findings of guilty on 
which the sentences are based. ~ 

· . ~ Alfy. Judge Advocate 

~~~J.J:!:.~~~::t;li;::J:;S;;:~=::iL.. Judge Advocate 

_-J,.L:..€Z~;Ea~~c:::=.. Judge Advocate 

2364 :121. 
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Z 6 DEC 19421st Ind. 

¥/AR DEPARTMENT, 	 Office of Judge Advocate General, European Theater 
of Operations, APO 871, U. S. Army. 

TO: Commanding General, European Theater of Onerations, U. S\ Army, 
APO 887. 

1. Herewith transmitted for your action under .Article of War 50-}, 
as amended by the_ act of August 20, 1937 (Pub. No.)25, 75th Cong.), and as 
further amended by act of August 1, 1942 (Pub. No.693, 77th Cong.), is the 
record of trial in the case of: 

Private 1st Class Francis L. Shoupe, (13009087) , Co."A", 24lst Q.M. Bn. 
Private 1st Class John B. Ellis, (13003928) , Co."A11 

1 24lst Q.M. Bn. 
Private 1st Class Joseph A. McDevitt,(13007700) , Co."A", 24lst Q.M. Bn. 
Private John Saroka, Jr., (13007687) , Co."A", 24lst Q.M. Bn. 
Corporal Richard M. Thompson, (14002335) , Co.1!.411 , 24lst Q.M. Bn. 

together with the foregoing opinion of the Board of Review. 

2. I concur in the op~nion of the Board of Review and, for the 
reasons stated therein, recomr..end that the findings and sentences be vacated, 
and that all rights, privileges and property of which each of the accused 
has been deprived by virtue of said sentences be restored. 

3. Inclosed herewith is a form of action designed to carry into 
effect the above recomrriendation should it meet with your approval. 

(ETO 121). 

"· 
3 	Incls: 

Incl, 1 - Record of Trial 
Incl. 2 - Opinion of Board of Review 
Incl. 3 - Form of Action 

(Findings an:i senteme vacated by order of the Theater Comraander 
see letter Hq. ETO, 10 Feb 1943 (ref. AG 250.4 EJA)) 
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In the Office of The Judge Advocate General 
for the 

European Theater of Operations 
APO 871 

(153 

Board of Review. 19 DEC &942 
ETC 128. 

UNITED STATES ) UNITED STATES ABM! FORCES IN ICEIAND 
) 

v. ) Trial by G.C.M. convened at APO 1266 
) c/o Postmaster, New York, N.Y., · 

Tech. 5th Grade DONAID J. RINDFLEISCH 	 ) 4 Sept 1942. CHL six months and 
(6872518), Company "D", 5th Engineers. 	) forfeiture $36.50 per month for six 

) months. Confinement at such place in 
) the Eastern Def'ense Command as the 
) Commanding General thereof may direct. 

HOLDING by the .BOARD OF REVIEW 
RITER, VAN BENSCIIOTEN and ·IDE, Judge Advocates. 

1. The record of trial in the case of Tech. 5th Grade Donald J. 
Rindfleisch has been examined in the Office of the Judge Advocate General 
for the European Theater of Operations and there found legally insufficient 
to support the findings and sentence. The record has now been e:iemined by 
the Board of Review which submits this, its opinion, to the Judge Advocate 
General for the European Theater of Operations. 

2. The accused was tried upon the following Charges and 
Specifications: 

CHARGE I: Violation of the 96th Article of '.Var. 

Specification: 1. In that Technician 5th Grade Donald 
11 D11J. Rindfleisch, Company , 5th Engineers, was· 

at the British Y. !>1. C.A., Akureyri, Iceland on or 
about 2030 hours, July 26, 1942, drunk and 
disorderly in uniform under such circumstances as 
to bring discredit upon the military service. 

CHARGE II: Violation of the 90th Article of War. 

Specification: 1. (Found not guilty). 
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CHARGE III& Violation ot the 94th Article ot War. 

Specifications 1. In that Technician.5th Grade Donald 
J. Rindfleisch, Company ,nnn., ~th Engineers, did 
at South Camp, Akureyri, IceJ.and, on or about 
2200 hours, Juiy 26, 19421 will.fully and without 
proper authority apply to hi,s own use u.s•. A.rmy 
truck, 'Bedford model, No. 41.45385, ot the-'value 
ot about $1500.001 property of the United States, 
f'urnished and intended ror the use thereof. 

He pleaded guilty to Charge I and its Specification and later changed 
his plea to :t;hat of not guilty. He was found guilty or the Specification, 
except the words "British Y.M.C.A. 2030 hours" and "disorderly in uniform 
under such circumstanc~s as to bring discredit upon the Military service" 
or the excepted words "not guilty" - and "guilty" or the Charge. He 
pleaded not guilty to Charges II and III and the respective Specifications 
thereunder and was found "Not Guilty" of Charge II and the Specification 
thereunder and "Guilty" of Charge III and its Specification. He was 
sentenced to six months confinement at hard labor and forfeiture ot 
$48.00 per month for a like period. 

The Reviewing Authority approved the sentence but remitted all 
forfeiture of pay adjudged in excess of $36.50 per month tor six months; 
confinement was directed at such place in the Ea.stern Defense Area as the 
Commandihg General thereof may direct. The result of the trial was 
pr~gated in General Court-Martial Order No. 81, Headquarters, u. s., 
Arrrry Forces, Aro 860, c/o Postmaster, New York, N.Y., dated September 29, 
1942. 

3. The Board ot Review wj,11 confine its discussion to .the 
evidence only offered to prove Charges I and III and the Specifications 
thereunder and the law applicable to each. Referring to Charge I, 
Specification 1, and eliminating the excepted words of which he was found 
not guilty, we find that accused was found guilty only of - "was at the 
Akureyri, Iceland, on or about July 26, 1942 - drunk". The evidence 
offered to prove.this Charge and Specification, in pertinent part shows& 
That on 26 July 1942 accused was a T/5 on duty with Company "D", 5th 
Engineers, stationed at or near Akureyri, Iceland; that on that evening 
a dance l{as being held in the British Y.M.C.A. in Akureyri (R.7) at which 
only soldiers accompanying girls were admitted. Accused and a Private 
Smith, havin~ no girls, gained entrance to the dance by means of a rear 
window (R.31). Lt. s. Bunker, Royal Engineers, testified that he attended 
the dance as duty officer and upon learning that accused and Private Smith 
had gained admission in an improper manner asked them to leave, which 
they refused to do; that accused was preBent when the 11 other man was very 
abusive to me and the British Arrrry in general"; that accused was not 
himself actually abusive but was "egging the other man on" (R.5); that 
he, the witness,- then ordered his Corporals to eject the two Americans 
(R.6) and that one of them put his arms around accused and carried him 
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out bodily' (R.2J). Private Smith walked out, escorted by two Englishmen. 
Outside Private Smith became abusive towards Lt. Bunker (R.24) and 
demanded that he come outside and fight (R.6). Accused said to Private 
Smith, "He really means it. Lets go". When asked whether or not accused 
was drunk, Lt. Bunker replied "I don't think so". 

Corporal G. Harris, Royal Engineers, who testitied substantially 
the same as did Lt. Bunker, was silent upon the matter of accused's alleged 
drunkenness (R.7, S). 

Corporal John M. Perks, C9mpany "D", 5th Engineers, - a witness 
for the prosecution when questioned regarding accused's sobriety testified 
as follows:

Q. 	 Did you see accused on that night'l 
A. 	 Yes sir. He was brought into the guard room sir. 
Q. 	 At that time was accused drunk? 
A. 	 I don't know sir. 
Q. 	 You mean to tell me you can't tell when a man is drunk? 
A. 	 I could tell when a man had been drinking. I:t all 

depends on what you call drunk. 
Q. 	 Will you tell the court whether or not the accused had 

been drinking? 
A. 	 He had been drinking. (R.12). 

Examination by the Court: 

Q. 	 Co~poral was the accused driving the truck? 
A. 	 I could not sa:y. I don't think so, because Private 

Hicks said---
President: The witness will limit himself to official 
reports or matters that he knows about the circumstances. 
President: I am going to read a sentence from the Court-
1.~tial Manual after which I want to ask the witness a 
question.
"Any intoxicant which is sufficient sensibly to impair 
the rational and f'ul.l exercise of the mental and 
:physical faculties, is drunkeness within the meaning 
or the article." 

Q. 	 You understand? 
A. 	 Yes sir. 
Q. 	 Was the accused drunk? 
A. 	 Well, sir, I would say he was not drunk when I seen him. 
Q. 	 Would you say that he had f'ul.l exercise of his mental and 

peysical faculties at the time you saw him about midnight 
or after midnie;ht? 

A. 	 Yes.sir. (R.13}. 
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Private Harold J. Hicks a ~itness for the prosecution testified: 

Q. 	 Did you talk to the accused on that night?
A. 	 No sir. 
Q. 	 Was there anything in the actions of the accused that 

would indicate that he was drunk? 
A. 	 No sir. (R.14; 15). 

Captain Thomas J. Bowen a witness for the prosecution testified as follows: 

Q. Was the accused intoxicated on that night? 
A. I do not know. r did not see him (R.16). · 

Private 1st C1ass Jackson V. Leighty a witness for the prosecution testified: 

Q. 	 Private Leighty, at any time in this argument with 
the British Officer, did the accused shake his fists 
at the British Officer? 'l'ake his ·coat off and fling 
it on the ground, or threaten to fight the British 
Officer? 

A. 	 No sir. When he came out of the Y.M.C.A. he had a 
blouse on and fully buttoned. 

Q. 	 Did the accused appear to be drunk? 
A. 	 No sir. (R.20). 

Sergeant Vincent J. Serbun, another witness for the prosecution, testified: 

Q. 	 Uas the accused drunk? 
A. 	 I would not say so sir. 
Q. 	 Then when Rindfleisch got up from this bench, did 

he get up in a threatening manner or do you believe 
he was preparing to leave the hall? 

A. 	 He just slowly arose from his seat in the usual manner. 
Q. 	 Did Rindfleisch offer resistance· to this bodily 

removal from the Y.M.C.A.? 
A. 	 No sir. 
Q. 	 Would you say the accused was dressed as neatly as 

he is now? 
A. 	 I would say he was dressed better sir. (P.24). 

and upon cross-examination he testified as follows: 

Q. 	 Was the accused drunk? 
A. 	 I would not say he was drunk sir. 
Q. 	 Was he under the influence of alcohol? 
A. 	 I would say he knew what he was doing. 
Q. 	 Do you think he was in possessiqn of all his faculties? 
A. 	 Yes sir. (R.25). 
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Upon examination by the Court the following questions were put to the 
witness and the following answers given: 

President: I want to read a sentence from the Court
Martial Manual' and then ask you some questions. You 
understand the meaning 9f the word "intoxicant"? 
A. 	 Yes sir. _ 

President: 	Any intoxicant which is su.f'ficient sensibly 
to impair the rational and tull exercise of the mental 
and physical faculties is drunkeness , 
Q. 	 Do you understand the definition or ~eness ·, Sergeant? 
A. 	 Yes sir. 
Q, 	 You feel that all his actions were clearly thought 

out or were his actions in a manner that was improper 
because of "feeling too good"? 

A, 	 No sir, he wasn't. (R.25, 26) •. 

The accused, after having had his rights explained to him, took 
the stand under oath in his own behalf, and as regards his condition on the 
occasion in question testified: 

Q. You claimed you had a young lady with you?
A, Yes sir. 
Q. 	 Were you drunk?· 
A. 	 No sir. 
Q. 	 Were you drinking? 
A. 	 Yes sir. (R.28). 

4. AW 96 - for violation of which accused was found guilty under 
Charge I, reads as follows:

"Though not mentioned in these articles, .all disorders 
and neglects to the prejudice of good order and 
military discipline, all ~onduct of a nature to bring 
discredit upon the military service, and all crimes 
or offenses not capital, of which persons subject to 
military law may be guilty, shall be taken cognizance 
of by a general or special or summary court-martial, 
according to the nature and degree of the offense, and 
punished at the discretion of such court." (M.C.M.pg.224). 

By exception the ' accused was found not guilty of being disorderly 
in uniform in a public place as charged in Charge I and the Specification 
thereunder, but guilty of being drunk at Akureyri. Without going into the 
question of whether or not this finding constitutes an offence cognizable 
under the Articles of War the Board of Review is of the opinion that there 
is not even a modicum of evidence to support it and that the record is 
insufficient to support the findings under Charge I, Specification 1. 

5. The testimo?lY relied upon to prove Charge III and the . 
Specification thereunder is as follows: 

1.28 
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Staff Sergt. Robert D. Trainer was on Military Police duty 
on the night or 26 July 1942. He saw the accused with a truck "and I 
told him to take the truck and go back to camp" • Accused left and 
later came back to the dance and witness again told him to take the 
truck and go back to camp. Later he saw them driving ar~und the town 
in the truck (R.9). Witness saw accused in the Government vehicle three 
times that night. He could not say whether accused was driving the truck 
or sitting behind the wheel (R.10). The third time he saw accused in the 
truck was near the theatre in Akureyri but did not know on which side of 
the truck accused was sitting (R.10-11). 

Private John M. Perks testified that he was a member of 
accused's organization and was Corporal of the guard on the night in 
question. He dir~cted the sentry to stop and arrest accused and Private 
Smith when they came back with the truck. He did not know how accused 
came into possession of the government vehicle (R.12). He did not ask 
him if he had a trip ticket. The accused was not a regularly assigned 
truck driver in this organization and the witness had never seen him 
drive a truck (R.13). 

Private Harold Hicks, who was sentry on duty at the Main gate 
on the night the all.eged offenses took place, testified: That accused and 
Private Smith came up the road at about 9:.30 or 10 o'clock that evening 
and then disappeared. That at about 10:.30 p.m., they came around the 
corner in the truck and witness called to them to halt but that they kept 
on going (R.14). That accused was not driving the t~ck at that time (R.15). 

Captain Thomas J. Bowen testified that he was the commandlng 
officer of accused's company; that on the night in question the vehicle 
did not have a proper trip ticket and that he did not know whether or not 
accused was a passenger in the truck. He identified the vehicle by an 
Issue and Receipt voucher (R.17) and fixed the value at $750 at the time 
it was taken over from the British on about July 10, 1942 (R.19). · 

The accused took the stand in his own behalf, was sworn and 
testified as follows: 

Early in the day he and Private Smith had purchased movie 
tickets. They went straight to the movies following their trouble at 
the dance. After 5 or 10 minutes in the movies they left and returned to 
camp. They were there only a few minutes and saw the truck. That 
Pri~te Smith got behind the wheel (R.27) 11 and I followed him". That they 
then drov~he truck over near the theatre, parked the truck and went into 
the theatre. Upon leaving the theatre they drove arotUld the town then 
returned to camp, where they were put tUlder arrest (R.28). That neither 
he nor Private Smith had procured a trip ticket. That he knew they were 
supposed to have one in order to leave camp. That he had never been a 
driver (R.29) and did not know how to drive a truck (R.31). That the 
M.Ps. told them to go 11 home11 only once and that they returned to camp in 
about 20 minutes thereafter. He remembered running through sentry post 
No. 1 (R•.30). 
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Charge III, Specification 1, is laid under AW 94, the 

pertinent part of which reads as follows: 

"*** Who steals, embezzles, knowingly and 
willf'ully misappropriates, applies to his own 
use or benefit, or wrong£ully.or knowingly 
sells or disposes of a:ny ordnance, arms, 
equipments, ammtmition, clothing, subsistence 
stores, money, or other property of the United 
States turnished or intended for the military 
service thereof.**** 

Shall, on conviction thereof, be punished 
by fine or imprisonment, or by such other 
punishment as a court-martial may adjudge, or 
by a:ny or all of said penalties.****" 
(M.C.M. pg.224). 

There is no denial on the part of accused that he and .t>rivate 
Smith took the truck without either of them having a trip ticket or 
authority so to do. Accused at least knew they "were supposed to have 
an order to leave camp". They ran through a sentry post without stopping 
after being ordered by the sentry to halt, and they used the car for 
their own convenience in going to a theatre and riding aboi1t the town. 

. The fact that accused· did not drive the car is of no importance. 
He was present when the car was unlawf'ully taken; he aided and abetted in 
its taking by voluntarily becoming a passenger and by participating in its 
benefits. Under a statute, which prohibits the use of an automobile 
without authority, the word 11use11 includes use by a passenger and it is 
not necessary to constitute such use within the meaning of the Statute 
that there be active control or operation of the machine by one who rides 
therein. (42 C.J. par. 1505', pg.1399). 

It was sufficiently established that the truck was property of 
the United States furnished and intended for the use thereof. While the 
United States may not have acquired the absolute title to the truck from 
the British government (R.17, 18), yet it.did hold lawf'ul possession of. 
same. This is an adequate property interest in the truck to sustain the 
charges (Winthrop's Military Law and Precedents, sec.1065, pg.686). The 
value of the truck was not clearly and properly established but the court 
was justified from the character of the property in infering that it has some 
value (M.C.M.-1928, P.173). 

For the reasons stated the Board of Review holds that the 
record of trial is legally sufficient to support only so much of the 
findings as involves a finding.of guilty of Charge III, Specification 1, 
and the sentence as approved. The court was legally constituted. No 
errors injuriously affecting the substantial rights of the accused were 
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committed during the trial. .The sentence as approved is within the 
maximum punishment permitted for this offence under the Table ot 
Maxim1.2111 Sentences. 

('n,r.1r•r•-•1T•.~L 
t . 1.28 
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(161)In the Of'f'ice of' The Judge Advocate General 
f'or the 

European Theater of' Operations 
APO 871 

Board of Review. 

ETO 1.32. 2 0 JAN 1943 

U N I T E D S T A T E S ) UNITED STATES AmIY FORCES 
) IN ICELAND. 

v. 

Private JOHN J. KELLY, (14000076), and 

) 
) Trial by G.C.M., convened at 
) Camp Curtis, Iceland, 26 

Private EDWARD F. HYDE, ( 6982099), both ) September 1942. Sentencea 
of Company "B", .392nd Port Battalion, ) Dishonorable discharge, 
Transportation Corps. ) forf'eiture of' all ptq and 

) allowances and confinement at 
) hard labor f'or five years. 
) United states Disciplinary 
) Barracks. 

HOLDfNG by the BOARD OF REVIEW 

RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN and IDE, Judge Advocates. 


1. The record of trial in the case of Privates John J. Kelly 
and Edward F. Hyde has been examined in the Office of the Judge 
Advocate General for the European Theater of Operations and there 
found legally insufficient to support the findings and sentence. The 
record has now been eXBI!llned by the Board of Review which subinits 
this', its opinion, to the Judge Advocate General for the European 
Theater of Operations. 

2. The accused were tried upon the following Charge and 
Specifications: 

CHARGE: Violation of the 94th Article of War. 

Specification 1: In that Private JOHN J. KELLY, Company "B", 
392nd Port Battalion Transportation Corps and Private EDWARD F. HYDE, 
Company "B", 392nd Port Battalion, Transportation Corps, acting 
jointly and in pursuance of a common cause and intent, did, at 
various times and dates between July 1 and August-31, 1942, at 
Port of Debarkation, u.s. Army Forces, APO 860, c/o Postmaster, 
New York, N.Y., feloniously embezzle by fraudulently converting 
to his own use and benefit subsistence stores and supplies as 
follows: 
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Pork Sausage - 6 cans @ $.65 Sugar - 60 lbs. 0 $.05 
Applesauce - 3 cans @ $.31 Eggs - 12 doz. 0 $.35 
Meat &Veg. Stew - 8 cans @ $.31 Grapefruit - 60 lbs. 0 $.06 
Street Corn - 8 cans @ $.08 Coffee - 1 can O $3.23 
Carrots, Dried - 2 cans @ $.30 Graham Crackers - 36 boxes $.10 
Bacon .• 2 parts @ $3.36 Pineapple ~ 135 cans 0 $.14 
Raisins - 1 part @ $2.50 Cabbage Shreds - 10 lbs. O $.70 
of the value of $61.30, the property of the United States :f'urnished 
and intended for the.military service thereof, intrusted to them, 
the said.Private JOHN J. KELLY and Private EDWARD F. HYDE by the 
Base Quartermaster, u.s. Anrf3' forces. 

Specification 2z In that Private JOHN J. KELLY, Company "B", 
392nd Port Battalion Transportation Corps and Private EDWARD F. HYDE, 
Company 11 B", 392nd Port Battalion, Transportation Corps, acting 
jointly and in pursuance or a common cause and intent did, at 
various times and dates between July 1 and August 31, 19.42, at the , 
Port of Debarkation, U.S. Army Forces, APO 860, c/o Postmaster, ·· . 
New York, N.Y., fraudulently and unlawf'ul.ly sell and deliver to 
Adalsteinn Snaebjornsson, Heinrich Karlsson and divers other 
persons not authorized to purchase and receive the same subsistence 
stores and supplies as follows: 
Pork Sausage - 6 cans@ $.65 Sugar - 60 lbs•. @ $.05 
Applesauce - 3 cans @ $.31 Eggs - 12 doz. @ $.35 
Meat &Veg. Stew - 8 cans @ $ • .31 Grapefruit - 60 lbs. @ $.06 
Sweet Corn - 8 cans @ $.08 Coffee - 1 can @ $3.23 
Carrots, Dried - 2 cans @ $.30 Graham Crackers - 36 boxes @ $.10 
.Bacon - 2 parts @ $3.36 Pineapple · - 135 cans 0 $.14 
Raisins - 1 part@ $2.50 Cabbage Shreds - 10 lbs. @ $.70 
of the value of $61.30, the property of the United States furnished 
and intended for the military service thereof, they the said 
Private JOHN J. KELLY and Private EDWARD F. HYDE not having the 
legal right and authority to sell and deliver' the same. 

They each-pleaded not guilty to, and were found guilty of the Charge and 
Specifications. No evidence or previous convictions was introduced as 
to either of accused. They were sentenced to dishonorable discharge, 
forfeiture of all pay and allowances due or to become due, and 
confinement at hard labor for five years. The reviewing authority 
approved the sentences but suspended the dishonorable discharge until 
the release of ~ach accused, respectively, from confinement; designated 
the United States Disciplinary Barracks, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, as 
the place or confinement but directed that each accused be confined 
in the U.S. Army Forces Prison Stockade·until .f.Urther orders. 

. The result of the trial was promulgated in General Court
. Martial Order No. 84, Headquarters, u. s. Army Forces (in Iceland), 

APO 860, c/o Postmaster, New York City, N.Y., dated 17 October 1942. 
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3. The evidence as far as pertinent to the first Specification 
shows: Both of accused were members of a wharfage detail engaged in 

· unloading 	foodstuffs, property of the United States and intended for 
use in the military service thereof. Both of accused were.checkers 
whose sole duty was to count the various cases of goods as they were 
loaded on the truck at the pier and furnish the truck drivers with the 
correct tally sheets to accompany the delivery or the goods at tlie 
warehouse. They were charged with having placed on certain trucks 
cases of goods not shown on the ·check sheet. The drivers paid them 
for such untallied cases of goods and would then niake disposition of 
same on their own accounts. Accused retained the pro~eeds of sales. 
They were charged and convicted of the embe~zlement of certain or 
these goods which were found by the police in the home or Adalsteinn 
Snaebjornsson, one of the truck drivers who claimed he purchased same 
from Private Hyde, one of the accused. 

The evidence sufficiently :Proves that ac~ed committed an 
offense with respect to the government goods involved; but the serious 
question in the case is whether that offense was embezzlement, ot 
which they were convicted, or larceny. 

"In Moore v. United States, 160 U.S. 268, the 
court defines embezzlement as 'the fraudulent 
appropriation of property by a person to whom 
such property has been intrusted, or into 
whose hands it has lawf'ully come. It differs 
from larceny in the fact that the original 
taking or the property was lawful, or with the 
consent of the owner, while in larceny_. the 
felonious intent must have existed at the time 
of the tiling'•" (CM.198485i Dig.Op. JAG.,· 
1912-40, par.452(3), pg.JJ5J. . . . 

"The gist of the offense is a breach of trust. 
The trust is one arising from some fiduciary 
relationship existing between the owner and 
the person converting the property, and 
springing from an agreement, expressed or 
implied, or arising by operation of law. The 
offense exists only where the property has been 
taken or rec_ei ved by virtue of such relationship." 
(CM.211810, ·Houston~ Jr.). (Cf: CM.211866, 
Karvajna and Hutton • 

11 Larceny is the t.aking and . carrying away, by 
trespass, of personal property which the 
trespasser knows to belong either generally or 
specially to another, with intent to deprive 
such owner permanently of his property therein. 
(Clark). 11 (M.C.M., 192S, pg.171). 
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11 Possession is the present right and power 
to absolutely control a thing and not only' 
includes those things of' which one has 
actual manual grasp, but also extends to 
those things that are in his house or on his 
land or in the actual manual care and keeping 
of his servants or agents.****" (M.C.M., 1928, 
par.149g, pg.172). 

•1. 	Possession s.nd custody - are in this branch 
of' the law.widely distinguishable. There can be 
no trespass against the custody; it is al~s 
agai11st the possession, and it can be committed 
as well by the custodian as by a:ny other person. 
For example, - 2. Servant - When a master's 
goods in possession come within the handl:tng 
of the servant, the latter has in law no more 
than a custody of them, the possession remaining 
in the former. Theref'ore the servant may 
commit larceny of them; as, if' a clerk in a 
store feloniously removes goods from it, this 
is larceny.****" (Bishop's New Criminal Law, 
sec.823). 

"So where def'endant, employed as a stevedore to 
unload nitrate owned by the government, from 
vessels and load it into cars f'or further 
shipment, af'ter it was so loaded caused certain 
of the cars to be billed to private consumers, 
to whom he sold the contents, his of tense was 
larceny, and not embezzlement." (Tredwell v U.S. 
(c.c.A. Va.1920) 266 F .350, certiorari denied. 
(1920) 40 S. Ct. 587, 253, U.S. 496, 64 L. F.d. 
1031). 

In United States v. Holland (Fed. Case 15,378, 
U.S. District Court for the Southern District of 
New York, 1843) the charge was larceny on the 
high.seas or foodstuffs, property or the owners 
of a certain merchant vessel.on which defendant 
was 2teward and cook o~he crew's mess. In that 
capacity, certain foodstuff's were delivered to 
him, some of which he sold to immigrant passengers 
to his own profit. The court - HELD - the owner 
is deemed to retain possession of' the f'oodsturrs, 
and there may have been a constructive taking 
f'rom him. The question f'or the jury is whether 
that taking was felonious. The verdict was guilty. 

In the present case, the accused were not, it is true, 
domestic servants, but were nevertheless servants as that term is 
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used in legal parlance - one employed by the master in the master's 

business whom the master may direct in the details of hi• work. 

Accused were not in charge ot unloading the ships or or any part 

thereof but were only subordinates employed on the temporaey work 

ot checking the number of cases ot goods placed on each truck. 

Possession in this case l~ in the Government (the master) and the 

servant's conversion of the articles constituted a trespass and 

their otf'ense was larceey and no~mbezzlement. (Cr:·c11.220398 (1942), 

Bul. JAG. Jan-June 1942, sec.452 (10), pg.22). 


The "Board quotes and makes the basis of its decision the 

passage f'rom the Manual for Courts-l4artial, paragraph 149g, page 172 

as follows& 


"**** Where a servant receives goods or 
property from"his"master to use, care tor, 
or emplo;y tor a specific purpose in his service, 
the master retains possession and the servant 
has the custody onl;y and may commit larceny 
ot them. A person, then, has the 1custod71 ot 
property, as distinguished trom the 'possession', 
where, as in the case of· a servant's custody 
of his employer's property, he merely has the 
care and charge ot it for one who still retains 
the right to control it, and who, therefore, is 
in the. possession (i.e., constructive possession) 
or the property.****" 

Tbs present case falls squarely within the foregoing definition ot 

n custody" as distinguished from 11 possession". The Board is therefore 

of the opinion that there exists, as to specification one, a fatal 

variance between the allegation of embezzlement and the proof' of' 

larceny~ and that for this reason the record is legally insufficient 

to support the finding. 


4. The second specification alleges accused, jointly and in 
. pursuance 	of a common cause and intent, did fraudulently and unlawfully 
sell certain property {particularly described therein) of the United 
States f'urnished and intended for the military use thereof• to various 
persons not authorized to purchase euch goods. The proof' as shown by 
the record of trial is in substance as follows: 

A stipulation, accepted by the court, that goods of the 

identical number and ~ listed in the specification were found in 

the storero.om of' the home of Ad.als~einn Snaebjornsson, driver of · 

vehicle No. R-626, by representatives of the Criminal Investigation 

Department of Reykjavik and a second stipulation that other certain 

goods not described in the specif'ication and of a much smaller 

quantity and consisting of only two items, were similarly found in 

the home of Heinrich Karlsson, driver of vehicle No. R-2079, 

Reykjavik. 
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Heinrich Karlsson, driver of truck R-2079, was sworn as 
a witness for the prosecution and testified he bought some cases 
":f'rom the accused" without knowing at first w~at they contained. 
"I noticed that the driver of the car which was a.head of me in this 
piacelB.S speaking with a soldier, who was checking, about there 
should be loaded more cases on the tru~k than is actually registered 

· on the note and when it was my turn to be loaded, I asked the soldier 
if I could get something in the same w~ as the other.one did to 
which the soldier answered 'Yes'." The witness identified both 
accused but knew only Kelly by name {R.7). He "spoke at first with 
one of them but I think later the other one arrived and wrote a bill 
out and received the money." He bought from the soldiers but once 
and paid the money to Kelly (R.10), and these were the same goods 
that were found in his home (R.8). Kelly got all the money. He 
asked the other man if he could get the cases and he said "that it 
was O.K". 

Adalsteinn Snaebjornsson, driver of vehicle No. R-626, 
sworn as .a witness for the prosecution stated that on the docks he 
had bought from the accused, Hyde, the goods which had been taken 
awey from him bi the police. He purchased goods possibly five times 
{R.11) and identified the various articles enumerated in the 
specification {R.12). He had no dealings with a:ny other soldiers 
(R.1.3). 

Second Lieutenant Francis T. Zober, sworn as a witness 
tor the prosecution, identified both of accused as dock checkers and 
members of a detail of which he was in charge. A dock checker. is 
supposed to make out three tickets - a cargo report - showing an 
accurate check on the stuff going 0n each truck. He keeps one ticket 
and gives two tickets to the driver. The tickets retained by the 
checker are collected from him every hour •. At the depot the driver 
turns in one ticket when his vehicle is unloaded and has the other 
signed by the party receiving the property and then the driver 
returns the signed ticket to the dispa~chers by whom it is then 
matched up with the one kept by the checker (R.15). During the 
night shift of August 20, 1942, witness learned that accused, Hyde, 
had asked one of the checkers "when certain sweet articles were 
coming out, such as canned cherries, pineapple and things of that 
nature, and that he had made 1000 kronur" {R.16). Witness then 
found a difference of four cases on the last load accused, Hyde, J::ad 
checked (R.7). He said Hyde told~ he had been doing this for 
about a month (R.lS) and asked witness the penalty (R.19) ro:r it. · 
Accused Hyde also adm1tted to Lieutenant Penninga "He had made 
dealings with civilian truck drivers" and detailed the method or 
operation (R.21). Accused Kelly also told the witness the "very 
same story as Private Hyde"****(R.22). 
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Private First Class Virgil c. King sworn as a prosecution 
witness said on August 20, 1942, Hyde wanted him to assist in selling 
goods by pointing out certain boxes when they were unloading, like 
sweet stuff, foods, and said he made money the night before selling 
to the Icelanders (R.24). · 

At the conclusion of the testimony the prosecution 
announced: ~1~e prosecution has no .f'urther testimony to offer. 
However, additional witnesses are available if the court desires 
them called who will confirm the testimony that has already been 
presented but the prosecution feels it would just be a repetition ot 
what has already been testified to." (The president indicated that 
the court did not desire any witness called). . 

5. The allegation in Specification 2 of the period during 
which the accused effected these illegal sales of Government property 
"between July l and August 31, 1942" - is unobjectionable and has been 
approved. (CM.130989 (1919), Dig. Ops. JAG, 1912-1940, sec.428(10), 
pg.297; Winthrop's 141.litary Law and Precedents (Reprint, 1920) 
sec.197, pg.1.38). It is sutticiently certain •to advise the accused 
ot the particular act of ottense intended to be alleged, and enable 
him to plead a former conviction or acquittal it subsequently brought 
to trial on account of the same act.• 

6. The record shows, by stipulation, the value ot the goods 
charged to have been sold and by inference.that the merchandise was 
government property• The record also shows that the exact gus.ntitx, 
value and .k!ns1 of merchandise which the accused are charged with 
selling is the exact quantity .alld kind found in the home of Adalsteinn 
Snaebjornsson (R.ll, 12, 13, 14)• There is also specific proof that 
Hyde effected delivery of the items of food-stutrs to Snaebjornsson 
which are described in Specification 2 and which were found in his 
house (R.11, 12). Proof is also co~plete that Snaebjornsson paid 
Hyde 90 Kronur for these goods · (R.ll). In the opinion of the Board 
of Review the record is legallysuf'ficient to support the findings of 
guilty or Specification 2 as against the accused, Hyde. (M.C.M. 11928, 
par.150 i, pg.185). 

7. The determination of the complicity of the accused Kelly, 
in the unlawful. sale of the items described in Specification 2 presents 
an entirely different situation. The f'unction and scope of authority 
of the Board ot Review; sitting in an appellate capacity is indicated 
as follows: 

"Convictions by a court-martial may rest on 
inferences but may not be based on conjecture. 
A scintilla of evidence - the 'slightest 
particle or trace', is not enough. There must 
be sufficient proof of every element or an 
offense to satis.f'y a reasonable man when guided 
by normal human experience and common sense 
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"springing from such experience. 1 (CM.2233.36(19~), 
Bul. JAG.,Vol.I, No.3, sec.422, pg.159). 

1 In the discharge or its statutory f'unction, the 
Board1 s duty is to follow the above principle 
not to weigh the evidence, not to substitute its 
opinion a.a to the guilt of accused for that o:t the 
court and the reviewing authority, not to let its 
sympatey for the unfortunate accused run away with 
its judgment, but solely to determine whether 
'there is some substantial evidence tending to 
~rove each element o:t each offense.' " 
{CM.211586, Gerber). 

In his indorsement on the holding of .the Board of 
Review in CM 203511, Wes1more, the conclusions of which 
indorsement were approved by the President, the Judge 
Advocate General saids 
"The court and the reviewing authority must be 
satisfied of the guilt of an accused beyond a 
reasonable doubt. However, the Board of Review 
and The Judge Advocate General in the examination 
of records of trial, except in cases which require 
approval or confirmation or the sentence by the 
President, do not weigh the testimony to determine 
whether the offense has been proved beyond a 
reasonable doubt, but must be satisfied that there 
is some substantial evidence tending to prove each 
element of each offense (CM 152797, Veins****"•) 

"In the exercise of its judicial power of appellate 
review, the Board of Review treats the findings 
below a.a presumptively correct, and examines the 
record of trial to determine whether they are 
supported in all essentials. by substantial 
evidence. To constitute itself a trier of fact 
on appellate review, and to determine the probative 
suf'ficiency of the testimony in a record of trial 
by the trial court standard of proof beyond a 
reasonable doubt would be a plain usurpation of 
power and .frustrative of justice. C.M.192609, 
Rehearing (1930)". (Dig.Ops. JAG., 1912-1940, 
sec.408(4), pg.259). 

Under the above authorities it is therefore the duty and 
responsibility of the Board of Review to de~ermine from the record 
whether there is some substantial evidence tending to prove that 
accused, Kelly, either actually participated with Hyde in the 
unlawful sale and delivery of Government proi:e rty (described in 
Specification 2) to Snaebjornsson or that Hyde and Kelly were 
acting by a preconcerted arrangement in the illegal sale of 
GovernI!lent property so that Hyde's sale and delivery of the 
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merchandise to Snaebjornsso~1 was the joint act of both Hyde 
and Kelly. 

Snaebjornsson testified as followsz 

1 Q. Mr. Snaebjornsson, do you know the accused? 
A. 	 Yes. 
Q. 	 Would you tell me their names? 
A. 	 I don't know the names of each or them. 
Q. 	 How do you identify.them? 
A. 	 I had dealings with the one who is sitting 

nearest to us. (Indicating). 
Prosecution: The witness indicates Private Hyde. 

Q. 	 1'fha.t dealings did you have with the accused 
that you identified? (Underscoring supplied). 

A. 	 I got from him the goods which had been taken 
from me by the police (R.ll). 

Q. 	 Did you ask the soldiers to buy the goods or 
did they offer to sell them to you? 

A. 	 I asked the soldiers to sell the goods to me, 
but the soldier~ were rather reluctant. I 
asked them twice and three times (R.12). 
(Underscoring supplied). · 

Q. 	 Did you offer to pay the soldier for the goods? 
A. 	 We did not speak about that before he let me 

have the goods. 
Q. 	 Did you have any dealings with any other soldiers? 
A. 	 No. 
Q. 	 Did you have dealings with both soldiers sitting 

here? (Underscoring supplied}. 
A. 	 The other dealings came to nothing. 
Q. 	 Were you going to buy something from the other 

soldier? 
A. 	 Yes, I intended to do so (R.13). 

The "other soldier" referred to in the last question is 
clearly identified as Kelly by the foregoing interrogation. 

Continuing the witness testi£ieds 

"Q. 	Well, why did you not buy anything from him? 
A. 	 Because I was put in prison for seven days. · 
Q. 	 Had this other soldier spoken to you about 

purchasing government goods? · . 
A. 	 He had just mentioned it. (Underscoring supplied). 
Q. 	 Did you at a:ny later time buy anything from this 

soldier? 
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11 A. I haven't worked for the Army since. 

Questions by defense: 
Q. 	 Who mentioned buying goods from the 

other soldier? 
A. 	 I did. (R.14). 

While the answer to the second question or the last 
quoted colloquy is by no means clear-cut it reasonably implies that 
the witness and Kelly had conversed on the subject. The first 
question and answer clearly points out the reason why no goods were 
purchased by the witness direct from Kelly. 

Again referring to Lieut. Penninga's testimony, as it 
bears upon Kelly's complicity in the s~es to Snaebjornsson, we find 
the following: 

11 Q. What did you say, to Private Hyde and what 
·did he Strf to you after having been warned 

about the 24th Article of War? 
A. 	He told me that he had made dealings with 

civilian truck drivers, and the methods or . 
operation was that he was a checker checking 
the loads that these civilian trucks hauled. 
He would make out on the trucking cargo 
ticket a lees number than the figure actually 
noted on the truck, and during the trips from · 
the docks to the depot the driver would drop 
the surplus and use that to his own advantage 
and for this the price varied. I'm quite 
sure he told me that some of the time he 
wasn't paid and other times he did get paid 
for these surplus articles that these 
drivers did get. 

Q. 	 Did you have occasion to question Private Kelly? 
A. 	Yes, I did. 
Q. 	 Before questioning him, what did you do? 
A. 	 I also warned him of his rights under the 24th 

Article of War. 
Q. 	Arter having been warned of his rights under the 

24th Article of War what did he Strf? 
A.-	 He told me the very same story as Private Hyde. 

as to the method of operation, in that he had 
also sold and given these numerous truck 
drivers more than what had been entered on 
the trucking cargo ticket. (R.21-22). 
(~nderscoring supplied). 

mdle the goods ·sold to Karlsson are not identified in the 
specification, Karlsson's testimony_ may properly be considered as 
evidence of the preconcerted plan of the two accused. Karlsson 
testified as follows: · 
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"Q. 	Will you tell the court the circumstances 
of ·buying those cases? 

A. 	Yes, I noticed that the driver of the car 
which was ahead of me in this place was . 
speaking with a soldier, who was checking, 
about there should be loaded more cases on 
the truck than is actually registered on the 
note, and when it was my turn to be loaded, 
I asked the soldier if I could get something 

.in 	the same way as the other one did to which 
the soldier answered "Yes". 

Q. 	Was this soldier one of these in court here? 
A. 	Yes•. 
Q. 	Did you speak to both of them or just to 

one of them? 
A. 	 I spqke at first with one or theni but I think 

later the ot~er one arrived and wrote a bill 
out and received the money" (R.8). 
(Underscoring supplied).

******* ll k )( II )( ll ll IOI 

"Q. 	 How much did you pay the soldier for these cases? 
A. 	 Twenty kronur. (Underscoring supplied). 

*******ll ll ll ll Kll*** 

"Q. Did you see.these two· soldiers for the first time 
in the Icelandic court? 

A. 	 No, I often seen them on the docks. (R.8). 
·****)()()()()(lt)()()()()(ll 

"Q. 	To whom did you pay the twenty kronurs? 
A. 	To Kelly. . 

XllllllllMlllElEMllllllllllM 

"Questions by law member: 
Q. 	 Was there another man present? 
A.~•. 
Q. 	What did the other man say to you? 
A. I asked him if I could get the cases. 
Q. 	 And what did he say? 
A. 	 He said there was nothing in the way, that 

it was O.K., 'that I could get the other cases. 
Questions by Captain Barrett: 
Q. 	 Did the other man receive 8DY' or this twenty 

kronur to your knowledge? 
A. 	 No, Kelly got all the money." (R.10). 

(Underscoring supplied). 

The Specification alleges that the offense was col!l!llitted 
"between July 1 and August 31, 1942. 11 The accused were confined in 
the U~S. Army Stockade on 20 fo.ug 1942. The charges were preferred 
2 Sept 1942. Karlsson testified he was employed by the Government 
as a truck driver in August or September 1942 (R.7). Lieut. Zober 
testified that both accused were detailed as dock-checkers between 
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July land August 20, 1942 {R.15), and that on August 20, he 
investigated Hyde's actions and discovered he had placed 164 cases 
of rations on a truck and had recorded only 160 cases on the cargo 
report and he then placed him under arrest (R.17). On August 20th 
Hyde adt:litted to Lieut. Zober he had been carrying on his illegal 
practices for about a month (R.lS). Lieut. Penninga stated that on 
August 20th he interviewed' both accused and they confessed their 
misconduct to him (R.21, 22). ,In this interview Kelly informed 
Lieut. Penninga "that he had sold and given these truck drivers 
more than what had been entered on the trucking cargo ticket" (R.22). 

It was the particular .t'unction or the Court to weigh the 
evidence, determine the credibility or witnesses and resolve 
conflicts in the testimony. With the witnesses 'iefore it and the 
accused present in the court-room the court was certainly in a more 
advantageous position than is now occupied by the Board of Review 
in passing upon these matters. As shown by the authorities above 
quoted it is nQt the function of the Board of Review in such 
situation to substitute its own opinion for the conclusion of the 
Court, even though the Board of Review would have reached a 
conclusion differing from that. or the court. The Board of Review 
is not a trier of tacts; it is an authority created by Congress 
possessing powers of appellate review. Sitting in its appellate 
capacity, the Board of Review performs its f'ull duty and 
responsibility by a ·caref"ul and detailed examination of the record 
for the purpose or determining whether there is any substantial 
evidence to support the findings or the Court. 

It is manifest that Snaebjornsson had some conversations 
with Kelly concerning the purchawe or Government supplies; that in 
the sale to Karlsson both Hyde and Kelly participated, and.that 
accused, Kelly, in his statement to Lieut. Penninga admitted the 
same method or unlawi"ul operation as did Hyde. Further, the 
evidence establishes that both Hyde and Kelly were carrying on their 
illegal operations coincidently, and within the period alleged in 
the specification. Under this state or the record the Board of 
Review ~s of the opinion that there is substantial evidence to 
support the finding or Kelly's guilt under Specification 2, and that 
it is not authorized to replace such finding with its own 
interpretation of the evidence even should it be in conflict with 
those or the court. 

s. For the reasons stated the Board or Review holds that 
the record or trial is legally insufficient to support the findings 
of guilty or the accused Hyde and Kelly as to Specification 1 but 
legally sufficient to support the findings of guilty of accused 
Hyde and Kelly as to Specification 2 and the sentence. The sentence 
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is the maximum that can be imposed upon the accused. The court 
was legally constituted and no error injuriously affecting the 
substantiaJ. rights of accused were committed at the trial. 

_/£_ Judge Advocate 
1~...,1_"";_'=z¢_~--~-"J&-~.._·___
' ~.V~JI~ Judge Advocate 

___(_•1-+--"~-------- Judge Advocate 

; ,- . . ~ 
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J.A.G.O., ETOUSA.., APO 871, U.S. Army. 23 January 1943. 
TO: Commanding General, ETOUSA., APO 887, U.S. Army. 

1. In the case of Private JOHN J. KEIJ.Y (14000076), and 
Private EDWARD F. HYDE (6982099), both of Company "B", 392nd Port 
Battal~on, Transportation Corps, attention is invited to the 
foregoing holding by the Board of Review. The accused were charged 
with the violation of the 94th .Article of War. Specification 1 
charges the crime of embezzlement of certain described property of 
the United States furnished and intended for the military service 
thereof and intrusted to the accused. By Specification 2 the accused 
are charged with jointly and in pursuance of a common purpose and 
intent of fraudulently and knowingly selling and delivering property 
of the United States furnished and intended for the military service 
thereof without legal right or authority. The property involved 
was certain food stores and identical items are described in both 
specifications. 

2. The record shows that both accused during the period 
between 1 July 1942 arrl 20 August 1942 Trere in a special detail 
engaged in unloading cargo from ships docked at Reykjavik, Iceland; 
said cargo consisting of military stores owned by the United States. 
The particular duties of accused requ~red them to place on motor 
trucks certain items of the cargo. The trucks were driven by 
civilians who were Icelandic subjects. The particular items of 
merchandise described in the specifications were found ill the home 
of one Snaebjornsson, a truck criver. He purchased same from the 
accused and it was admitted that it was goverDI'lent property. In 
loading the trucks it was the duty of the accuse21tge9et forth 
correctly on tally sheets the items of merchandi~eion the trucks. 
In this particular instance the accused placed the described 
merchandise on Snaebjornsson's tri1ck without making record of same 
on the tally sheets. The relationship of the accused to the 
government and the ·performance of their duties in regard to unloading 
and distributing the cargo make it obvious that they were not guilty 
of embezzlement but were guilty of larceny. Hence, the prosecution's 
case failed as to Specification 1 because of a fatal variance, viz: 
embezzlement was charged and larceny was proved. As to Specification 2, 
and the Charge, the evidence sustains the findings. 

3. The Board of Review therefore holds the record legally 
insufficient to support the findings of guilty of Specification 1 
but legally sufficient to support the findings of guilty of both 
accused of Specification 2 and the Charge, and legally sufficient 
to support the sentences. 
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4. I coneur in the opinicn of the Boru-cl of Review and, 

for the reasons statec therein, reco:.ir~end that the findings of 
euilty as the sa.~e pertains to Specification 1 be vacated. 

5. Inclosed herewith is a form of action designed to ca:rry 
into effect the recon~endations hereinabove mentioned should it 
meet w~th your approval. 

·-~~' 
Brigadier General J 

Judge Advoca:'~e General 
European Theater of Operations. 

3 	Incls: 
Incl. 1 - necord of Trial 
Incl. 2 - Opinion of Boe.rd of Review 
Incl. 3 - Form of ~ction 

·if';...: ,-t"" l:'T, fl' 
l<Lrn f: .' ;._i': i !r\L 
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In the Office of The Judge Advocate General 

for the 
European Theater of Operations 

APO 871. 

Board of Review. 
2·7 JAN 1943 

ETO 134. 

UNITED STATES UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES ~ . IN ICELAND. 
v ) 

) Trial by G.C.M., convened at 
Corp. PAUL B. STUMP (13035599)) Camp Haggi, Iceland, 29 August 
Pvt. JOSEPH E. HAYES (33090588)) 1942. Charges against Howard W. 
Pvt. FRED. L. GIBSON (1.3016025)) Morton withdrawn before trial; 
Pvt. WALTER SZWEDA (36219826)) Nolle Prosequi entered, when 
Pfc. WALLACE C. H071E . (14060601)) case rested in favor of Saylor 
Pfc. LANDON C. JOHNSON (1.3000977)) W. Geissler, Clarence E. Martin 
Pvt. JO!m P. KILPATRICK (34161765)) and Frederick S. Tice-; Acquitted· 
Pvt. CLAREI;CE E. r;7ARTIN (13010526)) John L. Yuhas, lQ!m W. Combs 
Pvt. CHARLES F. MILLHORN (33090769)) .(should be Charles 7f. Combs), 
Pvt. CHESTER C. MITCHELL (1405286.3)) Lowndes M. Taylor, William A. 
Pvt. HOiL\RD W. MORTON (R-2468828)) Hall, Joe D. Hambrick, James A. 
Pvt. THO!i:AS R. ROBINSON (1300763.3)) Hinson and Joseph R. Whaley; 
Pfc. BEI.VIE D. SNOW (13023873)) Sentence Disapproved as to 
Pfc. PATRICK F. SWINGLE (13004959)) Patrick F. Swingle; Sentences: 
Pfc. LOl'i!IDES M. TAYLOR (13017100)) Paul B. Stump, Joseph E. Hayes, 
Pfc. FREDERICKS. TICE (20328811)) Walter Szweda, Novie Walker, 
Pfc. NOVIE WALKER (33111566)) William E. Delaney, Fred L. 
Pvt. ERNEST W. V/OODRUFF ( 7020364)) Gibson and Enoch C. Gaskill, 
Pfc. WILLIS E.. 11AYBERRY (33090242)) dishonorable discharge, total 
Pfc. CHARLEY W. COMBS (33090768)) forfeitures a."ld confinement at 
Pvt. DONALD P. FOLK (13026747)) hard labor for three years, the 
Pfc. ENOCH c. GASKILL (13017744)) dishonorable discharge to be 
Pvt. SAYLOR W. GEISSLER (13004505)) suspended until release of each 
Tech.5th Gde. VENCIL HAMILTON (13015983)) from confinement; Willis E. · 

11 A11All of Co 21st termaster Bn. ) rtia:yberry, J.D. Hamby, Landon c. 
Pfc. HOLCOMBE P. C.Ai'1JPBELL,JR. 13018899)) Johnson, Charles F, Millhorn, 

11 A11Co 2 st artermaster Bn Se:rv ) ) John T. Gullett, James H. Gibson, 
Pfc. ANDF...EW L. CHANDLER 6948422)) Holcombe P. Campbell, Jr., Edward 
Co,"A", 2/J.st c;,ruarterrnaster Bn, on ) Puskoskie, dishonorable discharge, 
detached service with 11th Infantry. ) total forfeitures and six months 
Pvt. GLENN E. RICE (15059669)) confinement at hard labor, the 

11 G11Batte 6th Field Artiller1 Bn, ) dishonorable discharge to be 
Pvt. EDWAHD PUSKOSKIE 6881086)) suspended until release of 
824th Engineer (Avn). ) each from confinement. 
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Pvt. JOSEPH T. McCULLOUGH (350264465)) Confinement: Disciplinary 
Hg, & Hg, Co,, 5Gth Signal Bn. ) Barracks, but to be held at 
Pfc, CLARENCE ?/, PETERS (17003909 )) Prison Stockade unti1. .further 
Qompany "B", 50th Signal Bn. ) orders, Glenn E, Rice;· Joseph 

. Pvt. JOHN L. YUHAS ( 13007699)) T. MoCullough, Clarence W. 
8l2th Militarx Police Company. ) Peters, Shirley R. Tudor, 
Pvt. BER..i.Y J. WOLF ( 37055810)) Andrew L. Chandler, Donald P. 
Company 11A11 , 50th Signal Bn, ) Folk, Vfilncil Hamilton, James 
Pvt. SHIRIEY R. TUDOR · ( 15046292)),E. Harper, Wallace C. Howe, 
Co."A", 5th Quartermaster Bn. ) John P. Kilpatrick, Chester C, 
Pvt, JAMES E. HARPER ( 6669822)) Mitchell, Thomas R. Robinson, 
Qo. 11 A11 , 5th Quartermaster Bn. ) Belvie D, Snow, Ernest W, 
Pvt. JOHN T. GULLETT ( 14000856)) Woodruff, Berry J. Wolf, John 
Co, 11 B" 392nd Quartermaster Bn, ) P. Carbone, Alvin C, ·Chavis, 
Pvt, JOHN P. CARBONE ( 12007894)) Dan Moore and Alfredo Vitali, 
Pvt. ALVIN C. CHAVIS ( 14007505)) six months confinement at hard 
Pvt, WILLIAM E. DELANEY ( 15042874)) labor and forfeiture of two 
Sgt, JA.AlES H. GIBSON ( 6137669)) thirds pay per month for six 
Tech.4th Gde, WILLIAM A.HALL ( 11011850)) months; the confiDement at hard 
Cpl, JOE D. HA!v$RICK . · ( 7006755)) labor to be suspended during 
Tech.5th Gde, J~ D. HAMBY ( 14003456)) good behavior. Suspension 
Pvt. JAMES A. HINSON ( 14030464)) revoked as to Dan r.ioore, 
Tech.5th Gde. DAN MOORE ( 13014037)) 19 Dece~ber 1942 by oruer of 
Pvt, ALFREDO VITALI ( 11007307)) the appro-cring authority, 
·Pvt• JOSEPH R..... WHALEY ( 14000047)) 
All of Co, 11 B11 , 392nd Quartermaster ) 

Bn. (Port)• ) 

HOLDING by the BO.ARD OF REVIEil 

RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN and IDE, Judge Advocateo, 


1, The record of trial in the case of the soldiers nar.ied 
above has been examined in the office of the Judge Advocate General 
for the European Theater of Operations and there found legally 
insufficient to support the findings and sen~ences. The record has 
now been examined by the Board of Review, which s~b~its this, its 
opinion, to the Judge Advocate General for the Europea.~ Theater of · 
O~rrl~ns. · 

2. The accused were tried upon the following Charge and 
Specification: 

CHARGE: Violation of the 94th Article of Zlar, 

1-34 
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Specification: In that Corporal Paul B. Stump, Company A, 
24lst Quartermaster Batta.lion, Privates Joseph E. Hayes, Company A, 
24lst Quartermaster Batta.lion, John T. Gullett, Company B, 392nd 
Quartermaster Battalion, Fred L. Gibson, Company A, 2/+lst Quartermaster 
Battalion, Walter Szv1eda, Company A, 24lst Quartermaster Battalion, 
Glenn E. Rice, Battery C, 46th Field Artillery Battalion, F.dward 
Puskoskie, Co.B, 824th Engrs. (Avn), Joseph T. ?~cCullough, Headquarters 
and Headquarters Company, 50th Signal Battalion, Private First Class 
Clarence W. Peters, Company B, 50th Signal Battalion and Private 
Shirley R. Tudor, Company A, 5th Qua.!'termaster Battalion, Private 
John L. Yuhas, 812th ?..;flitary Police Company, and 

Campbell, Holcomb P., Private First Class. Carbone, John B., Private 
Chandler, Andrew L., Private First Class. Chavis, Alvin c., Private 
Combs, Charles w., Private. Delaney, William E.,Private 
Folk, Donald P., Private. Gibson, James H., Sergeant 
Gaskill, Enoch c., Private. Hall, William A., Pvt.lcl 
Geissler, Saylor w., Private. Ha~brick, Joe D., Corporal 
Hamilton, Vencil, Private First Class. Hamby, J.D., Private. 
Harper, James E., Private (this man a Hinson, James A., Private 

member of Co. A, 5th Q.~:). !foore, Dan, Private. 
Howe, Wallace c., Private. Vitali, Alfredo, Private. 
Johnson, Lendon c., Private. 'i'Jhaley, Joseph R., Private. 
Kilpatrick, John P., Private. 
tiartin, Clarence E., Private. 
?fillhorn, Charles F., Private. 
~'.itchell, Chester c., Private. All of the above, members of 
t!orton, Howard w., Private. Co. B, 392nd Quartermaster Bn. 

Robinson, Thomas R., Private. 
Snow, Bel~Tie D., Private., 
Swingle, Patrick A., Private First Class. 
Taylor, liowndes M., Private. 
Tice, Fredrick S., Private. 
Walker, Novie, Private First Class. 
Woodruff, Ernest w., Private. 
Mayberry, \1illis E., Private. 
Wolf, Berry J., Private (This man a member of 

the 50th Signal Battalion) 

All of the above, members of Company A, 
24lst Quartermaster Battalion. 

acting jointly and in conjunction with each other and in pursuance 
of a common cause and intent, did, at Reykjavik, Iceland, on or about 
April 27, 19.42, while acting as agent and custodian for the Government 
of the United States, feloniously enbezzle by fraudulently converting 
to their'ovm use and ·benefit and to the use and .benefit of each of 
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them, 52 watches value $11.50 each, 2 watches value $20.00 each, 
2 watches value $14.95 each and 1 compass value $23.65, total 
value ~691.35, the property of the United States furnished and 
intended for the military service thereof, intrusted to them and 
each of them by Colonel Matthew H. Jones, Base Quartermaster, 
U.S. ArI!f'J. 

The trial judge advocate announced that, by direction of 
t!ajor General Bonesteel the appointing authority, the prose_cution 
withdrew the charges and specification against Private Howard w. ~orton 
and would not pursue tho same further at the present trial (R5). Each 
of the other accused pleaded "Not guilty" to .said charge and 
specification and, with the exception of those acquitted and against 
whom the charges were withdrawn, or in whose favor a nolle prosequi 
i'!as entered (R189), were found guilty and sentenced, each, to be 
dishonorably discharged the service, to forfeit all pay and allowances 
due, or to become due, and to be confined at hard labor at such place 
as the reviewing authority may direct for five years (R.207). The 
reviewing authority modified the sentences of the various accused as 
shown in the heading of this review, approved same as modified, but 
suspended the execution of the dishonorable discharge until the soldiers' 
release from confinement, and designated the United States Disciplinary 
Barracks, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, as the place of confinement, but 
directed confinement in the U.S. Army Forces Prison Stockade until 
further orders. 

The result of the trial vras promulgated in General Court 
Ma.rtie.l Order No. 80, Headquarters U.S. Army Forces (in Iceland), 
dated 3 October 1942. 

. 3. The record fails to show that any real investigation of the 
acts charged was at a:ny time nade. No statements of any persons 
purporting to have any knowledge of the facts alleged in the charge, or 
any part thereof, are found wit4·the record of trial. The only documents 
attached showing the proceedings prior to trial a.re: (1) the charge 
sheet, (2) 1st. indorsement.referring tbecharges to Major Joseph McNamee 
as investigating officer, dated 15 July 1942, (3) 2nd indorsement dated 
20th August 1942 of the investigating officer, stating he had investigated 
the charges and (4) sTu·nrnary of evidence and action of Sta.ff Judge 
~dvocate, dated 21 August 1942 • 

. 
It appears from the record that a wooden case containing, 

among other things, a compass and a quantity of watches, was shipped 
from the Frankford Arsenal (R.9); that (inferentially shown) this 
shipmept was the property of the United States .furnished and intended 
for the military service thereof; that some of this merchandise vras 
stolen or was found missing during the unloading of a ship in the 
harbor of Reykjavik, Iceland, or shortly thereafter; that some of 
accused may have been members of details assisting in the unloading of 
ships, and that some of the articles were found in the possession of 
some of the accused. The record consists very lareely of the testimony 
of First Lieutenant Benja.min F. Allen, 812 Milita.ry Police Corapa.ny, 
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Assistant Provost r.'.arshal, Camp Hagei, Iceland, who read from a 
folder entitled "Investigation of Thefts at the Docks" (R.42), 
but which was purportedly used for the purpose of refreshing the 
memory of witness. Many of these statements were read directly 
into the record by the trial judge advocate. According to this 
testimony, so read into the record, this folder was made up, at 
least in part, of unsworn statements of both accused and others 
taken at indefinite times by undisclosed persons under, possibly, 
improper circumstances (R.162). The court over-ruled the objection 
of the defense counsel "that the exhibits are answers to queotions 
that were placed before the men to bring about confessions, that 
they do not show the full conditions under which these questions 
were asked, that it shows nothing about the restraint the accused 
may have been under previous to this questioning, that those 
exhibits are statements by men who are available f-0r questioning, 
that there are questions that pl~ce the witness in a dilemma of 
answering 'Yes 1 or 'No 1 , which would be a.dr.lissions11 {R.371 .38), 
first allowed them to be marked for identification only (R.25) and 
then adndtted them as Prosecution Exhibits 17 to 50 respectively 
(R.40). It was not shown that these statements were taken by a 
stenographer (R.38) and these pages are not attached to the record 
as exhibits. Lfoutenant Allen was not the investigating officer 
appointed herein in compliance with Ji.IV 70. f,!ajor r,:c:N'amee, the 
regularly appointed investigating officer, was not a witness. 

Article of ~ar 70, among other things, requires that 
11 no charge will be referred to a General Court-1'.artial until after 
a thorough end impartial investigation thereof shall have been 
made." 

"A record of trial showed affirmatively that 
no inv~~tigation of the charg~s had been made 
prior tHJ'trial. HELD: The provisions of AW 70 
with reference to investigating charges are 
mandatory and there must be a substantial 
compliance therewith before charges can legally 
be referred for trial. A court-me.rtial is 
without jurisdiction to try an accused upon 
charges referred to it for trial without having 
been first investigated in substantial 
compliance with the provisions of AW 70 and, 
in such a case, the court-martial proceedings 
are void ab initio •11 (Ct: 161728 ( 1924) • Dig. 
Ops. JAG., 1912-1940, sec.428(1), pg.292). 

11 \'ihile the investigation of charges required by 
AW 70 should be impartial,***·* the matter is 
procedural in its nature and failure to comply 
literally with all the provisions of paragraphs 
30-.35, inclusive, M.C.M., 1928, will not defeat 
the jurisdiction of the court". (CM 206697 
(19.37), Dig. Ops. JAG.,1912-1940, sec.428(2), pg,29)). 
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In several cases in which was involved the question of 
whether an investigation was a thorough and irr:partial one within 
the meaning of the 70thAW., it was held that the determination of 
whether or not there has been a thorough and impartial investigation 
is a question of fact primarily for the decision of the appointing 
authority and that in the absence of an abuse or discretion his 
determination is conclusive. (CMJS2225, Keller; CM 1£lJ183, Cloybaugh; 
CM 183364, Jurkowski; CM 204275, (4-3-35). 

Accused is entitled however, to be confronted by all 
available witnesses who testify. Evidence ta.ken before an inspector, 
prior to preference of charees, may be read to accused at the 
investigation, and if he does not desire to cross-examine the _witness 
who testified before the inspector they need not be called by the 
investigating officer. This form of investigation is consistent 
with AVT 70 and paragraph 35a, M.C.M., 1928; (CM 185756 (1929), Dig. 
Ops. JAG., 1912-1940, sec.428(3), pg.293). 

The papers attachsd to and accompanying the record or 
trial of this case show the proper reference of the charge for 
investigation to Maj or Joseph 1IcNamee, Ordnance Department on 
15 July 1942, together with his report thereon of 20 August 1942, 
apparently copied from a form for such reports stating he had 
complied with the various requirements but following with a paragraph 
reading "There was no testimony given by any witness except Privates 
Shirley R. Tudor, Company A, 5th Quartermaster Battalion, Berry J. 
Wolf, Company A, 5oth Signal Battalion and Edward Puskoskie, 812th 
Military Police Company, who, having been warned of their rights 
and privileges, confessed to their activities in the conspiracy. 
No witnesses were required by the accused." Except for the three 

- men named above, the accused stated they did not desire to make 
any statement. 

No statements are attached hereto, no conspiracy is 
charged and the above statements a.mount to no more than an 
unsupported and unverified conclusion of the investigating officer•

• 
A further paragraph also is inserted, viz: 

"The following documents were read and explained 
to the accused and are attached hereto: ~Jst 
Shipping ticket #22150; Serial numbers 0¥-Lwatches: 
OC-43382, OC-39393, OC-10688, OC-48278, OC-38639, 
OC-38482, OC-35960, OC-38190, OC-38751; Serial 
number or stop watch: 2234; Serial numher of 
compass: M2 No.1516-1942." 

There is little in the foregoing paragraph standing alone, 
as it does, that can be considered pertinent to the requirements of 
AW 70. 
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The only' other attached paper is the "S~ary of 
evidence and action of Staff Judge Advocate pursuant to AW 70 
and par•. J5c, Manual for Courts-Martial, dated 21 August 1942, 
listing the names of accused "charged jointly with embezzlement 
or 52 watches and 1 compass under the 94th AW", and followed 
by a paragraph reading: 

"The indicated evidence shows that five of 
the accused broke open a box containing 
52 watches and 1 compass and that each of 
the accused removed therefrom, or were 
found to be in possession of, one or more 
of the watches; that each of accused 
converted one or more of the watches to his 
own use and benefit; that each of the 
accused were acting as agents and custodians 
for the watches for the purpose of removal 
of said watches, a part of the cargo of a 
ship, from one point to another in the 
course of their duty and employment." 

The foregoing is followed by a paragraph to the effect 
that "the charge is correct and the specification is appropriate 
thereto. The indicated evidence is sufficient to support a 
finding of guilty of each of the accused of the offense charged" 
and recommending that the charges be referred to a general 
court-martial for trial. 

Neither the report of the investigating officer nor the 
attached papers show anything whatever in support of the charges 
herein or the connection of any of accused with the offense charged. 
The report of the investigating officer negatives the express 
statenents therein and prevents any presumption of compliance with 
AW 70 and it further fails to provide the appointing authority 
with any information upon which to exercise his discretion. There 
was therefore no substantial compliance with the requirements of 
AW 70, and the Court acquired.no jurisdiction to try the accused. 
(CM: ET0.121, Francis 1· Shoupe et al). 

4. The evidence, as to each of the accused found guilty, 
was developed during the trial in substantially the same manner as 
is the following testimony in reference to Corporal Paul Stump 
(an accused) and Private John B. Ellis (a witness). 

C.aptain Lewis Mark of 812th Military Police Company, 
a witness for the prosecution, testified over the objection of 
defense counsel, that one of the M.P 1 s came in to the orderly 
room e.nd delivered a co~pass to him and reported that he took it 
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from Corporal Stump (R.53). Immediately following the testimony 
of Captain Mark the following appears in the record of trial (R.55): 

"Prosecution: The prosecution ·now desires to read· 
from Prosecution Exhibit No.43. This is the 
testimony of Corporal Paul Stump, 24lst 
QuarteI'I!laster Battalion, as taken by Lieutenant 
Colonel John Picarelli, at Camp Lambton Park, 
May 16, 1942. 

".Defense: I object to the reading of this statement 
innsmuch as that piece of paper is an exhibit 
which has not as yet been entered in the court 
record as evidence but merely admitted as an· 
exhibit. 

"President: The court will be ch.red and closed. 

The court was closed, and, upon being opened, the law 
member made the following statement: 

"Law 	Member: The objection is over-ruled. The 
statement may be introduced as evidence against 
the particular individual. Any other evidence 
referring to other accused will be disregarded 
by the COllI't and will be stricken from the 
record." 

The trial judge advocate read 11 fron pages 138, 139 and 140 
of this investigation, which is Prosecution Exhibit No. 43, with 
reference to Corporal Paul Stump." These questions and answers were 
given by Corporal Stump tQ Lieutenant Colonel John Picarelli at 
Camp Lambton Park, on N'8.y,16,· 1942 (R.60). 

"Q. 	 You never had them? Did you ever have a watch? 
A. 	 I had one watch. 
Q. 	 Where did you get it? · 
A. 	 I got it down there where the rest of the boys 

was getting them. 
Q. 	 Where? 
A. 	 At the end of the pipes. 
Q. 	 Which pipes? 
A. 	 Pipes laid on the docks. 
Q. 	 That was--on the lumber pile? 
A. 	 No, sir. 
Q. 	 Did you ever see anybody getting a box of watches? 
A. 	 No, sir. 
Q. 	 Anybody ever tall you they hid some watches at 

the dock? 
A. 	 No, sir. 
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"Q. You will admit you had one of those watches? 
A. 	 Yes, sir. 
Q. 	 You got it at the same place the other boys 

got watche~; hidden in the pipes? 
A. 	 Yes, sir." 

Ellis, in a statement read from this "Report" was quoted 
as saying "something about they got Stu.TTJ.p with something. Then 
when he come back Stump said that Szweda gave him a compass or 
something like that, but other than that nothing more was said" 
(R.61). 

The trial judge advocate read into the record also from 
the same source, a statement ·Of Howe that Stump gave him a watch 
(R.62) and Lieutenant Allen from the same source read a statement 
of Hayes that he gave a watch to Stump, after having gotten a watch 
from Stump (R.64). Lieutenant Allen also testifies he questioned 
Stump: 

"Q. Did you have occasion to interrogate Corporal 
Paul B. Stump? I refer you to page 136. 

A. 	 I did. 
Q. 	 Did you warn Corporal Stump of his rights 

under the 24th Article of War? 
A. 	 I did. 
Q. 	 Did you explain the meaning of perjury to 

Corporal Stump? 
A. 	 Yes. 
Q. 	 After having been warned of his rights what 

statements did Corporal Stump make to you 
concerning watches? 

A. 	 He stated: 
'I didn't get any watches with Hayes. The 

watch he gave me is the ones that he himself 
got. I was standing by a crane on the docks 
when he gave them to me. I gave him the two 
watches that he gave me back to him, put I 
still had the one that I got.' 

Q. 	 Who do you refer to as 'He' in this question 
and answer? 

A. 	 Private Hayes. Corporal Stump .further states: 
'I didn't have but one watch. I gave 

this watch to Wallace Howe--' 
Q. 	 Did Corporal Stump in his statements to you 

give any indication of where he got these 
watches, or what he got the watches from? 

A. 	 He indicated that he got the watch from a. 
box which was on the docks. 

Q. 	 Did he state what the approximate size of 
this box was? · 

A. 	 About the size of a five-gallon gasoline can"(R.68). 
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The trial judge a.evocate later read .from this "Record" 

that Howe said he got a watch from Stump (R.95). The trial judge 
advocate, atill reading from this "Report", has Szweda say "one 
corporal took it" (a compass) (R.99-100), and that Corporal Stump 
was the man (R.101). • 

Lieutenant Fitzhugh, a prosecution witness, of same 
organization as that to which Stump belongs, testified that its 
records showed no watch or compass was issued to Stump (R.106). 
A prosecution witness, Corporal ?Jaurice P. King, testified that 
Stump gave him a compass while a search for it was being made, 
Stump saying that he go~ it from a soldier at the docks (R.157). 

Beginning on page 60 of the record of trial is the 
following:. "The prosecution now desires to read from 

Prosecution Exhibit No. 2.3, the testimony 
of Private John B. Ellis, taken by Lieutenant 
Colonel John Picarelli, at Camp Curtis on 
r,:ay 	2.3, 1942. Page 29, at Question No. 46. 
Q. 	 This fellow Szweda, have you ever observed 

hi~ with any government property? 
A. 	 No sir. Szweda was a quiet fellow as 

far as in the hut--nothing 1rregular. 
Q. 	 Ever see him with any government watches? 
A. 	 No, sir. 
Q. 	 Ever hear hitn talk about it? 
A. 	 No,sir, ca.~'t say that I have. The other 

day when they had the shakedown, I heard 
.him say something about somebody but 
didn't pay any attention. 

Q. 	 Didn't hear what he said? 
A. 	 No, sir, something about they got Stump 

with something. Then when p.e came back 
Stump said that Szweda gave him a compass 
or something like that, but other than 
that nothing more was said. Then later, 
the r.r.P 1 s cai:ie and got it. 11 

"Defense: 	 If the court please, I object to most 
of the material.being read. 'The Manual for 
Courts-!,:artia,l said that the actions and 
statements of a conspirator done or made after 
the common design is accomplished or abandoned, 
are not admissible against the others, except 
acts and statements in furtherance of an escape, 
in effect in Par.114-c. In other words, we are 
using here a state~ent made in regard to other 
people, and except where these statements 
directly concern the man himself, as what he may 
or may not have done, I object to this testimony 
being ud..11i tted." 
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"Prosecution: If it please the court I request that 
the members of the court take cognizance only of 
those portions that pertain to the individuals 
concerned and individuals with whom they were 
directly concerned." 

"Defense: The defense requests that only those 
portions that directly refer to the man himself 
and not to other people and other things that 
may be said or done by other men be read. 11 

"Prosecution: If it please the court, it is impossible 
to do that and make sense of the questions and 
answers." 

"Law 	Member: At this particular time, the objection 
of the defense is overruled. John B. Ellis as 
mentioned, is not one of the accused and the 
court will disregard any reference except 
testimony relating to the one accused that 
makes a statement. 11 

"Defense: Vlliat I would like to ask at this time is 
if in the future these other men who are accused-
whether their entire statement is to be read 
into the record?11 

"Law 	Member: I don't know whether they are or not. 
The matter hasn't come up. 11 

"President: Is Private Ellis available as a witness?" 
"Prosecution: I do not know. 11 

"President: If he is he should be brought here 
rather than bring some testimony rrom a sheet." 

11 Law 	Member: All items which refer directly to the 
individual accused will be stricken from the 
record and completely disregarded by the court." 

"Defense: Private Ellis is available as a witness." 
"Law Member: The whole of the testimony by Private 

Ellis will be stricken from the record." 

Lieutenant Colonel Jesse E. Green, Inrantry, Provost Marshal, 
a prosecution witness, testified as follows~ 

"Q. 	 Colonel Green, I show you Prosecution Exhibit 
No.7. Do you identify it? 

A. 	 Yes, I identify this watch by the band and by 
the number--I would have to go to my record 
for that. 

Q. 	 Could you tell the court, sir, who that watch 
was taken from? · 

A. 	 It was taken from Private ~rcCullough of the 
5oth Signal Battalion. 

·~. And when was this watch taken from him, sir? · 
A. 	 Approximately, around the second week in May-

as I recall. 
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"Defense: What is the number of that watch? 
Prosecution: The mtrnber is Exhibit No. 7, the 

serial number is OC 38190. 
Q. 	 Colonel, did you get that watch from Private 


t:cCullough? 

A. 	 I do not know whether I got it from him 


personally or whether I got it from the 

Lieutenant in the 50th Signal Battalion. 

He admitted to me having the watch.11 


CROSS EXAMINATION. 

"Questions by defense: 
Q. 	 Are you sure you didn't get it from a man 


named Lafferty? 

A. 	 I believe I did get it from Lafferty. 
Q. 	 You did not then get it from Private McCullough? 
A. 	 It CaI!le from Private Lafferty, L-A-F-F-E-R-T-Y. 
Q. 	 Sir, did you ask any questions of Private McCullough? 
A. 	 Yes, I did. 
Q. 	 Can you state what those questions were? 
A. 	 Not without going to rrry records, other than a 


general statement, that, as I recall, of his 

admitting disposing of the watch to Private 

Lafferty. I would have tc go to rrry records 

otherwise. 


Q. 	 Do you know the name of this man standing by 

me? (Indicating one of the accused). 


A. 	 I wouldn't be sure but I believe that's 

McCullough. I am not sure. 


Q. 	 That is correct, it is Private McCullough. 

Will you refer to your notes, Colonel? 


A. 	 (The witness withdraws his notes)." 

Defense: With permission of the court I would like 

to examine the notes of Colonel Green. 


Prosecution: I object to the defense examining the 

witness's notes. 


Law 	Member: The witness may be permitted to use his 

notes to refresh his memory. It is not necessary 

for the defense to read his notes also. 


Witness: I might state that there was innumerable 

interviews with these witnesses and I personally 

interviewed Private McCullough. Whether these 

are the exact notes I took from him I don't know. 


President: What was the question? 
Defense: I would like to ascertain at this time, has 


this already been introduced into evidence? (To 

witness): Is that a statement made to you or to 

Colonel Picarelli? 
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"Prosecution: Again I object to the defense 
counsel loo~ing at the witness' notes. 

Questions by defense: 
Q. 	 I doubt if the witness knows whether such notes 

have been introduced in evidence and I vrould 
like to ask him again the conditions under 
which the statements were made? 

A. 	 Any statements that were made to Colonel 
Picarelli were made in my presence. 

Q. 	 Where was this at--La..~bton Park? 
A. 	 Not to Colonel Picarelli. 
Q. 	 Colonel,, did you ask any questions of Priva·..;e 

McCullough at Military Police Headquarters? 
A. 	 Of that, I couldn't be sure, but it is rrry 

belief that I did. He was down there, I 
believe, before we got the watch from hi~ and 
gave us certain information. It is m.J belief 
that he was interviewed at M.P. Headquarters, 
at Larnbton Park, and at the Officers' Club 
of the Sl2th Military Police Company. 

Q. 	 You made the statement that Private McCullough 
said that he knew it was a government watch-
at the same time you qualified I remember? 

A. 	 I don't believe I made that statement. I may 
have made the statement relative to a 
government watch, that he admitted having the 
watch. 

Q. 	 The only statement that Private McCullou.gh 
ever made is that he admitted that he had a 
certain watch. Is that correct? 

A. 	 He admitted having had this watch. 
Q. 	 Did he say that he knew it was a government watch? 
A. 	 I don't recall that without going through these notes. 
Defense: If it please the court, I'd like to know 

at this time if these are the Colonel's own 
notes he is referring to? 

Law 	Member: Any notes ta.ken at the meeting at which 
he was present, he may refer to, whether he 
actually took the notes down or not; but if 
he was not pre~ent at the time then he cannot 
refer to them. (To witness): If you were 
present at that meeting you may use the notes 
of the meeting to refresh your memory. 

Defense: No further questions. 11 (R. 56,57,58). 

5. A complete list of the witnesses for the prosecution 
together with the substance of their testimony is as follows: 

Staff Sergeant Homer 11. Wood, Section Storehouse Platoon, 
72nd Ordnance Company, testified that small arms, weapons, etc., go 
through his depot which is the only Ordnance issue depot in Iceland. 
He identified a packing list sent from the Frankford arsenal which 
without f'urthe:- explanation was admitted in evidence as Exhibit 11 :134 
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and a shipping ticket as Exhibit 2, and that the items were 
unloaded by "A" Company of the Quartermaster Battalion. He 
identified a shipping box (Exhibit 3) from Frankford Arsenal. He 
also identified ten wrist watches, a stop watch and a compass by 
numbers (Exhibits 4 to 14 inclusive); one of which watches is not 
shown and as to another watch, the number is different, than is 
shown on list attached to the report of investigating.officer. 
He further declared that none of these watches had been received 
at the ordnance depot and that all were government property. He 
also stated the value of the property. (R.145-147). 

Lieutenant Colonel John-Pica.relli, Inspector General's 
Department, Headquarters, I.B.C., identified a folder entitled 
"Investigation of Thefts at Docks" as testimony taken after each 
witness was "sworn" and had identified himself. He identified 
sheets purporting to show testimony or statements of 25 of the 
accused and of nine third-parties; each separately numbered from 
17 to 50, inclusive, and later admitted as exhibits or the same 
numbers. (R.23-41). 

Lieutenant B. F. Allen, Sl2th Military Police Company, 
Camp Haggi, 11 identified11 exhibits 4 to 14 and read, over defense 
counsel's repeated objections, various statements from 11 Investigation 
of Thefts at Docks.11 of both accused and of third-parties. (R.42-52). 

Captain Lewis Mark, S12th Military Police Company, 

testified to recovering a watch a.ndcompass (R.115-116). 


Lieutenant Colonel Jesse E. Green, Provost Marshal, Camp 
Curtis, identified a watch, Exhibit 7, recovered from a third-party.(R.56). 

The trial judge advocate then read to·the court numerous 

excerpts from Prosecution Exhib.its 17 to 50, purporting to be 

statements not only of some of accused but also of third-parties, 

(R.60-63; 98-103; 125-130; 131). 


Lieutenant Francis T. Zober, 392nd Quartermaster Battalion, 

identified some of accused and stated that to his knowledge, no 

government wrist watch had been issued to them (R.92-96). 


First Sergeant Leslie H. Hagen, 392nd Quartermaster 

Battalion, identified one accused (R.97). 


Lieutenant Henry M. Fitzhugh, Company A, 24lst Quartermaster 

Battalion, Quartermaster Corps, identified some of accused and 

testified he thought if watches had been issued to accused the 

company supply records would so indicate.and that none were shown 

issued (R.104-108). 
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Lieutenant Thomas H. Turnbull, Company A, 241st 
Quarterm~ster Battalion, Bradford Camp, identified two of accused 
and stated that to his knowledge no watches or compasses were 
issued to them (R.109). 

Captain Thomas B. Dart, 50th Signal Battalion, Camp 
Gibraltar, identified one of accused and denied issuing him a 
watch (R.110). 

Captain Gene M. Rauvier, 5oth Signal Battalion, identified 
one of accused and denied issuing a government watch or compass to 
him (R.111). 

Captain Daniel w. Hutgeons, 5oth Signal Battalion, 
identified one of accused and denied issuing to him a government 
watch or compass (R.112). 

Captain Raymond J. Wilson, 46th Field Artillery Battalion, 
Camp King, identified one of accused and told of taking a watch, 
Ex..liibi t 5, from him and his story of borrowing it from a...'llother 
accused (R.113-lL.4). 

11 B11Private Vernon Billett, Company , 392nd Quartermaster 
Battalion, whose statement lL'llder the name of Vernon Bullock is 
admitted as Exhibit 18 of the items from "Investigation of Thefts 
at· Docks" (R.26) identified one of accused and told of witnessing 
the sale of a watch by such accused to another accused (R.117). 

Lieutenant Lynn c. Lee, Engineers, Camp Tripoli, 
identified one of accused and stated that to his knowledge no watch 
or conpass had been issued to him (R.119). 

Lieutenant Wm. H•.Glanz, Company B, 392nd Quartermaster 
Battalion (Port),· testified that he was executive officer in the 
Water Transport Office and explained the procedure of unloading 
shipments; that the men working on these unloading details are agents 
of the government while so working, all done under the supervision 
of an officer (R.120-124). 

Captain Edward R. Vader, Company "A", 5th Quartermaster 
Battalion, Camp Lambton Park, identified one of accused and stated 
that to his knowledge no watch or compass had been issued him (R.130). 

6. (a). The Board of Review is of the opinion that the 
reading of these purported statements of accused (which statements 
inclUded mention of other accused than the one making the statements) 
was highly prejudicial to the substantial rights of the accused and 
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that no ruling by the Law Member limiting the use of such statements 
could erase from the minds of the court, the effects of the continued 
repetition of such readings. While these statements were admitted in 
evidence, under a ruling that they should be considered only as 
against the accused making same, such formalism could not avoid the 
practical result of the statements upon the minds of the Court. 
Each statement was interlocked with references to other of the accused, 
and in the end they composed a matrix of hear-say evidence which must 
in some degree have influenced the court to the injury of accused. 

(b). Equally objectionable was the ruling of the Law 
Member permitting witnesses to "refresh their memories" from these 
statements contained in the portfolio labelled "Investigation of 
Thefts at Docks." The reporter or stenographer who took the 
statements dovm in short-hand and who transcribed the same did not 
appear as a witness as to their authenticity. The record is entirely 
silent as to whether the statements were true and correct and whether 
they had been produced with accuracy and fidelity. The failure to 
authenticate such.statements rendered their use "to refresh the 
menory11 of witnesses prejudicial error. It is obvious that the 
witnesses had neither memory nor knowledge of the contents of the 
statements and their use to "refresh the memories" was a mere 
pretext, which was finally frankly abandoned when the Trial Judge 
Advocate simply read some of the statements into the record. 

11A stenographer who took notes of the former 
testimony of a witness or the voluntary 
statements of accused, may testify by 
reading from his notes, or a transcript 
thereof1 where he has no recollection of the 
testimony or stater:ients apart from the notes 
or transcript, and a proper foundation is 
laid, establishing the accuracy of the notes, 
or of the notes and transcript, accordingly 
as the stenographer testifies from the notes 
or transcript. Also another person will not 
be permitted to read or testify from a 
transcript of a reporter's notes teken at a 
former trial, where the transcript is not 
vouched for .. the re orter."(70 Corpus Juris, 

'sec.768, pg.597 • (Underscoring supplied). 

11 *-*·X- There would be error where, under the 
pretext of refreshing a witness's recollection, 
the prior testimony was introduced as evidence." 
(Rosenthal v. u.s. (c.c.A.3th) .248 Fed. 684, 
686; U.S. vs. Socony-Vacuurn Oil Co, 310 U.S, 
150,234; 84 Law Ed. 1129, 1174). 
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( c) • The refusal of the Law t.fomber to allow Defense 
Counsel to inspect the so-called "Report", which was used to 
"refresh the memory" of witnesse::; was clearly t::rroneous. 

11 1.!aterial used to refresh the recollection 
o! a witness must be shown to opposing 
counsel upon demand, if the material is 
handed to the witness." (United States vs. 
Socony-Vacuun Oil Co., 310 U.S., 150, 232; 
84.L. Ed. 1129, 1173). 

While of itself, and taken alone, this error perhaps is not of 
sufficient gravity to require the setting aside of the.findings, yet 
when it is cUJ11ulated with the other noted irregularities it becon1es 
highly prejudicial to ~ccused. 

7. The serious question in this case is whether that offense 
of which the accused have been charged and convicted, was 
embezzlement or larceny. 

The following passages from the Manual for Courts-11artial, 
defining and explaining larceny and embezzlement are pertinent: 

~· Paragraph 149 g. 1928 M.C.M. on larceny: 

"Larceny is the taking and carrying away, by 
trespass, of personal property which the 
trespasser knows to belong either generally 
or specially to another, with intent to 
deprive such owner perma."lently of his 
property therein (Clark)." .

"**** the taking must be from the actual or 
constructive possession of the mmer,****".

"**** where a servant receives goods or 
property from his master to use, care for, 
or employ for a specific purpose in his 
servic~, the master retains possession and 
the servant has the custody only and may 
commit larceny of them. A person then, has 
the 'custody' of property, as distinguished 
from the 1 possessio~', where, as in the case 
of a servant's custody of his enployer's 
property, he merely has the care and charge 
of it for one who still retains.the right 
to control it, and who, therefore, is in 
possession ( i.e. constructive possession 
as distinguished from actual possession) of 
the property****"• 
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]2. Paragraph 149h, 1928 M.C.M. on embezzlement: 

"Embezzlement is ·the fraudulent appropriation 
of property by a person to whom it has been 
intrusted or into whose hands it has lawfully 
come. 11 (Moore v. U.S., 160 U.S. 268)~ 

"The gist of the offense is a breach of trust. 
The trust is one arising from some fiduciary 
relationship existing between the owner and 
the person converting the property, and 
springing from an agreement, expressed or 
implied, or arising bJr operation of law. 
The offense exists only where the property 
has been taken or received by virtue of such 
relationship." 

Eminent legal writers all concur in the view above 
expressed as to conversion by an agent, employee, ~orkma..~ or servant 
of his master's property: 

l!:• Corpus Juris: 

"Servant of Owner - (1) Chattels to which 
servant has access. A domestic sefl:f.Btr farm 
labourer, clerk in a store or office,7io~k
keeper or clerk in a bank, workman in a 
factory, brakeman on a raiJ-road train, foreI!lB.Il 
of a railroad warehouse orJclerk therein, 
hostler, drayman, stevedore, weigher or person 
employed ln any other capacity as the servant 
of another, who feloniously takes and carries 
away the money or goods of his master, to 
which by reason of his employment he has access, 
is guilty of larceny and not of embezzlement; 
and the fact that the taker was the regular 
custodian, or was temporarily in charge of the 
building, or was the master's agent in charge 
of the office from which the thing stolen was 
'taken, does not affect his guilt, for in none 
of these cases did he have arv possessory 
rights in the things committed to his care." 
(36 Corpus Juris, sec.164, pg.784). 

11 (2). Chattels delivered to servant by master. 
(a). In general. From the legal conception 
of a servant as one who performs labor under 
the immediate direction and control of a 
master, the principle proceeds that the 
possession of the chattels, with or concerning 
which the labor is performed, remains in the 
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"master, and the servant, being the mere 

custodian of such of them as come within 

his control, is guilty of larceny if he 

feloniously misappropriates them to his 

ovm use. 11 (36 Corpus Juris, sec.165, pg.784). 


"(bb). Chattels to be used. A servant to 

whom a master delivers materials to be 

incorporated in a structure in building 

which the servant is employed, or blue· 

prints showing the work to be· done, or eoal 

for tlse in firing a boiler of which the 

servant has charge, or an animal to be used 

in ploughing the master's land, or a horse 

and wagon to be used in hauling ~oods, or 

hay and grain for use in feedi~/animals, 

acquires no possessory right in the chattels 

delivered to him, and is guilty of larceny 

if he feloniously converts them to his own · 

use." 36 Corpus Juris 784-786. (Every clause 

in the above quotation is supported by cases 

cited in the foot notes.) (.36 Corpus Juris, 

sec.167, pg.785). 


,£. Bishop's New Criminal Law, section 824: 

11 1. Possession and Custody .;. are in this branch 
of the law widely distinguishable. There can 
be no trespass against custody; it is always 
against the possession, and it can be connnitted 
as. well by the custodian as by any other 
person. For· exam)?le - ****** 

11 2. Servant - When a master's goods.in possession 
come within the handling or the servant, the 
latter has in law no more than a custody of 
them, the possession remaining in the former. 
Therefore the servant may commit larceny of 
them; as, if a. clerk in a store feloniously 
removes go~ds from it, this is larceny.****"• 

S• McClain on Criminal Law, section 556: 

"Larceny by servant or mere custodian. 
. There is a well-recognized distinction between 

possession such as that or a bailee and mere 
custody as that or a servant, and the doctrine 
by which a bailee is held not guilty or larceny 
in misappropriating goods in his possession 
does not apply to the act of a servant in 
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"wrongfully converting or disposing of his 
master's property of which he has the mere 
custody. In such case there is a trespass, 
for the possession is in the master and not 
in the servant, and the servant may be guilty 
of larceny in the wrongful disposal of his 
master's property even though he has at the 
time under his entire control ****• A person 
who is engaged about the business of his 
employer, such as a clerk or salesman, is a 
servant within the doctrine of this section, 
and does not have possession of his master's 
property, but only the custody of it, and 
therefore is guilty of larceny in fraudulently 
misappropriating-it. So one who is employed 
in general labor, having control of his 
employer's property for that purpose, is 
guilty of larceny in wrong.t'ully taking such 
property******"• 

t 

g. Wharton on Criminal Law, section ll95: 

"Larceny by servant·having bare charge to 
convert to his own use. If a servant or 
other agent who has merely the care and 
oversight of the goods of his master - as the 
butler of plate, a messenger or runner of 
money or goods, a hostler of horses, the 
shepherd of sheep, and the like • convert 
such goods to his own use, without his master's 
consent, this is a larceny at common law; 
because the goods, at the time they are taken, 
are deemed in law to be in the possession of 
the master - the possession of the servant 
in such case being the possession of the 
master ***·" 

~· The following cases from the Federal courts are 
illustrative of the principle stated in the prceding quotation: 

(1) United 	States v. Strong. (2 Branch C.C.251, Fed.case 
161 411, Circuit Court of the District of Colurobia,1S21). 
Larceny of copper bolts, property of the United 
States. Defendant was a workman at the Washington 
NaVJr Yard, whose duty it was to drive copper 
bolts into the hull of a ship under construction. 
He carried to his home some of the bolts 
delivered to him for that purpose and offered 
to sell them. It was contended for the defense 
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that there was no trespass, but the Court 
told the jury that if it was satisfied by the 
evic.ence of accused's guilt, his offense was 
larceny. 

(2) 	 United States v. Clew. (4 Wash.C.C.700,Fed.Case 
14,819, Circuit Court for the Eastern District 
of Pennsylvan5.a,1827). 
Larceny and embezzlement of two notes, property 
of the Bank of the United States. Defendant 
was captain of the watch and porter at the 
bank, and one of his duties was to carry notes 
from the safe to the note teller. He took 
two of the notes a.~d passed them. 
HELD, a conviction of larceny is proper if the 
jury believes the evidence. As to the 
indictment for embezzlement, there is no 
evidence on which the defendant can be convicted. 
The notes were not intrusted to the defendant 
to keep, but merely to carry from one part of 
the bank to another. 

(3) 	 United States v. Holland. (Fed. Case 15,372, U.S. 
District Court for the Southern District of 
New York, 1843). 
Larceny on the high seas of foodstuffs, property 
of the ovmers of a certain merchant vessel on 
which defendant was steward and cook of the 
crew's mess. In thatcapacity, certain foodstuffs 
were delivered to him, some of which he sold to 
inm1igrant passengers to his own profit. 
HEID, the owner is deemed to retain possession 
of the food.stuffs, and there may have been a 
constructive taking from him. The question 
for the jury is whether that taking was felonious. 
Verdict, guilty. · 

(4) 	 (1). United States v. Hutchinson (7 Pa.Law J.365, 
Fed. Case 15,432, U.S. District Court for the 
Eastern District of Pennsylvania, 1848). 
Embezzlement. Defendant was clerk to the 
Treasury of the United States Mint at Philadelphia. 
He kept in the name of the Tre~surer.the books 
of the contingent fund of the mint, and kept 
the money of that fund in a closet within a 
larger safe. Defendant had the key to the outer 
door of the safe. He made way with some of the 
money of the fund. 
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HELD. The defendant's offense was larceny and 
not embezzlement. A servant has mere charge, 
not possession, as a butler of his master's 
plate, a shepherd of his sheep, or a shopboy 
of goods in a shop. 
Though no report of a second trial is available 
to this Board, it is stated in note 1 to section 
1199, Wharton's Criminal Law, that Hutchinson 
was subsequently tried for larceny and convicted. 

(5) 	 Talbert v. United States. (42 App.D.C.l., Court 
of Appeals of the District of Columbia, 1914). 
Larceny of rings, property of Charles Schwartz. 
Schwartz, proprietor of a jewelery store, 
delivered certain rings to defendant, who did 
not return them. Defendant was told to take the 
rings out of the store to show to prospective 
customers. The trial court instructed the jury' 
that, if defendant had possession as a salesman 
with authority to pass title, his offense was 
embezzlement; but, if he was a mere servant to 
exhibit the rings and then bring them back with 
the name or the customer for approval of the 
sale, his offense was larceny. 
The Court of Appeals held the above instruction 
proper. If an article is delivered to a servant 

-or agent with limited authority for a special 
purpose, and he appropriates it, his offense 
is larceny. 

(6) 	 Tredwell v U.S.(C.C.A.Va.1920) 266 Fed. 350, 
certiorari denied (1920) 40 Sup.Ct.587, 253 U.S. 
496, 64 L.Ed.1031).
****** So where the defendant, employed a.a a 
stevedore to unload nitrate owned by the 
government, from vessels and load it into cars 
for further shipment, after it was so loaded 
caused certain of the cars to be billed to 
private consumers, to whom he sold the contents, 
his offense was larceny, and not embezzlement. 

l• Following ar: certain cases arising in the State Courts. 

(1) 	 People v. Brenneaner (101 Misc.156.166 N.Y., 
Special Term 1917). 
Grand larceny of blue prints. Defendant was 
salesmanager of the Gurney Ball-Bearing Company 
of Jamestown, New York. Blue prints of its 
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bearings contained information of great value 
to it or +,o a competitor. Defendant, secretly 
intending to leave the company's service and 
to seek employment with a competitor, asked 
and obtained of Barringer (one of its engineers) 
a set of blue prints and carried them to New 
York. The court said (pg.806): 
"In the case at bar thA possession of the 
property taken was in the company. Barringer, 
a mere employee, to wit, the company's service 
engineer, had the care and custody of these 
prints. His possession was clearly the 
possession of his master, the company." 

11 The grand jury were well warranted in finding 
that when the defendant received these prints 
from Barringer he intended to appropriate 
them to his own use. They were delivered to 
him by another servant. His possession, 
acquired under such circumstances, was the 
possession of his master, the company, and when 
he took the property under such circumstances 
animo furandi, and thereafter appropriated 
them to his own use, he committed the crime of 
larceny as it existed at common law, and before 
the adoption of the Penal code." 
~The learned counsel for the defendant urges 
that the defendant had access to these prints 
at all times, and that he was lawfully in 
possession thereof. 'Access' to the property 
certainly does not necessarily carry with it 
possession. The clerk in a store has access 
to the clothing on the shelves, and to the cash 
register, and to t~e property which it is his 
duty to sell, but if he appropriates it with 
felonious intent, it has never been doubted 
that he commits the crime of larceny at common 
law. So in the case at bar the defendant's 
access to these prints does not help him. These 
prints were in the possession of his master. 
Such possession as he got for the purpose of 
stealing them was his master's possession, and 
when he thereafter in fact carried out his 
original intent by taking them away and 
converting them to his own use, he committed 
the crime of larceny at common law." 
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(2) Turner 	v. State. (124 Ala.59, 27&:llth.272). 
Larcen;r of money of James Bolling. Defendant 
was clerk in Bolling's store and slept in a 
room over it. The safe was opened at night 
and the. money taken from it. Defendant had 
access to the safe at times. The court said 
(p.275): 
11 It did not appear that the money came into 
the possession of defendant as the a gent of 
Bolling. The mere fact that he was employed 
by Bolling in the store, and had access at 
times to the safe where Bolling had deposited 
the money, did not divest Bolling of its 
possession, and consequently would not change 
the offense, if one was committed, to 
embezzlement. Holbrook v. State, 1rn Ala. 
154,18 Sou.176; Washington v. State, l06 Ala. 
58, 17 Sou.546." 

(3) 	State v. Jarvis. (63 N.C.556,(1869). 
Larceny of bacon. Defendant was servant to the 
owner of the bacon, and was left in charge of 
the owner's premises when the owner went away 
for a few days. During that time defendant 
took the bacon. The Court said (p.557): 
11 The goods alleged in the indictment to have 
been stolen by the defendant belonged to the 
prosecutor, and had been in his actual 
possession. He intrusted them for a few days 
to the custody and care of the defendant, his 
servant. In contemplation of law, the goods 
were in the possession of the owner, and the 
taking of them by the defendant with the 
fraudulent purpose of converting them to his 
own use, was larceny, and the defendant was 
properly convicted. 2 East. P.c., 564, sec.1411 • 

8. In the present case, the accused were.not, it is true, 
domesti~ servants, but !!: they·were soldiers detailed to the duty of 
unloading from ships government merchandise intended for use i~ the 
military service thereof, they were, nevertheless, servants as that 
term is used in legal parlance - one employed by the master in the 
master's business, whom the master may direct in the details of his 
work. Accused, if so detailed, were not in charge or unloading the 
ships or any part thereof, but were only" subordinates employed on 
the temporary work of removing such merchandise from the ship, 
and/CJr unloading such merchandise from the ship on trucks, and since 
their control of the property was subject to the control of their 
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superior.officer, they had custody only or the property as 
distinguished from possession. Possession in this case lay in 
the government {the master), and the servant's conversion or the 
articles constituted a trespass and their offense was larceny 
and not embezzlement. (CM 220398 (1942), Bul. JAG., Jan-June 1942, 
sec.452(10), pg.22). · · · · The wrongful 
taking by a soldier of Government property to which he has access, 
is larceny and not embezzlement. {CM 211810, Houston (1939). 
The Board quotes and makes the basis of its decision the passage 
froni the Manual for Courts-Martial, paragraph 149g, page 172 
as follows& · 

"**** Where a servant receives goods or. 
property from his master to use, care for, 
or employ for a specific purpose in his , 
service, the master retains possession 
and the servant has the custody only and 
may comm!t larceny of them. A person, 
then, has the 'custody' of property, as 
distinguished from the_1possession', where, 
as in the case of a servant's custody of 
his employer's property, he merely has the 
oare and charge of it for one who still 
retains the right to control it, and who, 
therefore,. is in the possession {i.e. 
constructive posse.ssion of the property. 

****" Assuming that all of prosecution's purported evidence 
is admissible and that it is not subject to the obJections 
hereinbefore set-forth {Par. 6(a), {b), {c), supra), the case 
against accused Stump, Hayes, Szweda, Walker, Delaney, Fred Gibson 
and Gaskill, falls within the definition of "custody" as 
distinguished from "possession". The Board of Review·is therefore 
of.the opinion that as to the above named seven accused there 
exists a fatal variance between the allegation of embezzlement and 
the proof of larceny, and that for this reason the.record is 
legally insufficient to support the finding of guilty of said seven 
accused. · 

9. The Staff Judge Advocate in his review of the record of 
trial finds "the evidence suff1cient to support the finding of 
guilty of each element of the charge" of the above named seven 
accused, but as to the remaining 27 accused he states, as his 
ppinion, "the evidence is legally sufficient to support findings of 
guilty o~.the included offense of misappropriation of government 
property of the value of each article possessed by the respective 
accused." A careful and painstaking examination and analysis of 
the evidence in the record of trial fails to reveal any direct proof or 
proof of any facts upon which an inference may be based.that any 
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one or these 27 accused held "possession" of any property within 
the def°inition of the crime of embezzlement. As a consequence the 
prosecution failed to prove one of the vital elements of the offense 
alleged in the Specification, viz: "embezzlement." .. 

The proof failing to establish the commission or the 
crime of embezzlement by these 27. accused there remains for 
consideration the suggestion of the Staff Judge Advocate that the 
evidence will sustain a finding of guilty of a lesser included 
offense of "misappropriation of government property •" It is 
presumed thit he has reference to the crime denounced by AW 94 as 
follows: 

"Who steals,. embezzles, knowingly and wilfU.lly 
misappropriates *** a:n:y ordnance, arms, 
equipments, wmmmition, clothing, subsistence-· 
stores, money or other property of the United 
States furnished or intended for the militarr 
service thereof****" (Underscoring supplied). 

The Board of Review does not deem it necessary to consider the 
question as to whether the offense described in the foregoing 
Article of War - "misappropriation of Government property" - is a 
lesser included offense or the crime or embezzlement, although it 
is stronglr implied by CM 199841, Dig. Ops. JAG., 1912-1940, 
sec.452(18), pg.339, that it is .not. When the prejudicial and 
erroneously admitted evidence (Par.6(a), (b), (c), supra) is excluded, 
as it should have been, there is no proof in the record that these · 
accused committed any crime. The prosecution utterly failed to over- . 
come the presumption of innocence with which each of the accused were ' 
clothed. (M.C.M. par.78~ pg.62; Winthrop's Military Law and Precedents 
(Reprint, 1920) se~.479, pg.317). · · · · 

10. For the reasons that there was no substantial compliance 
with the requirement of '"AW 70 with respect to investigation of the 
charges; that there was prejudicial and illegal evidence admitted 
at the trial; that there was a fatal variance between the. allegations · 
of the specification and such proof as was offered as to seven , 
accused above named, and that as to the remaining 27 accused there 
was a total failure of proof of commission of any offense by them, 
the Board of Review is of the opinion thatthe record is-legally_ 
insufficient to support the findings and the sentence. 

~~~~~.wi..a.::~~2-::.::::; Judge Advoca;te 

_ _J~~µd.~~::.___ Judge Advocate 
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2. 8 JAN 1943 (2oJ) 
1st Ind. 

Wl..:R DEPARTMENT, Office of Judge Advocate General, European Theater of 
Operations, U.S. Army. 

TO: Commandine Genere.l, European Theater of Operations, U.S. Arrrry, 
APO 887. 

. 1. Herewith transmitted for your action under Article of i7ar 
50-}, as anended by the act of August 20, 19.37 (Pnb. No • .325, 75th Cong.), 
and the act of Aur;ust 1, 1942 (Pub. No.69.3, 77th Cong.), is the record 
or trial in the' case of: 

Stunp, Paul B., 

Hayes, Joseph E., 

Gullett, John T., 

Gibson, Fred L., 

Szweda, Walter., 

Rice, Glenn E., 

Puskoskie, (none) EdVTard, 

r.~cCullough, Joseph T., 

Peters, Clarence VI., 


· 

(13035599), Corporal, Co.A, 24lst Q.M. Bn. 
(.3.3090588), Private,· Co.A, 211-lst Q.M. Bn. 
(14000856), Private, Co.B, J92nd Q.M. Bn. 
(1.3016025), Private, Co.A, 24lst Q.M. Bn. 
(.36219826), Private, Co.A, ;urist Q.M. Bn. 
(15059669), Private, Bty.c, 46th F.A. Bn. 
( 68$1086), Private, 824th Eng. (Avn). , 

(350264465), Private, Hq.& Hq.Co, 50th Sig. Bn. 
(1700.3909), Pvt.lcl., .co.B, 50th Sig. Bn. 

Tudor, Shirley R., . (15046292), Private, Co.A, 5th Q.M. Bn. 
Campbell, Holcombe P, Jr.,(1.3018899), Pvt,lcl., Co.A, 24lst Q.M. Bn.(Serv). 
Cha.~dler, Andrew L., 
Folk, Donald P., 
Gaskill, Enoch c., 
Hamilton, Vencil., 
Harper, Jame·s E., 
Howe, Wallace, c., 
Johnson, Landon c., 
Kilpatrick, John P., 
Millhorn, Charles F., 

. Mitchell, Chester. c., 
Robinson, Thonas R., 
Snow, Belvie D., 
Walker, Nov.te., · 
Wooc:li-ui'f, Ernest w., 
Mayberry, Willis E., 
Wolf, Berry J., 
Carbone, John P •. , 
Chavis, Alvin C., 
Delaney, ~'tilliam E., 

. Gibson, James H., 
Hamby, J. D., , 
Moore, Dan (none)., 
Vitali, Alfredo (none)., 

( 6948422), Pvt,lcl., Co.A, 24lst Q.M. Bn. 

(1.3026747), Private, Co.A, 2ltlst Q.M. Bn. 

(13017744), Pvt.lcl., Co.A, 24lst Q.M. Bn. 

(1.301598.3), Tech.5th Gde., Co.A, 24lst Q.M. Bn. 

( 6669822), Private, Co.f., 5th Q.M. Bn. 

(14060601), Pvt.lcl., Co.A, 24lst Q.M. Bn. 

(13000977), Pvt.lcl., Co.A, 241st Q.M. Bn, 

(34161765), Private, Co.A, 21tlst Q.M. Bn. 

(3.3090769), Private, Co.A, 2ltlst Q.M. Bn• 

(1405286.3), Private, Co.A, 24lst Q.M. Bn. 

(1300763.3), Private, Co.A, 2ltlst Q.M. Bn. 

(13023873), Pvt.lcl., Co.A, 24lst Q.M. Bn. 

(J.3111566), Pvt.lcl., Co.A, 211-lst Q.M. Bn.

( 7020.364), Private, Co.A, 24lst Q.M. Bn. 

(.33090242), Pvt.lcl., Co.A, 21..1st Q.M. Bn. 

(.37055810), Private, Co.A, 50th Sig. Bn. 

(12007894), Private, Co.B, .392nd Q.M. Bn. (Port). 

(14007505), Private, Co.B, .392nd Q.M. Bn. (Port). 

(15042874), Private, Co,B, .392nd Q.M. Bn.(Port) • 

( 6137669), Sergeant, Co.B, .392nd Q.M. Bn~(Port). 

(14003456), Tech.5th Gde.,Co.B, .392nd Q.M. ~(Port). 

(l.3014037), Tech.5th Gde.,Co.B, 392nd Q.M. Bn.(Port). 

(11007307), Private, Co.B, .392nd Q.M. Bn. (Port). 


together with.the foregoing opinion of t~e Board of Review. 
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2. I concur in the opinion of the Board of Review and, 
for the reasons stated therein, recommend that the findings and 
sentences be vacated; and that all the rights, privileges and 
property of which each o~ the accused has been deprived by 
virtue of said sentences be restored. 

3. Inclosed herewith is a form of action designed to 
carry into effect the above recommendation should it meet with 
your approval. 

(ETO 134) •. 

3 	Incls: 
Incl. 1 - Record of Trial. 
Incl. 2 - Opinion of Board of Review. 
Incl. 3 - Form of Action. 

(Findings and sentence vacated by order of the Theater Commander 
see letter Hq. ETO, 10 Feb 1943 (ref. AG 250.4 EJA)) 
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the Office of The Judge Advoe ::t.-.;e General 
for the 

European Theater of Operations 
APO 871 (205) 

Board of Review 

ETO 139. • 1.1 DEC l942 

UNITED STATES ) SERVICF.S OF SUPPLY, ETOUSA. 
) 

v. ) TRIAL by G.C.M. convened at Victoria 
Barracks, Belfast, N.I., 2 November 

GEORGE McDANIELS (34292415) ~ 1942. Dishonorable discharge, 
Private, Co. ~G", 28th ) forfeiture of all pay and allowances 
Quartermaster Truck Regiment. ) and confinement for five years.

) Federal Reformatory. 

HOLDING by the BOARD of REVIBW 
RITER, VAN BENSCH~ and IDE, Judge Advocates 

1. The record of trial in the case of the soldier named above 
has been examined by the Board of Review. 

2. Accused was tried upon the following Charge and Specificat1on. 

CHARGE: Violation of the 93rd Article of War. 

Specification: In that Priyate GEORGE )AcDANIELS, 
1Compaey- "G", 28th Quartermas.ter Regiment, did, 
iat Antrim, Northern Ireland, on or about 
i30 September 1942, with intent to do him bodily 

· harm, commit an assault upon Corporal Theodore 
B. Janusz by shooting him in the side of the 
body rlth a dangerous weapon, to-wit: a rifle! 

He pleaded not guilty to and was found guilty of the Charge and Specification~ 
No evidence of previous convictions was introduced. He was sentenced to 
be dishonorably discharged the service, to forfeiture of all pay and 
allowances due or to become due, and to be conf'ined at hard labor at such 
place as the reviewing authority may direct, for five years. The reviewing 
authority approved the sentence, designated the Federal Reformatory, 
Chillicothe, Ohio, as the place of confinement but directed the execution 
of the sentence to be withheld and forwarded the record of trial for action 
under Article of War 5~• 

.3. On .30 September 1942, accused waa a member of Company "G", 
28th Quartermaster Truck Regiment stationed with Compaey- "E" of the same 
regiment at Lough Road Camp about one mile from the town of Antrim, 
Northern Ireland. The record fails to disclQse the origin of the 
circumstances giving rise to the Charge herein but about nine o1 clock 
of the rlight of that day, Captain Edgar H. Frederic, commanding officer 
of the Company 11 G11 with other officers and men or both Co. 11 E" and Co."G" 
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were in the Mess Hall at the Camp where a picture show was about to begin. 
Right at the beginning of the show one of the men returned from town and 
said that one of the soldiers had been shot and that three other men were 
detained by the Military Police, one or which detained men had told 
"another colored soldier to 'Go back to camp and get the men' " (R.7,10). 
One or the men detained was staff Sergeant Horton.of Company "G" (R.10). 
Lieutenant Lehmann of the 28th Quartermaster Regiment and another officer 
proceeded towards Antrim in a jeep and on the edge or town C'lDle upon the 
body of a colored soldier. An M.P. Sergeant was standing near the body. 
Realizing the seriousness of the situation they decided to return to 
camp and lock the ammunition room in the Nissen hut occupied as the 
company commander's quarters (R.14). There was considerable excttement at 
camp, but the ammunition case was secured and the door locked. Just as 
the Lieutenant reached the door of the hut to leave, it was pushed open 
and three men ran pa.st him. Some l2 or 15 men were present, who were 
"mumbling" such as, 11 Get the M.Ps", "Get Sergeant Horton back". The 
Lieutenant was threatened by one of the men, Corporal Ba:ynem, that if he 
did not leave his life would be in danger. He told them to stay away from 
the ammunition but being "scared" as they all had rifles, he left them and 
went to tell Captain Frederic what was going on (R.15). He did not 
recognize any of the men other than Baynem. On the way to town, the 
Lieutenant heard several shots and while he was at the Military. Police 
headquarters, someone came to the door and said another soldier had been 
shot (R.15). He found the wounded soldier, Janusz, in the cellar room 
of a civilian house at about 10:15 - 10:20, about five minutes after 
hearing the shots f'ired. The night was dark. When the Lieutenant returned 
to camp he f'ound the door to the hut had been broken in and the ammunition 
case was gone (R.18). 

Jimmie Lee Gay and Charles M. Willis, two soldiers of' Company 
"G", 28th Quartermaster Regiment testified they were at the show in the 
mess hall "when a fellow comes in-from town and says Jenkins got shot" 
and the boys went out and got their rifles and broke a door open in the 
off'icers quarters and Sergeant Baynem (Corporal Baynem) took the 
ammunition and they went towards town. On the way they met the Captain 
(Frederic) in a-jeep and were told to go back to camp, everything was 
going to be all right and that Jenkins was in the hospital. However, one 
or them said for the Captain to go back but that they were all going to 
town. When they reached the bridge between the camp and the town of 
Antrim, they encountered white soldiers returning to their camp. Two white 
soldiers came al.ong with two girls and were stopped and one of them was 
knocked down by one of the group. Later one white soldier came along by 
himself'. He said he was a soldier, but was also stopped and knocked down 
by the same colored soldier. "The white soldier got up and was running 
when McDaniels shot him and said 'I got him - I got him' 11 • "We stayed 
around ~little while and then went back to camp". Private Willis 
testi!ied in part as follows: 
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Q•. You say you saw Guest get the white soldier and 
knock him ..down. Then what happened? 

A. 	 After he got hit he got up and ran and McDaniels 
shot at him. 

Q. 	 Where were you -standing. 
A. 	 I was there (Witness illustrates with hands) and Guest 

was out on t~ie road. Guest knocked him down with his 
rifie and his'rifle hit me on the chin and it got in 
my helmet strap. . 

Q. 	 Did you see McDaniels level down on him? 
A. 	 Yes sir. 
Q. 	 How far away from McDaniels were you when he f'ired that 

shot? Were you as far as from me to you? That is 
roughly about five feet. 

A. 	 Yes sir. (R.32-33). 

It was dark and other shots were fired up in the air but not at exactly this 

time (R.38). Private Gay's story was substantially the same& 


Q. 	 Was McDaniels there at the time? 
A. 	 Yes. Before we got to town the white soldier came 

along. We were on the bridge. Theodore Guest hit the 
soldier. McDaniels made two shots·. 

Q. 	 Was the soldier still on the ground? 
A. 	 No he got up and started to run. McDaniels fired 

, on him. 
Q. 	 How f'ar away from McDaniels were you? As far as from 

here to the end of' this table? 
(Witness nods) (Court agrees distance to be 
approximately 10 feet). 

Q. 	 What happened then? 
A. 	 I ran back to camp. (R.26). 

Corporal Theodore B. Janusz, a soldier, was given first aid at the hospital 

in Antrim at about 11:00 P.M., for a gun-shot wound received within an hour 

previous (R.43). By stipulation his statement (Exhibit A) was read in 

evidence. It was, in substance, to the effect that he had taken his girl 

home and was returning to camp when a group of about 20 negroes called him 

over as he neared the bridge. When he came over to their side of the road, 

one of them knocked him down with his rifle butt. He though~ all of them 


· c-arried rifles. He got up and ran and was two or three steps away .from 
them when he was struck i~ the chest by a bullet. A second shot missed. 
He ran for some distance when he met a c~vilian policeman and was later 
taken to a hospital. One of the two girls with the two white .soldiers who 
were stopped by the colored soldiers on the bridge was left when the two 
white soldiers and other girl ran awe:y and was present when Janusz arrived. 
She said "One of the c.olored boys struck him on the f'ace. He fell and the 
one behind the one that hit him fired two shots at him and said they would 
put one in me if I didn't get home" • This was between a quarter and . 
twenty past ten ~'clock. (R.19-20). The defense testimony was in substance, 
that it was "real dark" that night. None of defense witnesses were at the 
bridge when the shooting occurred. 
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4. The direct and uncontroverted evidence ampq supports the 
conclusj.on or the· court that accused comm!tted the offense charged. The 
evidenc!7in tact ample to support a more serious charge. The court gave 
the accused the maximum penalty for the offense charged, but under the 
circumstances as shown, it is not excessive. 

5. While the record of trial fails ·to show that accused was 

given the opportunity to be sworn as a witness or was informed of hia 

right to make a statement to the court or that the trial judge advocate 


'and 	c!efense counsel presented arguments, it is presumed that the Usual 
and normal trial procedure was followed and that counsel fully performed 
their duty to the accused. 

6. The court was legally constituted and had jurisdiction of the 
- person 	and of.fense involved. No errors injuriously affecting the · 

substantial rights of the accused were committed during the trial. The 
Board of Review is of the opinion that the record or trial is legally 
suff'icient to support the findings or guilty and the sentence. 

7. Accused is 22 years or age. Pursuant to paragraph 5(d), 
General Order YT, ETOUSA, 9 September 1942 as amended by General Order 6.3, 
4 December 1942, the execution of a sentence of dishonorable discharge 
may be ordered executed when the accused is sentenced to confinement of 
three years or more or for an offense which renders his retention in the 
service undesirable. A general prisoner may be returned to the United 
States tor the serving of a sentence or three years or more. The 
designation of the Federal Reformatory, Chillicothe, Ohio, is correct. 

__;!!!11~::"'7""-"-----------Judge Advocate 

~~~~~~~:1':3~~--·Judge Advocate 

~i-On....._.d...e..,.t....a...ch...,e....d........s.....e...rvi.......,c....e...,)__Judge Advocate 
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WAR DEPARTMENT, 	 Office of The Judge Advocate General., European Theater 
of Operations, APO 871, u. s. Army. 

TO: Commanding General, Service of Supply, European Theater of 
Operations, U. s. Army. 

1. I concur in the foregoing holding or 
.,. 

the Board or Review. 
You now have authority to order the execution or the sentence. 

2. When copies or the published order in this case are forwarded 
to this office, they should be accompanied by the foregoing holding and 
this indorsement. The file number of the record of this case in this 
office is ETO 139. For convenience of reference please place that 
number in brackets at the end of the published order as follows: 
(ETO 139). . 
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In the Office of The Judge Advocate General 
for the · · {2ll) 

European Theater of Operations 
. APO 871" 

Board or Review. 

ETO 255. 19 FE81943 
UNITED STATES ) . SERVICES OF SUPPLY 

v. 
)
) 

EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS. 

Pri~ate DAVID COBB (34165248), 
. Company c, ·827th Engineer 

) 
) 
) 

Trial by G.C.M. convened at 
Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, 
England, 6 January- 1943• 

Battalion (Aviation). ) . Sentence: To be hanged by'· 
the neck until dead. 

HOI.J)ING of the BOARD OF REVIEW 
RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN and IDE, Judge Advocates •. 

\ 

1. The record of trial in the case of the. soldier named above, 
having been referred by the Commandirig General, European Theater or ·<. 
Operations, the confirming authority, prior to his action thereon, 

. and pursuant to the provisions of Article of. War 46, to the Judge'·'. 
Advocate General in charge of the Office of The Judge Advocate General 
in the European Theater of Operations, who, under the provisions of 1 

the last paragraph of Article of War >oi, has, with respect to this 
case, like powers and duties as The Judge Advocate General, and,·to 
the end that the accused should have an indepenaent review of the 
record of his trial by the Board of Review, in accord with the 
provisions and in keeping with the spi:tit of Article of War 5C>t, 
havirig been ~eferred by the Judge Advocate General for the European 
Theater of Operations to the Board of Review for examination and 
review, has been examined by the Board of Review, which submits this, 
its opinion and holQ.ing thereon, to the Judge Advocate General for 
the European Theater of Operations. 

2. The ·accused was tried upon the following Charge and 

Specification: · 


CHARGE: Violation of' the 92nd Article of' War. 

Specification: In that Private David Cobb, 
Company c, 827th Engineer Batt.al.ion 
(Aviation) did at Company C, 827th 

Engineer Battalion (Aviation) Guardhouse, , -<2.s.·r: .· 
~ .•,. -· .. ,., 



(212) 
Ordnance Depot, Desborough, Northamptonshire, 
England, on 27 December 1942, with malice 
aforethought, will.fully, deliberately, 
feloniously, unlawfully, and with 
premeditation kill one, 2nd Lt Robert J. 
Cobner, a human being by shooting him. 
with a rifle. 

-

He pleaded not guilty to, and was found guilty of the Charge and 
Specification. No. evidence of previous convictions was introdu.ced. 
He was sentenced to be banged by the neck until dead. 

The reviewing authority approved the sentence and forwarded the 
record of trial for action under Article of War 48. 

3. The review of the evidence in the case, by the Assistant 
Staff Judge Advocate, is clear and comprehensive and is substantially 
adopted herein. The evidence shows that deceased, Lieutenant Cobner, 
was on duty as Officer of the Day for the period from 16oo hours 
26 December until the same hour the following day~ (R.6, 7, 19, ·24, 29). 
That as such Offi9er of the Day he had guard mount at about 1530 hours 
·on 	26 December. The Sergeant of the Guard testified that accused was 
present at .. the time. (R.12). This .fact, however, is denied by the 
accused. (R.42). The evidence further shows that Corporal William 
Mason, Jr.; was Sergeant of the Guard (R.6) and had placed the accused 
at a stationary post at the guard-house (R.6). Private Samuel L. 
JaCQbS was on guard at Post No.2, which was about ten feet in front of 
the guard-house (R.19). 

Between 1000 and 1100 hours, 27 December 1942, Lieutenant Cobner 
came to the guard-house to have some· beds moved and to have the · 
premises policed. The accused told him that he was not going to 
stand post any longer for the reason that he had been on duty for 
four hours. While talking to the officer the accused was carrying 
his rifle across b;i.s shoulder in an improper·ma.nner. The deceased 
told him to act like a soldier, and while addressing an· officer, to 
stand at attention (R.39; 48). The accused replied that he di~ not 
care as he had been restricted for six months (R.31-33). The deceased 
called a guard to arrest accused and to put him in the guard-house. 
When the guard walked towards Cobb, the accused brought his gun ciown 
, to his waist, pointed it at the guard and halted him. Tha Cal t;eantJ 
of the Guard was then directed by the deceased to arrest a.ceased, who 
pointed the gun at him and ordered him to halt (R.10, 22, 31-33). The 
accused said that he would not give his gun to anyone until he was 
properly relieved (R.39). · When the Sergeant of the Guard .failed to 
take the piece, deceased started towards Cobb to take the gun, and when 
within two or three steps, the accused shot him (R.10, 22, 31-33, 34-37, 
39). The deceased fell to,the ground and.death was almost instantaneous, 
due to the fact that the bullet penetrated the heart (R.18). After the 
shot was fired, accused pointed the rifle at the Sergeant of the Guard 
and the others standing nearby and directed them to place the body of 

~I!' 0 fl . deceased in a jeep and take him to headquarters (R.11, 13). After the 
n n v G8shotiting, accused addressed the group and asked, - if there was ·anyone · · 

who didn't like what he had done (R.31-33, 49). 
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The evidence shows the deceased made no threatening motion with 

his gun towards the accused prtor to the time he was shot (R.ll-12, 

22, 34-37), and accused did not so contend at the trial of the case • 

.All the witnesses, except accused, testifying on the subject, s.tated 

that Cobb did not call "halt" to deceased before he fired the shot 

(R.10, 23, 24, 39, 49). 


The testimony of the accused is substantially as follows: He 
had been in the Army for one year, and had been taught that the proper 
way to relieve a guard was for the Sergeant or Corporal of the Guard 
to bring a relief (R.40). That he went on duty at midnight, 
26 December 1942 and stood his post for five hours; he was relieved 
and again went on duty at 1000 hours the following day. That his 
post was at the guard-house. Lieutenant Cobner and the Sergeant of 
the Guard came to the guard-house at about 1130 hours. Accused asked 
the Sergeant of the Guard when he could get a relief so that he would 
not have to walk bis post for so long and not receiving an answer, 
inquired of the deceased if there would be any possibility of being 
relieved from the post so as to go and eat before going on his next 
post. Lieutenant Cobner replied that it did not make any difference 
to him whether he got relieved or not, and that it was not his 'fault 
he had to walk guard around that post but t:1.at it was the fault of the 
men.inside. Lieutenant Cobner then told the Sergeant of the Guard to 
take accused's rifle and put him in the guard-house. Cobb further 
.testified that when the Sergeant of the .Guard attempted to take his rifle 
he halted him and stated: "You can't give me an order where you can 
take that gim on this post, remember I am on guard." That the 
lieutenant then made a fast step terr ards him and he attempted ·to halt 
him. The last words of the deceased were: "Soldier, give me that gun."
The accused testified that when deceased reached for the gun he shot 
him; he did not know Lieutenant Cobner was the Officer of the Day. 
The accused was relieved of his post about fifteen minutes after the 

. shooting. - He further testified that he had been on guard duty about 
twelve times· (R.41-42). In answer to a question by the court, he 
testified that if he had known that Lieutenant Cobner was Officer of 

. the Day he would have obeyed his order (R.46). The accused denied 
that Private Jacobs made any effort to take his gun or that he ever 
pointed the gun at him (R.44); he further denied that 1he deceased 
told him to· carry his gun like a soldier. The accused admitted, 
however, that he knew· that Corporal William Mason, Jr., was the 
Sergeant of the Guard. With reference to the shooting, accused 
stated that he tried to hit deceased in the hip in order to stop him. 
Upon inquiry by a member of t,he court as to why he did not give the 
Sergeant of the Guard his piece, he replied that he was supposed to 
be properly relieved. Later he testified :.:hat he was afraid to give 
it to him (R.46). He further stated that at no time did he ask the 
Sergeant or Corporal of the Guard to get the_ Officer of the Day (R.47)~ 
The accused, while on the witness stand was unable to quote or give the 
substance of any of the General Orders (R.46). 

4. 	 "Murder, at common law, is the unlawful 
killing, by a. JB rson of sound memory and 
discretion, of any reasonable creaturer r~~on.s in being and unde: ~he peace of the State, 
With malice afo1·ethought either express or 
implied." (Winthrop's Military Law and 255
Prect:dents, 1920 Reprint, pg. 673). 
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· "Murder 	is the unlawful killing of . a 
human being with malice a.forethought." 
M.C.M. par~l.48, pg. 162}. 

"Murder, as defined at common law, is where . 
a person of sound memory- and discretion 
unlawfully' and feloniously kills in any 
county of the realm, any reasonable creature, 
that is, any human being in rerum. natura. in 
the peace·or the sovereign, with malice · 
prepense or aforethought, either express or 
implied, that is, with deliber.ate intent or 
formed design so to do." (Wharton's Criminal 
Law, par. 419, pg. 626}. 

"**** A deliberate intent to kill must exist 
at the moment when the act or killing is 
perpetrated to render the homicide murder. 
Such intent may be inferred urider the rule· 
that everyone is presumed to intend the 
natural consequence or his act." (Wharton's 
Criminal Law, pg. 633). 

"The term malice, as ordinarily employed in 
criminal law, is a strictly legal term, 
meaning not personal spite or hostility but 
simply the wrongful intent essential to the 
commission or crime.**** In eyery case of 
apparently deliberate and unjustifiable 
killing, the law presumes the existence of 
the malice necessary to constitute murder, 
and devolves upon thE/ciccused the onus of 
rebutting the presumption. In other words, 
where in the fact·and circumstance or the 
killing as committed no defense appears, the 
accused must. show that the act was either no 
crime at all or a crime less than murder;. 
otherwise it will be held to be murder in 
law." (Winthrop's Milltary Law and 
Precedents, 1920 Reprint, pg~. 672-673). 

11Malice aforethought. - Malice does not 
necessarily mean hatred or personal ill-will 
toward the person killed, nor an actual 
intent to take his life, or even to take 
anyone's life. The use of the word 
'aforethought' does not mean that the 
malice must exist .for any particular time 
before commission of the act, or that the 
intention to kill must have previously 
existed. It is sufficient that it exist .'.~·:· 
at the time the act is committed. (Clark). 
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"Malice aforethought may exist l'lhen the 
act is unpremeditated. It may mean any 
one or more of the following.states or 

. mind preceding or coexisting· with the act 
or omission by which death is caused: an 
intention to cause the death of, or grievous 
bodily'harm to, any person, whether such 
person is the person actually killed or not 
(except when death is inflicted in the heat 
of sudden passion, caused by adequate 
provocation); knowledge that the act which 
causes death will probably cause the death 
of, or grievous bodily harm to, any person, 
whether such person is the person actually · 
killed or not, although such knowledge is 
accompanied by indifference whether death or 
grievous bodily harm is caused or not or by a 
wish that it may not be caused; intent to 
comm.it any felony. (See 149d-Burglary) •tt 

(Par.148a, M.C.M., pg.163; 1~ A L R 917; 
CM 221640 - Loper) • 

5. The facts in this case show that deceased was the Officer 
of the Day at the time of his death. This fact was known to all the 
guards, and it is reasonable to presume that it was known to the 
accused, he having requested relief as a guard from deceased. The 
testimony of the unbiased witnesses shows th~t accused was improperly 
hol<iing his rifle; · stated that he would not stand his post any longer, 
and refused to come to attention when directed to do so by Lieutenant 
Cobner. Based upon these facts, the officer felt justified in order
ing the arre~t of accused. He attempted to effect this purpose by 
directing the Corporal of the. Guard, and upon his failure to do so, 
the Sergeant of .the Q-uard, to relieve the accused of his rifle and 
place him in the guard-house. In both instances accused drew his 
rifle and halted the non-commissioned officers. In order to summarily 
deal with this insubordination, Lieutenant Cobner, as Officer of the 
Day, attempted to relieve Cobb of his rifle, and place _him in the 
guard-house, when he was shot and killed by the accused. As a defense, 
accused attempts to portray for himself the character of a model 
soldier in the perfonnance of his duties as a sentinel. His conduct 
does not sustain the character. According to his own statement he 
had previously been restr~cted for six months. The facts show that he 
was insubordinate to a superior officer. While stating that he did 
not know the Officer of the Day, he made no attempt to ascertain who 
was acting' in such capacity. The record further discloses that 
accused drew his rifle on both the Corporal and Sergeant of the Guard 
whom he knew were acting in such capacities. While having acted as · 
guard on twelve different occasions, accused "couldn't say" that he 
kneN the General Orders, nor cou+d he give the substance of a:n.y such 

806.Sorders. 	 As such model soldier the accused defends his conduct _on th~ .... 
ground that the deceased had issued an illegal order in that he had not 
been properly relieved as a guard; that the officer had no authority 
to take his gun, and that he was entitled to take the life of deceased ')f!.-5
in order to prevent the officer from carrying out his purpose. The- l'tl CJ 
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accused stated upon examination by the court that he would have complied 
with the orders of Lieutenant Cobner if he had known that he was Officer 
of the Day. 

The evidence pla:i.n:cy- tends to show that accused felt that he had 
been wronged by the imposing on him of extra guard duty which f'eeling 
was aggravated by the failure of deceased to relieve him when requested 
to do ~o. In the course of' events he perpetrated the crime, regardless 
of the consequences of such act and with a heartless and callous contempt 
for human life. In the opinion of the Board, the crime was murder. 

6. The record and accompanying papers fail to show that the officer 
administering the oath to the accuser on his affidavit to the charges, was 
properly authorized to do so. His official character is sho1m. as 
"Investigating Officer". Investigating officers, ~s such, have authority 
to administer oaths only with respect to matters in connection with 
investigations they are detailed to conduct (AW .114). It appears that 
Lieutenant Colonel Nealon, who administered the oath, was detailed to · 
investigate the charges the day after the oath was administered. No. 
objection was raised to this irregularity and it in no way prejudices 
any right of' the accused (Dig.Ops.JAG., 1912-JO, sec. 1267, and Dig.Ops. 
JAG. 1912-40, sec. 428(7)). c .. 

7. The court was legally constituted and had jurisdiction of the 
accused. The sentence is legal. No errors injuriously affecting the 
substantial rights of accused were cormnitted during the trial. The Board . 
of Review is of the opinion that the record of· trial is legally sufficient 
to support the findings of guilty and the sentence. · 

Judge Advocate. 


Judge Advocate. 


~-~Advocate. 

1st Ind. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, Office of The Judge Advocate General, European ~eater of 
Operations, A.P.O. 871, U.S. A.rrrry. 1 !) FEB 1943 

TO: Commanding General, European Theater of Operations, U.S.Army. APO 887. 

1. Herewith transmitted is the record of trial, together with the 
opinion of the Board of Review, in the case of' Private DAVID COBB, 

5:8'~248),.Company C, 827th Engineer Battalio~ (Aviation). · 

2. Upon trial by General Court-lllB.I"tial this soldier was found 
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guilty or murder in violation of Article of War 92. He was sentenced 
to be hanged by the neck until .dead. The reviewing authority approved 
the sentence and forwarded the record of trial to you, for your action, 
.under Article of War 48. 

. , 
3. Prior to your actipn thereon, you referred the record to me 

under the provisions of Article of War 46, and, in order to expedite 
final action in the case, and more especially, to insure to the accused 
the independent and impartial examination of the record of trial by 
the Board of Review, in accord with the provisions and in keeping with 
the spirit of Articles of War 48 and 5oi, under the provisions of the 
latter article and, before examination by me, I referred the record to 
the Board of Review for its examination and opinion. Nonnally, pursuant 
to instructions of The Judge Advocate General, .action by the confirming 
authority (other than the President) is required, under the provisions 
of the third paragraph of Article of War 5oi, before the record is ' 
referred to the Board of Review and to me as Judge Advocate General 
for the European Theater of Operations. However, your reference or the 
record to me, prior to your action thereon, under the provisions of 
Article of War 46, which expressly authorizes such reference, since I, 
as Judge Advocate General for the European Theater of Operations, have, 
under the provisions of the last paragraph of Article of War .soi, with 
respect to this case, like powers and duties as The Judge Advocate 
General, changes the normal situation indicated above. Under such 
circwnstances, should I pass on the record under Article of War 46, 
in lieu of and as your staff judge advocate, and return the record for 
your action prior to its examination by the Beard of Review, it would 
then be necessary, af'ter your action, for the Board of Review and myself, 
as Judge Advocate General forfi,he European.Theater of Operations, to 
examine the record to determine its legal sufficiency. Such a procedure 
would deny the accused the independent review of the record by the Board 
of Review provided by Article of Ylar 5oi, since the report of my 
examination and my recommendation under Article of War 46 would be a part 
of the file of the case when it reached the Board of Review. It would 
also place me in the anomalous position of acting as staff judge advocate 
under Article of War 46 before· the review of the Board of Review and as 
Judge Advocate General of the European Theater of Operations after such 
review under Article of War 48 and 50!. In my opinion,- to follow such 
a procedure would deny the accused a substantial right given him by 
Articlesof War 48 and 5oi. On the other hand, the procedure I have 
adopted denies the accused nothing, but ~o the contrary fully protects 
his rights. I am convinced this is the procedure The Judge Advocate 
General would follow on a reference to him, under Article of War 46, 
for the reason that, in such event, he would occupy the dual role of 
staff judge advocate and The Judge Advocate General, as he does when 
the President is the confirming authority, and would follow the procedure 
prescribed for the latter class of cases. 

4. The Board of Review summarizes the evidence in the accompanying 
opinion and holds that the rBcord is legally sufficient to support the 
findings and sentence and•to warrant confirmation of the sentence. I 
have carefully examined the record and concur in such holding of :th~ 
Board of Review. The evidence shows a clear case of murder~ It 
remains for consideration whether there were mitigating circumstances 

' ~~l:t p 
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that would justify commutation or the sentence. In my opinion there 
were no mitigating circUm.stances but to the contrary the offense was 
aggravated by the conduct of a~cused. Displaying such a contemptuous 
defiance or authority, such a callous disregard for human li!e, his 
act 	shows a murderer at heart. . Seeing ~s victim fall lifeless, he 
showed no spark of remorse, but rather the heartless defiance and 
ghoulish pride of a coldblooded braggart. By its selection of the 
extr~e penalty, the court indicates a like yiew of the accused and his 
crime. As much as one must always regret the need for the imposition 
of the death penalty, to commute the judgment of the pourt·~ this case 
I fear would seriously jeopordize discipline. That deceased was the 
officer of the day, engaged in the proper perfonnance of his duty, and 

·the accused .a member of the guard, is a factor that cannot be put aside. 
Accus~d•s attempted excuse for his action is too weak to deserve con
sideration. When all the evidence is considered this excuse fails 
lamentably. Accordingly I recommend that the sentence be confirmed 
and 	ordered executed. 

5. Without recommending such action it is my duty to point out 
to you that, in a case of this kind, you are authorized under the 
5lst Article of War, to suspend the sentence until the pleasure of the 
President be known, in which event, the record of trial, together m. th 
a copy of your order of suspension, should be immediately transmitted 
to the President. 

You may also, of course, commute the sentence, and, as thus 

commuted, confirm it and order its execution. 


6. Inclosed herewith are ·forms of action to accomplish any one 

of the foregoing alternatives, viz. 

a. 	 Confirming the sentence and ordering its executi.on. 
b.~ 	Commuting the sentence, and as thus commuted, · 

confirming the same and ordering its execution. 
c. 	 Suspending the sentence and forwarding it to the 

President for hi~ action under.the Slst Article 
of War. 

5 Incls: 
Record of trial. 
Opinion of Board of Review. 
Forms of Action (3) 

(Sentence confirmed and ordered executed. GCW (, ETO, l .Mar 1943) 
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for the 
European Theater of Operations (219)APO 871 

Board of Review lS Feb 194.3 

ETO 268. .FIFTH AmiY 

) Trial.by G. c. M. convened at . 
UNITED STATES APO II 464, U.s. Army. Sentence a ~ dishonorable discharge, total for

feiture, and.confinement at hard · 
·Private RICHARDvH~ RICKS (33319911) ~ labor for the term of. his natural 
Company "L", 22nd Quartermaster ) life. Penitentiary. 
Truck Regiment. ) 

HOLDING by the BOARD OF REVmv 
RITER, VAN BENSOHOTEN and IDE, Judge Advocates •. 

1. The record of trial in the case of the soldier above named has 

been examined by the Board of Review.. 

2. The accused was tried upon the following Charge and Specific~tions 

CHARGEa Violation of the 92nd Article of War. 

Specifications In that Private Richard H. Ricks, 
Company "L", 22nd Quartermaster Truck Regiment 
did, at Oujda, French Morocco, .on or about the 
seventeenth day of January; nineteen hundred and 
forty three, with malice aforethought, wi]:f'ul.ly, 
deliberately, feloniously, unlawfully, and with 
premeditation, kill one James T. Watkins, 
Technician Fourth Grade, 71st Signal Company, 
a human being, by shooting him with a rifle. 

He pleaded not guilty to and was found guilty of the Charge and Specification. 

No evidence of previous convictions was introduced. He ·was sentenced to 

be dishonorably discharged the service, to forfeit all par and allowances 

due or to become due, and to be confined at hard labor, at such place 

as the reviewing authority may direct, for the term of his natural life. 
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The reviewing authority approved the sentence, designated the . 
United States Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Permsylvania, as the place 
or confinement and forwarded the record of trial for action ptn'suant 
to Article or Viar sot. 

3. The accused is a member of Company "L", 22nd Quartermaster 
Truck Regiment, stationed at Oujda, North Africa. 

The.evidence is fairly and accurately set forth in the review 
of the Staff Judge Advocate, a part of which is herein adopted• 

11At about 8145 P.M. on the evening or 17 January 19.43 
· the accused came into the Cyrnos Bar, (R-5, R-10, 

R-22 1 R-27, R-32) wli..ich is situated about three city 
blocks from the camp of the accused's organization, 
Company "L", 22nd Quartermaster Truck Regiment (R-5). 
Seated at a table in the bar were Sergeants Scroggs 
and Watkins and Private Brown, all of the 7lst Signal 
Company (R-21, R-26). Private Brown who was.drunk 
(R-6, R-22) started an ar~ent with the accused, 
calling him a nigger (R-6J a black son of a bitch 
(R-23) and a yellow bastard (R-27) •. The accused 
turned to Sergeant Abbott of his organization and 
said "Have you got a gun" and 11 This man called me a 
nigger and I don't like it". Sergeant Abbot sought 
to calm the accused and together with a white soldier 
prevented blows being struck (R-6, R-23, R-27). The 
accused le~ the bar (R-7, R-23). Not long thereafter 
he returned to the door of the bar and called Sergeant 
Abbott who went out to find him looking at a car parked 
in the street (R-7). Pointing to the car the accused, 
who had a rifle (R-7, R-18, R-24, R-27) said 11There 
is the mother fucker that called me a nigger" and in 
response to Sergeant Abbott's advice to forget it said 
11 No, I want to kill him. 11 As he said this Sergeant 
Abbott grabbed the rifle trying to wrest it from the 
accused who opened and.closed the bolt. When Sergeant 
Abbott looked a-ound as the accused said "Look out, he 
is coming after me 11 the accused snatched ·the rifle from 
Sergeant Abbott's hand (R-7). As the deceased who had 
been sitting in the right front seat of the car came 
slowly toward them the accused backed up about ten feet, 
brought the rifle to his shoulder and fired. The , 
deceased doubled up, staggered back toward the car·and 
fell (R-7, R-24, R-27). The accused turned and went 
back toward camp (R-8) • Sergeant Watkins was dead 
from.a guzishot wound when examined a few minutes later 
by an officer of the Medical Corps (R-36). Sergeant. 
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Scroggs and Private Brown were in the rear seat 
of the car with Sergeant Viatkins in the right 
.front, all having gone out .fron1 the bar at the 
invitation of the driver, Private yage (R-24, R-27). 

The accused after having his rights properly explained to him 
took the stand under oath and testified in substance: , 

"that he carried the rifle to the bar because of 
fear of Arabs who had accosted him a week or ten 
days previously with a display of knives. Before 
entering the bar he hid the rifle in some nearby 
bushes. After the argument with Private Brovm, 
during which Brown called the accused a black son 
of a bitch, the accused asked Sergeant Abbott if they 
had any rum. Then he went out of the bar and was 
talking to two Frenchmen when the car pulled up. 
He picked up his rifle as two or three men came 
out and got in the car. As Sergeant Abbott 
started him toward ca"l!p he heard someone say "I am 
going to get him", so he turned around and saw a 
man coming toward him from the car. "He fired 
at the tree to scare him and the gun went off before 
it got that high." Sergeant i'Tatkins started back 
to the car and the accused went to camp without a:ny 
knowledge that he might have hurt the man (R-48-53). 
The accused and Sergeant Abbott wer-e good friends (R-56). 

4. The 92nd Article of War declares: 

"Any person. subject to military law who commits 
murder or rape shall sufff'r death or imprisonment for 
life, as a court~martial may d.i!'ect". 

"Murder is the 'unlawful killing of a human being 
with malice aforethought. 11 (MGM 1928 - Par. 148). 

"Murder, as defined at cornnon law, is where a 
person of a sound memory and discretion unlawfully 
and feloniously kills in any county of the realm, 
any reasonable creature, that is, any human 
being in rerum natura in the peace of the 
sovereign, with malice prepense or aforethought, 
either e::xpress or implied, that is, with 
deliberate intent or formed design so to do." 
(Wharton's Criminal Law, par.419, pg.629) • 

. "Unlawi'ul"means without justification or e:xcuse." 
(MCM 1928- P~.148). , 
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"Mal.ice Aforethought. Ma.lice does not necessarily mean 
hatred or personal ill-will toward the person killed, 
nor. a~ actual intent to take his life, or even. to take 
anyone's life. The use of the word "aforethought" 
does not mean.. that the malice must exist for MY 
particular time before commission of the act, or that 
the intention to kill must· have previously existed. 
It is sufficient that it exist at the time·the act 
is committed. (Clark.) 

Malice aforethought ma:y exist when the act is 
unpremeditated. It may mean any one or more of the 
following states of mind preceding or eoexisting with 
the act or omission by which death is caused i An 
intention to cause the death or, or grlevious bodily 
harm to, any person, whether such person is the 
person actually killed or not (except when death is 
inflicted in the heat of a sudden pa~sion, caused by 
adequate provocation); knowledge that the act which 
causes death will probably cause the death of, or 
grie'1bus bodily harm to, any person, whether such person 
is the person actually killed or not, although such 
knowl~dge is accompanied by indifference whether death . 
or grievous bodily harm is caused or not by a wish that it 
may not be caused; *uuoo-1t. (M.C.M. 1928, par. 148, · 
pgs. 163.:.164). 

•
5. The undisputed facts in this case show that accused 

entered the Cyrnos Bar at 20:45 o' cl.a.ck where, without provocation 
or reason, he was maligned by an intoxicated white soldier, Private 
Brown, who was sitting at a table; that a Sergeant Abbott sought 
to calm Private Brown and accused and prevented blows being struck; 
that accused left the bar, returning in about 45 minutes with a 
loaded service rifle, looked into the bar and called Sergeant Abbott 
outside; that Private Brown, Sergeant Scroggs and Sergeant Watkins 
at that time were sitting in an automobile at the curb in f'ront of 
the bar waiting for Private Gage, .the driver, who had gone into 
the bar for sandYTiches and who was going to drive them to their quarters; 
that when Sergeant Abbott came· out of the bar accused was on the side
walk near the car holding his rifle; and that Sergeant Watkins got 
out of the car and walked towards accused who backed up about 10 feet 
and shot Sergeant Watkins, who fell near the car and died almost 
instantly. · 

Regardless of whether accused told Sergeant Abbott "No, 
I want to kill him," which is denied, and regardless of whether the 
struggle over accused's rifle took place between accused and Sergeant 
Abbott, which was also denied by accused, the fact remains undisputed 
that accused shot and killed Sergeant Watkins who had just gotten 
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out of the car in which Private Brown, with whom accused had recently 

quarrelled, .was sitting. The night was dark and the deceased cou1d not 

be identified by an;Yone as he left the car and came up on the sidewalk. 


"**** A deliberate intent to kill must exist at 
the moment when the act of killing is perpetrated 
to render the homicide murder. Such intent may · 
be inferred imder the rule that everyone is 
presumed to intend the natural consequence of 
his act." (Wharton• s Criminal Law, Pg. 63.3 )•. 

Whether the killing was accidental, as accused claims, or the result 

of a deliberate intent on the part of the accused, was a question of 

fact for the · com·t to decide. 


It was the duty of the court to resolve and reconcile all 

conflicts in the evidence and to judge of the credibility of the witnesses. 

It is no function of the Board of Review to act, as ·a trier of facts, 


-Even though the Board of Review disagreed with the conclusion .of the 
court in the instaht case (which it does not), as a tribunal of appellate 
review, it will not substitute its opinion for that of the court where , 
there is substantial evidence to sustain the findings of the court 
(CM 211586, Gerber; CM 192609, Rehearing (1930), Dig. Ops. JAG,1912 ~940~c:JP8 
( ~) pg. 259; CM 152797, Viens; CM 20.35ll, Wed.more). Beyond peradventure, 
there is substantial evidence in the record which supports the finding. . 

that accused was guilty of murder. . . . ,. 

6. The hearsay testimony (RB), referred to in the review of the 

staff judge advocate was properly admitted, it being a part of the res 

gestae, and, as such, falls within the except_ion to the hearsay. rule .. 

(1 Wharton's Criminal Evidence, sec. 503, pg.767). . 


7. Accused was convicted of murder tmder the 92nd Article of Vlar1

"Any person subject to military la.Jtwho commits 
nrurder **** shall suffer death or life imprisorunent 
as a court-martial may direct*****n. 

The Court prescribed life imprisonment, and in addition 

sentenced ace.used (1) to be dishonorably discharged the service and (2) 

to forfeit all pay and allowances due, or to become due. These last 

two-mentioned elements of the sentence are'not affirmatively prescribed 

by the statute as 'part of the penalty for the crime of murder when the 

Court elects to sentence the accused to life imprisonment. The question, 

therefore, arises as to whether the Court exceeded its authority in 

including them in the sentence. 


It is unthinkable that penitentiary confinement for life should 

be imposed without permanently separating the convicted·accused from 

the service; and the Manual for Courts-Martial (1928) provides 

that: 

"Upon conviction· of an offense tmder Article of . 
War 92, dishonorable discharge may ,legally be 
impose~fr91g2_ i:risonment11 .(LICM, par.103,pge 92). 

5 
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(224) CONFIDENTIAL 
The following opinions of The Judge Advocate General elucidate 
the foregoing statement from the Manual for Courts-Martial a 

"The power to impose a sentence of dishonorable 
discharge is implied.from the power to impose 
a sentence cf life imprisonment that is eA-pressly 
granted by Article of War 92. But, in imposing 
a sentence of life imprisonment, the court should 
expressly add thereto a sentence of dishonorable 
diKchargeJ as a sentence of dishonorable discharge 
is not implied from a sentence that imposes 
life imprisonment or any other punishment. 11 

(JAG. 220 821, Jan. 21, 1919, Dig.Ops. JAG,1912-19.30, 
sec. 1387, pg. 688). 

"A court-IllBrtial has power to impose dishonorable 
discharge upon conviction of a violation of Article 
of War 92, but where the court has refrained from 
exercising such power and has not imposed dishonorable 
discharge as part of the sentence, such dis.charge 
is not to be implied. A court which imposes a 
sentence of life imprisonment should expressly add 
thereto a sentence of dishonorable discharge". 
(JAG. 250-479, Jan. 21, 1919, Dig. Ops, Jag.1912-40, 
sec. 402 (4), pg. 250). 

The above-quoted opinions are the only authorities available 
to the Board of Review which sustain the proposition that a 
dishonorable discharge may accompany a sentence of life imprisonment 
under Article of War 92. It will be noted, however, that the 
aourt must actually and eA-pressly include dishonorable discharge 
in the sentence. It will not be implied froma sentence to life 
imprisonment only. 

The Board of Review has made a painstaking search of the Acts 
of Congress in the endeavour to discover statutory authority which 
will sustan the opinions above cited J none have been found. Support 
for such conclusion must therefore be found elsewhere. 

It has long been a custom and tradition in the military~rvice 
that a soldier should never be confined in a penitentiary. A common 
felon should not wear the uniform of a soldier. The honor of the
service dictates such policy. As a consequence, it is the generally 
accepted practice for a general court-martial to include in a sentence 
of penitentiary· imprisonment the provision that the convicted 
accused be dishonorably discharged. 
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While Congress did not specifically direct that a soldier should 
be dishonorably dischareed prior to incarcerating him in a penitentiary, 

1~it is most reasonable to suppose that it took cognizance of this well 
> r0cognized and established practice when it adopted the 92nd Article of 
·war. 

" · Congress is presumed to have legislated with 

knowledge of such an established usage of an 

executive department of the government". (National 

Lead Co. vs. U.S. 252 U.S.140, 64 L.Ed.496; 

Unittd States v. Bailey, 9 Pet. 238, 256,9L. 

ra. 113,120). 


It may be urged against the foregoing conclusion that a court, 
upon convicting an accused for an offense uhder the 92nd Article of 
V!ar and sentencing him to life imprisonment in a penitentiary, may 
inc1ude dishonorable discharge in the sentence that other means are 
provided for separating accused from the service.and,Congress, taking 
cognizance of such means, intentionally omitted the provision for 
dishonorable discharge. In connection with this argument, the 
provisions of Section VIII, A.R. 615-360, which authorizes the so-called 
"blue discharge," are relevant. This discharge is administrative in 
character. However, such discharge is not g1.ven as punishment, and 
its use is particularly prohibited "when the enlisted man is awaiting 
trial, or result Qf trial, or serving sentence a<ljudged by a general 
court-martial11 • It is apparent that this is not a substitute for, nor 
equivalent to, the sentence of 11dishonora.ble discharge" imposed by a 
general court-martial, nor can it be used as a corrective for a defective 
court-martial sentence. Sec VIII, A.R. 615-360 therefore does not 
afford a means of ridding the service of a soldier who has been sentenced 
to life imprisonment. The presumption, under the authorities cited above, 
is that Congress had knowledge of the regulation and in particular 
the reetriction that a "Section VIII discharge" would not be given a 
life convict. With this situation prevailing, there is substantial 
basis for the position that Congress did not consider such "blue discharge" 
as a proper or adequate administrative means to implement a court-martial 
sentence, and that it intended that a general court-martial should 
inclut1e the punishnent of "dishonorable discharge" when prescribing the 
sentence of life im~)riflOnI'1ent under the 92nd Article of War. , 

The Board of Review is therefore of the opinion that, in the 
instant case, it was proper to include in the sentence that the accused ' 
be dishonorably discharged, despite the fact that the 92nd Article of 
i'iar is silent. in this respect. 

The part of the sentence involving total forfeiture of all pay 
and allowances due, or to becone due, involves an entirely different 
situation. With reference to the construction and interpretation of 
penal statutes, Chief Justice Marshall.in United States v. Wiltberger, 
5 Wheat. 75, 94; 5 L. Ed. 37,42, announced a rule that is fundamental& 
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" The rul.e that penal laws are to be construed 
strictly, is perhaps not much less old than 
construction itself. It is founded. on the 
tenderness of the law for the rights of 
indivjduals; and on the plain principle that 
the power of punishment is vested in the 
legislative, not in the judicial department *****• 
The intention of the legislature is to be collected 
from the words they employ. Where there is no 
ambiguity in the words, there is no room for 
construction. The case must be a strong one 
indeed, which would justify a court in departing 
~om the plain meaning of words, especially in 
a penal act, in search of an intention which . 
the words themselves did not suggest.*********")!-11. 
(5 Wheat, 94; 5 L. Ed. 42). 

Winthrop applies the foregoing principle to the Articles of•War as follows: 

"In imposing sentence for the offenses made 
punishable under these .Articles, the. province of 
the court is simply ministerial - to pronounce the 
judgment of the law. It has no power to affix a 
punishI:lent either more or less severe, o~ other, 
than that specifieds any different or additional 
punishment is simply a nullity and inoperative.******* 
Indeed,in all cases of punishments of the mandatory 
class, it. is not the court which decrees the penalty 
but the statute; the distinctive fUnction of the 
court practically terminating with the conviction". 
(Winthrop's Military Law and Precedents, 2nd. ed,, 
pg. 395). 

The phraseology of the 92nd Article of War is obvious and clear 
with respect to the authority of a court to impose the punishment of 
life imprisonment. There is no basis for an implication that 
Congress intended, when it authorized life imprisonment, also to 
authori2f> the confiscation of the accused's property. 

, 

The 92nd Article of War is highly penal; it prescribes as 
· puni~hment for the crimes therein ·denounced either death or life 

imprisonment - the two moet severe criminal penalties. 

The authorized sentences are mandatory with respect to either 
of the two designated punishments. The convicted accused "shall 
suffer death or imprisonment for life, as a court-martial may direct". 
The court is allowed an election, in selecting the penalty to be 
adjudged from the two stated in this statute, in order to make it 
fit the crime and the criminal, but when such elP.ction is made the 
discretionary power of the court is exhausted. The word "shall" 
contained in the statute is imperative (57 C.J., sec.5,pg.548; M.C.M. 
par. 103, pg 92). . 
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Inasmuch as the 92nd Article of ITar (1) is free from uncertainties 
and ambiguities in res:pect to the designation of life imprisonment as one 
of the punishments; (2) is mandatory within the limits of the two methods 
of punishment authorized - death and life imprisonment; and (3) is highly 
penal, it logically follows that the canon of "strj.ct construction", as 
announced by Chief Justice Marshall, should be applied with fUll vigor. 
Such application results in the conclusion that no court has any right 
to read into the article the power to adjudge the additional penalty of 
total forfeitures. 

From the date of the sentence the accused is no longer in a pay 
status; consequently, there will be no future pay or allowances. The 
penalty arises in applybg the forfeitures to accrued pay and allowances. 
Such pay and allowances are the property of the accused. Within the 
field where Congress has granted the Court discretion in determining the 
·punishment, the forfeiture of this "property" is recognized as a legitimate 
method of punishment. (Winthrop's Military Law and Precedents - Reprint 
1920 - Pgs. L.,27,433). However, under the 92nd Article of War, where 
Congress has definitely prescribed the punishment - death or life 
imprisonment - and thereby left the court no discretion, it is unreasonable 
and illogical to believe that Congrei=is impliedly authorized a court-martial 
to forfeit a man's property and thereby increased the penalty over and 
above that particularly prescribed by the statute.. Rather, logic and 
reason dictate that Congress did not intend that confiscation of accused's 
property should follow as part of his punishment. 

. In view of the foregoing, the Board of Review is of the opL'lio:n 
that the part _of the sentence forfeiting all pay and allowances due, or 
to become due, to the accused is surplusage and void and should not be 
approved.· 

The sentence, however, is not void in toto, but is valid as to 
that part thereof eA-tending to dishonorable discharge and to life imprisorunent. 
The court had the imdisputed power to impose these penalties. The sentence 
is separable and the void part must be disregarded. (United States v. 
Pridgeon, 153 U~S. 48, 38 L. Ed. 631; 16 C.J., sec. 1393, pg.1312; 24 C.J.S., 
sec. 1584, pg 112). . 

8. The court was legally constituted and had jurisdiction of the 
accused and the offense. No errors injuriously aff~cting the substantial. 
rights of accused were committed during the trial.- The Board of Review is 
Of the opinion that the record is legally sufficlent to support the finding Of 
guilty and that part of the sentence imposing dishonorable discharge and life 
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impri.sorunrnt, but legally insufficient to support that part of the 
sentence imposing total forf'ei ture of all pay and allowances due 
or to 1eco~e due. 

d' ~ /,l 
---~---·;z,-~~-~-""---·-'-A§~'-:Y,_! Judge Advocate........ ___ 


Jurlge Advocate 

~Advocate 
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let Ind. 

'NAE DE'PART!l:ENT, JAGO, ETOUSA, APO 871, 18 f lj b4tOa Commanding General, Fifth 
Army, AP_O I/ 464. 

1. In the case of Private RICHARD H. RICKS (3.3.319911) Company 11111 , 

22nd Qiiartermaster Truck Regiment, I concur in the foregoing holding by 
the Board of Review, and for the reasons therein stated recommend that 
only so much of the_ sentence as involves dishonorable discharge and 
imprisonment for life be approved. Thereupon, you will have authority to 
order the executicn of the serltence as thus modified. 

2. A radiogram is being sent advising you of the fo~egoing 
holding and approval thereof. Please return the said holding and this 
indorsement, and, if you have not already done so, forward therewith five 
copies of the published order in this ca 

1 'Incl: 
Opinion of Board of Review. 
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. CONFIDENTIAL 
Iz<:)ie Office·of The Judge Advocate(,.,~neral

for the 
European Theater of Operations 

. APO 871 

Board of Review 

ETO 292 

U N I T :E1 D S T A T E S ) 
) 

v. ) 
) 

Private 1st Class SAMMIE MICKLES ) 
(34021930), 226th Q.M. Company, ) 
(Salv. Coll). ) 

(2.31) 

._ 
2 3 FEE 1943 

SERVICF.S OF SUPPLY 
EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS 

Trial by G.C.M., convened at G1asgow, 

Scotla.m.d, 29 December 1942. Sentence: 

To be dishonorably discharged the service; 

total forfeiture of all pay and allowances 

due or to become due, and to be hanged 

by the neck until dead. 


OPINION of the BOARD OF REVIE'if 
RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN and IDE, Judge Advocates 

1. The record of trial in the case of the soldier named above, 
having been referred by the Connnanding General, European Theater of 
Operations, the confirming authority, prior to his action thereon and 
pursuant to the provisions of Article of War 46, to the Judge Advocate 
General, in charge of the Office of The Judge Advocate General fol/the 
European Theater of Operations~ who, under the provisions of the last 
paragraph of Article of Vlar 50-;z, has, with respect to this case, like 
powers and duties as The Judge Advocate General, and, to tµe end that 
the accused should he.:ve an independent review of the record of hi;:; trial 
by the Board of Review, in accord with the provisions and in keeping with 
the spirit of Article of War 5o!, having been referred by the Judge 
Advocate General for the European Theater of Operations to the Board of 
Review for examination· and review, has been examined by the Board of 
Review, which submits this, its opinion and holding thereon, to the 
Judge Advocate General for the European Theater of Operations. 

2. Accused was tried upon the following Charge and Specification: 

CHARGE: Violation of the 92nd Article of War. 

Specification: In that Private First Class Sammie 
Mickles, 226th Q.N. Co., (Salv. Coll), did, 
at Glasgow, Scotland, on or about 18 November 
1942, wi. th ·malice aforethought, wilfully, 
"deliberately, feloniously, unlawfully and with 
premeditation kill one Jan Ciapciak, a human being 
by stabbing him with a knife. 

P.e pleaded not guilty to and was found guilty of the Charge and 
Specification. No evidence of previous convictions was introd~ced. 

292 
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He was sentenced to be dishonorably discharged from the service, to 
forfeit all pay and allowances due or to become due and to be hanged 
by the neck until dead, at such time and place as may meet the 
convenience of the reviewing authority. The reviewing authority 
approved the sentence except the words 11at such time and place as 
may meet the convenience of the reviewing authority", the inclusion 
of which was disapproved. 

3. The homicide involved in this case was committed on 
Argyle Street in Glasgow, Scotland, and the locus thereof was 
described by Mr. Frank Dow, a Detective Lieutenant of the Glasgow 
City Police (R.2, 3, 4). He subnitted a sketch of the locus in 
support of his testimony which was admitted in evidence as 
Prosecution's Exhibit 1 (R.3), but same is not attached to the 
record of trial. 

Argyle Street extends east and west. An elevated railroad 
bridge which has a width of about 165 feet crosses Argyle Street 
above the street level between Union and Hope Streets (R.3). 
Hope Street. which h~ a north and south direction, intersects 
Argyle Street about 45 ft. west of the bridge. Union Street is 
likewise a north and south street and it intersects Argyle Street 
about 32 ft. east of the bridge (R.3). The "Penny Arcade", an 
amusement place, is located on the south side of Argyle Street in 
near proximity and east of the bridge and adjoining it is an alley 
which runs southward from the south line of Argyle Street towards 
Midland Street (R.3). That part of Argyle Street under the railroad 
bridge is in partial darkness, but during the evening such part is 
illuminated to a certain extent (R.3). Underneath the bridge there 
are stores on each side of the street (R.4), and also stairways which 
lead to both the high and low levels of the Central Railroad Station 
which is located east of the railroad bridge (R.3) and is transpierced 
by the street (R.3). 

4. Accused was on and prior to 18 Nov. 1942 a member of the 
226th Q.M. Company (Salv. Coll) which was stationed at Camp Pollock, 
near Glasgow, Scotland (R.29). Between the hours of 7:30 p.m., and 
8 :00 p .m., on said date accused arrived at the "Penny Arcade". 
R.32, 40, 50). He was then carrying a knife (R.32, 41) which had a 
blade about one inch wide and 5 inches long (R.32, 33, 40). It was 
not a folding knife, but a long, straight knife like a hunting knife 
(R.41). Between 8:00 p.m., and 9:00 p.m., accused while in the 
"Arcade" became :Lnvolved in an argument with a civilian and displayed 
this knife ~.32, 41). The 11.A.rcade" closed about 10:00 p.m. (R.31) 
and at that hour accused and Privates Percy Kraft and Leon Childs of 
the 226th Q.M. Company (Salv. Coll) were on the north side walk of 
Argyle Street sbout opposite the "Penny Arcade" (R.35). Childs was 
accompanied by a girl, Jean lH:teod, alias Sheina '!fcLeod. (R.Jl, 78). 
When the "Arcade" closed these three soldiers and girl were joined by 
Private Jolm Henry Bolds of the same detahhment (R.Jl, 35). The 
four soldiers and the girl proceeded westward on the north side walk 
o.f Argyle Street (R.35) and wallced under the railroad bridge (R.35). 
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}.!rs. llary lfcAlpine ifilkie, who lmew Sheina McLeod. (R.42, 78), 
was standing on th.e side-walk under the rai~oad bridge at 10 :00 p.m., 
on 18 Nov. 1942 (R.42, 76) as the soldiers and Sheina Y.c:Leod. 
approached from the east. 

5. Jan Ciapciak, (hereinafter designated deceased), a Polisu 
• I 

c~tizen, was a s.eaman and a member of the crew of 11:M.V. Batory" then 
lyi'ng at King George V dock ·in G1asgow Harbor (R.13).. At 6:30 p.m., 
on 18 Nov.1942, deceased and marcin Edmond Stefanski, also a :ne:uber of 
the crew of 1111.V. BatorJn (R.12), left their ship and procGeded to 
t:ie "Grant Arrns 11 , a public house in Glasgow· (R. 75) where deceased and 
his companion each consumed eight drinks of some kind of intoxicating· 
liquor (R. 75). By 10:00. p.m., deceased was "feeling verr.1 gooq" but 
he neither shovred signs of intoxication nor was he quarrelso!Ile (R.75). 
The two sea111en left the "Grant A.rrns 11 someti..'Ile after 10:00 p.m. (R.75) 
and proce~ded in a westerly direction on the north side of Argyle Street. 
They encountered two or three unidentified American soldiers who were 
sta..11ding on the side walk under the railroad bridge. Mrs. Wilkie was 
also sta1ding nearby (R.42, 76). As the deceased and Stefanski neared 
I.1rs. Vfilkie, Stefanski was walldng about two paces in front of the 
deceased (R.14). When_ opposite Hrs. Wilkie deceased asked her i'or a 
cigarette (R.42, 45, 78). She informed him that'she had none, but · 
referred him to the unidentified American soldiers (R.42). · At this 
moment, accused, Bolds, Childs, Kraft and Sheina }~c:Leod'. joined 
:h's. Wilkie (R.31, 42). Deceased then asked the four soldiers for a. 
ci;;arette (R.42), and al.."!lost simultaneously grasped Sheina Fc,J~eod . by 
"the arm and attempted to pull her away (R.42). Miss 1~cLeotl· appealed 
to Childs (R.1+2), and an argument arose between deceased and Childs 

· (R.•31, 42). Accused intervened in the melee that followed and "punched11 

deceased, and accu~d. and deceased started to fight (R.42)~ Chil~s and 
Sheina !:Ic Lead left the scene of the altercation (R.31, 43). Deceased 
kicked one of the soldiers on the ankle R.43, 54). At· this point Bolds 
seized Stefans1d (R.lh, 2.5, 31, 37., 43) and the argument ceased (R.31,43). 
Imned.iately thereafter Stefanski.was removed from the scene of the fracas 
by a civilian (R.14, 21, 25, .37). 

Accused and Bolds then Yralked eastward on Argyle Street (R.21, 23, 
31). Accused inforned Bolds he had been stabbed and ask~d him to go 
across the street to the alley adjoining the 11 PeruJY Arcade" with him 
(R.3_:1,.). Reachi,ng the alley, accused opened his blouse and shiirt~. 
Bolds struck a match (R.31) and looked at accused's wound (R.32, 33, 37). 
Accused said to Bolds that "nobody was going to stab me and get a1ray 
with it" (R.32, 37), and further, ·"Come, we'll go across the street" 
(R.32). Accused and Bolds crossed the street and went under the 
railroad bridge where they encountered deceased (R.19, 32). Accused, 
after identifying deceased said nothing to him, but pulled his lmife 
out of his pocket and stabbed him (R.19, 20, 32,· 33, 43, 46). · 
Deceased im.mediately fell to the ground (R.19, 22, 31) and after some 
civilian had attempted to revive him (R.19, 22), he was carried across. 
the street by two civilians (R.14, 19, 21+, 76) and as he lay unconscious 
was found by Constable Yrilliam Crombie Campbell of the Giasgow Police. 
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When Constable Campbell discovered a wound in the region of deceased's 
heart he called an ambulance and had deceased removed to a hospital 
(R.10, ll). Deceased was dead befo~~~ reached the hospital (R.59). 
Constable Campbell-wtiile on the stand identified accuse~eing one 
of four "other chaps" who stood near deceased as he lay on the ground 
(R.12). Stefanski identified deceased the next day at the morgue 
(R.1.5, 17, 64). 

Bolds testified that inl~ediately after accused stabbed deceased he 
(Bolds) and accused started "down the street" (probably meaning west) 
and accused wiped blood from the knife (R.32, 34). The Military Police 
arrived soon after and took accused, Bolds and Kraft into custody (R.32). 

The post-mortem examination of dece~sed revealed that his death 
had been caused "from shock and hemorrhage following a penetrating 
wound of the chest with perforation of the pericardium, or heart sac, 
and -aorta, or principal blood vessel of the body. '' (R. 70 ). 

A physical examination of accused made on 21 Nov. 1942, showed 
that he was suffering from a smali, healing puncture wound about 
3/16 of an inch in length on the right side of the upper part of the 
abdomen, (R. 70) and it was the opinion of the medical ex:amin~r that 
"the condition of the wound is consistent with infliction a few days 
prior to the examination" (R. 71). 

6. The investigating officer was Lieutenant-Colonel Nicholas 
Biddle, I.G.D., Inspector General, Clyde Area Ports and the Northern 
District. He was a witness for the prosecution (R.47) and testified 
that, in the performance of his duties he interviewed accused on two 
occasions (R.48): 20 Nov. 1942 (R.47) and 22 Nov. 1942 (R• .54). 
Lieutenant-Colonel.Biddle testified that prior to the first interview 
he· warned accused of his rights under the 24th Article of War (R.47). 
The interview was in the form of interrogations propounded to accused 
and his answers thereto (R•.5~ .54). They were evidently taken down 
by a stenographic reporter and then transcribed or they may have been 
written directly by a typist who heard same. Lieutenant-Colonel 
Biddle stated: "After warning him of his rights, I proceeded to take 
testimony from him, I can't repeat all of the testimony" (R.48). The 
following colloquy between the trial Judge advocate and the witness 
then ensued: 

11Q - Would you, by referring to it, would it 
refresh your recollection a:ny? 

A - I can give you what you are driVing at, my 
closing questions if that is what you want in 
regcrd to his rights. 

Q - All I had in mind was the qlJ,estions. which you 
asked him and his answers to you. 

A - All the questions? Oh heavensl 
Q - Well, as nearly as you can, what did you ask 

him and what did he say to you? 
A - Well, it is about .5 or 6 pages of testimony 

or more than that, and it is impossible for 
me to recall all my questions and his answers 
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to all of the testimony I took from him on 

·two occasions on two additional dates." (R.48) 

At this point the Law IJember interjected the following remark: 
that 

.1r;fhy not read/to the court? 
Any objection from the defense? 11 (R.48). 

Defense Counsel replied: 

"I do impose (sic) this objection. Since 
the statement, --- I might ask this question. 
(To the court) Mew I ask a question for the 
purpose of the objection?" (R.48). 

The Law Member gave his assent (R.48) and thereupon Defense 
Counsel asked the witness: 

"Colonel, in the statement, you refer to, 
does the subject matter constitute 

· confession in any nature?" (R.48). 

The witness asked permission of the court to answer the question 
and upon receiving consent, replied: 

"There were two confessions. On the first 
date, he ma:ie a statement, or rather under 
sworn testi."'!lony, and through a series of 
questions and answers through the testimony, 
he gave one story of how the stabbing 
occurred. In the presence of Bolds, on 
the second day of testimony, he changed his 
story to coincide with the testimony of 
Bolds." (R.48). 

Thereupon Defense Counsel objected to the receipt of the interrogatories 
and answers in evidence for the reasons 11 first, that it in effect 
compelled the defendant or the accused to testify against himself at 
the trial, secondly, that no affirmative showing of the voluntary 
nature of the confession in either case or both cases has been made
*"'*" (R.48). There t:1en followed the following exchange: 

"Prosecution: As to that first ground, I 
believe tbat the accused had been warned 
of his rights·. 

Law 1fomber: It has been so stated by the 
Inspector General. 

Prosecution: And as to whether or not there 
was any pressure brought to bear as to the 
answers to the questions, then that could be 
brought out. 

,, .. 

Defense: The point is gentlemen, i.:£'. I may 292 
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mention~ is that it has not been brought out 
yet so far as I.can see in the record the purely 
voluntary nature of the comfession. 

Lavv Member: The court rules that that is exactly 
the matter presented for the attention of the 
counsel prior to the noon recess, where you were 
supposed t9 get.together about the matters and 
papers to be brought here without further delay. 
You hav~ a stipulation to admit these papers. 

Prosecution: Moreover, the stipulation was.for 
the counsel for the defense, that he had seen 
the names of the witnesses for the prosecution, 
their address, and their expected testimony on 
December 22, and subsequent to that. 

Law Member: \fas not this paper ·exhibited to the 
cou.~sel for the defense prior to this trial? 

Defense: That is correct. Yes sir. 

Law Member: Was that statement taken by the 
Inspector General exhibited to the counsel? 

Defense: Yes sir, with the other papers. (R.49). 

The court was closed, and upon being opened the president 
announced that the Law Member would give the decision of the court. 

Law Member: The court was closed for the ptirpose 
of discussing and forming an opinion in regard 
to the objection by the defense. In consideration 
of the paragraph. bf ou:r manual in regard to an 
accused, by ma.~ing.statements in an official 
investigation, and-I find it on pages 116 and 
117, we asked Colonel Biddle the following 
questions: Was there any hope of a reward held 
out, or any hope of same. Was there any fear 
of punishment or injury that you inspired by 
your investigation that might have had some 
effect on the accused? (R.49) 

Witness: No sir. 

Law Member: We consider the statement then 
admissable, and you may have· the investigating 
officer read it. (R.49). 

Q - (Continuing) Colonel, these questions and 
ansvfers, the answers to the questions, were 
they purely voluntary on the part. of the -· 
accused? 292' 
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A - Yes sir. 

Defense: .Have these been .marked as exhibits? 

Prosecution: No, I was just going to bring that in. 

Q - (Continuing) Colonel, I ask you to look 
' 	at the papers you have, and tell us if t~t 

is, .i.f it states the exact questimns which 
you asked the accused~ and his answers to 
those questions? 

A··- Both these statements are the exact questions 
and ansi.'V'ers I asked the accused on November 20th. 

Prosecution: I would like to of.fer those in 

evidence as Exhibits 3 and 4. 


Defense: There is no objection to either o.f the 

purported exhibits. 

Received in evidence Prosecution's Exhibits 

Nos. 3 and 4. 

Q - Will you read these then, C~lonel? (R.50 - 51) 


Lieutenant-Colonel Biddle then proceeded to read into the record 
the interrogatories propounded to accused and hB an5'7ers thereto 
(R.50 - 57 inci.). At the conclusion o.f the presentation o.f the 
questions and answers Defense Counsel moved that the same be expunged 
.from the record: 

"for the reason: and upon the ground.that it 
appears there from t.~e exhibit there, that 
the statements made therein were not made 
.from c;rPurely voluntary basis, but upon a 
basis of question and answer to a superior 
officer, or an officer who had been enjoined 
by his superiors to conduct an inquiry. For 
the further reason, as with regard,....µ> 
Exhibit 4, that the sworn testimor&'-/the said 
defendant, Sammie Mickles, in Exhibit 3, as 
read by the witness.Xz as follows: 

"Q - Have you anything further to say, or 
anything further to give in this case? 

A - No sir. 
Q - Do you desire to submit a statement, 

sworn or unsworn in ad.di tion to this? 

I move that the record be expUil(;ed and removed 
from this case. ·" (R.58). 
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The court closed and upon being reopened the Law Member 


announced: 


,,."The court was closed, and the objection raised 
by the Defense Counsel discussed, and the entire 
court is of the opinion that the papers marked 
Prosecution Exhibit Nu.mber 3 and 4, being the·' 
testimony of the defendant to the Inspector .. 
General, Colonel Biddle, be admitted as the 

.· 	 testimon~ of Colonel Biddle. (Underscoring-
supplied .~The court further asks that defense 
counsel, if he has any further objections, may 
declare same at thiitime with the proviso that 
he point out line for line, and page for 
page in the court-martial manual where there is 
any .contravention of ' a 'law for the admission 
of these papers as this testimony." (R.58). 

Defense Counsel replisd: 

11 I have no further objections. 11 (R.58). 

The Law Member responded: 

1rv'{ell, the court calls your attention to the 
bottom of page 116 relative to the admission 
by the accused does not treat these papers 
as a confession, but onl as an Inspector 
Gener 's testimony. 11 Underscoring supp ied).
(R.58). 

There is presented ~or consideration the serious question as to 
whether the objection of Defense Counsel in the first instance to the 
reading of the Exhibits into the record should have been sustained· 
and upon over-ruling the objection whether the motion to strike the 
same from the record should have been granted. There are however, 
two.incidental matters which should be first considered: (a) On page 

. 58 of the record of trial the La;w Member referred Defense Counsel to 
the "bottom of page ll6 relative to the admission by the accused does 
not treat these papers as a confession, but only as an Inspector 
General's ·testimony." The cited passage from Ma.nu.al for Courts
llartial reads as follows: 

"b. Accused's admissions. - In many instances 
an accused has made statements Which fall short 
of being acknowledgements of guilt, but which, 
nevertheless, constitute important admissions 
as to his connection or possible connection With 
the offense charged. Such statements are called 
'admissions against interest' and ere admissible 
in the evidence without any showing that they were 
voluntarily made. Should it, however, be shown .. 
that an admission against interest was procui.ed 292 
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·by means vrhich the court believes to have 
been of such character that they may have 
caused the accused to make a false statement, 
the court may either exclude or strike out and 
disregard all :_evidence of the statement. The 
following are examples of admissions against 
interest: A statement made after arrest by 
an accused charged with homicide in a dance 
hall, that he was in the hall when the 
homicide occurred; a statement made to a . 
sheriff by an accused charged with desertion 
that he was 'tired of working for the 
Government and did not went to work for it 
any longer. ' 
The mere fact that the admission was made 
during an investigation of the charge does not 
make it inadmissible. 11 (M.C.M., 192.8, sec.114, 
pgs.116-117). 

It is difficult at times to draw a distinction between a 
"confession" and an "admission against interes_t11 but the applicable 
legal principles are well establ=!-shed. 

" 'Admissions', in the law of evidence, have 
been defined a~ being concessions or voluntary 
acknovrledgments made by a party of the 
existence of certain facts, and have been 
said to be direct or express, implied or 
indirect, or incidental, and either judicial 
or extra-judicial, the former being such 

· 2.dmissions as appear in record in the 
proceedings of a court. More accurately 
regarded, they are statements by a party 
or some one identified with him in legal 
interest, of the existence of a fact which 
is relevant to the cause of his adversary." 
-;:~,w& 'Admissions 1 are distinguished from 
'confessions' in that the latter term is 
used only in criminal cases and properly 
applies only to acknowledgments of guilt. 
(22 C.J., sec.323, pgs. 296, 297). 

"Although it may be received in evidence, 
an admission by word or act of an inculpatory 
fact from which the jury may or mey not infer 
guilt, but which falls short of being an 
acknowledgment of guilt is not a confession. 
Also an a.dmission of one, but not of all, the 
essential elements ·.of the crime is not a con
fession. (16 c.J., sec.1466, pg. 716). 

"A confe·ssion is the admission of guilt by the 
defendant of all the necessary elements of the 
crime of which he is charged, including the ., 292
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necessary acts and intent. An admission merely admits 
some fact which connects or tends to connect the defendant 
with the offense· but not with all of the elemen:ts of the 
crime. State v. Johnson, 95 Utah 572, 83 P. (2nd)l010: 
People v.Fowler, 178 Cal. 657, 174 P.892; State vs Carroll, 
.52 Wyo. 29, 69 P. (2nd.)542; State vs •. Stevens, 6o Mont. 
390, 199 P.256. 11 (State v. Masato Karumai, 126 P~2nd) 
1047, 1052). 

11A confession is an acknowledgment in express terms, by a 
party in a criminal case, of his guilt of the crime charged, 
while an .admission is a statement by the accused, direct or 
implied, of !acts pertinent to the issue, and tending, in 
connection with proof of other facts, to prove his guilt. 
In other words, an admission, as applied to criminal law, 
is something less than ·a con,fession, and is but.an acknowledg
ment of some fact or circumstance which in itself is 
insufficient to authorize a conviction, -and which tends only 
to establish the ultimate fact of guilt. To the credibility 
of a confession of guilt, it is necessary there should be an 
animus confitencli., or intention to speak the truth as to the 
specific charge of guilt. Such intention, however, is not 
essential to attach credibility to admissions of particular 
facts, in themselves indifferent, but which go to make up 

· a case on which guilt is assumed to rest. 11 ( 2 'Wharton 1s 
. Criminal Evidence, sec. 580, pg.954). 

"A confession is an acknowledgment, in express terms, by a 
partyin a criminal case of the truth of the crime charged, 
while an admission relates to subordinate facts that.do 
not constitute guilt in themselves. A confession is an 
acknovredgment of guilt; while an admission admits material 
fa.cts but not guilt." (mf 141755 (1920), Dig. Ops. JAG., 
1912-40, sec. 395(10), pg. 205). 

Considering Prosecution's EY.hibits 3 and 4 (the interrogations 

propounded accused by Lieutenant Colonel Biddle and accused's answers 

thereto) (R.50-58 incl.) in the light of the foregoing principles it is 

obvious that the Law Member was clearly in error in his ruling that the 


·	srune were "admissions against interest. 11 The exe.mination of accused by 
Lieutenant Colonel Biddle was conducted in the endeavor to see\lXe from 
him a truthful statement of the events which led to deceased 1s death. 
Accused's memory and conscience· were searched by the examination and 
the information elicited from him revealed all of the elements of the 
crime for which he stood charged. His statements, although separately 
made in response to the several questions, produced in swn total a 
confession of his guilt. Prosecutions Exhibits 3 and 4 mu~t therefore 
be considered as confessions and not merely admissions against interest, 
(b) By objection, timely made, Defense Counsel contended that the 

Prosecution had failed to show that the confessions were voluntarily 

made an~ were not secured either as a result of threats or compulsion 

or promises of favors·or clemency. The rule governins admissions and 

confessions is state'2 ~~g gS 2 9 2 
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l'It must appear that the confession was voluntary on 


the part of the accused. In the discretion of the 

court a prima facie showing. to this effect may be 

required before evidence of the confession itself 

is received•• No hard and fast rules for determining 

whether or not a confession was voluntary are here 

prescribed. The matter depends largely on the special 

circumstances of each case. The follo¥iing general 

principles are, however, applicable. 


A confession not voluntarily made must be rejected; 
'but where the evidence neither indicates the contrary \ 

nor suggests further inquiry as to the circumstances, 

a confession may be regarded as having been voluntarily 

lJlade. 


The fact that the confession was made to a military 

superior or to the representative or agent of such 

superior will ordinarily be regarded as requiring further 

inquiry into the circumstances, particularly where the 

case is one of an enlisted man confessing to a military 

superior or to the representative or agent of a military 

superior. 


· "Evidence that the accused stated that he made the 
confession freely without hope of reward or fear of 
punishment, etc., or evidence that the accused was warned 
just before he made the confession that his confession 
might be used against him or that he need not ansv•er any 
questions that might tend to incriminate him is evidence, 
but not conclusive evidence, that the confession was 
voluntary." (:r.c.11., l928, sec.ll4a, pg.116). 

"But the most familiar requisite to the admissibility 

of a confession is thc.t it. must have been voluntary; 

·and the onus to show that it 1"Tas such is upon the 

prosecution in offering it. A. confession is, in a 

lezal sense, 'voluntary' when it is not induced or 

materially influenced by hope of release or other 

benefit, or fear of punishment or injury, inspired by 

one in autnority; or, more specifically, where it is 

not induced or influenced by words or acts, - such as 


. promises, assurences, threats, harsh treatment, or 

the like,- on the part of an official or other person 

competent to effectuate what is promised, threatened, 

,1~c., or at least believed to be thus competent by the 

party confessing. And the reason of the rule is that 

where the confession is not thus voluntary, there 

is alvmys ground to believe that it may not be true. 

Though confessions are in the majority of cases made to 

officials holding the party in confinement or arrest, the 

mere fact that he is in custody at the time of mald.ng 

t~e confession does not sta~p i~ as involuntary." 

"Winthrop 1s 1.ii litary La"l·r and Precedents, Reprint 1920, 

pg.328). ' 
 292 
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The record shows that Lieutenant Colonel Biddle warned accused.of 
his rights under the 24th Article of War and explained them in detail 
to him (R.J.+7, 50). There is an absence of any evidence in the record 
that the confessions were obtained as a result of hope or fear 
engendered in the accused by Lieutenant Colonel Biddle who asserted on 
the witness stand they were given voluntarily. The Defense did not 
elect to cross-examine him on this statement. Under this condition of 
the record the Board of Review is of the opinion that the Prosecution 
made a prima facie showing that the confessions were voluntary, and 
that their admission in evidence shoµld not be denied on the claim that 
they were involuntary. (Cf: Wilson v. United States, 162 U.S., 613, 
622, 623; 40 L~ Ed. 1090, 1096). 

7. Having determined that Prosecution's Exhibits 3 and 4 are in 
legal effect confessions and that they were voluntarily given by accused, 
there remains the question as to whether or not the typewritten 
questions and answers labeled respectively 11Svrorn testimony of Private 
Srumnie Mickles" (Prosecution's Ex. 3; R.50) and 11Additional Sworn 
Testimony by Sanmie Mickles" (Prosecution's Ex. 4; R.54) were in such 
form as to be properly admitted in evidence (R.50). Neither of these 
exhibits were siened by accused. Lieutenant Colonel Biddle stated 
"it is impossible for me to recall all my questfons and his answers 
to all of the testimony I took from hiln on two occasions or two 
a.dditio:ial dates 11 (R.48). Later, however, the Trial Judge Advocate 
ask·3d him: 

"Colonel, I ask you to look at the papers 
you have, and tell us if that is, if it 
states the exact questions you asked the 
accused, and his answers to those 
questions? (R.50). 

Lieutenant Colonel Biddle replied: 

"Both these statements are the exact questions 
and ansvrers -I asked tne accused on November 20th" 
{Underscoring supplied). (R.50). 

It appears to the B0 ard of Review that Lieutenant Colonel BidcUe's 
stata~ent last above given is a,coraplete authentication of accused's 
·~onfession and t!'lerefore distinguishes this case from CIJ:: ETO 134, 
Stump et al, (decided 27 January 1943). In that case the Bgard of 
Review said: 

"The reporter or stenographer who took 
the statements down in' shorthand arid 
who transcribed the same did not appear 
as a witness as to their aut~enticity. 
The record is entirely silent as to 
vrhether the statements were true and 
correct and whether they had been produced lfSh accuracy and fidelity. 11 292
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testify that the questions and answ~rs contained in the purported 
confessions were the exact questions asked the accused by the witness 
or that the answers were the exact answers of accused. Neither was there 
authenticating testimony from the shorthand writer or typist who 
produced the typewritten transcriptions. This deficiency in proof was 
removed in the instant case by Lieutenant Colonel Biddle's express and 
unqualified statement that "both these statements are the exact 
questions and answers I asked the accused. 11 The Board of Review is 
therefore of the opinion that the Prosecution's Exhibits 3 and 4 were 
admissible in evidence and that the court properly denied accused's 
motion to strike same from the record. 

B. Prosecution's Exhibit 8 was the report of the post-mortem 
examination of the body of the deceased. Prosecution's Exhibit 9 
was report of the medical, examination of the accused. Both examinations 
were made by John Glaister, a Docto:r of 1~edicine and inter alia Medical 
Examiner to the Crown. He was called as a witness.and testified tliat 
the post-mortem examination was held in the City Mortuary at Glasgow; 
that deceased 1s death was produced by shock and hemorrhage resultant upon 
a wound on the left side of the chest which passed throueh the pleura of 
the right lung and the aorta; that he had made a written report on the 
examination which was true and correct (R.66, 67). The I'd.tness also 
testified that he had made a physical exa'1lination of accused and that 
he had prepared a true report thereof (R.67). The exhibits were 
identified by the witness as being prepared by him. Same were received 
in evidence and read into the record (R.67-71). Defense Counsel and 
the court- cross-examined the witness extensively on the reports (R.71-74). 

The post-mortem was held on 19 November 1942~ and the report thereof 
was personally prepq.red by witness of 22 November 1942. The examination 
of accused was on .21 November 1942, and the report thereof, also 
personally prepared by witness on the same date. 

Wigmore declares that "a past recollection -r;£ ~ ~ recorded 
may be used, subject to the precautions for securing the adequacy of the 
recollection and the.accuracy and the identity of the memorandum; as 
follows: 

Art. 1. The memorandum must have been made when the matter was 
fairly fresh in the recollection; but the time depends on the circum
stances of each case ---. 

Art. 2. The witness must be able to say that he believed the 
memorandu:n correct at that time; either (1) by now remembering that 
belie!·~~~HH~~x-;H} 

Art. 3. The witness must be qualified by personal observation 
of the matter recorded-lHHHh<->Hf- 11 • (Wigmore, Code. of Evidence, Rule 93, 
pg. 144). 

Dr. Glaister made the examinations set forth in the respective 
reports, m.d testified that the reports were trtEand correct. The 
report on the death of deceased was prepared Within 2 days of the 
post-mortem exa'1lination (Ex. 8) and the report on accused was prepared 
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on the same day as the physical e.."Camination of accused (Ex.9). The 
principle announced by Yfiemore finds confirmation in 70 C.J. sec. 771, 
note 58, pg. 6oO: Republic Fire Ins. Co. v. l'ieide, 81 U.S. 308, 
20 L. Ed. 894 (annotation); 3 Wharton's Criminal Evidence, sec. 1276, 
pg. 2143; 2 Vfnarton's Criminal Evidence, sec. 803, pg. 1384. 

The court com'.!litted no error in admitting in evidence Prosecution's 
Exhibits E and 9. 

9. Corporal Raymond Uayewski, Conpany E, 347th Engineers (Det) 
was sworn as an interpreter to interpret the testi.~ony of the witness, 
Stefanski, a Pole (Rl2). The examination of Stefanski was conducted 
in the third person and in some fnstances it appears that the interpreter 
stated the substance of the witness's answers rather thrui literal 
translation thereof. In the course of the examination the inter-preter 
ad.mi tted he was having difficulty in getting 11 the right phrase for him. 11 

(R.15). The Polish vice-consul was present in court and he was there
upon sworn as an assistant interpreter (R.16). Thereafter both the 
interpreter and assistant interpreter remained in the court room and 
assisted in the examination of the w"i tness. 

The fact that an interpreter uses the third person end states the 
substance of a witness's answers rD:ther than translating them literally 
does not necessarily prejudice the rights of the accused. (CM 121582 
(1918), Dig. Ops. JAG. 1912-40, par.473(2), pg. 396), although the better 
and recommended practice is for cou..~sel to use the second person instead 
of t:1e taird person in addressing a Yritness. 

"In our view the ideal way to examine a 
witness through an interpreter is to require 
the interpreter to be inpersonal, and to 
require the attorneys to address rio question 
nor remark to the interpreter. On the contrary, 
all questions should be directed to the viitness 
in the second person. These questions should be 
repeated by the interpreter without any remarks 
of his mm. The answer of the witness should 
be repeated literally by the interpreter in the 
first person, vri thout any remarks of his own. 
That is to say, the interpreter should·be a 
phonograph for the time being. This method, 
when followed, results in least con.fusion in 
the record. ·But it is often quite impracticable 
to enforce it. Some interpreters find it 
impossible to suspend their·personality, and they 
talk of the ·witness in the third person. The 
attorneys often forgetfully address their 
questions to the interpreter, and then ask him 
what the vritness said. It is a time when ••• 
'com.~on sense• ••• is a great desideratum, 

and it needs to be well distributed and 

reasonably active in order to obtain the 

best results. 11 Gregory v. Chicago, R.I. &P.R.Co., 

124 N.11. 797, Boo, 147 Iowa 715, Ann.Cas.1912B 723. 

(70 C2J6,4~'9 fjl(a), pg. 49.5-496). 292' 
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There was no objection by Defense Counsel as to the method of 
examination of the •'li. tness, Stefanski, through the interpreter, and 
since there is not even an implication in the record that the 
substance of the witness's testimony was not correctly presented to 
the court it is difficult to see how accused suffered a.ey- prejudice 
to his rights. 

The presence of both interpreters in the court room at the same 
time was the equivalent of allowing two witnesses to be in the court 
room simultaneously. "An interpreter is a.witness for the purpose 
indicated by the descriptive word." (Birmingham Rwy., Light and P0wer Co. 
v. Jung, 161 Alabama 461, 49 Southern 434, 440). The exclusion of 
1titnesses from the court room is within the discretion of the court 
and its action 11is not subject to review except in case of manifest 
abuse and prejudice to the party complaining." (64 C.J., sec.127, pg.ll8). 
In this instance the allowing of both interpreters in the court at the 
same time was within the discretionary powers of the court, and in the 
absence of direct showing that such ;i.ction was prejudicial to the rights . 
of accused the matter is not for consideration by the Board of Review. 

10. Lieutenant Colonel John D. Boger (0-146652) Medical Corps was 
detailed to the court (SO No.16, 13 Dec 1942, Hq. sos, ETOUSA). The 
record of trial shows that Lieut. Colonel John D. Roger (0-146652) M.C~, 
was e.~cused from attendance by verbal order of corniiianding officer. This 
is an obyious typographical error in the record. The officer who was 
designated as a member of the court and the officer who was excused from 
the trial are otherwise identified as the same person. 

11. Considering the j_nstarit case on its merits, the fundamental 
and important question involved is obvious upon a reading of the record 
of trial: is the evidence legally sufficient to sustain the finding 
that accused was guilty of murder or does it only prove that accused 
was guilty of manslaughter, a lesser included offense? 

Murder is defined thus: 

11 I1Iurder is the unlawful killing of a human 
being with malice aforethoubht. 'Unlawful 1 

means without legal justification or 
excuse>HH~. .Ar~ong the lesser offenses which 
may be incl"\lded in a perticular charge of 
murder are manslaughter, certain forms of 
assault and an attempt to conrll.t murder.~Hi-:<-11 

(M.C.M., sec.148, pg.162~. 
I 

"Murder, as defined at com:1on law, and by 
statutes SL~ply declaratory thereof, consists 
in the unlawful killing of a human being with 
malice aforethought. 11 (29 C.J., sec.59. pg.1083). 

11Murder, at com:non lavr, is the unlawful killing, 
by a person of sound memory and discretion, of 
any reasonc:.ble creature in being and under the 
peace of the State, with melice aforethou,;ht,. 292 
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either express or implied. 11 (Winthrop's 
Military Law &Precedents (2nd Ed,) 
sec.1041, pg.672). 

The important element of murder, to wit, nmalice aforethought" 
has been analyzed by authorities as follows: 

"The term malice, as ordinarily· employed in 
criminal law, is a strictly legal term, 
meaning not personal spite or hostility 
but simply the wrongful intent essential 
to the com.lllission of crime. When used, 
however, in connection with the word 
'aforethought' or 'prepense', in defining 
the particular crime of murder, it signifies 
the same evil intent, as the result of a 
deterrnined purpose, premeditation, deliberation, 
or brooding, and therefore as indicating, in the 
view of the law, a malignant or depraved nature, 
or, as the early writer, Foster, hail expressed 
it, "e. heart regardless of social duty, and fatally 
bent upon mischief.' The deliberate purpose 
need not have been long entertained; it is 
sufficient if it exist at the moment· of the act. 
1Ialice aforethought is either 'express 1 or 
·'implied'; express, where the intent, - as 
manifested by pre'(fl.ous enmity, threats, the 
absence of any or°t~ufficient provocation, etc.
is to take the life of the particular person 
killed, or, since a specific purpose to kill 
is not essential to constitute murder, to inflict 
upon him some excessive bodily.injury which may 
naturally result in death; implied, where the 
intent is to corrrrd.t a felonious or unlawful act 
but not to kill ot injure the particular person·:HH~;" 
(Winthrop 1s llilitary Law & Precedents (2nd Ed.) 
sec.JO 41, pg.673). 

"Malice or malice aforethought is the element 
which distinguishes murder at.com.~on law and, 
commonly, under the statutes defining murder, 
from other grades of homicides.·:!-;}-;}-::-" (29 C.J., 
sec.60, pg.1084). 

The distinction between murder and voluntary manslaughtez< is 
stated as follovrs :

"Manslaughter is distinguished from murder 
by the absen~e of deliberation and malice 
aforethought. 11 (1 VI'nartcn's Criminal Law, 
sec.423, pg.640). 

111fanslaughter is unlawful homicide vdthout :1 292 
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malice aforethought and is either voluntary 
or involuntary." (M.C.M., sec.149, pg.165). 

"At corn:ri.on lmv a killing ensuing from sudden 
transport of passion or heat of blood, if 
upon sudden combat, was also manslaughter, 
and the statutoI"IJ definition of voluntary 
manslaughter h2s on some jurisdictions been 
made expressly to include a killing without 
malice in a sudden fray. However, a sudden 
combat is orQi.narily considered upon tije 
same footing as other provocations operating 
to create such passion as temporarily to unseat 
the judgment. 11 (29 Corpus Juris, sec.115, p~.1128) 

11 The proof of homicid.e, as necessarily involving 
malice, must show the facts under which the· 
killing was effected, and from the whole facts 
e.nd circu.l!stances surrounding the killing the 
jury infers malice or its absence. Malice in 
connection vr.i th the crime of killing is but 
another name for a certain condition of a man 1 s 
heart or mind,Dnd as no one can look into the 
heart or mind of another, the only way to 
decide upon its condition at the time of a 
killing is to infer it from the surrounding 
facts and th~t inference is one of fact for 
the jury. The presence or absence of this 
malice or mental condition marks the boundary 
which separates the two crimes of murder or 
manslaughter. 11 (Stevenson v. United Sta.tes, 
162 U.S. 313, 320; 40 L. Ed. 980, 983) 
(Cf. Jerry Wallace v. United States, 162 U.S. 
466, 40 L. Ed. 1039; John Brovm v. United 
States, 159 U.S. 100, 40 L. Ed. 90). 

The accused, deceased, his friend Stefanski, Mrs. Wilkie, Sheina 
McLeod,. Bolds, Childs and Krc:.ft met under the railroad bridge. 
Deceased grc:-J.Sped Sheina McLeod by the ann and "tried to pull her 
away" (R.42). The i,:1..:Leod woman appealed to Childs and an argwnent 
betv:een Childs and deceased followed. It was at this point that 
a.ccused entered the dispute and "punched" deceased. A fight between 
accused and deceased was t~e next episode in the course of events. 
It was of short duration, but during the fracas deceased kicked one of 
the soldiers on the ankle (R.43, 45). Bolds seized Stefanski, who 
was soon escorted from the scene of~the disorder by other civilians, 
and the argument ceased (R.31, 43). 

Beyond peradventure, accused bore a flesh wound on the upper 
right side of his abdomen and at the time of his physical examination 
(21 lfov.1942), the condition of the wound was consistent with its 
infliction a few days prior tnereto (R.70), (Prosecution's Ex. 9). 
It was inflicted by some kind of a sharp instrument which pierced 
accused's blouse, shirt and undershirt (R.53, Prosecution's· Ex.3). 2 9 2 
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T\-ro wood chisels were removed from deceased's clothing at the morgue 
(R.62). The accused asserts that deceased stabbed him during the 
course of this fracas (R.55, 56, 57; Prosecution's Ex. 4). Bolds 
declares that accused, immediately at the conclusion of the fight, 
stated to him that he had been stabbed (R.31), and that at. accused 1s 
request he (Bolds) went· with accused to an alley w:q.ere accused opened 
his clothes, and by the light of a match Bolds saw the wound (R.31, 32). 
The only fair and reasonable inference "Which can be drawn from this 
evidence is that accused was stabbed by the deceased by the use of one 
of the chisels during this personal conflict between the two men. There 
is no evidence in the record which contradicts this factual conclusion. 

It also conclusively appears that the conflict between accused and. 

deceased terminated, when Bolds seized Stefanski who was then taken 

away by other civilians. Stefanski states that "one of the boys 

grabbed him by the coat, and after they grabbed him by the coat, some 

civilians came up and took him under the arms and drug him awa:;y" (R.14). 

Broughton declares: 1r~1e11, as I was passing, I saw 3 soldiers and 

2 civilians fighting, and thc-..t was the first thing I saw. It seems I 

savr some civiliens get into a fight and some one stopped them, after 

that, there were 3 soldiers. They moved F.ast, and the other 2 

civilians, they moved West" (R.lS, 19,. 20, 21). Bolds testifies: 

"Then I went over there, I called over to one of the guys.and pulled him 

out of the way. The argument ceased" (R.JJ.) • "It ceased, and we wa.lked 

dovm the street" (R.37). The accused in his confession finally 

admitted that Bolds' version'of the events is correct. Accused and 

deceased ceased fighting and immediately thereafter accused and Bolds 

crossed Argyle Street to an a.lley where accused showed Bolds his stab 

wound (R.55, Prosecution's Ex.4). 


After the examination of accused's wound by Bolds, accused and Bolds 

recrossed to the North side-walk of Argyle Street and walked in a 

westerly direction to a point under the railroad bridge (R.19, 32) 

where accused discovered dece~sed. without a word of warning acc~sed 

stabbed deceased (R.19, 20, 32, 33, 43; 46) inflicting a mortal wound 

upon him. 


It may be assu.~ed that had accused stabbed deceased in the course 
of the initial mutual combat and the death of deceased had resulted, 
that accused 1Yould have been guilty of manslaughter and not o! murder 
under the doctrine of CM: ETO 72, Farley and Jacobs (decided Nov.5, 
1942). Under such assu.mption the necessary elemen:b of "malice afore
thought11 so as to make the ho!!licide murder vmuld have been lacking. 
It would have. been a killing upon sudden combat which operated "to create 
such passion as temporarily to unseat _the judgment". The above assuzj.ption 
is probably more favorable to accused than a strict interpretation of 

. the evidence justifies. The exceedingly short period of combat coupled 
with its sudden cessation certainly creates a reasonable inference that 
accused's deliberative mental processes and his power of reasoning had 
not been dethroned by his anger and passion. However, the Board of Review, 
makes such assu.mption in order to give the accused the benefit of the 
doubt. "If there is· a reasonable doubt as to the guilt of an accused 
of a higher or lesser crime the court should convict him of thelesser. 11 
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(30 C.J ., sec.558, pg.312; 23 C.J~., sec.925, pg.206). Under this 
assumptio~ accused's passion was aroused by deceased 1s act in atabbing 
him to the point where. accused's powers of judgment and reasoning a 
were temporarily dethroned. If. this impairment of his deliberative 
.faculties was operative when accused returned to the scene of the combat 
and administered the .fatal blow to deceased, then accused was guilty of 
manslaughter - not murder. Stated oppositely, if accused's heat of 

· passion had cooled when he stabbed deceased so that he was acting with 
deliberation and malice aforethought, then he was a murderer. , 

( 

· As has been demonstrated the evidence is uncontradicted that the 
initial combat ceased, and accused and Bolds crossed.the street to the 
alley. It is also beyond dispute that accused knew he had been stabbed 
by accused before Bolds made an examination of the wound by the light 
of a match. Bolds states: 

"Mickles came on down the street with me and 
he told me he was stabbed and he asked me to 
go across the street there. 11 (R.31) •**** 

"It ceased down, and we walked on down the 
street.***"li- Yes, 'Chat is when he told me 
he was stabbed. 11 (R.37) 

The applicable rule of l~ is stated thus: 

"If' before the homicide was ·conmrl.tted, 
defendant's passion had cosled or if there 
was sufficient time between the provocation 
and the killing for his passion to cool, 
the killing will not be attributed to 
the heat· of passion but to malice, and will be 
murder, although defendant.18 passion did not 
actually cool, and this principle is in some 
jurisdictions embodied in express statutory 
proVisions. The question of cooling time 
does not arise where there is no adequate 
provocation, nor where the entire difficulty 
is one single transaction, nor where.the 
killing is the result of renection or 
deliberation, no matter how soon it follows 
the provocation. On the other hand, the 
killing need not follow inunediately upon the 
provocation, and where an interval occurs, 
the question whether or not it is sufficient 
for cooling time must be determined by the 
circumstances attending each particular case. 
It is not necessary that the malice of 
defendant be shown by some act of hostility 
committed or threatened between the 
provocation and the killing. The exercise 
of thought, contrivance, and design in the 
mode of getting the weapon and replacing it 
innnediately after the killing, or a temporary 
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matter, or a reasonable time between the 
provocation and the·killing, both indicate 
design and malice, rather then a killing in 
sudden heat." (29 c.J. sec. 133, pg. 1147) 

''Where the fatal encounter did not immediately 
follow the provocation, and there is evidence 
of an outrage on defendant a short time before 
o!·sufficient moment to constitute adequate 
cause, the jury should be instructed to 
consider whether or not defendant had time 
to cool his passiort before the killing, for 
if he had such time the act may have been 
the result of deliberation, which would be 
murd~.r and nqt P\anslaughter, ~HHH!-11 ( 30 C. J. 
sec.b~1, pg. 413; . 

"Cooling time dependent on circumstances• _ 
i'fuether there has been cooling · time is 
eminently a question of fact, varying with 
the particular case and vt.i. th the condition 
of the party. There are some provoc.ations 
which, with persons of even temperament, 
lose their power in a few moments; while 
there are others which rankle in the breast 
for days.and even weeks, producing temporary 
insanity. Men's temperaments, also, vB:ry 

. greatly as to the duration of hot blood; 
and it must be remanbered that we must 
determine the question of malice in each 
case, not by the' standard of an ideal 
'reasonable man,' but by that of the party 
to whom the malice is imputed.. A man may 
be chargeable vii th negligence in not duly 
weighing circumstances which would'have 

. checked his passion, or which, when his 
passion was aroused, would have caused it 
more speedily-to subside. But he is not 
chargeable wi t.1. malice when he was acting 
wildly and in hot blood. Hence, whether 
there has been cooling time, so as to impute 
to the defendant malice, is to be decided 
not by an absolute rule, but by the conditions 
of each case." (1 Wharton's Criminal Law 
(12th Ed.) sec. 609, pg. 821). 

·From the foregoing statements of the principle of law involved, it 
will be seen that there are two methods of applying the doctrine o! 
"cooling time'' : 

(a) 	 The "Recsonable time11 rule: if there is a sufficient period 

of time between the provocation and the killing for the accused 

to "cool his passions" the ld..lling will be attributed to malice 

and will be murder, and the determination of this reasonable 


tim~ 	is go2err4d9b9 5he standard of an ordinary reasonable pers2on9. 2 
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(b) 	 The"dependent on circumstances" rule: "cooling time" is to 
be determined by the circumstances and conditions of each 
case whereby the question of malice is determined not by the 
sta.."1dard of a 11 reasonable man", but by the standard of the 
accused thereby allovdng_consideration of the accused's 
individual tempera..>nent and of all of the circumstances 
involved in the killing. 

The Board of Review is not required in this case to adopt one of 
these rules to the exclusion of tPe other. In fairness to the 
accus'ed the Board of Review elects to· consider the problem on the basis 
of both rules. Under either rul~ the questioµs as to whether there 
is a cooling time and as to whether or not the accused aqted under heat 
of passion or with malice are essentially questions of 'fact within the 
exclusive and peculiar province of the court (See authorities cited supra). 

(a) 	 The time element involved in the disorder is estimated by 
witnesses as follows: 

YCTTNESS. PAGE OF 
Rf~OP..D. 

Broughton 23,25,27. 	 Three to five minutes interval 
between departure of accused and 
Bolds to moment of stabbing deceased. 

Wilkie 46 	 Fifteen or twenty minut~s from time 
deceased asked Wilkie for cigarette 
to actual stabbing. 

Stefanski 76 	 Five to eight minutes between time 
COI!l!:lencement of fight and time 
Stef9J1Ski learned of deceased's 
fall to groung. 

As may be expected, there is some variance between the witnesses in their 
estimates of the time factor. However, it is manifest that the entire 
disorder must have occurred within the extreme limit· of 20 or 25 minutes. 
T~'le interval between the' cessation of the initial combat between accused 
and deceased and the ac'blal stabbing of deceased was probably not less 
than 5 minutes.' The initial fight was of short duration and ended as 
suddenly as it commenced. Accused apparently knew instantly that he had 
been stabbed by deceased. He did not continue the fracas, but withdrew 
to examine his wound. Under such a situation the B0 ard of Review 
cannot say that the Court was not justified in concluding that a 
sufficient period (although not proved with mathematical accuracy) 
elapsed 1vithin which a reasonable man would "cool his passions". A 
reference to decided cases in a question of this nature is not very 
helpful inasmuch as a question of fact for the Court is involved. 
However, a consideration of cases wherein the accused after adequate 
provocation by deceased, departed to secure a weapon and then returned 
and killed deceased, indicates that the Court in the instant case did not act 
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arbitrarily or without substantial evidence , to support 1ts · 

conclusion: 

207
Hawkins v. State, 25 	Ga{, 71 Am..Dec.166: Defendant went 2;,o yards. 

Smith 	v. State, 103 Ala. 4, 15 South 843: Defendant went 100 yards. 

People vs. Kerrigan, 	147· N.Y. 210, 41 N.E. 494: Defendant was absent 
frol!l five to fifteen minutes. 

State v. Norris, 2 N.C. 429, 1 Am. Dec. 564: Defendant ran eighty 
yards and back. 

State v. Mccants, 28 	S.C.L. 384: Defendant walked 225 yards. 

People v. Fossetifi., 95 Pac. (Cal. App.) 384: Defendant left room, 
procured pistol and returned. 

In the foregoing cases the intervals of absence of the accused 
between the provocation and the killing were held sufficient "cooling 
time". Therefore, considering the time factor alone and applying to 
accused in the in~tant case the standard of an ordinary reasonable 
person, the Board of Review is of the opinion that the;re is substantial 
evidence in the record to sustain the conclusion that sufficient time 
elapsed to allow accused to "cool his passions" between the time when 
he was stabbed !?z deceased and the time when. he returned and inflicted 
the mortal wound on deceased. 

(b) 	 The Board of Review, however, believes that when the evidence is 
examined w1thin the purview of the "dependent circu.111stances" :rule 
that the finding of the Court is on a particularly sound foundation. 
There is cogent evidence which strikingly reveals the accused's 
mental processes and the design and malice which motivated his 
conduct when he stabbed deceased • 

. l. In accused's confession (R.55, Prosecution's Ex:. 4) the 
following cppears: 

"Q. 	 When you went back after showing Bolds where 
you had been stuck, what were you intending to do? 

A. 	 I was intending. to stick the fellow back. 
Q. 	 Is that the- reason you walked by him once and 

then back again? 
A. 	 Yes sir. 
Q. 	 When you sa:w him standing against the wall, was· 

aiyone holding him there? 
A. 	 No sir. 
Q. 	 You recognized the white man at this time as the 

white seaman in the blue raincoat as the man who 
stabbed you? 

A. 	 Yes sir. 
Q. 	 When you recognized him, how near were you to him? 
A. 	 I was right up to him. 
Q. 	 Did you say anything to him? 
A. 	 No sir. 292
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(253)Q. 	 \1hat did you do? 
A. 	 I just stuck him v1ri th my knife. 
Q. 	 Was the knife in your hand? 
A. 	 I walked up to him. I had my hands in my coat 

pockets and then pulled rrry knife out of my coat 
po~ket and stabbed him. 

Q. 	 Did he make any movement towards you before you 
stabbed him't 

A. 	 'When I walked up to him, he had one of his hands in 
his coat pocket, and one of his feet stuck out a:ways, 
and ·when I walked up to him, he pulled his foot back 
in and I stBbbed him. 

Q. 	 Did you realize when you stabbed him that it might 
kill him? 

A. 	 No sir, I didn't. 
Q. 	 vrnat did you think it would do to_hi.."!1? 
A. 	 Yfell sir, I wasn't thinking at the time. 
Q. 	 You just wanted to stab him? 
A. 	 I just wen ted to let him know how it felt when he 

stabbed me. 11 (R.55, 56). (Underscoring supplied). 

The corpus delicti and the fact that accused killed deceased were 
established by substantial evidence independent of accused's confessions. 
The confessions are therefore particularly illwninating in determining 
accused's mental attitude at the exact moment he stabbed deceased. 
(M.C.M., par.114, pg. 115). 

2. Bold 1s testimony shows that accused knew he had been stabbed 
aL11ost at the moment the initial combat ended when accused asked Bolds 
to cross the street to the alley in order to examine his wound (R.31). 
At the time of the examination accused said to Bolds that 11 nobody was 
going to stab me and get away with it" (R.32, 37). Upon being asked 
as to whether accused was swearing and cursing when he said that, 

11 No 11Bolds answered (R.37). Bolds was also asked if accused yelled 
"real loud, or did he just say it in an ordinary voice?" Answer: "He 
just talked" (R.37). Bolds told accused that he had to get back to go 
on guard (R.33, 37). Accused said 11 Come over across the street now to 
get this taxi" (R.33, 37). The ta.xi stand was at the opposite end of the 
bridge (R.38) and it was necessary to pass under the bridge in order to 
reach it. Accused was walking next to the wall (R.37) and when opposite 
deceased he leaned over and identified deceased and stuck him with the 
knife (R.37). Bolds ·was asked: "Did Samm!e appear to be awfully 
excited when he walked down there?" The answer was: 11 No, sir". Bolds 
did not stop but proceeded on ahead. When accused joined him a moment 
later he was wiping the blood o~! of the knife (R.33, 37). Earlier in 
the evening accused displayed the knife while in the "Penny Arcade" 
when he was engaged in an argument with a civilian (R.32, 41). 

The foregoing does not create even an implication that accused was 
under the influence of anger or passion when he atabbed deceased. His 
actions and language bespoke no distraction, mental agitation, fren7if 
or anger. He was not excited nor did he speak in a loud voice - llHe 
just tallced". Accused's conduct did express, affirmatively a cold-blooded 
detennination to secure revenge - 11 I intended to stick the fellow.-back 11 , 
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11 I just wanted to let him know how it felt when he stabbed me." 

After Bolds protested he must leave for guard duty accused induced 

him to return across the street with him on the pretext they would 


· 	seek a taxi. Bolds asserts he was ·unaware that accused intended to 
make any attack. 11I wasn't looking for anything to happen" (R.39). 

The picture presented is that of accused deliberately and 

vindictively planning to secure his revenge upon deceased with a 

ruthless disregard of the consequences. His savage, barbaric 

impulses were aroused and he responded to the "law of the jungle". 

With premeditation and malicious cun..Tling he sought to punish, in 

his ovm manner, the individual who had wronge9him. There was no 

beclou.ding of his mental processes vd. th· anger or passion so that 

reason was dethroned. Rather his mentality was consciously at 

work, planning the act of violence livhich resulted in the death of 

deceased. 


There is therefore not only substantial evidence in the record to 

sup1)ort the finding that sufficient time elapsed between the cessation 

of accused's initial.conflict with dece2sed and the stabbing of 

deceased to enable accused to cool his emger and passion, but also to 

prove affirmatively that accused acted with malice aforethought and 

deliberately planJ1ed the stabbing of deceased. After allowing accused 

the benefit of all reasonable doubts and ;:::ivinG hirn the advante.ge of 

the "mutual combatil rule to its full extent, the conclusion above 

stated appears to be irrefragable. 


Ti:1e Board of Review is therefora of the opim.on that the record 

is legally sufficient to sustain the findine of guilty of murder• 


..J 12. Accused was convicted of murder under the 92nd Article of 
War - "Any person subject to military law who commits murd~r ·~H<-:H*-. 
shall suffer death or .Jmprisonrnerit for life a.s a court-martial may direct~:-:~:<" 

The Court prescribed the death penalty and. in addition sentenced 
accused (1) to be dishonorably discharged the service and (2) to forfeit 
all pay· md allowanCE?S due or to beco:ne due. These last two mentioned 
elements of the sentence are not affirmatively prescribed by the 
statute as part of the penalty for the crime of murder when the Court 
elects to sentence the accused to death. T!le question, therefore, 
arises as to whether the Court exceeded its aathority in including 
them in· the sentence. 

With reference to the construction ~nd interpretation of penal 
statutes, Chief Justice Marshall in United St2.tes v. Wiltberger,
5 Wheat, 75, 94; 5 L. Ed. 37, 42, annou.~ced a rule that is fundamental: 

11 The rule that penal laws are to be construed 
strictly, is perhaps not much les.s old than 
construction itself. It is founded on the 
tenderness of the law for the rights of 
inclividuds; e.nd on the plain principle that 
the povrer of punishment is vested in the 
legisle..tive, not in the j"..idicial department .• 
,It is the legisla.ture, not the court, which is 292 
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· to define a crime, and order its punisrunent.,HHr 

The intention of the legislature is to be 
collected from the words they empl:lf. ·J'1bere 
there is no ambiguity in the words, there is no 
room for construction. The case must be a 
strong one indeed, which would justify a court 
in departing from the plain meaning of nords, 
especially in apenal act, in search of an 
intention •·:hich the words themselves did not 
suggest._ To detennine that a case is vri tb.in 
the intention of a statute, its langua~e must 
authorize us to say so." (5 Wheat 94; 5 L. Ed., 
pg. 42). 

This rule has been elAborated by the follovling authorities: 

"Criminal and penal statutes must be strictly 
construed; that is, they cannot be enlarged 
or extended by intendment, implication, or 
by any equitable considerations. In other 
words, the laneuage cannot be enlarged 
beyond the ordinary meaning of its terms 
in order to carry into effect the general 
purpose for wi1ich the statute was enacted. 
Only those persons, offenses, and penalties, 
clearly included, beyond any reasonvble 
doubt, will be considered "Within the 
statute's operation. They mustcome clearly 
within both the spirit and the letter of the 
statute, and where there is any reasonable 
doubt it must be resolved in favor of the 
person accused of violating the statute; that 
is, all questions in doubt will be resolved 
in favor of those from whom the penalty is 
sought. '~..<-lh'*' And it matters not that the 
court believes that the statute should have been 
more comprehens~ve, or that a strict construction 
produces an undesirable result. 
Since the power to inflict punishment is vested 
in the legislature rather than in the courts, 
there is considerable danger in subjecting 
criminal or penal statutes to a liberal 
construction, lest the court invade the province 
of the legislature. ~H..'-lK- As is obvious, the 
rule of strict construction largely and properly 
grows out of the tenderness of the lavr for the 
rights of the inclividual. -)HHH~- 11 . (Crawford's 
Sta.tutory Construction, sec. 240, pgs. 460-464). 

'"1'i1lenever a ste.tute creates an offense, and~· 
expressly provides a punishment, the statu:to~J 
provisions must be f ollovred strictly and 292 
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exactly, and only ti1e statutory penalty may 
be imposed." (1 Wharton's Crominal Law, 
sec. 31, pg. 48). 

The practical application of these principles is vrell demonstrated 
by the follovving decision of the Supreme Court of the United States: 

Elliott Collector, v. The East Penns lvania 
Railroad Company, 99 U.S., 3, 2 L. ~d., 292: 
A Federa1 Revenue Act prescribed a penalty of 
~?1000 for default of any corporation in making 
a certain tax return or for failure to pay 
the tax. Plaintiff claimed that the 
defendant was liable for the 01000 penalty 
and also for a 5% penalty and interest at 
1%"""perliionth under another st~tute applicable 
to internal revenue taxes. The court held 
that inasmuch as Congress had decle.red 
soecifically the penalty of $1000, and no 
more, for failure to meke the return or pay 
the tax that additional penalties from other 
general statutes would not be implied, saying: 
"Penalties are never extended by implic'ation. 
They must be expressly imposed or they cannot 
be enforced.rt 

In authorizing the death sentence for offenses comrritted in 
violation of the 92nd Article' of War, Congress used clear and unambiguous 
language. There are no qualifying words or phrases. There are no 
vrords capable of bearing more than one meaning. There is nothing to 
interpret or construe, and there is no basis for an implication that 
Congress intended, when the death sentence is applied, to authorize 
also the imposition of an additional punishment. 11Shall suffer death" 
cannot be extended to read "Shall suffer death and also dishonorable 
discharge, and forfeiture of all pay and allowances due or to become 
due". · 

The 92nd Article of War is highly penal; it prescribes as 

punishment for the crimestherein denounced either death or life 

imprisonment - the tv{o most severe criminal penalties. 


The sentence is mandatory with respect to the two designated 
punishments. The convicted accused "shall suffer death_..£r imprisonment 
for life, as a court-martial may direct:'i' The court is allowed an 
election, in selecting the penalty to be adjudged from the two stated in 

/this statute, in order to make it fit the crime and the criminal, but 
when such election ismade the discretionary power of the court is 
exhausted. 

The Manual for Coil.rts-Martial confirms the conclusion that the 

penalties prescribed for violation of the 92nd Article of War are 

mandatory -- "either death or imprisonment for life is mandatory for 

murder and rape". (M.C.ift. par. 103, pg. 93). 
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. Inasmuch as the 92nd Article of Vlar (1) is free from 

",. uncertainties and ambiguities with respect to the designation of 
· death as one of the aut:10rized punishments; (2) is mandatory within 

the limits of the two methods of punishment authorized - death and 
life imprisonment, and (3) is highly penal, it follows that the canon 
of "strict construction11 , as announced and supported by the authorities 
herein above set forth, should be applied with full vigor. 

"In imposing sentence for theoffenses 
made punishable under these Articles, the 
province of the court is simply ministerial 
to pronounce the judgment of the law. It has 
no power to affix a punishment either more or 
less severe, or other, than that specified: 
any different or additional punishment is 
simply a nullity and inoperative.~HHHi- Indeed 
in all cases of punish'llents of the mandatory 
class, it is not the court which decrees the 
penalty but the statute; the distinctive , 
function of the court practically terminating 
·with the conviction11 • (Vl'inthrop Is m.litary Law 
and Precedents, (Reprint 1920), pg.395). 

Death.is the extreme penalty visited by the law upon malefactors. 
Both reason.and conscience dictate the conclusion that Congress was 
satisfied justice would be vindicated when a convicted accused is 
executed. Such a death is a permanent and irrevocable ter::nination 
of Military service and the concomitant right to future pay and 
allowances. It carries an ignominy and disgrace more cogent than 

·-that/irising from a dishonora.ble discharge. 

With regard 	to forfeiture of pay Trinthrop writes: 

11 This, though in terms authorized as a 
punishment by the Article of 'Jar in one 
instance only -- viz. by Art. 101 in 
connection with suspension from com.'!land-
is in fact authorized, by the usage of the 
service, ·wherever the sentence is 
discretionary with the court, and in c:'.ses 
of soldiers, is the most frequent of all 
the military punish'!lents. (Underscoring 
supplied). (Winthrop 1s Bilitary Law .~ 
Precedents - Reprint, 1920, pg. 427). 

As to dishonorable discharge the sa~e author also notes: 

"Dishonorable discho.rge, though not 
expressly reqiired or authorized to be 
adjud~ed for any particular offense by 
the Articles of War, is indicated in 
general terms by Art. 4, as a penalty

\ 
\ 	 which courts-martial may award, end is 

recognized in the Army Regulations, 
(par. 1019), as a legal punishment for 292 
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enlisted men: it may thus be imposed 
wherever the•sentence rests in the 
discretion of the court. (Underscoring 
supplied) • (Winthrop 1 s Military Law 
& Precedents, reprint, 1920, pg.433). 

The above votati.ons are ~plicable under the present Articles 
of TI'ar and ManuaJ. for Courtso.MartiaJ.. Sentences of dishonorable 
discharge and total f or.feitures are particularly applicable where 
the sentences are discretionary with the court but manifestly when 
Congress has prescribed the sentences there is no opportunity 
.remaining for the exercise of discretion by the court. There is of 
course, a necessary exception in the case of the sentence of life 
imprisonment. It is unthinkable that penitentiary confineIJlent for 
life should be imposed without permanently separating the conviced 
accused from the service. As· a consequence, although Congress made 
no mention of dishonorable discharge in fixing the penalty for murder 
and rape under the 92nd Article of War, a court, in the event it 
determines upon life imprisonment, should accompany such sentence 
vnth dishonorable dischar~e. (U.C.ll., par. 103, pg.92). (Cf.; Dig. 
Cps. JAG. 1912-30, sec. 1387, pg. 688; Dig.Ops. JAG., 1912-40, 
sec.402(4), pg.250) •. 

The Board of Reviavhas heretofore held that, when a court 
sentences an accused to life imprisonment for violation of the 
92nd Article of Viar, it is authorized to include the penalty of 
dishonorable di3charge, but is not authorized to include the additional 
penalty of forfeiture of all of accused's pay and allowances, due or to 
become due. (c:u. E'I'O. 268, Ricks (decided - February 1943)). 

It is therefore the considered opinion of the Bo:ird of .Review 
that the pc.rt of the sentence in the instant case forfeiting all pay 
end allowances due or to become due to the accused and of dishonorable 
discharge, is surplusage and void and should not be confirmed. 

The sentence, hovrever, is not void in toto but is valid as to 
that part thereof extending to the death s'entence. The court had the 
undisputed power to impose the penalty of dee.th. The sentence is 
therefore separable and the void part thereof must be disregarded 
(United States v. Pridgeon, 153 U.S. 48, 38 t. I'd. 631; 16 C.J., 
see •. 3093, pe. 1312; 24 c.J.s., sec. 1584, pg. 112)• 

13. The accused is 23 years old. He was inducted into the 
military service on 13 March 1941. 

· 14. The court was legally constituted. No errors injuriously 
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affecting the substantial rights of the accused were committea during 
the trial. In the opinion of the Board of Review the record ot trial 
is legally sufficient to support the findings or guilty and the sentence 
of death, but legally insufficient to support that part of the sentence 
reqdring the dishonorable discharge or accused and the.forfeiture of 
his pay and allowances due or to become due. 

~-----------Judge Advocate. 

~'~ge Advocate. 

~JUdge Advocate. 

1st Ind. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, JAGO, ETOUSA, APO 871; 2 3 fIB 1943 TO: Commanding 
General, ETOUSA, APO 887. 

1. Herewith transmitted is the record of trial, together with the 
opinion of the Board of Review, in the case of Private First Class 
Sammie Mickles (34021930), 226th QM Company (Salv Coll). 

2. Upon trial by general court-martial, this soldier was found 
·guilty of the crime of murder in violation of the 92nd Article of War. 
He was sentenced to be dishonorably discharged the service, to forfeit 
all pay and allowances due or to become due and to be hanged by the 
neck until dead, at such time and place as may meet the convenience 
of the reviewing authority. The reviewing authority approved the 
sentence except the words 11at such time and place as may meet the 
convenience of the reviewing authority," the inclusion of 'Which wa.S 
disapproved, and forwarded the record of trial to you, for your action, 
under Article of v7ar 48. ' 

3. Prior tQ your action thereon, you referred the record to me 
under the provisions of Article of War 46, and, in order to expedite 
final action in the case, and more especially to insure to the accused 
the independent and impartial exa'Idnation of the record of trial by the 
Board of Review, in accord with the provisions and in keeping with the 
spirit of Articles of War 48 and 5~, under the provisions of the latter 
article and, before examination by me, I referred the record to the 
Board of Review for its examination and opinion. Normally, pursuant 
to instructions of The Judge Advocate General, action by the confirming 
authority (other than the President) is required, under the provisions 
of the third paragraph of Article of War 5oi, before the record is , 
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referred to the Board of Review and Assistant· Judge Advocate General. 
However, your ref'er~nce of the record to me, prior to your action 
thereon; under the provisions of .lrticle of War 46, which expressly 
authorizes such reference, since I, as Assistant Judge Advocate 
General, have, under the provisions of the last paragraph of Article 
of War 5<>!, lfith respect to this case,. like powers and G\uties as 
The Judge Advocate General, changes the normal situation indicated 
above. Under such circumstances, should I pass on the record under 
Article of War 46, in lieu of and as your staff judge advocate, and 
return the record for your action prior to its examination by the 
Board of Review, it would then be necessary, after your action, for 
the Board of Review and myself, as Assistant Judge Advocate General, 
to examine the record to determine its legal sufficiency. Such a 
procedure would deny the accused the independent review of the record 
by the Board cSf Review, provided by Article of War .5<>t, since the 
record of my examination and my recormnendation under Article of War 
46 would be part of the file of the case when it reached the Board 
of Review. It would also place me in the anomalous position of acting 
as staff judge advocate under Article of War 46 before the review by 
the Board of Review and as Assistant Judge Advocate General after such 
review Under Articles of War 48 and 5C>t. In m:r opinion, to follow 
such a procedure would deny the accused a substantial right given him 
by Articles of War 48 and 5~. On the other hand, following the 
procedure I have adopted denies the accused nothing, but i'ully protects 
his rights. I am convinced this is the procedure The Judge .Advocate 
-General would follow on a reference to him, under Article of War 46, 
for the reason that, in such event, he would occupy the dual role of 
staff judge advocate and The Judge .Advocate General, as he does when 
the President is the confirming authority, and would f'ollow the 
procedure prescribed for the latter class of cases. 

4. The Board of Review summarizes the evidence in the accompanying 
opinion and holds that the record is legally sufficient to support the 
findings and the death sentence ahd to warrant confirmation of such 
sentence, but legally insufficient to support that part of the sentence 
imposing dishonorable discharge and total forfeitures. I have carefully 
examined the record and concur in the opinion that the record is legally 
sufficient to support the findings and the death sentence and to warrant 
con,firma.tion of such sentence. · 

5. Under the evidence in this case there is for detennination 
tne very important question as to whether accused was guilty of murder 
(carrying mandatory penalties of death or life imprisonment as the 
court may elect) or manslaughter (carrying a maximum sentence of 
dishonorable discharge, total forfeiture and pen:t.tentiary imprisonment 
for 10 years). This determination turns on whether the fatal blow 
was struck in the heat of passion; or whether after the initial fight 
accused's passion had cooled. The accused and deceased, one Jan Ciapciak, 
a Polish citizen and a merchant seaman, engaged in a fist-fight which 
was of short duration and was tenninated by the intervention of 
bystanders. Accused was stabbed by deceased (who probably used a 
chisel which was discovered in his clothing after death) during this melee. 
The wound was but slight and amounted to no more than a small nesh wound. 
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/b.c evid~nce i'rrefutably establishes that accused was immediately 
:-•'!'' . .re or hi::> injury. He le.ft the scene or the fight, crossed the 
street ~1th a soldier companion and examined the wound Py' the light 
::.:>f amatch. Accused and his companion then. recrossed the street 
and discovered decea.Sed standing against a wall. Without ~eaking 
snd without movement or word by deceased, accused stabbed deceased 
in the chest with a knife or the dirk type, the blade being about 
5 inches in length, inflicting the injury from which deceased died 
prior to arrival at a hospital. The time between the termination 
of the initial combat and the fatal stabbing was bet\veen 5 and 10 
minutes. The evidence negatives the idea that accused when he 
stabbed deceased acted under heat or anger and passion to the degree 
that his reason was dethroned. Rather it affirmatively appears 
that he acted with premeditation and malice aforethought, and was 
motivated by a spirit of revenge. The homicide was an exhibition 
of the "law or the jungle" - ·"eye for eye" and "tooth for tQoth." 
The Board or Reviw has made a care£ul., painstaking examination 
of the evidence and the legal authorities, and its conclusion, in 
ey opinion, is legally- sound. 

6. The court sentenced accused to be dishonorably discharged 
the service, to forfeit all pay and allowances due or to become due, 
and to be hanged by the neck until dead "at such time and place as 
may meet the convenience of the reviewing authority. n . In approving 
the sentence the re'1lewing authority excepted therefrom the clause 
"at.such time and place as may meet the convenience of' the reviewing 
authority." This action was obviously proper and has rrr:r approval. 
The Board of Review holds. that the ·part or the sentence imposing 
disij.onorable discharge and forfeiture of' pay and allowances due or 
to become due is vqid and of' no legal effect, but that the death 
sentence is valid•. Inasmuch as the illegal parts or the sentence 
are separable from the valid portion, the Board of Review concludes 
that the record is legally sufficient to sustain the sentence or 
death. I concur in this conclusion for the reasons contained in 
the opinion of the Board of Review, and inasllillch as the discussion or 
the question by the Board of' Review is exhaustive I do not think it 
necessary to comment fg.rther. 

7. The reViewing authority has expressed the belief "that 
the ends of' justice will be attained by commuting so much or the 
sentence as provides for hanging to imprisonment '.,for li£e" and 
recommend.a such commutation. In this recommendation I cone~ 
In rrr:r opinion while .the evidence shows no legal provocation for 
the act of accused, there did exist what :may be termed a mitigating 
provocation sui'ficient to place the crime in that class where the 
end.a of justice and the demands or discipline will be served by 
a sentence of' dishonorable discharge, total forfeiture, and life 
imprisonment. 

8. Without recommending such action it is rrr:f duty to point 
out to you that, in a case of this kind, you are a,uthorized under 
the 5lst Article or War to suspend the sentence until. the pleasure 
of' the :president be known, in which event the record of trial:, 
together 'With a copy of yr::m:r order or suspension, should be 
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immediately transmitted to the ~esident. · 

9. Inc}.osed -herewith are forms or action to aC:o0mplish &.IV · 

one or the following altematives1 


a. 	 Confirming the sentence and ordering its· 
execution. · 

b. 	 Commuting the sentence, and as thus c~ted, · 
confirming the same end ordering its execution. 

c. 	 Suspending the sentence and forwarding it to 
·the 	President for·his action under the 51st 
Article of War. 

For the reasons stated above, I reconnnend commutation andj accordingly, 
. that you sign form of action £• 

5 Incls: 
Record of trial •. 
Opinion of B0 ard of Review. 

· Forms of action (3) • 

(Sentence CaDDlted t. di.itonorable discharge, total forfeitures · 
and confinement for ille. J.s thus CCl!lllllted, sentence cenfil'Md 
and ordered executed. GCVO 3~ :&To, 1 liar 1943) 
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(~3)

In the Office of The Judge Advocate General 
!or the 

European Theater of Operations 
APO S71 

Board of Review. 
2 6 MAR 1945 

ETO 314. 

UNITED STATES EASTERN DEFENSE AREA 
~ UNITED STATES ARI.IY FORCES 

v. 	 TI~ ICELAND. ~ 
Private JAMES C. MASON,· (.340:J.0456), 	 ) Trial by G.C.M., convened at 
of Company 11 1 11 , 118th Infantry. 	 ) Camp Krossastadir, Iceland, 

) .30 October 1942. Sentence: 
) Dishonorable discharge,. 

forfeiture of all pay and ~ allowances and confinement at 
) hard labor for two years. 
) United States Disciplinary 
) Barracks .. 

HOLDING by the BOARD OF REVIEW 

VAN BENSCHOTEN and IDE, Judge Advocates. 


1. The record of trial in the case of Private James C. tiason 
has been examined in the Office of the Judge Advocate General for the 
European Theater of Operations and there found legally insufficient 
to support the findings and sentence. The record has now been 
examined by the Board of Review which submits this, its opinion, to 
the Judge Advocate General for the European 'I'heater of Operations. 

2. The accused was tried upon the following Charges and 
Specifications: 

CHAP.GE I: Violation of the 64th Article of War. 

Specification: In that Private James c. Ma.son, 
Company 11 1 11 , ll8th Infantry, having received a 
lawful command from First Lieutenant James E. 
Vlork, Company 11 111 , 118th Infantry, his superior 
officer, to continue his bayonet practice, did 
at Camp Fagriskogur, Akurejri, Iceland, on or 
about September 2, 1942, willfully disobey the 
same. 
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· CHARGE Ila Violation of .the 65th Article of War. 

•. 

Specification la In that Private James c •. Mason, 
Company "L" 1 ·llSth Infantry, did, at Camp 
Fagriskogar, Akuretri, ·rceland, on or about 
September 2, 1942, strike Sergeant Carroll A. 
Gainey, Company 11 L" 1 ll8th Infantry, a 
noncommissioned officer who was then in,the 
execution of his office, by striking him on the 
leg with his bayonet•. 

Specification 2i · ·In that Priva~e James' c. J.1a.son, 
Company •L11, ll8th Infantry1 did, at Camp 
Fagriskogur, A.Ukr.ejri,.Iceland, on or,abeut 
September 2, 1942,,threaten to strike, Staff 
Sergeant John W. Ewings, Company "L" ,· 118th , 
Infantry, a noncommissioned officer on the arm 
with his bayonet; while said noncommissioned 
officer was in the execution of his office. 

,Specification Js In that Private James c. Mason, 
Company 11 L", 118th Infantry1 did at Camp 
Fagriskogur, Aukreyri, Iceland, on or about 
September 2, 1942, use the following insulting 
language toward Staff Sergeant John W. Ewings, 
Company "L", 118th Infantry, a noncommissioned 
officer who was then in the· execution of his 
office, 11 Go fuck yourself, I w.on 1t do it", or 
words to that effect. .. 

He pleaded not guilty to.Charge I and its Specification, and 
Specification 2, Cha.rge II; guilty t<? Specification 1 of Charge .II 
and to Charge II; not guilty to Specification J, Charge I~ as 
stated, guilt1 of the: Specification 1.f· the words, 11 ! vron1t do it" 
are stricken out,. He was found guilty of all Ch&rges and · 
Specifications;; Specification 3 of Charge II by substitution and 
exception. No evidence of previous.convictions was introduced. 
He was sentenced to dishonorable discharge, forfeiture of ·all pay 
and allowances due or to become due, and confinement at hard labor 
for six years. The.reviewing authority approved the sentence but 
suspended the dishonorable discharge until the release of accused 
from confinem~nt; remitted four years of the sentence; · and 
designated the United States Disciplinarf Barracks, Fort Leavenworth, 
Kansas, as the place of confinement and directed- that- accused be · 
confined in the United States Prison Stockade until f'.urther notice. 

Tho result of the trial was promulgated in General Court• 
h1a.rtial Order Uo. 5,.Headquarters,.Eastern Defense,Area, U.S. Army 
Forces in Iceland, dated ].,g January 1943. ·· 
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J. The accused on 2 Sept 1942 was a member of Company 11111 , 


llBth Infantry stationed c.t Ca.mp Fragriskogar, iUrureyri, Iceland. 

On that date the platoon of which accused was o. member was engaged 


11 111in bayonet drill. Staff Serr;oant John W. EViino::, Company 1 
118th Infantry t;ave the com.'1'.c.nds and Sergeant Carrol ii.. Gainey, 

·cor.ipany 111", 118th Infantry was the cuide and observer. He was 
directed by Ewings to correct errors and defects in performo.nce of 
the men (R.5,6~7,8). Ewi:r..i;s gave the command 11 0n gtia.rd to long 
thrust" (R.5,7;. ·Gainey, in the. performance of his duties, came 
to accused and observed that accused was l.eaning backwards (R. 7). 
Gainey informed accused he was in a wrong position. which accused 
denied (R.7). In order to demonstrate to accused his mistake. 
Gainey touched the end of accused's bayonet and this threw him off 

-his balance (R.6, 7 ,8). Accused imr:ediately upon regaining his 
balance struck Gainey on the leg with his bayonet (R.6,7,10) and 
cursed him (R.7). Ewings, seeing the disturbance, approached 
Gainey and accused (R.6,7). Accused then cursed Ewings (R.71 10) 
and swung at him (R.6). Ewings grabbed the gun and pulled it out 
of accused's hands (R.6,7), and ordered·Gainey to take accused. to 
Lieut. riork, accused's imr.1ediate conu:ianding officer (R.6,7,9). 
Accused said:. "I a.Ji not going any God-damn vrhere" (R.6). Gainey 
put a clip of ammunition in his rifle· (a.6,8) and said to accused, 
11 Yes, you are" (R.6). Accused said to Gainey, two or three times: 
11 I will kill ~...ou11 (R.6). Gainey then escorted· accused to Lieut. 
Work (R.7), who directed Gainey to take accused b~ck to the platoon 
and ·go on with bayonet practice (R.7). · Gainey ordered accused to, 
return to his.work but accused refused (R.7),. Thereupon Lieut. 
Uork ordered accused to go back to the platoon and to continue 
bayonet.practice (R.7,9) •. ~ccused refused stating that he was 
.not going, but would rather go 'Under guard (R.7,9). Lieut. llork 
then placed him under guard (R.7). 

4.· During the course of presentation of evidence Qn behalf of 
the defense, defense counsel stated to the Court that accused . 

. wished to take·the stand (R.10). The followin~ colloq~... occurred: 

11 President: Has the defense explaineO. to you that you 
do not have to take the stand to make a sworn statement? 
Accused: No Sir. 
Defense: r;:ay I refresh-his memory about that? 
President: You unC.erstand that you may remain silent 
or make an unsworn statement, and that by making a 
unsworn statement, the court will consider.it. But 
if you make a sworn statement, the trial judge 
advocate may ask questions leading out of the offense, 
or a.."1Y member of the court' the ans\vers which may 
prove whether or not you ·ar·e gullty. 
Defense: Could the defense ask the court to consider 
an inquiry into the sani.t~... of the accused at this time t 
President: Such a ·request may be brought up at any ·,time. 
What is the basis for this request? · 
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"Defense: I think the actions o~ the accused in 
court would render some questions as to his 
stability and judgement and all. Testimony that 
has been brought before the court would bear out 
the same thing I believe. I cannot mention his 
reeord or past actions~ 
President: The only evidence you have to offer at 
·this time is the actions of the accused in court. 

Does ·the trial·judge advocate have anything further 

to offer in connection vlith this. 

Prosecution: No Sir. 

The court was then closed and upon being opened, 


. the members of the court, the personnel of the 
prosecution an~ defense, and.the accused and the 
reporter resumed their seats. 
President: The court has considered the motion of 
the defense,·that the sanity of the accused be 
investigated. The court has determined that such 
an inquiry is necessary in the interest of justice. 
The trial judge .advocate will report this matter 
to the appointing authority with a recommendation 
that the accused be examin~d by-a Board of Officers 
in accordance vrith paragraph 35 t:cr.1 1928, and 
that the officer or officer's conducting the 
examination be ma.de available to this court as 
witnesses. This case will be continued at such 
time as the decisions of the appointing authority 
are determined." (R.10,ll). 

The Court thereupon on 30 Oct 1942 continued the case 
await~ng the decision of. the appointing authority (R.12). 

Thereafter on 18 Dec 1942 the court reconvened (R,12) and 
proceeded to consider the report of the Board of Officers appointed 
to inves~igate the sanity of the accused. The record is entirely · 
silent as to any further action with respect to accused appearing 
as a witness on his own behalf (R.12). However, after membtirs of 
the Board of Officers had been examined and their report admitted 
in evidence (R.15,16 17,18) the defense offered one witness . 
(2nd Lt. De Lissovo:-r~ nho was examined bJ defe:lse cmmseJ.. The 
prosecutfon declined to offer further evidence and waived its 
right of opening argwnent (R.18). The President of the Court then 
asked the defense if it had a..~ythin~ fUrther to offer. Defense 
counsel replied: 11 The defense would like to make a.closing statem~nt. 11 

(R.18), and proceeded with his remarks (R.19) • 

While the procedure followed by the Court with respect to 
accused's rights under t:.c.r:;. par.76, p.61; par.120c, p.125; and 
par.12lb, p~l27, is not as com~lete or explicit as efficient and 
proper practice dictates, the President did make an expla..l'lation ·to 
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accused of his rights. Yb.ether he understood the explanation 1a 
not made clear by the record. However, it is proper to presume 
the accused received from defense counsel explanation of his rights 
to testify or remain silent (r.:.c.r:.. sec.45e, p • .35) and upon 
reconvening of Court, reconsidared his decision to testify ~ · 
elected to remain silent. The failure of the Court to amplify its 
explan~tion to accused of his richts and to determine definitely · 
whether he understood the!'l s,Pecifically was a procedural irregularity 
at the most (CM 1543541 I.!arion; CM 211976, PaJ.mer). Inasmuch as 
full opportunity was afforded accused either to appear as his own 
witness or to make an unsworn state~ent either orally or in writing, 
no prejudice to his ri&hts are observable. 

5. The evidence is indisputable that Lieut. Work, accused's 
superior officer, gave him an order to return to the platoon and 
resi:.rne bayonet exercise (R.7,8,9). There is no doubt in the l~ast 
that accused knew Lieut~ 'Nork was his su.periOr officer; that he 
understood the order and deliberately refused to obey same. The 
order related to military duty and Lieut. Wark waa authorized to 
cive it. Accused's conduct constituted a violation of the 64th 
Article of War (M.C.?il. par.l.34b, p.148,149; CM 22.3.3.36 (f942), 
Bul. JAG., im.g 1942, par.422~ p.159; CM 220890 (1942), Bul. Ji~G., 
Jan-June 1942, par.422, p.18;. · 

The Board of Review believes it should distinguish the 
facts in t~is case from those involved in two cases recently 
considered by it, viz1 CM. ETO 108, Abrams and CL!. ETO 1101 Bartlett 
so that no misunderstanding will arise in the application o! the 
rule announced in the last mentioned cases. In the Bartlett case. 
the Board of Review saids 

11 The Board of Review does not new hold that 
~ order given by an officer to a soldier 
after a like order has been given by a 
non-commissioned officer to the soldier (and 
the soldier h~ refused to obey the same) 
constitutes an order given with the intention 
of increasing the penalty and is therefore 
void. On the contrary, the Board of Review 
recognizes ·the fact that probabl~r in most 
instances such order of the superior officer 
v1ould not be subject to the criticisms made 
of the. order in the instant case. The facts 
and circwnstances which surround the giving of 
the order are of great importance in 
determining its purpose. The circumstances 
and' conc1iti£nsnunder which Capt. Archer gave 
the ord~ll/~nvtfiis case, were such, in the 
opinion of the Boord of Review as to com~! 
the conclusion that the order was given with 
the deliberate purpose of increasing the 
~t which might be imposed upon accused. 
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11 This conclusion. is strengthened by Capt. 
Archer's obscure and uncertain testimony 
concerning the ter~s of the orde~ itself and 
of the incidents surrounding the episode. 
The Board o.f Review considers it highly , 
desirable that its instant opinion be read 
and considered with the limitation herein 
set·forth." 

The accu5ed in the present case was taken before Lieut. Work by 
Seret. Gainey pursuant to orders of S/S ~wings. Gainey thereby 
became a guard over accused. The Lieutenant directed the guard, 
Gainey, to return accused to the platoon and continue .the drill• 
Such order of the Lieutenant to the guard was the pror.er method-of 
directing accused's actions rather than giving the order directly 
to accused. However, .when acrused flaunted Gainey' s authority it 
was the duty of the Lieutenant~ to see thut it was respecte.d. It 
was then that the officer gave the direct order to accused which he 
deliberately disobeyed. The accused was with the Lieutenant and . 
Gainey'during the entire episode. He heard the Lieutenant's order 
to Gainey and he defied Gainey in the Lieutenant's presence~ The· 
fa~ts themselves refute the idea that.the Lieutenant gave the order 
to accused in order to increase the punishment to which accused 
would subject himself for his misco~d~ct. Rather, theyaisplay 
proper disciplinary control by the officer over a recalcitrant 
soldier. The circumstances and conditions under which the order 
was given accused clearly distinguish the instant case frdn the 
Abrams and Bartlett cases. 

. In the opinion of the Board of Review the record is legally 

sufficient to sustain the finding of guilty of Charge I and its 

Specification. 


. - . 1 .
6. Accused pleaded.guilty to Specification7of Charee II. 

The evidence -is succinct and convincing that accused struck_Gainey 
with his bayonet while Gainey was properly engaged in instruC'ting 
accused in its use. It was an assault upon a non-commissioned, 
officer who was then in the execution of his office. There was no 
provocation for accu5ed 1 s act. Gainey's.method of demonstrating to 
accused his f~ulty stance was an ordinary method. of instruction. 
There is not even an-implication that Gainey used unus~al or 
extraordinary force. The Board of Review is of the opinion that 
the record is legally sufficient to sustain tlie finding of guilty 
of Specification 1, Charge II. (CM 211978, Riddle; CM 2ll996, 
Giddens; ~iCM. par.135a, p.149). · 

7 • The evidence in support of Specification 2 of Charge II,·. 
viz: threatening to strL~e S/S Ewings, a non-coramissioned officer 
while the latter was in the execution of his office, is sketchy, 
Ewings testified: 11 I ran down to where they were and tried to get 
hold of the rifle and he (meaning accused) swtmr; at me". (Underscoring 

·supplied) (R.6). Gainey testified: "Sergeant Ewings came up and 
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he (meaning accused) cursed him. Sergeant Evrinr;s got .the rifle 
away fro1;1 him about that tine,- and told me to take him to 
Lieutenant i1ork11 (R.7) • Pvt. Vernon Johns, Co. 11 1'1 , 118th Infentry, 
a witness for the prosecutlon was interrogated and testified e.s 
follows: 

"Q. - Did you see Private liason hit Sergeant Gainey? 
A - Yes Sir. 
Q - Immediately after that did you see Private 

l{;ason attempt to strike Sergeant Ewings? 
A - No Sir. 
Q - He areued, but did not attempt to strike him? 
A - No, Sir. 11 (R.10). 

The above is all of the evidence relevant to this particular issue. 
It is apparent there is a conflict in the testimony of Ewings and 
Johns, while Gainey states that accused cursed Ewings, but is sile!lt 
as to whether accused threatened to strike Ewings. The gravamen of 
the offense charged is fonnd in the phrase 11.A:ny soldier *** who 
attempts or threatens to strike or assault *** a non-co~Jnissioned 
officer while in the execution of his office" (Arr 65). 

11 The part of the Article relating to assaults 
covers any tmlaw.f'ul violence against a warrant 
officer or a non-commissioned office~ in the 
execution of his office, whether such violence 
is merely threatened or is advanced in a..11y 
degree toward appli_cation. 11 (L;cM., par. l.35a, 
p.149). 

There is· a very definite distinction between threateninF. to strike 
a person and attempting to strike a person. The former offense 
stops short of the overt act - a physical demonstration of force; 
the latter stops short of actually inflicting the battery upon the 
victim. 

"The term 'threat' is ver-; broad and' indefinite 1 
including almost any kind of an expression of 
intention of one person to do an act a~ainst 
another. Ordinarily it signifies intention 
to do some sort of harm, end is a declaration 
of an intention or determination to injure 
another by the conmission of some tmlawi'ul act. 
A 'threat' in criminal law is a menace or 
declaration of one's purpose or intention to 
work injury to the r:erson, property, or rights 
of a.nether, with a view to restrabling a 
person's freedom of action. 11 (62 C.J., sec.l, 
p.9.32). . . 
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"Threats may be comnnmicated by signs or by 

actions as i'ully and thoroughly as by word of 

mouth•'' (Armstrong v. Vicksburg etc. R. Co., 

16 Southern 468; 46 La. Ann, 1448). 


"At common law, simple threats without intent 

thereby to influence the acts of the person 

threatened did not constitute a crime although 

sufficient to invoke security to keep the 

peace. 11 (U.S. v. Mitzdorf, 252 .Fed. 930,, 937; 

62 c.·J., sec.2, p.932). 


11 An attempt to commit a crime consists of 
. 	 three elements.: (1) The intent to commit 

the crime; (2) performance of some act toward 
the commission of the crime; and (3) the 
failure to consummate its commission. It is 
sometimes said that it is compounded of two 
elements: (1) The intent to conunit it; and 
(2) a direct, ineffectual act done towards 

its commission; but it is obvious that the 

second element in the latter statement includes 

the second and third elements in the former. 

A failure to consummate the crime is as much 

an element of an attempt to commit it as the 

intent and the performance of an overt act 

toward its conunission. The elements necessary 

to constitute an attempt must coexist. No 

degree of intent will of itself suffice to 

constitute an indictable attempt to commit a 

crime, no matter how evil or malignant it may 

be; nor can an act alone constitute an attempt,, 

no matter how well adapted it may be to effect 

a criminal result, unless coupled with an intent." 

(16 C.J., sec.92,, p.113). 


11 In order that there may be an atte~pt to 

conunit a crime, whether statutory or at common 

law, there must be sone overt act in part 

execution of the intent to corru:dt the crime,, 

but which falls short of tl:e completed crime, 

the difference between attempt and commission 

being that the act or step fails to produce 

the result intended. ***~Kxxxxx****~'****** 


Ho defin~te r-tlle, applicable to all cases,, 

can be laid down as to what constitute an overt 

act or acts tending to accomplish a particular 

crime. Each case must depend larbely upon its 

particular facts and the inferences which the 

jury may reasonably draw therefrom. It is 

well settled, .however, that something rnore than 
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"mere preparation or planning is.essential. The 
accused must take at least one step beyond 
preparation, b7 doing something directly 
moving toward and bringing him nearer the 
crime he intends to commit. ***~-it-iC-iHE-l:*K*** 

The act relied upon need not be an act which 
is ordinarily a part of the criminal 
transaction itself, but may be one which, 
althou~h somewhat remote,,.leads up to it. 

*'H<-***'¥**** 
l.:ere v10rds are insufficient except in certain 
cases. *******+H>·** 
T~e term 1act 1 , hov1ever, is to be liberally 
construed, and whenever the design of a person 
to car.unit crime is clearly shovm, slight acts 
done in furtherance of this design virill 
constitute an attempt. 
No violence, or wrongf'ulness exce:rt in the 
purpose need be present, and it has been held 
that the act need,not possess·any element of an 
asss.nlt. *i<"***." 
(16 C.J., sec.93, p.llJ-114-115). 

"To convict one of an attempt to com.'Tlit a crime 
it is necessary to show that the overt act was 
done with the specific intent to rommit that 
particular crime. Such intent is essential.***11 

(16 C.J., sec.94, p.115). 

It is therefore manifest .that the 65th Article of War creates an 
offense non-existent at Com.man Law by making it criminal for a 
soldier · to threaten to strike a non-commissioned off'icer. Congress 
intended thereby to protect non-commissioned officers from threatened 
violence of a soldier. which did not amount to an attemnt. t:ere 
application of profane or obscene epithets to a non-commissioned 
officer does not constitute a threat because the Article specifically· 

-and separately condenms the use of "threatening or insulting language". 
Vlhen the accused 11 cursed11 Ewings and 11 argued11 with him he was not 
making a threat. He was using "insulting language" but he is not 
charged with that offense. However, he did somethinz more - he 
11 swung11 a.t.Ewin.;s. The record does not reveal.whether accused used 
his fists or his rifle. From this aspect of the evidence it would 
appea,r that accused's conduct passed into the domain of' an 11 atteirpt11 • 

However, the fact that accused also made an attemnt to strike 
Ewings does not deny the fact that the applying of' profane or 
obscene language to Ewings plus the.attempt to strike might ecsily 
constitute a most serious threat. While the dividing line between 
threats and attempts is a fine one depending almost entirely upon 
ihe commission of an overt act by accused in order to constitute the 
latter offense, it does not.by any means follow that because an 
attermt is proved that such proof erases evidence that mi,1ht also 
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prove a tlrreut. Care .and discrimination must be used in applying . 
this doctrine. · Proof of a threat £.UJ.I·eannot sustain a conviction 
for an attempt. However, the proof of an attempt may include 
within its ambit, evidence that will sustain a.chD.!'ge of making a 
threat. This is essentially a questiQn of fact for the Court. 
While the evidence-in this case is not as specific or sharply hewn 
as could have .been developed by a few well·C/hosen additional 
questions, there is sufficient evidence to sustain the.Court's 
finding. Beyond that conclusion the Board of Review will not 
venture; otherwise it would be substituting·its judgment and 
discretion for that of the Court. 

. .. 
The Board of Review is of the opinion that the record is 

legally sufficient to support the finding of guilty of Specification 2 · 
of Charge II. · 

·8. Specification 3 of Charge II charees accused unde~ the 

65th .Article of War of using the following insulti~ language 

towards Ewint;s: "Go fuck yourself, I won't do it". {hereinafter 

designated 11 languaze charged"). The proo;f' without contradiction 

shows that accused used the words: 11 I am not going no God-damn 

where" (hereinafter designated "lan~age proved"). Such was Ewings 

testimony (R.6), and the Court found, by exception and.substitution, 

that accused was guilty of using the "language proved" and.·na"t, 

guilty of using the "language charged". There is, therefore, an 

apparent variance between the allegation and the proof, 'and the 


·question :ls whether it is·fatal to the finding. · 
, . 

11When certain abusive, insulting and vulgar 
language was alleged.to have been used, and 
the. proof showed the language substantially 
by showing la.lll>llage having the same sense, 
there is no,material variance." (Benson v. 
State, 68 Alabama 544). (er: 18 c.J., sec-.27, 
p.1225;) , 

11 In a: charge of slander 'a failure ·to prove a.11 
the words alleged 1 does not constitute a fatal 
variance, provided sufficient of the precise 
words alleged are·proved so as to constitute a 
ca'Wle. of action; the. proof need not corr~pond 
in every minute particular with the word~71aid, 
provided the identity of the charge is 
substantially made out~'***'' (37 C.J., sec.447, 
p.65). . . 
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"When the indictment avers words spok"m as 
**** in the common law offense of oral 
blasphemy, it is enough if there is a 
.substantial accordance between the words as 
laid and the word~J.proved. Any portion of 
the words laid, complete in itself and 
constituting an indictable offense, will 
sustain the indictment. Btit arry variance 
of the sense will be fatal." (2 Wharton's 
Criminal Evidence, .sec.1082 1 p.1897). 

The· gravamen· of the 01·fense laid under Specification 3 of Charge II, 
is the use of insulting language to Staff Sergeant Ewings of the 
United States Arrrry while in the execution of his of.fice. The 
11 language proved" was lite~ally different fror.i the· 11 lB.!locuage 
charged". The variance in the words, themselves, is extreme and 
radical. No phrase or clause of the "language churged11 was proved. 
In substance and meaning the departure is wider. The language 
alleged in the Specification was pregnant with personal insult to 
Ewings. It bespoke disdain and· scorn of his authority and contempt 
of him as an individual. It is vulgar and obscene and is the 
langua0e of the gutter. !he "language proved" is expressive of a 
deterrr~nation to disobey Ewing's order. It was profane, provocative, 
und recalcitrant but carries no allusion, innuendo or implication 
casting aspersion ori Er:ings as an individual nor of his office. 
There is 11 no substantial accordance be.tvreen the words as le.id and 
the words as proved." The sense of the 11 lenguage proved" is fe.:r 
different from the sense of the 11 1ang~ge charged"• 

The situation in the insta.~t case is well illustrated in 
CM 126116 (reported- in Dig. Ops. JAG., 1912-1930, par.1521, p.752). 
In the .cited case the lan.;uage actually proved to have been used by 
t~e accused towards. his superior officer and that laid in the 
Specification (which was charged to have constituted disrespectful 
behavior towards his superior officer under All 6J) was obscene and 
vulgar. The lrult,:iuage alleged was in substance the same a::> t!ie 
11 langua.;e charged" in the instant case omitting the sentence: 
11 I won't do it". The lan;;.iage proved was: "Good men, eood ----11 • 

The Board of Review held that there was a fatal variance inasmuch 
as the lant,TUat;e proved was 11 entirely consistent with respect," , 
whereas the language charged was highly disrespectf'ul to the officer. 

The Board of Review i3 of the opinion that the record is 
legally insufficient to sustain the finding of guiltJ-·, by exception 
and substitution of Specification J of Charge II. 

9. The question of accused 1 s mental responsibility for ·~he 
offenses charged was placed in :issue in. a. ti::iel~r and proper war.ner 
by Defense Counsel. -The Court 1 s response and action v:;;;.::: in keepin.; 
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with expeditious and prompt administration of justice. The Court 
recessed after making its recommendation to the appointing authority 
for the appointment of a Bon.rd of Officers to examine accused for 
his s~it;r in accordance v:ith pa.r.J5c, r.;cr.: 1928. (see paragraph 4, 
supra). Thereafter a Board vias appoj_nted arid me.de a.Ji examination 
and investigation of accused. Upon the reconvening of the Court, 
the report of the Board, upon agree1:i.ent oi' the Trial Judi;e Advocate 
and Defense C.ounsel (R.15,16) was admitted in evidence and was duly 
considered by the Court. Pertinent excerpts from the reRort 
(which is datec 1 Dec 1942) are as follows: 

•1:Srief lledical Hfoto This 25 yeara: old 
Private, with 1-10 l2 1 s years of.service, has 
a fa.'Ilily histor.r showing no insunity, epilepsy, 
cancer or tuberculosis. F~ther and mother 
both evidentl~r below average intelligence and 
two sisters of higher intelligence than patient."

*****I()( )i I\ j;'** 
"Social History: In Reform School from 1933 to 

19.37 for general misconduct, no crimes. A.W.O.L. 
twice·in Zone of Interior. Statement of several 
soldiers and one officer, who knew this soldier 
during r.ianeuvers in Zone of Interior, vtas that 
this Private had struck several non-commissioned 
officers during that time. 11 

)0()1)(1()()(1()()\)()( 

11 f'1ental Status: .h.ttitude and General Behavior: 
AcC'Ording to observation of attendants, this 
soldier has been getting along well since his 
admission to the hospital. He has not· shown a.ey 
special ~ptitude or abilities. No evidence of 
suicidal or homicidal tendencies. Appetite has 
been good end he sleeps well. 
Dress is untidy, shows no interest in.neatness of 
self or habits. Does not appear to have been 
trained in any special lines of neatness. 
Posture is fair. Seems relaxed at times, but 
when under stress he becomes quite agitated 
but no show of abnormal emotionalism. 
Facial expression is appropriate. 
Attitude - friendly and cooperative. 
General mood - calm~ 
r.:otor activity - normal." 

****"'********* 
11 Emotional Reaction: r.:ood is appropriate to 
ideas, but probably is not as concerned aoout 
his present circumstances as he mi6ht be. Has 
difficulty in starting new things. Thinks he 
has a hot temper. Likes the evening better 
than morning. Says people tease him a lot. 
Has a good appetite a.11d sleeps well. Thinks 
that life is worth living. 11 
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11 i'.1ental Trend: Ho obsessions, compulsions or 
feelings of unreality. No delusions or 
persecutory trends. 

no ideas of reference. 
No hallucinations." 

****K Kl< X ****** 
11 Sunrruary: This patient is one who has not been 

endowed with a high intelligence and he.s an I.Q. 
of somewhere around 70, with a mental age of 
approximately 12-~- years. His reaction time is 
slow especially under stress. This would 
account for his inability to think of the 
consequences or of the Moral obligation in a 
circumstance where his first impulse would be 
to strike someone for s9mething that has 
perturbed him. In other words he would not 
think of the consequences or of a..~other 1 s 
rights until after several uinutes of thought 
tr:,~ing to solve the problem. There is no 
evidence of psychosis. This soldier iswell 
aware of his situation, realizes his misdeed, 
has 60tten into the same sort of difficulty 
before. Spent four years in Reform School. 
If h3 is guilty of a misdemeanor, his mental 
status is and has been normal and, therefore, 
he should draw proper punishment. However, the 
soldier does have below average intelligence, 
and individuals of his intelligence level 
react to abusiveness and quips more violently 
than individuals of higher.intelligence groups. 

Findings: After careful exanination of the 
patient and all records pertaining to the case, 
the Boru-a finds: 

1. That the dia?1osis is: I.:ental deficiency, 
moron, me~tal age 121; yrs. J es 

2. That mental condition of Priva~/G. r.~ason 
v1as the same at the time of his offense as at 
the time of the examination." 

The members of the Board were Carl H. Fortu..rie, ?l:ajor, u.c., President 
and Louis I.:. Foltz, 1st Lieut., r.r.c., Recorder. The Report we.s 
approved by S. S. Zintek, Lt. Colonel, 17.C., Cor.rr.anding. At the 
request of the Court, both I,'.3.jor Fortune and 1st Lieutenant Foltz 
appeared as witnesses. The relevant part of t:ajor Fortune's 
testimony i:J as follows: 
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11 Q. 	 Major, haye you had occasion.,to -examine 

the accused for-sanity? 


A. 	 I· did Sir. · · 
Q. 	 What were your findi..~gs? 
A. 	 We ·found him to be sane,· but of low.mentality. 
Q. 	 Do you think.he is capable of distinguishing

right from wrong?. · · 

A.· Yes Sir. 11 · (R.14)·. 


IE HIE IOE iOt XII 11 IOE 1111 M 
I 

"Questions by the defense: . · 
Q. 	 What would you say his mental age is? 
A. 	 His mental age is twelve and one half· yea.rs. 

Intelligence about seventy•. · 

Q • \1ould . he be olassed as a moron? . 

A. 	 Yes. He is below average in intelligence. 


The army ,requires, under AR 105 a mental 

ability of above 10 years. So, he is near 

the lower level to meet army requirements. 


Q. 	 Do you t~ink this man is responsible for 

his actions while excited? 


A. 	 He is responsible for his actions, but the 

actions will be more violent than that of a 

person of higher intelligence. (R.14). 


*71**lBOOOllOOI li lOl 

11 ~. 	 Is there anything ·in yot'tr examination of the 

accused that would lead. you to believe that 

he lacks mental capacity to understand the 

nature, in general, of tho proceedings of 

the court? · 


.A. 	 Sir, his intelligence is below the normal 

level. I believe he should be able to 

1:1llderstand the proceedinbs of .the court. 


Q. 	 Do you feel that the accused is intelligent 

enough to conduct or cooperate in his defense? 


A. 	 I do believe he would be able to conduct his . 

own. defense with someone to.help him. 11 (R.16). 


1st 	Lieutenant Foltz testified in: pertinent part as follows: · 

11 Q. 	 Do you feel that the accused knows right 

from wrong?. 


A. 	 Yes Sir•11 (R.15) • 
.***K'***** )(;; )( )( )( )( 


11 Q. Your statement that the accused kno\':s richt 

· . from vrrong, do you think that it should be 


classified to any particular extent? 

'A. Yes, the average m~ntal patient knov1s right 


from wrong and are·responsible for their acts 

Individuals who have lon mental deficiencies 

ossiblv know ri,,.ht from v;ron Bui:nb 


their low understandin"" it is not , 3 
They are not aware to particular circu.11stances 
and most times :..~eo.ct unfavorably. 
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"Q• . Do you feel that a moron is responsible for 
his a.ctions? 

A. 	 Sir, I think it would ha.ve to be judGed by 
the circumstances u.'t'lder whic!1 the a.ct took 
rlace. In other words, if there was proper 
tir::e -ror <..n individual to thin!: out his act 
and mediatate U'Jon it, I thinl: he Yrould be 
responsible. (Underscoring sappHed). (a.16). 

At the conclusion of the testimony of !1'.ajor Fortune and 
l::;t Licutcmc.nt Foltz the Court was closed and upon beinc openecl the 
Presid.ent a.nnmmced that the Court had voted on the question as to 
whetl1er or not tho accused vms sc.ne, and.'" that all r.1embers concurring, 
it had found hi:n su.ne (I\..17) • 

.b.ttached to the record of trial is a written recomraendation 
of the five members or the Court who parti_cipated throuchout the trial 
as follows: 

11 1. .ii.lthough the court found Pvt Ja.'lles c. ?.".ason, 
34010456, Co L, llGth Infill-it!""J sane, they do not . 
feel that his mental qualifications are sui'ficient 
to make him a satisfactory line soldier. They 
do not believe that the punisli.mexit o: thir:; man 
uill serve any useful pirpose either to the 
individ'..ial or the eovern.':lent. However, they do 
not feel that he should be assi.:;ned to a combat 
'!:nit and that this assignnent '\'i:lS to u certain 
extent responsible for his actions. The court 
feels tn_._,_t, had proper administrative procedure 
been enforced, this man vw1.Lld have been assiened 
to a Labor Battalion and would never have 
coE:nitted the offcmse of wbich he uas f01md guilty. 

11 2. It is recommended that the accused be returned 
to the United States, that the sentence as imposed 
by t.:10 court be suspended and th~t he be assigned 
for duty in a service corunand for l~bor at one 
of the yiosts or canton!!lents. 11 

The Doard of Review fo of the oninion tliat the fasue of the 
r.1ental condition ,of th:> accused .m::..s proix~rly determined by ·tha 
court and that t!w men,\jal responsib:.litJ· of the accused is established 
by the record. 
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For the reasons stated, the Doard of Review holds that 
the record of trial.is legally sufficient to support the findings 
of kJUilty of Charge I and its Specification e.nd of Charge II and 
Specifications·l and 2 th~reof, but leeally insufficient to 
sup,ort the findinGs, by substitutions and exceptions, of guilty 
of Specification J of Charge II, ru1d is legally sufficient to 
sup:)ort; the sentence. The court v1::..o le~ully constituted. No 
errors injuriousl~r affectinz the substantial riehts of .the accused 
were committed <luring the trial. 

(DISSENTilrG OPIUION) Judge Advocate 
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In the Office of The Judge Advocate General 

for the 
European Theater of Operations 

APO 871 

Bourd of Review. 

2 6 MAR 1943.ETO .314. 

UN IT ED. STATES ) 	 EABTEPJ~ DEFI;NSE .AF.EA 
UNI'.LED ST.ci.~ES ii.BJ.TY FOUCES 

v. 	 ~ nr ICEIJJ~. 
) 

Private J~ C. 	 l{ia.SON (340104.56) ) Trial by G.C.M., convened at 


l 

of Company "L", 118th Infantry. ) Camp Y.rossastadir, Iceland, 


JO October 1942. Sentence: 

Dishonorable. discharge, 

forfeiture of all pay and 

) allowances and confiner::ent at 
ha.rd labor for tvro 7ears. TJr.ited ~ States Disciplinary Barracks. 

DISSENTING OPINION by RITER, Judge Advocate 

1. If the accused's r.ienta.l responsibility for his acts v1ere 
sustained by the record of trial, I vrould be in accord with the 
views of the majority of the Board of Review in regard to the legal 
sufficiency of the record to sustain the finding of Qlilty of 
Charge I and its Specification and of Charge II and Specifications 1 
and 2 thereof. I agree, also, that the record is legally 
insufficient to support the finding of guilty, by substitutions and 
exceptions, of Specification J of Chart;e II. I am unable, ho'.'lever, 

~to e.,;;r·ee with the majority of the Board of Review that the issue of 
accused 1s r.iental responsibility was properly determined by the 
Court, and for this reason I r.iust dissent from the conclusion that 
the record is le~c.lly cufficient to support the sentence. 

2. The ·maj orit~r oyJinion fairly and. completely su.'ll!larizes the 

evidence before the Court on the is::me of accused 1 s mental 

responsibility, l<.11d the Court 1 s action thereon. Such sur.rrnar.r is 

adopted for the purposes of this opinion. 


J. There are two separate rules to meas111'e a person's legal 
responsibility for his ucts. The first is designated the "right 
and wrong11 theory a'l.d the sa11e has been adopted by the great majority 
of the States. The other is designated "irresistible impulse" 
theory. The rules have been announced b~r the courts in varia~le 
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language but the f olloninG statements L1:i.y be accepted as fully 
coi~prehendini; and differentfo.tin;£ between the two r-..i.les: 

"The cenero.l test of responsibility for crime 
may be statcc1. to be the cupacity to u.--iderstarid 
tl::.e nature.and consequences of the act charged 
and the ability to distinguish between right 
D...."1.d v1rong as to such act. Some of' tJ:-.e courts 
hold that this is the onl;:.r test of respondbil
ity, while others, as shovm infra a61, hold 
that a man may be irresponsible because of an 
ins.::u:.e, irresistible. impulse, altl1ou.gh he knew 
that tile act was v;rong. · 
While accused should app:.-ehend the nature e.nd 
quality of' his act in order to be t:;uilty, it 
i:;; not essentfrl to i;uilt that his mental 
condition be such as to enable hil"1 to realize 
the fullest extent of his act, and it has been 
said that the test is not· whether e.ccus.ed knew 
the gravity or seriousness of' tho act he 
committed, but whether he knew the nature and 
quc..11t;:.r of the act, 1:l1ld whether he k!lew that it 
was wrong. Some courts hol::l th-.i.t knowleuge of 
t!:e nc:.ture :l.I1d qt:alit;:.r of the act refers to its 
physical nature a.."1.d quality, end that 1::nowled.;e 
that it is wro!l[; refers to its r,10ral side. 
In determinin:.; v1hether accused has the capacity 
to distinguish between rit;ht and wrong, the 
inqui:i:J· r.mst be addressed to his capacity in 
respect of the particular act involved, and 
the knowledge that the act is wrong should be 
a knowledge that it is wrong according to 
cen~rully accepted moral stanC!ards, not knowledge 
that it is. y1rong according to accu3ed 1 s own 
individual standards, nor knov1ledge merely 
that the act is contrary to lc.w, although there 
is authority supporting the view t~1d knowledbe 
that t.he act is punishable under the laws of 
the state is sui'f'icient to support conviction. 
There is authority. expressly condemning the 
rule of responsibilit;;.· based on capacity to 
1distin;:;;uish1 between richt and wrong, and 
stating that the true test lies in the capacity 
to 1choose 1 beti:een right and w~ong, or in other 
words, that the test of 'irrespo!lciblc ii:1lmlse' 
discussed infra 8 61 is the only true test of 
crirdnal responsibility. 11 

(22 C.J.s., sec.59, p.124, 12;). 
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"An 'irresistible impulse, 1 as the. term is used 
in the criminal law, may be defined as an 
·impulse growing out of some mental' disease' 
affecting.the volition as distinguished from 
the perceptive powers, so that the person. 
affected, while able to understand the nature 
and consequences of his act. a.'1d to perceive · 
that it is v1Tong, in unable, because of such 
mental disease, to resist the impulse to do'it __ 
This class of mental infirmity or insanity 
shouJ.d be distinguished from emotional ..or moral 
insanity, considered infra in §§ 62 and 63 · 
respectively. · 
There is a conflict of ~he authorities as to 
whether or not one knowing the nature and 
quality of his act and also knowing that 'it is 
wrong, _but who is unable to control his conduct, 
may properly be_ considered criminally responsible. 
In some jurisdictions the courts, when insanity 
·is relied on as a defense, do not limit.the test 
of responsibility to the mere capacity to 
distinguish between.right 9:lld wrong either . 
generD.lly or as to the particular act, .but go 
further than this and recognize that a person 
may know the nature and quality of an act which 
he does, and that it is wrong or contrary to law, 
and yet do•the act under the influence of ·an 
insane irresistible impulse; and it is held in 
these jurisdictions that, although there may 
have been a capacity to distinguish between 
right and wrong as to the particular aot, still 
the party is not responsible if' the jury find 
that by reason of d·uress of mental disease he 
'ha.d so far.lost the power to choose between 
right and wroni;as not to be able to avoid doing 
the act, so that his free agency was at the 
time destroyed. It has been said that the . 
insanity which absolves one from responsibi.lity 
for acts otherwise criminal must be of a character 
causing the act and irresistibly conpelling.it, 

· and it has been held that irresistible impulse. 
affords the only true -test of criminal 
responsibility, that mere ability to distinguish 
right from wrong is not the correct test where 
the defense of insanity is interposed, and that 
the degree or insanity wliich will relieve one 
from responsibility for crime must be such as to 
create in his mind an u...~controllable ini'luence 
robbing hir:i of the .::;>ower to· choose between right 
and wrong;, but even in jurisdictions following 
the rule of irresistible impulse, such impulse 
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"must, to afford a defense, be insane in 
character, resulting_from a diseased mind, 
anc;l an alleged irresistible influence 
arising not from disease but from depravity 
or temper is ihsufficient to absolve its 
victim from criminal responsibility, as 
shown infra § 62. It has,·been said that in 
determinine whether accused suffered from 
an insane and uncontrollable impulse, the 
court should apply a general test applicable 
to the hypothetical average man, and not one· 
gauged to the temperament of the particular 
accused, although such rule would seem open 
to the objection that, if the subject is in 
law insane, he is not an average man and, 
therefore, should not be tested by the 
standards of the average man but rather by 
standards applicable to reveal the sanity or 
insanity of the particular accused under 
investigation. 
In other jurisdictions the courts have 
repudiated the rule of irresistible impulse, 
in some cases constrained by statutes· 
expressly excluding such defense, and in 
others by statutes impliedly excluding such 
defense by a statutory definition of insanity 
or insane persons which leaves no room for 
the doctrine of irresistible impulse, and in 
jurisdictions taking this view, whether under 
statutory constraint or merely under the 
influence of judicial reasoning, an irresistible 
impulse, even though it is claimed to have 
been an insane impulse, does not exempt one 
from responsibility for crime, where his mental 
capacity was such that he had a knowledge of 
right and wrong as to the particular act. Even 
in these jurisdictions, however, where the 
irresistible impulse is the result .of mental 
disease sufficient to override reason and 
judgment, and to obliterate the sense of right 
and wrong, it is a defense, for this brings 
the case within the knowledge of right and 

.wrong test. There are authorities to the effect 
that the irresistible or uncontrollable impulse 
doctrine is unavailable unless such impulse 
springs from a mental disease or defect existing 
to such a high degree as to overmaster.the will 
from delusion; ·or to overwhelm the reason, 
judgment, and conscience so as to obliterate 
the sense of right and wrong." 
(22 c.J.s., sec.61, p.126,127,128). 
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Reference is also made to 1Wharton1 s Criminal Law sec.52, 

p.72, 73; sec.53, p.74,75; and 29 C.J., sec.13 and 14, 

p.1052,1053,1054, for further discussion of the two rules for 


·'the determination of a person's sanity. 

4. ·Concomitant with the division of the authorities on the 

basic definition of legal insanity is also the sharp cleavage 

existing With respect,to the question of burden of proof. In a 

number of jurisdictions the.defense has the burden of establishing 

the insanity of the accused at the time of the commission of the 

offense. (16C.J., sec.1002, p.531,532; 22 C.J.s., sec.576, 

p.886). ·In other jurisdictions the prosecution has the burden 

of proving beyond a.reasonable doubt the sanity of the accused. 

While in the .ab~ence of any evidence on the subject,. or in 

absence of evidence ~aising a reasonable doubt as to sanity the 

presumption of sanity _makes a prima facie case and satisfies. ' . 

the bµrden of proof, making it unnecessary for the prosecution to 

introquce evidence in chief. of the defendants sanity. Whenever 

the question of· accused's s8.nity is put in issue _by facts coming 

from either side which raises a doubt as to the accused's sanity 

then it devolves upon the'prosecution to establish his sanity. 

(~6 c.J., sec.1002:, p~532; 22 .c.J.s., sec.576, p.888).. . 


The United States Supreme Court has adopted the latter. 

rule. In Davis v. United.States, 160 U.S~ 4691 /;34, /;35, 1;36; 

40 L.~F.d. 499, 504, 505, J.h-. Justice Harland declared the rule 

to be as f'ollowsz · 


"Strictly speaking, the burden of 'proof, as 
those words. · are understood in criminal law, 
is never upon the accused to establish his 
innocence or to disprove the facts necessary· 
to establish the crime for which he is 
indicted. It is on the prosecution from 
the beginning to the end of the trial and 
applies· to every element necessary to· 
constitute the crime. Giving to the 

. prosecution, where the defen~e is insanity, 
the benefit in the way of proof of the 
presumption in favor of sanity, the vital 
question fr6m the time a plea of not guilty 
is entered until the return of the verdict 
is whether, upon all·the evidence, by 
whatevsr side adduced, guilt is established 
beyond' ·reasonable doubt. If the whole 
evidence, including that supplied by the 
presumption'of sanity, does·not include. 
beyond reasonable doubt the hypothesis of 
insanity, of which some proof is adduced, 
the accused is entitled to an acquittal of 
·the specific 

. 
offense charged. .His guilt 
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"cannot be said to have "Peen proved beyond 
a reasonable doubt--his will and his acts 
cannot be-held to have joined in perpetrat
ing the murder charged--if the jury, upon 
all the evidence, have a reasonable doubt 
whether he was legally capable of committing 
crime, or (which is the same thing) whether 
he wilf'ul.ly, deliberately, unlawfully and ·or 
malice aforethought took the life of the 
deceased. As the crime of murder involves 
sufficient capacity.to distinguish between 
right and wrong, the legal interpretation of 
every verdict of guilty as charged is that 
the jury believed from all the evidence 
beyond a reasonable doubt that the accu~ed 
was guilty, and was therefore responsible, 
criminally, for his acts. How, then, upon 
principle or consistently with humanity can 
a verdict of guilty be properly returned if 
the jury entertain a reasonable doubt as to 
the existence of a fact which is essential 
to.guilt, namely, the capacity in law of 
.the accused to commit that crime~"(40 L.Ed., 
p. 505-, 506). 

5. In respect to the test to be applied in determining the 
·quest.ion 	of the sanity or insanity of an accused the United States 
Supreme Court has elected to follow the "irresistible impulse11 rule. 
The study commences with the case of r.rutual Life Ins. Co. v. Terry, 
82 U.S. 580, 21 L. Ed. 236, where the following language· was used:. 

"That f'orm of insanity called impulsive 
insanity, by which the person is irresistibly 
impelled to the commission of an act, is 
recognized by_writers, on this subject. It 
is sometimes accompanied by delusions, and 
sometimes exists without them. The insanity 
may be patent in many ways, or it may be 
concealed. We speak of the impulses of 
persons of unsound mind. They are manifested 
in every form; breakinr; of windows, destruction 
of furniture, tearing of clothes, firing of 
houses, assaults, murders, and suicides. The 
cases are to be carefully distinguished from 
those where persons in the possession of their 
reasonine faculties are impelled by passion, 
merely, in the same direction•.11 

MKXXKMMMKKKMKXMMMM 
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"We hold the rule on the question before us 
to be this: If the assured, being in the 
possession of his ordinary reasoning faculties, 
from anger, pride, jealousy, or a desire to 
escape from the ills of life, intentionally 
takes his own life, the proviso attaches, and 
there can be no recovery. If the death is 
caused·by the voluntary act of the assured, 
he knowing and intending that his death shall 
be the result of his act, but when his 
reasoning faculties are so far impaired that 
he is not able to understand the moral 
character, the general nature, consequences 
and effect of the act he is about to commit, 
or when he is impelled thereto by 1µ1 insane 
impulse, which he has not the p0wer to resist, 
such death is not within the contemplation 
of the parties to the contract, and the insurer 
is lieable." (21 L. Ed., p.241, 242.) 

In Charter Oak Life Ins. Co. v. Redel, 95 U.S. 232, 24 L. Ed. 
433 stated: 

"This charge is in the very words of the charge· 
sanctioned and approved by this court in the 
case of Ins. Co. v. Terry, 15 WaJJ., 580, 21 L. 
Ed., 236, including an explanatory clause of 
the opinion of the court in that case. We see 
no reason to modify the views expressed by us 
on that occasion. Vie think, therefore, that 
there was no error in the charge as given. It 
follows that the judge properly refused the 
request to charge that the plaintiff could not 
recover if ·the insured knew that the act which. 
he committed would result in death, and 
deliberately did it for that purpose. Such 
knowledge and deliberation are entirely 
consistent with his being, in the language of 
the charge, impelled by an insane impulse, · 
which the reason that was left him did not 
enable him to resist; and are, therefore, not 
conclusive as to his responsi::J:il.ity or power to 
control his actions. 11 (24 L. Ed., p.435-436). 

The court in Life Ins. Co. v. Broughton, 109 U.S., 121, 
27 L. Ed. 878, followed the Terry and Redel cases: 

- 7 
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"These instructions are in exact accordance 
with the adjudications in the cases of Terry 
and Rodal; and upon consideration we are 
unaninously of opinion that the rule so 
established is sounder in principle, as well 
as simpler in application, than that which 
makes the effect·of the act of self-destruc
tion, upon tbe interests of those for whose 
benefit the policy was made, to depend upon 
the very subtile and difficult question how 
far any exercise of the' vdll can be attributed 
to a man who is so unsound of mind that, while 
he foresees the physical consequences which 
will directly result from his act, he cannot 
understand its moral nature and character, 
nor in any just sense be said to know what it 
is that he is doing." (27 L. Ed., p.882). 

The Court in the Connecticut I.Jutual Life Insurance Co. v. A.kens, 
150 U.S. 468, 37 L. Ed. 1148, reaffirmed· the doctrine of the 
fC!regoing cases that if the assured "was impelled to the act by 
an insane impulse, which the reason that was left did not enable 
him to resist", he was legally insane. 

The opinion in Davis v. United States, 165 U.S., 373, 
41 L. Ed., 750, was written on appeal after the second trial. The 
judgment on the first trial had been reversed by the Court on the 
question of burden of proof (Davis v. u.s. supra). On the second 
trial the lower court's instructions concerning the test for 
insanity contained the following: 

11 The term 1insanity1 as used in this defense 
means such a perverted and deranged condition 
of the mental and moral faculties as to render 
a person incapable of distinguishing between 
right and wrong, or unconscious at the time of 
the nature of the act he is committing, or 
where, though conscious of it and able to 
distinguish between right and wrong and r-now 
that the act is wrong, yet his will, by which 
I mean the governing power of his mind, has 
been otherwise than voluntarily so completely 
destroyed that his actions are not subject to 
it, but are beyond his control. 11 (41 L.Ed.,p.754). 

The Supreme Court approved the instruction. 

In Ritter v. t~tual Life Ins. Co., 169 U.S., 139, 42 L.Ed., 
693, the Court held that the instructions of the Court in respect 
to insanity included, in substance, the element of "irresistible 
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impulse" and thereby affirmed the doctrine. 

Hotema v. United States, 186 u.s., 413, 46 L. Ed.~ 1225 
involved a charge of murder. The defense was insanity and the 
trial court instructed the jury that the defendant could not be 
punished if his brain was "diseased to the extent that he was 
incapable of forming a criminal intent., and that the disease had 
so taken charge of his brain and had so impelled it that for the 
time being his will power, judgment, reflection,. and control of his 
mental faculties were impaired so that the act done was an : 
irresistible and uncontrollable impulse with h1m11 , but that the 
defendant could be punished if "he did not perform the act because 
he was controlled irresistible or uncontro lable im se •" 

Underscoring supplied • The defendant's counsel objected to the 
quoted part of the instruction, on the ground that he claimed 
that defendant was actuated by a delusion and that there was no 
evidence in the record to show that the defendant acted under an 
11 irresistible impulse. 11 The court said: 

11 As there is no portion of the evidence 
returned in the bill of exceptions, we are 
unable to judge whether there was any 
which vrould justify or which did justify, 
the court in submitting.the question of 
irresistible impulse to the jury. If there 
had been evidence on that subject, the 
submission of the question was certainly as 

/fair to the defendant as he could ask. We 
decide nothing i'urther than that. 11 

(Under-scoring supplied). 

6. The foregoing pronouncements of legal authorities and the 
decisions of the Federal Supreme Court create a background against 
which the provision of the JJanual for Courts-ll:artial with respect to 
mental responsibility should be read. The Manual has defined mental 
irresponsibility and has applied the rule as to reasonable doubt 
within the field of military justice as follows: 

"*****· The rule as to reasonable doubt extends to 
every element of the offense. ****• Prima 
facie proof of an element of an offense 
does not preclude the existence of a 
reasonable doubt with respect to such element. 
The court may decide, for instance, that the 
prima facie evidence presented does not 
outweigh the presumption of' innocence. 
V/here a reasonable doubt exists as to the 
mental responsibility of an accused for an 
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Uoffense 	charged, the accused can not legally 
be convicted of that offense. A person is 
not mentally responsible for an offense 
unless he waQ at the time so far free from 
mental defect, disease, or derangement as to 
be able concerning the particular acts 
charged both to distinguish right from wrong 
AlID TO ADHERE TO THE RIGHT. ****·" 
(Capitals·and underscoring.supplled). 
(Li.C.11., par.78, p.63) • 

Obviously, the Manual has adopted the rule of.the first 
Davis case cited afore with respect to the.burden of proof.., It 
has placed on the pro&ecution the duty 'of proving the sanity or 
the accused beyond a reasonable doubt. Failing to remove all 
reasonable doubt as to the accused's mental responsibility for 
his conduct the prosecution's case must fail. 

The determination of the question as to whether the 
"irresistible impulse" rule prevails in the administration of 
military justice resolves itself into an interprES.tion of the 
above quoted declaration from the Manual. The Manual's 
definition of mental irresponsibility commences with the statement 
that 11 a person is not mentally responsible for an offense unless 
he was at the time so far free from mental defect, disease, or 
derangement as to be able concerning the particular acts charged 
both to"distinguish right from wrong" and then there is added the 
significant phrase 11 and to adhere to the right".. It, therefore, 
appears that before an accused, on trial beforJ3 a Court-Martial 
can be adjudged responsible for his ac~s, in a case where his 
sanity is in issue, that the prosecution must prove beyond a 
reasonable doubt that (1) the accused was able to distinguish 
between right and wrong and (2) he is able to adhere to the right. 
If there exists in the minds of the court a reasonable doubt as 
to the accused's mental capacity to distinguish between right and 
wrong it must find accused insane. · Likewise if a reasonable 
doubt exists as to accused's ability to adhere to the right, even 
though he be able to distinguish between right and wrong, the 
Court must find him insane. Both elements must be proved beyond 
a reasonable doubt before an accused may be held responsible for 
his acts. The ability·to distinguish between right and wrong is 
not sufficient. Although accused may possess capacity to know 
that his action is wrong he 1llUBt possess power to refrain from the 
performance of the wrongful act and 11 adhere to the right11 • This 
construction is both reasonable and logical in view of the • 
presence of the word: 11 both11 (following the word 11 charged") as an 
introduction to the first prepositional phrase: . 11 to distinguish 
right from wrong11 and the use of the conjunctive 11 and11 to connect 
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the first prepositional phrase with the second one: "to adhere to 
the right. 11 

7. Having concluded that the Manual 1 s test for insanity is 
a compound of two elements of proof, which the prosecution must 
sustain beyond a reasonable doubt, a subsidiary question arises as 
to whether the phrase "and to adhere to the right" is an equivalent 
method of expression of the 11 irresistible impulse" rule as approved 
by the United States Supreme Court. Webster's Uew International 
Dict~onary (2nd Ed.) defines 11 adhere11 : "to stick fast or clem7e;
*** to become joined or united; to hold, be attached, or devoted, 
to remain fixed, either by personal union or by conformity of faith, 
principle, opini_on or practice." Synonyms are: "stick, cling, 
cJeave or hold11 • Bouvier's Law Dictionary shows that the participle 
11 adhering11 is derived from the Latin adhaerere, meaning 11 to cling". 
Allowing the verbal phrase 11 to adhere 11 its usual and ordinary 
meaning, it seems, beyond doubt, that the Manual is referring to an 
accused's mental ability to remain conformable 'to or loyal to 
principles of right conduct, when it speaks of his ability "to adhere 
to the right". If a person possesses the ability to 11 cling11 or 
"cleave" to the ideas and principles of right conduct he certainly 
11 adheres11 to it, and by adherinc to it he reacts as a normal law 
abiding person does under a similar situation - he refrains from 
col}llllitting a wrongful act. Oppositely, if, with conscious knowledge 
tnat his conduct is wrong, but because his brain is diseased he 
cannot refrain from committing a wrongful act - then he certainly 
acts under an "irresistible impulse". 

It therefore appears that the Manual has adopted the 
"irresistible impulse" test for insanity in the administration of 
military justice. 

Such conclusion is confirmed by Winthrop: 

"Insanity is a disease so perverting the 
reason or moral sense or both as to render 
a person not accountable for his acts. 

IOllOOOl K lOilOllOOI 

To constitute a defence on the ground of 
insanity it may be made to appear, on the 
one hand either that the accused, in 
committing the offence, did not, from 
mental derangement, comprehend the nature 
of what he was doing, or did not know that 
he was doing wrong; or, on the other hand, 
that, though aware of the nature and 
consequence of his act, as well as of its 
wrongfulness or its illegality, he was 
prompted by such an uncontrollable impulse 
as not to be a free agent." (Underscoring 
supplied).· (Winthrop 1 s I~:ilitary Law and 
Precedents, 2nd Ed, Reprint 1920, p.294) • 2411O3 
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8. The :t\:mction and authority of the Board of Review, 


sitting in appellate review in the instant case, is a relevant 

considerations 


"In the discharge of its statutory f'unction, 
the Board's duty is.'*****, not to weigh the 
evidence, not to substitute its opinion as 
to the guilt of accused for that of the 
court and the reviewing authority, not to 
let its sympathy for the unfortunate accused 
run away with its ·judgment, but solely to. 

·.determine whether 'there is some substantial 
evidence tending to prove each element of 
each offense.' " (CM 211536, Gerber). 

Hin his indorsement on the holding of the Board 
of Review in Cl.1 203511, Wedmore, the conclusions 
of which indorsement were approved by the 
President, the Judge Advocate General saidz 
1The court and the reviewing authority must be 
satisfied of the guilt of an accused beyond a 
reasonable doubt. However, the Board of Review 
and The Judge Advocate General in the examination 
of records of trial, ~xcept in cases which 
require approval or confirmation of the sentence 
by the President, do not weigh the testimony , 
to determine whether the offense has been 
proved beyond a reasonable doubt, but must be 
satisfied that there is so~e substantial 
evidence tending to prove each element of each 
offense (Cr.I 152797, Veins)****' 11 

11 In the exercise of its judicial power of 
appellate review, the Board of Review treats r 

the findings below as presumptively correct . 
and examines the record of trial to determine 
whether they are supported in all essentials . 
by substantial evidence. To constitute itself 
a trier of fact on appellate review,. and to 
determine the probative sufficiency of the 
testimony in a record of trial by the trial 
court standard of proof beyond a reasonable 
doubt would be a plain usurpation of· power 
and frustrative of justice. CM 192609, 
Rehearing (1930) •" (Dig. Ops. JAG., 1912-1940, 
sec.408(4), p.259). 

Under the above authorities it is the duty and responsibility 

of the Board of Revi-ew to determine from the record whether there is 

~ substantial evidence tending to prove that accused was sane 
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within the rule governing mental responsibility laid down· in the· 
Manual .for Courts-Martial.· The Report of the Board, convened 
under the' provision of par• .35c, MOM. 1928, found accused tree 
from obses_sions, compulsions, feelings of unreality, delusions, 
persecutory trends, ideas.of reference and hallucinations.· He 
presented no evidence of'"psychosis. Both members.of the.Board 
personally testified_ that accused, in their opinion-, was capable 
of distinguishing right from wrong. The senior member of the board 
expressed the opinion that he was sane. ·The Report further 
d.eclaress "If he is guilty of a misdemeanor, his mental statua is 
and has been normal, and, therefore, he should draw proper punishment." 

9. Were the foregoing facts the complete evidence as to 
accused's mental condition, the finding of the Court'on the question 
of sanity would be sustained without ·contradiction or doubt. 
However, the Report of the Board and the testimony of its members 
present other f'acts which cannot be-i~ored bJ>:- the Board.of Review, 

10. The authority and duty of the Court in passing upon the 
issue of accused's sanity is a pertinent consideration. The 
following decisions of the Board of Review are authoritative on the 
subject:. 

11 In a prosecution for involuntary manslaughter 
the defense raised the point that the accused 
was not of sufficient intelligence to exercise 
the care that the circumstances required, and, 
therefore, could not be guilty of criminal 
negligence. The division psychiatrist testified 
that he had examined the accused, and that the 
latter was 'a degenerate of a low grade mind, and 
would be classed as a moron, 1 a person next above 
the grade of imbeci-les. Assuming, what is by 
no means clear, that a person possessing the 
grade of intelligence thus described is incapable 
of crime, or of gross negligence, the court was 
not bound to accept as facts what the psychiatrist 
said. The accused was himself a witness and gave 
a very clear and intelligible accoruit of the 
s}:looting. The court had an opportunity to hear 
and observe him and was justified in forming 
its own conclusions as to his mental capacity. 
The court would not have been open to adverse 
criticism if it had acquitted him, but ~ts 
finding of guilty i_s warra,nted _by the evidence. 
CM 125.265. (1918) •11 . (~ig. Ops. JAG., 1912-1940, 
par.395(36), p.225). 
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"A boa.rd of medical officers reported that the 
accused was not wholly responsible for the 
wrongful act of which he was acqused, and that 
he did not have the necess~ crininal mind to 
commit the act charged. ':£his report was 
substantiated by the testimony of a member of 
the board. The evidence introduced by the 
prosecution did not .tend to refute the finding 
of the board, but rather -tended to substantiate 
its correctness. It is the function of the 
court to consider the report of the board and 
accord to it that weight and credence to which, 
in the judgment of the court, it may be entitled; 
and, since the report of the board supported by 
other evidence was unimpeached by the prosecution, 
it was prima facie proof of mental derangement and 
the court could not entirely disregard such 
evidence. (CM 116694" By the introduction of 
this evidence a reasonable doubt was raised as to 
the mental capacity of the .accused to commit the 
wrongful act charged, and it was incumbent upon 
the prosecution to prove that the accused was 
capable of entertaining the necessary intent. 
Such proof failing, the f'indings should be set 
aside. CM 128252 (1918). 0 (Dig. Ops. JAG.,1912
1940, par.395(36), p.225-226). 

"Where the question of accused's mental capacity 
at the time of the commission of the alleged 
offenses becomes an' issue in the trial, the report 
of the medical board nrust be responsive to that 
issue. CM 135243 (1919). 11 (Dig. Ops. JAG.,1912
1940, par.395(36), p.226). 

"Where there was no substantial evidence of 
insanity, the presumption of sanity contemplated 
.in paragraph 63 and 112, ll.C.M., .was operative,. 
and it was not necessary to introduce in evidence 
the finding of a medical boa.rd appointed on 
request of defense counsel in order to enable the 
court to dispose of the question of the mental 
condition of the accused~ The court is empowered 
to constitute itself the judge of the extent to 
which the burden of inquiring into mental condition 
is impos~d upon it. CM 193543 (1930)." {Dig.Ops. 
JAG., 1912-1940, par;395(36), p.227) • 
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"Where upon trial for murder (A.W. 92) insanity 
was.ra,ised as a defense and,the findings of a 

. medical board and te~timoni of medical witnesses 
supported this ·contentton, it was held that while 
this evidence may not be disregarded it was not 
binding upon the court nor upon the Board or 
Review when there is other evidence, including 
testimony of a medical officer, which negatives 
sever~ of the pasic premises of the medical 
board and witnesses in support thereof. The 
Board of R~view found the record of trial legally
sufficient to support the findings of guilty and 
the sentence. CM 204790 (19.36). 11 (Dig.Ops.JAG., 
1912'.'"1940m par•.395(.36), p.227). 

The Report of the psychiatric board states accused "is not 
endowed with a high intelligence, ~d has an I.Q. of somewhere 
around 70, with a mental age of approximately l.zj- years. His 
reaction time is slow especially under stress. This would account 
for his inability to think of the consequences or of the· moral 
obligation in a.circumstance where his first impulse would be to 
strike some one for something that had perturbed him.. In other words 
he would not think of the conseauences or of another's rights until 

·several minutes of thought trying to solve the problem,**** However, 
the soldier does have below average intelligence, and individuals of 
his intelligence level react to abusiveness and quips more violently 

s. 11than individuals of hi her intelli ence rou (Underscoring 
supplied • The Board by its findings diagnosed accused's case as 
one of "Mental deficienc moron mental a e ~ ears" (Underscoring 
supplied and stated that accused's mental condition "was the same at 
the time of his offense as at the time of the examination." 

r.:aj or Fortune 1 s testimony confirmed the report and stated 
that the "army requires, \lllder AR 105, a mental ability above ten 
years, so he is near the lower level to meet army requirements; that 
he is responsible for his actions, but th$ actions will be more 
violent than of a person of higher intelligence" (R.14) and that he 
believed accused "should be able to understand the proceedings of the 
court", and that 11 he would be able to conduct his own defense with 
some one to help him" (R.16). 

1st Lieutenant Foltz agreed that ac.cused knew right from 

wrong, but qualified this statement by stating: 11 Indi~iduals who 

have low mental deficiencies possibly know right from wrong. But 

because of their low understanding,.·it is not normal. They are not 

aware.to particular circumstances and most times react unfavorably." 

(R.16). He was asked the question: "Do you feel that a moron is 
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responsible 

Manifestly the evidence as above set forth presents the, 

accused as a low class moron--a mental deficient. - with a mental age 

of approximately 12i years and whose reaction time is slow. When 


·irritated or·~oyed his mental processes do not permit him to visualize 
the results of his actions upon other persons or things nor sense the 
result of his actions. "His first impulse would be to strike someone 
for something that perturbed him". His reactions are.more violent 
than those of individuals of' higher intelligence.· ·His action in 
striking Gainey with his bayonet is exactly the type of anti-social 
conduct as would be·expected. Opposed to this evidence is.the 
statements of the medical experts who conclude that he was·"sane11 ; 

was suffering from no psychosis at the time of the commission of the 
offenses for . which he is charged and was ali. e t,o .distinguish between 
right and wrong. 

It is plainly apparent that immediately follOJJing an episode 

that annoys or affronts him, accused has no power of control over his 

actions and no ability 11 to think of the consequences.o;- cf the moi;-al. 

obligation" involved in his conduct. It is only after lapse of time · 

he is able to think of such consequences or of other persons rights. 

Accused is a feeble-minded person whose acts of violence cannot be 

controlled by himself on the occasion and at the time of conflict or 

disagreement. Is not this mental defect tp.e exact· type iulice.tod by 

lvi.C.M., par.7S, p.63 with respect to mental responsibility? ·The 

answer must be in the affirmative. His actions .are the result of 

"uncontrollable impulse", and for the period immediately involyc.J in a 

conflict he cannot "adhere to the right". 


11. The writer of this opinion is keenly aware of the fact. that 

it is not the function of the Board of Review nor is it authorized to 

venture into the field of the pschiatrist and attempt to dirfersntiate 

between an "insane" person and a "feeble-minded" subj..,ct. The a:x:perts 

declare that accused is not 11 insane 11 , but the record of't:-ial shows 

that he is a mental deficient who reacts violently, at ti.~es, because 

of his-inability to "adhere to the right11 and thereby control his 

impulses. In determining the mental responsibility cf a oerson to 

be punished for his crimes the law considers feeble minded persons or 

persons suffering from original mental defects in the same class as 

persons suffering fro_m insanity, disease of the mind. or delusion. 


"Feeble minded person is subject to the saw~ 
general rules of criminal responsiLility ~D 
an insane person". (22 C.J.S., sec.56, p.120). 
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"As insane persons, may be mentioned *** 
persons afflicted with idiocy or amentia, 
the.former being congenital, the latter 
consisti~ of a loss of mental power and 
mania". (1 Wharton's Criminal Law (12th Ed) 
sec.62, p.88). 

n**** We observe that, upon principle, the 
rule as-to the burden of proof in criminal 
cases cannot be materially different, where 
the defense is insanity, disease of the mind 
or delusion, from the rule obtaining where 
the detense is an original defect and want 
of capacity. (Davis v. United States, 
160 U .s., 468, 4D L.Ed., 499, 504). 

In this connection, "it should be noted that the excerpt from 
the Manual for Co:urts-Ma.rtial above quoted uses the terms of "mental 
responsibility'', "mentally responsible", "mental defect, disease, or 
dera,ngement. 11 These are words of wider connotation than the terms 
"insanity'' and rtinsane 11 • They embrace all forms of mental affliction, 
impairment and deficiency. 

12. In the administration of military justice it, .therefore, may 
be c·oncluded that the responsibility of a feeble minded subject, such 
as accused, is determined by the application of the same rules as are 
applied to a person who is suffering from di~ease of the mind, viz:· 
insanity. In the instant case there is presented unequivocal 
evidence that in spite of the fact that accused was able to distinguish 
right from wrong he conunitted the acts charged under "uncontrollable 
i.Jilptll.ses", Which did not permit him "to adhere to the right11 • The 
test for m~ntal responsibility as.specified in the t!anual was, therefore, 
not met~ ·· One of the basic elements in the proof is missing - the 
ability to "adhere to the right". The roof shows that the accused is 
not a person "in the possession of (his reasoning faculties (who was) 
impelled by passion, merely" (Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Terry, supra) 
in the commission of the offenses, but that he committed the.offenses 
charged as· a direct consequence of original, in..lierent defects in his 
mentality which did not enable him to "adhere to the right". 

13. This conclusion is consistent with the 'testimony of the 
eXperts and their report, wherein they declare accused has the power 
to distinguish between right and 1'rong a.n~ that he was sane. Such 
evidence sustains the first element of "mentB.l' responsibility" as 
stated in the Manual, to wit, the power to distinguish between right 
and wrong. The statement that'he was sane'is a conclusion of the 
experts resulting from the f'ulfilment of this first element of the 
test, and were this element the only basis of meacuring mental 
responsibility there would have been nothing for the Board of Review 
to consider on this aspect of the case. ' However, both the eA-perts 
and the Court mistakenly ignored the second element, to wit, the 
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ability to 11 adhere to the right", in drawings their conclusions. 
Not only is there no substantial evidence to prove accused's 
ability to 11 adhere to right" but affirmatively it is_ shown that 
he wholly lacked such ability when annoyed, irritated or disturbed 
in his social relationships. The prosecution failed to sustain 
the burden of proof imposed upon it to prove the mental 
responsibility of accused beyond a reasonable doubt. 

For the foregoing reasons I am of the opinion that the 
Court comnitted prejudicial error in finding that accused was 
rrentally, and therefore legally, responsible for the offenses 
comr:itted by him. 

14. Although the record is legally sufficient to support the 
findings of E,'Uilty of all the Charges and Specifications eix:cept 
Specification 3 of Charge II and is also legally sufficient to 
support the sentence, had the accused been mentally responsible for 
his actions, it is my considered opinion that because accused's 
mental irresponsibility is affirmatively established by the evidence, 
that the record is legally insufficient to support the findings 
and the sentence. 

~;£-~...,..._~__.z__~_·___ Judge Advocate. 
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lst Ind.• 
26 Mar 1943WD ,' ETO Br~ch - JAGO. 

TO& C~a.nding ~enenal, Eastern Defense-Area, APO 612. 

1. In the ca~e of Private James c. -Ma.son (34010456), 
Company L, 118th Infantry, your attention is invited to the copy of the 
foregoing.holding by the Board of Review that the record of 
trial is legally insuf'ticient to support the £indings ~r guilty 

.·by substitutions and exceptions of' Specification 3 ot Charge II, 
'but legally sufficient to support the findings of guilty of 
Charge I and its Specification and of Charge II and Specifications 
1 and 2 thereof, and legally sufficient to support the. sentence, 
which holding, for the reasons therein stated, is hereby approved. 
Since the offense involved in Specification 3 of Charge II and 
the findings on such Specification is of a minor nature, involves 
n9 moral turpitude, and does not affect the civil status of the 
accused; and since the record has been found legally sufficient 
to support the sentence, under the policy directed by the 

. Secretary of War in his approval of the opinion of The Judge 
Advocate General of 13 April 1923 (250.404 Review 4-19-23), 
no ft,lrther action in-this·case is required. 
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In the Office of The Judge hdvocate General 
, for the 

European Theater of Operations 
APO 871 

Board of Review. 
31 MAR 1943 

ETO 339. 

UNITED STaTES 	) 29TH INF.b.NTRY DIVISIOH 

) 


v. ) Trial by 	G.C.Ill., convened at APO 29, 
) U.S. Army, 10 Earch 194.3. Sentence: 

2nd Lt. LEE W. GAGE (0-1283752) ) To be dismissed the service; to 
Company C, 115th Infantry. ) forfeit all pay and allowances due 

) or to become due and to be confined 
) at ha.rd· labor at such place as the 
) reviewinz authorit~r ma~r direct, for 
) five years. 

HOLDING of the BOARD OF RE.VIEW 

RITEF~, VAN BENSCHOTEN and IDE, Judge Advocates. 


1. 'i'he record of trial in the case of the officer named above, 
having been referred by the Conunandine General, European Theater of 
Operations, the confir~ing authority, prior to his action thereon, 
and pursuant to the provisions of Article of Viar 46, to the Judge 
Advocate General in charge of' the branch of The Judge Advocate 
General's Office for the ~'uropean Theater of Operations, who, under 
the provisions of the last paragraph of Article of War 50'~, has, with 
respect to this case, like powers and duties as The Judge Advocate 
General, and, to the end that the accused should have an independent 
review of the record of his trial by the Board of Review, in accord 
with the provisions and in keeping with the spirit of .Article of War 
50-~-, having been referred by the Judge Advocate General for the 
European Thaater of Operations to the Board of r\Elview for examination 
and revieR, has been examined by the Board of Review, which submits 
this, its opinion and holding thereon, to the Judge Advocate General 
for the European Theater of Operations. ' 

2. The accused was tried upon the following Charges and 

Specifications: 


· CHABGE I: Violation of the 9.3rd Article of War. 
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Specification: In that 2nd Lt. Lee W. Gage, 
Company !'C", 115th Infantry, did on train 
between Reading and Basingstoke, Eneland, on 
or about 5 llarch 1943, commit the crime of 
sodomy, by feloniously and against the order 
of nature, having carnal connection by mouth, 
with 1st Sergeant William ~ox. 

CHARGE II: Violation of the 95th Article of War. 

Specification: In that 2nd Lt. 'Lee W. Gage,. 
Company "C", 115th Infantry .was at Basingstoke, 
England, on or about 5 March 1943, in a public 
place, to wit,the railroad station at Basingstok~,, 
England,, disorderly while in ~iform.. , . · · 

He pleaded not gililty to and was found guilty of both Charges and 
Specifications. Ho eviqence of previous convictions was introduced. 
He was sentenced to be dismissed the service, to forfeit all pay and 
allowances due or to become due and to confinement at hard labor at 
such place as the reviewing authority may direct, for five years. , 
The reviewine authority approved the sentence and forwarded the record 
of trial for action um er Article of War 48. · 

PROSECUTION'S EVIDENCE 
3. · The testimony of 1st Sergeant William Cox, Company "C", · 

115th Infantry, summarizes as follows: 

The accused was, at the time of the commission of the offenses 
charged, a 2nd Lieutenant of Infantry and was on duty at Tidworth 
Barracks,._ England, serving with Co:npany 11 C", 115th Infantry. On 5th 
r.iarch 1943, accused together. with several enlisted men of his 
organization were in Oxford on pass. They had spent the previous · 
night at the American Red Cross Club. The accused and First Sergeant 
William Cox haa breakfast together at the same club at 9:3.0 • 9:45 a.m., 
5 r.iarch 1943 (R. 7). After breakfast they went to a hairdresser and 
had a shave and then went into a store where accused purchased some 
phonograph record~. At about 11:30 a.m., they went into 11mrltes11 , , 

a public ~ouse, vn1ere they were joined by other members of their 
Company and all had something to drink. Accused left the "pub" at 
1:55 p.m., and Sergt. Cox met him a short time later when they went 
to a restaurant for lunch. Later they met two girls on a street 
corner by arrangements previously made (R.8). Accused, Cox, 
Sergeant Horner, Corporal t:orris, Corporal Schonfield and others, 
making a party of 10 or 11 men from Company "C", 115th Infantry, left 
Oxford at 5:45 p.m., by train. As they were changing trains at 
Reading, accused fell attempting to board the connecting train and was 
left behind. Cox, Horner and l>:orris, left the train at West Reading ' 
and returned to the station and found accused sitting on a bench'(R.9). 
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The 	thre~ e~sted men then went to a ~earby ~ea-room, where they 
. had tea and · sandwiches . while accused waited outside. · · Accused was 

bemoaning the fact that in his fall he.had broken the records he 
was carrying. Acoused, Cox, Horner and Morris·boarded the next 
train which left Reading at 8137 p.m., and accused together with 
the three e~isted m~n name~ occupied a compartment in a railway car 
by themselves. It was one of the usual enclosed English compartments 
with th~ two seats facing each other. A door opened from the · 
compartment on to an aisle• Horner and Morris sat on one seat 
while accuse~ and Cox sat.opposite them (R.10). Horner'and Morris 
went to sleep. Accus~d said: "I am g~ing to.sleep" and laid his 
head on.the lap of Cox1 who leaned back and rested his head on the· 
cushion on the back of the seat (R.10, lJ). There was-enough room 
on the seat to allow accused to recline in another position than the 
one he assumed (R.17). A short time later, ac9ording to Cox, 
accused said, "Sergeant, are you asleep?" To which Cox answered "hmm"• 
A short time later accused asked the same question, which Cox answered 
in the same m~ner (R.10). Cox then testified as follows: 

"*** a short while after that I felt his hand 
on my leg, he started rubbing my privates, I 
had .a good idea of what was cofaing. I had a 
good idea of what was to happen, so I put my 
foot on the seat where Sergeant Horner and 
Corporal Morris was, I wanted them to see what 
was going on. After a while he rmbuttoned · 
'the fly of my parits and ·took my penus out 
arid I kicked Sergeant Horner in the head to 
wal<:e him up, by the time I awakened hini he 
had it in his mouth. · As soon as Sergeant 
Horner was awake I knocked Lieutenant Gag~ 
aside and pushed him to the floor. 
Q~ What was the ~tate of your emotions? 
A. 	 Sir, when that happened I was pretty mad. 
Q. 	 Tell the court why you wanted to get 

Sergeant Horner's attention? 
A. 	 I had sense enough in my own mind to know 

that in the army.that it is an officer's 
word against an enlisted man's and that an 
officer's word goes further, I had to have 

·some 	witness or proof to show what was . :·· 
going on, if Sergeant Horner or no one else 
had been in there I.wo'l}ld done the same 
thing, I had them there and I gothim awake. 

Q. 	 How did you awaken him? · 
A. · I kicked him. 
Q. 	 You threw Lieutenant Gage to the floor? 
A. 	 Yes., 
Q. 	 What did he do? 
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A. 	 He just laid there. 
Q. 	 Did he say anything? 
A. 	 He never said a word, v1hen the train stopped I 

said come on Lieutenant, get up, you are coming 
vrith me and he said ' I am drunk 1 • ·I saw 
two Pfc 1 s and I said you better get an MP or 
something and I dragged him out on· the platform 
and he laid there, just after this the 
Lieutenant started to Walk off and I grabbed 
him by·the arm, we had quite a tussle and he 
swung at me and I hit him back and knocked 
him down and I sat on him and kept him there 
until the Sergeant fro111 RTO came. 11 (R.10, 11). 

In the disturbance on the station platform accused struck at Cox first. 
Upon the arrival·of the RTO,Sergeant Cox, in the presence of accused,· 
reported the occurrence on the railway train, but accused remained 
silent (R~l2). The RTO Sergeant escorted accused, Cox, Horner and 
Morris to the office; where.Cox repeated his story in the presence of 
accused~ The Military Police were called (R.12). In walking from 
the station platform to the RTO office it was necessary for the party 
to descend a stairway, pass under the tracks and ascend other stairs. 
Accused appeared to walk "all-right". In.the RTO·office accused · 
walked around the room, mumbling to himself. Upon being directed to 
sit down by both the RTO sergeant and Cox he laid down on a bench and 
remained silent (R.12). 

' 
The accused was not drunk when he poarded the train at 

Reading. Accused and Cox consumed intoxicating liquor in Oxford and 
also on the train from Oxford to Reading (R.15). After boarding the 
-train at Reading each_ of the party including accused had at least 
three- drinks of liquor. Accused had been, with Company c, 115th 

_Infantry for about 6 months (R.17) •. Cox had suspected accused of 
moral weakness, and for this reason Cox did not stop the obvious intent 
of accused to commit the offense of sodomy (R.16). · . ' 

• 
r Upon cross-examination by a member of the Court Cox testified 


af.firmatively that_ accu8ed put witness's penis in his mouth (R.17). 


The testimony of Staff Sergeant Eldridge M, Horner, Company c, 

115th Infantry was in substance as follows: 


_ Witness first met accused and Cox on the platform at Reading 
on late afternoon of 5 March 1943. The three of them. together with 
Morris entered .a compartment on a railway train at Reading (R.20). 
Accused had been drinking (R.23). Accused and Cox had a bottle (R.24). 
Accused and Cox sdt-in one seat And witness and Morris in opposite 
seat facing the first named. Accused laid his head on Cox's leg and 
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asked that the light be extinguished (R.20). There was a light in 

the ceD..ing of the.compartment. 11 It wasn't very bright but light 

enough to see in the compartment" (R.24). 11 It was a dim light but 

I could read by it" (R.25). Witness laid down on his seat on his 

left side with his back to.accused and Cox and fell asleep (R.20). 

He was awakened by Cox hitting him on back of his head. Cox was 

pointing d·own to his lap (R.20). Witness saw accused with Cox's 

penis in his mouth (R.21,23,26). . Cox then pushed accused to floor. 

Accused was not drunk, but 11 he might have been feeling good." The 

train was nearing Basingstoke. Accused stood up and Cox pulled him 


. from train when it stopped. Accused said "what is going on here'l" 
and started to walk away, Cox grabbed him and accused swung at Cox 
(R. 21). Cox hit accused, knocked him dovm and sat· on him. Acctised 

received a black eye as a result of the blow administered by Cox. 

Cox asked "two of the boys" to get an M.P. An RTO sergeant came up; 

took the party into custody and escorted the accused and the three 

soldiers to the RTO office. The party had to walk down steps, under 

the tracks and up steps to cet there. Accused was not ·drunk and 

walked by himself. Upon reachin~ the office accused laid down on. 

a bench: There was no conversation (R.22). · 


T/3 Wesley \iangstad, Transportation Corps, RTO, Basingstoke 

testified in relevant part as follows: 


. At about 9: JO p. m. , 5 11arch 1943 on ·the central plat.form 

of tho railway station'at Basingstoke, witness found Cox sitting on 

accused's chest and holding him to the floor. He thought Cox was 

intoxicated and. pulled him off of accused. Cox was not intoxicated, 

but infuriated. · Accused got up off the floor and said: 11 ! run drunk, 

where the hell ·am I?. I eot to get a train"·- or words to that effect, 

and started to walk off (R.28). He did not stagger, but walked 

straight. WItness was holding. Cox~ but when released, Cox followed. 

accused and struck at him (R.28, JOJ •.. Accused ducked and witness 

parted the men (R.28, 30). Cox then said to witness: "Sergeant, 

I put this officer under arrest.". Witness took the party composed 

of accused, Cox, Horner and 111orris to RTO office (R.28). Accused 

was not sloppy drunk. He knew he had lost his watch (R.28, 32) •. 

lie walked by himself to the office and upon arriving there laid · 


. down on a bench (R.29). · Cox stood over,accused calling him a 
sodornist. Cox had been drinking but was not drunk. He was infuriated. 
Accused made no response to the epithets (R.29, 32). The company 
commander arrived about 4 a.m., on 6 March 1943 (R.29). 

1st Lieutenant Frank B. ·Bowen testified he had been 
commanding Co. c.,.115th Infantry since 5 November 1942. Accuseci, 
Cox and Horner belonged to his company. About 12:30 a.m., 6 I.larch 
1943 witness, then at Tidworth Barracks, talked to Cox on the 
telephone. Cox was in Basingstoke. ~itness drove in a weapon
carrier to Basingstoke arriving at RTO office about 4 a.m., (R.35, 36). 

· Accused was asleep on a bench. . Cox, Horner. and I:orris were also 
asleep. After list~ninG to the stories of Cox and Horner, witn3:J 
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awakened accused and ~!orris ·and took the entire· party to Tidworth. 
Accused got up and walked in a manner that was aJ.1 right and had no 
difficulty. Cox showed no evidence of drink~and was in possession 
of his faculties. Ylhen,aw~ened, accused said to witness:-· 11 Vlhat 
are you doing here and what happened" or words to-that effect. . . 
There was no conversation on the way back to the post (R.J6). It was 
not because of accused's cond~tio~ that witnyss did not question him, 
but because he felt tha~ whatever.accused would have to say would 
make no difference and that he might possibly deny the offenc~ (R.37)., 

. . 
DEFENSE'S EVIDENCE • 

.4. After his rights were explained to him the accused appeared 
as a witness in his own behalf. His version of events is as· follows: 

Accused and Cox were guests at th~ Red Cr~ss Ser\rice .Club 
at Oxford, England, on the ntght of 4-5 I.iarch 1943, arising at .· 
9:30 a.m., on the last mentioned date. They went to a hairdressers 
and then visited tw9 shops and witness purchased phonograph records 
and needl~s. · Upon the opening of the puplic.houses, accused and 
Cox went to Whites where they ordered two scotch whiskeys (R.39). 
Private Wood suggested the ptirchase of a quart· of whiskey.. Accused 
and Cox each 'contributed a pound toward~ purchase of same. Accused 
remained in 'the pubiic house until ·2· p.m., consuming at least 10 drinks 
with enlisted men (R.40, 46).. Cox and accused had dates with two 
girls and accused went to a corner and waited ~or them until about 
2:05 p.m.1 previously informing Cox of his int~ntion. He returned to 
Whites and -learned that Cox and Wood had departed takin~ viith them . 
accused 1 s coat and phonograph records. Accused. joined the two soldiers 
at another place (which he.describes as being up-stairs) (R.40). 
Leaving that place accused met a.yotmg woman who informed him~hat the 
two previous mentioned girls were looking for him. (R.41). Soon 
thereafter another.girl, "know~ by acc\lsed 11 came·up the street and 
asked him to accomp~ her "j;o meet her mother (R.41, 46). Arter 
visitin~ with her about 10 minute~ he went to the Service Club, 
secured his gas mask and toilet articles and went to the railway 
station (R.41) • . He arrived at the station at 5:15 p;m., smd. boar9ed 
a train which departed at 5:50 p.m. In the company, composed of about 
lo enlisted ~en and ~ccused, were ~ood and Cox. The t~ain was crowded 
and accused, Wood and Cox stood in tke aisle of a raiiway car near the 
latrine. _ Accused and Cox had a fifth of whiskey between them (R.46) .. 
Three times accused and the two.soldiers went into.the latrine to 
drink whiskey. Finally, they·stood in the aisle and had three or 
four drinks each. Accused had a total pf six or seven straight drinks 
(R.47)·. . It was very warm and accused was made "almost sick" (R;41,
46). He did not rem$mber getting off of the train, but did recall 
trying to board the train at Heading for Basingstoke (R. 41). _- He fell 
and broke the records. He remembered sitting somewhere and that 
"they" came back to him. Accused declared he had no memory of 
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boarding the train the second time or entering the compartment nor 

did he remember being hit on the head.. He did recall being hit 

on the ear· and asking "What happened." · He did not discover his 

blackened eye until awakening in the RTO office in Basingstoke. 

Aqcording to accused he nearl~ fell out of the truck in riding from 


_Basingstoke to Tidworth (R.42). < Previously, at a dance he had lost 
all consciousness (R.42, 43) after drinking. Accused will be 28 
years old in l<iay 1943. He vollinteered for military service in the 
regular army and was graduated from O.C.S. on 15 t:ay 1942' (R.44). · 
Accused had never been involved in abnormal.sex practices of the 
nature with which he was chareed and had never thought of them. He 
had no-memory of events from the time he boarded the train until. he 
received the lick on the head, which brought him back to consciousness. 
He did not know how the incident occurred (R.45). The witnesses, 
who were enlisted men, bore no ill will .towards accused as far as he 
knew. His commanding officer, Lieutenant Bowen, had criticised him 
and other officers for spending too much time with· the enlisted men 
(R.48)~ 

5. Three fellow officers appeared as character witnesses for 
accused testifying he was a "perfect gentleman" and 11 normal in his 
habits" (R.50); "as a gentleman *1Ht* nothing but good" could be said 
about him; !'as 8.1'! officer he was a good officer"; 11 as a room-mate 
***he is a good friend" (ff.51); as an officer, room-mate and 
gentleman, "one of the best,· there was nothing to indicate ·otherwise" 
(R.53) • 

. Pfc. ticLane, Co.C, 115th Infantry, appeared as 'a defense 
witness. The Court allowed him to testify of an incident whereby 
he received permission from accused.to remain in'quarters while· he 
was ill,_ and Cox, as 1st Sergeant, informed him: 11 1 am the man to. 
tell you :when you are to stay i?l or not. 11 (R.51+). · 

PROSECUTIOU' S l"IBBUTTAL , 

. 6. On rebuttal the. prosecution produced, the following 

witnesses;· who· testified as stated: · 


Corporal Alton tr. l'.orr'is, Co.C., 115th Infantry: He was 

in the railway car compartment on the trip from Reading with accused, 

Cox and Horner. Ylitness and Horner sat in one seat and accused and 

Cox were in the other. With respect to accused's condition of . 

sobriety, "he looked alright to me, I wouldn't swear he was drinking 

or not". Witness was on platform at Reading when there was a 

"rumpus"; he went for an RTO and when they arrived accused was on 

his feet and a,ppeared "alright". ~He·went to·the RTO office under 

his own power (R.55). No one lead or carried him (R.56). Witness 

saw Cox holding accused on the ground (R. 55).. rlitness ·found 

accused's watch on the station platform and upon arrival at RTO office 

accused asked about it and witness informed him that he had it. · 

There was a woman on~ the station platform when accused was on th83
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ground.' Witness was iri the group that returned to the Reading 

station.after accused missed train. .Accused talked freely1 

consciously and coherently about the.broken records, his failure to 

board the train and "what a nice bunch of guys we were for coming 

back•" (R.57). The train was moving when a.ccused ·attempted to 

board it. Witness met accused at Oxford station.for the first 

time (R. 58). · . , 


Pfc, William Bromwell, Co,C;, ll5th Infantr:y was on the 

train from Reading to Basingstoke on evening of 5 March 1943 and . · 

occupied a compartment other than that occupied by accused. Upon 

reaching Basingstoke, Cox asked witness to get an M.P, .He~secured 


the RTO Sergeant and returned to station platform, Accused walked 

"alright" to RTO office (R.59). He did not.see.Cox .strike or hit 

acc~sed but saw accused.strike at Cox (R.59, 60). Witness had seen 

drunken men, and knows they stagger and do not talk clearly. The 

accused at the RTO office "knew what'· he was dping11 (R.60). 


Pfc, Albert L, Lewis, Co,C,, 115th Infantry was in the 
railway car compartment next to that occupied by accused On·the trip 
from Reading to Basingstoke on evening of 5 March 1943. Bromwell 
was with him. : On the station platform witness saw accused strike 
Cox (R.61, 62) who yelled to get an M.P. Witness ran to get one and 
when he returned accused was lying on the platform and Cox was sitting 
on him (R.61, 63). When the part¥ went to the RTO office accused, 
VTaa walking like a sober man (R.62), On examination by the court, 
witness could not "say for sure" whether accused actually hit Cox 
(R.63). 

·_7. The crime of sodomy, as denounced by the 93rd Article of 

War, includes carnal lmowledge ~ .ill! (1,:cM, par.149k; p,177; Glover 

v. States, lOlNE 629, 45 LRA (NS) 473; CM 187221~ Summerall·; 
CM 192609, ~; CM 209651, Palmer and Morrell). To establish the 
offense, actual penetration of .the penis of one of.the parties into 
the mouth of the other must be proved (11CM, par.149k, p.177, 58 C.J• 

.par.5,·p.790), and both parties may be liable as principals, where 
both consented to the act (I.~CM par,149k, p.177; 58 C.J., par.71 
p.790). Conviction of one of the parties may be had upon the 
testimony of t~e other party, alone, if believed by the court. 
{Caminetti v, United States, 242 U.S., 470, 495, 61 L. Ed., 442, 
457; Cf.1 192609; ~). , 

With respect to the offense alleged in Charge I and its 
Specification, viz: sodomy l2fil: os·, the prosecution abundantly 
sustained the burden of proving that accused corrunitted the crime. 
The testimony of Cox regarding the actual penetration is corroborated 
by Horner, Both testified that the unnatural, carnal connect::f.on . 
was consununated, It was a particular function of the Court to weigh 
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the evidence and to determine its truth or falsity. Cox and 
Horner appeared before the Court and it had opportu.~ity to judge 
of their good faith and the absence of pre-arranzement or 
conspiracy on their part to involve the·accused officer in a 
heinous, revolting offense. By its findinr; of cuilt:r the Court 
accepted.the.testimony of Cox and Horner and concluded they were 
worth;r of belief. 

In this type of case, requiring confirmation under AW 48, 
the Board of Review may weigh the evidence, judge of the credibility 
of witnesses and reach their ovm conclusions on controverted 
questions of fact (Chi~ 153479 (1922), Dig~ Ops. JAG., 1912-1940, 
sec.407(5), p.258; CM 203511, Wedmore). For this reason the 
testimony of witnesses has been set forth herein above in detail. 
The Board of Review has c~ef\tlly analysed and weighed the evidence 
and can.discover no reason to differ from the conclusion of the 
Court. 

However, there is a question which deserves consideration. 
It is manifest that the defense was seeking °bJ proof of accused's 
extreme intoxication to exculpate accused from punishment or at 
least to mitigate the enormity of his offense. .b.ccused denied all 
memory of t{le events in the railway carriage and a.tteI'1pted to 
ascripe his loss of memory to his li9eral indulgence in intoxicants. 
Defense counsel presumably had some idea that evidence of extreme 
intoxicat.ion of ~ccused ?!light be useful to him as a defense but it 
is evident f'rom the record that he did not appreciate the technique 
in the use of such evidence. 

(1) - Evidence of intoxication of an accused to the degree 
that "tie is rendered physically_helpless and wholly incapable of 
committing the criminal acts is-most relevant and coI!lpetent evidence. 
+t goes directly to the issue of fact as to whether accused actually 
committed the crime alleged.· It is probative evidence, -intended to 
establish the Ultimate fact that accused did not corunit the act or 
acts chareed. A man may be in such drunken s~ate that he is . . 
re:tidere~ wholly incapacitated to perform the acts constituting the 
offense. Such evidence t.raverse~ .the prosecution 1 s proof of the 
factuui of the crime and creates an issue of fact which the Court must 
resolve. If it finds accused was intoxicated to such degree that he 
was. in a stµpor or physically disab:J..ed from perforrd~g t~1e criminal 
acts it will thereby find that he did not commit the crime and 
acquit him. Iri the instant case, it is obvious that the defense's 
evidence did not even approacP, the threshold of such defense. Proof 
that accused was in such intoxicated state that upon recovering 
sobriety he had no memory of his conduct during his inebriety is 
certainly not proof that his intoxication' was of that severity as 
to disable him from committing the crime. Therefore, this use of 
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the evidence of accused's intoxication must be dismissed. 

(2) - Ordinarily evidence of intoxication as a .defense is 
relevant and material in those cases where proof of specific intent . 
is a necessary element of the crime'. As examples: in a charge of 
larceny there must be proof of specific intent of accused to deprive 
the owner of his property permanently. In a charge of burglary 
the prosecution must establish the specific intent of accused to 
commit a felony when he b~oke and entered the dwelling house. If an 
a~eused is intoxicated to the degree that'he was incapable of forming 
a specific intent (a question of fact for the Court) then the 
prosecution fails in proof of a vital element of its case. However, 
sodomy is an offense which does not reqllire proof of specific intent 
(People v. Hall, 16 N.Y.,Sup. (2nd) J28, 172 Uiscel. 930; People·v. 
Brown, 77 Pac.(2nd) (Cal.) 880). The voluntary intoxication of 
accused cannot therefore be considered as defensive .evidence. 

"It.is a well settled general rule of the 
common law, and also generally followed 
under the statute, that-voluntary 
'drunkenness of an accused at the time a· 
crime was committed is no_defeni:le; and 
that despite his voluntary drunkenness . 
at the time one may, subject to qualifica
~ions hereinafter pointed out, be guilty 
ofmvcrime, such as assault, burglary,. 
illegal possession of intoxicating liquor,larceny, 
rape, or assa111.t with intent to tape. !£ 
a person voluntary drinks and becomes 
intoxicated,· and while in that condition 
commits an act wtich would be a crinie if 
he were.sober, he is i'ully responsible, 
whatever may be the degree of his 
intoxication or the condition of his mind; 
**llldtlOEK.ll****** The effect of drunkenness 
on the mind. and on men's . actions when under .. 
the i'ull influence of liquor are facts·known. 
to everyone, and ~t is as much the duty of 
men to abstain from placing t~emselves in 
a condition from which suqh danger to , 
others is to b0 apprehended as it is tc:> 
abstain fron firing into a ·crowd or· doing 
any other act lik~ly to be attended with 
dangerous or fatal consequences. It Can . 
make no difference, where no specific inten~ . 
is necessary, that the intoxication was so 
extreme that accused was unconscious of 
what he was doing and had no capacity to · 
distillguish between right and.wrong, and, 
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although there may be. _no actual criminal 
intent, the law will, -by construction, supply 
the same, except in cases where a specific 
intent is requisite. Accused may be entirely 
unconscious of what he does and yet be 
responsible; he may ~ incapable of express 
malice, but the law may imply malice from the 
absence of provocation and from other .. 
circumstances under which the act is done." 
(22 C.J.S., sec.66, p.130-131; 16 C.J., sec.81, 
p.104-5-6). . 

(3) - When the evidence of accused's intoxication is 
subjecte9 to analysis,_it is wholly unconvincing that accused was 
inebriated even to the degree that he described, to-wit,·that he 
could remember no incidents in the railway carriage~ His , · 

11 Iexclamations to Cox after being removed from the train, am drunk11 • 
11 I(R.11); "What is going on here" (R.21); am drunk where the 

hell am I, I got to get a train" (n.27)·create the impression that 
they were self-serving statements prompted by accused's knowledge 
that he was facing a serious charge. The evidence of his condition 
prior to and at the time of his boarding the train at Reading, 
while showing some degree of intoxication, is not convincing that 
he was drunk to the degree that he was in a stupor or mentally . 
incapacitated.· After his tussle with Cox he was able to _walk to 
the RTO. office at Basingstoke without assistance. He knew that 
his watch had been lost. ·Considering the evidence of intoxication 
in the lieht most favorable to accused, the Board of Review, 
concludes that it affords no basis either as a defense or in 
mitigation. 

In the opinion of the Board of Review the record is legally 
sufficient to sustain the finding of guilty of Charge I and its 
Specification. 

8. Article of War 95 provides: 

"Any officer or cadet who is convicted of 
conduct unbecomini:; an officer Q.nd a centleman 
shall be dismissed from the service. 11 

"The conduct conteI'lplated is action or behavior 
in an official capacity which, in dishonoring 
or disgracing the individual as an officer, 
seriously compromises his chara~ter and 
standing as a eentl~man, or action or behavior 
in an unofficial or private capacity which, 
in dishonoring or disGracing the individual 
personally as a gentleman, seriously compromises 
his position as an officer and exhibits him as 
morally unworthy to remain a member· of the , 
honorable profession of arms. 11 (Winthrop). 339 
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"There are certain moral attributes common to 
the ideal officer and the perfect gentleman, 
a lack of which is indicated by acts' of 
dishonesty or unraii- dealing, of inde'cency 
or indecorum, or or lawlessness, injustice, 
or cruelty. Not every one is or can 't:)e · 
expected to meet ideal standards or to possess 
the attributes in the exact degree demanded · 
by~the standard of his own time; but there is 
a limit.of tolerance below which the individual 

. standards in these respects of an officer or 
. cadet can not fall without his being morally. 
unfit to be an officer or cadet or to be 
considered a gentleman. This article 
contemplates such conduct by an officer or 
cadet which, trucing all the circumstances into 
consideration, satisfactorily shows such moral 
unfitness." · · 

"This article includes acts made punishable by 
any other Article of War, provided such acts 
amount to conduct unbecoming an officer and 
a gentleman;****'! (M.C .M., 1928, sec.151, 
p.186). . 

The Specification of Charge II alleges that accused was "disorderly 
while in uniform in a public place, to-wit, the railroad station at 
Basingstoke, England11 • It charges an offense under the 95th 
Article of Viar (M.C.M., 1928, Appendix 2, p.253). It is to be 
noted, however, that accused is not charged with being drunk or 
11 drunk and disorderly'' but simply 11 di·sorderly11 • If the events on 
the station platform be the sole basis of determining accused's 
guilt there is much·that may be said in favor of the proposition 
that accused was not guilty of conspicuous disorderly conduct,. 
(CM 196426 (1931), Dig. Ops, JAG., 1912-1940, par.453(11), p.343), 
but was simply endeavouring to free himself from an unprovoked 
assault by Cox•.However, such view of the evidence· distorts the 
actualities of the case, and affords no explanation of either accused's 
or Cox's co~auct. There can be no doubt but what evidence of the 
events occurring on the railway train immediately precedirig its 
arrival at Basingstoke, although involving a distinct and separate 
offense, is relevant, competent and admissible on the issue under 
Charge II and its Specification. (6 C.J.S., sec.116c, p.978, 979; 
16 C.J., sec.1139, p.590; 1 Wharton's Criminal Evidence,. sec.255, p.3Q7). 
SU.ch evidence serves to explain the motives and reasons for Cox 
detaining accused and.for accused's effort to prevent such detentiot1., 
which in turn produced the disorderly conduct with which accused is 
charged. The explanation of events on the station platform is 
discovered in the occurrences in the railway carriaee. The events 
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of the two locus are.in truth one continuous transaction. Accused 
had aroused Cox's animosity and contempt by his act of perversion. 
Cox resolved to bring him to 'account and to that end dragged him 
from the CfU'riage on to a public railway platform. \Then accused 
attempted to depart he was knocked dovm by Cox who sat upon him to 
hold him in restraint until arrival of military police. · Viewed in 
this light there is substantial evidence in the record to sustain 
the finding that accused was guilty of disorderly conduct. 

There is no specific testimony that accused was in uniform 
on the occasion of the platform-disorder. The testimony of T/3 . 
Wangstad, the RTO officer at Basinestoke, distinguishes between the· 
acts of "Lieutenant" Gage and 11 Sergeant11 Cox and the 11 other soldiers" 
(R.27, 28, 29) and he identified the accy.sed·in the court room (H.27). 
Furthermore, the accused on cross-ex~~ination stated he carried a 
gas-mask and a 0 short coat" (R.41) and admitted he was the only 
officer in Whites public house drinking with soldiers. The accused 
was an officer on duty with American troops in England (R.27) where 
the wearint:; of the service uniform is I!landatoi-J while absent on pass 
along civilians (ETO, GO 28, lc(J), 8-18-42). From this evidence 
.it may be inferred that accused was inuniforn at the time of his 
melee vlith Cox on the station platform (er.~ 121825 (1918); CM 121984 
(1918); CL! 122254 (1918), reported in Dig. Ops, JAG., 1912-1940, 
par.453(11), p.342,343). · 

In the opinion of the Board of P.eview the record is legally 

sufficient to sustain the finding of guilty of Charge II and its 

Specif~cation. 

9. The accused is 28 years old. He enlisted 21 Ea:r 1941 in 

the reeuJ.ar army. He was graduated .from O.C.S. on 15 tlay 1942 and 

was on that date commissioned a 2nd Lieutenant, AUS. He was assigned 

to the 115th Infantry on 22 Sept 1942. 


10. The court was legally constituted. No errors injuriously 

affecting the substantial rights of the accused were committed during 

the trial. For the reasons hereinbefore stated the Board of Review 

is of the opinion that the record of trial is legally sufficient to 

support the finding of guilty of Charge I and its Specification and 

Charge II and its Specification and the sentence. Dis~issal is 

authorized upon a conviction of a violation of the 93rd Article of 

Viar and is mandatory upon a convi·ction of a violation of the 95th 

Article of iiar. 

...,(AB=S-E-.H--..T....ON--.-I=E=A-..VE_.._)----- Judge Advocate 
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1st Ind. 

31 MAR 1943·,m, ETO Branch - JAGO. 

TO: Conma.nding General, European Theater ,_of Operations, ii.PO 887, 
U.S. Arrrry. 

1. Herewith transmitted the reoord of trial, together with 
the opinion of the Board of Review in the case of 2nd Lt. Lee W. Gage 
(0-1283752), Company C, 115th Infantry (AUS). 

2. Upon trial this officer was found ~uiltJr of sodomy in 
violation of Article of War 93, and of conduct tmbecoMinc an officer 
and a gentleman in violation o~ Article of War 95. lie vms 
sentenced· to be dismissed the service to forfeit all pay and 
allowances due or to becone due, and to be confined at hard labor 
for five yea.rs. The reviei1ing authorit:r approved the sentence and 
forward.ed the record of trial for action under Article o:f' 'dar ~. 

3. Prior to your action thereon, Jrou referred the record to 

me U."lder tll,e provisions of Article of War 46, and, in order to 

expedite final action in the case, and nore es~ecially to insure to 

the accused the independent and impartial exa~ination of the record 

of trial by the Board of Review, in accord with the provisions and 

in keepinJ with the spirit of Articles of i'far 48 and 50}, under the 

provisions of the latter article and, before examinat~on by me, I 


·referred 	the record to the Board of Review·for its examination and 
opinion. Normally, pursuant to instructions of The Judge Advocate_ 
General, action by the eonfirr.ing authority (other than the President) 
is required, under the provisions of the third paragraph of Article 
of Viar 50;-, before the record is referred to the Board of Review and 
myself for review as to its legal sufficiency. However, your· 
reference of the record to me, prior to y~lI' action thereon, under 
the provisions of Article of War 46, ·which expressly authorizes 
such reference, since I, as an Assistant JudGe Advocate General in 
charge of the branch of the office of ~he Judge Advocate General for 
this Theater, have, under t~1e provisions of the last paragraph of 
Article uf 'Jar 50~·, with respect to this case, like powers arid 
duties as The Judge Advocate General~ changes the normal situation 
indicated above. Under such circunstances, should I pass on the 
record under Article of 'liar 46, in lieu of and as your staff judge 
advocate, and return the record for your action prior to its 
exanination by the Board of heview, it would then be necessary, after 
:'our action, for the Doard of Heview and myself, in my capacity in 
charge of this branch office, to exanine the record to determine its 
legal sufficiency. Such a procedm·e vmuld den~r the accused the 
independent revim1. of ttie record by the Board of Review, provided by 
article of liar soi, since the report of my exari.ination and my 
recomnendation under l~ticle of :·for L,6 r10ulcl be a part of the file of 
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the case when it reached the Board of Review. It would also 

place me in the anomalous position of acting as staf'f judge 

advocate under Article of War 46 before the review.of the Board of 

Review and as Judge Advocate General for this theater af'ter such 

review under Articles of ilar 48 and 50;!. In my opinion; to · 


.follow such a procedure would deny the accused a substantial right 
eiven him by Articles of War 48 and 5oi. On the other' hand, 
following the procedure I have adopted denies the aocused nothing~ 
but fully protects his rights. I am convinced.· this is the 
procedure The Judge Advocate General would follow on a reference 
to him, under Article of War 46, for the reason that, in such 
event, he would occupy the dual role of staff judge advocate and 
The Judge Advocate General, as he does when the President is the 
confirming authority and would follow the procedure prescribed for 
the latter class of cases. In my opinion the.full protection of 
the riehts of the accused vouchsafed to him under the Articles of 
War requires this procedure. 

4. The Boa.rd of Heview Sllillmarizes the evidence in the 
accor:rpanyin:; opinion and holds that the record is legally sufficient 
to sur:)ort the findincs and sentence and to warrant confirmation of 
the sentence. I have carefully exa.nined the record and concur in· 
the'opinion and holding. · 

., 

5. ~· The proof as to the Specification of Charge I 

unquestionably shows the coJl1P.lission of the detestable crime of 

sodomy, committed by a commi8sioned officer upon an enlisted man, 

in the presence of. tvm other .enlisted men. No denial of the acts 

alleged is !'lade by accused, his only comment thereon being that he 

did not re:!lember, a defense which the court apparently did not 

believe and which does not square viith the conduct and actions of 

accused before, during and after the col!lI'lission of the offense. 

Guilt of the Specification having been established, cuilt of the 

Charge follo\vs as a matter of course. 


]2. As to Charge II, .the acts charged in the' Specification 
constitute, under the circunstances:, conduct unbecoming an officet 
and a gentleman. In a condition vrhether feigned or real, r1hich 
necessitated that he be dragged from the train by an enlisted man, 
then lyin~' on the platform of a public railway station, wrestling 
in a public place with, and having to be overcome and held down by 
an enlisted man, presents a picture of misconduct amply sufficient 
to sustain the finding of guilty of the offense charged. 

6. Dismissal and confinement at hard labor for five years 

is none too severe a sentence for such detestable and ungentlemanly 

conduct. I accordingly recomr:~end that. the sentence be confirmed 
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and ordered executed. Inclosed herewith is a form of action 
confirming the s~ntence and directing that it be carried into 
execution. · 

...,.,...,.,•..,.,,n, 
Brigadier .General, 

'Judge Advocat.e General, 
European.Theater of Operations. 

', 2 Incl: . 
· .Form of action• 
. Opinio~ Board of Re'view. 

. . 
(Sentence confined and. Grdered executed. GCll> S; ETO, 6 Apr 1943) 
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-rn the Office of The Judge Advocate General 
l • . 

· for the 
European Theater of Operations 

APO 871 

Board of Review. 

ETO 364. · 31 MAR 1943 

UNITED STATES HEADQUARTERS VIII AIR FORCE ~ 
v. ) Trial by G.c •.M., convened at 

) AAF Station 1011 APO 6341 
First Lieutenant CURTIS H. HOWE, ) 23 February 1943. Sentence: 
(0-885550), A.C., 326 Bombardment Dismissal. 
Squadron, 92nd Bombardment Group ~ 
(H) AC., 11th Combat Crew, ) 
Replacement Center. ) 

OPilHON of the BO;Jm OF REVIEl'i 
, HITER, VAN BEl~SCHOTEN and IDE, Judge Advocates. 

1. The record of trial in the case of the officer named above, 
having been referred by the Commanding General, European Theater of 
Operations, the confir:r:1ing authority, prior to his action thereon, 
and pursuant to the provisions of Article of 'ilar 46, to the Assistant 
Judge Advocate General in charee of the branch of The Judge Advocate 
General's Office for the European Theater of Operations, who, under 
the provisions of the last paragraph of article of War 50-'}, has, 
vdth respect to this case, like powers and duties as The Judge 
Advocate General, and to the end that the accused should have an 
independant review of the record of his trial by the Bo.'.lrd of Review, 
in accord with the provisions and in keeping with the spirit of 
Article of War 50-'}, a..11d havin6 been referred by him to the Boo.rd of 
Review for exardination and review, has been ex~~ined by the Board of 
li.eview, which 'submits this, its opinion and holding thereon, to hiJ'!l 
as Judge Advocate General, European Theater of Operations. 

2. Accused was tried upon the following Charge and Specification: 

C.HAH.GE: Violation of the 6lst Article of War. 
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Specification: In that 1st Lt. Curtis H. Howe, 
J26th Bombardment Squadron, 11th Combat Crew 
Replacement Center did without proper· leave, 
absent himself from his post and duties at the 
J26th Bombardment Squadron, 11th Combat 'Crew 
Iteplacement Cent:r, A1J' Station l12, APO 634, 
from about 1400 hours January 12, 194.3 to 
about 1800 hours January 28, 194.3. 

He pleaded guilty to and was found guilty of .the Charge and 
Specification. No evidence of previous convictions was introduced. 
He was sentenced to be "dismissed from the service, confined to hara· 
labor for six months and to forfeit 91.67 per month for a like period." 
The approving authority approved only so much of the sentence as 
involved dismissal and forwarded the record of trial for action under 
Article of War 48• 

.3. The facts are not disputed. Accused was assistant flying 
control officer at his station which was not a tactical group (R.10). ·· 
On January 10, 194.3, accused asked his immediate superior, Flying · 
Officer Eric G. Rees, for a 24 hour pass saying he had to have a 
medical examination in London. He was told that so far as flying 
control was concerned he could have a pass and could leave early that 
afternoon with the understanding that he was to return about two o'clock 
on the afternoon of January 12th (R.9). On January 13th accused 
called Flying Officer Rees by telephone and apologized for being late 
statine he had been delayed with the medical interview. He had no 
excuse for the Wednesday absence, but attempted to tell of extenuating 
circumstances for his absence when Rees refused to listen, saying the 
matter was out of his hands and that Colonel Smith had been inquiring 
for accused. Accused then promised to return that night and to see 
Colonel Smith (R.10). lfothine more was heard from accused and he 
did not return to his station· that night. On January 28th two 
military police officers were in the Hyde Park Club when accused came 
in and asked f'or 11 Adele11 (she was the manager of the club (R.1.3)) and. 
on being informed that she was not in, asked that she be told that 
Lieutenant Curtis H. Howe called. When the military police officers 
heard this name, they asked accused for his identification card and 
took him to the military police caT.p. Accused had a bruised eye and 
a swollen nose which he said he received in a fight and for which he 
had been to the dispensar.r (R.12). Four stipulations, which the trial 
judge advocate 11 stated -------- had been agreed -------- were read as 
follows": The first stipulation was to the effect that Captain Patton, 
the Adjutant of the J26th Bombardment Squadron, 11th C.C.R.C., 
Station 112, if present would testify that at no time between the 
12th and 29th of January 194.3 did he give accused perrriission to oo 
absent from his post and duties and that if present he would identify 
the sheet of paper now produced as a "true extract of the morning 
orders of the .326 Bombardment Dquardon". "It is further stipulated_ 
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that from 12th to 29th January 1943, accused received no permission 

for absence from his post and duties" (R.8). The second stipulation 

agrees that "accused was absent from his post. and duties without the 

authority of anyone competent to give leave from 1400 hours on 

January 12th to 1800 hours January 2811 (R.8). Stipulation three 


- was to the effect that the Squadron Commander of 326th Bombardment 
Squadron "present in court", if sworn would testify that from 
January 12th.-1943 to the· latter part of t:he month he was Squadron 
Commander of the 326th Bombardment Squadron and that 11 at no time did 
he give permission to accused to be absent ·from his squadron" (R.8). 
The foiirth stipulation was to the ~ffect that Lieutenant Robert s. -
Jerue took accused into custody 9n January 29th at the headquarters 
of the .London Base Command and brought him back to his Squadron (R.lJ). 
On page 8 of .the record also appears the following vd~hout other 
remark or explanation: "Prosecution Exhibit 1 (extract of morning 
report) was then'accepted as evidence by the court." 

·Major Nathan S. Rubin, Medical Porps, testified he had, in 

his capacity in the 1ledical Corps, seen accused twice, once in 

lfovember 1942 and again on January 12th 1943 and that accused was to 

return on the 'afternoon of January 12th but that he did not return 

then or at· any time since (R~l4). Carlisle E. McKee, Captain, 

lledical Corps, testified that accused reported to the 7th General 

Dispensary on January 28th in reference to a possible broken nose 

but that an X-ray failed to disclose any fracture (R.15). 


Accused made an rmsworn statement to the court. In substance 

he states that he.had had January 11th as a day off and on the 12th 

went to the office of Uajor Rubin and was to return in the afternoon 

for eXamination. - In the meantime-, he went to lunch with a married 

lady he had known for some ten months who told him her husband had 

questioned her about her going·arormd with an Air Force officer whom 

he understood had been transferred to·the·United States Army. She 


. said she had admitted to her husband that she had been going around 
with accused and aske.d accused to 11 contact" hiin. .Accused called the 
husband and he also saw the lady on the lJth when she told acqused 
she was five months pregnant and her husband was threatening divorce 

, proceedings in which he intended to na'!le accused as co..respondent. 
!~cused, who also was married, saw the husband at various times, · 
almost daily, following this and stayed on in London attempting to 
reach a settlement. Ue was threatened and on one occasion badly 
beaten by the husband following various accusations. Accused stated 
"as far as that goes, that is· the absence," that he was very upset; 
that he was in a muddle and did not know which way to turn, and that 
he knew he was doing wrong but didn't realize it was so serious. 
Accused further stated that he had joined the R.C.A.F., in September 
1940, spent eleven months in Service Flying Training School and had 
served in Canada, and that in November 191+2, by his own request, he 
was transferred to the United States Army. He further stated 11 I knew 
I would be punished and I knew I was doine wrong. I am not going to 
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say I didn't, but it looked to me I was going to get it one way or 
. the other and I didn1 t want to have all this mess and lose nry wi.fe •'. 
and get stuck with SOT'leone else I 6. It was just a mess" (R.18). .. 
11 --~----- I kept trying tcf reach. some sort of an agreement~ One day 
he was going to divoroe her and the next day he wasn 1 t ~-----" • ·.. 
11 The beating the man handed me is what really settled the matter. : 
He got rid of his spleen and that was that. 11 He had not called his 
conunanding officer to ask for an extention of leave because he 

_didn't think he would get it (R.19). 
. . ' 4. The accused admits and the evidence of record shows the , 

accused guilty of the offense charged. · His unsworn statement · 
presen'tspri~a £acie, an explanation of his absence. and the urgent , 
attention which his own personal affairs seemed to_ him to require •. · 
It is not convincing and does not excuse his offense •. 

. . 
5. The record shows an unusual number of irregularities of 


form and procedure but none it is believed af'f'ects the legal 

sufficiency of the record nor prejudicial to accused (AW 37): 


(a) There is no cross-examination of the witness, Captain 
McKee, and the record fails to indicate that h~ was offered to the 
defense for cross-ex8.mination (R.15). Cross-examination of a 
witness as to facts relevant to the issue is a matter of right not 
of discretion..~ (Wharton's Criminal Evidence, p.216). . ·1 

· 

(b) With the exception of Lieutenant Colonel Breedlove, 
the officers promoted between the date of their appointment to the 
court and the date of trial, are referred to by their prior titles, 
with footnotes indicating their promotions. The better practice 
is to give them their current titles.and attach to the record of 
trial a certificate of their promotion or to add a notation to the 
effect that they had been promoted since their appointment tq the 
court. Lieutenant Colonel·Br~edlove, however, is referred to as 
"Lt. Col. 11 , with no explanation of promot:i,on or otherwise. He is 
however, satisfactorily identified as the Major Breedlove appointed 
to the court by his serial number and,branch designation. 

(c) The ~ccused 1 s plea of guilty was received but the 
record does not indicate that themeaning and effect thereof had been 
explained to,him•.·However, the record would indicate that the plea 
was advisedly made and all the sta~ements of ·accused were consistent 
with the plea. Faililre to explain a plea of guilty is not fatal; 
(CM 210941,. Williams) and it may be assumed that defense counsel 
performed his duty• . 

(d) Four stipulations are read into the record by the 
triB.l judge advocate but with the exception of the first one, there 
is no express indication that the defense agreed to them. Each of 
these stipulations should have been agreed to in open court by 
accused personally and by his counsel. However, defense counsel 
initialed the record at the end thereof indicating assent thereto. 
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{e) Th~ sentence given provides dismissal, confinement 

at hard labor for six months and also forfeiture of $91.67 per 

month for a like period. As pay stops o~ separation from the 


. service it is evident that so far as the forfeiture is concerned 
this sentence is a nullity. The sentence, however, is not whotJ.T 

·void but is valid as to that part thereof extending to dismissal ' 
and confinement at hard ·labor for six months. The void part mu~t
be' disregarded (CM ETO 292 - Mickles) as the reviewing authority 
has done in approving the sentence.-. · , 

6;. Accused is 41 years oid. He was ordered to active duty 
24 November.1942 and assigned to the 11th C.C.Jt.E. Bomber Command 
27 November 1942. No prior.service of accuse~ in the armed forces 
of the United States is · shown. · . . . . 

7. The court wa~ legally constituted. No errors injuriously 
affecting the substantial rights of the accused were committed 
during the trial. .The.record of tria1 is lega11y sufficient to 
support the findings of guilty and the sentence~ Dismissal is 
authorized. · 

~~ ··Judge Advocate 

@=~ Judge.Advocate 

. (ABSENT ON LEAVE) Judge Advoeate 
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.·· 1st Ind. 


VID, ETO Branch - JAGO. 31 MAR 1943 
TO: 	 Commanding General, European Theater of Operations, 


APO 887, U.S. Army. 


1. Herewith transmitted is the record of trial, together with 

the opinion of the Board of Review, in the case of First Lieutenant 

Curtis H. Howe, 0-885550, 326th Bombardment Squadron, 92nd 


·Bombardment Group (H) AC, 11th Combat Crew Replacement Center. 

· 2. Upon trial by general court-martial this officer was 
found guilty of absence without leave in violation of the 6lst 
Article of War. He was sentenced to dismissal from the service, 
confinement at hard labor for· six months·· and to forfeit $91.67 
per month for·a like period. The reviewing authority approved 
only so much of the sentence as involves dismissal and forwarded 
'the record of trial for action under Article of War 48. 

3. Prior to your action thereon, you referred the record to me 
under the provisions of Article of War /IJ, and, in order to expedite 
final action in the.case; and more especially to insure to the . 
. accused the·· independent and impartial examination of -the record of 
trial by the Board of Review, in accord with the provisions and in·,. 
keepihg witli the spirit of Articles of Viar 4f!, and 50}, unde·r the 
provisions of the latter article and, before examination by me, I 
referred th~ record to the Board of Review for its exa~ination and 
opinion. ·[._Normally, pursuant to instructions of The Judge Advocate 
General, action by the confirming authority (other than the President} 
is required, under the proviS-ions Of the third paragraph of Article of 
War 50!, before the record is-referred to the Board of Review. · 
However, your reference of the record to me, prior to your action 
thereon, under the provisions of Artic~e of War 46, which expressly 
authorizes such reference, since I, as an Assistant Judge Advocate 
GenerB.l, have, und.er the provisions of the last paragraph of Article 
or War 5~-, with. respect to this case, like powers and duties as The 
Judge Advocate Gene.I"al, changes ·the normal situation indicated above•. 
Under such circumstances, should I pass on the record under Article 
or War 46, in lieu of and as your staff judge advocate, and· return· 
therecoro for your action prior to its examination by the Board of ·; 
Review, it would then be necessary, after your action, for the 
Board of Review to examine the record to determine its legal sufficiency. 
Such a procedure would deny the accused the independent review 
of th~ record by the Board of Review, provided by Article of War 

·5o!, since the report of my examination and my recommendation 
under Article of War 46 ~ould. be a part of the file of the case . 
when· it reached the Beard. of Review. It would also place me ln the 
anomalous position of acting as staff judge advocate under Article 

.. of War 46 before the review of the Board of Review and as Judge
,.... 
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Advocate General, .. European Theater of Operati6ns, after such review, 
under Articles or w~ /;!> and 50h In nry opinion, tc;>. follow such a 
procedure would.denY" the acc"lised a substantial right given him by 
Articles of War JJ!, and ;ok. On the other hand,· following the 
procedur.e I have· adopted denies the accused nothing, but fully 
protects his rights. I am convinced this is the procedure The Judge 
Advocate General would follow on a reference to him, under ,Article of 
War 46, for the reason that in such event, he would occupy the dual 
role of staff judge advocate and The ~udge Advocate General, as he 
does when the President is the confirming authority and would follow 

. the procedure prescribed for the latter class of -0ases. . In mY 
opinion the full protection of the rights or the accused·vouchsafed 
to him under the Articles ·or War requires this procedure. · 

4. The Board of lteview SUllllllarizes the evidence in the 
accompanying opinion and holds that the record is legally su!'flcient 
to support the findings and sentence and to warrant confirmation of 
the sentence. I have care.fully examined the record wid concUr in 
the opinion and holding. 

5. . On the matter of clemency this case has given me some 

concern.- Absenteeis~ is divided into four classes: 


Absent without leave under AW 61. 
Such absence coupled with intent to shirk 
~ duty under A\'/ 96. · 

Such absence. coupled with intent to shirk 

hazardous duty or important service 

tmder AW ?.8. (A type of desertion). 


Desertion. 

Bare absence without leave, as charged in this case," generally_ is 

considered the least serious of.these offenses, and in normal times 

one, unless aggravated, which scarcely justifies as drastic 

punishment as·disflissal.' However, war conditions necessarily 

increase the seriousness of all unauthorized absences. Under the 

Articles of War desertion at once becomes a capital offense., The 

President has removed the linits on punishment for absence without 

leave in violation of AW 61, when committed by enlisted men. No 

limits ever e~isted in the case of officers. So that at this time 

all unauthorized aqsences, other than desertion, are punishable by 

any punishment a court-martial may fix, except death. 


It is obvious that for an officer to be absent without 

leave is a most serious infraction of discipline. To treat it 

lightly in time of war woUl.d be :ruinous of discipline, and would 

jeopardize our war effort. Punishment must be drastic in any case 

of rmauthorized absence in time of war, and more drastic in the 

case of officers. 
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In the· instant case, the¢lt i~ 8.dmitted 'and clearly proven. 
An attempt at mitigatio!l was made by the accused in ·.an vnsworn statement. 
Concerning 'this there is in the rev,iew of the Staff Judge Advocatu the · 
following comment: '· · 	 ~ · · 

. 
"The·unsworn statement of accused pres~nts a. 

_ 	 plausi~le e~lanation of the reaao~s~motivating 
him in his offense,. and tend to show that he · 
was under strong emotional pressure to take 
time ~ff fof his own personal affai~s.~ 

Even so,. this furnishes no excuse.· I.have studied this ,statement 

caref'ully. In "my opinion it does not ring true• It lacks ·frankness•. 

It gives me the impression that it is made up o:f half trut~sj- ... one 

of the worst forms of evasion. The fact that it was unsw6rn is itself 

of·mome~t when ~onsidering mitigation. It caus~s· it to appear that 

accused did not care to be questioned on his explanation. In other 

words, that he did not wish to lay ill his cards on the table. . This 

indicates a trait of character undesirable in an officer. ~The accused 

states that "the beating tpe man handed me is what really settled the 

matter. He got rid of his spleen .and that was that." The 11 beating11 · 


occurred. on the 24th but accused was. still absent without leave on the · 

evening of the 28th, when he was apprehended. How much longer his . 

absence would have continued is problematical~ Rather than mitigating, 

to my mind, his statement tends to aggravate. · Such also seems to have 

been the view· of the court. 


The accused stated that he had never seen the Articles.of War 

or had them read to him, and did not realise the seriousness of the, 

offense. While i~11orance of the law as to purely military offenses 

may be taken into consideration in the case of a recruit, for obvious 

reasons this does not apply in the case of officers. Even though 

accused had been in our service less than two months;·. according to his 

own statement he joined the Royal Canadian Air Force in September, 1940, 

and was cor..missioned in February, 1941. His service has been 

continuous. An officer owes the duty to keep himself informed. That 

burden is not on the Ar!II:f. £Nor is there merit in his appeal that lie 

now believes he was fll ...advised by his counsel "especially when advised 

to plead 'guilty• "• · Obviously the proof of guilt was very easy-. His 

plea of guilty was unimportant. .It also appears that the ch~acter 
of his service has been poor; that he is badly involved in debt; and 

it is indicated that in one instance he passed a bad check • .27' 

The need for officer material is great, but this must be 

wei~hed with the requireQents of discipline. Viewed from all angles 

the latter, in my opinion, weigh heaviest in this case; and I am also 


·constrained to agree with the staff judge advocate that "the.accu~ed is 
not a credit to the service". · ... 
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6. For the foregoing" reasons I am of the opinion that sufficient 
clemency alreaay has been 'given in this case; and I accordingly 
recommend that the sentence, as approved by the reviewing authority, 
be confirmed. I inclose a forn o.f action designed to confirm the 
sentence and carry it int9 execution should such action meet with your . 
approval. · 

. . , ~ Brigadier General, U.S. y, 
Judge Advocate General, 

European Theater of Operations.· 

(Sent.ence aa apprcned by- convening authorit7 confirmed and orde~d 
uecuted. QCliQ 6, ETO, 6 Apr 1943) 
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Branch Office of The Judge Advocate General 
with the 

European Theater or Operations 
APO 871 

Board of Review. 
9 c ... AY 1943..."11 1J ~: 

ETO 393. 

UNITED STATES 	 ) SOUTHERN BASE SECTION,· SERVICES 
) OF SUPPlX, EUROPEAN THEATER OF 

v. 	 ) OPERATIONS. 
) 

Technician 4th· Grade PAUL R. CATON 
(32131286), 3rd Station Hospital, 

APO 505, and Technician 5th Grade 
t:ORRIS R. FIKES (.37104608), .3rd 
Station Hospital, APO 505. 

) Trial by G.C.M., convened at Tidworth, 
) Wiltshire, England, 15 March 1943. · 
) Sentences at to each: Dishonorable 
) discharge, total forfeitures and 
) confinement at hard labor for three 
) years, the dishonorable discharge 
) to be suspended until release of each 
) from confinement. Confinement: 
) Disciplinary Training Center No. 1, 
) Shepton Mallet, Somerset, England. 

HOIDING or the BOARD OF FEVIDV 

RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN and SARGENT, Judge Advocates. 


1. The record of trial in the case of the soldiers named above 
has been examined in the Branch Office of The Judge Advocate General 
with the European Theater of Operations and there found legally 
insufficient ill part to support the findings. The record has now 
been examined by the Boa.rd of Review which submits this, its holding, 
to the Assistant Judge Advocate General in charge of said office. 

2. The accused were tried upon the following Charges and 
Specifications: 

CHARGE I: Violation of the 8.3rd Article of Viar. 
Specification: In that Technician Fourth Grade 

Paul R. Ca.ton and Technician Fifth Grade 
Morris R. Fikes, both of .3rd Station Hospital, 
did at or near Salisbury, 1'7iltshire, England, 
on or about 9 January 194.3, while acting jointly 
and in pursuance of a. common purpose, through 
neglect suffer an ambulance, No.- 719144, military 
property belonging to the United States, to be 
damaged in the amount of $100.00 by driving the 
same in a negligent and reckless manner. 
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CHARGE II: Violation of' the 96th Article of' War. 
Specifications In that Technician Fourth Grade 

Paul R. Caton and Technician Fifth Grade 
Morris R. Fikes, both of' 3rd Station Hospital, 
did at Tidworth1 Hants1 England, on or about 
9 January 19431 while act~ jointly and in 
pursuance of' a common purpose, wrongfully and 
without lawf'uJ. permission or authority take and 
use an ambulance, No. 7191441 the property of 
the United States and of' the value of more than 
fi~ty dollars ($50.00). 

CHARGE III: Violation of the 93rd Article of War. 
Specification: In that Technician Fourth Grade 

Paul R. Caton and Technician Fifth Grade 
Morris R. Fikes, both of 3rd station Hospital, 
did near Salisbury, V/iltshire 1 England, on or 
about 9 January 1943, while acting jointly and 
in pursuance of a common purpose, feloniously 
and unlawf'ully kill Private William Pitson of 
the British Army by driving a United States Army 
ambulance in a grossly negligent and reckless · 
manner to wit, to the right of the center of 
the highway, and at night with only one light, 
into a British motor vehicle in which the said 
Private Pitson was riding. 

Each accused pleaded not guilty to and was found guilty of all 
· Specifications and Charges. No evidence of previous conv~ctions was 
introduced. They were sentenced, each, to be dishonorably discharged 
the service, to forfeit all pay and allowances due or to become due, 
and to be confined.at hard labor for three years at such place as the 
reviewing authority may direct. The reviewing authority approved the 
sentence as to each accused but suspended the execution of the 
dishonorable discharge until the soldier's release from confinement 
and designated the Disciplinary Training Center No. 11 Shepton Mallet, 
Somerset, England, as the place of confinemen,. 

The result of the trial was promulgated in General Court
Martial Order No. 8, Headquarters, Southern Base Section, Services of 
Supply, European Theater of Operations, United States Army, APO 5191 
dated 3 April 1943. 

3. The evidence-of witnesses for the prosecution and of witnesses 
called. by the court, shows that on 9 January 19431 about 7:30 P.M., 
Private VI. Davies, A.T.s., (British) met. the accused Caton at a 
noncommissioned officers' bar at Tidworth, England. There they had 
a drink and a dance.· Private Davies, (female), who had come to 
Tidworth from Salisbury, did not return to Salisbury on the last bus 
'which left about 9:25 P.M. Caton promised that he would obtain 
transportation to Salisbury for her, and said that he would "go to the 
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office and ask perIPission" (R• .3-4). On the evening-of 9 January 194.3, 
Technician 4th Grade Samuel W. Hess, was on duty in the dispatch 
office as a dispatcher and transportation sergeant for the .3rd Station 
Hospital, and was in charge of dispatching all vehicles of the 
hospital (R.1,20). On that evening, Caton asked Hess for permission 
to takeivehicle to Salisbury. Hess testified that he told Caton that 
he was not authorized to grant him permission, and that Caton should 
see Captain Becker, the transportation officer. Hess did not see the 
accused Fikes (R.1,7,20). Private John n. Lewis, on duty with Hess 
in the transportation office, testified that Hess told Caton that 
11 he could have an ambulance as long as he could find a driver and he 
(Hess) didn't know anything about it" (R.7). Hess denied making any 
such statement (R.2). 

On 7 January 194.3, ambulance No. 719144, property of the 
United States, was assigned for military use at the 3rd Station 
Hospital (R.17-18). Permission for the use of vehicles was granted 
only by the dispatch office (R.2), and it was required that trip 
tickets be issued at that office even if permission for the use of a 
vehicle came from higher authority (R.19). Only Hess or Captain 
Becker, the transportation officer, could have authorized the use of 
ambulance No. 719144 on 9 January 194.3. No a.111bulance wollld be 
dispatched unless a call came from the admission and disposition office, 
or unless Captain Becker or the corrunanding officer grraited permission 
(R.18). Hess did not dispatch a vehicle to either cf the accused on 
the evening of 9 January 1943 (R.l). A trip ticket was not issued 
for ambulance No. 719144 on that evening, nor was it dispatched or its 
use then authorized (R.18-19). About 12:.30 o'clock, as the result 
of a telephone call, Hess found that ambulance No. 719144 was missing 
(R.19). The vehicle had been parked in front of the transportation 
office, and could have been driven away without the knowledge of Hess. 
(R.20-21). 

According to Private Davies, Caton had difficulty in obtaining 
a driver. Ile got Fikes to drive for him. She did not know where 
the vehicle was first obtained as it was too dark (R.4). A~er the 
ambulance was obtained, Caton and Fikes entered 11 an office11 • Private 
Davies "understood Seri:;eant Caton to say that he would take the risk11 

during his conversation with Fikes (R.6,23,25). Private Davies with 
Fikes and Caton then left in the vehicle for Salisbury (R.4,6,24). 
Private Davies sat in the front seat with Fikes who vms driving. 
After they reachsd Amesbury, Private Davies sat in the rear· of the 
ambulance with Caton, and Fikes drove on, sitting alone in the front 
seat (R.5,2.3-25). ·On the way to Amesbury, according to Private 
Davies, Fikes had driven carefully, seemed.like a competent driver, 
handled the vehicle in a proper manner and drove on the correct side 
of the road (R.5125). About three miles beyond Amesbury there was 
a collision with another vehicle. Private Davies and Caton then got 
out of the ambulance. About four occupants of the other vehicle were 
injured, one seriously. Fikes was injured and had blood on his face 
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(R.4,24-25). As Private Davies was riding in the rear of the vehicle 

at the time of the accident, she could not see the road, and did not know 

in what manner Fikes wap driving. The ambulance 11 did not seem to be 

going at a terrific rate thoUf;h11 (R.5,25). 


Driver Clifford Cochram,(British), 63rd Troop Carrying Unit, 
_Royal army Service Corps, was, on 9 January 1943, detailed to take a 
vehicle from Salisbury to Bulford. He left Salisbury about 2.300 hours, 
and, after travelling two miles, noticed a bright light coming towards 
him (R.26). He did not know what. the one light was, and thought it might 
be a motorcycle (R.28). Cochram slowed up to about fifteen miles per 
hour, changed to third gear, and pulled well over to his own side of the 
road. The light was about six yards away when he realized it was a 
vehicle which had no offside light (R.26-28). The next thing Cochram 
knew, an American ambulance struck his vehicle on its offside mudguard, · 
and then struck the bodywork. Cochram was stunned, lost the control of 
his car and the steering wheel was ripped out of his hands. Prior to 
the accident, the American ambulance was about two feet over on Cochram's 
side of the "white line" (R.26-27). Prior to the collision Cochram had 
applied his brakes but did not blow his horn (R.28). When he left 
Salisbury, Cochram had checked the two side lights and one headlight on 
his vehicle and found them to be in good working order (R.28)~ He had 
been driving for five years, and had had no accidents (R.27). He wore 
glasses to correct short-sightedness, and could see "perfectly clearly" 
rdth them. Cochram was wearing glasses at the time of the accident (R.28). 

Driver.C. M. Pearse, 253rd Troop Carrying Unit, Royal Army 

Service Corps, was riding in the front seat with Cochram at the time of 

the accident. They were driving on the correct side of the road and in 

a normal manner. A single light approached about 100 yards away. 

"We had assu.'lled this light to be a motorcycle but in actual fact it was 

an American runbulance. He hit us and we came to a standstill ***". 

h.sked by the prosecution ho11 far the American ambulance was over the 

center line t>f the road just prior to the impact, Pearse stated 11Actually 

we could not see it until it was on us, but from the mere fact that it 

did hit us *** we were on the correct side 11 (R.29-31). \!'Then the 

accident occurred, the British vehicle had just passed over the crest.of 

a hill, was in third gear1 anj was travelling at 15 miles per hour. The 

nic;ht was wet and it was 11 drizzling11 when they left Salisbury. Pearse 

th::mght it was drizzling after the accident. The wind shield wiper on 

the British vehicle was operating (R.JO). 


At the place where the accident occurred, the road was straight 
but towards Amesbur.r there was a 11 very slight bend11 (R.8). The road 
was 22 feet wide and the width of the British vehicle was 7 feet 7 inches 
at its widest point. There w~s ample room for the two vehicles to pass· 
(R.11). A white line divided the road (R.13). After the accident the 
wheel marks of the British vehicle were plainly visible. They 11 were 
right in against the grass verge thirty (JO) yards prior to the accident 
and it came to rest at the time of the collision with the wheels still 
ha.rd against the grass verge. At no tir.ie was that vehicle away from 
the grass verge leading up to the*** or at the collision" (R.111 13,27,31). 
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There was no indication. of tire marks made by the American ambulance 
(R.11,13). An inspection of the American vehicle after the accident 
disclosed that its number was 719144 (R.32), and that then 11 it had not 
any offside light" (Ex. 11 C11 ). The American vehicle was damaged 11 frcm 
the front off mudguard back from the driver's cab to the body''. The 
cab was badly damaged and the windshield was smashed (R.9,11,32). The 
British vehicle had been struck on its offside mudguard (R.11,26) which 
was partly ripped off (R.11). An expert witness was of the opinion 
that the cost of repairing the American ambulance would be about 100 
pounds (R.36). · 

The visibility on the evening in question "was not good bUt 
was not exceptionally bad11 • In the opinion of one witness, with lights 
11 visibility at two hundred yards would have beer~ adequate" (R.32). 
Another witness testified it was rather dark, and that there was a very 
slight rain (Rel2). A third witness testified that the atmosphere was 
II rather heavj_ly laden11 (Ex. II C11 ) • 

As a result of the accident, Fikes and three or four occupants 
of the British vehicle, including the deceased, Pitson, were injured. 
They were taken to the hospital by a civilian in a private car (R.24, 
37-39, 45-46; Ex. 11 A11 ). .Before leaving the scene of the accident, 
Fikes was asked by an English soldier how the accident had occurred. 
Fikes replied that he "could not see a thing11 (R.36; Ex. 11 C11 ). Pit'son 
died at 4:30 A.M., 10 January 1943 (Ex. 11A11 ). When given medical 
treatment Fikes did not appear to be intoxicated (Ex. 11 A"). At the time 
of the accident, Pitson, the deceased, was sitting in the front seat on 
the right-hand side of the British vehicle. The seats were installed 
with a center row of seats and a row of seats on either side of the 
truck running lengthwise. He was knocked unconscious (R.45-47). 

The switch system on the American ambulance was inspected by 
the regular driver of ·the vehicle on 7 and 8 Janu.a...-y 1943, but not on 
9 January. The vehicle was, at 5:30 P.u., as far as the driver knew, 
11 in good shape 11 • With reference to the ignition system, "there is a 
little button by the headlight switch, *** as you turn it on at any time 
and the lighting switch is pulled out on the same thing'. If the 
headlights were turned on, the sidelights would automatically come on 
(R.21-22). 

4. The evidence for the defense shows that the American ambulance 
was received 7 January 1943 (Pros.E:x:."B"). The lights were checked 
and it was found to be in good operating condition. If the headlight 
was turned on the side-lights would be lighted. On a dark night without 
fog, the running light could be seen from five to six hundred feet. 
Fikes was a licensed driver (R.40). 

Captain Edwin c. Miller, MAC., testifieqthat he had lmown Caton 
since April 1942, that at first he was a cook, and that Caton had done 
an "excellent job11 when he was in charge of subsistence. Caton never 
gave a moment" s trouble and Captain ?.:iller could not recall that he had 
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ever been late at formation. Fikes had also been tlllder the captain1s 
supervision for about two months. His work had been very satisfactory. 
(R.1+2). 

First Lieutenant John T. Scarborough, Chaplain, had known the 

accused for about 11 months. They were very dependable, reliable and 

courteous (R.43). 


Accused, after being advised of their rights,· elected to remain 
silent (R.44). 

5. rTith reference to Charge II and the Specification thereunder 
(wrongi'ully and without authority taking and using the vehicle alleged 
while acting jointly and in pursUa.nce of a common purpose), the Board of 
Review is of the opinion that the evidence is legally sufficient to 
sustain the findings of guilty as to each accused. Caton asked Hess 
for permission to drive a vehicle to Salisbur-J. His request was refused 
and Caton was told that he would have to see Captain Becker, the 
transportation officer. However, in spite of this refusal, ·caton 
wrongfully took the a.i:ibulance. After having had some difficulty in 
getting a driver, and finally obtaining Fikes, the ambulance was driven 
away without authority. Contrary to regular orders, no trip ticket was 
secured fro~ the dispatch office. Permission to use the vehicle was 
not granted by Hess, Captain Becker or by higher or other competent· 
authority. The court was entitled to disbelieve, as apparently it did, 
the testimony of Private Levds to the effect that Hess told Caton that 
he coUld have an ambulance if he could find a driver and if Hess knew 
nothing about it, and to believe the testimony of Hess who denied having 
made the statement. · 

The finding by the court that Fikes was also guilty of the 
offense alleged in this Specification is supported by the evidence. 
Private Davies heard Caton tell Fikes that he (Caton) "would take the 
risk", indicating that Fikes knew that the contemplated use of the 
vehicle was tlllauthorized. In addition, Fikes was a licensed driver 
and it may be justifiably assmned that he knew it would be necessary to 
secure permission for the use of any vehicle, and to follow the usual 
procedure of obtaining a trip ticket from the dispatch office. It was 
also evident that as licensed driver, Fikes should have been especially 
careful to ascertain whether such a trip ticket had been obtained 
because of the unusual circumstances of the request to drive and of 
taking the vehicle. Although there was no evidence as to the value of 
the ambulance, considering the type of vehicle concerned, the assumption 
that its value was in excess of ~50 as alleged, is fully warranted. 

6. With reference to Charge III and the Specification thereunder, 
(offense of manslaughter while acting jointly and in pursuance of a 
co~Jnon purpose), the evidence shows that on the evening in question,· 
visibility 11 vras not good but was not exceptionally bad.11 •. It was dark. 
The atmosphere was "rather heavily laden", and there was a very slight 

· rain. Cochram, the driver of the British vehicle, observed a bright 
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light approaching. Not knowin~ whether it was a motorcycle or automobile, 
he changed to third gear, slowed up to about fifteen.miles per hour and 
pulled well over on his own side of the road. He did not realize that 
it was an automobile until the light was about six yards awa:y. The 
offside light of the vehicle was not burning. The American ambulance 
was about two feet over on the wrong side of the white line, and struck 
the Briti~h vehicle on the latter's offside mudguard. After the accident 
occurred, the tire marks of the British vehicle were plainly seen against 
the grass verge for a distance bf thirty yards before coming to the place 
of collision, thus showing that Cochram was well over 11 on his own side" 
of the road when the accident occurred. The witness who inspected the 
American ambulance after the col]sion, then foupd that "it had not any 
offside light". He asked Fikes how the accident happened and Fikes 
replied that he 11 could not see a thing". (Underscoring supplied). 

The offense charged is that of involuntary manslaughter. 

"Involuntary manolaughter is homicide 
unintentionally caused in the commission 
of an unlawf'ul act not amounting to a 
felony, nor likely to endanger life, or 
by culpable negligence in performing a 
lawf'ul act, or in performing an act 
required by law11 • (par.149a1 .M.C.M. 1 
pp.165-166). 

"The degree of negligence necessary to be 
shown in a prosecution for involuntary 
manslaughter, based upon an unintentional 
killing by a motor vehicle, is more than 
is required on the trial of an issue of 
negligence in a civil action. The general 
rule is that negligence, to become criwinal, 
must necessarily be reckless or wanton and 
of such a character as to show an utter 
disregard of the safety of others under 
circu!Jlstances likely to cause injuries". 
(Blashfield, Cyclopedia of Automobile Law 
and Practice, Vol.81 pp.108-109). 

"***• At common law, one causing death'by 
negligent driving is not criminally 
responsible unless the negligence is so 
great that the law imputes a criminal 
intent. A motor vehicle is not a deadly 
or inherently dangerous instrumentality, 
so as to impose liability for mere 
carelessness in its use or operation, and 
the degree of negligence necessary to 
support a conviction is such recklessness 
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or carelessness as is incompatible with a 
proper regard for human life. It is 
sufficient, however, if it reasonably 
appears that death or great bodily harm 
was likel to result from the driv r's 
consent. conduct "• sec.1380, 42 C.J., 
pp.1356-1357). (Underscoring supplied). 

It is alleged in the Specification that the death of Pitson 
occurred because the ambulance was driven 11 in a grossly negligent and 
reckless manner to-wit, to the right of the center of the highway and 
at night with only one light***"• rn·view of the fact that Fikes was 
driving the ambulance in inclement weather without his offside light, 
that he admitted he could not see a thing, that the ambulance was about 
two feet over the white dividing line imnediately prior to the collision; 
that the British vehicle, when struck, was being driven about fi~een 
miles per hour in third gear at a slow speed along the edge of the grass 
verge, well within its own side of the road, and that the ambulance hit 
the British vehicle at the latter's offside mudguard, it is the opinion 
of the Board of Review that the evidence is legally sufficient to 
reasonably justify the finding by the court that the vehicle was driven 
in the manner alleged, and that Fikes was, as a consequence, guilty of 
involuntary manslaughter. · 

The question remaining for consideration is whether or not the 
evidence was legally sufficient to sustain the findings that Caton was 
also guilty of this offense. It was clearly established by the evidence 
that Caton took the ambulance for his own purposes. It was indicated 
that ·Fikes, who agreed to operate the vehicle, did so with knowledge 
that its use was unauthorized as Caton told him that he, Caton, 11 would 
take the risk". Although the unauthorized taking was primarily for 
Caton 1 s benefit, both accused were knowingly engaged in a wrongful, 
joint enterprise. 

With reference to cases involving civil liability arising as 
the result of an automobile collision, the fact that the accused were 
engaged in a joint enterprise, rr.aterially affects the liability of an 
occupant of a vehicle for the negligence of the operator of that vehicle. 

"Where persons are associated together in the 
execution of a common purpose and undertaking, 
it has been held that each is the agent of the 
others in carrying out their plans, so that 
the negligence of one is attributable to the 
others." (sec. 5.158 Berry Automobiles, 7th Ed., 
Vol.5, p.206). 

"One who is riding in a motor vehicle who is 
neither the O\'ffier nor the person actually 
operating it is not liable for injuries 
occasioned by its negligent operation where he 
is exercising no control over it or of the 
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driver, and where there has been no act or 
omission upon his part constituting negligence. 
"iihere, however, the occupant and the driver 
§l'O enenged in a ioint enterprise, the 
occunant is ecuallv liable vrith the driver 
for the ne li ence of the driver." sec.886, 
42 C.J., p.1123 • (Underscoring supplied). 

11 Two boys who borrow an automobile and take 
two girls riding are engaged in a joint 
enterprise, in which each has equal control 
over the operation of the vehicle, and the 
wantonness of the driver in colliding with 
a buggy and killing one of its occupants is 
imputable to his associate, who at the time 
of the accident is riding in the rear seat 
of 'the automobile." (Howard v. Zimmerman, 
120 Kan. 77, 242 Pac. 131, footnote 2la, 
~42 c.J., p.1123). 

11 t'here house guest of automobile ovmer 
unlawfully appropriated automobile, despite 
warning not to touch it, and induced other 
house guests to ride with him, other guests 
were not his 'guests' in the automobile, 
but were 'joint tort-feasors' in appropriating 
the automobile, and automobile was in their 
1 joint possession 1 so as to make them liable 
for resulting injuries.- Jones v. Kasper, 33 
H.E.2d, 81611 • (sec.886, 1942 Annotations, 
C.J., p.3939). 

11 The joint possession of automobile by one 
unlawfully in possession and others whom 
he induced to ride vdth him warranted 
inference of 'joint control', and hence 
cross-relationship of 'principal' and 'agent' 
existed among the occupants and nondriving 
occupants wero chargeable with driver's 
negligence.- Jones v. Kasper, 33 N.E.2d 81611 • 

(sec.886, 1942 Annotations, C.J., p.3939). 

This principle equally applies in cases involving criminal 
offenses: 

"It has been held that a person may commit 
the offense of reckless driving, altcough 
not actually in control of the car at the 
time of the alle~ed violation". (sec.1270, 
42 C.J~, p.1323.} 393 
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"Where several persons agreed to take an 
automobile without consent of the owner 
for a ride on a public highway, and the 

·' 	 machine was operated recklessly, they 

were held guilty of reckless ciriving, it 

being of no consequence which particulru;: 

one was at the steering wheel at the time. 11 


(State v. Davis, 88 S.C. 229, 70 S.E. 811, 

footnote Sla, 42 C.J., p.1323). (Under· 

scoring supplied). 


As the element of intent is not involved in the dl'ense of involuntary 
manslaughter under consideration, but that of negligence only, the 
negligence of Fikes may be imputed to Caton, not on the basis of 
principal and agent nor of master and servant, but because Caton and 
Fikes were joint venturers in a joint enterprise. 

There is a .f'urther and different basis on which the evidence 
is.legally sufficient to sustain the findings that Caton, as well as 
Fikes, was responsible for the death of Pitson: 

11 0ne who participates in or is responsible 
for the reckless operation of a motor vehicle 
may be guilty of the offense, although not · 
actually in control of the car. 11 (sec.127.3,
42 C.J., p.l.32.3). (Underscoring supplied). 

Caton, without authorization, took the vehicle exclusively 
for his own purposes, and controlled its destination. Also, he was 
the superior in rank of Fikes who, as a licensed driver, apparently 
volunteered to operate the vehicle purely as a favor to Caton, who 
assured Fikes that he would take the risk. Under such circumstances, 
Caton was chargeable with responsibility for the operation of the 
ambulance, which responsibility entailed among other things the duty 
of seeing that it was properly driven. Caton's failure to perform 
this duty, coupled with the negligent driving of Fikes, caused Pitson's 
death. It is not known whether the court based its findings of 
Caton 1s guilt upon the basis of a joint enterprise or upon the theory 
last mentioned. Under either view, the evidence is legally sufficient 
to sustain the findings that Caton was guilty of Charge III and of 
the Specification thereunder. 

7. With reference to Charge I and Specification thereunder, it 
is alleged in substance that the accused, while acting jointly and in 
pursuance of a corrunon purpose, through neglect suffered the ambulance 
to be damaged in the amount of $100 by driving the same in a 
negligent and reckless manner. The evidence is legally sufficient 
to sustain the findings that Fikes was guilty of this offense. 

The 8Jrd Article of Tiar provides, in pertinent part, that: 
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"Any person subject to military law who *** 
through neglect, suffers to be *** damaged,
*** any military property belonging to the 
United States shall *** suffer such 
punishment as a court-martial may direct." 

Neglect is defined as follows: 

11 To omit, as to neglect business, or peyment, 
or duty, or work. It does not general1Y 
imply carelessness or imprudence, but simply 
an omission to do or SJI perform some work, 
duty or act". (Bouvier's Law Dictionary, 
Unabridged, Rawle 1 s Third Revision, Vol.2, 
p.2312). (Underscoring supplied). 

In paragraph 143, M.c.M., p.158, it is stated that the "*** neglectful 
. ·sufference specified by the Article may consist in *** permitting it to 
.be*** injured by other persons". As has' been previously stated herein, 
for the reasons indicated, Caton was charged with the responsibility of 
seeing that the vehicle was properly driven, and of exercising such 
supervisory control as to ensure this fact. He omitted to perform that 
duty. As a result, he in fact permitted the ambulance to be damaged 
by_ the reprehensible driving of another person, namely, Fikes•. 

. Similarly, the findings as to Caton's guilt of this offense are 
also legally sustainable upon the aforementioned basis that both he and · 
Fikes were engaged in a joint enterprise, and that the negligence of 
Fikes, which resulted in the damage to the ambulance, was, therefore, 
attributable to Caton. Under either theory the evidence was legally 
sufficient, as to Caton, to sustain the findings of guilty of Charge I 
and of the Specification thereunder. 

It was properly established by.the evidence that the amount of 

the damage to the vehicle was about isl.00, a sum substantially in excess 

of that alleged. 


8. The offense of wrongfully and without lawful parmission or 
,authority, 	taking and using the ambulance is an offense similar to 

larceny, and the same punishment may be imposed therefor. (par.7, 

Military Justice Bulletin J .A.G.O., 6 May 1942). As the value of the 

vehicle was in excess of $so, ea.ch accused could have been sentenced 

to confinement at'hard labor for five years, upon being found guilty 

of the commission of this offense alone. The sentence as to each 

accused is legal. 


9. Lieutenant Armstrong, 254th Troop Carrying Company, Royal Army 
Service Corps, a witness for the prosecution, testified, that he took 
a statement from Driver Vi. F. Platt, a passenger in the British vehicle. 
Platt, at the time of the trial was overseas at an unknown station. 
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The defense stated that it had no objection to the introduction of the 
statement and it was admitted in evidence by the court, not for the 
purpose of proving the truth of the statement but 11 just merely as a 
witness may testify that such statement was made". (R.36-37; Ex. 11 C11 ). 

Although the statement was clearly inadmissible as such, in view of the 
nanner in which it was accepted in evidence by the court with the 
consent of the defense, it may be considered that the prosecution and 
defense in fact stipulated that Platt, if present as a witness, would 
testify in accordance with the admitted statement. 

10. rnien the prosecution rested :its case, the defanse moved for 
findings of not guilty on all Charges and Specifications, principally 
on the ground of insufficiency of proof. The court deferred action on 
the motion and properly directed the prosecution to recall certain 
witnesses, t.o :ncall other witnesses, and to produce certain documents 
(R.15). Thereupon the court adjourned. The court reconvened and 
after introducing further evidence, the prosecution again rested. The 
defense renewed its motion for a finding of not guilty, and the court, 
after recalling one of the witnesses for the prosecution, denied the 
motio~ (R.37-39). 

The action of the court in directing the prosecution to produce 
the required evidence after the prosecution had rested its case was 
proper. (r.1.c.111., pars.75a, 12la, pp.58,126). Its denial of the motion 
by the defense was similarly justified as the evidence then before the 
court· was sufficiently substantial in character to warrant the court's 
consider'ation when making its ultimate findings. 

11. An examination of the Charge Sheet vlith respect to Fikes, 
shows that the case was referred to trial on ~ February 1943 to Captain 
Edwin E. I.Iiller, U.A.C., 3rd Station Hospital, trial judge e.dvocate of 
the eeneral court-martial appointed by paragraph 6, Special Orders No.42, 
Headquarters, Southern Base Sec·t{ion, SOS, 11 February 1943. Thus, the 
case was referred for trial to a court which had not then been appointed. 
A new court was appointed by paragraph 15, Special Orders no. 55, 
Headquarters, Southern Base Section, SOS, 24 Februar"J 1943. It was 
provided therein that all cases 11 heretofore referred for trial by general 
court-~artial appointed by paragraph 6, s.o~ /i2, this headquarters, 
11 February 1943, on which arra?-gnments have/t5een had are refer!'ed to 
this. court-martial for trial". The same situation exists with respect 
to the Charges against Caton. Also, in the first indorsement on the 
Caton cha.rce sheet, tho rank of the conunanding officer who referred the 
case for trial is omitted. 

In er.I 211218, Fleming, the case was referred for trial on 
2.3 Novemb_er to a court appointed 25 November, t\70 days later. It was 
held that the irregularity was not fatal as it had been previously 
decided that if a court to which a case had not been referred tries it, 
the reviewing authority may ratify the court's action in so doing and 
act upon the sentence. (Dig. Ops. JAG., 1912-1930, Supp. VII, sec.1.318). 
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"Accordingly, the irregularities herein mentioned are immaterial. 
\_ 

12. In addition to the other comments of the staff judge advocate 
upon the defects contained in thezecord of trial, it ia noted that the 
monetary amount of damage to the ambulance ia alleged in the Specification 
of Charge I in lieu of the value of the vehicle itself. (Form No. 67, 
M.C.M., p.247). The variation from the form specification is immaterial. 

The omission of the word "willfully'' from the Specification 

of Charge III was proper: 


"'Doing or omitting to do a thing knowingly 
and willfully, implies not only a knowledge 
of the thing, but a determination with a bad 
intent to do it or to omit doing it. The 
word 1willfully' , *** in the ordinary sense 
in which it is used in. statutes, means not 
merely 'voluntarily', but with a bad purpose. 
*** It is frequently understood, *** ~ 
si i in an evi intent without justifiable 
excuse. 111 '***. Potter v. United States, 
155 U.S. 438, 446; 39 Law Ed. 214, 217). 
(Underscoring supplied). 

The offense alleged in the Specification of Charge III was involunt~ 


manslaughter. The homicide involved in an involuntary manslaughter is 

· unintentionally caused by an accused. In view o~ the foregoing 
definitions, the omission in the Specification of the word 11willf'ully'1 

was proper. 

13. An examination of the papers accompanying the record of trial 
discloses that when the charges against Caton were investigated, he was 
not charged with mansl.aughter in violation of the 93rd Article of War. . 
Subsequently, on 22 January 1943, the staff judge advocate, Headquarters, 
Services of Supply, European Theater of Operations, in his report to 
the Commanding General, Services of Supply, European Theater of Operations 
on charges preliminary to trial, reconunended that Caton. be additionally 
charged with the offense of manslaughter. No further investigation was 
made or directed, and accused· Caton was tried, without objection by the 
defense, for this offense. 

The additional offense alleged was indicated by the facts 
disclosed in the report of investigation. A new investigation wotild 
show the same state of facts revealed in the original investigation. 
Such a procedure would be futile, and would not in a:ny way affect or 
safeguard the rights of accused. Accordingly, the fact that Caton was 
tried upon the Additional Charge without a further investigation thereof, 
did not injuriously affect his substantial rights, and did not constitute 
fatal error (CM 220625 - Gentry; CM ETO 106 - Orbon). The defense 
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did not object to trial upon a charge and specification which were 
unsupported by the oath of the accuser. The trial of Caton upon the 
Additional Charge of manslau.ehter in the absence of such an affidavit 
did not injuriously affect his substantial rights. (CM ETO 106 - .QrQQn; 
par.31, r.1.c.M., p.21). 

14. Attached to the record of trial are three recommendations 
for clemency, one submitted by defense counsel, one by two witnesses 
for accused, and one signed by all the members of the court. 

15. For the reasons stated the Board of Review is of the opinion 
that as to each accused, the record of trial is legally sufficient to 
support the findings of guilty of all Charges and of the Specifications 
thereunder, and to support the sentence. The court was legally 
constituted and no errors injurio~sly affecting the substantial rights 
of accused were c·om.'llitted at the trial. 

_.....,._,...___________ Judge Advocate 

J..l~J~ Judge Advocate 

-~~vocate 
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In the Office of The Judge Advocate General 
for the 

European Theater of Operations 
APO 871 

Board of Review. 

ETO 397. 

UNITED STATES ) EASTERN BASE SECTION, SERVICES 
) OF SUPPIX, 

v. )
) 

EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS. 

Private CHARLES A. SHAFFER (32387560), ) Trial by G.C.M., convened at 
Headquarters Company Detachment, ) Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, 
846th Engineer Aviation Battalion. ) 

) 
) 

England, 4 March 1943. Sentence: 
Dishonorable discharge and 
confinement at hard labor for 

) 
) 

seven years. Federal Reformatory, 
Chillicothe, Ohio. 

HOLDll'tG by the BOARD OF REVIBW 
RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN and ENGLISH, Judge Advocates. 

1. The record of trial in the case of the soldier above named 
has been examined by the Board of Review. 

2. The accused was tried upon the following Charee and 
Specification: 

CHARGE: Violation of the 92nd Article of War 

Specification: In that Private CHARLES A. ~lliU'FER 
Headquarters Company Detachment, 846th_Engineer 

.Aviation Battalion, did, at Tiptree, Essex County, 
England, on or about 7, February, 1943, forcibly 
and feloniously, against her will, have carnal 
knowledge of ROSE E. PREEN, of No. 6, Ireland Villas, 
Bull Lane, Tiptree, Essex Colinty, England. 

He pleaded not guilty to and was found guilty of the Charge and 
Specification. No evidence of previous convictions was introduced. 
He was sentenced to be dishonorably discharged the service, to 
forfeit all pay and allowances due or to become due, and to be 
confined at hard labor at such place as the reviewing authority may 
direct, for the term of his.natural life. 
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The reviewing authority approved only so much of the sentence 
as provided for dishonorable discharge and confinement at hard labor 
for seven years, designated the Federal Reformatory, Chillicothe, Ohio, 
as the place of confinement and forwarded the record of trial for 
action pursuant to Article of War Soi. The approved sentence is legal 
(CM ETO 268, ~). 

3. There is but little dispute as to the facts. Mrs. Rose E. 
Preen, the mother of a child and apparently a mature woman (she gives 
her age as 31 years in her signed statement to the police at their 
investigation) though her age was not disclosed at the trial, was 
employed and lived with her mother in the village of Tiptree (R.8). 
At about 10:00 P.M., on the ni~ of 7 February 1943, she was returning 
home from a visit to her sister~ 7'11she met three soldiers and two 
sailors. In passing them one soldier said 11 goodnight11 to her. She 
did not answer, but hearing footsteps behind her, looked and saw a 
soldier following her. She started to run but he caught her by the 
arm, and said he would like to get acquainted and put his arm around 
her waist. She told him twice to go back and struggled and screamed 
"and he nru:st have given me a blow and I was knocked out" (R.6). She 
states that when she regained consciousness she found herself in a 
garden about a quarter of a mile from her home (R.11). She was lying 
on the ground. Her undergarments were by her feet. An American 
soldier was kneeling by her and she had a bruise around her eye and 
three front teeth had been knocked out (R.7). The soldier li~ed her 
over the hedge, they exchanged 11 goodnights11 and she walked home. Her 
mother was upstairs in bed so she went to bed. Mrs. Preen didn't go 
to work the next morning (R.8). That morning she complained to the 

.police and turned over to them the coat she was wearing the night in 
_question as well as the shoes and underclothes (R.9). She was also 
examined by the doctor on the morning of 8th February 1943, being 
brought to his office by the poliqe. He found that she had fairly 
extensive bruises on the right eye and the central, upper and lateral 
teeth were knocked out. There were no bones broken. She had been 
struck hard, once above the eye and once above the mouth (R.12). The 
doctor found no bruises elsewhere on her body, but there was some 
swelling of her private parts and inside a "white substance which I 
believed to be a seminal fluid 11 • A swab was taken from the vagina and 

.given 	to the police (R.13). 11 The woman was very distressed but could 
speak well. 11 She walked into the surgery and walked home with her 
sister. The doctor was of the personal opinion that the woman was not 
rendered unconscious by the injuries but was probably dazed by the 
blows. He further gave his opinion that if she had struggled with all 
her force there would have been bruising of the thighs which she did 
not have (R.13). The spots on her coat and knickers were not there 
before she met the soldier (R.11). 
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Accused made a signed statement admitted in evidence (R.25) 
as Exhibit 8, in which he states he met'a woman whom he later found 
out was Mrs. Rose Preen, of 6 Ireland Villas, Bull Lane, Tiptree, on 
the night in question after leaving the Ship Public House, Tiptree, 
where he had spent the evening drinking, and turned around and 
followed her. That upon catching up with her she did not want 
anything to do with him in axry circumstances, but he grabbed and 
assaulted her. This took place on the road. He then picked her up 
and lifted her over the hedge into a garden, put his overcoat on the 
ground and forced her to lie down. She pleaded with him and tried to 
scream and he prevented her from so doing. He "removed her knickers 
and committed.the sexual act which was entirely against her will. 11 

He then lifted her over the hedge back-on the road. In accused's 
statement, he further declares that after the commission of the offense 
he offered to make retribution to Virs. Preen for what he had done and 
at that tirle acquired her name and address. 

Accused accompanied the police officers and his commanding 
officer to the spot where he conunitted the alleged offense and pointed 
out the spot (R.26). 

Accused at his own request was sworn as a witness and in his 
testimony varies the story but little. He states that when he left 
the public house, 11 I saw this !!Q!llilll coming towards us. I was on 'I!f'J 

way home at the time, and I followed her. 11 Mrs. Preen bit his finger 
and screamed when he put her arm around her and "that is when I first 
hit her, I think." He denies that she was unconscious at any time 
but states that 11 she talked perfectly sensible and she was pleading." 
11 There were three civilians, I think, that walked past while she was 
screainine and they made no attempt to help her. She made no more 
attempts to struggle then. I walked down a piece and put her over the 
fence and took my coat off and layed it on the ground for her to lay on. 
She layed dovm and took her knickers off and layed down again. I can1t 
say whether she enjoyed the thing or not but I do know there was no 
instances of struggle whatsoever made. She was in the customary 
position and I know she had been in the act before and it was complete 
in ever.J way. The stains on the clothing were done by her own hands 
and if there was blood, it was by her hands" (R.29). Dr. James 
Davidson, of the London Police Laboratory, testified the stains found 
on the clothing of accused and the spots on the overcoat and knickers 
were blood of the "A" type and that the vaginal swab taken from the 
woman showed presence of seminal fluid (R.21). 

4. Rape is the unlawful carnal knowledge of a woman by force 
and without her consent (MCM. 1928, p.165). The act of intercourse 
is admitted by the accused. That the act was accomplished by force 
and without the consent of the woman is substantially shown by the 
ti<lmissions of accused and by the physical condition of the woman. 

The only real conflict is in the testimony of Mrs. Preen that 
she was lmocked unconscious by the blows in the face and the testimony 
of accused that she did not lose consciousness. This is a question 
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of fact !or the trial court to pass upon which it has done and the 
Board of Review is not inclined to question its decision thereon 
even if it had such right which it does not (Chl 1926091 Rehearing 
1930; Dig. Ops. JAG. 1 1912~1940, sec.407(2) 1 p.259; CM ETO 82 
McKenzie). The disputed testimony can have at most but little 
effect for if she were unconscious, she could not be presumed to 
have consented to the taking of any liberties with her person during 
such time and if she were not unconscious during this time, the 
testimony shows she was likely dazed and suffering from the effects 

. of the blows and she might well have been apprehensive of further 

harm. 


Accused in his statement introduced in evidence at the 
trial and by his own testimony identified Mrs. Preen as the woman 
assaulted and raped by him. He thereby identified himself as the 
"American soldier" (R.6) who accosted the victim. Mrs. Preen also 
identified accused as he sat.in court as the soldier who struck her 
and raped her. (R.11). 

5. The ~ecord is replete with leading questions and hearsay 
testimony, none of which, however, prejudice any substantial right 
of accused. In fact, the greater part of the hearsay testimony 

.was 	elicited by defense counsel and was favorable to accused. The 
facts amply support the findings of the court. The sentence of the 
court under the 92nd Article of War upon conviction of the crime of 
rape committed in war-time must be either death or life imprisonma'lt. 

6. Defense counsel objected to the introduction of accused's 
s'tatement (Exs. 7 and 8) in evidence, on the ground that the civil 
and.military officers obtaining the statement failed to inform 

_ accused at the time he gave the statement of the penalties which 
must be imposed by the Court should he be found guilty of rape under 
AW 92 (R.241 25). Accused was warned that he was 11 not obliged to 
answer *** but the answers will be taken down in writing and put in 
evidence against him" (R.15); that "he need not answer any questions 
that would incriminate him" (R.18) and A\1 24 was read him (Ex.7 and 

' R.24). The court admitted the statement in evidence and overruled 
the objection. The statement was equivalent to a confession. The 
Court must therefore, have satisfied itself that it was voluntary in 
the sense it was not obtained by coercion or by promise of leniency 
or exculpation. (MCM, par.114, p.116). No suggestion or implication 
that it was involuntary is disclosed by the record and whether the 
statement was voluntary was the real test as to its admissibility. 

7. There is no requirement of law that a suspect or accused 
shall be informed as to the penalty or penalties which might be 
imposed upon him as a condition precedent to rendering his confession 
admissible in evidence in the event he is brought to trial for the 
commi~sion of an offense indigenous to the facts disclosed by the 
confession. There was no error· in overruling objections of defense 
counsel. 

f~l"'1
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8. Attached to the record of trial is a petition signed by 

some 300 residents of the Parish of Tiptree, of the age of 18 years 

and upwards, asking for a very material reduction in the sentence 

imposed, also several individual letters, including one from the 

complaining witness, to the same effect. This apparently 

spontaneous appeal, headed by the local clergyman, appears to be 

directed, not so much towards the findings of the court as towards 

the severity of the sentence which the court was compelled to give. 

This condition has been alleviated by the action of the reviewing 

authority in reducing the sentence to seven years confinement at 

hard labor. 


9. The court was legally constituted and had jurisdiction of 
the person and offense involved. No errors injuriously affecting the 
substantial rights of the accused were committed during: the trial. 
The Board of Review is of the opinion that the record of trial is 
legally sufficient to support the finding of guilty 8.nd the sentence. 

10. Accused is 25 years of age. Pursuant to paragraph 5(c), 

General Order 37, ETOUSt\, 9 September 1942, as amended 4 December 


. 1942, 	the execution of a sentence of dishonorable discharge may be 
ordered executed when the accused is sentenced to confinement of 
three years or more or for an offeµse which renders his retention in 
the service undesirable. Rape is such an offense. The approved 
sentence is for seven years. Both conditions of the order are 
therefore met. A general prisoner may be returned to the United 
States for serving a sentence of three years or more. Confinement 
in a penitentiary is authorized for the offense of rape. The 
designation of the Federal Reformatory, Chillicothe, Ohio, is correct. 
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1st Ind. 

VlD. 1 ETO Branch - JAGO. 16 APR 194:\ 

TO: Commanding Officer, Eastern !3ase Section, APO 5171 U.S. Army. 

1. In the case of Private Charles A. Shaffer, (32387560), 
Headquarters Company Detachment, 846th Engineer Aviat~on Battalion, 
I concur in the foregoing holding of the Board of Review. You now 
have authori.ty to order the execution of the sentence. 

2. When copies of the published order in this case are forwarded 
to this office, together with the record of trial which is herewith 
returned, they should be accompanied by the foregoing holding and 
this indorsement. The file number of the record of this case in this 
office is ETO 397. For convenience of reference please place that 
number in brackets at the end of the published order as follows: 
(ETO 397). 

http:authori.ty
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Branch Office of The Judge Advocate General 

with the _ 
European Theater 	ot Operation~ 

.APO 871 

Board of Review. 

ETO 422, 	 10 MAY 1943 

UNITED STATES WESTERN BASE SECTION, 
SERVICES OF SUPPLY, 

'Ve EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS•.l 

Private First Class WILLARD GREEN Trial by G.C.M., convened at, 
(NMI), (34072287), Company "A", . Burton-on-Trent, England, /,.~ 
383rd Engineer Battalion (Separate). I5 March 1943. Sentence: . 

Dishonorable discharge, forfeiture 
) of all pay and 8.l.lowances 'due or 
) to become due, and oonfinement at
) . hard labor for life •. Penitentiary. 

HOLDlliG by the BO.ARD OF REVIEi'l 

RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN and SARGENT, Judge· Advocates. 


1. The record of trial in the case of the soldier above.named· 
has been examined by the Board of Review. 

2. The accused was tried upon the following Charges and 
Specifications: 

CHARGE I: Violation of the 92nd Article of War.
. ·. 	 Specification: In that. Willard Green (NMI), ·· 

Private First Class, J83rd Engineer Battalion 
(Separate) did, at Egginton Camp, Derbyshirej 
England, on 6r about 5 February,1943, with malice 
aforethought, willfully, deliberately, feloniously, 
unlawf'tllly, and with premeditation kill one 
Wilfred R~·O'Connell, Private First Class, Company c, 
13lst Quartermaster Reg. (Truck), a human being · .· 
by shooting him with a rifle. 

CHARGE II: Violation of the 93rd Article of War. 

Specification: In that Willard Green (NMI), 

Private Firs~ Class, 383rd Engineer Battalion 

(Separate) did, at Egginton Camp, Derbyshire, . 

England, on or about 5 February, 1943, with intent 

to do him bodily harm, commit an.assault upon 

Philip H. Brown, Company C, !31st Quartermaster Reg. 

(Truck), by shootin~ him in the left hand, with a 

dangerous w:eapca 3o/~2~ rifle. · 
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He pleaded not guilty to and was found guilty of the Charges and 
Specifications. No evidence of previous convictions was introduced. 
He was sentenced to be dishonorably discharged the service, to forfeit 
all pey- and allowances due or to become due, and to be confined at 
hard labor at such place as the reviewing authority may direct for 
the rest of his natural life. 

The reviewing authority approved the sentence, designated 
the United State3 Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, as the place 
of confinement, and forwarded the record of trial for action pursuant 

·· ·· to Article of War 5ok. ' . . , 

· 3 • . On 5 Feb 1943 the accused was a member of Co. A, 383rd 

·Engineer Battalion (R.116,128) which was stationed at Camp Egginton, 

England (R.116). Also stationed at the same camp was Co. C, 13lst 

Q.M. Regiment (R.38~64,111). The deceased, Pfo. Wilfred R. O'Connell 
(31157042), was on said date a member of the latter organization . 
(Pros. Ex. B), (R. 7 ,26,64,89). · 

·. Camp Egginton was located within the town of Hilton (R.181 19, 
64,81,90,111). The principal ingress and egress of the Camp is at 
Post No. 2. There is no gate, but two posts stand upright at the 
entrance (R.31,106,121). The camp is at least partially surrO'llllded 
by a barbed wire fence (R.20). A public bus line operates between 
the town of Hilton and Derby, England. The Hilton terminus of the 
bus line is located on a public street, adjacent to the camp. Upon 
departing from a bus (arrived at Hilton) a passenger gains entrance to 
the camp by walking a distance on the public street in the direction 
of the camp and then at right angles turning the corner of a brick 
building. From the building corner to the camp entrance is between 
7 and 9 yards (R.8,90,101).· . 

At 10 P.M., on 5 February 1943, accused was posted on guard 
at Post 2 (the entrance to the camp) (R.132,144). He was armed with 
a Garand rifle, M-1, bearing number 735729 (R.23,87,118,123,149). 
The sentry relieved by him delivered to him a clip of 8 cartridges, 
which he inserted in his rifle (R.125,148). The rifle is automatic. 
When the clip is inserted in it and pressure is released the first 

·cartridge slips into the chamber. The safety is then put on (R.148). 

During the evening 5 February 1943, the deceased was at the . · 
"Rose and Crown", a public house, in Derby (R. 97) and two hours prior . 
to reaching the camp, he was "pretty well drunk" (R.97,109). · · When 
he left he was in a highly intoxicated condition (R.53,65,109), but 
gained passage on the bus arriving at Hilton at !.J. P.M., (R.7,651 109). 
He slept during the trip from Derby to Hilton, and was not boisterous 
or disorderly (R.110,llJ). When the bus arrived at Hilton, deceased 
was in a helpless condition and required assistance to leave the bus 
(R.651 113). Corporal James E.,Sheets, Corporal Vincent Prats, . 
Corporal Ernest P. Montella, Pfc. Steven M. Hersey, Pvt. Philip_ H. 
Brown and Pvt. l:l~ck:fa M7' all of Co. C, 13lst Q.M. Re~nt, 
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were also on pass on the evening of 5 February 1943 (R.6,42,53,66,821

901109). The7 were fellow passengers of deceased on the bus . 

(R.6,19,39,109)~ Brown and Hersey, recognizing.deceased's intoxicated 

condition, after he left the bus, undertook to escort him to his · 

bar~acks·within the camp (R.7,381 39,109,113). Brown walked on the 

right of deceased and placed his left .arm around him to ~upport him. 

Brown's left hand rested at about aeceased's left shoulder blade 

(R.14,39,52,56,115). Hersey was 9n deceased's left side with his 

right arm about deceased's back (R.69). Deceased's condition was such 

tha~ he required assistance in walking (R.65,103,113). The trio 


'proceeded along the public 'street from the~bus (R.20,66,101). Deceased 

remained between.Brown and Hersey and they were partly dragging him 

(R.391 691103). He became sick and ·when by a certain fence on the 
street hestop:Ped.and vomited (R.20121,38,53,66,90,101). Upon reaching 
the c.orner, the trio turned in the direction of the camp entrance and 

. stopped about 7 or 8 rt from the end of the building (R.28,39,43,56,102) 
· and about 20 or 30 rt from the camp entrance (R.8, 70, 90,101). Deceased 

was mumbling (R.40,-44.,45,51,69,75,91) but was not noisy or boisterous 
(R.54,84,97,106) •.:, He was not ·able to stand. alone. and was supported 
by Brown' and Hersey (R.391 76). 

. . 

· At the time deceased, Brown and Hersey arrived at the 

corner of the building, there was a .. crowd of. approximately ·20. or. 30 

soldiers about the camp entrance,·who had also traveled on the bus 

from Derby to Hilton and who were seeking to enter the camp. They 

had been halted by accused who demanded they exhibit their passes :. 

(R.7,9,?l,22,39,68,81,85,91,101,111) •.. Many of' the soldiers were using 

f'lash-light& (R.27148,54,78,85,89,114,136) iilasmuch as ~twas dark•.. 

A certain amount of confusion existed, but there was no disorder · 

(R.9,43,86,99,110). . . 
. ' ' , 

Some· of .the soldiers indicated their ~patience and displeasure . 
· over ~being delayed by directing to accused .remarks of the. following · · 
:riature: "To hell .with that noise", "damn those or~ers" · (R.'131). Some 
of the men passed through the entrance without showing ~heir pass~s · 
.to accused .. (R.6S,69,92, 131). This was the r!rst occasion upon· which 
soldiers had. been compelled to show'their passes on either leaving or 
entering the_ camp (R.31,.36,42,66,82,96,98)~ · · ' ·... · . , 

4. The events occurring after arri~ai .of deceased, Brown arid . 
Hersey at the corner of. the building are described by the Prosecution's 

vd.~sses as follows: · · · · · 


_corporal Earnest P. Montella, Co. C. 13lst Q,M, Reg:_ . 

. Dec.eased,. Hersey and- Brown were· standing 6 or 7 yards from ~ .. 

the group of soldie~s at the entrance (R.7(.33). 'fhey were behind the 

witness (R.7) who, with the guard (accused) was ·.racing the camp.- ,The 

crowd or soldiers was 1 for the most part, s t anding between .accused and 


'the camp entrance, and he (accused) had his back to the men coming in 
from. the street. He ~eld his rif~e at po~t arms. . J(itness heard ?}122'. . ~ . 
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conversation between deceased, Brown and Hersey (R.lOJ nor did he 
hear deceased say anything to accused (R.22). Accused turned 
around and faced the trio. Witness was within a few feet of 
accused, but nearer to deceased (R,ll). Accused stepped towards 
deceased and told him to "shut up11 or he would shoot him, and 
continued to walk towards deceased (R.16117,23). Witness 
(simultaneously with accused) faced about and walked towards accused 
and said: "I'll take charge of that man11 • In response to witness, 
accused said: 11 Better get him out of here" (R.17,25), · When accused 
turned around he lowered his rifle from port-arms to a horizontal 
position about level with his hips (R.12,16). A~er first halting,· 
the three soldiers did not move (R.29). ~ccused did not call 
"halt" (R.16,18). The rifle was pointed in the direction of 
deceased, Brown and Hersey (R.161 24). There was no one between 

·accused and deceased, Brown and Hersey (R.32). At this instant 
deceased said: "I'd sooner be dead to the wa:y I feel now". (R.13,17,25), 
Witness heard no response from accused, who inunediately shot in 
direction of deceased. The end of the barrel of accused's rifle. 
was about 2 or 3 yards from deceased when accused fired (R.26). 
There were two.shots (R.13 1171 25) discharged rapidly (R.25).Hersey 
jumped back and deceased fell to the ground towards le~. Witness 
heard accused's weapon explode and no one else in the vicinity had 
a weapon (R.34). Witness did not notice Brown's actions. Brown 
was on deceased 1 s right (R.14,23). Witness stood next to accused 
and about 3 yards from deceased (R.27). Witness headed for orderly 
room (R.15,24).· Brown came in a few minutes later with his hand 
bleeding (R.15,27). Vlitness thereafter saw deceased stretched out 
on floor of dispensary (R.15). Witness identified accused·as the 
guard at the camp entrance the night of 5 February 1943 (R.35) • 

. There was no rain (R.15) and it was not a cloudy night (R.25). 

Private Philip H, Brown, Co, C, 13lst Q,M, Reg: Witness, 
deceased and Hersey stopped at the corner of the building about 20 ft 
from the crowd at the camp entrance and about 8 ft out from the 
building (R.39,43,56). Witness was on deceased's right (R.39,52). 
The crowd of ·soldiers were around the guard, who was facing towards 
the camp (R.39). Deceased started tonmmble something. 11 It was 
all jumbled up", but such mumbling was.not directed at the guard but 
it was loud enough for the guard to hear (R.40,44). The sentry 
turned around and walked over towards the three men. He had his 
rifle pointed· at them and told them to shut up or he would shoot. He 
came within five feet of deceased, who said: "i'lell, go ahead and shoot. 
I can't feel any worse" (R.40,47,48). The guard then shot. There · 
was no one else in the vicinity in the possession of a weapon. Two 
shots were. fired (R.41,54,55,58) in rapid succession. Witness next 
remembers arriving at the orderly room. From the time the guard 
turned around to,the time he fired witness states was four or five 
minutes. Deceased was making no disturbance. lfo one ordered 
11 halt11 (R.43). After stopping at the point B ft from the corner 
of the building neither witness, deceased nor Hersey advanced (R.44,57). 
Deceased did not call the guard any names (R.44) and there was no 42~1 ' 
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argument between him and guard, but deceased was mumbling. Witness 
did not hear Corporal Montella speak to guard (R.45) but did remember 
that r.Iontella was present (R.47). The &'1ard was armed with an . 
automatic rifle, but witness was not sure guard had a flash-light (R.48) .• 
Deceased's mumbling must have annoyed accused to some extent (R.51). 
It was not raining (R.52). When shots were fired, witness was on 
deceased 1 s right side and had his left arm around him. . Deceased' s 
right arm was around witness's neck and over his shoulder (R.52,56). 
Witness was wounded in the left hand (R.56). There is a bullet hole 
in the hand between thumb and first fin~er. .The hand was treated 
that night at the Derby infirmary (R. 56}. One bullet went through· 
deceased and witness's left hand and witness does not lmow where/other 
bullet went.' Witness saw deceased at the "medics" when he was brought 
in and laid on floor and witness saw the wound in him (R.59). Before 
the two shots were fired there was no hole in witness's left hand but 
after shots were fired there was a hole·in it.(R.60). 

Pfc. Steven M, Hersey, Co, C, 13lst Q,M, Reg:- When witness, 
deceased and Brown came around the corner of the building three or four 
steps, a guard was facing away from the camp and facing them (R.65,67, 
73). The guard was about the middle of the street a.~d was armed with 
a rifle which was pointed at the trio. The guard was accused 
(identifying him in court) (R.68,70), He held the gun at his side 
parallel with the ground (R.65,67, 73). · .Montella said he would take 
charge of the three soldiers, and the guard said something to him. 
Deceased was mumbling to Brown (R.74). Brown told accused he had a 
drunk man and asked permission to take him through the gate (R.65,73). 
The guard told deceased to shut up or he would shoot (R.68,70). 
Montella was standing on the left or the guard facing the trio. 
Witness was on deceased 1 s 'left side. Deceased was not mumbling to 
the. guard. There was no argument (R.69,74,75)~ The three soldiers 
had stopped about 6 ft from the guard. Witness did not hear guard 
order 11 halt11 (R.74). Deceased could not step forward (R.79). 
Deceased then said:. "I would rather be dead than the way I feel" 
(R.65,70). The guard replied: "Do you think I am kidding?" and then 
shot him (R.65,70,76). Two shots were fired. It was fast fire (R.70) 
from the guard's rifle (R.76). Deceased was.lying on the ground 
making i'unny noises· when he breathed. The guard fired.the two shots, 
The guard's rifle was the only one at the gate and there was no one 
else armed with a rifle (R.71,72). There was another guard at the 
gate (R.71), but he didn't have a rif'le as far as witness could see 
(R.72). Arter deceased was on the ground one of the soldiers got 
permission from the guard to carry him up to the medics, and witness 
helped the other soldier t~ carry de~eased to the infirmary.(R.72). 

Corporal Vincent Prats, Co, C, 13lst Q,M, Reg: When witness 
arrived at camp entrance he saw two fellows holding a third one up. 
Witness went to the gate. There was a gang of fellows standing 
around the guard and the guard was checking passes. Witness held out 
his pass to the guard when the guard looking towards camp said: 
"Who is popping off? 11 and brotight his gun from port-arms and threw a 
cartridge into the chamber. The guard then went to checking passes-4:~.~ 
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again. Witness proceeded through gate about 20 ft when he heard 
some shots - 2 or 3 in rapid succession. Witness went to.orderly 
room to turn in pass and Pvt~ Brown came in (R.82,83,86). There 
was no noise (R.85) and no argwnent at the camp entrance (R.86). 
Accused was armed with a Garand rifle (R.87). It was a dark night, 
but not raining. The sentry was· a colored soldier (R. 89) • · 

Pvt, Mack B, Brunson, Co, C, 13lst Q,M, Reg: Witness 
identified accused in court as the guard <at the camp entrance on the 
night deceased was shot (R.90,104). There was a crowd of soldiers 
about the gate, Some were showing their passes and some were just 
walking through. The guard called one fellow, Reynolds, back and he 
came back and showed his pass, but the ~ar.d never looked at it. He 
11 throwed11 up his head and said "Go on" (R.91). The guard was facing 
the camp. Witness heard guard's gun click. Witness was- standing 
on left of guard - 2 or 3 ft from him. The guard turned around and 
faced deceased, Brown and Hersey (R.91,103,104). Deceased was 
mumbling (R.105). Montella stepped up and said· 11 I 1ll take charge 
of these three men and take them in11 , The guard did not reply to 
Montella (R.91,96). Deceased murmured something and the guard said: 
11 Shut up or I'll shoot". Deceased said: 11 Go ahead and shoot, I'd 
rather be dead than the way I am now. 11 The guard said: 11You think 
I am k!dding" and then he fired - fired two shots (R.91,95,96). A 
fellow from the 156th Infantry rushed over and said to the sentry: 
"Please let us take him through tre gate. The man is dying". The 
guard had '.tiis gun pointed towards deceased, replying: 11You ain't 
taking him no place11 • Then a Corporal or a Sergeant said: "Go on, 
let him take him through". Then this fellow. (referring to the soldier. 
from the 156th Infantry) and witness picked him up and carried him 
through the gate. He was taken to the orderly room and Pfc. Ross 
helped the rest of the way to the medics (R.901911 106). 

Upon :f'Urther examination witness was not certain whether 
Montella said: 11 I'11 take charge of these three men and take them in11 

prior or subsequent to the guard saying: "Shut up or I'll shoot" (R.92). 
At this time the guard was mad. He was angry (R.92), Witness 
never heard anything said that was insulting about accused, nor did 
he hear any one call 11 halt11 • He heard two shots and did not see any 
one else with a rifle in that vicinity. Witness was standing 2 or 
3 ft from guard on his left when he fired and saw fire from muzzle of 
rifle (R.93,94,104). The rifl~ looked iilce a Garand automatic (R.94). 
It was a Garand because a Springfield couldn't fire two shots_as fast 
as these were fired. · 

There was a lot of talking going on that night about the 
gate, but there were no arguments and no trouble (R.96). There was 
nothing occurring that would warrant anyone getting mad. Brown was 
not making e:ny racket, As far as witness knew deceased, Brown and 
Hersey were quiet. The guard appeared to be mad at somebody before 
he came on guard, Nothing occurred in witness's presence to make 42,2 
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guard mad (R.98). It was the way accused told ·deceased "to shut up 
er I'll shoot you11 that made witness think he was mad•.(R.100). ·· 
Neither deceased, Brown nor Hersey created e:ny·disturbance; they were 
not ar,;:; louder than the rest of the men (R.105). Brown, who w~s · 
holding up deceased, had a bullet hole through his left hand (R.106,107). 
It had b::;.en raining that night but it was not raining when shooting 
occurred (R.107). 

T/5 James E, Sheets, Co, C, 13lst Q,M, Reg: Witness walked 
:rrith deceased, Brown and Hersey from bus arriving at Hilton to camp .. 
entrance, and he left them as they rounded the corner (R.110,115). · 
There was a crowd of soldiers around the gate. Witness in the court 
room identified accused as being the guard at the gate on night · 
5 February 1943 (R.110). The soldiers were all talking and mumbling 
(R,111). Witness was.with deceased in Derby, but there had been no 
fights or trouble. When deceased arrived at gate he· did not conduct . 
himself in an insulting manner towards the guard (R.112), nor could 
deceased's voice be heard over the noise of the crowd (R.114). 
Witness left deceased, Brown and Hersey at the gate and went on. _ 
through (R.113). Witness was 10 or 15 yards within gate when he · 
heard shooting (R.114). . · There were . at least two shots . fired (R.115)~. 

. Sergeant William Hill. Co. A. 383rd Eng, Bnr Accused was on 
guard at Post 2,· Camp Egginton on night 5 February. 1943 (R.116). · 
Witness was at guard house on that night acting as Provost Sergeant 
(R.117). Pfc, Edward Dean was acting as Corporal of the Guard. He 
came down to guard house and informed witness.that accused had shot a 
soldier down at the gate. Witness went to gate and picked.up e~pty 
cartridge and accused voluntarily gave him another from his pocket. 
Witness was ordered by 0,D, to take accused off guard and put another 
guard on post. Witness took accused to dispensary and gave him a 
11 shake-down". Then accused waa examined by doctor. Then witness 
took accused to guard house. Witness took accused's rifle from him 
(R.117,122,123) and put it under lock and key (R.118). (Witness 
identified a rifle produced in court as the rifle delivered to him by 
accused on night of shooting. It was received in evidence as 
Prosecution's Ex. 11A11 ). It is a Garand M-1 (R.117,118,119). The 
rifle had not been cleaned (R.120). Witness formerly had acted as 
Sergeant of t~e Guard (R.120). At that time there was a special order 
requiring ali passes to be examined by guard at Post 2 at Camp Egginton, 
but such order was dropped (R.121). ' 

Witness asked accused why he did it. Accused replied that 
he was only carrying out his duties. . Witness also asked accused ii' he 
did not know it was a soldier coming through the gate. Accused said: 
"No, I didn't know whether it was a soldier or not, 'althougli he had 
on a soldiers' clothes", because, he said "spies dress as American 
a·oldiers sometimes". Accused also stated he ask~d 11 the fellow" to 
halt but he didn't do it (R.123). There was only one guard on the 
gate that night and that was accused. Some days passes are checked 
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on Post 2 and.some d81"s they are not checked (R.124). The sentry's 
gun is supposed tooe loaded with live ammunition as soop as P,e 
goes on post. _The guard is given one clip -S rounds - by the 
preceding sentry (R.125) • . • · · · . . .. . . 

When investigation w~s held the witness was present. 
Accused stated that O.D. told accused to check passes. O.D. did not 
deny the statement although it was made in his presence (R.1261127) 

.at the investigation. . . . · . . · 

Pfc~' E'.dward N.· Dean. do. A. 383rd Eng. Bni Witness was 

acting Corporal of the Guard on night of 5 F~bruary 1943. About 

10:30 P.M., witness approached accused (who was on guard at the gate) 

who informed witness that o.n. had told him to check all passes . 

coming_in (R.128,134). · There was a pretty good crowd of soldiers 

coming in and witness and accused stopped them and were chec:King their 

passes (R.128). · The soldiers, who had been drinking, were making a 

lot of noise and.swearing. They 11 ganged11 around witness w~le he 

was checking passes (R.128,131). Suddenly witness heard two shots 


·and turned arourla and saw a soldier lying on the ground. Witness ·· 
left and notified Provost sergeant Hill who.was at the guard house, 
and then .went to. officers quarters and notified Lieut. Moody, the .. 
Provost Marshall.' The O.D. had not informed witness that passes were 
to be checked (R.1281129). . While witness' was .;,ith accused at.an· 
earlier time the crowd of soldiers pressed around them, arid at that 
time witness heai-d accused call "halt" several times, but at t+roe of 
shooting witness was 15 or 20 ft from accused (R.130,133) and the 
wind was blowing.and rain was falling and witness did not hear accused 
say anything (R.130,136). Accused had a flash-light. Witness was 
not armed; had neither rifle nor pistol. Accused was behind witness 
at his post and inside the gate facing the camp (R.131). Accused 
seemed to be.in his normal state of mind and was n9t unusually tense 
or excited nor was there anything unusual in his attitude (R.132)~ 
Witness did not know of any other rifle.in vicinity ~han the one held· 
by accused. After the shooting, witness went over to where deceased 
was lying. Accused was standing at port-arms.· Accused was sober 
(R.133). Witness was busy checking passes s9 he.did.not see the 

.actual shooting~ but he heard two shots in rapid succession (R.134). 

5. Captain Thomas Moffet, M.C., General Depot G-18, was presented 

as a witness for the prosecu~ion. At about 11:15 P.M.,, on 5 February 

1943, the witness was notified that a man had been shot at the gate, 

and he went immediately to the dispensary•. He found two men; one 

of them was dead and the other was shot in the hand. The dead man 

was the deceased. Witness exami,ned deceased and fo~d a penetrating 

wound in the right 6th interspace about 3 inches to the right of the 

sternl.Un and the point of exit was in the lumbar area. The point of 

entrance of the bullet was clean, round and approximately a centimeter 

in width. The point of exit wa,s a large lacerating wound. In the 
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opinion of the witness the wound was caused by a bullet (R.61,62). 
The penetratine wound was the cause .of deceased 1 s' death and there · 
was no other wound on his body (!l•.63). 

Brown had r~ceive·d a penetrating wound which had entered the 
left pa.J.m and the point of exit was the ulnar surface of the left 
wrist. The point of entrance was clean cut and round and the point 
of exit was large and lacerated in character. In the opinion of 
witness the wound in Brown's hand could have been caused by the same 
bullet which passed through deceased (R.63,64). 

There was also ·introduced in evidence as Prosecution's Ex. 11 B11 , 

without objection from the defense, the report of the autopsy of. 
deceased dated 10 February 1943 signed by First Lieutenant Norman J. 
Sweet, l1!.C., and countersigned by Major Allan Palmer, riI.C., (R.176). 
Pertinent excerpts from the report are as follows: 

II CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS 
Gun shot wound, penetrating, calibre .30, point of 
entrance: 5 centimeters to right .of xiphoid process." 

11 PATHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS (PRESUMPTIVE) 
Gun shot wound of thorax penetrating: right 6th 
interspace, right pleural cavity, right diap:hragm, 
right lobe of liver, aorta, spleen, vertebral column, 
left kidney, left lumbar muscles; laceration right 
upper arm; massive hemoperitoneum11 • 

IOI)( IOI IBOI***** 

II GROSS EXAMINATION


*******)( )( )( )( )( )( 
The course of the missile follows. The site of entry 
is marked by a spherical, clean cut hole six millimeters 
in diameter surrounded by an area of hemorrhagic 
discoloration 3 millimeters in thickness. This orifice 
is located five centimeters to the right of the tip'of 
the xiphoid process, and immediately overlies.the sixth 
right interspace. The latter is likewise perforated. 
The bullet then passed through the right pleural cavity 
at the level of the costo-phrenic sinus, penetrating 
the diaphragm, completely traversing the substance of 
the right lobe of the liver and fragmentin8 the aorta 

· ju~t distal to the superior mesentaric artery. The line 
of passage of the bullet up to this point makes an angle 
of approximately thirty degrees with the horizontal. 
A small fragment of the medial aspect of the spleen 
has been torn away. From this point the bullet was 
apparently deflected along the left lateral aspect of 
the vertebral column, leaving jagged spicules of bone, 
and nearly completely pulverizing the left kidney. The 
left lumbar muscles were finally penetrated and exit 

·from the body was made through an orifice 3 centimeters 
in.diameter just cephalad to the left posterior superior 422 
spine." . . 
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6. The witnesses presented by the defense testified as follows: 

Sergeant William Hill, Co, A, 3S3rd Eng, Bn., testified that 
after shooting occurred he had conversations with accused. At the 
gate witness said to accused: "Green, why did you do it?" and accused 
replied: 11 I am just carrying out rrry duty. Sergeant I know you're 
against me 11 • Witness answered: 11 I 1m not against you, Gree!J., but you 
shouldn't act too hasty". Later, at the guard house accused slept 
in the same room with witness, and they engaged in conversation. 

11 I·Accused said: know you are against me 11 • Witness told him he 
shouldn't have an itchy trigger finger like that, and then accused 
said: "I told the fellow to halt, and he wouldn't halt, and I told 
him to halt again, and he said, 11 Go on shoot you black mother-fucker", 
and then accused said: "That is when I pulled the trigger".. Witness 
replied: "Vlell, you know how the white boys are at the gate. They 
don 1 t want us colored boys on guard no how. Vl e have to take it and 
like it. There is nothing that can be done" (R.138). · Hill further 
testified that accused was "one of the best guards we got"; that the 
O.D. and Sereeant of the Guard never had any complaints to make about 
accused; that he always carried out his orders; and he had never 
known accused to fire a weapon while on duty (R.140); that he was 
a good soldier. Upon examination by a member of the court, the 
witness further testified that accused had stated that he said 11 halt11 

to soldiers coming through the gate; that since the incident accused 
had repeatedly declared: "I told the soldier to halt three timestt. 
He just said it to the white soldiers but he didn't tell what group 
of soldiers, and he didn't tell which one of the soldiers called him 
the obscene name (R.142). 

The accused, after having his rights explained to him, was 
sworn and testified on his own behalf as follows: that he-went on 
guard duty at Camp Egginton at.10 P.M., on 5 February 1943. The O.D., 
came by and asked if the last bus had come from Derby, and if accused 
had had any trouble. Upon being informed in the negative accused 
then asked the O.D: "Is it necessary to check the passes?" and he 
said: "Yes, check them all". The O.D •. was Lieutenant Porter. Then 
Corporal Dean came to the post and accused informed him that the O.D. 
said to get the passes. A bunch of soldiers appeared and Dean stood 
behind accused, and stopped soldiers that accused could not catch. 
This soldier comes along, and accused told him three times to halt. 
The second time accused called 11 halt11 the soldier said: "You, black 
mother-fucker". Accused 11 halted11 him the third time. Accused 
"didn't see him like he stopped walking, so I just shot him". Accused 
was standing at his post at the gat~. This man 11 come from the 
direction of the bus" (R.144) and accused first saw him when he first 
came around the building. Did not know deceased and had never seen 
him before (R.1461 150). He was about six feet awa:y from accused. 
It was raining and the wind was blowing hard at the time. Accused 
had his gun at port-arms when he cB.lled "halt" the first time. He. 
was then shining his flash-light in the soldiers face. The man 
"Kept on walking". Then accused "halted" him the second time and 
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the soldier must have heard because he called accused the vile name. 

This did not make accused angry (R.146,147), but the soldier kept on 

approaching and accused called "halt" the third time. Accused turned 

the light orr and then shot him (R.146,147). Accused.did not see the 

soldier with any one (R.145), nor did he see a man on each side of him 

nor behind him. When accused challenged the soldier there was no one 

around (R.1451146). Accused brought his rifle to his hip, parallel 


. with the ground and pointed it in the direction of the soldier. He 
was not trying -to aim at deceased but just pointed it towards him. 
Accused did not see the soldier but after telling him for the thil-d 
time to halt, ,and hearing fo~tsteps approaching he put his hand on the· 
trigger.and pulled it (R.1471 153). Accused thought he fired but one 
shot but there were two rounds used. The Sergeant picked up one 
shell and the witness gave him the other shell• He did n9t know when 
he pulled trigger how many shots he had fired. He put a clip of 
eight cartridges into rifle when he went on guard at 10 P.M. The 
safety was on, but he took it off after the third challenge (R.148). 
Accused did not know whether he had hit target or not, but he put 

· flash-light on when two other fellows come around and picked up the 
soldier (R.149). · 

' 
Cross-examination of accused: 

Deceased was about eyards from accused when first challenged
(R.151). Corporal Dean was standing back of accused about 15 or 20 
yards during early part of the night, but did not lmow if he were there 
when he· fired the shots. Dean was checking passes of men who got by 
accused (R.153,155). Accused called 11 halt11 to all of those men, but 
some went by and Dean caught them. All of the men whose passes accused 
checked, stopped about eight feet awa:y and accused could see their 
passes by use of the flash-light. (The trial judge advocate asked 
accused to read a piece of paper from a distance of eight feet and 
received no reply frQm accused. Accused explained that he put his 
flash-light directly on the passes and that the flash-light was a 
11 Bpot-light11 (R.154).) When this soldier came around the corner of 
the house accused threw a flash-light on him and "halted him". He was 
not drunk and was walking like soldiers usually.walk (R.156). ·rt was · 
sprin1tling and the· wind was blowing against accused - against accused's 
back (R.156). The following colloquy occurred: , . _ 

"Q. 	You called halt the first time. Do you think 
the fellow heard you. ' 

A. 	 He should hear me. I hollered loud enough 
for him to hear me. · 

Q. 	 You think he heard you? 
A. 	Yes. 
Q. 	 You do. Then will you tell us why, on direct 

examination, you said you didn't think h~ 
heard you? 

A. 	 (No answer). 
422 
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Q. 	 When Captain r,JacLeod asked you the question, 
you said you didn't think this fellow heard 
you the first time. 

A. 	 I saia he didn't heard me the first time? 
Q. 	hben Captain J11acLeod asked you the question, 

you said that you didn't think that he 
heard you the first. time·~ 

A. Well, 	I said that is why I don't think he 
heard me the first time. 

Q. 	You don't think he heard you the first time. 
You just told me you think he did hear you 
the first time. 

A. He didn't hear me the first time. 
~. He didn't hear you the first time? 
A. 	 No. 
Q. 	 What makes you think that? 
A. 	Well, if he heard me, he would have stopped. 
Q. 	 He would have sto~ped? 
A. 	Yes. 11 (R.156-157). 

Accused 'then testified deceased was approximately eight yards from 
accused when he challenged the second time (R.157). At that time 
deceased called him 11 a black mother-fucker". Accused challenged 
deceased for a third time; and put the flash-light out. Deceased kept 
advancing and when he was about 8 ft from accused the latter fired in 
direction of deceased (R.158), although he was not certain he was going 
to hit him and did not want to kill him. Accused did not shoot back 
into camp because he might hit somebody and he didn't shoot into the 
sky because he did not think of it (R.159). Before accused fired the 
two shots there was only one man coming towards him. There was no 
one else near him. The fellow lay on the growid after the shots were 
fired. Then two fellows came from the direction of the bus (R.160). 
They came to the gate and accused turned his flash-light on them and 
halted them and asked for their passes. They saw deceased on the 
growid, and took him in. Accused challenged the two men when they 
were about six feet distant from him 

11 Q. 	 Let me bring you back again to where the 
first man was coming up and came into the 
entry; the very first time you challenged 
that man, he was about as far away from 
you as those peanut cans are now. Is that 
right? When the 2 men came up after the 
shooting, you challenged them the first time 
when they were about this far away from you. 
(Indicating approximately 6 feet) Is that 
right? 

A. 	 That's right. 
Q. 	Well, why was it that you let these 2 men 

get1so close to you? 
A. 	What do you mean so elose? 422 
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Q. 	 Suppose they hadn't stopped when you halted. 

them the first time, they would.have been 
much closer the second time, wouldn't they? 

A. 	 I wouldn't let them get that close up I 
would have backed back myself. 

Q. 	You would have backed back yourself? ·Why 
didn't you back up on the time previous 
when this other••• 

A. 	 (Interposing) If I would back off him, I 
would back up against the post. ·~ 

Q. 	 What was the difference between the 2 men? 
A. 	·Because I was••• That is the post there, · 

(Indicating) and I was standing right on 
that side. You couldn't walk around the 
post. There was barbed wire. 

Q. 	 Why couldn't you have walked around the 
other side where there was no barbed wire? 

A. 	Why didn't I walk around the side where there 
wasn't the barbed wire? If I came on that 
side, I would have been outside the post. 11 . 

(R.162-16.3). . . . , 

Accused had been called "Mother fucker" lots·of times and aidn't mind 
and didn't care anything about it.· It is a bad word but fellows have 
a habit of using that kind of words (R.16.3). He.doe$ not know 
Pvt. Brown and didn't pay any attention to the soldier with the bandaged 
wrist who was in the court-room (R.164). Accused did not think it 
right to kill a man "unless you have to". "I was carrying out orders. 
I couldn't see whether it was a soldier or a spy" (R.164). So far as 
accused knew there was only one man who came around the corner. There 
could have been more than one but he did not look.· Accused didn't 
know whether the man was drunk or sober because he never had "been 
amongst drunken soldiers". He did not call 11 halt11 a fourth time, 
although deceased did not hear .him the first time,· because 11 you 1re not 

·supposed to halt no fourth time. You·challenge three times. If they 
don't halt the third time, I fire 11 • The O.D. did not tell him that. 
Accused did not see any other flash-lights while he was playing his 
flash-light on the one soldier (R.165). When he pointed rifle at 
deceased he wasn't aiming to hit or kill him. He didn't aim at the 
person. He pointed the rifle in the direction he heard footsteps to 
scare the persoµ approaching (R.166). There was no one around when 
the man approached. All of the soldiers had passed and gone back to 
camp. There was one man walking alone.. Witness did not turn the 
flash-light on after he had fired the shots because he didn't figure 
he had hit the man (R.167) and didn't call the Corporal of the Guard 
(R.169). Accused did not know why he. did not turn on his flash-light 
o~ did not call the Corporal of the Guard. He didn't know whether he 
was afraid the lone man was going to come up to him and strike him 
(R.170). 
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Redirect · exs,mination· of accus~!L 

Accused has never shot anyone before; has ne~er been in jail; has not 
been arrested and has not been convicted of a crime. · -He is ~vt 
prejUdic~d against white people. Ir he hadn't fired his gun.or fired 
it up in the air he would prc5bably have been taken oft his post and 
put in the stockade. After cal+µig halt· three times a sentry must 
fire his gun. ,Accused did not fire because the man called him a bad 
name (R.173). · This was the first occasion at Hilton Barracks that 
accused ever used a rifle (R.174) •. 

7. The defense indicated ~desire to stipulate with regard to 

the information as to the tµ"lllY'-intelligence test as shown on form 20 

and declared that. the .army score shows 47 (R.175). The ,trial- judge 

advocate stated.to the court that the investigating 9fficer had 


· examined form 20 and reported that according to the army qualifications 
test accused's ~core is 47. Prosecution was willing to stipulate to 
that fact (R.176). Defense counsel suggested that the Court could 
take judicial notice of the fact that a perso~ scoring unqer 50 was a 
moron. After a member of the Court (Capt. WoQd) stated that there is 
no regulation as to feeble ,mindedness, the Law Member ruled th~t the · 
matter would not be further considered. Thereupon the de.tense." counsel 
withdrew his offer to stipulate, stati~s "The court .has had. the. · 

. opportunity to view the witness" (R.176). There was no suggeetion or 
demand that accused be examined as to his sanity. · · · 

8•. The charge Sheet does not show that a copy of same was served. 
on accused. AW 70 in pertinent part providess 

''*** The tr~ judge advocate will cause to ~ 
· served upot1Jiccused a copy of the charges 
upon which trial is to be had, and a.failure 
so to ~erve such charges will be ground for a 
continuance unless the trial be had on charg943 
furnished the accused as hereinbefore provided. 

***" 
The defense made no motion for a continuance, but proceeded to trial 
without indicating that the charges had not been served on accused. , • 
The record of trial was examined and.initialed by defense counsel 
pursuant to par. 45b, M.C.M. The failure to serve copy of the charges 
did not impinge upon the jurisdiction of the Court, as it is not . 
11 an essential proceeding". (Winthrop's Military Law and Precedents 
(Reprint) p.157). Inasmuch as accused did not ask for a continuance; 
did not even suggest that copy of the charges had not been served upon 
him, and proceeded to trial without objection, it will be presumed that 
such service was properly made although evidence of service is not · 
shovm by the record. It does not appear that this irregularity in any 
respect injuriously affected any rights of accused (AW 37). · ·. 

42.~
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9. Sergeant William Hill, 383rd Eng. Bn., appeared as a witness 
for the prosecution (R.116). · Thereafter he was called as a defense 
witness (R.137). · Defense counsel proceeded to interrogate him as to 
statements made by accused after the homicide (a) at the entrance to 
the camp and (b) in the witness's .ro.om after accused had been placed 
in arrest. In substanc~, accused asserted to Hill (Hill so testified) 
that he had shot deceased in the performance .or his duty; that he told 
deceased to halt 11 and he wouldn't halt and I told him to halt again and 
he said 'Go on shoot you black mother-tucker' and, that is when I pulled 
the trigger" (R.138). This· evidence, produced by the defense, 
contain~ an admission by accused against interest that he shot deceased. 
In this respect it was clearly arlmissible, without showing its voluntary 
character (M.C .M., par.ll4b, p.116). Accused's statements insofar as 
they are exculpatory were not part of the res gestae (M.C.M., pa.r.115, 
p.118); were self-serving declarations and·were inadmissible in · 
evidence, (1 Wharton's Criminal Evidence, par.505, p.788). However, 
since Hill's testimony was invi~d by defense counsel, any unfavorable 
reaction it had upon accuaed does not constitute prejudicial error. 
(24 C.J.S., sec.1843, p.695). : , 

10. Accused is positively identified as the soldier who was on 
sentry .duty.at Post 2 of Camp Egginton at the time deceased, Brown and 
Hersey.approached the entrance of the Camp on the night of 5 February 
1943. · The evidence is clear and indisputable that it was accused who 
shot and Iq.lled deceased at the time and place alleged in the 
Specification of Charge I • Therefore, the homicide and accused's 
connection therewith are irrefragably established. 

11. By Charge I and its Specification accused is charged with the 

murder of deceased. The record of trial presents a f'undamental 

question: 


"Is the evidence legally sufficient to sustain 
· the finding that accused was guilty of murder 
or does it prove that accused was only guilty 
of manslaughter, a lesser included offense?" 

The problem should be considered in three aspects: (a) did the 

accused at the time he shot deceased act under such provocation, anger 

or heat of passion as to dethrone his powers of reasonsing, judgment 

and deliberation and thereby ne~ative the necessary element of murder, 

to-wit, malice aforethought? (bJ did the asservation by accused that 

he did not ihtend.to kill accused when he discharged his rifle at him 

reduce the grade of his offense from murder to manslaughter? (c) is 


.there evidence of a well g~ounded belief of accused when he fired of 
imminent danger as would reduce the homicide to manslaughter? Murder 
is defined thus1 
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.. "Murder is the unlawi'ul killing. of a human 
being with malice aforethought. 'Unlawful' 
means without legal justifi~ation or excuse 
'ti'*. Among the lesser offenses which may 
be included in a particu)..ar charge of •murder 
.are manslaughter, certain forms of assault 
and an attempt to commit nnµ-der.***" 
(M.C.M., sec.148, p.162) •. - · · 

"Murder a:s defined at cor.ll!lon law, and by 
statutes simply declaratory thereof, consists 
in the unlaw.tUl killin~ of a human being with 
malice aforethought." (29 C.J., sec.59, p.1083). 

"Murder, at common law, is the unlaw.tUl killing,· 
by a person of sound memory and discretion, of 
any reasonable creature in being and under.the 
peace of the State, with malice aforethought, 
either express or implied." (Winthrop's 
llilitary Law &Precedents (2nd Ed) sec.1041, 
p.672). ' 

The important element of nrurder, to wit, "malice aforethought" 

has been analysed by authorities as follows: 

"The term malice, as ordinarily employed in 
criminal law, is a strictly legal term, 
meaning not personal spite or hostility but 
simply the wrong.tUl intent essential to the 
commission of crime. When used, however, ~n 
connection with the word 'aforethought' or 
'prepense 1 , in defining the particular crime 
or murder, it signifies the same evil intent, 
as the result·ot a determined purpose, 
premeditation, deliberation, or brooding, 
and therefore as indicating, in the view of 
the law, a malignant or .. depraved nature, or, 
as the early writer, Foster, has expressed 
it, 'a heart regardless of social duty, and 
fatally bent upon mischief'. The deliberate 

· 	 purpose need not have been long entertained; 
it is sufficient if it exist at the moment 
of the act. Malice aforethought is either 
I express' Or I implied Ii express, Whe.re the 
intent, - as manifested by previous enmity, 
threats, the absence of any or of sufficient 
provocation, etc.- is to take the life of 
the particular person killed, or, since a 
specific purpose to kill .is not essential 
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. to ·constitute murder, to inflict upon him. 
some ex~essive J:>odi~ injury which mq 
naturally result in death; irnPlied,. where 
the intent is·to commit a felonious· or · 
unlawful. act but not to kill or injure the 

·'particular person***;" {Winthrop's Milita.rY' 
Law &Precedents {2nd Ed) sec.i041~.J?•67J). 

"Malice or malice aforethought is the element 
which distinguishes murder at common law and; 
·commonly, under the statutes defining murder, 

• from other grades of homicides.****" (29 C .J.,, 
·sec.60, p.1084). · 

The distinction between murder and voluntary manslaughter is 
stated as followsa 

"Manslaughter is distinguished from murder 
'by the absence of deliberation and malice 
aforethought". (1 Wharton's Criminal Law, 
sec.L.23, p.640). · . · · 

11 Manslaughter··ra-uru.awful homicide without 
malice aforethought and is either voluntary 

_or involuntary". {M.C.M., sec.149, p.165). 

"At common.law a·killing.ensuing from sudden 
transpor~ of passion or.heat of blood, if 
upon sudden combat, was also manslaughter, 
and the statutory definition of voluntary 
manslaughter has on some jurisdictions been 
made expressly to include a killing without· 
malice in a sudden fray. However, a sudden 
combat~is· ordinarily considered upon the 
same footing as other provocations operating 
to create such passion as temporarily to 
unseat-the judgment". (29 Corpus Juris, 
sec.115, p.1128). 

"The proof of homicide, as necessarily 
involving malice, must show the facts under 
which the killing was effected, and from· 
the whole facts and circumstances surrounding 
the killing the jury infers malice or its 
absence. Malice in connection with the 
crime of killing is but another name for a 
certain· condition·. of a man's heart or mind, 
and as.no one can look into the heart or 
mind of another, the only way to decide 
upon its condition at the time of a killing 422 
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is to infer it.from the slirrounding facts 
and that inference is one of fact for a 
jury. The presence or absence of this 
malice or mental condition marks the 
boundary which separates the two crimes of 

· murder and manslaughter". (Stevenson v. 
United States, 162 U.S. 313, 320; 40 L. Ed. 
980, 983) (Cf. Jerry Wallace V• United 
States, 162 U.S. 466, 4D L~" Ed. 1039; 
John Brown v. United States, 159 U.S. 1001
40 L. Ed. 90). . ' 

Considering all of the testimony in the case - that of the 

defense as well as that of the prosecution - it is impossible to 

discover any evidence of mutual combat between accused and deceased. 

Such idea is positively negatived and is no~ worthy of further 

discussion. 


(a) A homicide committed under such provocation or disturbance as to 

displace the accused's powers of reasoning, judgment and discretion 

with anger, passion, fright or other mental and emotional derangement 

is rnans~aughter - not murder. Malice aforethought or premeditation 

ordinarily do not coexist in .the human mental processes with anger, 

passion or fright, and it is ·the presence of malice aforethought which 

steps up a homicide from manslaughter to nrurder. (CM ETO 72, Jacobs and 


·Farley;, CM .ETO 82 1 , McKenzie). · 

The prosecution•s· evidence of the events immediately 
preceding the homicide summarizes as follows: 

A group of 20 to 25 soldiers, passengers on the bus arriving 
.from Derby crowded about the camp entrance. Accused had demanded . 
that they exhibit their passes. There was loud talk and some profanity. 
Deceased, Brown and Hersey were late in arriving and were at the rear 
of the crowd of soldiers. The deceased was in a condition of helpless 
intoxication under the care of Brown and Hersey. He had his arms 
about their necks and they in turn had their arms and hands at his back. 
They "dragged him". and it was necessary to support him to prev~nt him 
from falling to the ground. He required assistance in walking. He 
was sick and vomited after leaving the bus but prior to reaching the 
corner. His talk was a 11 mumble 11 , which could not be understood ev~n 
by his escorts. The trio ha.J:ed when they arrived at.the corner, 
standing. on a line parallel with and about 7 or 8 ft from, the end of 
the building. Deceased continued to mumble, but was neither noisy 
nor boisterous and until accused turned and faced him, he said nothing 
to accused. His mumbling was not directed at accused, but was 

.obviously the diffuseness of a drunken man. Brown a.rid Hersey were 
not disorderly or noisy nor did they direct any remarks to accused. 
Accused had been facing the camp with his rifle at port-arms. He 
faced about and sirnultaneously ·threw a cartridge into the chamber. l~t:n ·:::-i 
approached the tri_o. Brown informed accused that they had a drunkerf<~....... 
man, and asked permission to take him through the gate. Corporal 
:Montella approa~h~ .3113~ir "I'11 take ,charge of that man". Accused 
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replied: 11 Better get him ou"j of here. 11 Accused, upon facing about 
brought his Garand M-1 rifle from port-arms to a horizontal position 
about level with his hips and had it pointed at deceased, Brown and 
Hersey. The end of the barrel of the rifle was 2 or 3 yards from 
the three soldiers. The deceased then murmured something and accused 
replied: 11 Shut up, or I'11 shoot" • Deceased said: 11 Go ahead and 
shoot, I'd rather be dead than the wa:y .I am now''. or '!I would rather 
be dead than the way I feel11 • Accused retorted: "Do you think I am 
kidding?" and then discharged the rifle. Two shots were fired in 
rapid succession. Deceased fell to the.ground. Accused did not at 
any time order deceased, Brown or Hersey to halt•.. A soldier from 
the 156th Infantry.rushed over to the sentry and said: 11 Please let us 
take him through the gate. The man is dying11 •• Accused continued to 
point his gun towards deceased, now prone on the.gro1.ll1d 1 and replied: 
11 You ain't taking him no place. 11 A Sereeant or Corporal intervened 
with: "Go on, let him take him through". Thereupon deceased ._was . 
carried through the entrance to the orderly room. One of prosecution's 
witnesses (Brunson) testified that accused appeared to be 11 mad at 
somebody" before he carne on duty, but nothing occurred in the witness's 
presence to make the guard 11 mad 11 • Another witness for the 
prosecution (Dean) testified that accused appeared· to be in his normal 
state of mind; was not tense or excited nor was there anything llllusual 
in his attitude. The other witnesses for the prosecution made no 
mention of anything unusual in accused's emotional or mental condition. 

The accused's version of the events is as follows: 

He was directed by the O.D. to check all passes; such 
direction being given accused immediately prior to the arrival of the 
bus at Hilton. Soon thereafter a crowd of 20 or .30 soltliers arrived 
on the bus and presented themselves to accused for entrance to the 
camp. He demanded they exhibit t eir passes. Corp. Dean appeared 
and, standing in the rear of accused and nearest the entrance, assisted. 
in checking the passes. He stopped those soldiers whose passes had 
not been examined by accused. The.deceased came around the corner. 
Accused turned his flash-light on him and ordered him to halt but 
deceased continued to advance •. Accused called 11 halt11 .the second time_ 
and deceased said: "You, black mother-fucker". Accused 11 halted11 him 
a third time but accused "didn't see him like he stopped walking". 
Accused turned off his flash-light and then shot deceased. Two 
cartridges were discharged from the rifle. Accused was not angry 
because of the vile epithet applied to him by deceased, because he 
11 had been called 1Ifother-fucker' lots of times and didn't mind or 
didn't care anything about it11 • He didn't fire because he had been 
called a bad name. As far as accused knew there was only one man 
who came around the corner. There could have been more than one. but 
he did not look and he didn 1 t know whether or not deceased was drunk 
because he "had not been around drunken soldiers11 • He did not call 
halt a fourth time, although deceased did not hear the first time, 
because 11 you 1re not supposed to halt no fourth time. You challenge 
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three times. If they don't halt the third time, I fire1t. The· O.D. 

did not tell him to do that. When he pointed his rifle at deceased 

he wasn 1t aiming. to hit or kill him. He didn1t aim at him. He 

pointed his rifle in the direction he heard footsteps to scare the 

person approaching.· He didn't turn his fiash-light on nor call the 

Corporal of the Guard after shooting because he didn't figure he had 

hit the man. 


The function of the Court was to judge the credibility of 
witnesses, weigh the evidence before it and reconcile conflicts therein. 
It heard and saw the witne~ses and made its finding and thereby 
determined tha'!; accused acted with premeditation and malice aforethought_. 
The Board of Review, sitting in appellate review, treats the finding 

· of the Court as presumptively correct and its duty is to determine if · 
such finding is supported by substantial evidence. (CM ETO 132, Kelly · 
and Hyde; CM 2035ll, Wedmore; CM 223336 (1942) Bul. JAG., Vol.I, No.3, 
sec.422, p.159). 

The evidence presented by the prosecution, standing alone, is 

highly convincing that. accused when he discharged his rifle at deceased 

was not acting under heat of passion, anger or fright nor suffering 

from mental or emotional derangement or disorder. One witness 

(Brunson) was impressed with the idea that accused was "mad11 because . 

of the manner in which he told deceased 11 to shut up or I'll shoot you", 

and that he mu.st have been 11 mad11 when he came on duty. However: 


"Mere anger,:in and of itself, is not sufficient, 
but Dillst be of such a character as to prevent 
the individual from cool reflection and the 
control of his actions. Such passion must be 

· 	 produced by due and adequate provocation, and 
be such that would cause an ordinary man to 
act upon the impulse of the moment, -engendered 
by such passion and without due reflection 
and the formation of a determined purpose".
(1 Wharton's Criminal Law, sec.426, p.647). 

Another witness for the prosecution denied accused was tense 

or excited or there was anything unusual in his attitude. The 

remainder of the witnesses were silent on the subject of accused's 

mental and.emotional reactions. 


It is manifest that accused, himself, corroborated a vital· 
elemen~ of the prosecution's case. After asserting that deceased 
applied an obscene epithet to him upon being "halted" the second time, 
accused declared that he had been called 'such epithets "lots of times 
and didn't care about it", and that he did not .fire because deceased . 
had called him a bad name. , In response to the question as to why he 
did not 11halt11 deceased a fourth time, although deceased did not hear 
his command the .first time, he replied: 11you1re not supposed to halt · 
no .fourth time. You challenge three times. If they don't halt the 
third time, I fire 11 • 42.~ 
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Accused disclaimed all anger because he was nalled a vile 
name (the 11 bad name" incident 1vas clearly disproved by the 
prosecution's evidence and it was most probably a creation of 
accused's imagination) and. offered as the sole explanation for his 
act the alleged fact that deceased·failed or refused to halt after 
having received the order three times. Deceased was "mumbling" and 
may have been heard by accused, but it is a striking fact that 
accused makes no mention of it and does not charge deceased with 
such conduct. The accused, described his mental and emotional 
condition at the time he shot deceased in such manner as to confirm 
the prosacution 1 s evidence that he was not acting under provocation 
and was free from anger or passion. 

There is therefore no evidence in the record that accused 
shot deceased Under the spell or urge of anger, passion or other mental 
or emotional derangement, but oppositely it.affirmatively appears that 
accused was acting entirely free from such influences and deliberately 
and with malice aforethought shot deceased. 11 If they don't halt the 
third time, I fire". In the opinion of the Board of Review t!i.e 
Court could not have reached a conclusion other than it did. 

(b) Accused insisted that when he pointed his rifle at deceased he did 
not intend to hit or kill him; that he didn't aim at deceased and that 
he only pointed his rifle in· the direction he heard footsteps in order 
to scare the person approaching. 

By its finding the Court expressed its disbelief of accused's 
explanation of the killing and such conclusion is binding on the Board 
of Review. The Board of Review is however, in complet~ agreement 
with the finding of the Court. Accused's contention in this respect 
was entirely futile. It is neither a defense nor a matter in 
mitigation. 

. "Mere use of deadly weapon does not of itself 
raise a presumption of malice on the part of the 
accused; but where such a weapon is used in a 
manner likely to, and does cause death, the 
law presumes malice fror.i the act". (1 rlharton 1 s 
Criminal Law (12th Ed.), sec.426, p.655). 

·"A specific intent to kill does not enter into 
the definition of murder at common law or 
under statutes declaratory thereof; it is 
aufficient if the unlawful killing is with 
malice aforethought either express or implied, 
and a homicide may be malicious, and hence may 
be murder, although there was no actual design 
to take life. If .an unlawful act, dangerous 
to, and indicating disregard of, human life, 
causes the death of another, the perpetrator is 
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guilty of murder, although he did not intend 
to kill. Thus, if an assault was made upon 
deceased, not with the design of killing 
him, but of inflicting· great bodily harm . 
upon him, it is murder 'if his death is caused 
thereby; and it is murder where death results 
from an assault or other unlawf'ul act, 
intentionally done in such a mann~r as was 
likely to cause death or serious bodily harm, 
even though there may have.been no actual 
intent to cause death or great bodily harm, 
but the injury intended must.be such as 
involves serious consequences, either in . 
endangering life or leading to great bodily -. 
harm, and death or great bodily harm must _ 
have been a reasonable. or probable consequence. 
of the act." (29 Corpus Juris, sec.69, 
p.1095-1096). . . . 

"It is murder,· malice being presumed or 
inferred, where death is caused by the 
intentional and unlawful use of a deadly 
weapon in a deadly manner provided in all 
cases that there are no circumstances serving / 
to mitigate, excuse, or justify the act. 
·The use of a deadly weapon is not conclusive 
as to malice, but.the inference of malice 
therefrom may be overcome, and where the 
facts and circumstances of the killing are 
in evidence, its existence of malice.must 
be determined as a fact from all the evidence. 

')()0()()()()()()(1(1(1(* 

In order that an implication of malice may 
arise from the use of a deadly weapon it 
must appear that its use was willful or 
intentional, or deliberate. This, like 
other matters of intent, is to be gathered 
from the circumstances of the case, such as 
the fact that accused had the weapon 
prepared for use, or that it was used in 
such a manner that the natural, ordinary, 
and probable result would be to take life." 
(29 Corpus Juris, sec.74, p.1099-llel). 

Accused's testimony clearly shows that he sh~t the deceased (who he 
declares was alone) as he came "around the corner" because he failed 
or refused to heed the warnings to halt. He deliberately pointed 
his rifle at him and fired. He sought neither to shoot at the ground 
nor above the deceased, but held the rifle with the level of his hip 
and horizontal to the ground and discharged it. It was in 11 a manner 
that the natural, ordinary and probable result would be to take the 
life" of the soldier, who was the deceased. This was certainly 422 
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substantial evidence from which to infer that accused's use of the 
deadly weapon "was willful or intentional or deliberate" and it 
cries aloud the fact that accused acted with malice aforethought. 

(c) Well grounded belief of danger may reduce a homicide from murder 
to manslaughter, 11 but, in order to accomp.J3sh this; :the fear must be 
such as a reasonable man would entertain under the circu.~stances of 
the homicide. · Mere fear, apprehension or belief, though honestly 
entertained, when not justifiable, will not excuse or mitigate a 
killing where the danger was not urgent." ·"Danger must be present, 
active and imminent to constitute a·reasonable belief of danger." 
(1 Wharton's· .Criminal Law, sec.426, p.655). · . 

Accused testified that he did not know whether the lone man 
(meaning the deceased) was going to come up to him and strike him (R.170). 
Sergt. Hill in his testimoey given·as a witness for the prosecution 
testified that accused stated to him after the homicide; 11 No, I didn!t 
know whether it was a soldie~ or not, although he had on soldiers' 
clothes", because, he said, "spies dress as American soldiers sometimes" 
(R.122). This is the total evidence from or on behalf of accused _ 
which gives any indication as to whether he entertaiiied any belief of 
imminent danger. Accused is specific in his testimony that he saw 
only deceased. He declares he saw neither Brown nor Hersey, and did 
not know whether deceased was drunk or not. The defense's evidence, 
therefore, fails to prove (a) that accused had any belief that he was 
'in imminent danger or (b) that there was in fact any present, active 
danger. · 

, When, however, the prosecution's evidence is considered in 
connection with accused's sketchy testimony on this point; there is 
substantial evidence that not only danger did not exist but also that 
accused did not entertain the belief that he was in danger. At the · 
time accused approached deceased there yet remained near him a number 
of soldiers seeking.entrance to the camp. The acting Corporal of the 
Guard (Dean) was in close proximity. Deceased was intoxicated to the 
degree that he was physically helpless and was under the care of 
Brown and Hersey. ·The trio, after reaching the corner of the building, 
advanced no .further. · Brown asked for accused's permission to talce 
deceased through the entrance, explaining that he was drunk. Accused 
gave no warning, but approached deceased and ordered him to "shut up", 
threatening to shoot him. Deceased last words: "Go ahea.4 and shoot. 
I'd rather be dead than the way I fee~" were not a threat, but the 
complaint of an inebriated man. Accused then discharged two bullets 
into deceased. __ .Any contention that accused was actuated by fear is 
therefore, without shadow or substance,.and is considered by_ the 
Board of Review only because it falls within the ambit of the general 
discussion. · 

12. There is another aspect of the case which in the opinion of 
the Board of Review requires some consideration. . Accused testifi~d 
that the O.D. (Lieut. Porter) directed him to check all passes of 
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soldiers returning to camp that evening. Such testimony is not 
contradicted and it received a certain amount of corroboration 
through the evidence of. Sergt. Hill· (R.126,127) who, without 
objection from the prosecution, testified that at an investigation 
of·the homicide, accused asserted that he was checking the passes on 
the evening of 5 February 1943 under orders .of the O.D; that Lieut. 
Porter was present at the investigation when accused made such .. 
assertion, but did not deny it. "Lieut. Porter was not introduced 
as a witness by either the prosecution or defense. The Hill testimony 
op. this point should have been excluded by the Law Member hB.d timely 
objection been made by the trial judge advocate, as it is clearly 
hearsay and inadmissible, but it is in th~ record for what it is 
worth. It is therefore, assumed for the purpose of this discussion, 
that the O.D., did give such order to accused and that accused was 
acting under such order and authority when he stopped the returning 
soldiers and demanded that they exhibit their. passes. ' According to 
the defense's theory accused ordered deceased three times to halt as 
he _approached the entrance for the purpose of checking his pass. 
Deceased refused or failed to comply wi'th either of the three commands 
and as a result accused shot him in the performance of his duty. 
The difficulty with this contention is that it is not consistent 
with the facts of the case. Granted as a major premise that accused 
received orders to check all passes of the returning soldiers, the 
evidence fails to support the-remaining necessary elements to make 
the defense valid. 

"That the act charged as an 
\.
offence was done 

in obedience to the order--verbal or written 
-~or a military superior, is, in general, a 
good defence at military law. 
The act, however, must have'been duly done-
must not have bee~ either wanton or in excess 
of the authority or discretion conferred by 

. the order. Thus an officer or soldier 
ordered to suppress a mutiny or disorder or 
to make an arrest, a guard ordered to keep in 
custody a prisoner, or a sentinel ordered to 
prevent persons from passing his post, will 
not be justified in taking life or in 

' resorting to extreme violence, where the 
object of the order can be effectually 
accomplished by more moderate and customary 
means: otherwise where the forcible 
resistance -of the party, his persistence in 
disregarding warnings,. his sudden flight, 
etc., render it impracticable to seize or 
stop him without extre~e violence or the use 
of a deadly weapon." (Winthrop's Military 
Law and Precedents, (Reprint), p.296). 
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·"A homicide.done in the proper performance 
of a legal duty is justifiable. Thus, 
executing a person pursuant to a legal 
sentence of death; killing in suppressing 
a mutiny or in preventing the escape of a 
prisoner where no other possible means are 
adequate; killing an enemy in battle; and 
killing to prevent the comr.rl.ssion of a 
felony attempted by force or surprise, 
such as murder, bl.lrglary, or arson, are 
cases of justifiable homicide. The general 
rule is that the acts of a subordinate 
officer or soldier, done in good faith and 
without malice in compliance with his 
supposed duty, or of superior orders; are 
justifiable, unless such acts are manifestly 
beyond the scope of his aµthori ty ,· and such 
that a man of ordinary sense and understanding 
would know to be illegal. (Wharton on Homicide)." 
(M.C.M., par.J.48, p.162-163). 

There is not only substantial evidence to support the conclusion that 

accused did not give deceased timely warning, but also the quantity 

and quality of the evidence is such that the Court could not have 

found ·otherwise than it did. Such finding is conclusive on the Board 

·of Review. On this basis the accused approached deceased(who was 
helplessly intoxicated and was then supported by Brown and Hersey) 
ordered him to "shut up11 and threatened to shoot him. Upon deceased 
answering 11 Go ahead and shoot. I would rather be dead than the way I 
feel", accused replied: "Do you think I am kidding?" He then shot 
deceased. There was no attempt by accused to check deceased's pass 
pursuant to his orders from the O.D. · No demand was·maae on either · 
the deceased or his companions to produce their passes. Brown had·, 
asked for permission to take deceased into camp explaining deceased 
was drunk. Montella as BUperior N.c.o. present had informed accuseds 
11 I 111 take charge of that man". . In the face of this 'situation, 
accused discharged his rifle at deceased. Accused's contention is, 
therefore, destroyed by the facts of the case. · · 

If the issue be premised upon accused's statement that three 
times he gave deceased the warning to halt; that deceased continued to 
approach even after the third command and that he shot deceased 
because he failed or re:f"used to heed the warning, there is, nevertheless, 
no comfort for the accused. · There is substantial evidence in the · · 
record from which the Court was fully justified in _concluding that . 
·accused resorted to extreme violence when he might have carried out 
his orders to check·deceased's pass by more moderate and customary 
means. This was essentially a question of fact within the exclusive 
province of the Court, and inasmuch as its finding is sustained by 
substantial evidence it is accepted by the Board· of Review as final. . 
The contention~ of accused-that he killed deceased in the performance 
of a duty imposed upon him by the Officer of the day,does.not possess
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even a modicum of merit. ' 

13. The record cleariY and.emphatically establishes beyond a 
reasonable doubt accused's guil~ of the murder.of deceased•. The . 
homicide was cruel' ruthless, and premed!tated without a shadow or -. 
excuse or pretense in mitigation. Ac9used eichibited his brut.&J., .. 
savage nature in his preliminary approach to deceased, in. the act .: · 
of killing and in his subsequent attitude with reference to decea.Sed's 
body, "You ainIt taking him no place". . The Board or Review' is or . 
the opinion that the record is legally_ sufficient to support the. 
finding or ~der. . . . . . - . 

14. Charge II and its Speciiication .charges accused rlth 
committing an assault upon Pvt. Philip H. Brown with intent to do him 
bodily harm by shooting him in the left hand with 8: dangerous weapon,· . 
to wit, a rifle. Certain of .the facts and circwnstances connected 
with the actual shooting of O'Connell by accused are relevant.in 
considering the assault committed by accused on.Brown. They are 
hereinbefore set forth in detail' and repetition thereof is unnecessary. 
It is sufficient to stimmarize the Ultimate facts giving rise to the. / 
charge. 

. Brown and Hersey were the escorts of deceased, O'Connell, 
on the night of 5 February 1943. They took cognizance of the 
latter's extreme intoxication when he dismounted from the bus arriving 
in Hilton from Derby and attempted to assist him toreach his barracks. 
Hersey was on deceased's left side with his right arm about deceased. 
Brown was on deceased's right side with his left arm about deceased. 
The palm or Brown's hand rested approximately on deceased's left 
shoulder-blade. The tlu.-ee soldiers stood in this pose parallel with 
the end of the building but 7 or S rt therefrom. There is no · 
evidence that accused knew Brown personally or that he had ever had 
any contact with him. This was their first meeting. It is manifest, 
however, that accused saw Brown and Hersey supporting and holding 
deceased when he discharged his rifle in their direction. The bullet 
from accused 1s rifl.e, which killed 0 1Connell, passed through his body 
and upon its exit, struck Brown's left hand, penetrated it, and 
inflicted a serious and painful wound which may leave permanent, 
partial impairment. The 93rd Article of Viar denounces the offense 
as follows: 

11 Any person subject to militarJ law who ·. 
commits **** assault with intent to do 
bodily harm with a dangerous weapon, 
instrwnent or other thing **** shall be 
punished as a court-martial may direct. 11 

The Manual for Courts-L!artial discusses the offense as follows: 
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"This is an assault aggravated by the 
specific present intent to do bodily harm 
to the person assaulted by means of the 

·force employed. It is not necessary that 
any battery actually ensue, or, if bodily 
harm is actually inflicted, that it be of 
the kind intended. · \'/here the accused 
acts in reckless:disregard for the safety 
of others it is not a defense that 4e did 
not have in mlnd'the particular person 
injured. Proof.-(a) That the accused · 
assaulted a certain person, as alleged; . 
. and (b) the facts and circumstances of 
the case indicating the concurrent intent 
thereby to do bodily harm to such person."
(M.C.M., par.149n, p.180). . . 

The assault with which accused is charged is within the group ordinarily 
classified as "aggravated or other heinous assaults." Its distinguishing 
element is the presence of the _specific intent to inflict bodily harm 
which must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt. A failure in proof of 
this element cannot be supplied by evidence that the injury was inflicted. 
Specific intent requires factual proof; it cannot be implied. However, 
specific intent'may be inferred from surrounding facts and circumstances, 
and such inferences constitute factual proof•. 

"Under statutes of this character the 
intent to inflict an injury, of the kind 
described by the particular statute, is 
an essential element. of the offense, .and 
the absence of such intent cannot be 
supplied by the mere fact that the i~jury 
is inflicted, although an inference of the 
intent may be justified from the occasion
ing or the injury, or the character of . 
the inj~J, or of the implement employed, 
or the other circumstances attending the 
assault. There need not be a specific 
intent to assault the prosecuting witness, 
or to inflict the particular kind of injury 
which resulted; therefore mistake in the 
identity of the person assaulted affords 

.no excuse."(5.C.J., sec.216~ p.739; 
6 C.J.S., sec.79(-:2), p.937J. 

11 The intent to injure.another by discharging 
a loaded gun at him is at least an intent 
to inflict great· bodily injury, and that a 
party's e.tm is not true does not change the · 
intent, if it is the purpose and intent 
to injure." ( ~ C.J.s., sec.79(2), p.938). 422 
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Had the deceased, O'Connell, not died, then beyond all peradve.nture, 
accused would have been guilty of assaulting him with intent to 
inflict bodily harm vlith a dangerous weapon. Accused aimed ~d 
discharged· his rifle at deceased after threat.ening to shoot him and 
after Brown asked permission to take him into camp and Montella stated 
he would take care of him. These facts together with other circUJllstances, 
obvious upon inspection of the record, supply a substantial basis from 

_ which the specific intent by accused to inflict bodily harm upon 
O'Connell may be inferred. 

" However, accused ie charged with assaulting Brown with intent 

to inflict bodily harm - not the deceased O'Connell. Will the evidence 

support the Charee and Specification? Brown was grievously wolUlded 

by the same bullet that killed O'Connell. The identical circumstances 

therefore surrounded the wounding of Brown as enveloped the.murdering 

of O'Connell. 


It may be true that accused did not contemplate that he would 
kill O'Connell and wolUld Brown by the use of the same bullet. The · 
law veIJ' wisely does not indulge in abstract or abstruse considerations 
in transactions of this kind. It deals with practicul everyday · 
problems of human relationship and must of necessity adapt itself to 
same. An accused coJllillitting an offense of this nature need not have 
intended to do only the.precise thing which actually followed his 
assault (People v. Howard, 179 li:ichigan 478, 146 N.W• .315; People v. 
Miller, 91 Michigan 6.39, 52 NSi~ 65; People v. Kalinki, 12.3 Michigan 110, 
81 N.W. 923; Lambert v. State, 80 Nebraska 562, 114 lI.W. 775). 

"It is not essential to a conviction for 
the offense charged that the accused should 
have intended the precise injury which 
followed as the result of the assault. It 
is su!'ficient if serious hodily harm of a:ny 
kind vms contemplated. Peo. v. f.Iiller, 91 
m.ch. 6.39, 52 H.W• 65. 

KMkMKKMkXKkK*iiiH-

But where the injury proved is the natural 
and necessary consequence of the deliberate 
and inexcusable act of the accused, the 
inference is that it was the result 

contemplated by him when the assault was 

committed, and may be s~ficient evidence 

of the specific intent which is essential 

to a conviction. 11 • 


(l.lurphey v. State, 4.3 Nebr • .34; 41, 

61 N.W. 491.)(5 Corpus Juris, p.7.39). 


The intent on accused's part to inflict bodily harm on deceased, 

exhibited by accused 1 s deliberate, malicious killing of deceased 

included within its scope the intent to do bodily harm to any person 
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who was or came within.the range of the ·bullets fired by accused at 
deceased. Accused displayed "a reckless disregard for the safety· · 
of others". _Such conduct supplies the proof that accused intended 
to inflict bodily harm on Brown. The law does not require proof that 
accused intended that the bullet which killed O'Connell should also 
have_ wounded Brown. The requirements are satisfied by the proof that 
accused.intended to inflict bodily harm on deceased and in the 

· execution of such intent Brown was wounded. The specific intent to 
do bodily harm to O'Connell followed the bullet through his body into 
Brown' s hand. (Cf: CM 221640, Loper) .. . . . . . · 

The Board of Review is of the opinion,that the record is 

legally sufficient to sustain the finding of guilty of Charge n_ana 

its-Specification. · 


15. An accused convicted of murder under the 92nd Article of War 

"shall suffer death or life imprisonment as the court-martial mey 

direct". Conviction of the offense of "assault with intent to do 

bodily harm with a dangerous weapon, instrument or thing" under the 

93rd Article of War permits the imposition of such punishment as the· 

court-martial may direct excepting the death penalty. The accused 

in the instant case was found guilty of both offenses and was 

sentenced to be dishonorably discharged the service, total forfeiture 

of all pay and allowances due or to be come due and to be confined 

at hard labor for his natural life. The sentence is legal. 


In CM ETO 268 fil.Q!s§, the accused was found gullty of murder 
under the 92nd Article of War and was sentenced to dishonorable 
discharge, total forfeitures and confinement at hard labor for his 
natural life. The Board of Review(AJAG.; ETOUSA, concurring) held 
that part of the sentence involving tot.al forfeitures to be void, but 
sustained the sentence with respect to the dishonorable discharge and 
life imprisonment. ·The instant case is distinguishable from the 
Ricks case inasmuch as the present accused was convicted not only of . 
murder under AW 92 but also of assault with intent to do bodily harm 
with a dangerous weapon under AW 93. · The finding of guilty of the 
additional Charge .under AW 93 furnishes the legal basis for sustaining 

. that part of the sentence adjudging total forfeiture. 

16. Accused is of the age of 24 years. He has been sentenced to 
confinement .for life as punishment for an act "recognized as an offense 
of a civil nature and so punishable by penitentiary. confinement for . 
more than one year by some statute of general application within the 
continental United States"; and which renders his retention in the 
service undesirable. Therefore confinement in the United States 
Penitentiary, Lewisburg; Pennsylvania, is proper. (AW 42; War Department 
Directive 2/26/41, AG 253 (2-6-41)E). Accused's return to the United 
States and execution of sentence to dishonorable discharge is authorized. 
(GO #37, ETOUSA., 9 Sept 1942 as amended by GO #63, ETOUSA., 4 Dec 1942). 
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17. The court was legally constituted and had jurisdiction of 
the accused and the offense. . No errors injuriously affecting the 
substantial rights.of the accused were com.rnitted during the trial. 
The Board of Review is.of the opinion that the record is legally 
sufficient to support the findings of guilty and the sentence. 
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1st ·Ind. 

WD, Branch Office TJAG with ETOUSA. 10 MAY'l943. TO: Commanding Genera1, 
Western Base Section, SOS, ETOU&. 

l. ~ In the case of Pfc. WILLARD GREEN (NM!), (34072287), Company A, 
J83rd Engineer Battalion (Separate), attention is invited to the 
foregoing holding by the Board of Review, that the record of trial is 
legally sufficient to support the findings and the sentence, which . 
holding is hereby approved. Under the provisions of Article of War 5oi, 
you now have authority to order the execution of the sentence• , ' ·. · 

. . . 
2. When copies of the published order are forwarded to this of!-"ice.,· 

they should be accompanied by the f orego·ing holding and this indorsemen:t•.. 
The file number of the record in'this office is ETO .422. For · ' 
convenience of\. reference please place that number" in brackets at _the end 
of the order: '(ETg_ 422). · . · 

~ \.<:<r# t 

1 Inola · 

,<:>p~~on of Board of Review. 
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Branch Office of The Judge Advocate General 
with the 

European Theater of Operations 
APO 871. 

Board of Review. 

ETO 438. 

UNITED STATES ) SOUTHERN BASE SECTION, SERVICES 

v. 
) 
) 
) 

OF SUPPLY, EUROPEAN THEATER OF 
OPERATIONS. 

Private HAROLD ADOLPHUS SMITH 
.(14045090), alias HAROLD A. SMITH, 
alias HARRY ADOLPHUS SMITH, alias 
HAROLD ALVIN SUITH, Headquarters and 
Headquarters Company, First Tanlc 

) 
) 
) 
) 
). 

Trial by G.C.M., convened at 
Bristol, England, 12 March 
1943. Sentence: To b6 hanged 
by the neck until dead. 

Destroyer Group. ) 

HOLDING of the BOARD OF REVm/ 

RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN and SARGENT, Judge Advocates 


1. The record of trial in the case of the soldier named above 
has been examined by the :Soard of Review and the Board submits this, 
its holding, to the Assistant Judge Advocate General in charge of the 
Branch Office of The Judge Advocate General with the European Theater 
of Operations. · 

2. Accused was tried upon the following Charges and 
Specifications: 

CHARGE I: Violation of the 92nd Article of War. 
Specification: In that Private Harold Adolphus 

Smith, Headquarters and Headquarters Company, 
First Tank Destroyer Group, did, at Chisledon 
Camp, 11 E11 Company, ll6th Infantry, near Swindon, 
Wilts, England, on or about January 9, 1943, 
with malice aforethought, wil.f'ully, deliberately, 
feloniously, unlawf'ully and with premeditation 
kill one Private Harry M. Jenkins, Company 11 E11 , 

116th Infantry, a htunan being by shooting him 
with a pistol. 
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CHARGE II1 Violation of the 69th Article of War. 
Specification1 In that Private Harold Adolphus 

Smith, Headquarters and Headquarters Company, 
First Tank Destroyer Group, having been placed 
in confinement in the stockade at Chiseldon 

1 Camp, Wilts,_ England, did, at ChiseldonCamp, 
Wilts, England, on or about December 31, 1942, 
escape from said confinement before he was set 
at liberty by proper authority. 

He pleaded not guilty to Charge I and its Specification and guilty to 
Charge II and its Specification and was found guilty ar both of the 
Charges and their Specifications. No evidence of previous convictions 
was introduced. He was sentenced to be banged by the neck until dead.· 

The reviewing authority, the Commanding Officer, Southern . 
Base Section, s.o.s., ETOUSA, approved the sentence and forwarded the 
record of trial for action under Article of. Viar JJJ. The confirming 
authority, the Commanding GenerB.l, European Theater of Operations, 
confirmed the sentence, withheld the order directing the execution 
thereof, and forwarded the record pursuant to Article of War 50!-. 

3. On 31 December 19~, the accused together with Harry L. 
English, a general prisoner, escaped from confinement in the guardhouse 
at Chisledon Camp, Wilts,England, and together went to London (R.65). 
They remained in London about a week when running short of money, 
accused, alone, left London on Friday morning, 8 January 1943, telling 
English he would return to camp to collect some moneys owing to him 
(R.67). Accused~ached Swindon about lls45 P.M., the night of 
8 January 1943 and immediately went to Chisledon Camp six miles from 
Swindon, he claims, to rejoin his unit (Prosecution's Exhibit 11 011 

1 
statement of accused). . He arrived at the kitchen of the camp about 
2100 A.tl., of Saturday morning, 9April 1943, and was given a sandwich 
by two members of a guard detail (Corporal Amos R. Buchanan and Pfc. 
Richard B. Payne) ·from Company 11E11 , ll6th Infantry, who took him to 
their barracks where he spent the night (R.18,24). Accused remained 
in or about such barracks until approximately 3:30 in the afternoon of 
the same day. · Men coming into the barracks from guard duty dropped 
their pistols "in the nearest convenient spot" (R.21). During the 
day accused took, without authority, a U.S. Army .45 caliber pistol, 
holster, web belt and three clips of ammunition. This equipment he 
strapped about his waist, under his overcoat and walked out of the 
barracks about four o'clock in the afternoonl checking the clip in the 
pistol as he went (Prosecution's Exhibit 11 011 ). He was not drunk 
(R.18125). 

The story as told by accused in his sworn statement 
(Prosecution's Exhibit 11 011 ) made 11 January 1943, two days after the 
shooting, was substantially corroborated by witnesses at the trial and 
is as followss 

.;>5 yo'\ 0. 
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"Statement of Pvt. Harold Adolphus Smith, taken at 
33 Davies Street, London W.l, at 9:30 A.M., on 
date below. 

Jan. 11th 1943. 

Private Harry Adolphus Smith, it is my duty to 

inform you of your rights at this time. It is 

your privilege to remain silent. Anything you may 

say may be used either for or against you in the 

event that this investigation results' in a trial. 

Do you thoroughly understand your rights. If so 

sign below. · · 


(Signature) Harold Adolphus Smith. 

I, Private Harry Adolphus Smith, ·ASM 14045090, 

Hq. Hq.Co. 1st Tank Destroyer Group, APO #302 

having been dUly warned do hereby make the 

following statement ·entirely .of my own free will 

without threat or promise of reward. 

At about 5:00 P.M. on Friday, Jan 1st 1943 I went 

A.w.o.L. from my unit and went to London. I had 

just been paid and had about iil.5. I rented a 

room at the Royal Hotel, Russell Square, London. · 


(At bottom of page - Signature) Harold Adolphus Smith. 

Private Harry English, 894th Tank Destroyer Bn. 

whom I met on the train coming to London, also 

stayed in my room, #5077, at the Royal Hotel. He 

was also A.w.o.L. from his outfit. 

On the following day, Saturday, I went around 

London, sight seeing and going to the movies. 

Private English was with me for a short while. He 

later le~ to meet a girl friend• I do not know 

her name but I recall that she was in room #2053 

at the Royal Hotel. On Saturday night, Jan 2nd, 

English engaged room #1001 at the Royal Hotel. We 

both stayed in that room. 

English and I kept room #1001 until Thursday, 

Jan. 7th 1943. I did not see much of English as 

he was with his girl friend most of the time. At 

about 3:30 P.M., on Thursday, English introduced 

me 


(At bottom of page - Signature) Harold Adolphus Smith. 

to a British Merchant seaman who invited us to 

his home. His name was 11 Pete11 • I do not know . 

his address as we went to his house by taxi. 

English and I both stayed at Pete's house for 

the night. At about 1:00 P.M. on Friday, Jan.8th 

1943, English and I left Pete's house. English 

went to Victoria and I went to Paddington Station 

to get a train and return to my unit. English 

had a date with a girl in Victoria. He told me 

he would meet me in Swindon the following day. 
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I caught the 9:20 P.M. train from Paddington 
Stntion, Friday night. I arrived in Swindon at 
about 11:45 the same night. I immediately went 
to Chilsedon camp, 6 miles from Swindon, to 
rejoin my unit. I found my organization had 
moved out. I saw a light in one of the camp 
kitchens so 

(At bottom of.page - Signature) Harold Adolphus Smith. 
I entered and asked for something to eat. A 
guard, armed with a pistol, was on duty in the 
kitchen. There was no cook around so the guard 
gave me a cheese sandwich. He grumbled quite a 
bit .about me asking for something to eat af'ter 
hours. Another guard who was present in the 
kitchen went to the barracks and made arrangements 
for me to sleep there. I, and the guard who gave 
me the sandwich, followed the other guard to the 
barracks. I slept there in a bunk pointed out 
by the guard who had gone ahead to m5.ke arrange
ments. I got up the next morning at about 
7100 A.M. I did not eat any breakfast. (Ivery . 
seldom eat breakfas~) I hung arO'W'ld the barracks 
until about noon when I went to the mess hall 
for dinner. After dinner I went back to the 

(At bottom of page - Signature) Harold Adolphus Smith·. 
squad room where I ha.d slept. At about 2:00 P.:M. 
that day, 'Saturday, Jan. 9th 194.3, while in the 
squadroom I saw a U.S. Army .45 cal. automatic 
pistol, holster, webb belt and 3 full clips of 
ammunition. The pistol was_laying on top of a 
bunk. I strapped the belt and pistol around my 
blouse, under my overcoat, and walked out of 
the barracks, at about 4:00 P.M. While in the 
corridor I checked th~ clip in the pistol. 
Finding it was full I pushed it back in the 
pistol. I always wanted to have an automatio 
so I took the gun from the squad.room intending 
to keep it as a souvenir. I had no intention 
of using the gun or shooting anybody. After 
checking the clip in the corridor, I started 
walking toward the mess hall. Just as I got 
outside the barracks I met 

(At bottom of page - Signature) Harold Adolphus Smith. 
a guard armed with a pistol. He looked like 
the guard who had given me the sandwich.in the 
kitchen. the night before. Vlhen I was about six 
feet away from the guard I said to him 11 Hiya Bud" • 
When I got about even with him and just as we 
were passing each other, the guard turned to me 
and said, 11What the hell did you say". I stopped 
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' and replied .II r just said hiya Bud.11 • The guard 

said 11 m1at do you me~ by that". I replied 
"Just Hiya Bud.11 • When I said that the guard 
took a step toward me and at the same time 
bringing his right hand back toward his holster. 
I did not know whether he was going to hit me 
or draw his pistol and shoot me. At this time 
the guard and I were about four feet from each 
other. As the guard made the motion 

(At bottom of page - Signature) Harold Adolphus Smith. 
toward his holster I immediately drew rrry pistol . 
from under my unbuttoned overcoat with rrry right 
hand. All in the same motion I pumped a 
cartridge into.the chamber with rrry left hand 
and fired point blank at the guards stomach 
from the hip position. When the first shot hit 
the guard he spun around to the right until his· 
back was toward me. I then fired one or more 
shots (I can1t remember the number) into the 
guard's back. As I was shooting the guard was 
falling to the ground.. After I had finished 
firing at the guard at my feet, I remained there 
for a few momen1B standing over him with the pistol 
still in rrry hand. At this time I saw an unarmed 
soldier come out of the barracks and run toward 
me with clenched fists. I fired two shots over 
his 

(At bottom of page - Signature) Harold Adolphus Smith. 
head to scare him. He turned around and ran 
back into the barracks. I then holstered rrr:r 
pistol and ran away from the scene of the 
shooting. I ran out of the camp, along the 
Ogburne - Marlborough road. I caught a bus at 
Ogburna at about 4:"30 p.m. and went to Marlborough, 
about four miles away. I arrived at Uarlborough 
at about 5:00·P.M. on Jan. 9th 1943, the day of 
the shooting. I remained around Marlborough 
until about midnight at which time I caught a 
train for London. I arrived at Paddington 
Station, London, at about 4i00 A.M. Sunday, Jan. 
10th 1943. As the tubes ware closed I took a taxi and 
went to Euston Station where I sat in a chair 
at the Y.M.C.A. Restrooms. Sunda:y morning at 
about 8:00 A.M., Private English came to the 
Restrooms. 

(At bottom of page - Signature) Harold Adolphus Smith. 
We talked a while and I told him my outfit had 
moved. I did not tell him anything about me 
shooting a guard in Chisledon. I did however 

~. r f: Q7Qshow him the pistol I was carrying. He asked 
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me to loan it to him. I did so at about g,05 A.M. 
He went out with the pistol and returned about 
15 minutes later ~d gave it back to me. English 
then left me saying he would meet me in the 
Restrooms that night. After English left I also 
went out of the Restrooms and walked around London. 
I returned to the Y.M.C.A. at Euston Station late 
Sunday afternoon and remained ·there. I slept in 
one of the chairs. At about 2:30 A.M. on Monday 
Jan 11th 1943 I was awakened by a uniformed London 
"Policeman. He took my pistol away from me and 
escorted me 

(At bottom of page - Signature) Harold Adolphus Smith. 
to a police station. I was later turned over to 
the U.S. J!dlitary Police and put in jail. I know 
the number of the pistol I stole from the barracks 
in Chisledon and which I used in shooting the 
guard is 515525. I have memorized this number. 
I drank no liquor on the day of the shooting. I 
have read my-statement of 9 pages and 6 lines and 
it is all true. 

(Signed) Harold Adolphus Smith. 

This statement taken by W. R. Dalton, I.D. 
O.P.M.G. in the presence of Agent J. A. Langevin, 
I.D. - O.P.M.G. 

I have been duly sworn by Lt. Richard M. McGuiness 
and I swear that the statement I have given 
consisting of nine (9) pages and six (6) lines 
Is the truth. 

(Signed) Harpld Adolphus Smith 
Richard M. McGuiness 
1st Lt. C.M.P. 

Witness: Summary Court. 

(Signed) Jas. A. Langevin, 


Agent I.D. O.P.M.G. 


In front of the barracks, Private Harry M. Jenkins, Company "E", 
116th Infantry, was on guard at about 4:00 P.M., on 9 January 1943, 
armed with a pistol (R.22,58 -59, Prosecution's Exhibit 11 011 ). Private 
Leroy K. Reed, Company "E", 116th Infantry, who was inside a ~racks, 
heard shots and a cry for help and on running from the barracks, he 
reached the spot where Jenkins was lying in the street within "about 
30 seconds"from the time he heard the shots (R.63). On being asked 
what was wrong, Jenkins pointed to accused, who was standing nearby, 
and said "that corporal shot me" (R.57). Jenkins had on his overcoat, 
helmet and leggings, with a pistol in his holster buckled around his 
waist. When Reed looked, accused was getting a pistol out of his 
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overcoat pocket. Reed started running and two shots·were fired at . 

him (R.58,59;- Prosecution1s Exhibit 11 011 ) as he ran around the barracks 

and.into the mess hall where he reported to Lieutenant Knight that 

Jenkins had been shot. Accused then fled along a road leading past 


·the camp where he was seen about 4:20 P.M., on Saturday, 9 January 1943 
by a British civilian who identified him. in court during the trial 
(R.40-46; Prosecution1 s Exhibit 11011). 

Jenlr..ins was brought into the Swindon hospital about 4:30 PM~ on 
Saturday, January 9th, suffering from shock and gunshot wounds (R.31J. 
One wound was in the left side of the back, one in the left arm, one 
in the left thigh and one in the right thigh. 11 Two bullets in his · 
body11 • "Probably one went through" (R.32). A bullet was removed 
from the right abdominal wall, apparently being the one entering the 
left side of the back (R.33) and, in the opinion of Dr. Lichtenstein 
it was the cause of Jenkins death (R.35) which occurred the next evening. 
Dr. Lichtenstein identified the bullet removed from Jenkins body 
(Prosecution1 s Exhibit 11D11 ) and described it as rather short and thick 
and not a rifle bullet (R• .34). 

, Lt. William B. Vlilliams, commander of 11E11 company of which 
deceased, Jenkins, wa13 a member, was with Jenkins in the hospital (R.10). 
Jenkins told him "that the soldier who had been at the camp for several 
hours and had come in the nieht before had shot him11 

1 and said there 
had been no conversation between them before or at the time of the 
shooting; · He said he was shot first in the back. At the time, 
Jenkins was very sick; and weak and was laboring for his breath (R,11). 

Lt. Williams identified the jacket worn by Jenkins (Prosecution 1 s 
Exhibit nI'1) by the hole above the belt in the back and the bloodstains 
inside a.round the hole, and also identified various other articles of 
Jenkins clothing produced at the trial as exhibits (R.52,53). 

James Watson, a London police sergeant, found accused in an 

armchair in the Y .tr.C .A., rest room at Euston station, London, a bout 

.3 o1 clock in the morning of' 11 January 194.3. He was lying in the 

chair in his shirt sleeves, asleep. His coat and jacket were on the 

back of the chair and a web-belt with pistol in a holster was under his 

back. The pi'stol was a Colt, number 515525, with a magazine in it, 

which pistol Police Sergeant Watson identified as Prosecution's Exhibit 

11F11 herein (R.48). The magazine in the gun was full and there were 

two clips in the clip-pouch on the belt, one with five cartridges in 

it and one empty (R.49). 11 The accused was much surprised and went 

with me very quiet and sullenn (R. 50). The officer took accused 1 s 

identity card from him at the time he picked him up (Prosecution's 

Exhibit 11 G11 ; R.51) • 


By stipulation the post mortem examination of deceased was 

"entered as evidence s.nd marked Prosecution Exhibit 11 L11 (R.54). Also 

by stipulation, the report of the gunsmith and ballistics expert, 

Prosecution's Exhibit 11 H11 , was admitted in evidence.. In this report 
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the ballistic expert finds that the bullet 11 found in Jenkins stomach" 
could not have been fired from any other weapon "than the .45 Colt 
lmtomatic numbered 51552511 , and that this pistol 11 is in working order 
and is not liable to accidental discharge" (R.51). 

Lt. Wallace R. Dalton, C.U.P., Prison Officer, Detention 
Barracks, London Base Command, as a prosecution witness, stated he and 
Lt. Langevin of the Provost I.!arshal General's Detachment, questioned 
accused after he was delivered to them by the London police (R.73), 
and that he wrote accused 1 s statement as it was .dictated by accused 
(R.74), each page of which was then signed by accused (R.76) and 
witnessed by Lt. Langevin and Lt. McGuiness (Prosecution's Exhibit 11 011 ). 

Lt. Dalton was present also v1hen a statement was made by Private . 
(Harry L.) English (Prosecution's Exhibit 11 N'1) (R.78), and he testified 
that the statement was freely given and that no physical force.was used 
to obtain the statement (R.79). · · 

Defense counsel announced "the riehts of the 
' 

accused as a 
witness have been explained to him and he elects to remain silent" 
(R.94). . 

4. The accused is named in the Charges e.nd Spec:i.fications as 
"Harold Adolphus Smith", but his serial munber is not set forth therein. 
An I.'lRU card, attached to the record of trial, refers to "Harold Alvin 
Smith", serial number 14045090, who was born at La Granee, Georgia, on 
4 January 192.3, and v1ho completed 8 years of grammar school and 3 years 
of high-school education in said tovm. Prosecution's EY.hibit 11 G11 is 
the identification card taken from accused (R.51) (W.D., AGO form 
No.65-4, March 21, 1942) of one "Harold A. Smith" whose serial number 
is given as 14045090. Prosecution's Exhibit 11 011 is the 11 Statement o~ 
Harold Adolphus Smith **1<·11 but who is described in the brly of the 
statement as "Private Harry Adolphus Smith, AST.!, 14045090,Hq., Hq.Co, 
1st Tank Destroyer Group, APO #302"• By certificate of correction 
the date as to age, pay and service of a. certain "Harold A. Smith, 
14045090, Headquarters and Headquarters Company, First Tank Destroyer 
Group", is made par.t of the record of trial. His age is therein shown 
as 20 years. The soldier who faced the court was positively identified 
as the individual who shot deceased (R.17,20,2.3,25,40,47,57). Ylhile 
these irre£ularities in connection with the name of accused may ba the 
source of confusion, there is no doubt that the soldier whose name 
appears.with variations in the several records and documents above 
described is the identical individual who fatally shot the deceased, 
Jenkin~, a:na. further there is no doubt concerning the identity of the 
individual who was brought to trial charged with murder of deceased. 
The record of trial clearly shovrs that the person named in the charge 
sheet and the person who sat in court charged with the crime is one 
and the same person. It is further conclusively established that the 
person whose record is shovm on the MRU card, the person who signed 
Prosecution's Exhibit 11011 , the person from whom the identification card 
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· was taken (Prosecution's Exhibit 11 G11 ) and the person whose record of 
age, service and pay is shown, is one and the same person, and that 

. this person is the person tried for the offenses set forth in the 
charge sheet. For convenience and in order to obviate mistakes in the 
future the Board of Review in the caption of this holding designates 
accused by his several names. 

The defense counsel in his argument (R.95) declared: 11First, 
in consideration of the youth of the accused; born 23 March 1926, age, 
17 tomorrow, I believe ***• At the age of 14 he made his debut into 
the society of the world, principally the United States Army****"• 
The MRU card states the date of accused 1 s birth as January 24, 1923, 
and the record of age, service and pay states his age to be 20 years• 
However, theW.D. identification card gives the date of birth as 
January 4, 1922. The Board of Review belie:ves that the date of birth 
as shown by the MRU card is correct for the following reason: It may 
properly be assumed that accused entered school in his sixth year. He 
was in school for 11 years and worked a year in a restaurant.making him 
approximately 18 years old when he enlisted on 4 February 1941 and 
therefore approximately 20 years old when the crime was committed. If 
he was born 24 January 1923, he was 19 years 11 months_ and 15 days old 
on 9 January 1943. It is apparent that if the birth date of March 231 
192,2 is correct, accused must have entered school at the age of about 
2 years 8 months - an absurd assumption, for he would bve been only 

·14 years 8 months and 11 days old when he enlisted after 11 years in 
school and a year's employment in a restaurant. There is no indication 
on the MRU card that parental consent for enlistment was obtained. 

5.(a) - It is noted that the effect of the plea of guilty made by 
the accused to Charge II and its Specification was. not explained to 
him but it is presumed that defense counsel performed their chty and 
that accused knew the effect of such a plea (M.C.M., par.45b, p.35). 

(b) - The admission of Prosecution's Exhibit 11 A11 in evidence was 
objected to by defense counsel, first that it was hearsay and.later that 
it was 11 preswnption, not hearsay". It was read. to the court by the 
trial judge advocate and the law member ruled that its acceptance would 
be "withheld until further evidence is presented" (R.12). It consists 
of a letter dated 5 February 1943 to which are attached three 
indorsements identifying accused, deceased and the pistol involved. 
It was not later mentioned nor formally received as evidence, but this 
letter and these indorsements are attached as exhibits to the record 
and appear to be a report of the loss of two pistols. One pistol 
nwnbered 515525, was recovered from accused by Sgt. James Watson of the 
London Police at the time he took accused into custody (R.48). The 
indorsements give the names and organization of both accused and 
deceased. All of the facts set forth in the letter and indorsements 
are othel"Wise shown by the record. . While their admissibility was 
extremely doubtful, accused could not paJsibly be prejudiced by the use 
made of same. 
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11 011(c) - Prosecution's Exhibits 11 B11 and , photos of barrack 
buildings which were near the scene of the shooting, were received by 
the court (R.30) as evidence over the objections of defense counsel 
that same were not properly identified (R.28). The photos, while not 
taken by the witness, Payne, were identified by him as correct 
representations of the barracks and surrounding area, with which he 
was obviously familiar. This verification was sufficient (22 C.J., 
sec.1124, p.921), and the ruling of the court was correct. 

(d) - Prosecution's Exhibit 11E11 , "the history of the illness of 
the accident" to deceased was presumably made by Mr. Schofield, "Surgeon 
to the Hospital", whose signature thereto was identified by Dr. Hugo 
Lichtenstein and thereupon "accepted" by the court in evidence (R.36) 
without objection of defense counsel. This statement was clearly 
hearsay, but·its contents ware proved by other competent testimony. 
The rights of accused could not have been materially affected thereby. 
Its admission was harmless error. 

(e) - Prosecution's Exhibit 11 .M", a photograph of the situs of the 
homicide, was accepted by the court, without objection from defense 
counsel. The witness, Reed, identified it as correctly representing 
the street upon which accused stood, immediately after the homicide, 
although Reed was not the photographer (R.57). The evidence of 
identification was adequate, and the admission of the photo was prorer. 
(See 5(d), supra). 

(f) - Prosecution's Exhibit 11 N11 (R.68) is a signed statement made 
under oath by Harry L. English; a witness, on 13 January 1943, two days 
after the arrest of himself and accused. On 13 March 1943 while 
English was on the witness-stand as a witness for the prosecution the 
record of trial shows that during his examination by the trial judge 
advocate the following occurred: · 

"Q. Did. you and Smith plan to return to the States? 
A. 	 I planned that a long time ago, sir. 
Q. 	How? · 
A. 	 I,wa:s thinking of going back to the States by 

a boat if I could make it. 
Q. 	 Did Smith lmow anything of those plans? 
A. 	 No sir. 
Q. 	 Did you ever tell him anything about that? 
A. 	 No sir. 
Q. 	 Did Smith ever return to London? 
A. 	 Not that I know of, sir. 
Q. 	 You stated Smith went to collect some money from 

men who owed him. Was he going to return to you? 
A. 	 He was supposed to meet me the next morning at 

Euston Station. 
Q. 	 How were you going to get the money? 
A. 	 He was supposed to come back there to meet me. 

That was all. 
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Q. 	 Did he me~t you? 
A. 	 No sir. · 
Q. 	 Did Smith get the ~s? 
A. 	 I don't know sir. 
Q. 	 Did he hand you a:ny gun? 
A. No sir. 

TRIAL JUDGE ADVOCATE: I have a statement here, 

made by the witness, which is in conflict with 

his testimony. I wish tq enter it in evidence 

as Exhibit 11 N'1 • (Trial Judge Advocate here reads 

the statement to the court) I offer this in 

evidence, to be marked and attached to the record. 

LAU MEMBER: Accepted. . 

Q. 	 Did you hear that statement? (the statement 

just read by the Trial Judge Advocate). 
A. 	 Yes sir. 
Q. 	Was anything wrong with it? 
A. 	Yes sir. 
Q. 	Tell the court. 
A. 	That statement was put under the third degree. 
Q. 	Explain. 
A. 	 I was put under the third degree, while one 

officer made out the statement. 
Q. 	 Who was the officer? 
A. 	 I know it was a Lieutenant of the U.S.Army. 

He was a private agent of the F.B.I. He was 
working for the Provost Marshal's Office. 

Q. 	 Could you identify .that man if you saw him? 
A. 	 Yes. 
Q. 	 Can you describe him? 
A. 	 He is short; has a little mustache, he is 

light, he is medium built. 
(2nd Lieutenant Wallace R. Dalton, C.M.P:, was 
here brought into the courtroom and faced the 
witness) 

Q. 	 Is this that officer? (indicating 2nd Lt. 
Wallace R. Dalton) 

A. 	Yes sir. 
(Lt. Dalton excused and retired from court room). 11 

(R.6S-69). 
> 

The trial judge advocate in presenting Exhibit 11 N'1 did not 
affirmatively assert that he had been surprised or entrapped by English's 
testimony. That surprise or entrapment of counsel, forms an exception 
to the rule which prohibits the impeachment of one's own witness is 
acknowledged by practically all authorities: 

11 **** A witness who unexpectedly gives testimony 
at variance ITJ,th statement made to a party or 
counsel befofH7trial may properly have called to 
his attention his former statementsin order to 
refresh his memory a:nd move him to speak the 
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truth by probing his conscience, thus inducing 
him to correct his testimony or explain the 
apparent inconsistency, or to enable the pi.rty 
calling him in some way to neutralize his 
testimony***" (.3 Wharton's Criminal Evidence, 
sec.l.392, p.2278; Wigmore's Code of Evidence, 
sec.825; 70 c.J., sec.1227, p.1032). 

. There must be actual, not feigned surprise. Counsel must 
have an honest belief as to what the testimony of the witness will be. 
The fact that.he has been informed that a witn~ss will testify to 
certain matters is no basis for claim of surprise by the failure of the 
witness to do so. {People v. Reynolds, 48 Cal. App. 688, 192 Pac. 3431 
345; Wiese v. State, 470kl. Cr. 59, 287 Pac. 1099, 1102; Jeens v. 
Wrightsville &T.R.Co., 144 Ga. 48; 85 S.E. 1055, 1056; State v. Tresede:r; 
66 Utah 543, 244 Pac. 654,656). "A party cannot claim to be surprised 
by the testimony of a witness when he has failed to make inquiry as to 
what the testimony will be before.calling the witness to the _stand" 
{Sullivan v. United States 28 Fed (2nd) 147, 149; .3 Wharton's Criminal 
Evidence, sec.1.394, p.2280~. In the instant case, the tr~al judge 
advocate had before him the statement of the witness, English, 
{Prosecution's Exhibit "N") made on lJ January 1943 to af.'ficers of the 
Provost Marshal General's Department upon which he was entitled to rely 
when he placed English on the stand. The statement was made during an 
official investigation by proper officers. (70 C.J., sec.1226, p.1032). 
He was not required to express his surprise in formal language, when 
English testified in contradiction to his prior statement. His 
production of Pros.ecution' s Exhibit "N" indicated his surprise better 
than v1ords. It is manifest the trial judge advocate was caught off 
his guard, and that' his surprise was in good faith and not feigned. 

· English's testimony on the stand conflicted with his prior 
statement in two important particulars: (1) in his statement English 
testified that one of the purposes accused had in mind in returning to 
camp was to obtain pistols for accused and English. "Just before he 
le~ me Friday morning he said he wouldn't stop at nothing in getting 
the pistols. He said: 1 I won1,t stop at nothing' • We had talked 
about him getting the guns when we were together on Thursday. He said 
that 'the only way we can get them is from the I.1P post but I'11 have to 
knock out one of the guards to get his first. Then I'll call out the • 
sergeant of the guard and have him come dovm to get his 1 11 (Prosecution' s 
Ex."N11 ). Opposed to this declaration, English testified on the stand 
that accused returned to ca.mp "to get some money from fellows that 
owed it to him", and upon being asked: 11 V/as there anything else he was' 
leaving you forT he answered 11 Ifo,sir11 (R.67); (2) in his statement 
~lish further tleclared accused "told me tha~ he had met a British 
seaman named Charlie and who would get us back to the States and we 
.thought the guns would help us. 11 He also stated that one of the things 
he had in mind in breaking out of the stockade was going back to the 

States (Prosecution's Ex. 11 N11 ). In his testimony English denied 
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that accused had any knowledge of the plan to return by boat to the 
States and that he (English) had never told accused about such plans. 

A f'urther prerequisite for the admission of evidence in 
impeachment of one's own witness is that the testimony of the witness 
while on the stand must be affirmative and hostile, prejudicial or 
injurious to the party by vrhom the witness was called. (Sneed v. United 
States, 298 Fed. 911, 915; Randazzo v. United States, JOO Fed. 794, 
797; Arine v. United States, 10 Fed. (2nd) 778; 3 rlharton's Criminal 
Evidence, sec.1393, p.2279). The fact that accused planned to obtain 
fire-arms even at the cost of violence with the ulterior purpose of 
using same as a means of returning to the United States certainly 
furnishes evidence that accused's shooting of deceased was the result 
of a deliberate, premeditated plan and that he was prepared to use 
violent means should any attempt be made to thwart his purpose. 
Manifestly English's testimony on the witness-stand which denied the 
prearrangement between himself and accused and had for its purpose the 
exculpation of accused from pr..rticipation in.the plan to obtain fire
arms for the purpose of aiding them in their intended desertion was 
not only affirmative evidence, but also highly injurious and prejudicial 
to the prosecution's case. The second condition to the introduction 
of impeaching evidence was therefore mot. . 

The trial judge advocate called attention of the witness to his 
prior contradictory statement. English did not derzy- giving the prior 
statement but asserted it had been obtained under compulsion. Under 
these circumstances the admission of the prior statement in evidence 
was proper. (3 Vfl1arton 1 s Criminal Evidence, sec.1392, p.2278; r.r.c.M., 
par.124b, p.134). 

Prosecution's Exhibit 11 N11 was admissible only for the purpose 
of inducing English 11 to refresh his memory and move him to speak the 
truth by probing his conscience". It was not original substantive 
evidence in aid of the establishment of prosecution's case against 
accused. (70 C.J., sec.1236, p.1042, note 86). For the latter purpose 
it was hearsay and inadmissible, but for the limited purpose indicated, 
its use was unobjectionable. An explanation to the Court by the Law 
Member of the purpose for which Prosecution's Exhibit 11 N'1 was admitted 
would have been proper (State v. Willette, 46 Montana 326, 127, Pac.1013) 
but the absence of such explanation was not error. It may be properly 
assi.uned 1 in the absence of objection by the defense or evidence to the 
contrary, that the Court confined its use to its legitimate purpose 
(Winthrop's I.!ilitary Lavi and Precedents (Reprint) p.514). 

(g) - The court admitted in evidence the accused's written 
confession (Prosecution's Ex. 11 011 ) after hearing uncontradicted evidence 
as to its voluntary nature (R.73,74,75,76;80,81,82,8J). There is not 
a suggestion that it was obtained through the exercise of force, 
compulsion or violence or because of promises of leniency. Neither 
was there a:n:y objection by defense to its admission. "A confession of 
accused vnrlch was reduced to writing by another person and was read 
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over to or by accused, **** and which was signed or otherwise admitted 
by him to be correct is as much his written confession as one prepared entirely 
by his own hand would be, and when made freely and voluntarily, it is 
admissible against him over objections that it was not written by him *** 
or that i~ is not accurate, or that it does not recite his exact words, 
or that it is hearsay, or that it deprives him of the right to confront 
the witnesses against him." (16 C.J., sec.1508, p.732). The written 
confession was clearly admissible. 

(h) - A written statement (Defense Ex. 1) made by Harry L. · 
English on 5 March 1943, a time just prior to this trial, of these 
happenings, which occurred nearly two months earlier, was offered by the 
defense counsel while English was on the witness stand for cross
exa.mination (R.70). On objection by the trial judge advocate, the court 
properly refused to accept it in evidence. The best evidence must be 
produced of which the case is susceptible, and it may happen that oral 
testimony may be the original and best evidence as to a fact or £acts 
when a statement of the same exists in writing. 

11 Thus where certain facts within the knowledge 
of the writer, and material to the issue of the 
case on trial, have been recited in a ****** 
communication or other vi:riting, the primary 
and best evidence of such facts will be not 
the writing but the personal declaration of 
the same, under oath and subject to cross
examination, by the writer, and if he can be 
obtained as a witness, the written statement 
should not be received." (Vlinthrop1 s Military 
Law & Precedents, p.322). . · 

This same statement was later 11 accepted11 in evidence as Defense Exhibit 1 
(R.83) over the objection of the trial judge advocate. Defense counsel 
then immediately requested the court, 11 due_ to the. incompetency of the 
witness, that all testimony as.given by Private Harry L. English, be 
removed from the record of this case" (R.83). On refusal of this 
request by the court, defense counsel asked that Defense Exhibit 1 and 
all testimony of Private English 11 be admitted to the record but not as 
evidence". The admission of the Exhibit was the result of the persistent 
solicitation of the defense itself. Therefore, ii' any error were committed 
it was self-invited by accused's counsel and cannot constitute error 
prejudicial to accused (24 C.J.S., sec.1843, p.695). 

The motion of defense counsel to exclude English's testimony 
and that same 11 be removed from the record of this case" 11 due to the 
incompetency of the witness" was an anomalous motion which is unknown 
to legal procedure. Contradictions in the testi.mony given by English 
on the stand with his prior statement to the officers of the Provost 
Marshal General's Department (Prosecution's Exhibit "N'') and with his 
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statement given on 5 March 1943 (Defense-1 s Exhibit 1) and between the 
statements inter sese go to the weight of the evidence and credibility 
of the witness. Consideration of same was a !Unction of the court. 
Such conflicts did not affect his competency as a witness (70 C.J., sec.108, 
p.82). The ruling of the court denying the motion was correct. 

{i) - Accused states in his confession (Prosecution's Exhibit "011 ) 

that there was some conversation between him and deceased and that he 
shot Jenkins the first time from th~ont when Jenkins made a motion 
11 to hit me or draw his pistol and shoot me". Lt. Williams testified 
as to a conversation with deceased in the hospital sometime during the 
day following the shooting wherein Jenkins said there had been llQ 
conversation between him and accused before the shooting and that "he was 
shot first in the back11 (R.11). No objection to the admission of this 
testimony was made by defense counsel and in the opinion of the Board of 
Review it is admissible as a dying declaration of deceased. 

"Under indictments :for murder and manslaughter, 
the law recognizes an exception to the rule 
rejecting hearsay, by allowing the dying 
declaratiors of the victim of the crime, in 
regard to the circumstances which have induced 
his present condition, and especially as to 
the person by whom the violence was committed, 
to be detailed in evidence by one who bas heard 
them. It is necessary, however, to the 
competency of testimony of this character 
and it must be proved as preliminary to the 
proof of the declaration - that the person 
whose words are repeated by the witness should 
have been in extremis· and under a sense of 
impending death, i.e. in the belief. that he is 
about·or soon to die, though it is not necessary 
that he should himself state that he speaks · 
under this impression, provided the fact is 
otherwise shown. 11 (Winthrop's Military Law & 
Precedents (Reprint), p.326; M.C.M., par.148, 
p.164). (Underscoring supplied). 

11*** It is no objection to their admissibility 
that they were brought out in answer to 
leading questions, or upon urgent solicitations 
addressed to him by e:ny person or persons ****" 
(M.C.M., par.148, p.164). . _ . 

It was the duty of the Court, as a preliminary issue, to 
determine if deceased made the declaration under such conditions as to 
entitle it to admission in evidence. It is manifest that deceased was 
in extremis when he made the statement to Lt. Williams. He died soon . 
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thereafter. He also made the statement freely and voluntarily. Is 
there evidence that he had abandoned all hope of recovering from the 
inj~J inflicted by accused and was under the firm conviction that his 
death was inevitable and near at hand? 11 He made no statement to 
Lieut. Williams that he thought he would die11 or any statement of that 
nature {R.10), but 11 he was obviously weak and laboring for his breath". 
He failed to answer one or two questions which were asked him (R.11). 
He was operated on about 8:30 P.M., on the night {Saturday) of the 
shooting. His case was dangerous at that.time (R.33,37). His 
condition deteriorated the next morning and he was da.neerously ill. 
He died at 8:30 on Sunday night, 10 January 1943 (R.35). Dr. Lichtenstein, 
who assisted in performing the operation on deceased was asked: nnid 
Jenkins at any time appear to believe he was dying?" His response 
was: "No, I can't say that from experience. Only ·I can say that many 
people who are in such a bad condition as Jenkins was are thinking of 
dying. Sometimes they express their thoughts and say it, but he never 
said something like that in my presence" (R.38). It must be candidly 
admitted that the evidence in respect to deceased's mental attitude 
towards his approaching demise is extremely sketchy but the fact that a 
person feared death must ordinarily be proved by circumstantial evidence. 
The circumstances in this case supported by Dr. Lichtenstein's statement 
warrant an inference that the deceased knew of his approaching death 
and realized it was inevitable when he made the statement to Lieut. 
Williams. (CM 228571 (1943) Bul. JAG., Jan. 1943, Vol.II, No.l, par.395, 
p.9). . 

(j) - By stipulation (Prosecution's Ex. 11 H11 ; R.51) it was agreed 
that Robert q Churchill, gunsmith and ballistic expert would testify, 
if in court,. substantially in accordance with a written report attached 
to said stipulation and accepted by the court. By said report 
Lir. Churchill, testifying as an expert, declared that three certain 
bullets had been fired.from a .45 Colt automatic pistol #515525 - being 
the pistol taken from accused at Paddington Station, London, by Police 
Sergeant James Watson {R.48). The witness :f'urther expressed the opinion 
that the bullets could have been fired from no other pistol. . The bullet 
taker}l'rom deceased 1 s body was handled by several persons. There was no 
positive identification of it, or of the other two bullets described in 
the ballistic report, and no proof that the bullets examined by 
Mr. Churchill were in fact the bullets which his report represents them 
to be (R.33,34,36,51,53,76; Prosecution's Ex."D"; Prosecution's Ex. 11 H11 ). 

However, such imperfection in the evidence affects only the weight of 
Mr. Churchill1 s opinion·, and does not have any bearing on its 
admissibility. Such expert evidence being admissible, it was for the 
Court to weigh and evaluate it in v:iew of the lack of certainty in the 
identification of the bullets tested by the expert. (2 Wharton's 
Criminal Evidence (11th Ed.) sec.992, p.1737; 22 C.J., sec.823, p.731). 
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(k) - The Court requested and secured accused's service record 
prior to making its findings (R.100). This was irregular (M.C.M., 
par.79, pp.65,66). A copy of the service record is attached to the 
record of trial and it reveals accused was sentenced to restriction of 
one month at hard labor and forfeiture of $13.00 for like period by a 
special court-martial on 27 May 194l for loitering on post. . The 
irregularity of securing the service record which included an "outlawed" 
prior conviction, cannot have prejudiced accused's rights in the face 
of the evidence of his guilt (AW 37). 

. (1) - The President of the Court usurped authority (AW 31) by 
ruling on a number of interlocutory.questions (R.14,16,60,61,62,70,94}. 
However, neither the accused nor any member of the Court objected to .. 
such practice or the President's rulings. On their merits the rulings 
were either correct or pertained to immaterial matters. Consequently 
no prejudice to rights of accused resulted from this irregular procedure. 

(m) - The witness, Reed, testified that upon reaching deceased, 
as he lay upon the ground ·arter being shot, that the witness asked 
deceased what was wrong with him. The deceased pointed to the accused 
(who was standing near the tree at the parking area) and said 11 that 
corporal shot me" (R.57). This declaration of deceased was clearly part 
of the~ gestae and was properly admissible in evidence. (11.C.M.,. 
par.115£, p.118; CM 193895 (1930), Dig.Ops.JAG., 1912-1940, par.395(24), 
p,216). . 

6. The court properly overruled a motion of defense counsel (R.91) 
to change the charge against accused "from a violation of the 92nd. 
Article of War to a violation of the 93rd Article of War" for reasons 
(if any) very vaguely outlined but suggesting the .hope of inducing the 
court to reduce the charge to manslaughter. Such a change was properly 
left by the court to be considered when it deliberated on its findings. 
(CM: ETO 439, Nicholson). · · . 

Independent of such procedural detail the evidence of the 
prosecution at this stage of the trial clearly established the crime of 
murder and not manslaughter. There was no evidence that accused had 
acted under the influence of anger or heat of passion provoked by· 
deceased. Contravvise there was substantial evidence that accused shot 
deceased wantonly and with malice aforethought. The denial of the 
motion was not only proper but the granting of same would have been gross 
error. (CM: ETO 72, Jacobs and Farley; CM: ETO 82, McKenzie). 

7. 	 1111urder, at common law is the unlawful killing, by 

a person of sound memory and discretion, of any 

reasonable creature in being and under the peace 

of the State, with malice aforethought either 

express or implied." (\7inthrop 1 s l"J.litary Law & 

Precedents, p.672; 1928 M.C.M., par.148, p.162; 


1 Wharton's Cr. Law, par.419, p.625). 
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"**** A deliberate intent to kill must exist at 
the moment.when the act of.killing is perpetrated 
to render the homicide murder. Such intent 
may be ilµ'erred under the rule that everyone 
is presumed to intend the natural consequence 
of his act."(lllharton's Cr. LB.w; 12th Ed., sec.4201 
p.633). . . 

"}ialice aforethought may exist when the act is 
unpremed~tated. It may mean a:ny one or more of 
the following states or mind preceding or 
coexisting with the act or omission by which 
death is caused: an intention to cause the death 
of or grievous.bodily harm to, a:ny person, whether 
such person is the person ac~ua.l..ly killed or not 
(e~~~pt when the death is inflicted in the heat or a 
mf~ttsion, caused by adequate provocation); 
knowledge that the act which causes death will 
probably- cause the death or, or grivous bodily-
harm to, a:ny person, whether such person is the 
person actually- killed or not, although such 
knowledge is accompanied by indifference whether · 
death or grievous bodily harm is caused or not 
or by a wish that it may.not be caused;·*****·" 
(1928 M.C.M., par.14S~, p.163; 18 ALR 917) • 

Deceased was a sentry on duty. Accused, with his stolen gun, 
apparently impatient to try it out and without the aid or instigation of 
others, deliberately-, in cold blood at a distance of only four to six 
feet, Bild without warning, shot deceased fatally in the back and then as 
deceased was falling, accused fired additional shots, "I can't remember 
the number", into the deceased' s body. The homicide was v1anton, 
deliberate, malicious and cruel. All of the elements constituting the 
crime of murder were established beyond any doubt. The findings of the 
court are not only supported by substantial evidence, but are also the 
only findings which could be honestly and consistently made from the 
evidence. (CM 221640, ·Loper; CM ETO 255, .Q.2£!?; CM ETO 268, Ricks; · 
CM ETO 292, Mickles; CM ETo· L.22, Green). There are no mitigating or 
extenuating circumstances in connection with the killing. 

The Theater Judge Advocate in his review of the record or trial 
pertinently and appropriately comments& "Under the circumstances or this 
case, a bullet fired into the back could not have been fired in self
defense. The accused, an escapee from confinement, having wrongfully 
possessed himself of a weapon which he greatly desired and being about 
to depart from the scene of such taking, · found himself confronted by a 
representative or lawful authority. The accused was a trained soldier 
or almost two years experience. With a blast or gunfire he removed what 
must have seemed a possible obstacle to his cpntinued freedom of action 
and possession of the weapon he coveted, warded off pursuit with further 
fire, and continued his flight. The killing was not in any degree, 
attributable to frailty of youth. It was an act or cold savagery." 
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. 8. Accused pleaded guilty to Charge II and its Specification. 
Independent of such plea the evidence f'u1ly establishes his guilt 
thereof. 

9. Accused is 20 years of age. He completed eight years in 
grammar school and three years in high school and has had approximately 
two years of army service. Attached to the record of trial is a 
clemency plea based upon the youth of accused only, signed by five of 
the-seven members of the court who were present during the entire 
proceedings, and by the prosecution and defense counsel. 

10. The court was legally constituted and had jurisdiction of the 
accused and the oi'fenses charged. The sentence is legal. No errors 
injurious~ affecting the substantial rights of the accused were 
committed during the trial. The Board oi' Review is of the opinion that 
the record of trial is legally sufficient to support the findings of 
guilty_and the sentence. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 


lat Ind•. 

WD, Branch Office TJAG., with ETOUSA.. 11 JUN 1943 
General, ETO, U. S. Army, APO Bf!rl. 

1. In the case of Private HAROLD ADOLPHUS SMITH (14045090), 
Headquarters and Headquarters Company, First Tank Destroyer Groupj 
attention is invited to the foregoing holding by the Board of Review, 
that the record of trial is legally sufficient to support the findings 
and sentence, which holding is hereby approved. Under the provisions 
of Article of ffar 5~j you now have authority to order the execution 
of the sentence. · 

2. The recommendation for clemency by members of the court is 
not easily understood. A death sentence requires a unanimous vote, 
hence each member must have voted for it in this case. But the death 
sentence was not mandatory; and the youth of accused, the ground for 
the recommendation, was known at the time. For members voluntarily 
to vote for a death sentence and then immediately to recommend that some· 
one else commute it smacks of a lack of courage of their convictions. 
Such.a reconunendation must fail to impress. 

3. When copies of the published order are forwarded to this 
office, they should be accompanied by the foregoing holding and this 
indorsement. The file number of the record in this office is ETO 438. 
For convenience of reference please place that number in brackets at 
the end of the order: (ETO 438). 

Ila \ 
•. RICK, 

1Brigadier General, 
'AkSistant Judge Advocate General. 

Incl: 
Holding of Board of ~view. 

(Sentence ordered executed. GCMO 91 ETO, 16 Jun 1943) 
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Branch Office or The Judge Advocate General 
with the . 

European Theater or Operations 
APO 871 

Board of Review. 

ETO 4~. 

UNITED STATES ) HEADQUARTERS, VIII BOMBER COMMAND. 
.) 

. v. 	 ) Trial by G.C.M., convened at 
) A.AF St8.tion 12J, APO 6J4; 


Second Lieutenant THOMAS W. ) 18 March 1943. 

NICHOUlON (0-885402), A.C., 68th ) Sentences Dismissal. 


· Bombardment Squadront 44th 
Bombardment Group (HJ, A.AF. ~ 

HOLDmG of the BOARD OF REVIEW 

RITER, VAN BENSCHOTEN and SAEGENT, Judge Advocates. 


1. The record or trial in the case of the officer named above 
has been examined by the Board of Review and the Board submits this, 
1ts opinion, to the Assistant Judge Advocate General in charge of the 
. Branch Office 	of The Judge Advocate General with the European Theater 
ot Operations. 

2. The accused was tried upon the following Charge and 
Specificationsa 

CHARGES Violation or the 95th Article of War. 

Specification la (Finding of Not Guilty)•.'. 
Specification 21 (Finding of Not Guilty) •. 
Specification 3& In that 2nd Lieut. Thomas W. 

Nicholson,·A.c., 68th Bombardment Squadron, 
44th Bombardment Group (H) AAF, was, at Norwich, 
England, on or about 19 February 1943, in a 
public place to-wit, Sampson Hercules Dance 
Hall, drunk and disorderly while in uniform. 

He pleaded not guilty to the Charge and to the Specifications thereunder. 
He was found not guilty of Specifications 1 and 2, guilty ot Specific-. 
ation 3, and guilty of the Charge. No evidence or previous convictions 
was introduced. He was sentenced to be dismissed the service. ~he 
reviewing authority, Comm.anding General, VIII Bomber Command, APO 634~ 
appr~yed the sen~~nce~{f1rg~ed the record or trial for action 
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under Article of' War 4S. The con£'irndng authority, Commanding General, 
European Theater of' Operations, approved only so much of the f'inding of 
guilty of' the Charge and Specification 3 thereunder as involves a 
finding of' guilty of Specification 3 in violation of' the 96th Article 
of War, confirmed the sentence and, pursuant to Article of War .5ok, 
withheld the order directing the execution thereof'. 

3. The evidence for the prosecution pertaining to the Specification 
of' which accused was found guilty (Specification 3), shows that the 
Sampson Hercules Dance Hall, a small public dance hall, is situated in 
Norwich, England. "All sorts" of' people were at the hall on the evening 
of 19 February 1943 (R.ll). About 9:30 P.M., on that evening, Corporal 
Chester H. Koronkiewicz, a.military policeman on duty at the hall, was 
asked by the bar tender to remove a sergeant who was drunk in the lobby. 
Accused approached Koronkiewicz and told him that he had no right to 
lock up the sergeant, that if Koronkiewicz did so, he would have to lock 
up accused as well (R.ll,14,16,18). Sergeant William R. Richardson, 
also on duty as a military policeman, asked accused for his name and for 
that of' his commanding officer. Accused replied 11 that his father was 
his Comriia.nding Officer, and that he was a bastard.11 • This reference by 
accused was not made in a joking manner (R.18-19). Accused then went 
toward the dance floor, seized a lady by the arm and asked her to dance 
with him. Accused asked her if' she liked him. The woman replied in 
the negative and accused let her go (R.14,16). Accused then proceeded 
to the dance floor, "caused an unnecessary disturbance", and "broke up 
the dance several times" (R.14). Several people joined in a dance 
called the Conga. D;uring the course of the dance, someone hit accused 
on the head and he fell down.· He rose and rejoined the dance. The 
The noor of' the hall was very slipPery. Accused's conduct was then 
"not too noticeable" (R.7-S, 18-19). 

When the band stopped playing, Corporal Koronkiewicz noticed 
accused arguing with two noncommissioned officers about dancing with a 
girl. Koronkiewicz went out on the floor and was told by one of these 
noncommissioned officers that it was all right, that accused could dance 
with her. Koronkiewicz then told Lieutenant.William F. Lucke, 
Assistant Provost Marshal, about accused. Pursuant to Lieutenant 
Lucke 1s instructions) Koronkiewiez went to accused who was at the bar, 
and told him that Lieutenant Lucke wished to see him. Accused replied& 
"Who the hell is he? Tell: Lt. Lucke to go· fuck 1¢nself' and if' be wants 
to talk to me he should come over here instead of m:r going to him". 
Accused then called Koronkiewicz a son of a bitch and a bastard, and said 
if he did not like it, Koronkiewicz could come outside with him. 
Several women were present but accused "seemed to disregard them". He 
said that "he did not give a tuck about the Military Police". Accused 
"kept pushing himself through the crowd and using profane language". 
Koronkiewicz "said O.K'' in response to accused's request to go ou'bf.de, 
in order that he might bring accused to the lobby to see Lieutenant 
Lucke. However, accused "dragged" him outside. Accused then took 
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oft his blouse, but Koronkiewioz ref'used to go into the alley with 
him (R.14-17, 20). When Koronkiewicz and accused were talking at 
the bar, "quite a fe~ people heard the language, although the band 
was playing" (R.15)~ · 

When Lieutenant Lucke and Private Harold B. Hendricks, another 
member of the military police, joined accused and Koronkiewicz outside 
the hall, accused had removed his blouse. His fists were in a 
fighting position. He insisted that he desired to "have it out" in 
the alley with Koronkiewicz, and offered to fight the military police 
one at a time (R.15-16, 20-21). Accused addressed Lieutenant Lucke 
in a loud tone of voice. He said that 11 he knew we had some record 
of him", that he would return to town and would get twice as drunk as 
he was then, and would cause more disturbance. Accused iU.rther 
stated that he hoped action would be taken on his record, that such 
action would result in his being put out of the army, that it. would be 
necessary to send him back to the States, and that he hoped to get out 
of the army regardless of his rank. Accused said that he would give 
himself a bad record in order that he would be returned to the United 
States (R.15, 20-21). 

With reference to the alleged drunkenness of accused, 
Corporal Chester F. Schmidt, a military policeman, testified that on 
the evening in question, accused definitely had been drinking but was 
not intoxicated. He was wandering about alone, was somewhat 
dishevelled and his uniform was not neat. Accused did not stagger 
and seemed to have control of himself. Schmidt was not close enough 
to accused to know whether the latter was under the influence of 
liquor (R.7-9). 

According to Private Frederick M. Robar, another member of 
the military police, accused was in his uniform and "looked all right" 
when he saw him. He had been drinking and was "feeling good", but 
Robar could.not say that he was drunk (R.ll-12). 

In the opinion of Corporal Koronkiewicz and Private Hendricks, 
accused was drunk. As has been previously stated, the language 
addressed by accused to Koronkiewicz at the bar was, according to 
Koronkiewicz, heard by several persons although the band was then 
playing. Accused was acting in a normal and logical manner at the 
bar whe?)i'irst approached by Koronkiewicz (R.15-17). 

Lieutenant Lucke testified that from his actions it appeared 
that accused had had quite a bit to drink. He wanted to pick a 
fight with the military police, and talked in a loud tone of voice. 
The lieutenant was not close enough to smell accused's breath (R.20). 

4. For the defense, First Lieutenant John J. Finch testified 
that he saw accused on the dance floor. He did not see him dance the 
Conga, nor did he see any one 11 break up the Conga line" on the evening 
of February 19. Lieutenant Finch saw accused about 10:.30 P.M. when 
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the dance ended, and later at a hotel. Accused wore his blouse and 
there was nothing unusual about his appearance. He did not consider 
that accused was drunk (R.26-28). 

First Lieutenant Louis V. Girard had known accused "pretty 
well" since April 1941, and had trained with him in the Reyal Canadian 
Air Force. Accused was a "very good man" and was one of the few who 
completed the course. He had a good personality, and had not been in 
any trouble about which the witness had any knowledge (R.28-29). 

It was stipulated that the character of accused was excellent 
during the 19 months he served with the Royal Canadian Air Force (R.29). 

Upon.being advised of his rights, accused elected to make an 
unsworn statement. Arter two years of college he volunteered for the 
Air Corps at the age of 18, but could not join as he was too young. 
He went to Canada, joined the Royal Canadian Air Force, and for three 
months received training for aircrai'tsman 2nd class. He then spent 
six weeks at a school studying to be a pilot. After 12 weeks at an 
elementary flying school he was graduated in the APTS ranking 15th in 
a class of 70. Upon completing his training he received his wings, 
and was promoted from aircrai'tsman to Sergeant-Pilot. Upon reaching 
England, he taught navigation for five months and then spent three or 
tour months at another station. He received a promotion, transferred 
,to the American Air Force and was sent to the VIII Bomber Command. 
He received tactical training at Bovingdon, and obtained h1.s co-pilot 
rating ai'ter forty hours on a B-17. He obtained a grade of 99% out 
of a possiblel00% and was "checked out" as a co-pilot on a B-17. He 
was then transferred to the 44th Bombardment Group where he expected to 
fly B-17's. The members of the 44th Bombardment Group were flying 
B-24's on operational missions, and accused had no experience with 
these machines. The only time he could go up was when he could get a 
ride. . He "was confined". (R.29-30). · 

On 19 February 1943, accused went to town, had three or.four 
drinks at a hotel, went to the Sampson Hercules Dance Hall, had another 
drink, and then went up to the dance floor. He saw a girl whom he 
knew, and touched but did not grab her arm as she passed. He asked 
her for a dance and his request was refused. "Then an MP crune at me. 
I was mad". The military policeman said that another military 
policeman wished to see accused in the lobby. Accused, who did not 
consider that he had done anything out of the ordinary, became angry 
again and had a few words with the soldier. He went outside with the 
military police,· and Lieutenant Lucke came out to join them. Accused 
then was angry and "wanted to do something about it". He told 
Lieutenant Lucke that he would return to the hotel to get his hat and 
coat. · 

the 44,th 
Accused went to town £or the follo
Bombardment Group to be part of a 
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himself' a co-pilot on combat status. The 44th Group had B-241 s and 
were conducting operational missions. . Accused had to learn to fly a 
B-24. He could fly only when he could get a ride. He sat around 
the officers' club, took an occasional course in aircraft recognition, 
and did not do much. He was interested at first and asked as many 
questions as possible. "All this brought down my morale". He did 
not desire to sit around the club after having been trained to fly. 
Accused did not believe that he had done anything wrong (R.30-31). 

5. The evidence is legally sufficient to establish that accused 
was, at the place and time alleged in Specification 3 of the Charge, 
drunk and disorderly in mdform in a public place, to wit, the Sampson 
Hercules Dance Hall, where both military personnel and civilians were 
present. The question arises as to whether the behavior alleged was 
of such an'aggravated nature as to amount to conduct unbecoming an 
officer and a gentleman with.in the meaning of Article of War 95. In 
Winthrop's Military Law and Precedents it is stated that the word 
"un'llecoming11 as used in Article of War 95 11 *** is understood to mean 
not merely inappropriate or unsuitable, as being opposed to good taste 
or propriety*** but morally unbefitting and unworthy". (Reprint p.7ll). 
The conduct contemplated by Article of War 95: 

"*** must offend so seriously against law, 
justice, morality or decorum as to expose 
to disgrace, socially or as a man, the 
offender, and at the same time mus't be of 
such a nature or committed under such 
circumstances as to bring dishonor or 
disrepute upon the military profession 
which he represents." (Reprint, pp.711,712). 

Winthrop cites, as an instance of an offense chargeable under 
Article of War 61 (95), "Drunkenness of a gross character committed in 
the presence of military inferiors, or characterized by some peculiarly 
shamef'ul conduct or disgraceful exhibition of himself' by the accused" 
(Reprint p.717). In paragraph 151 of the Manual for Courts-Martial 
the offense of 11 being grossly drunk and conspicuiously disorderly in a 
public place" is-listed as an example of a vioiation of Article of War 
95. It is further stated therein that the Article contemplates 
conduct by an officer which, taking all the circumstances into 
consideration, shows that he is morally unfit to be an officer and to 
be considered a gentleman. 

Two witnesses for the prosecution testified in substance that 
although accused had been drinking, they could not s~hat·-he was drunk. 
One of these witnesses observed that accuaed did not stagger, and that 
he appeared to have control of himself'. Accused 11 looked all right" 
to the other witness although he was apparently "feeling good". A 
third witness testified that accused definitely had been drinking, 
that he talked in a loud tone of voice, and that he wanted to fight. 
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Two other witnesses for the prosecution testified that accused was 

drunk. A witness for the defense was of the opinion that accused 

was not drunk. Accused himself' informed Lieutenant Lucke and the 

military police that he would return to town and get twice as drunk 

as he was,at that time. 


The findings indicate that the court believed the evidence 

sut'ficient to establish that the accused was drunk as alleged. 

Considering all the circumstances of the case, the Board of Review is 

of thg same opinion. The Board believes, however, that although the 

~enness of accused was undoubtedly discreditable, the proof falls 

short of demonstrating that it was in fact of such an aggravated 

degree as to justify a characterization of gross. 


With respect to the alleged disorderly conduct of accused, 
there is no doubt that accused addressed highly reprehensible language 
to his military inferiors. Whether such language was heard by persons 
other than those directly involved is questionable. The bare statement 
of Corporal Koronkiewicz, that 11 quite a few people heard the language, 

· although the band was playing11 was unsupported by any other evidence 
which would establish how the witness knew SU.ch to be the fact. The 
statement appeared to be merely a conclusion by the witness. Although 
accused, when he left the hall, "kept pushing himself' through the 
crowd and using profane language", there was no evidence that his 
conduct was observed or that his language was heard, by persons other 
than Koronkiewicz. 

Accused fell on the floor while dancing the Conga with a 
group of people. The evidence shows that the fall was in all 
probability the result of the slippery condition of the floor, or of 
a blow on his head, which blow was apparently accidental. The 
conduct of accused was then "not too noticeable". Corporal Koronkiewicz 
testified that accused "caused an unnecessary disturbance" on the floor 
and "broke up the dance several times". There was no evid~nce as to 
the nature or seriousness of the disturbance, the manner in which 
accused broke up the dance, or the degree of his misconduct. 

The use.of the offensive language by accused toward his 
military inferiors was entirely unjustified in law or in fact. It 
was abusive, profane, highly reprehensible and undoubtedly prejudicial 
to good order and military discipline within the meaning of Article 
of War 96. The Board of Review is of the opinion that the utterances 
did not so far transgress military canons of fairness-and decency as 
to demonstrate that accused is morally unfit to continue as an officer. 
It was not of such a character as to transcend the line of demarcation 
between conduct violative of Article of War 96 and the more 
reprehensible conduct considered to be violative of the 95th Article 
of War. 
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Accordingly, considering all the circumstances or the case, 

the Board of Review is of the opinion that the evidence as to the 

alleged drunkenness and disorderly conduct of accused, is legally 

sufficient to support only so much of the finding or guilty of the 

Charge as involves a violation of Article of War 96. 


6. At the close of the case for the prosecution, the defense 
moved "for a plea of not guilty on grounds insufficiency or proof of 
Ouilty, and also to substitute AW.96 for AW.95". The court in closed 
session denied "the motion of the Defense to dismiss the Charge 95th 
Article of War; and so stated", and deferred its action on the motion 
to substitute the 96th Article of War for Article of War 95 (R.21). 
After closing arguments had been made b;y the prosecution and b;y the 
defense, the court denied the motion to substitute the 96th Article 
of' War for Article of' War 95 (R.31). · · 

In view of the evidence which had been introduced b;y the 
prosecution, the court was clearly warranted in denying what was in 
fact a motion for a fin~ing of not guilty. The court was, as a matter 
of procedure, after the closing arguments, entitled then to deny the 
motion to substitute Article of War 96, to sit in closed session at 
the termination of the evidence, to reach its findings in the usual 
manner, and, in effect, to allow such findings to reflect its denial 
of the motion. 

7. Attached to the record of trial is a recommendation for 

clemency signed b;y the two individual counsel introduced b;y accused, 

and b;y the regularly appointed defense counsel. Because of the 

accused's "excellent record of prior service, conduct and training", 

they recoJlllllend that accused be not dismissed from the service. This 


-	 recommendation was approved b;y all members of the court who were 
present during the tr~al. 

8. The accused is 21 years o:f age. He was commissioned a 
second lieutenant, Air Corps, 13 October 1942, upon trans:fer from the 
Canadian Armed Forces to the Armed Forces of the United States. On 
16 January 1943, he was assigned to the 44th Bombardment Group (H) AAF, 
from the 326th Bombardment Squadron. 

9. The court was legally constituted. No errors injuriously 

affecting the substantial rights of accused were committed during the 

trial. He was found not guilty o:f Specificatioil:l l and 2 of_ the · 

Charge. In the opinion of the Board o:f Review the record o:f trial 

is legally sufficient to support only so much of the findings of 

guilty of Specification 3 and of the Charge as involves findings of 

guilty of this Specification in viQlation o:f Article of War 96, 

legally sufficient to support the sentence, and warrants the action 
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taken by the con.firming authority. Dismissal is au'i(horized upon 
conviction or violation of Article or War 96. 

~_·7_~_2_&;-_·_·_._·_4f;;&_.__ .. ___ Judge Advocate 

-· .- .- .·. .,,. .. . .~ ~: -. ~ 

:-: .. 
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1st Ind. 

TO: Commanding General,WD, Branch Office TJAG with ETOUSA. 
ETO, U.S. Army, _APO 887. 

-1. In the case of Second Lieutenant THOMAS W. NICHOLSON (0-885402), 
Air Corps, 68th Bombardment Sq1.JB.dr\on, 44th Bombardment Group (H) AAF, 
attention is invited to the foregoing holding by the Board of Review, 
th~t the record of trial is legally sufficient to support only so niuch 
of the findings of guilty of Specification 3 and of the Charge as involves 

; :findings of guilty of this Specification in violation of Article of War 
96, legally sufficient to support the sentence and to warrant the action 
taken by the confirming authority, which holding is hereby approved. 
Under the provisions of Article of War So!, you now have authority to 
order the execution of the s~ntence. 

2. When copies of the published order are forward~~ to this office, 
they should be accompanied by the foregoing holding and this indorsement. 
The file number of the record in thie9ffice is ETO 439. For convenience 
of reference please place that number .)lrackets at the end of the · 
order: (ETO 439) • • · - - 

~~ L.~K, ) 
Brigadier General, _ 

Assistant Judge Advocate General, 

Branch Office with the 


European Theater of Operatiqns. 


Incl.t . _ , 
1~--'lfc>"ldin«\~of :BO"ard of &vi'ew. 

., ' .. . 
...,...[c•. ; ,..---------~--- ~ -

(pente~eM6~ executed. GCMO 8, ETO, 28 May 1943) 
. ' 

REGRADED _J)NLJ..,t15S Jt: IEP . . ..........- ... 

BY AUtlO~ ... ·~ :.;· ..J.ecc.. .................·..
ev.R~0i1V.A~P..C...Ml~kef<.:1- -~~yJ~-J 
EXEC, rm.. Qf;, ffB /q5 ~ 
-------·---------------·--·-·····-~···· -w.i ...... \ 
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